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.' ; 3;. "liii:,my b9_68 article,' The Law of New York Concerning
Abortion and 'the Status'of the . Foetus..

, 1664-1968: A. Case of Cessa

't';(f)n.ojConsUtutionality,381 gave it only cursory attention, and there

£are.tmade the same error that all other .modern authors have made
.

. in-this field: i.e., I. assumed that Bracton and Fleta described the real

c'om:liTlao law -oftheir century, and that Coke described the real com

mon law; ofhis. �he bulk of my 1968 article, which dealt with the

history -ef the New York statutes from 1828 onward, remains per

fectly.sound. 1t',is1only the preface treating the English common-law

background.that 1 now perceive to have been inadequate. As the legal
historiarr-om Governor Rockefeller's Commission to Review New

York State's Abortion Law (1968), I wrote the original version of

t.hat paper as a monograph on New York's legislative history of

abortion, simply for the information of my fellow commissioners."

So immersed -did 1 become in what New York revisers of 1828 be
lieveduhe-comrnon law to be, that I took their evidence at face value

'as representing what the common law was. For example, I quoted"
the following. two revisers' notes:

The killing of an unborn quick child, by striking the
.. mother, is' now only a misdemeanor. . , .

A child .not born, is considered as' not being in rerum

natura; and therefore nat the -subject of murder, so that the

killing such a child is not murder or manslaughter. U

The second of these revisers' notes is correct. The first states Coke

correctly.'but Coke, as we have seen; did not state the common law

corre�t1,Y. �s St'a�ford and Dalton had made perfectly clear, at com

mon law, abortion, even after quickening, was not even a misprision .

. 4:' Fhe' 1·830-1970 New York abortion legislation, and that of

the' fbrty ot'more other states which copied it, as 1 maintained in my
'1 'd· t It •

article, and. maintain herein, was, constitutional when first passed and

so remained! for=many years; because of medical conditions then
•

� li'f '4

.. Means; ;supra note '1. '

. II. The Gommission decided so submit my monographas an annexure to its Report to the

Governor. 1It tile 'suggestion'of the Chairman, the Honorable Charles W. Froessel, an enlarged
-and revised 'versionrw8s: published in the New York law Forum. See Means, supra note' I .

.. Means, supra note I, at 443,444.
I. 6 Revisers' Notes 12. 13 (1828) to N.¥. Rev. Stat. pt. IV, ch. I,tit. 2, §§ 8, 10 (1829).

,
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prevailing,' But; ;With the-change in 'those medical conditions; it 'be

came' �nc0nstitutional and' has been' unconstitutional 'now fer-many
yearsl-The question thus arises as to what is the scope of the common

law liberty in irespect of abortion .to which the cessation of constitu-
, tionality of the forrrie)' statutes restored the women and physicians of

New' Yorkiandd)ther states? Was' it the restrictive liberty allowed by
Coke (aboerionobefore quickening), or the unlimited liberty allowed

by.thejustices.of Edward III and by Serjeant Stanford? If historically
valid content is-to be given to the "fundamental right to .an.abortion"

that SOl many.federal judges have perceived, through the constitutional

lenses' of tHe ipem:lmbral zane and the ninth 'amendment, it is impor
tant to know.r'. ,

" Prior to-the present article, all historical treatments of the Eng
lish -law-of a'oortianiliad mentioned the loci. classici in Bracton (and
his tnipii;,t Fleta) and in Coke, leaving the 400 years of legal history
between'Braetoetand Coke 'a giant-void. I plead guilty to having done

this rnyself-in my t 968' article." I have here tried to make amends for

following the other authors down this false path. Curiously, a distin

guished member of the Supreme Court of California was not deceived

by -Bracton. 'Writing .for the court in Keeler v. Superior Court of
Amador County," Mr. Justice Mosk observed: "There seem to be no

reported, cases supporting Bracton's view, and, it need not further

detain .us:'I'�,The sagacity of this insight was confirmed for me by the

leading living authority on Bracton, ProfessorSamuel Thorne, of the

.' c Means.sup;anotel.at419.20(1968).
I,n .,19),9, tflc grit;sh. M,inistry ofHealth and Home Office published the re"ort of the[ir)

Inter-Departmental Committee on Abortion. which contains the following:
'rhe' g�at 'a�thb�lt'ies' on the History of English crimi'nal law are remarkably silent'

'upoll the matter '(of abortion). From Bracton. who wrote in the early part of the

thirlcclnth century" and.was the first of the writers to attempt a general, survey of the

existing cr!",in�1 law. down to the 'Institutes' of Coke some 350 year� later; the

specific references to abortion are few in number. The reason for this comparative
sileri'ci:'Sce'mS't!o be that the offence of procuring abortion was regardedasan offence

to be dealtwith by the ecclesiastical courts. 'and the writers on criminal law were only
concerned to deal wilh it as it affected [the secular) criminal law, as in the case of

_. homicide.

British Ministry of Health and Home Office. Report of the Inter-Departmental Committee on

Abortion 'Il.66. at 26-27 (1939). Of the fifteen members of that .lnter-Departmental Committee

on �bortion._ &eyeral weredawyers. of whom the most distinguished was W ..-Norman Birkett.

K.C.. ,but it ,is ckar.from the foregoing that all had-lost touch with the mediaeval authorities

on.this SUbject., "

"
;.

, ,dl.2�Cal 3d,.619.i4:70 P:2d 617. 87 Cal. Rptr. 48) (1970,). .,/

.. Id. at 625 n.4, 470 P.2d at 620 n.4, 87 Cal. Rptr. at 484 n.4.
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Harvard Law School, who. remarked, when -I drew Justice Mosk's

statement ttoUtis 'attention: "Wherr.Braoton had, cases to support his

view, he citednhem."

It.new.occurs to me' that Justice Mosk's remark about Bracton

applies with..equal: force to Coke's passage. There are plenty of dicta

supporting. Coke's statement that abortion after quickening is a com

mondaw misdemeanor (misprision), but no decisions, certainly none

holdingitbe.abortee herself guilty of such, an offense." Faced with the

treatises.o£JStanford, Lambarde, and Dalton, .justices of the peace
were-not aeout ItO;. bind, women, or. their abortionists, over for an

offense-whieh-these authors had.held not to exist.whatever the opin
ions ofdtheifar more eminent commentator, Sir Edward Coke, may

have .beensrCoke has never. been taken. all that seriously on his own

side of-the Atlantic.

Bernard, M. Dickens, a barrister of the I nner Temple. has written

a recent' t�ea'tise on A bortion and the Law. in which he concludes his

section-dealing with "The Position at Common Law" by pointing out

a single.instance- 0'[ an indictment," of an abortionist who had given
a pregnant woman pills to cause an abortion. This is the' same 'indict

ment that was discussed in 1845 in Commonwealth v. Parker," by
Chiefulustice Lemuel Shaw, one of the greatest. common-law judges
Massachusetts ever produced. That was a prosecution at common law

for an abortion with no averment or proof of quickening: In ruling
the indictment invalid, Chief Justice Shaw wrote:

. The only authority, adduced in support of the prosecu
, .tion, was.a precedent in 3 Chit. Crim. Law. 798, which is an

indictment 'at common law, in which it is not alleged that the

woman· Was' quick with child. It does not appear that any
. judgment-was rendered on this indictment. which was found

.' shortly before the passing of the act of 43 Geo. 3; but as it is

.j insertedcas a precedent, in a work of good 'authority, it was

prebablyideemed good .evidence of the law. But, upon a care

ful consideration of this precedent, it will not be found incon-

.

�s: � the dicra discussed in Means, supra note I, at 428 n.3i.

.){r. 1ihis�indictrihent is p�inted in 3·J. Chitty', Oriminal Law 9.98-801 (1816). Taken from the

Crown Office, ·Mich. 42 Geo. 3 (1802)-i.e., just before the passage of Lord EJlenborough's
Act, 43 Geo. 3, c. 58 (1803), since which abortion has been an exclusively statutory offense in

England.
t7 SO Mass.·(9 MeL) 263 (1845). "1
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;si�tenb�iHl w,hat we-take to, be the rule-of the .common law ..

"
. The-jmHc�l)1ent,contains several counts, and-they all charge an '

assault 'upon the woman; and there is no intimation that the

applicatieas .were made. with her consent, but the conclusion,
. from the. averments. is otherwise. It is then the' case of an

assault-et-cornmon law, with aggravations. But what is more

material- is, that; although the woman was not alleged to be

quick 'wjth .child; yet it is averred that she was pregnant and

.big ..>wit�,.,child,. and that the act was done by the defendant

wHful1y, and, with intent feloniously, wilfully, and of his mal-

iee.aforetheught.no-kil) and murder the child with which she
was, sa big, and pregnant. And in other counts, it is laid that
drugs rwet;e administered to her, she being pregnant with an

other child, and with intent to cause and procure-her to rnis-
� iGauy and .bring forth said child dead, &c. The whole proceeds

on-the averment, that she was then pregnant with a child, then
.so. far advanced .as to be regarded in law as having a separate
.existence.tar life capable of being destroyed; which is equivalent
Ao;:the averment that she was quick with child."

,,:Wrhemone-1I'cads'the whole of the indictment as set forth in

Chitty,?', one discovers that there were five counts, of which the fifth
need not-detain us, as it was only for common assault. Counts I, 1'1,
and III all refer to one pregnancy, which defendant terminated by a

combination of blows and pills, in 1799. Count I V refers to a second

pregnancy, apparently at a later date, which Chitty conceals under an

"on, etc.", whieh defendant attempted to. terminate by a combination
of blows and the insertion of "a certain instrument called a rule. . .

into the-womb and-body of the said Anne." Count IV does not aver

that defendant succeeded in terminating the second pregnancy. Count
I does' aver that .he succeeded in. terminating' the first pregnancy, .the
child being "born .alive." Counts II and III merely offer varying
dates- and.types of pills administered in successive efforts to terminate
the first.pregnancy..

Count I states that both mother and the live-born child "became
and wjere] rendered weak, sick, diseased, and distempered in body", .. " . .

as .a result, o£&th� prenatal abortifacient acts; and further that the
"

•• 3 J, Chitty. supra note 46,
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,mop�er ,,�'un�erwent and suffered great and excruciating pains, an

< s.uish andtorture both of body and mind", and that this lasted for

,"itie"'space of six months then next following." Similar averments

occur-in Counts II, III, and IV in regard to the mother's suffering.
, !:�'" vi'1'\Y of.rhese allegations in Count I, the only count which, as

quoted byChitty, tells us whether the, child was stillborn or born alive,
we � that this abortus not only survived the operation, but, in the

, interx�l <?fl ti�e: between February 1799, when the first abortion was

accomplished and his live birth resulted, and September or October

1 (Michaelmas Term) 1802, when the grand jury found the indictment,
'. this child remained alive-a period of over t.hree years, since, if the

I' f .).. • •

. cbild h�� .died., the indictment would surely have recounted that ma-

cabre fact. What Count 1 is charging, therefore, is the performance

.,Qf\an�a.�p,litif��ient act, after quickening, which resulted in the, birth

alive of an, in�C\nt which, had it died within a year and a day after

birth, would have been the victim, according to Coke, of murder, but

which survived though "rendered weak, sick, diseased, and distem

pered iii body." Count I (and the variant Counts II and Il l) is thus.

charging, so far as the infant is concerned, an offense short of murder

th�t}Y.ou!d., according to Coke, have been murder, had the infant died

.
�after birrh within the year and a day. It is thus evidence that the law

officers in the Crown Office thought-in seeking such an indictment

.frorn a glland.j�ry-that Coke was right about abortion after quicken
ing being murder if the foetus were live-born and then died. They were

merely extending this principle to the lesser offense of assault with
intent to murder. .

,�,�* \

., . Alth!lug�.as we know, Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., in speaking
for a unanimous Supreme Judicial Court in 1884, doubted that even

this half 'of Coke's text (calling abortion after quickening murder if

the.abortus is,born alive and then dies) had ever become the common

law of Massachusetts," the English courts did accept this half of

Coke's passage ill a later nineteenth-century-case."
,

' W,hati�ounts I-III do not establish is that the law officers in the

Crown.Office [n 1802 believed that abortion after quickening resulting
in a' stillbirth ,-.yas a crime at common law. True, they did include
I> • �. • •

,

Count IV, but apparently they felt it necessary to strengthen it by
adding- the averment that the procedure had caused the said Anne to

.

:: I , .
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become7 contHiue arid te'main "weak, sick; sore, lame, diseased and
. dis'oraefed 'ui Hatty.' .. fori the space of six months then next follow

.' ing":'and-'Ihey 1do not 'tell' us whether the abortiorr was a success or

not iFhl's indicates a belief on the part of the law officers in the Crown

'Offr�jin' 1-802�'that 'an abortion after quickening which resulted in

se�ere' illness of,hiotbidity in the' abortee was some kind of offense,
.

but it falls far sh'ott of indicating that they were confident that 'an
, aborti6n'after quickening; resulting iri a stillbirth, which did not-make

. the patient seriously unwell, was an offense at common law.
Thus thevarious counts in the 1802 indictment set forth in

'ChittY;"twen if; notwithstanding Chief Justice Shaw's words, any

judgment was rendered on this indictment, would 'not establish a pre
cedent-that abortion after quickening resulting in a stillbirth was an

.
'

offense of any-kind at common law, unless serious morbidity to the

abortee herself resulted. 'The endemic, inveterate concern of the com

mon law with th� life and health of the expectant mother, rather than

with'thQse of the foetus, is once again underscored.
( , Ih1fact', however, there is nothing to show that there ever was any

prosecution 'under any of the counts of this indictment. In view of the

fact that Lord'Ellenborough's bill was introduced into Parliament a

very:short time �fter the return of this indictment, one would probably
'he closer to the -truth in assuming that the law officers in the Crown

Office-decided ihat 'Coke was just plain wrong, in the face of the

'med'ia:eva1 authdritles,' and that nothing but a statute could change
them. 'What'-we are probably looking at in this 1802 indictment in

Chitty is the reason for the passage of Lord Ellenborough's Act.
,

-

Wh'i.le 11have never been able to lind strictly contemporaneous
. evidente·J(apar( from this indictment) for the passage of Lord Ellen

borough's �ct, it is a fact that an unsigned article in an 1832 issue of

the London Legal Examiner states flatly: "The reason assigned for

the' pun'ishmentJ of abortion is riot' that; thereby an 'embryo human

being is destroyed, but that it rarely or never can be affected by drugs
'wi'f'hoo(tii�'sabtifite 'of the mother's life."52 The writer also mentions

,

a certain' chiim"made in his day to the effect that there had become

available by 1832 "an operation by which', even in an advanced stage
., ;'.ii'�

"

t )'�l� t,t'·� ", t ."� ,..
I'

• •

"12 2' tegal E'xa'miner' iO-11 (1832) (unsign'ed article o� trial of William Russell at the

Huntingdon Assizes. March 1832), The new and- relatively safe operation which the writer goes
on to mentien is undoubtedly induction of premature labor in the third trimester. a technique
now litilee�ployed,

.
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of. gestation; abortion may' be. effected with trifling, danger", and

recordedhis "doubts of.the assertion", as. well he might, since Lister's

.regime, of antisepjic sur.gery was stiIJ 35 years in the future as .to its

.discovery, and ,half a century-in the future as, to its adoption, in 1.832.

The I·SQZ· indictment and the J832 Legal Examiner piece thus unite

il\:,p.oil)ti,08',.to the .life of the mother, as the reason for the passage of

Lord Ellenboreugh's Act, from which all American statutes on the

subject are derived.

�n, view, of -the probable. reluctance of the law officers in the

Crown Office to prosecute the 1802 indictment (or its probable dis

missal.by the English court if they did 'prosecute), one can understand

why Mr. Dickens concludes his passage thus: "However, references

.to the procuring ef abortion as a crime at Common Law before it

.becarne a statutory offense in 1803 are not numerous, and are fairly
late- in date ..

"�3 tThe references are, of course, found in works of au

thors, not in decisions, or even dicta, of courts.

It'is thus-no accident that the Attorneys General of Texas and

Georgia have not produced a single English common-law decision,

prior to 1776, or L840, the dates as of which Georgia' and Texas,

respectively, adopted the English common law, or prior to 1791-the

date on which the ninth amendment became a part of the Constitu

tion, nor any American colonial or early state decision holding that

abortion either before or after quickening was any offense at all at

common law. The -earliest such dictum is in Commonwealth v.

Bangs." and that case was decided .in 1812.

There remains only an ironic footnote to Coke's masterpiece of

perversion of the common law of abortion. In 1970 the Harvard

University Press. published a book, under the general editorship of

Professor John T. Noonan, Jr., of the Boalt Hall Faculty of Law,

called The .Moralit», of Abortion. The chapters are by different au

thors, but the final one, captioned "Constitutional Balance", is a

joint production of Professor David W. Louisell, also of Boalt Hall,

and Noonan. The .section of this chapter. titled', "The Fetus in-the

Criminal Law", purports to give the history of the subject at common

law, in which -these eminent authors quote the locus classicus in

Coke's Third Institute about abortion after quickening, but misquote
Coke-as cailing it "a great misprision and so murder." For Coke's

U B, Dickens. Abortion and the law 23 (1966).
It 9 Mass. 387 (1812). See also supra note 31.
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.

I

'·:no,"··b.9.uisel�[and· Noonan .have substituted "so". Since. a mispri
.sion is '81Iways' under the grade .of felony\, 'and murder is always a

felonyj.•tlre-sentence as altered by Louisell and Noonan makes-no sense

fa. anya.ne �ho !knows the meaning of. the'word misprision. Neverthe
less, at 'the argument before the Supreme Court of the United States
'on,JanualJ'Y,112; 1971, of United States v. Vuitch,55 I saw and 'heard
AssistantSclicitor General Samuel Huntington (in all innocence, of
course) cite this very page of the Noonan book, containing this very
eorruptiom Of Coke's text, as the Government's idea of the true his

tory ofLt'he common law onabortion! Fortunately, the Court was not

misled, as in that case it did not reach the constitutional issue 'Which

would.haverequired it to review this history .

. One. carl only say that, after Coke's savaging of the truth about
the common, law on this subject in his Third Institute, in the interest
of punishing "so horrible an offence" as abortion after quickening,
he has now, more than three centuries later, received poetic justice at

the hands of two law professors 'who, wittingly or unwittingly, have
comiptedchisuext: as violent Iy- as he, clearly 'knowi ngly, misstated the
mediaeval, decisions. 'One is reminded, of the lines sung by the Mi
kadoiiuitheGilberr and Sullivan operetta of that name:

:11 .
, .My object all sublime

,

I shall achieve in time--
I To let the punishment fitthe crime
The punishment 'fit the crime ....

. �'c '"
;

,._ I, _

'vhis .punishment. must be all the more odious to the shade of the
doughty Sir" Edward, seeing that it has been administered by the two

m:a.st'disHhguished legal spokesmen in this country on this question
of��that..'veiy t'PaJ!)acy .which he so strongly opposed throughout his
career: : r! I' ,i

"

,
.,

.'.... BUMhe tale 'does not end here. There is a footnote to the footnote.
A rgrouptef three Washington, D.e., lawyers.. and one Washington,
D.e., law firmtvone New Jersey lawyer, and Professor Robert M.

Bryn, -of the' Fordham University-Law School (a colleague of mine
on Governilr 4Rlockefeller's 1968 New York State Abortion Law
,Review)€ommission)Hiled an amicus 'curiae brief dated October 8,

.. 402 0 .S.'62 (1971). _,f,
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19V 1 rIrf the U nited States Supreme Court, forThe National Right

to Life Committee. A passage appears on page 2-5 of that .brief which'

makes interesting comparative reading when set beside the passage on

pagel229 of the 1'970 Louisell-Noonan effort:

Louisell-Noonan:
t ,

�

Ryan-Gartlan-Scanlan- Flynn
Byrn-Shea & Gardner:

T�i�)B����.�9i'S] Ianguage was

repeated early in the seven

teenth century ,by Coke in a
.rif i'(o t

•

pa s,age w�ich begins, "If a
!.). f ,� ., I .

. ,

woman be qu.'ck with child.
I J

this a great. IT!ispr�si9n and so

'd'
l

"58
_.lIt l.. ,

m,ur er. i'" ".

"

Early in. the 17th Century, Lord
.

Coke repeats what Bracton said

in a passage 'which 'begins "If a'
woman be quick with child. .".

this is a great misprision and so

murder. "57

I must congratulate these seven attorneys for The National Right
to Life Committee for correcting the Louisell-Noonan misquotation

of Coke by inserting the word "is", which is in Coke, but is' missing
from Loulsell-Noonan. This must have required somebody to look up

the original. What .a pity that he did. not look five words further on

and see, Coke's '.'no". and substitute it for Louisell-Noonan's "so",

at the 'same time'! �. .

After such persistence in misquoting Coke as having said "so"

where he did say "no", I. am beginning to wonder whether these

gentlemen really believe that Coke and Bracton said the same thing.

Quite evidently they intend others to believe it. After all, how else can

one-explain that they say that Coke "repeated',' (Louisell-Noonan) or

"repeats'," (Byrn et al.) Bracton's .dicturn? Repetition implies that

Coke accepted and adopted Bracton's dictum, whereas in fact, of

course, he merely quoted it. Yet, by changing Coke's "no" to "so",

both -these groups of lawyers for the foetus have made Coke adopt

Br�c!pn the ,whole WflY, while all that C�ke did was to quote him, and

to. �tteinpt,to pervert the English law halfway toward Bracton, by
calling-abortion after quickening a misprision, but not the homicide

which-sdidr<}h' had dubbed it.
.'

, '. o
.

.

i � f .,S ;. tio "lilf .

'4t}\

.. D.W. touiSc:lI 'a: J.T. Noonan, Constitutional Balance, in The Morality of Abortion:

legal and Historical Perspectives 223 (Noonan ed. 1'970).' .

".

II Brief for Tlie National Right to Life Committee as Amicus Curiae at 25, Roc v, Wade

and Doc v, 89lton, supra note 2.
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., ;. Nfter 1111 ,this, one can only conclude that Clio has many clients,
and,,SomttJOf(,the'm aJ.!e"c1o,¥ns.PR .,' , ,

II. THE,TWILIGHT OF THE, COMM(:)N.LAW AND THE DAWN OF THE

,
NINTH AMENDMENT

"

There remains, a significant .. strand of the tangled skein of the

common law of abortion prior to 1791 still to be unravelled. What if

the abJ�hon'ist's �ct 'resulted in his patient's death-an 'event that
- .'jfl'- f"p j't 1 • .

•

must have 'occurred' in three cases out of eight. 5.
-

.

Tite 'mediaeval law was silent on this question. One can surmise

from this tl1�t ih�as content to let the risk 'fall where nature had laid

it: on the' wJm�rr she had gambled, and lost. that was' all.
In 1670, however, Sir Matthew Hale, sitting atthe Assizes at

Bury St. Edmunds, decided such a case, which is reported only in his

Treatise of-the History of Pleas of the Crown." where he wrote:
".

But if a woman be with child, and any gives her a potion
to destroy the child within her, 'and she take it, and it works

'so �trongly,/that it'kills her, this is murder, for it was not given
to cure her :of'a disease, but unlawfully to destroy the child

within her, and therefore he, that gives a potion to this end,
must take the hazard, and if it kill the mother, it is murder',
and so 'niled before me' at the assizes at Bury in the year
1670." � :,' ;'

.. Advo�ates of 'Coke's Third Institute position' would doubtless

pra9 in' i�1(:lt Hille's. adverb "unlawfully" in this passage, but Hale
,

.
. ,

II If Chis judgment see-ms hard on these latter-day zealots, 'let them take comfort in the

con'jpany of that giantbof time gene by. Sir Edward Coke. Was it not he. who had obtained the

agreem�nt. of-tge.l'ther Chief Justice, and of the Chief Baron of the Exchequer, "that the King
by his proflalj1atjo" c�nnot create any offence which was not an offence before, for then he may

alter thhaw -of'the land by 'his proclamation in a high point; for if he may create an offence

wh�ri: none 'is, upon that ensues fine and imprisonment." Procalamations, .12 Co. Rep.,74, 76,
77. Eng. Rep. 1352, 1'354 (1610). Yet twenty years later we find him in his study at Stoke Pogis,
devoting the final quinquennium of his life to the preparation of his Institutes for publication,
and, in the course of this labor, doing the very thing by stealth that he had denied King James

I the.power t� do, by-open, proclamation, Of such ironies is history woven. See a/so Cope, Sir

Edward Coke and Proclamations. /610, IS Am.J, of Legal Hist. 215 (1971).
II See text,pp. 384:86. infra,
.. M. Hal¢, �UP'Q note 32.
�I M. Hale', supra note 36, at 429-30.
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himself deubtless .meant no more' by it than ·that such a purpose

contravened the King's ecclesiastical Iaw. Hale cites no earlier preced

ent for his.nisi prius decision in 1670; had any existed, he surely would

have ')Qnown of i�,! and Cited it. One thus perceives the nature of the

innovation the Lord Chief Justice made-at Bury three centuries ago.

Theretefore'the common law, following nature, had let the woman

"take the" hazard.", With . Restoration .gallantry, Sir Matthew im

posed a new legal risk upon her abortionist. He did not merely shift

a legal risk from her. shoulders to the abortionist; for there is no

evidence.that.the common law had ever treated an abortee who died

as felo.de se. It had simply closed its eyes to her fate. Sir Matthew

Hale' opened its eyes, but even he did not call her felo de se, though

he did condemn, her. abortionist as a murderer,if she died.

I have found- only one other case prior to 1791 in which an

abortee died, and her abortionist was held guilty of her murder. This

was Mar.garet Tinckler's Case, tried to a jury at the Durham Assizes

(C rown Side) in 1781, before 'Sir George Nares (1716-86), a Puisne

Justice of �hd Common Pleas. Like Hale's case in 1670, this one also

is reported enly, in a treatise, written, however, not by the justice who

decided it, but by Sir Edward Hyde East 22 years after the decision."

East'S' report of the case follows:

J
'

. MargaretTinckler was indicted for the murder of Jane

! Parkinson, by inserting pieces of wood into her womb. A

second. eount charged her as accessary before the fact. It was

proved -by 'several witnesses, that from the first time of the

deceased raking to her bed, which was on the 12th of July, she

thought that she.must die, making use of different expressions,

as.. that she was going: that she was working out her last; and

exclaiming, Oh! that Peggy Tinckler has killed me. She lin-

I! 2 E. East, A· Treatise of the Pleas or the Crown (1803). This work was published in the

same year. in wllich Lord Ellenborough's Act, 43 Geo. 3, c. 58 (1803), was passed. East's preface

is datedMay, 180�. Lord Ellenborough's Act received the royal assent on June 24, 1803, though

its first reading in Commons had occurred on March 28, 1803. '36 Parl, Hist. cols. 1245-47

(1803). In ariYcVent,. East makes no reference to the bill or the statute. His discussion is based

entirely on the position at common law. He treats Margaret Tinckler's Case twice inthe first

volume or his treatise: in a comment or his own at 230, and in a full report �t 354-56. The report,

according to margi'nal notes, is based principally on a manuscript or Henry Gould (cir. 1700-

94), a Puisne 11l�ti� of the Common Pleas, and on the Manuscripts of Crown Cases Reserved,

but also in pan on a manuscript or Francis Buller (1746-1800), a Puisne Justice of the King's

Bench.
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, .gered' tilf !thel Z3d" when she died. She never was up but once
during 1that·,time, when on telling a friend who attended -her
thaf .she thou�ht" herself better, she advised her to get up,
which'the deceased did, and-walked as far as the passage going
out of �tie room, but was forced toreturn and go to bed again.
It "appeared' by the testimony: of several witnesses, that from
the moment of her taking to her bed till the time-of her death
she had declared, that Tinckler had killed her and dear child,
(stating-the 'partlcular means used, which agreed with the
charge in-the indictrnent.) And during the same period she had

I declared, m0T� particularly, 'that she was with child by one P.
a married man, ,"\V,ho, being fearful' lest his wife should hear
of it if she were' brought 'to bed, advised her to go to the
prisoner.ia-midwife, to take her advice how she should get rid
of the' child, being then five or six months gone.' 'That the
prisoner gave her the advice' in question, which she followed

acc'Ordingly:n was proved by the testimony of a witness, that

three-days before the delivery, which was 'On the 10th July, she
saw the deceased in the prisoner's bed-chamber, when the

pris'OneriH'Ook her round the waist and shook her in a very
violent manner six different times, and tossed her up and
down: and that she was afterwards delivered at the prisoner's
house. The deceasedalso declared during her illness, that after
her delivery the prisoner gave her the child to take horne; and
bid her go to bed that night and sleep, and get up in the
morning and go about her business, and nobody would know

anything, 'Of tlie matter; but that appearing very ill the next day
at-a relation's house, they had ordered her to go home and go
to bed, which she did. The child was born alive, but died

instaritly;.-,andl the surgeons, who were examined, provedthat
it was' perfect. There was no doubt but that the deceased had
died � by. the acceleration of the birth of the child: and upon
ope'l)i�g 'her womb it appeared that there were two holes
caused by i�he skewers, one 'Of which was mortified, and the
'Other 'Only en flamed; and other symptoms 'Of injury appeared.
A -short time' before her death 'she was asked whether the
acc'Ount"she'had from time to time given 'Of tile occasion of

�.·.",{l."'f,���· .I� .'.
. • f

her d�atti, ,and .tlie prisoner's treatment of
,

her were true; and
she ; declared , it] was, ilt was, objected .that the above evidence
of tile deceased's declarations ought not to be admitted, as she
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her!!elf' was,.pa.l'ticeps. criminis, and .likewise' as it appe�red· at

tb�JilJl�',�f, g�Jide�larations she was better. or thought herself

SQ�i.B"'kNare$ J:. w,�s of. opinion, that however-this objection,
might ....hold with, respect to the second. count, .in which. the

.prisQner;,.waSt;ehar:ged as.an accessary .wi.th1,the.deceased" yet

the \decea.�d·1Was,not willingly-or knowingly an accessary to ,

"he" Q,wn,death;, and.therefore it.was like the common case of'

any othen.murder.. And as to the objection. that she once

thought ber�ejf;better, and tried to.get up,.y,et the.same decla-
'-

. rations she (then, made had been made .repeatedly before to

persons: ,wbom" in.confidence she told that she-never should

survive, 1t\!hen she, first took to her bed; and she had' repeated
, . the isame declarations the day before she died, and within a

I feW hours-of her death. And as to the fact itself, he was clearly
o«topinion it was murder, on the authority, of Lord Hale.

: [Marginal citation: I Hale, 429.] The jury found the prisoner
guilty -on .the first oount, char-ging her as a principal in the

murder, and execution being respited to take the opinion of.

the .judges on .the whole case, they. all met to consider of it

[Marginal note: First day of Mich. term 1781, at Serjeant's
Inn.]: and were unanimously of opinion that these deolara

tions of the deceased were legal evidence: for though at one

time the, deceased thought her-self better, yet the declarations

before and after and home to her death were uniform and to

the same effect. And as to her being particeps criminis, they
answered, that if two persons' be guilty of murder, and one be

i'ndicted and the other not, the party not indicted'is a witness

for 'the c�own. And though the practice be not to convict on

such' probf uncorroborated, yet the evidence is admissible; and

here it was supported by the proof of the prisoner tossing the

deceased in her arms in the manner stated. Most of the judges
indeed h�l(j that the dedarat'io'ns' of 'tll� deceased �er� alone

'. f r--
•

• ,

sufficient evidence to convict the prisoner; for they were not
,

,
f
f "'r .. ,_ r �

•

to b� consider�d in the light of evidence corning from a parti-
ceps cri�inis; as she ,considered herself to be dying at tne time,
and had n'o vIew or intent 'to serve in excusing herself, or fixing

, the.'charge unjustly on others. But others of the judges thought
., � f ..,_- , ,

that her) declarations were to be so considered; and therefore
, �,.J t ' - '.,:;"

1

. re,�i���Jl�� �id Of t,he �o.ryfirT.�tory ,evidenc�: 13

,

"
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Though ,'n�t officially reported, this case 'is of, high authority,
having commanded the concurrence-of the Twelve-Judges of England.
It is of, great interest, 'not 'only for the authority it does' cite (Hale),
but for; the .authority it ignores (Coke). After all, -since Jane Parkin
son's -bastard "was barn. alive, but died instantly", this was the very
case whiebCoke had held murder of the infant, but which The Twins
layer's Case in .1'327" and Hale writing his treatise between 1670 and
1676, .had held was not murder of the infant. If the law officers of the
Crown, in .1781 had thought that Coke was a more satisfactory au

thority on-this paint than The Twinslayer's Case and Sir Matthew
Hale, why was Margaret Finckler not also indicted for the murder
of Jane Parkinson's live-born child? The very same evidence that was

held competent and sufficient to convict her of the murder of Jane
Parkinson would. equally have served to convict her of-the murder of
the ·child. A:lso,lit must have been psychologically much easier, in
1781 as in more' recent times, to persuade a jury to send a midwife to
the gallows for the .rnurder of a nonconsenting babe than for that of
the woman who has asked to be aborted.

In the .light of these reflections, one perceives how farastray'Sir
Edward, Hyde East, writing 22 years later, went when, in commenting
on Maf:garet. Tlnckler's Case, he declared:

, ,

Homicide 110m a particular Malice to one, which fails by
t , Mistake or Accident upon another.

. ,

J' � I : •

In' thesecases the act done follows the nature of the act
inte'nded '(0 tie done. Theref�re if the latter were founded in
malice, and the stroke from whence death ensued fell by mis
take or acCident upon a person for whom it was not intended,
yet the'motive being malicious, the act amounts to, mur-

,\ I .t. {l �. " .'
.

,1

der.....
Thus' A. having malice against B; strikes at and misses

him, "b'ut 'kIlls' C:; this is murder in A.: and if it had been
without irtalice, but with an instrument or in a manner calcu

lat�(iJ�o:.�re�teld�,rig�r.,'though not likely to kill,h would have
been marisl'A'ugh'ter. Again, A. having malice against B., as

saults 'him, and kills' C. the servant of B., who had come to
the aid of his' inaster; this is murder in A.; for C. was justified
in attacking A. in defence of his master, who was thus as

saulted. -So if A. give a poisoned apple to B., intending to

poison her, and B. ignorant of it give it to a child, who takes
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<it a'fld�dies; ttiis is murder irr A., 'but no-offence in D.; and this,
, though A. who1was' present at-the'time endeavored to dissuade

B."'from' giv,ing.i1t to the child.
, ,.�. ,Hithcf also may be referred-the ease of one who gives

medicine to 'a-woman; and that of another who put skewers

in-her womb� with a' view in each' case' to procure an abortion;
, whereby the women were killed. Such aots are clearly murder;

«though 'theoriginal intent, had it succeeded, would not have

,been SOl but only -a great misdemeanor: for the 'acts were in

their naturelrrrallcious and deliberate; and. necessarily attended

withvgreatrdanger to the person on whom they were prac

ticed!" .. .: �

East's -words, "the original intent, had it succeeded, would not

have been [murder]; but only a great misdemeanor", present an exe

getic dilemma-s» ambiguous as almost to defy solution. Two mutually
inconsistent"'gol'U�ions may 'be considered', 'but each is beset with per

plexity.
'

'"

'. First SoluiliolH;East is referring to Coke's "great misprision and

no murder." If so, why does East cite in the margin not Coke but

Hale?", Nor does East explain why, if indeed 'he Was accepting the

authority of Coke's Third Institute passage for the proposition that

an abortion followed by stillbirth is a great misprision, he did not also

acceptthe other. teaching in the same passage that abortion followed

by live birth andthen the infant's death is murder. That East did not

accept tile latter teaching seems clear enough; for, if he had, he would

have had a shorter leap to transfer the malice toward the murdered

infant to the infant's mother, than from the misdemeanor aimed at

producing a stillbirth to the mother's death. It would have been a

simpler case of two murders, as where A shoots D, killing him, and

the bullet 'passes through, 8's body into that of C, whom A did not

intend to-hafm,"ldl'ling C: here, A is Clearly guilty of the murders of

both '8 and 'c. Yet, East does not discuss Margaret Tinckler's Case

as onerof two 'rnilltders, 'as Coke surely would-have done. East dis

cusses it on the fObt;ng of a failed but intended abortion followed by
stillbirth, and'a consummated but unintendedmurder '01' the expectant
mother.

.. 1 E: East, id. at Z,30. .'

II 1 E: East, id. at 355. His marginal citation is precise: "(I Hale, 429_}."
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Second SQ/ulcion: East is relying on Hale, .and not at all upon
Cckeebut.Eastrmisunderstood -Hale's "great crime" and "unlawful

ly" as meaning, in the one case, a common-law misdemeanor' (abor
tion-resulting. in- stillbirth), and, in the other.ias done contrary to the

comrnonrlaw.ofhis solution has the obvious advantage over the one

previou:�ly .censidered of explaining whyEast did not perceive two

murders=-the infant's as well as Jane Parkinson's=-but only one

(Jane's): Coke would, have perceived two murders, but Hale would

have discerned -only one; for Hale-had expressly-held that "if after

such. child were- born -alive, and baptized, and after die of the stroke

given. to the mother, this is not homicide [citing The Twins/oyer's
Case]."" If, therefore, East consciously rejected Coke but endeavored

to follow Hale (which seems to be what in .1781 the law officers of

the Crown and the Twelve Judges of England did) then he perceived
but .one .murder (Jane Parkinson's), and that not intended, and one

misdemeanor: ti.e., Hale's "a great crime", as interpreted by East),
and that intended. If East interpreted Hale's "a great crime" to mean

"a great misdemeanor", then it must be committed by producing the

abortion, whether the abortion results in a. stillbirth or in a live birth

followed by the ��fant's death.
. q'tbere are,;hewever, two difficulties with such an interpretation

of Hale's "a great crime" as equivalent to East's ....a great misde

meaner." ,

.' The first difficulty is. linguistic. On the page of his treatise preced
ing the one-on-which Hale calls abortion "not murder nor manslaugh
ter by the law of England . . . tho it be a great. crime", 17 Hale

discusses aoother.case in almost, but not quite, the same language (the
difference-being· nice, but significant), viz:

_ , "A man infected with the plague.shaving a plague sore

running upon him, goes abroad. '[Wjhat if such person goes
abroad tc uhe intent toinfect.another, and another is thereby
infected and dies? whether this be-not murder by the common

law' rriightl 00, a .question;: but if ·no such intention evidently
appear. tho -de-facta by, his conversation another be infected,
jLis no feloQ):t,b¥, the.common .Iawi.tho-it be a great misde

meanor....•8

It M, Hale, supra note 32, a1433 .

•7 M. Hale. suprSnlnc ·j2. al 433. '

.... M. Hale. supra note 32. at 432.
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Now, this-case'ef th�'n'Onjntending.infectant Hale characterizes as "a

great ,:rTliSderrieanar")";_�' lptecise common-law expression which ex

cludes eciclesiasric�l, and-affirms an exclusively common-law jurisdic
tion-ofrhe offense: In the-case-of the abortionist, a page later, Hale

alludes to his' offense 'as' "a great crime", which neither excludes

ecclesiastical nor necessarily affirms a common-law jurisdiction, on

its face, and.against the historic background that abortion had imme

moriallys in England.: belonged exclusively to the ecclesiastical juris
diction'; Hale's ambivalent "a great crime" must be' referred to canon

law.

The second difficulty inheres in the varying extents of the two

reasons .. given by Hale for his conclusions in regard to abortion. Hale

gives one' reason -which is common to both the case where abortion

produces a' stillbirth and the case where it produces a live birth

followedcbythe infant's death. This reason is that the foetus is, at

the .momenr the srroke is given, "not yet in rerum natura"-an ex

pression which sounds philosophical and even metaphysical but which,
as used by the mediaeval common-law lawyers 'might best be trans

lated: "in- the world of secular reality." Hale gives another reason

that applies-to a: stillborn abortus, but not to one that is born alive and

then dies. That reason is: "nor can it legally be known, whether it

were kild 'or not '[citing The Abortionist's Case]:"89 Since the reason

that the foetus "is not yet in rerum natura" applies to both cases, it is

more significant in coming at the real reationale which compels Hale

to reach the same result in. both cases.

In regardl to an 'abortus that is born alive but dies soon afterward,
• • 1'""

�,.
- •

• '; t
,

• , •
: '

the "not yet"i� rerum natura" ground suggests two similar cases

which Hale descritJesifive pages earlier in his treatise:
r, �

If a mortal stroke be given on the high sea, and the party
comes to land in England and die, the admiral 'shall not have
j'urisdic'ti"ott in, iliis'case to try the felon, because the death, that

consummated file, f�lony, happened upon the land, nor the

'common- law shall nor try him, because the stroke, that made
. the O'ffens�/ was not infra corpus comitatus [within the body
ofttf2 coliri(yf[citing 'several cases]. I

,J�..b :
, I 1) �
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" , .� At· common law, if a-rnan had been stricken in' one

" cqun�¥ i�nd·.1died in another, it was doubtful whether he were

�odic(a�lelorj triable in either, but the more common opinion
,

, rW�J�,}.that}..te might, be indicted where the stroke was given, for'
"tpe. �d�at.hr is but a co-nsequent, and might. be' found tho in

��,oth�r'county .70

, The modem mind has no difficulty in approving the greater com

mon sense exhibited by "the more common opinion" in the two

counties case, in contrast to the fiasco of falling bet ween two stools
in. the high sea-dry Iand case ... The solution achieved in the two

counties case-parallels the one which Hale (if one. interprets his "a

great cri,me"fcorrectly, i.e., as referring to a canonical crime) arrives
at in the case of an abortion resulting in a live birth followed by the
neonate's death. In this case, too, the stroke is given while the victim
is in one jurisdiction ("not yet in rerum natura", i.e., in the ecclesiast
ical.jurisdietion), while the death occurs after the victim has crossed
into another Jurisdiction (through live birth, in rerum natura, i.e., in
the common-law jurisdiction). Yet the courts that had exclusive juris
eJictjon. of, the' stroke (the abortifacient act)-the ecclesiastical
courts-....remain exclusively competent to try the postnatal death as

well. The analogy to the jurisdiction of the courts of the first county
in the ��9ic<?unt,ies case ,is perfect.

, From an American constitutional point of view, of course, the
proper line of demaraction between the jurisdiction of secular courts
and ecclesiastical courts is of far greater significance than it was for
Halein Restoration England. To Hale, both the commonlaw and the
ecclesiastical law were emanations of the same sovereign. To us, with
the first amendment's disestablishment clause, the sphere of jurisdic
tion prop,erly belonging to the English ecclesiastical courts is relegated
to the �pin�in o'r private conscience.

The full report of Tinckler's Case in East contains not one word
inconsistent with this understanding of Hale, the only authority relied
on by ,t�e t',�ial j,ustice and, one assumes, the Twelve Judges of Eng
land. Only East's effort to analyze the case, and to fit it into a

theoreticalpaitem along with other cases, made in a different part of
his (East's) treatise nearly a quarter of a century after the decision,
created perplexities. I n his report of the case, East merely copied and

7. M. Hale, supra note 32. at 426,
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colla�edlthe )",a})\lscr�pts;,left by the judges who decided the case; in

his analysis, Ea§t U'j�d his pwn .hand at explanation .

.I,J! his trea\is�, Sin.William Oldnall Russell, writing 16 years after

Easka�'d 38 ye�fsaf.ter,the decision, didconsiderably greater justice
to Hale-and, to thejuqges of 1781-than East had done. Russell

wrote that, "though the death of the women was not intended, the acts

were 9J a nat;l,u:e deliberate and malicious, and necessarily attended

with great ,da9ge� to the persons on whom they were practiced. "7'

.

This is the reasoning followed by the Supreme Judicial Courts

of Massachusetts and of Maine, in L845 and 1851, respectively, in the

first tw� American.cases to adhere to Sir Matthew Hale's 1670 deci-
',' ;./.,

sion at Bury St. Edmunds:

. . ..,

1 ;,(f,Qe",us� ,0[, violence upon a woman, with an intent to

precure her 'miscarriage, without her consent, is an assault

highlyaggravatedby such wicked purpose, and would be in

dictable atcommon law. So where, upon a similar attempt by

drugs or instruments, the death of the mother ensues. the

p(,lrly making .such an attempt, with or without the consent of

r

71 I w.o. Rus�II, A Treatis� on'Crimes and Misdemeanors 659-60 (1819),
'Russell is less successful, 'however. in dealing with Coke's second invention in this Third

Institute passage. Russell says:

Wher!!, a child. jlaV,ipg been born alive. afterwards died by reason of any potions or

bruises it received in the womb. it seems always to have been the better opinion that

it was murder'ln su�h as administered or gave them,

ld. at 618', Russell then cites Coke. Hawkins. Blackstone. and East. in favor of this view. and

cites �s hol�i"g the cont,!ary vic� Stanford and-Hale, explaining:
,[B)ut the reasons, on which the opinions of, the two last writers seem to be founded.

namely, tlie diflicul't'y of ascertaining the fact. cannot be considered as satisfactory.
unless it be supposed that such fact never can be clearly established,

ld, aun.tb). Russell here misreads Stanford and Hale. who urged the difflculty-of-proof argu

ment only in re.&ard to a stillborn abortus, never in regard to a live-born but afterward dying
abortus. in regard 'to it stillborn abortus "such fact never can be clearly established" (to borrow

Rus!ltllj's 'phraSe). if the ra�t sought to be proved is thut the foetus was alive just before the

abortifacient act. ,�"
Stanford and Hale. t!eld both the livc-bom but afterwards dying abortus, and the stillborn

abortus. nonvictims of murder or jnansfuughter. on the very different ground that, at the

moment i>r the stroke=-ihe ab�rtiracient act-neither was "yet in rerum natura".
'

That is what in effect the Justices of the King's Bench had done in 1327 in deciding The

Twlns/aY,e,(s'(ase.. whichinvolved both a stillborn and a live-born but afterwards dying abortus.

In 1348.ln The Abortionist's Case. different justices of the same court had been confronted

with only one abortus. 'and that stillborn. In that case. they originated the difficulty-of-proof

argument, which is applicable. of course. only to a stillborn abortus. Stanford and Hale followed

the 1327 and 1348 precedents faithfully. Russell seems notto have been aware of them,
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the wernan, is guilty of- murder: of the mother, on the ground,
that it is an act done without lawful purpose, dangerous to life,
ani!l�that the 'consent of. the woman cannot take away the
in;�utation of'matlice, any more than in the case of a duel,
wfiere/in' like 'manner, there is the consent of the parties.",

i If medicine is given to a female to procure an abortion,
whiohvkills her, the party administering will' be guilty' of her
murder. :,.' '. This is upon the ground that the party making
such an �ttemCpt' w.ith or without the consent of the female, is
guilty of murder, the act being done without lawful purpose

" anti dangetous'to life, and malice will be imputed."

There is a slight but significant change made in Hale's language
by ChiefJustice Shew Of Massachusetts in the 1845 case (which was

followeif by the 1851 Maine case). Whereas Hale had said "unlawful
ly", Sha\V ��id "without lawful purpose." Hale was writing (in 1670-
76) i'r't a.country with an established Church, canon law, and eccle
siastical courts., A� 'abortifacient act and purpose contravened the
canon law publi'cly recognized by the English secular state, though it
did not contravene the same country's common law. Shaw, on the
other hand', was writing in 1845 in Massachusetts, a Commonwealth

.,
1

� ',"
.

that ba,d no established Church, canon law, or ecclesiastical courts,
but only a secular common law (and, as yet, not even a statute on

abortion). -In Massachusetts when Shaw wrote, therefore, it' would
have' beenfals'e1 to say that an abortifacient act was done "unlawful
ly"; it merely lacked, �'Iawful purpose." In its own way, this seem

ingly slight change of wording by Chief Justice Shaw shows that he
was perfectly well aware that Hale's "a great crime" meant a greatII �

. J .,' ,. • � '1
�

.

crime at canon law,�\ I,

Unlike.her-foetus, the expectant mother met Hale's "in rerum

natura" test both at 'the moment of the stroke (the abortifacient act)
and ati ��(n��'r'o� ��r death; so, in asserting a common-law jurisdic
tion over, her death as murder, Hale, although he was innovating,
nevertheless'; was not trespassing on the already established and exclu

siveHjurisdicti'on of- the ecclesiastical courts, which had never con-
. i .. �i .' ''-1

cerned.themselves with the fate of abortees who died.,
" In �1�6'll�nly'nine 'years before Hale's decision at Bury-the

.. ,t ,. ,
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Restoration 'IPafliiiment, -in re-esrablishing all 'the traditional eccle

siastiealr,court��(bb( not the High· Commission), at last abolished

forever th�jex 'offic'id'oath in ecclesiastical trials, thereby extending to

t-he rcaheilidaJ (tribunals the cornrnon-law privilege against self

incrimittatioh,.,14 HO'1l'l1 1661 to the present day, therefore, it has been

impossible fOr'anY'ttiiburia:J of the 'Church of England to compel even

a religiously observant woman to testify against herself by' giving
eviden'ce�6f fre�al'life prior to an-abortifacient act, and, without such

eviden,.lce, cenviction 'of such a canonicalcrime.ithough still theoreti

cally possible, has become a practical impossibility. The statutory
abolition' of the eXibJJiC'i'b oath in ecclesiastical trials thus appears to

have been-the beginning 'of the right of privacy in regard to abortion

thenceforwardenjoyed'by'Engfish and American women--in England
for 140' yeats'{166'I-JI803) and in America for a quarter of a century
more. During the late seventeenth, the whole of the eighteenth, and

early nlnet�nth' cehturies, English and American women weretotally
free' from all resthiints, ecclesiastical aswell as secular, inregard to

the tern'J1inati'0n" of u-nwanted pregnancies, at any time during gestas

tion.Durihg'virtually the-same period (i.e., starting with Hale's deci

sion-in 16qO):�howeve"'� the common law had imposed a new risk on

thewornants labottionisf: he became the insurer of her survival. What

the: common law said to the woman was: If you undergo an abortion,
you mayrtlie di" Y0u�may 'survive. Whichever your fate, you will have

committed ·n<nSrime.'To the woman's abortionist, the same-law said:

J.f yourlpatlent-die, You will hang' for her murder. If she survive, you
will have committed no offense.

DUMog the' ..oral'argument 'in the United States Supreme Court

of 'United Slates v.· tVu'itch,75 Mr. Justice Blackmun asked one of

defendant's courisel;"Professor Norman Dorsen, a noted constitu

tiona') laW'expeft arid a general counsel of theAmerican Civil liber

ties Union, whether, 4f the Court were to accept the principle he was

asserting-that a woman has the right' to control her own body and

that this right-includes elective abortion=-it would then have to hold

unconstitutional slate 'laws against (I) suicide, and '(2) auto-mayhem
(i.ie., bithe� itifhcted' on oneself, or consentingly undergone at the

hands of another) ...Professor Dorsen statedthat he-had given consid

entble,thciuight:td (1\)t�albeit not to (2), and had been unable to reach

,. 13 Car. 2, Stat. I, c.li; § 4 (1661),
11 402 U.S. 62 (i971). This case was argued on January 12. 1971.
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a conclusion, Chief Justice Burger pursued the question as to auto

mayhem- HeJas�ed,'�hether a patient, .man or woman, who wanted

his arm-lopped of6,' under sanitary conditions, .without risk of infec

tion and, w·i�h,a,"_aesthesia, did not have a constitutional right to the

aid of a-physician i.D) performing such an operation. Again Professor

Dorsen.staredehat.he.had not yet made, up his mind as to the answer

t-o suchaquestion. ,;'
"

The shrewdness, of this question is obvious. It accepts the premise
of the, vast: rnajoril'N .cf advocates of abortion liberalization-that the

foetus Is simply a "part". of the woman's body which she has a right
to discard under.a more general right to control her body-and then

asks if this asserted; right applies to other parts of the body as well.

What, both the,.,Chief'.Justice, and Justice Blackrnun were searching for

were 'the, outer Iimj,ts, if any, which could be put on such an asserted

right to ;control one's, body.
" This is one oftt;hose questions in regard to which Holmes's wise

saying.aha; a- page of history is worth a volume of logic, is especially
heJp£ui.,rlftroughouljts long history the COl1JmO!1 law has always set

its face-against suieidetits doctrine of felo de se is too well known to

require ,suppor.ti.n81citations. Less well known, perhaps, but equally
certain, is-the common law's antagonism to auto-mayhem. There

appearto have.been only two decisions holding auto-mayhem a crime

in the. course of Anglo-American legal history. One was decided by
Sir Edward .Coke on circuit in Leicestershire in 1613-14,1' the other

by the Supreme Court, of North Carolina in 1961.77 Both held that at

common law the crime existed and that the maimee's consent was

nugatory. So, in, 1]9.1, when the, ninth amendment was adopted, there

existed no,common-law liberty of suicide, and there also existed no

common-law-liberty of auto-mayhem. Consequently, no such liberties

were among the nonenumenated rights "retained by the peopJe" under

that amendment, 'Or under the penumbral ZODe surrounding it and

various other amendments in the Bill of Rights.
E. contrqrio, in ,1791 English and American women did enjoy a

�o.mmon-Ia,w Iibe(ty.to undergo abortion at any-stage of pregnancy,

whether.fatal (i}TJ not to themselves, and their abortionists. enjoyed a

common-law 'liberty 'to perform -nonfatal abortions' on their patients.
What {mote iii 1 being :,s,ought today? If one limits, the constitutional

_",

71 Rex v. Wright, reported in Co. Litt. § 194. at 127,28 (1628).
77 State v. Bass, 255rN.€,4il"l20 S.E.2d,580 (1961).
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claim in�I,97J ,�,Qlth�,commolJ-law liberty enjoyed in 1791, one has no

difficulty in answering close questions put by shrewdjustices .

• ,<

IJ L THE AOO!r:rION .Bv GEO�GIA AND TEXAS OF :rHE ENGLISH COM-

, '
I' " It} MON LA W

,

'In his Drief fo� appellees" in Doe v. Bolton, the Attorney General

of Georgia' has gone to considerable pains to establish that, since the

'passage of�n A'ct ofFebruary 25,1784, the common law of England
,

which was in force"and binding on the Inhabitants of Georgia on May
14, '1776, lias been incorporated into the law of Georgia. He did this

exCellent 'pied� of liis't!Jrical research, of 'course, because he believed

that thecomrnon' law of Erigland on May 14, 1776 prohibited abor

tion'ufter qbi'ckerling as a misdemeanor; his belief is based, as his

citations show; on Coke, Hale, Hawkins and Blackstone. As we have

seen, Hale does not support his belief at all, and insofar as Hawkins

and'1I1atl(stoned8/,th'ei'r statements'arebased on Coke, whose witness

as' to' what the �dmmon law was on this point is self-demonstrably
false.

' :

The Attorney General of Georgia has, in fact, though unwit

tingly', established'that Georgia women, prior to the earliest Georgia
abortion statute' (passed in 1876), had an unfettered' liberty of abor

tion, at everystage of pregnancy, since that is what, in reality, the

Englrsh common law accorded them on May 14, 1776.
,

The '�t{orr1ey General Of Texas, in his brieffor appelJes in Roe

v. Wtide� I lias 'not 'gone into this question in' regard to 'his state. It

appears, however.uhat an Act of Congress' of the Republic of Texas

of January 20; 1840, adopted, as of that date, the common law of

Englandtas 'the ruleof'decision in 'the courts of Texas. 79 ;

''''In '19'EJ'the:1Silpteme Court of Texas had to construe the 1840

Texas'cdmlm�'n-h(� 'adoption statute in a' case raising the question
whether common-law marriage was valid in Texas. The court noted

that, in 1823, Parliament had abrogated common-law marriage in
-... J I.._ j.'

.' f

England, so that,' in 1'840, it no longer existed in that country. The

Texas Supreme'Court held that it was the prestatutory (i.e., prior to

182.3) common law of England, as it still existed in the several states
.

.. Brief for Appellees at 43-53, Doe v. Bolton, supra note 2.
" Great S. Life Ins. Co. v, City of Austin, 112 Tex. 1,9,243 S.W, 778, 780 (1922).
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, oftife'Wniori)iri 1840:-wtfieh the Texan €ongress had adopted 'in 1840;
so that ootrtm'on""t.l:i�\"h1arriage was valid in :Yexas;HO!J I.• '

Similarly, though in 1803 Lord Ellenborough's Act had abro
gate'd,l.ji'l!tEn�I;i'nM;lthe 'pre-existing c'Ommori'.:iaw liberty of abortion
at will, the overwhelming majority-tall but eight) of the American
states stjll enjoyed this common-law liberty in,1840; s� it was adopted
in th�t,y,t;a,f'p� ..����J���n A�,� of Congress. The �nly judicial decision
byan Am�ri€4n �taw court prior to 1840 expounding the common
lawas tp!�b.9r;�jon w�s Commonwealth v, Bangs;" in ,1812. It had held
only .that abortion.before quickening was not a common-law crime,
but.in, diftu�!it J�ad'said that abortion after quickening would be one.
It would.thus appea;r that the common-law of England. as still exist
ing in ,the,s!atles.oO;h� Union which had no� abrogated it by statute
on Jan��r�, f9. 1840, continued to vouchsafe pregnant women and

,tih�i[ ����tiq�\�t� ,tnf,,,IiQfrty they had had .since .the fourteenth ce.n-
tury;,s.9,),�at iq Texas, until that state's first abortion statute was

.passed )H .l,8��, this common-law liberty remained, just as in Georgia
it had lasted until that State's first abortion statute in 1876.

This, is not only of historic interest; it is of constitutional signifi
cance.Jf.e,-;ery Georgia woman before 1876, and,ev,�ry Texas woman
before 1859, who.desired an abortion was at liberty to undergo, and!

�

\ . J • >
•

her abortionist at.liberty to perform, such a procedure according to
the English and American common Iaw. .and 'if all American women

(anq t�eif' ��or\i�nis��), enjoyed such liberty on September 25, 1789,
when the .nirith amendment was proposed by the First Congress (in
,��� yOJ;k.'fit�), :��'d:o� December 15, 1791? when it was adopted,
.then ,t��!.�: is s.9�nd gtound for holding that such liberty is preserved
by that amendment toqay (subject to abridgment only to promote, a

comp�lIi?� s9iula�' state )nterest)., Such is the clear. implication of
Griswold _.v. .Connecticut, 82 It is a nonenumerated right among the

.J �.' � �� ) • Ii',' \ . I
'

.' !.

"ot�e,rs,r;;tafy�d'�y, tr�e �eop,I�': which the ninthamendment protects,
I f � j t r- [ ) ! l l' '. .

�

'

..

Iy. H�YE. A��IF�N>�TATE �EGISLATURE� EVER PROTECTED AN
, UNQUICKENED FOETUS FOR ITS OWN SAKE?�. 11/�/< oI� �,

. The-short' answer to-this question is "Never," at-least by 'means

. JJ-r". ".
80 Grig§�Y.v, R��b. lR5 Te,x. 5,?7. 153�, W, 1124 (1913) .

.. SuprQ. note 31.,
82381 U.S. 479 (1965).
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of abortion laws.' In 'New York, for example, the legislatures' of 1828,
;! i."!'r- .' Y.., r>:'.,.� .' :"( .

.' .

1881, and, 19,.IQ,a,uthpri�d.,the killj,ng, I;>y: public authority, of certain

unquiekened foetUs.'F.' The, 191.0 Act, presently in effect, was approved
by Governor Charles Evans Hughes. The-legislature of 1970 directed

that these provisions be transferred, as of September I, 1971. from

the Cod� 'o,f C�i,mj.llal Procedure to the Correction Law, where they
now appej\r without change. K4

Georgia, in her Penal Code of 1833. MIl followed these provisions
of the New Yark RevisedStatutes of 1829. and these statutory rules

.," t, " t' � l' ,.� .l' •

remain in force in Georgia."
The statutory provisions just mentioned merely re-enact. with

procedural improvements in the method of ascertaining the facts. an

ancient rule' of t'�e, common law. according to which an expectant
mother 'under sente�ce of death was examined by a jury of matrons.

I f their verdict was that her foetus was not yet quick, she was hanged
forthwith; if {tiby found that quickening had already taken place, she

was rep�iiv.ed�ritif;'ft�r delivery, and then hanged. Until-the passage

of the Sentence-of Death (Expectant Mothers) Act,87 this had been the

rule in England frorn'at least as early as 1349.88

Q CIi:'442, rigS!) N. Y. laws 76; ch. '338, §§ 5-7. [I910[ N, Y. laws 601.
.. N.Y. Correctlon latv §§ 658-60 (McKi�ney 1972) .

.. 0:H,:'Prlnce':'Oig'fJi .of the Laws oT the State of Georgia' 663.664 (2d cd. 1837) (§§ 38.

40 of Ga.: Penal Code of IS33):' ,

.. Ga. Code' A'nn. cH:26," § 26-9920a (1970).
"" 21 &: 22-t:'eo. 5, c. 2� (1931).
III In'the Livre dis Assisas Pasch, 22 Edw, 3, f. lOla, pl. 71 (KoB. 1349) ChiefJustice Thorp

"commanda a's Marschals de' metj la feme en uncharnbre. '" faire vef femes a pro�' '" examifi.

si el' fuit enseint oue vife enfant <?u nient .... " commanded 'the mar�hal io place the (sen
tenCe,dJ woman' iit a ..born and cause matrons to come and prove and examine her, whether she

"H�� "1,. P" �,. t. �
.

was pregnant of a quick child or not. Their verdict was negative, and she was hanged. This

case is also reported by Fitzherbert, Graunde Abridgment, tit. Corone f. 226. pI. 180 (1st ed.

1516). h5i pi: 180 (j(l �d, 1565). Serjeant Staford informs us:
" �: ( It,l'I".J 1;'1 .; .

\: •

" Si feme s,oit anraigne de felonie, nest pie pur luy adire que el est enseint, cins doit

pleder al .felonie, et quilt. el est troue culpable. el peut dire que el est enseint, et sur

cec-il serra cQll\lTIalJnd� al Marshal ou viscont de miuer la-ferne in vn chamber. '" a

faire venir femes a trier & examiner si el soit cnseint .de viue enfant- ou nient, et si

troue soir.que.ey: donsques el dernurreru donee peperit • .tc . .It si non: donsque serra

.el pendus maintcnant. Mes le.quel 0.1 so it enseint ou.nient enseint, vnquore iugemcnt
nl' serra per ceo delay, mes solement lexecucion del iugcment. Auxi si apres tiel

respiter.de luy. cl soit deliuere de enfant &c puis nouelmcnt enseint.iquel el obiecta

auterfoitz pur .sa.vie prolonger: Ie luge sauns inquerer de ceo, doet commaunder

execucion maintenant desire fait, eo que el nauera le benefit.de son venter forsque vn

•

l •
• ·,rl.� (
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foitz. ¥ej s! Ie, luge inquira de ce�. iI serra a n�1 auter intent forsque amitterfine sur

le Marshal au viscont, qui auer luy garde cy remissement: que el ad ewe le companie
dhome:'Et de 'Ceux rrill/reTS; �id� titulo Coroh in fitz. P. 180. P. 240. P. 130. P. 188.
" P. 1'68. Issi"t pet,h:ux1Iiures! apieroit que priuement enseint: ne doit seruir pur
obieftio'Q 1;0 que les Ji,u[C5 sont, que el doit estre enseint de viuc enfant.

W. StanFord, upra rote?, at ff. 1�7-98.
.

'h'
�. . I . /.fJ � .... t l- •

�hi� .' ,"fi!)B tr'ansl,�t�d',f�a&s; ; ..'
.

.
..If a-woman lit: 'arralgneCl for felony, It IS no plea for herto say that she IS

pregnant,.but she must plead to the felony, and if she be found guilty, she can-say
that shp" i�' pregn'a.n�, and tfiereupon the, marshal or sheriff w,iII be .ordered to place
the woman in a roo·m.- �n.d· cause matron's to 'come to try and examine whether she
be pre�nant of'a quic� child �� not, and if it be found that she is: then she shall remain
until she shall have given birth, etc. and if not then she shall be hanged forthwith.
But whether she be pregnant or not pregnant still judgement shall not be delayed
ther�by; by_t( only, \hf' execution of the judgcmen\. Also if after such respiting of her.
she be delivered of 'child and then [become) pregnant afresh which [new pregnancy)
she again objects in ord�r to prolong herlife: the judge witho�t inquiring thereof. must
order that execution proceed forthwith and that she shall not have the benefit of her
womb except one time. rBut i! the judge jnquire thereof he shall do so for no other
purpose than to impose a. fine- upon the marshal or the sheriff who had with such
laxity 'impri�oned he; that 'she had had the company of a man. And concerning these
matters, see Fitz[herbert, Graunde Abridgement. citing the liber Assisarum case of
1349 and others]. Thus from these books it appears that privily pregnant may not
serve as objection, in that the books are that she must be pregnant with a quick child.
Coke informs us:

And when a woman commits High Treason and is quick with childe, she cannot upon
her arraignment plead it, but she must either pleadc not guilty or confesse it: and if
upon her plea she be. found guilty, or confesse jt, she cannot alleage it in arrestof
judgement, but judgement shall be given against" her: and if it be found by an inquest
of matrons that she is quick with chi Ide, (for priviment ensent will not serve) it shall
arrest, and respite execution till she be delivered, but she shall have the benefit of that
but once. though she be again quick with chi Ide: so as this respite of execution for
this cause is not to be granted, only in case of felony, whereof Justice Stanford
speakeih, but in case of Righ Treason. and Petit Treason also.

'

E. Coke. supra note 22, -11.16. at ·'17� 18.
Blackstoneechoes the earlier authorities. declaring that the matrons' verdict must be

"quick with child (for bli,rely', with child; unless it be alive in the womb, is not sufficient)". 4
W. Blacks(one; supra note 30, n.2( at *'395.

,

The only iinstilnce.'1 1i'Yi"ve-' ticc'n' able' to discover of the hanging of an American feloness
whom the jury of matrons had found pregnant but not quick occurred in Massachusetts in 1778.
Commonwealth ,v.' Bathsheba Spooner, 2 Am. Crim. Trials I (1844). Mrs. Spooner's trial, for
the murder of her husband; was presided over by Chief Justice Cushing of the Supreme Judicial
Court of the Commonwealth. See' also the following notes- of 'the jury of matrons: 48 Am. L
Rev. 280 (191'4); 9 Cent;.L:.;J. 94 (1879); 3 Harv, L Rev. 44 (1889),

It is worthy of note'that theearliest Jury of Matrons Case in the tiber Assisarum in 1349.
before the Court of King"s:&nch, was decided by the same Court before Which The Abortion
ist's Case had-been decided the year before. In both years, the Chief Justice was William Thorp.
and William Basset was a Puisne Justice. Roger of Bakewell was a Puisne Justice in 1348, but
he had Icft the-Court before-the decision of the earliest Jury of Matrons Cast'in 1349, so that
at the latter time there were only fwo'sitting justices. See 82 Selden Society, supra note 6, at Ii,
Iii. Chief Justice Thorp and' Justice Basset obviously perceived a difference between the act of a
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In his Travels Over England" M. Misson described the way the

rule reilU.y; worKed: :

The! Women or Wenches that are condemn'd to Death,
; never fail to.plead they are with Child, (if they are old enough)

in order to· stop Execution till they are delivered. Upon this

they are order'd to be visited by Matrons; if the Matrons do

.
notfind them Quick, they. are sure to swing next Execution

'Day; out very often they declare they are with Child, and often

. too·the poor Criminals are so indeed; for tho' they came never

so good Virgi.ns·into the Prison, they 'are a Sett of Wags there

that take Care of these Matters. No Doubt they are diligent
to inform them the very Moment they come in, that if they
'are not with Child already, they must go to work immediately
to be' S0; -that in case they have the Misfortune to be con

demn'd, they may get Time. and so perhaps save their Lives.

Who would. not hearken to such wholesome Advice?"

Nor .is this a rule of which the New York Legislature has not

been reminded in recent times. Assemblyman Blumenthal, after read

ing about-these statutes in my 1968 article," quoted those sections to

his colleagues during the floor debate on the abortion liberalization

bill which' failed to pass in 1969.

Massachusetts, whose 1845 statute prohibiting abortion is still

on -the boeks.ihas also enacted into statute the common-law reprieve
rule in regard to' expectant mothers sentenced to death. 92

private subject causing an abortion, and the act of the King in authorizing execution of a

feloness; for. t�y applied the quickening distinction in the latter case but not in the former.

In the entire history of Anglo-American law there appears to be only one. reported case in

which the j�dgt: misJnderstood the meaning of .the expression "quick with child" in the verdict

the jury of '

matrons were required to render. This is Regina v. Wycherly, 8 Carrington & Payne,
262, 263, 173 Eng. Rep. 486, 487 (Stafford Assizes Crown Side 1838) (Baron Gurney). By the

time this case was decided, the execution of felonesses had doubtless become a rarity in England,

and: Baron Gurney's error was doubtless due to his unfamiliarity with the older practice. As

could have beenexpected, the mistaken delinition of Baron Gurney in this isolated case is quoted
as 'repreSenting the entire tradition of English law on this question in the amicus brief filed by

11'�e National Right to life Committee. supra not� 57, at 26.

,\ �'t I� appears that,thi,s book was written in 1698. but was translated from the French by
Ozell arid published 10 1719.

, ; ..

" Quotedin L Radzinowioz, A History of English Cri�inal law and Its Administration

. fr9m 1'7�50v li)le}vfbv�ment for Reform ·1750-1833. at 12 n.�5 (1948)-
" Means -supra note I. at 441-42", nn.66-68 (1968).

,'" 6. 166. (18761' Mass. Sess. Laws; Mass. Gen. Laws Ann. ch. 279. § 47 (1959).
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r : it may legitimately -be asked why the justices of Edward III were

not guilty of inconsistency in, on the one hand, holding noncriminal

the private foeticide of even a quickened foetus, whilst, on the other,
staying the ex�6ution of a condemned feloness if her foetus had quick
ened: Was not Coke-merely harmonizing the two rules, by applying
the quicke�ing'�istrnct'ion both to private and to State conduct?

Ofoeourse, Coke was harmonizing the two rules, but the Edwar

dine justiees had gO,od, reason for keeping them distinct and different.

In the onecase, the �onduct of private subjects was drawn in question,
whereas,' in .the other, the conscience of a Christian King (by whose

authority-the'feloness would be hanged) was implicated. Even today,
we expect the State to abide by stricter norms than are imposed upon

the populace, particularly by the sanctions of criminal law .

On .a deeper analysis, however, the supposed inconsistency be

tween the two 'rules disappears. The sound ground given in 1348 for

the noncriminality of abortion by blows was that it could not be

known whether the batterer had killed the foetus or not. On reflection,
a twentieth-century reader will discover how profound an insight this

was .. We know !1.0W, and evidently the justices suspected then, that a

very large fraction of all foetUs conceived die in utero, and are aborted
spontaneously.rln regard to any particular foetus which is intention

ally aborted, it.is simply impossible to know whether or not it died

in utero a short time before the abortifacient intervention, whatever

its form, took .place, :Even the most skilled pathologist could not

exclude this possibility, even today. The only way one could be sure

would be if the' testimony of the woman herself were forthcoming, and

it were to the effect that she had perceived a foetal movement just
before the abortifacient. act. Only rarely would this be the fact; rarer

still would be the abortion-seeking woman who would admit it.

III disClflirhing jurisdiction of such an unprovable offense on be

half of the c'orrimQn-Iaw courts, the King's justices relegated such

cases to the-ecclesiastical courts, which had never felt deterred by such

difficulties of proof', and anyway, through the ex officio oath, could

force it i�llgious.�i observant woman to testify against herself, there

being no.privilege against self-incrimination at canon law. This was

contrary to the genius of the common-law courts in many ways. How

could I it" ever be 'said tliat it had been proved beyond a' reasonable

dql,lbt;-:;-;;Qf at.all-s-that the foetus aborted (if stillborn) had been still

alive just before the .allegedly fatal blow was struck? How could the

requirements of corpus delicti be satisfied? True, these two rules, so
, • ,-, f
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farnili:ar;,J 1<dr,;US ,In QWr, had not .been crystallized, in, the fourteenth

century, hut thc"se cases are.J submit, harbingers of both of'them: '

r(;�}J14dislieg�lf:dfi!J)glthe wisdom that, lay. behind the-decisions in, The

Twjnsitiy,ei:;'s'i<�Se_: and The -Abortionist's .Case, Coke allowed his

vis�r�rlhair�d,:of.,abortion after quickening to darken his otherwise

lu'm'iilo�s>perGeption' of the true genius of the common law.

[ .ln.regard to the reprieve rule, on the other hand, the Edwardine

justic¢Si :w,.enr- not faced with any such insoLuble question of proof.
Orice,'{fhe jUfy:;of· matrons find that the.condemned woman's foetus

ha_(qui�.k�ned' she .is spared until-it is born. .So no risk is-run. If the
matrons :find! -bel' ! merely pregnant, she, is hanged, but then, every
Mediaev.al knewl that an early foetus, was not a "man", or as we

h
.' Id'

c:s -"" "93S 0" "now..say",a s> person.

,

The vice which the justices in 1.348 would have found in statutes

punish\ng,aborlion "in case the death of such child or of such mother
be, t.beiebYtlpnoduced", would have inhered in this very. phrase. Of this

they would have said, "The cases of the mother and the foetus are

different.' The mather herself has already been born; so she is visible,
right.up tothe.moment of her death. Witnesses can observe her living
before the abortifacient act, languishing-after and dying because, of
it. With the foetus, it is invisible. Even after quickening, it often does

not 'm9ve;-:�o,j(:)ften the, mother, herself, will not know if it was still
alive when the .abortive act was done. If she does know, she is not

likely tOJteJl,usilbat',it was, ifshe procured the doing of the abortion."
Such an analysis was unassailable in 1348, and is still unassailable

today, 623 years later.
r

.

� J.:_ t f

V . .-; WERE;11HE, NINETEENTH�CENTU_RY ABOR(fION LAWS PASSED To
DISCOURAGE SEXUAL PROMISCUITY?

'1-tMij,nYHbi,J)k}they.wel'e, but-they-were not. Note theijudioial dis

c1�j:ii1cm,!in· '188rhof .nineteenth-century "morals and decency" 'as a'

,I

,ilJIAs "itJ6itl{�il o'J{\h Iny 1968 article:ih'e Council of ticnt had sumni�d up the philosophy
of t.hd�1IddleAges onnhistquestion in the following passage In its Catechis�:

"j(�h>,(hu�p?l b�y> �he!l the.order of nature is followed, can be informed by the
soul or man except after the prescribed interval of time (servato naturae ordine

.d-'ht'Uum,db ��!s.'hisi intra praescriptum'temp<II'isrspatium. homi�is ani'm� 'i�ror;n�ri
quea!).

Means;,",stlPIP noteAi'at·412. -To this day. the' Roman Catholic Church has never dog-matically
repudiated this,passage in the Tridentine Catechism,

i "

.... ._ .... "..,'
" 'r·

�. .

.
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reason. fenthe passage of the New Jersey abortion act of 1849 in State

v. Gedicke:" l , r , ' �

A woman who-becomes pregnant through marital, intercourse, or

because ,ef.lrape;i.has transgressed 100 norm of Judaeo-Christian mo

rality: I Yeti alf rheinineteenth-century abortion statutes forbade her

recourse to abortion-just, as stringently as they did 'her erring sister

whose-pregnancy resulted-from fornication. adultery; or incest. If the

legislatorsvseletpurpose in passing the old abortion laws had-been to'

discourage sexual spnemiscuity, they would have exempted married
women and .rape victims. Ifsuch moral zeal had been only one of their

purposesp they. would-have- made the penalties, lighter for married

women and rape victims'. They never did. No legislature hasever
treated the termination of pregnancy differently according to the

moral-quality ohhe,'act that caused it.
. Ne,ithel1"f0r'that matter: did the common law, which allowed all

women, 'married or-unmarried, moral or immoral. to terminate their

pregnancies at'will».
, 'T-he most recent reiteration of the obvious answer to this per- .

ennial question isfound in-the specially concurring opinion of Justices

Ervin and"Aidkinsrin Walsingham v. State:
... ,

�. q·:-fl j t (:tftq�" ). ,
....

The [Floridajostatute also does not show a compelling
state-interestcin prohibiting premarital sexual intercourse (the
pretude' to' III i'Iwed .mothers) 'since it-draws no distinction be

tweenemarried-and unmarried women. »5

VI. THE REAL, PURELY MEDICAL, AND PERFECTLY CONSTITU

TIONALt,REASON' FOIt 1fHE PASSAGE OF THE NINETEENTH-CENTURY
. ABORTION LA WS

'Having-disposed of the contentions that our nineteenth-century
abortion 'laws were-passed either to protect unquickened foetiIs for

their own, sake or to discourage sexual promiscuity, we now reach the

tru�. rea��m .f�J th�j�JenattlTIent. This reason was wholly secular and,
at the time, admirable. As late as 1884 in New York, as we shall see,

an abortiori, even when performed early in pregnancy 'by 'a physician,
was fr,ohf. t¢ri r(Y!fi�e¢� times as dangerous tothe patient's life as was
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childbirth at full-terms This .rernained true until, the last decade-and

a-half of-the nineteenth century-when New, York surgeons began to

adopt the antiseptic techniques first published by Lister in The' Lancet

in I 867JJ;heir.adoption elsewhere inthe country followed gradually.
Thereupon-two notable.phenomena.eecurred. Hitherto the curves

representing patient mortality. in the two.procedures .(physician-.
performed abortion-and childbirth) had been-parallel, horizontal

straight lines. N0W both began to plunge sharply, and ended at levels

minuscule by comparison with their former heights. Second, the phy
sician-perfonmed-abertion mortality curve, for the first time in medi

cal history, ended, up well below the childbirth morality curve. This

happened because the physician-performed-abortion mortality curve

plunged more rapidly than, and therefore intersected, afterwards fall

ing and remaining below, the childbirth mortality curve.

This intersection of the two curves is not only of medico

historical-importance .. It is also of constitutionally critical signifi
cance. Before this intersection, the legislature's command, Thou shalt

not abort, if obeyed, compelled a woman to adopt the less dangerous
of the twe procedures (at that time, childbirth). Once this point of

intersection has been passed, however, continued enforcement of the

same legislative-command, even when obeyed, compels a woman to

adopt the:more dangerous of the two procedures (now, childbirth).
Thus. the nineteenth-century abortion laws, in recent decades, have not

only no longer.effectuated their original purpose, they have positively
frustrated it. And they have done this, not because they are disobeyed,
but even when they are obeyed. These laws have always been mas

sively, disebeyed, but massive disobedience does not make a law un

constitutional: But where a law abridges an immemorial common-law

liberty for a reason within the police power of the state (the protection
of pregnant. women's lives), and then the facts of surgery so change
that continued enforcement of the law as written not only no longer
protects the lives of pregnant women, even when they obey the law,
but' a�firmatiyefy e�&angers them, the law then ceases to be constitu

tional, on the age-old principle, cessante ratione legis cessat et ipsa
lex. In many cases the United States Supreme Court has recognized
and applied this principle to the constitutionality of statutes. H The

�'.r. .

' ."

«s« cases collected in Means, supra note I. at 514-15 n.264. A more recent example than

any I there cited is, of course, Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 186 (1962), where the Court held that a

Tennessee statute which had obviously been constitutional when enacted in 1901, had. because

of intervening shifts ofpopulation. become unconstitutional by 1961.
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relevantedatatand .coriolusions in support of the statements made.on

the .t�9J'preaeding pages: so far as l-had .explored them through 19,68,
are set forth,incmy'I:968 article." 1

'

/,

, During my or-at argument on a motion for a ,three,.judge court

in Lyons vpI:;e/ki:nvjlz., UR Judge Weinfeld asked me to-specify the year
in' which .the'two,cul'ves.' representing parturitional and (physician
performed) abertional patient mortality and identified in a diagram
in my 1968 article'S as, AX and pp� had intersected. In my 1968

article 11 .had designated this year as 19xy. After the three-judge court

was convened, I, took the deposition of Christopher Tietze, M. D ..

Associate Directorr-Bio-Medical Division, The Population Council,
who had been' my colleague on Governor Rockefeller's 1968 Com mis

siors to Review New York State's Abortion Law. Dr. Tietze is both

a distinguished gynaecologist and the leading bio-medical statistician

in the demographic field. He testified "emphatically" that the cross

over point of ,AA' 'and PP' must have occurred prior to the year
1933 and.may 'have occurred as early as 1900.100 Thus:

;; 1900 < 19xy < 1933,
is the best answer I, was' able to obtain to Judge Weinfeld's question.

In -Lyons v. Lefkowitz I also took the, deposition of William B.

Ober, M.D., pathologist and historian, who had studied the New

York Hospital's registers (I) of surgery performed during 1808-33

and (2),of, the lying-in ward during 1809-25. He testified that in the

operations which today would be classified as "major peripheral sur

gery' , !'b..7 Y2. per. cent ef the patients died, 31 per cent of them from

sepsis",ol�During 'this period no case of surgical abortion is recorded

in the sutgicai register of the New York Hospital, l808-33;102 if any

had been, .Dru Ober: testified that it. would have been classified as

� 1 r
-

"

'

tl Means, supra note I, at 434·39 (especially 436 n,59), 450·54,502.04,506.09,511.15

(especially flM: diagram-on 512 and 'accompanying n.26O).

1',395 ,F. �upp. 1030, (�,p.l')I. Y, 1969). The motion was granted and a three-judge court

convened, consisting of,Circl!it Judge Friendly and District Judges Weinfeld and Tyler', but the

case became'm�ot on JuIY':.I. '1970, upon the entry into force of' ch. 127: 11970) N.Y. Sess.
Laws,8521 w.hich'substantillllY repealed New York's 1830·1970 abortion-legislation.

" l\:Iea(,s, sunrq note I, at 512. AA' stands for patient mortality in physician-performed
abortion; PP',fQ[ patiept, m,ortll,lity in parturition. \

I. Deposiiionof Christopher Tietze, M.D .. Dec. 12. 1969, at 42-44, Lyons v, Lefkowitz,

supra note 98.
Itl Deposition o(Witlia� 8. Ober, M,D .. Dec. 22, 1969, at 12, 17, 18, Lyons v. Lefkowitz,

supra note is. "

,� 1" 1-. •

,

lit id."a(I3.,
'

_. .' .j
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"major-surgery'tcand would be so designated now. 1113 He testified that

"then as n(jj.wleverfy surgical 'abortion would-require the introduction
of an instrument into the womb."!" When asked whether', if such'

instrurnent'R'were . not 'sterilized, the /danger from sepsis would be

similanro.itha! ,aLan incisive instrument in another form of opera

tion'," Dr: Ober-feplied:

Possibly even more so, because of the poor drainage from

an infeoted.uterus:
The uterus essentially is a semi-closed organ, with a very,

very narrow canal,
.Under 'ordinary circumstances, if you introduce an un

stetilized' instrument into the uterus and create a small infec

tion; which might heal were it an exposed surface, the swelling
of the 'uterus would effectively close-might effectively close

up the cervical-canal and create a large pocket of pus.
The risk ;m4ght even be higher than from just an ordinary

superficiahwound. which could be dressed, because, after all.
this is·internal.l�

"

\
rt .

From this Dr. Ober drew the obvious inference that the death rate due

to sepsis from abortional surgery, even when performed in hospital,
was at Ieast as-high-as 3J 1/4 per cent when New York's first abortion

statute was,passekLin 1828,101

Turning, to �lie register of the lying-in ward patients at the New

YorkrHospital;,.J899-25" -Dr. Ober computed a maternal. mortality
rate of 2.82 per eent.!"

When asked whether "the rate of mortality that a woman could

anticipate as' a result of subjecting herself to an abortion.under hospi
tal conditions at this.period would be of the order of magnitude of at

least ten to fifteen, times as high as the rate of mortality to which she

would' subject herself by bringing the child to term", Dr. Ober

thought that'��that,would be afair approximation." lOS

I have been unable to find any such statistics compiled and pub-

I. Id, at 17,
'" Id!J�t 1,9. H '.

I. Id.-at 20. "
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Iislled durin'g'the il'ineteenthl century, but the facts which the foregoing
staiistizs qt:hiritlif.yiwere'M,mmon knowledge, not only among doctors,

butof laymen aslwelh during that century.
r. '

·In a'wQJikientitled Why Not? A Book for Every 'Woman, for

which be 'was,:awatC!ie<ra 'g-old medal by the American Medical Asso

ciation, Horatio' Robinson Storer, M.D.; of Boston, warned: .

"A larger"proport'ion' of women die during or in conse

quence .of an abortion, than during 'or in consequence of

child'bed, at' th'e'fUll term of pregnancy.
109

Dr. Storer made it clearthat he was referring not merely to criminal

abortions, nat performed by physicians, but to legal, physician

perfermed abortions' as well, in-the following passage:

The results ef abortion from natural causes . . . are

much'worse 'than those of the average of labors at the full

period; If.the.abortlon be from accident, from external viol

ence, mental shock, great constitutional disturbance from dis

ease or poison, or even necessarily induced by the skilful phy
sician in early pregnancy, the risks are worse.

110

i.
.",

"'t
i

Lei us now contrast these sombre nineteenth-centurj facts with

data from the present- day. The First fourteen months (July I, 1970-

August '31, !9171)1 since the enteringinto effect of the new New York

State abortionr law, III have seen 205,614 legal abortions performed in

New York City ."2 During the same period there nave been nine deaths

of, patients who have uridergone legal abortions in New York City. 113

This works, out at a patient mortality rate of 4.4 per 100,000. Legal

abortions-in ,New York may be done through the 24th week .of preg

nancyrComparing-a.a per 100,000, the 1970-71 mortality rate for

physician-perfumted 'abortions in New York City, with Dr. Ober's

figure of JI t;.. per cent (or 31,250 per 100,000, to use today'sdenomi-
_ �j' lfn,

'" H.R. Storer. Why Not? A Book For Every Woman, at 36-37 (1865).
III Id. at 46'--'47 (emphasis added).
"' Ch. 127, (1970) N.Y. Sess.laws 852.

III New York City: 'Department of Health, Health Services Administration, Bulletin on

Abortion Program,at'5.1 (Aug. 31,1971).
.

III New York City .Department of Health, Health Services Administration, 'Bu'lletin on

Abortio� Prog�am. End of First Year Report, at 8 (June 30, 1971); Bulletin' on Abortion

Progra�. supra note 112� at 8.
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nator) from sepsis.alone in comparable surgery performed at the New

York, Hospital. in, 1808-33" .. one sees that physician-performed abor

tions .in: New York City are now only 1/7 J 02 as dangerous to pa

tieJ1ts�Jiv,es. as th�y. were a century and a half ago. ;Put the -other way

roundulegahphysician-perforrned abortions, todayare more than 7000

times as.safe.as IV'het;Hhe pre-Lister abortion laws were-enacted.

Not only- is that true, but the relative safety of physician
perfonmed .abortion, and childbirth has, been reversed. From Dr.

Tietze I have Qbtain�di-the.following:,
Maternal Mortality in New York City

(Excluding Death Due to Abortion)
"

.. Per 100,000 Live Births!"

1'951-53" 47
. 1954-56 ! 39
1957-59 35
1960-62 42

1963-65 36
1'966-67 35

•

'j.

Using �5 .p�r _IQO,OOO-which is not only the most recent (1966-
67) �vai�C:l·ble but.is also the lowest (1957-59 and 1966-67)J'l>jew York

City maternalmortality (excluding abortion) rate ever obtained=-as

undoubtedly close to the 1970-71 rate, which is not yet available, and

compar.ing'itlwi!th!�he4A per 100,000 legal physician-performed abor

tional mortality: rate actually achieved by New ¥ork City during the

(irstJgu,r,teen mpn��s)n 1970-71 under the new New York law, we

mu&t, conclude . that, in ,1970-71, physician-performed .legal abortion

was only. ifs or I q,per cent as dangerous toa pregnant woman's life

(if.performed at.any time within the first 24 weeks of pregnancy) as

childbirth. Put.the other way, any American state which, in 1970-71,

obstinately continued to enforce the prohibition of abortion laid down

by a nineteenth-century statute thereby endeavored to compel women

with unwanted pregnancies to put their lives at eight times the risk

they would have run had legal abortion been available to them and

they.had chosep that procedure,

... These figures are taken from An Unpublished Table Prepared by the New York City
Depa'ririighl'of Health:'OOteau 'of Recoj-il� a�d Statistics; Maternal Mortality in New York City
(e'xcludinglie'atlf'due to �bortion) per IOO,()()() live births '(mimeographed Jun'e 1969),' and from
J.' ,Pllkter 'i F:' Nel on:'A,,{j'ortlbh in New York' City:'Tht' First Nine Months, 3 Fa.mily Pla��ing
No,3,at5-12(JulyI971),

' "I".
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. There is-bere .lan <unbelievable' historical nrony. A statute was
.

passed !mo.rcl·tha·f1-l··a... century 'ago- for' the purpose of'-irnposing on

women the duty or protecting their lives from destruction through
wanteds but <dangerouS! a1bortional surgery. Now that' the danger has

all:' but disappeared, "tlhe Statelsobstinate persistence in 'enforcing the

law's lettell,l.but�not its purpose; denies its intended beneficiaries (preg
nanr-women) the very right to protect their lives. from death which the

law @rigiA.aIlY;I imposetl on -them 'as a duty! 'Compare the famous

statement. of Mr.' Justice Johnson, on circuit, in Elk/son v.

Deliesseline:

"[C]ertainly that law cannot be pronounced necessary which

may defeat its own ends; much less when other provisions of

unexceptionable legality [i.e. , constitutionality] might be

resorted to, which would operate solely to the end pro

posed. . . ." 115

. .

A woman's right to protect her, life is fundamental, in the abor-

tion context as well as in any other. The Supreme Court of California

has reminded us-that :"'[t]he woman's right to life is involved because

chi·ldbi·tth�ihvol'ves) risks of death."!" As Mr. JusticeHolmes obse

rved,' �·We'h'ave'seenl.more than once that the public welfare may call

upon the .best citizens 'for their lives!' 117 in military service', but only
the 'c@liflttY's,'compellingiinterest iii its own security and defense suf

fices to :subotdilnafe-�he male conscript's right to life. Likewise, a state

must show Isome -compelling interest of comparable magnitude to

require- a woman to risk her life by continuing an unwanted preg
nancy, No!Arn¢pica·n state has shown such an interest; the only secu

lar one "that could be put forward-a need for a larger population-s
would·'be:'so·iabsurd under present conditions as' to be laughed out

of court. 118 i I .

': ifl:ie clue to �hef true reason both for the passage of the 1828' New

\r;ff. /'j I--" + .1, "II",) s: ,,_' i._". ',!�
.

' .

� 1 .�. t.".!· .(1" r ,

"1 8 F. Cas. 493, 496 (No. 4,366) (C.C.D.S.C. 1823). .

III People v. Belous, 71 Cal. 2d 954. 963. 458 P.2d i94. 199.80 Car.' Rptr. 354. 359 (1969),
cert, denied, 397 U.S. 915 (1970).

.

,,7 Buck v. Bell. 274,U.S. 200, 207 (1927) ..

'.) U· , l!�J " v·.· . I
'

l ": J,he .�},�or�e.Y:J}.�R�r!lII?,r :Georgia cite� an .18?2 �diti?n of Bishop's {Vew:Cri'�I�nal Law

for, th!= propo�)'tion �hat,at common law, abortion wlls, "one of the. leading offenses against

pdp�1�t!,9P:' �u't,N :ifr.� �ot �ugge�t that this is a currently valid reason for such-laws. Brief,
for Appellees at 52. Doe v. Bolton, supra note 2.
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York-statutes against abort iron' and tollhe 'meaning ;of the' therapeutic
exception. indludedl.ijnt>thosc 'statutes is 'providedlby'another section
which the reviserstproposed; but which-she-legislature did' not enact,
which contained virtually the same therapeutic exception.' The pro
posedibut'unenacted section would, if-passed. have fnrbiddel'l!: . Ii'

.
' � • I

,i .any surgicahoperation.oj' which human life shall be destroyed
.

on endangered, .such as-the amputation ofa limb, or of the
t breast, .treparining, cutting for the stone, or for hernia, unless
it appear that the-same was necessary for the preservation of
life ... ,119 (emphasis added)
{ ,,,., "

In rheir.notetaccompanying this proposed section, the revisers stated
tha .... 'the loss ofl-life occasioned by" the performance of such opera
tions, "is fi}.larm,jng.'n20 Just as only necessity for the preservation of
life, would, -in i182'8/ have justified performance of any of the opera
tions enumerated' in this proposed but unenacted section; so only the

veFy. .same. necessity-would, at that- time, have justified the perform
ance'of an abortion. .

,

.

'lPhe; legislature' accepted the revisers' -rccomrtiendation and en

acted, t'f1eh� proposed section against nontherapeutic abortion' before

quickening,c but: rejected this section forbidding the performance of
these other operations when not "necessary for the preservation of
life." This difference in treatment of the two proposed sections doubt
less 'reflects' a 'legislative' judgment' that only in the case of abortion

werebethtpatient and surgeon under strong extramedical pressures to

undergo the risks of the operation. In other types of surgery, profes
sional conscience and patients' caution could be relied upon to prevent
unnecessary operatiens'" without 'the aid of a new penal law. It can

scarcely' be' said that such, a legislative differentiation between abor
tion-snd 'otheF'e'Iually dangerous types of surgery was, in 18�8, unrea
sonable. ....,'

I
• I' ,(,

The only -eontemporaneous judicial explanation for the enact

ment -of any; of the' pre-Lister abortion statutes-a decision of 1858

construing .New Jersey's 'first such.statute passed in 18149-contains

the'fQ1110wi,ng:" .

I ;

U' ,The r\lll text of thi� section is quotedin '�c;ans, supra note I, at 45 L .,
''''' The full text of this revisers' note is quoted in Means, supra note-t, 'at 451
121 See Mea'n�"supra note r. at 506, '. ,I ,>
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:F.he:cl�esign of the statute was not to prevent the procuring
.of abortions, so' much as to guard the health and life of the

, mothenagainst the-consequencesof suoh attempts. 122

The authors.of-that unanimous opinion, was Chief Justice Henry

Woodhull, Green, afterwards Chancellor of New Jersey, to whom,

after- the- death-in 1864,of Roger Brooke Taney, President Lincoln

offered the Chief-Justiceship of the United-States, which Chancellor

Green declined for reasons of health. One of the Associate Justices

joining-in the-opinion was the man who as Governor of New Jersey
had approved the act of 1849.123

I n none of the various re-enactments of the 1828 New York

legislation, prior. to 1965, was there ever any manifestation of a legis
lative purpose different from the one revealed by the 1828 revisers'

notes. The New Yonk Revised Penal Law was enacted in 1965, but it

did not take.effect, until September I, 1967. Nevertheless, the Com

mission Sta(fl Notes to the 1965 law's sections reveal a contemporary

pur-pose which, 'significantly enough, was identical with the purpose

of the revisers and legislators of 1828. Thus, the Commission Staff

Note-to Revised Penal Law § 125.45 adverts to the new dividing line

at 24 weeks.of pregnancy. (in substitution for the former dividing line

at quickening) between first and second degree abortion and explains
the choice ofthis.new dividing line as follows:

; ," -:

. "The aggravating 'factor is the pregnancy of more than 24

weeks duration; rendering the operation more dangerous than

, at an-earlier stage." 124

r .

I'

A Commission Staff Note of similar tenor accompanies another sec-

tion, § 1,25.2Cl(3·)"ofthed)oJew York Revised Penal Law of 1965. Now

a tenmination r of pregnancy after 24 weeks is less, dangerous to the

foetus than one before, because more and more foetUs become viable

as.and aftter ,that�4�oinUs passed. .So when the Commission Staff Note

characterizes the {ate operation as "more dangerous" than the ear

lier, jt,obviously .rneans more dangerous to the pregnant woman. Thus

it is beyond cavil that the New York Legislature of 1965, like that of

.

,

I2t State v. MurplfY,.27 N.J.L 1-12. 114 (Sup. Ct. 1858).
12> See Means; supr.a note+, at 507-08,
121 Means. supra note I. at 502,
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1828-,''-was tnfh'ldbg 'solely in terms of danger to the expectant
mother: 125 -': iN I J'.; '!,; I" , ";,

The ,prot�ction Of the life of the pregnant woman is therefore the

only reason '�ver iltlvariced 'for the 'passage ofthe N�w York statutes

in' 1828 "'or' for"th�rr reenactment 'in revised form in 1965. In all the

long History <if tile New York legislation of 1830-1970, no other

rJasoriwas ev'er'put forward. 'It was a valid and validatingreason so

long ;as ft lasted; The intervening change in' the relative; safety of

physician-peifortned abortion and 'childbirth rendered continued en

forcernent !of that bodY' of legislation 'according to its letter frustrative

of its origin'al 'p�rp'()se; before that' change a woman who obeyed the

law was rewarded by less risk to her life than one who disobeyed it;
since that change the reward of obedience has been greater risk to the

woman's life. The 'one reason' ever put forward for its passage was

sufficient'to sustain' its constitutionality so long as itlasted. When

that reason disappeared, the 1830-1970 New York legislation became

unconstitutional. .'

Sinci tile abortion laws of so many other-states were copied from

the New 'York legislation of 1830-1970, the New York legislative
intent came to those other states with the statutory texts they bor-

r6we<l?'" 'n' ,
'

I

vrjl. WHE'N'DID NEW YORK SURGEONS' FINALLY ADOPT THE

ANTISEPTic MEhlODS FiRST RECOMMENDED BY LISTER IN 1867?

,Not until 1884. Throughout the world; surgeons were very slow

to.accept new a�tis�ptic surgical techniques, �Itho�gh Lister had first

published them in The Lancet in, 1867. Not until a memorable debate

at the New-Yo�� Academy of Medicine in)884,did the majority of

physicians and surgeons in New York City accept thern.!"

In 1895 Dr. Howard A. Kelly, professor of gynaecology and

obstetrics at Johns.Hopkins, in his introduction to Dr. Hunter Robb's

Aseptic Surgical Techniques with Especial Reference to Gynaecologi
cal Operations described "the past ten years" as the decade which

had seen "'changes'wrought' in our surgical techniques ... unparal
leled [in] any previous eentury of medical or surgical progress."!"

I. Means, supra note I, at 502 &c nn.227, 228.
,

,

II. �4 Haa.¢ensen," W. Lloyd, A Hundred ':ears of Medicine 291-93 (1943) (hereinafter
cited as Haageilsen "'�Ioyd). ,

, 117 H. Robb, AsepticSurgical Techniques with Especial Reference to Gynaecological Op-
erations, at xv-xvi (1895).

'

'" '
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,� "Tl}e' pr�.,ap�is�plic surgeon� "dared not invade, the great cavities

of the body" lest- they infect their patients. "Operation therefore was

geneJtally_.gnly "'l)dertaken with the object of saving life. . . . Many
qf.tJw ,gt,eat,?st [of the pre-antiseptic] surgeons were fully of the opin
ion '!�at';the<,�"ife should be used only as a last resort." 128 Drs. Eugene
H. PQql and-Frank J. McGowan in their book, Surgery at the New

YOIik 1f.ospltal Ope Hundred Years Ago, disclose a rule adopted by
the"b�a.rd, �of..gQveJlnors ,"that no- operation should be undertaken

except after consultation I>Y allth�, physicians and surgeons. We find

evidence in Jh�,notebook that thisrule was scrupulously observed." 129

. ,;rho�gh the .pre-antiseptic surgeons knew the danger. of sepsis,
they dld.not know.its cause:

.

'j None realized that, ingeneral, it was they themselves who

were- unconsciously poisoning their patients every time they
used theprobe or the knife. The probe ... was never steri

lized . . . . Who could devise a better means, of carrying
infestjon7-And these conditions continued until late in the 19th

re.�t,urx. �30

.,I ,.,; J t '. I �

Is it any wonder that today the medical profession is so forgetful
of this unhappy phase of its long history? Men dedicated to curing
the ills of their fellow man unconsciously shrink from the realization

that less �hap, a hundred years ago the best of their surgical predeces
sors killed almost as many patients as they cured.

The earliest Texas and former Georgia abortion statutes, like

thcseof 'itearly all their sister states, were enacted prior to the J 884
debate at the 'New� York Academy of Medicine. it was only after that

'debate; tWafi�he�lacceptance 'of Lister's surgical techniques spread
throughouftl18 ountry:" ,";

"

: , i ,

VIII!
I THE RE:.\LTIVE SAFEty TEST

. '. ,\ ; i J .

., \ � 'i' .

. II} r��pt decades surgeons have commonly. complained that they
can�o.t ,!n<lerst��d what is me�'!t by words such as

_

"necessary to

preserve- [herJl'life" in. the text ofJlbortion statutes. They understand
1 I' '_

IU' Hl,lagen�n " lloyd. at ,19., '

III 'H. pJ�,I. F.'McGow"an. Surgery at the New York Hospital OneHundred Years Ago.
at 4 ,(19�O), .' i "<

' ,

' -"

I. Raagenscn a Lloyd, at 24,
.» ,
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perfectly well what those words mean in other operations of a danger
ous character, but, of-course. those words do not appear in any statute

in regard to oth�r operations, but only in the common understanding
-,. -I - ( •

.

•

of t��: '�tOft�?S�,9.� a)s, tq ,��en to res,<.>rt to d�nger�us, s,ur�ery: S! nee

abort�2� �o':'; }S",�8t(da'1g�r?us, �u�g�pn� cannot make head or tall of

thesewords In a statute relating to abortions. ,

tbe d'ocsJ.fs; itiie'�;.nk reminds' one, of the words of Judge Water-
J. "1' Hi")' I. 1 " t

man, spe�king for the United States Court of Appeals for the Second

Circuft�,��) £�k ,�, U.�itJd Arab )W'li�es, Inc',:,
'

[I']f�4!u,ir� ;rtlh Jead' the co�rt ,l? conclude , , ,that' when the

words were/lrst,chosen the language accurately reflected the

pfSvision's�p'uipbs'e' but that today' the same wordsimper
fe�tlY'fri:neeJ this purpose because conditionshave changed in

�he;'ar�i to'��ich t,�e wordsofthe provision refer', , , .131
". 'I..I �I.

•

I
• 'r'

"

In People v, Belous, 132 the Supreme Court of California discussed

t,he r���(ive �aJ;��y t�st that had first been suggested, in my 1968 arti-

cle 133 as' follows: ,

.
, u J � '" .' �

....J. �
, i • ). ,

l!l"THere is one' suggested test which is ba�ed on, a policy
It ( .'

, ,. I I f

underlying the. statute and which' would serve to make the
stat�te �hain:;The t�st' is probably in accord with the legisla-
tive 'intent atlJh� tr�e the stat�te was adopted: The Legislature
may h�v'e' i-�te'nded in adopting the statute that abortion was

pef"1it�ed when ,�,q� risk of death due to the abortion was less

Ithari tbe fisk 'of death in childbirth and that otherwise abor-

t;d� sliduld �bcl'deAi�d, As, we 'have seen, at the time of the

adppiiq� 'of the shitute [1850 in California] abortion was a

'highl.y'_d�lng9rous procedure, �lD'd under the relative safety test

abortion'ivo,uld be permissible only where childbirth would be

even more �angerous, I n the light of the test and the then

eV£ting' ..ili��IR�1 �ra�tice, the', question �het,her !lbortion
should b limited 'to protect the embryo or fetus may have

f 4"\' ,-f} f i·.... • 1
". ,.,' .'

.

been immatefia:l because any 'such interest would be effec-
I t4;�r�,(J1by \1i�'iin�,��9rtions to the rare cases where they were

" ? ij, 1 " li j •
, ',I, r , , ,

'IS Supra note 116,
'IS Means, supra note I, at 513-14 n,261.
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,.

I1 ' safectbanchildbiath.. .

:;,ddt '/!. IJf,.;::' J4q 'i ... fl "
. i

,). t.;.. , �ttli���lfthe sugge�tedi'c'oristructi�n ... making �b�r-
• (f' , .':)1(' (. �l: r .{ (II', l' , • , :

� \

tion lawful nhere "it is safer than childbirth and unlawful
wblre·�t1driioW il�ore dangerous, may':'have'been in accord

with legislative intent, the statute may not be upheld against
a J!a1:ilj �g[ 'va�u�n�ss on: the basis of such a construction, the
1i'�giJ�g{ofltffJ �{atute; 'unless Hie same is necessary to pre
serve her life,' does not suggest a relative safety test, and no

case inteq;>retng the statute has suggested that the statute be

s'�lcgfi�trHJa. '

: . In'the circumstances, we are'satisfied that
ih� hJitite;;inay"ri6¥ be construed to adopt' the 'relative safety
t�4Iia�, ���i}�:�t": a �iaim of vagueness,' because the I�ng,�a�e
does no suggest, that test and pecause of the pra�tlc.al eVI

dence before us that men of 'common' intelligence, indeed of

�nc�m,IJ).on fi��e!l\gef.ce, have not guessed at this meaning. 1M

(t"i�, 6f' co�ise', true that in recent decades no one hadguessed
at this meaning until the publication of my 1968 article. Bul the real

inquiry, is not whether men of common or uncommon intelligence
today�ar�" able�'uidi�VtodaY's 'conditions, to guess at this meaning, but

wheffi�r'mbn lof lcofumon intelligence at the time the' statute was first

passea;:Jfiaer�(oo(t"pe'ffectly well whatits words meant. Thatthey did
understana it arid understood it 'to mean a relative safety 'test. can

be hist�ri�MI� 'dbmoflstrated. '.
" .; "

Alfred Sw'ai'n'e Taylor, M.D., F.R.S. (1806-80), was the most

respec��d auth�r on medical jurisprudence writingin English during
the rii�e(eenih century. His treatise onthis subject was published in a

� .Jo
" "-.1 I 1 fl' 01 !. ., I

' , '. '. " •

shorter- version, called the Manual of Medical Jurisprudence (which
weni'ttir,o�g� t.¢�:,�diHons in London and eight in Philadelphia d,�ring
the autij'6r'� lif�pme);' and in a.longer version, called Principles and

Pra��!ce �(, M�iJ!ciil Jurisprudence (which went through two editions

during;fbe �iJth6r'sJl'ifetime, in 1865 and 1873, and has gone through
six mote �ir\ce his '(Jeath).· An extensive chapter on criminal abortion,
contai'iUiig.Jg �I�hificant' passage on the relative safety test, appeared
in evJry editloh �M both' books, commencing with the earliest of the

,,,,, .� -

IN People v. ,Belous, supra note 116, at 970·72, 458 Jr,,2d'at 204,' 205,'80 Cal.Rptr, at:364,
365.
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Maniltil'(Eohd;on' 1844); 135 The 'passage on -the relative safety test as

it appea��d i�{fHellasH:d'itidn' of Prinaiples and 'Practice to bepub-
IishediidlDf;' llaylor':'s'llifetime reads; as follows:' / ,," J,

/' I'; \ ..;� ./1<, • .' •
� J

,iii. He;fice�a"'cautious selection -should be made, because the

operation' is Ine'eessarily attended with' some' risk . . .'. All

that we 'can say, is, that, according to 'general professional

experience, it places her in a better positionthan she' would

bff'fn if the case-were left to itself. It appears to me that before

'a pt�ctitionei- resolvesupon performing an operation of this

kind he fshould hold a consultation with others; and, before it

is performed, he should feel assured that natural delivery can

not' rakeljJlace 'Without greater risk to the life of the woman

{han the operation 'would itselfcreate. 131

, Whi'le at this' particular point Dr. Taylor was discussing the

relative safety test as 'applied to the induction of labor in the -seventh

or eighth month (al technique now almost, totally abandoned), and

while he preferred-that technique to abortion early in gestation; it is

quite obvious that; if he had confronted a case where early abortion

was indicated rather than: a late induction of labor, he would have

applied theHsame relative safety test to early abortion. Indeed, the

relative safety test is one which surgeons resort to even today in regard
to operations that still are dangerous to the patient's life. They weigh

the'danger to be apprehended from the operation itself against the

danger df doiO'gflothlng. It is simple common sense .

. h1 spea,l(i'ng of abortion early in gestation, Dr. Taylor notes that

"the life of''the'wofnan would be seriously endangered", but adds that

abortion, espet=iaIlY'in the, United States, "is resorted to by medical

rneriin tile interest of the 'mother-alone at the expense of the life of

the,chilt'i. '1'137;,', (
I, ,

it is'very interesting to note' that in the second posthumous edi

tion 'ef 'TaylorVtPNnciples and Praetice'" the new editor 'made 'only
one,cna't1ge'.jjj 'Taylor's text of this passage: Whereas Taylor had said,

lSi A. Taylor, Mailu�1 or Medical Jurisprudence, 595 (1844),
lSi 2 A. Tayt(.>r, f.rin�.iples a�d Practice or Medical Jurisprudence, 202 (2d cd, 1873),
111 ld, at 20 I.
lSi 2 A, Taylor. Principles and Practice or Medical Jurisprudence, 209 (4th ed., T, Steven-

son 1894),
.
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in 1,813,. Hlat ��the life of the woman, would be seriously endangered"
by, ,ani.abortion, early -in pregnancy, Stevenson, .in .1894, delete" .the
adverb "seriously." The.adoption of Lister's technique of antiseptic
surgery, in England, took place between these two dates.

J'P' the.:llelpus: court had had before it this passage in 1 Taylor, it

might very well have concluded that the relative safety test not merely
"prohably'tnbut jeertainly, was "in accord with the legislative intent

at the timeshe statute was adopted." .

The same may be said of the, following. passage in the opinion of

Mr. -Justice Adkias, speaking for a majority of five of .the seven

justices, of the.Supreme .Court of Florida in Walsingham v. State:

� l}' �
Protection of the mother from unsafe surgical procedures

may well have been in the legislators' minds when they �n
acted the' [Florida] abortion statutes in 1868. Modern-day
medieine.whoever qsic] makes induced miscarriage in the first
trimester of.pregnancy a safer procedure than delivery at full

, term-See Beople v. Belous, 71 Cal. 2d 954, 80 Cal. Rptr. 354,
360, ·458 �P.2d 194, 200. At the time of the adoption of these

, statutes, the.State, to protect the interest, of its citizens, could
reasonably restrict-the availability of abortion to those women

who faced-an equally serious risk of death if the operation
'were not performed. 139

The difficulty remains, however, that the administrators of these
laws-physicians .and surgeons-have, in recent decades, forgotten
'why they were passed; and therefore are no longer able to guess at

their meaning. The laws have become vague through obsolescence; the

profession has losttouch with their meaning. through obliviscence.
Were the American medical profession now suddenly to remem

ber the reason for the passage of these laws, they would grant an

abortion )to ,evFtYJIw,omijn in the first or second trimester who re

quested-onec.fos, today,.abortion is always safer than childbirth, as

the New ¥orJcffigures now show, not only during the first trimester,
but during the first 24 weeks of pregnancy.

"" 250 So. 2d 857; 861 (Fla. 1971).
JO

,
.....} -('-"it: i-lJl�t; � .. �' t '1 '

.. I..
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I X. RECENT DECISIONS ON 'THE CHALLENGED ,CONSTITUTlONALlTY

'. OF STATE ABORlllON LA WS

th� �ilrlie,S� �na ,still the best of this li�e of. cas�s is People v,

Ii • j.h I 1 Ii' " ,\ I . >

Belous,14:, Since that decision, ten federal district courts have consid-
:>:1:'-:1'(·, l!t tl''' . , , ". .,

r J
•

•

ered the constitutionality of staf� abortion statutes, at th� challenge
of women and/or physicians. Eight of the ten have reached the merits,
whereas two abstained out of federal deference to state courts. 141

Of the eight federal district courts which have ruled on the merits

of the constitutional challenge to the abortion statutes based on a

woman'il'fundamental right to terminate an unwanted pregnancy, and

to the'aid of a-physician in doing' so, four have held them unconstitu

tional.!" while four have upheld thern.!" These eight courts were all

three-judge courts. Thus, a total of fourteen federal judges have ruled

in favor of this fundamental right and so' have held the abortion

statutes unconstitutional. Ten have upheld them. The circuit judges
were evenly, divided 'o� this' constitutional question, 4:4, while the

districi' judg�s !'voted in favor of the right and against the statutes,

lO:6�r 1 H·j"�l·) I·;, �'1!1 • ,
.,

'I,J,

The successive judicial formulations ofthe woman's fundamen

tal right to an abortion are of interest:

(I) People v. Belous:
i".;A.. ,'., I . A u�

The fundamental right of the woman to choose whether to

bear. children follows from the [United States] Supreme
COUrt's and, this court's repeated acknowledgement of a 'right

t, r , ,if!.t� .,.r' f.

I .. Supra notl;:ll�..,' .

.

,., Doe v. Randall, 314 F. Supp. 32 (D. Minn. 1970). aff'd sub nom .• Hodgson v, Randall.

402 U.S:.967 (1971); Rodgers v. Danforth. Civil No. 18360-2 (W.O. Mo .• filed Sept. 10, 1970),

appealfiled, 39 ,ll .S.L. W. 3390 (U .S. Feb. 8. 1971) (No. 70-89). .

IU D� v. Scott, 321 F. Supp. 1385 (N.D. III. 1970) (2:1). appeals filed sub nom .• 39

U.S.L.W. 3438 (U.S. MIV. 29, 1971) (Nos. 70-105. 70-1O�); Doe v. Bolton. supra note 2; Roe

v. Wade, supra note 2; Babbitz v. McCann. 310 F. Supp. 293 (E.D. Wis. 1970). apPfal dismissed

for wontrojgrant oride"i�1 o!inj'!n£·tion, 400 U.S. I (1970), injunction granted by three-judge
court. 320 F.,S,upp,. 219. �E.D. Wis. 1970), writ ofprohibition to three-judge court denied sub

nom. McCann v. Kerner, 43,� F.2d 1342 (7th Cir. 1971). injunction (but not the declaratory

judgment) vacated sub.nom. McC;ann v . Babbitz, 402 U.S. 903 (1971).
I .. \Doe v. Ra�pt9!1l'No. C-234-70 (0; Utah. filed Sept. 8, 1971) (2: I); Corkey v. Edwards,

322 f;�,!pl?' J7:'%(W.D,�,c'. 197!)•.appeal filed, 40 U.S.LW. 3098 (U.S. July 17. 1971) (No.

71.-92); Rosen v. Louisiana State Bd. of Med. Examiners, 318 F. Supp. 1217 (E.D. La. 1970)

(2:1), appealfiled.-39 U.S.L.W. 3302 (U.S. Nov. 27.1970) (No. 70-42); Steinberg v. Brown,

321 F. Supp. 741 (N.D. Ohio 1970) (2:1).
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of privacy' > in: matters . related to marriage, family, and

sex. . . . That such .a: right is not enumerated in either the

United States or California Constitution is no impediment to
, the '6*istenee o(th�f�1Iglit ... It is not surprising that none

,

of the'p�rt{tkwhb l1Kve' filed briefs in this case havefdi�puted
," the'biisteh& of rlt'i�(WJn&�Mental right. 144

" '

'. � 1 ..HJ... j" _.- "j / tt,t ,'?.... _,

JI �r:, �fJ·'}iji I, Jf' .'. ,! ,.1.'

:,'n .�2;) ,(,Ullit�(jISlaJes(1vl; Kyitc,h: i 'J !

1 I
J :;"'Li �,'; ;o);j; .t.{)' t' {' . I, _

" [A]s a ��culfl�� I1latJJer a woman's liberty .... , may, well in�, '

I clu,qe J t_herfightJ[to. ��!Ilpye. an unwanted child at least in, jhe
early stages 0,[1 �regtl�n�y..

145

€1 'I'Ji!tL:-It tt ...

'· T;j fT; r�,

,(3,), .• lJ.aJbbi,%v'IM£Cqn�:,
• J ,'"j '. J i I' , ,1 '. I

The, police ppw,e�:; � t�� s�a�� .does not len,tille .
'

r
•

' ;it !� �9�Y
r ;,tl<?"a; �pm�1); t�F,b��ic night reserved ti� �er lUl,lder the ,ni�th

amendment to decide whether she should carry or reject an "

, j;mpFYI� wJi}.ch',�AlS}Wl);'et,quick�qed., _,.I.I,

(4) Roe v. Wade:

"

'
' ,', I"

[The COUft recognized a woman's] Ninth Amendment right to

h h
'

b 147
C 00&e.�9"�favre"a.J:lia qrtion. . .. ,

,t

I .. Supra note 116"at 96'3L64, 458 P.2d at 199·200,80 Cal. Rptr. at 359-60..

I.. 305 F. Supp. 1032, 1035 (D.D.C. 1969). In this case, District Judge Gesell held the

District of Columbia' abortion statute unconstitutionally vague, but included this half-hearted

dictum about a woman's fundamental right in his opinion, The Supreme Court reversed on the

vagueness point, buttheld that:
.

'Ald\ougli (t1ere'was"'soine reference to [the Claim that a woman'has a fundamental

right to an abortion) in the opinion of the court below. vie read it as holding simply
that' the statute wllS�yoid forvagueness .... Since that question of vagueness was

the only issue passCd' upon by the District Court it ,is the only issue we reach here.

United States v. Vuitch, .I'upra,note 49, at 55.

Two state 'courts, in recerit decisions, seem to have over-interpreted this refusal of the

United "Sta:tes"Supreme Court to reach the question of the woman's fundamental right. One

chatacleriZCd it as "j�diciarreticence," People v. Pettegrew, 18 Cal. App. 3d 677, 680, 96 Cal.

Rptr. 189, 190 (2d Dist. i971'j, Another stated that the Supreme Court had "noted that the

arguments based on Griswdld V, Connecticut .: .. did not control." Thompson v. State, No.

44,071' '(Tex. Crim'.l Kpp., j\Jo�. i; 1971). THey didnot control the decision in the Vuilch case

only heCause'the'distrieV'court 'hail not squarely ruled on them; in another case, in which the

lower couflliad'do-nc so, they might 'well control.
I .. Supra note 142, at 302 (Kerner, Reynolds" Gordon, JJ.).
In Supra,note, 2, at 1223 (Goldberg, Hughes" Taylor, JJ.).

[Vol. 17
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,(5)4< Dpe v. Bolton: t' • " " '!

For whichever reason [penumbral zone or ninth amendment]
personalliberty . . . is. . . broad enough to include the deci

sion to aborta pregnancy. . . .

• I .; ..

['f1nb Cour -does not 'postulate the' exist�nce of a new being
�itW f�ije'rJll�br\stltution'al rights at any tihle during' gesta�
tion.... 1.8

""'-"(6j
. Doe \J:'s�ott:

., ; 1" -,-, ;j�';"

[Wlomen ha�e\a 'fundam'enta1tnterekt in choosing whether to

terminate pregnancies [hence, the state may not prohibit] the

petfC1>rrhaltce' of 'abortions during the first trimester of preg
nt'ncyi bY'licensed physicians in a' 'litensed hospital or 'other
IitehS�o med'ic�l facility. Ice

...... ,I 1 ;, \'

, '

,

(7),' Ro��� v, Louisiana 'State 'Board of Medical Examiners

(disSttntiJng',�pinion):
,

,

" I •
" j)" II '

[f}rl's6me \vkys the 'right to �ave an abortion is more compel
lrl}g(tl1a�"'the rights involved in Griswold .... At least two

fuln(la rHehta I human rights are ... involved: The mother's
J1 • ' ,',

au'tonomy over her own body, and her right to choose whether

to bring a c}Jild into the world. 150

! (
__.".,.' t'

# ;

'(8) , Sie{nb�rg v, Brown dissenting opinion):
.

'
.. ' 'j.L f t.. '} I

.' J '

' ,

[A] �'w3rri�nr 'has . . . the fiJnd�mental right to choose
wH�f��.� t�)Jfr children.

uii

(9) Doe v. Rampton (dissenting opinion):

',-

The
i
flaw 'in the Utah abortion statute is thatit : . . invades

... . .
.

I" SUpra'hote 2: at lOS'S &. n.3 (Morgan, Smith It Henderson', JJ,),
I�" S'Up!Vl nOle 142, &1:1'390 (Swygert&. Robson, JJ.),

::;:.ll�·SrijJrii'note 1.43, ar'I2jS (Cassibry,l; dissenting),
Ii 'III' Supra note 143', at 7'59' (Green, i! dissenting).

. _J:,,,h • • I
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the plainti_ff's right of privacy with no showing of a

compelling state Inter�st:t52
,,'

I

(10) People_Vi Bar.kst/ale:
,

,

[A] woman has a constitutional right to terminate, her preg

nancy, subject only to reasonably imposed state restrictions,

desigqed i� �afegu'aJa 'jhel health 0/ the w��an,.a�dl t�' p'rotect
J

.. ,,!. "':1, �} {I> f,
•

�

the advanced fetus. �53:, '.

The shrewdest historical insight, among all these federal court

opinions, occurs in the following excerpts from the dissenting opinion
of District Judge Ben C. Green, in Steinberg v. Brown:

,

.

I ..'!.3 I} . � "i r, T l' i' ' , • \ " � '1
•

,I L � ,t I lJ
. 'f:' J. ).

•
; t

.

�

[\V]�el'\,Jhe l��o��ion stat�te� were enacted the surgical pro-

c��ure �eq,..tfn?d:", fl,IJ,Jlbpr,tlOn present,ed a substantial risk

of death to' tHe woman involved. [T]his situation no longer
exists with today's medical advances. Protection of the

mother ff9!11 u\nsaf� surgical procedures may well have been

in the legislators' minds when they enacted the Ohio stat�te
in 1834. Modern day medicine, however, makes induced mis

carrjage)n ,�he fir,st nim.�ster of pregnancy a safer procedure
than pe!iyery at' full' term. See, People v, Belous, supra, [71

, • • , <'
"- \

• ..., I • � ;
\

Cal. 2d964,65,.] 8Q C�1. Rptr. 360-361,458 P. 2d 200-201.
� '111 r.] rt. .. J .' '.

•

•

"�I many �re��.}he ��.�rt�hty rat.e fr?m therapeutic abortion

IS less than that occastoned by childbirth. , ..

Viewed in its historical perspective, the Ohio statute

could well have been considered as a reasonable measure when

it was adopted 136 year� ago. 'A't that time the risk of death
on, the o�.frat\�g table for any surgical procedure was ex

tremely serious, and the state, to protect the interests of its

citizens, could reasonably restrict the 'availability of abortion

1$' Supra note 143 (Ritter. J .• dissenting) (emphasis in original).
'" 18.�al. App, 3d ,813,8,25,96 Cal. Rptr. 265, 272 (1st Dist. 1971). In another recent

state courtcase, the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals stated: "Without determining whether

or not seeking an abortion is operating within a constitutionally protected zone: of privacy. we

do hold that the State of Texas bas a compelling interest to protect fetal life." Thompson v.

State, supra note 6. This is, of course. a fqrmula whi,ch enables the Texas court to say that it is

not necessarily denying the woman's fun�al11ent,lJl'right ��ile actually denying it. II is interesting
that even a court bent 'on denying the woman's fundamental right. as this one was. feels it

necessary to conceal what it is doing under such �.dis�laimer.

[Vol. 17
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. .)i:to·-ihose·�Qmen who faced an equallyserious risk of death .if

'j .the ,(l)peratipn was not performed. '54
,

'"\:'I'.t.�, �fJ�)'�. o#};� .x: :;l'.:':", �rl , j

Since .thermemorable. delineation of the comparative .safety test
in.·,p,eap1e.;. )I. J/e/ous,'55 this lhas been the second articulate judicial
,reedgriitiobllofcthe.·.tliue original meaning of the wards "necessary. to

preser.ye [the.patient's] life."
r

: .!l On .Jqlyil2; I?�n I, the Supreme Court of Florida handed down

its-decision in')¥q/singharn v. State which contains-the third express

.reeognirion, of;lthe. relative safety. test.!" The statement 'in ·this and

other j,udiciab6p,inions ,rendered since the Belous case was decided on

September. -5,.1196.9., rely on the.opinion in that case for the statement

• that abortion is safer than childbirth if performed in the first trimester

by' a ph¥siciaol' Ait the time the Belous .case was argued and decided,
there were not.yet available any massive. statistics on legal abortions

from \ anY1American state; so the limitation of the comparison of

'safety-as rbetween childbirth and abortion was expressed, in those

days, by, cautious> medical writers, as limited to abortion performed
.

in -the fi.rstrtrilmester. So the Belous court similarly limited the com

pa,rison;in;,its';opinion, and, following it, so has Florida's Supreme
Court .in .the. W,alsingham case.· Today, however, massive statistics

concerning legal abortion are available from New" York, Cor more

.tharuam entire year under the new New York law, which permits
unfettered.abortion-till the end of the.twenty-fourth week-or for

eleven of the thirteen weeks of the second trimester of pregnancy.

These-data show that.abortion performed by a physician during the

f,irst ttwenty-four; weeks of pregnancy is now safer than childbirth.

Thevlimitation of this comparison to the first trimester is therefore

already obsolete.

, 'X. ,; DOE�S 'A FOETUS POSSESS FEDERAL,CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS?

The only one of the cases which have recently passed on the ques

tion of.the constitutionality of the state abortion' laws which has had

a di'recCs'tal'ement in iton this questionisDoe v. Bolton: A footnote
��1 "'�'.u" 'nl"�' ;1'1))' ')f,� •

.' , : , J'",

In.·*�h�foPJI1i911, <lj;cla�es that ';the Court .does, not postulate the.exist-

ence. oCal!new� being, with -federal constitutional rights at any time
�.'. .. :i�J!'

i.. Supra note 143, at 750-51 (dissenting opinion),
ill Supra note 116. at 970-72. 458 P,2d at 204-05, 80 Cal. Rptr. at 364-65,

III 250 So, 2d 857, 861 (Fla, 1971), See text supra, p. 396,
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duringigestatiotf. ': I'. i�"157 This cautiousbut quite correct statement

was made in response to one of the 'persistent attempts to intervene

in these 'litigations'! by religiously interested parties who apply for

appoirithie'nt'a� guaif:dians ad litem for unborn children.

When suchta person-presents himself to a court and in effect says,
"The unborn chHtiren}l"\iri'sh to represent are entitled to' life and I am

here to represent them since, obviously, their expectant mothers are

bent' on lmuf.def.i:n!nhem;" the court: then must face the preliminary
questiotrwhetJlier:ot< nof'stith foetlls are or are not persons entitled to

a'right to "tire'. Thdugh the three-judge court in Georgia decided they
were 'not/'a single'judge i'w the federal court in the northern district .of

Illinois grantedone Dr. Bart Heffernan the guardianship ad litem of

all unborn chrlo:refi 'in' Illinois.?" What is the problem, legally speak
ing, a-court must face when it has to consider the merits of a conten

tion' of' this 'kind? I think the wording of the Georgia federal court

significant: Is this a being that has federal constitutional rights?' ,

lniorder' to determine that, a court must ascertain what the word

"person" means in the Federal Constitution, in which this word is

used many times 'both in the original instrument and in the Bill of

Rightsin the fourth, and the fifth, amendments. The word "persons"
is also quite Significantly used in the enumeration clause in the origi
nal Constitution.w That is the clause which commands the taking of

a census every ten years. There, the mandate is laid down that once

every decade the !'�whole Number of ... Persons" in each 'state must

becounted.' : i.> r

,

' From: the firlst census of 1790 to the latest one in 1970, no

censils-taken hasf'ever counted a foetus. A sufficient- reason -why no

foetus1;l\as' ever been counted is that from the 1790 census onward,

Congress has by statuteprescribed a certain form that the 'census

taker must fill out. This is divided into columns, and there is a sexual

breakdown. He is rrequired to· list all male persons and all female

, I"; III Supra noit 2. &tnOS6 n,3'. [;1

I
,.. Scni�� �iSlric�1udge Ca,!:,pbell! '! Roman Catholic, signc:d sUfh all order on April 10.

1970, non,pf'(),tujlc (sic: nunc fro tuncl as of Marc� II, 1970," Afterwards a three-judge court

was conv�hed�jJud�ICajp�&!ll, iilinitiating'judic. was a mem�r oftlie panel. ih� three-judge
court held (2:,1) that lhe illinois abortion. statute-is unconstitutional, with Judge 'Campbell
dissenting. Curiously, however. the majority did not revoke the order appointing Dr. Heffernan,

Doe v, Scott, 'Supra note 14i.
'" U.S. Const. art. I. § 2. cl.3:

: . "",
,"� . ,t' ��,.I ".

'

:
�
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persons"'�O 'A census-taker confronted with a foetus whose expectant
pagents .askedrhim to count it would find it impossible to decide in

which column to Put it, unarmed with the very recent and still expen
sive tecbnique b�j whicb a doctor now can antehatallydetermine foetal

sex': t ;. • ,,� ,I;

I One' derives from -this the obvious -intention of the very First

Congress.whioh'met.in.New York City, and in which many members

sat who had served in the Philadelphia Convention which had framed

the original.Constitution, and all ofwhose members-that is to say,
of the first Congress=helped to frame the Bill of Rights, that they
did no� think that.a foetus was a person. Since a foetus is not a person

within-the meaning'of the enumeration clause of the Constitution, one

would-have to have affirmative evidence that those passing the amend

ments forming the Bill of Rights intended to give it any other mean

ing. There is noisuchievidence.
If one goes beyond the constitutional text to determine what may

well have been, the intention of the framers of the' original Constitution

and oft-he 'BiII of 'Rights on this subject, one could -do no better than

to' consult the': first 'treatise on medical jurisprudence that was ever

published- in the English language. It was a work by Samuel Farr

caHed Element's 'OJ Jurisprudence, published in London in 1787, the

year. i'n iwbichJ:lthe Philadelphia Convention sat, and it contains the

fellowihg;p'assage: "
'

,� t
•

The first rudiments or germen of the human bodyis not

a human-creature, if-it-be even a living one; it is a foundation

only. upon which ·the human superstructure- is raised. This is

. evident -te anatomical observation: Were a-child 'to be born in

the-shape -,which it presents in the first stages of pregnancy, i,t

',would �f a; monster indeed, as 'great as any which was ever

. brought to'light;"1

Thecrefeeshing-sknpltcity of this eighteenth-century text encourages
one to hope that when this question finally is 'argued before the Su

premeCourtadf the: United States, this dear echo of the Age of

, ••• The' act of the First 'Congress which mandated th� iaking of the first Census expressly

enjoined "distinguishing tbe sexes" of tbe persons counted. Act of March I, 1790, ch. 2, I Stat.

101.
'" I have had access to this work only as reprinted in T. Cooper, Tracts on Medical

Jurisprudence (1819), where the passage quoted appears at 12.
'

,
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�e;a.spqj,w.m( Q,uJ\\!eig·hl th� sentimental .romanticism, that has been

spawM4:)n, 'r�9.�QLM�iHiS. about little.human beings in. the early-stages
ofp,��gq�PH·% Jfl �j�,

.

,

'I �Qflte.V<1.r;j9n�'0,r'},li19re of the several states. of the United States

may choose to do, either with their legal rules or with their legal
nOJT1en�ta�uf�)\ is ,offno;f�qeral constitutional significance, because the

wor�H��I'Soq;;,.i\n)t�� Federal Constitution must, of course, have a

natiomyi:d¢;.J.1nifQ(;JTbfederal.interpre.talion. ,.., !, ,

. ·rJ,t���e.i�"aniotcrpsting:p,r�cedent.on this subject. It is the famous

caf&!ofd�redjS�fp,{I,V, SanJord.'82�he case decided by-the United States

Sup�e!11� !=,�4ljt",ip;l.J�57 in which tile question that the Court prelimi
na�ilx!hflQ:;te ,r�a<;h'lwa!!, whether or .not the words ','Citizens of differ

ent: St,�les;.'_ i� the, div.etsity of citizenship clause 1,83 in Article IH of the

origipal!Cp.nstitutjpn, did.or did not include a Negro who originally
had been a slave, but who had moved to free soil and under the law

th�r!f eflAQr�,c::JfpeC�JI1�' free;
" .Qp<� p( th, ,:pqil).ts decided .by the Court in that case was that the

wo�p ;:{;iJizens ': .in-Article, III had to have a uniform nationwide

federal-meaning, ·}V.QiSlh ,�n .individual state could mot vary. That part
of the deGi�ion . .(�It"h,Qugh,not the rest of it, obviously, for the remain

der, has been; r,ew.e.:.se9' by -history) is still good law. So no matter what
a state.could eleet. to .do on.the subject, by way of declaring a foetus
to be a "person" for some state law purposes, it could notbind either

federal or state courts in interpreting the word "person" in the Fed
era I C;:pnstitu��qnfi' i<.'

hi; �ew..J)'''ork,; the 1967 State Constitutional Convention, alas,
proved .abortive, .since. the voters .decided to reject the Convention's

efforts., �eve..ftheless, at the Constitutional .Convention in 1967, a.

specific ,p.IA�P9�al was .made by Professor, Charles Rice of the For

dham ,U.nive[isi�� :haw�.S,chool toaddto the State.Constitution's equal
protection clause, after the word "person", the words "from the

moment of conception." His obvious purpose, which he supported in

a debate .covering .abeut three printed pages, was to prevent all abor

tions.J-le fell·that,,�ve!1.t�e law that was in, force in New York from
1-830 ,to, t.9,7l0 '\yas,,Joo liberal and that abortion should be, prohibited
in every instance. T.he committee of the Constitutional Convention to

whi<?9 th�r,prop'os�1 w!,as, referred.recommended unanimously against

", I .
. , '! •

t:< '.�

. "{ ....
t._. "

.
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its, adoption.iand i,t was defeated by an overwhelming voice vote on

A,ugu�� 30",1:96:7, on the floor of the convention: 114
.

SUPP9se, however, that Professor Rice's proposal had passed.
Could that. h�v.e ,made any difference from the federal constitutional

. p�int;9f. vie�l?'Of. course not. The only instance that I can 'cite by way
of precedent.Ior that is Wisconsin. Wisconsin is the onl¥ state in the

Union, which, .albeit not in its state constitution, but in one of its

statutes. relating to abortion, has put the very words after the word

"person? Professor. Rice wanted to insert-"from the moment. of

conception."115 Notwithstanding this text, the federal three-judge
court in Wi�consin in the case of Dr. Babbitz gave it absolutely no

effeot -and.di<j not recognize it as conferring any federal constitutional

rights on the foetus, t88

-_ The- Attorney General of Texas, in his brief in Roe v. Wade. has:

most seriously argued that the "life" protected by the Due

Process of Law Clause of the Fifth Amendment includes, the

life of th,e unborn child. Further, it would be a denial of equal
protection of the law not to accord protection of the life of a

person w�o had not yet been born but still in the womb of its
..

' mother. Jf it is' a denial of equal protection fori a statute to

distinguish between a thief and an embezzler under a statute

providing for the sterilization of the one and not the other,
then it is surely a denial of equal protection for either the state

or federal government to distinguish between a person who

has been born and one living in the womb of its mother.!"

, I
• '1

.Of course; the Attorney General of Texas is here alluding not to

the fifth amendment, but to the fourteenth. What he says is astonish

ing. l;J'n,i,ttil)gly, it 'seems, he has.just condemned as unconstitutional
all the abortion laws of Texas throughout its history, since none of

t.h�in has punished the killing of "one living in the womb. of Its moth-

.

'

... �3 'Proceedings of the Constitutional Convention of the State of New York, April fourth

to September t:-vell\y-sixth. 1967, at 400-03 (1967).
'II This unique: Wisconsin statute speaks of the "time" of conception rather than of

Professor Rice's- "moment", which sets the stage for a nice metaphysical debate about how

much time there is in a 'moment. The statute reads: "In this section 'unborn child' means a

-human bein) from the time of conception until it is born alive," Wis. Stat. Ann. tit. XLV. ch.

940: f 9"O�04(6) (19S8)'(addcid by ch. 696, § I, (1955) Wis. laws).
,. Babbitz v. McCann, supra note 142, at 301:' "

'17 Brief for Appellee at 56. Roe v, Wade, supra note 2.
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'er" .as'severelyas the killing of "a person who has been born." Does
not the equal prot�ctio11'clafise demand thit this' 'inequity 'be levelled,
either'by in�ki'ng'a1t"abortionists guilty' of murder.vor reducing the

; penalty for 'rtJu'rddt.to"th'at which is imposed on abortionists? Further

m6re'hheillawkaga<jri�t'lffili1<der 1I1'Te",as does not.presumably, contain

a'therapeufi'c'{exceptiolk1:pcrniitting the act to be doheto preserve

somebody: else slife 1sihlply 'because that somebody else requests it.

Does not ith1tt ,deny/equal protection? As astounding as these conse

quences of the'Texa� Attorney General's ipse dixit are; it will surprise
nobody who has t read the preceding two dozen pages of his brief,
which' fie has copied 'nearly verbatim from the amici curiae brief 'of

'Certain 'Physicians.'Professors, and Fellows of the American College
of Obstetrics and Gynecology IBM (i.e., those who dissent from the pro
abortion istand thken 'by ACOG as an organization; in the amicus

curiae brief it filed in these cases). That brief devotes six pages to

argument :th'at the' word "person" in the due process clauses of the

fifth and, foutteent1h 'amendments and in the equal protection clause

of the fourteenth inclu1des' a foetus. Needless to say, this argument also
cites no single authority for this proposition, and rests fairly and

squarely on the- ipsi dixerunt of the Certain Physicians, Professors,
and Fellows.' and their counsel, who apparently have not yet dis

covered the enumeration clause in the Constitution of 1787.

The Attorney-General of Georgia, in Doe v. Bolton. did not

embark Ul>onrthe·slippery slope down which the Attorney General of

Texas has so' awkwardly slid. In his case, the 1968 Georgia statute,
which he is defending; being an A merican Law Institute' Model- Penal

Code-patterned statute, not only differentiates between foetlls and

persons already born, but even between various classes of foetus. If

thatis equal protection.'some foetus must be more equal than others.

In his' br'it:f'for 'ap'pellee-in' Roe 'V. Wade, the Attorney General

of Texas-filled many-pages with a verbatim copy of the embryological
section 'of·the1alnicus! brief 'filed in both cases on behalf of certain

dissenting Physicians, Professors and Fellows of the American Col

lege of Obstetrics and Gynecology (ACOG). In the embryological
section of the ACOG dissenters' amicus brief, an earnest effort is

" '

�•• Bri�f. for Certai� Physlcia!ls, Professors and Fellows of the American College of Obste

trici8ns�an� Gy,naecol98ists as Amicus Curiae at 58-63" Roev. Wade.and Doe v. Bolton, supra

note 2. A similar a�sertio9 ,aPJlClars ,in Brief for The National Rjght,to Life -Commiuee as

Amicus Curiae 8't44, Roe v . Wade, supra note 2.
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made to- recount-in week-by-week detail the 'progressive intrauterine

evolution of the human' foetus. Virtually all these details have been

known to embryologists for some time, and no criticism of the data

as data could be made. It is only the philosophical inferences that the

ACOG dissenters endeavor to draw from the data that are not a llittle

suspect. For example; at one point appears the following sentence in

italics, the only sentence chosen for that degree of emphasis in the

entire two dozen printed pages of this embryological extravaganza:

Dr. Still hasmoted that electroencephalographic waves have

been obtained in forty-three to' forty-five day old fetuses, and

so conscious experience is possible after this date. 189

Such anassertion is meant to imply, ifit does not quite say, that after

the. forty-fifth day of gestation the foetus already has a type of con

sciousness similar to that which adult human beings possess. Such an

idea is sheer nonsense. It is common knowledge among embryologists
that cortical tissue has been removed from the brain and kept alive

for days, during which period such tissue continues to emit waves

which-are picked up on an electroencephalograph. That this indicates

the presence of consciousness is scarcely to be affirmed, unless one

defines consciousness much more broadly than the rational human

consciousness of adult life.
'. What the 'A:COG dissenters are trying to establish, by their elec

troencephalograms-at-45-days-of-gestation argument, is that what

theologians call a human soul is already present in the foetus. They
eschew using the word "soul", because they are afraid of the first

amendment;· so they substitute the word "consciousness." Changing
labels does not alter substance, however; so I shall use both words,

with an equality sign between them. The mediaeval theologians felt

that a foetus had not just one soul (= consciousness), but, succes

sively, three souls (= consciousnesses): first, a vegetable soul (= veg

etable consciousness), second, an (irrational) animal soul (= animal

consciousness), and third, a human or rational soul (;= human con

sciousness). Tri 'other words, the Mediaevals were aware, as the ACOG

dissenters are not, that consciousness itself undergoes intrauterine
Of'

•

.
'

. "." Brief for Certain Physicians, Professors and Fellows of the American College of Obste

trics arid Gynecology as Amicus Curiae at 23, Roe v, Wade and Doe v . Bolton,-supra note 2,

rePeated verbatiin (but witl\out italics), in Brief for Appellee at 52, Roe v . Wade, supra note 2.

i , .... J..' t .�� i

•
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evolution; f,r(jmt�an"�xtrerhely pnirnitive, pre-human form, to .one

which- became), (in/1the mediaeval 'belief)' fully human. The ACOG
dissenters aretrying fro prove ,that fully human consciousness. occurs

as early .as. the' �ofty"'fifth day of gestation, but the scientific data on

which tlieYlrel.y simply:do"not demonstrate this.

All-pbrlosophers ..andr.theologians agree that man is a rational
animal, butthen'reason" to which they refer must be either a form
or a function .. fOT,�pur purposes, (the question as to what the law
should protect from destruction at the whim of another) we must

necessarily be concerned with form, rather than function; otherwise,
the law :,would n&t proteettpersons asleep, or madmen, or the uncon

scious. In biology, form-always precedes function, sometimes by
many years. Thus the gonads appear at the foetal stage, but are not

used.untikpuberty. Likewise.the human cerebral cortex appears at the
foetal stage, but-the function of human reason, which is its distictive
role, is not-exercised -until-about the third year of postnatal life-at
the time whenn in, thejwerds of my friend Joseph Donceel, S.J., a

professor of philosophy at Fordham-the child first uses such words
as "true" or "false." . i

If, therefore, weiare-to resort to embryologicaldata to determine
.the "moment"; when a human foetus acquires the form of reason, we

-shallfindrthat the organization of the human cerebral cortex is not
finished before birth. In the words of Percival-Bailey, Professor of

. Neurology-and Neurosurgery at-the University of llliuois Medical
'School,' ,"The greater -part.of the cortex ..

'

. completes .its structural
organization S(l)me time.after-birth."!" "

.
. Two.atticlesimthe recently published Evolution of the Forebrain:

Phylogenesis and, Ontogenesis of the Forebrain, 171 make it quite clear
that-the fcrmation.of the-human cerebral.certex is, not completed until

.after. birth; lfhus;,iTh.r Rabinowicz declares:
,,�: "I •. J. J1 ..

. , lin thet.cc,�ebral cortex ofthe premature infant of the 8th
month, a gneatJ number. of nerve cells are still not quite clearly

" differentiated.ll'! I,
.

, '!;;'l k J'�' t
"

..,p.
• I. 1 I','71 P, Bailey, Cortex and Mind, in Mid-Century Psychiatry: An Overview II (R. Grinker

ed, 1953), �

,,1 �71, Evplulion of t�!<Jiorebfaim'(p,hylogenesis lind Ontogenesis of the Forebrain (R. Hassler
,.& H. �lephan.,��J 196J)�·,,{ 11 ,t ',t" t·

:_ 172, =fh, Ri'.bj_nQwi!=�� 7fhe, Ct:reAral.Cortex of the Premature Infant of the �th Month, in
Evolution of the Forebrain: Phylogenesis and Ontogenesis or the Forebrain 40 (R. Hassler &

H, Stephan eds. 1967).
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And, t • speaking ofl eertaimsynapses which he designated �"counter'

contact-structures-rimme shape of'appendages ('thorns')", G.I. Po

liakov states:» ;,'! ',.

j t
t. "\ 1"> i.I;'� '..,

I

" I,d Ithe� human cerebral.cortex such, appendages on the
, 'dendrites' begin to-develop in the seventh menth.of intrauterine

,life':iBefore bil!tll'they are observed only in the biggest neurons

.

i '
•• ; J:after>ibirth rthe.y.' igreatly spread and 'densely 'cover the

Aiendliite: ramifications of many-efferent neurons of the cor

tex.«... Mil Ai'

I); ,Main.:elements ef the cortical organization, typical of the

-braimof an adult.rreach definite degree of development at the

-tirne.of birth.'. ! .173
I f � !.; J '"f1'. i . r � • , ,

Thus /the 'scorn affected: by the ACOG dissenters in their assertion,

"There is noirnagic -in birth",174 appears unwarranted.'. Birth does,

according .te relevant embryological data, mark approximately the

stage-at which-the human cerebral cortex-the form ofreason, and

therefore' the defining note of man=-reaches its "definite degree of

development.ftSo. perhaps our ancestors, including those who wrote

the enumeration clause and the' ninth amendment, werenot such fools

after allr' when' they thought that "person" does, not include a foetus,

but does include. the. newborn babe.

The question is not, .as the ACOG dissenters put it, whether or

not' ��The: Unborn, Offspring of Human Parents is 'an Autonomous

Human Being." Of course it is. If is "human", since it was produced

by human" parents, and it is a "being", since it exists. And it is

"autonomous", if nothing more is meant by that adjective than that

it possesses a unique genetic organization. The question is whether,

prior. to" birth, the, offspring of human parents is a human person.

Only.·per.son.s- are the subjects of legal rights, whether constitutional

or other."!

Jln G.I, POliak'ovil'Embryonal and Postembryonal Development ofNeurons of the Human

Cerebial Cortex; iI;)EviSluiioil'i:lfthe Forebrain: Phylogenesis and Ontogenesis of the Forebrain

254,257 (R. Hassler a:�H-!Stephan eds, 1967),
.

m Brief for Certain Physicians, Professors and Fellows or the American College of Obste

tries and Gynecologyas Amicus Curiae at 30, Roe v, Wade and Doe v. Bolton, supra note 2,

repeated verbatim in Brief IorAppellee at 53, Roe v, Wade, supra note 2,

17' Thus Sir Frederick Pollock declared: "The person is the legal subject or substance of

which rights and duties are attributes, An individual human being, considered as having such

attributes, is what lawyers call a natural person," F, Pollock, A First Book of Jurisprudence
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fA usefluLanal�gy can: be' drawn-from the' other end 'Of. the me

span, frorn the, agreed ethical norms.governing heart transplants. It
is now universally agreed that the donor of a heart must have suffered
such massive brain damage that it can be stated categorically by the

attending physicians that mental activity will never again be possible.
A flat electroencephalogram for a stated period is required. Only then
can the .donor's.heart be removed and transplanted into the cardial
cavity, of the.donee. But the heart at removal is not dead .. 1 f it were,

it would not-do the donee any good. The life that is still in the heart
is the same as the life that is still in the rest of the donor's body, and
hasbeen there all/along. It is not because human life has departed,
that, the doner's body can be used for the benefit of the-donee. It is
because there is no longer present in that still living body the human

person who has been present in it since birth. Since that human person
is no, longer 'present, his consent can no longer be asked. Whose
consent is' asked? The next of kin of the departed, just as if this still

livingbody were, already a cadaver. In other words, it is possible for
a human ,body to be alive but no longer to contain a human person.

"If that can happen at the terminus ad quem of the life span, why
can it -not happen at the terminus a quo? Prior to birth, human life is
of course present-in the foetus, but a human person is not. For the
removal of-the foetus, whose consent must be asked? As there is as

yet no human person in the foetus, then by the analogy of the heart

transplant cases, we must ask the consent of the next of kin. It is
harder . to, imagine a nearer kin than the pregnant woman who is

carrying the-foetus., That is what the common law required for abor
tion at.will=-the will or consent of the expectant mother. Why should

more be required now?

III (3d ed, 191 j )j(��phasis in original). One need only read the words of the Federal Constitu

tion; including its amendments, to realize that. their framers penned these texts with this same

notion in mind. The fifth and fourteenth amendments do not confer rights upon human life;

they treat life as the object. not as the subject, of rights. They forbid governments to deprive a

person of his life, without due process of law. If the phenomenon of human life can exist apart
from a human ..person, it is not protected by the fifth or fourteenth amendment. The crucial

ques\ipn.,therefol'!;. is whether a human person is present in the life which is asserted to be

inviolable. It is not human life, as such. but the human person, as such •. that is sacred.
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Appellee.

IN THE

tSUPRifMEl 'COURT OF, THE' UNITEQ STATES

NO. 70-18, 1971 TERM .

JANE ROE, JOHN DOE, MARY DOE; AND

JAMES HUBEHT 'HALLFORD, M.D.

Appellants,
�

." vs.

HENHY WADE,
DISTRiCT ATTORNEY OF DALLAS COUNTY, TEXAS

..

ON DIRECT APPEAL FROM THE UNITED STATES

DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS

BRIEF FOR APPELLEE

,

STATEMENT OF TIfE CASE

Appellant Jane Roe instituted an action, suing on be

half of herself and all others similarly situated, contending
she was an unmarried pregnant female who desired to

terminate her pregnancy by "abortion" and that she was

unable to' secure a legal abortion in the State of Texas

1)ecJuse of 'fhe 'prohibitions of the Texas Penal Code, A1'-

ticles 1191, 1I92,' 1193, 1194, and 1196.1 She further con

tends she cannot afford to travel to another jurisdiction to

secure a legal abortion."

lA. 11. (The Statutes in issue are commonly referred to as the
Texas :Abortion Laws and are set out verbatim, intra, at pp. 5-6.

2A. 12.
J

,



�lipAl!a_ ts.IJonn and M�ry·. 'Qoe ;9l�fiftifed" their." .aetion,

suing, on behalf of themselves and all others similarly
. situated, contending they were a childless married couple
and that Appellant Mary DOe's phySiCian had advised her

to aVll'ia 'pregnancy because of' a neural-chemical disorder. J

They further con fend their physician has further advised

against tlte use of birth. control pills snd, though they are

now practicing an alternative method of .contraception,
they understand there is nevertheless a significant risk of

contraceptive failure.' They contend that should Appel-
� , , J

lant Mary Doe become pregnant, she would want to ter-

minate such pregnancy by abortion and would be unable
to do so in the State of Texas because of the above pro

;hib;itory statutes.'

Appellant James Hubert Hallford, M.D., filed his Ap
plication for Leave to Intervene in Appellant Roe's action"

and his Application was granted. T He contends he is in

the active practice of medicine and. contends the Texas

Abortion Laws are a principal deterrent to physicians and

patients in their relationship in connection with therapeu
tic hospital and clinical abortions." Appellant Hallford was

under indictment in two (2) cases in Dallas County, Tex

as, charged with the offense of abortion in violation of the

Statutes in issue.·

,.- In !�ubstance, Appellants contended in their. Complaints
(�e�;!ip t-�eJo,!"e� court that (1) the .tel'as A;bo�ion Laws

1p'e' ullwnstitutionally' v�gue and uncertain on their face,

SA. 16.
-«. 16.-17.
'A. 17.
eA. r22.2-3.

",1A:rG6. I •

eA. 28.
"A. 30. (These cases are still pending).

-2-



(2) they deprive a woman of the "fundamental right to

choose whether and when to bear children", (3) they in

fringe upona w.oman;s right to personal privacy and pri
vacy in the physician-patient relationship, (4.) they de

prive women 'and their physicians of rights protected by
the First, Fourth, Fifth, Ninth, and Fourteenth Amend

ments to the Constitution of the United States.lO,

Appellants sought declaratory relief that the Texas Abor

tion Laws were unconstitutional in violation of the Con

stitution of the United States and injunctive relief against
the future enforcement of such Statutes. II They prayed
that a three-judge court be convened to hear and deter

mine their causes of action."

Appellee Henry Wade filed his Answer to Appellant
Roe's C.omp-Ia�.�"', his Motion to Dismiss the Complaint
of Appellants John and Mary Doe" and his Answer to Ap
pellant Hallford's Complaint." The State of Texas was

granted leave to respond to the Appellants' Complaints
and filed its Motion to Dismiss all Complaints and its

alternative plea for Judgment on the Pleadings." Both Mo

tions to Dismiss challenged the standing of Appellants
John and Mary Doe" and the State of Texas' Motion to

Dismiss challenged the standing of Appellants Roe and

Halllord.v.In addition, the State of Texas' Motion to Dis

miss asserted that Appellants (1) failed to state a claim

upon which relief may be granted, (2) failed to raise a

, lOA. 12-13,19-20,31-32,34.
IlA. ]4,20:.2],34.
12A. 13,20,34.
ISA. 37':'39.
!fA. 4�1.
"A. 42-46.
loA. 47-49.
l;A. 40,,48.
18A. 4ft,

-3-



5t!1)�ta$ti< r:Cpn�fit,l:t'tioi1�l questiori; (3) Jailed to shew
irfcptlrallleinjury' and the absence of an adequate remedy
at'Iaw and'{'4') Appellant Hallford's Complaint was barred

By 28 U:S�c. 2283.19
• y. ({

If the course of proceeding in the lower court, Appel
lants filed 'their �(otions for Summary judgment." In sup

port of Appellant Jane Doe's Motion for Summary Judg
rr&nt, she file'd her affidnvit" and an affidavit of one

Pa,u} Care�i Trickett, 1\1.D.�" Appellant Hallford filed his
atrial ·will' support of his Motion for Summary judgment"
'tmd �u111exed copies of the indictments pending against
him."

P', \: I.. iH,I &£ I.)
,---

The cases were consolidated an
,- rocesse"ill to a hear-

irig before' the Honorable Irving L. 0 'erg, Circuit

[udge, and the Honorable Sarah T. Hughes and W. M.

Taylor, Jr:, 'District judges." Neither the Appellants nor

the Appellee offered any evidence at such hearing" and

��nts were pr��ented b� �Il �arties. The Court<!§:.,
--;.:?

Its judgment" and Opinion" on June 17, 1970.

A'£'N.') Er'( �1pp�lIan:ts filed Notice of Appeal to this Court pursuant
� to the pro,visions of 28 U.S.C. 1253."' Appellants Roe and

ijallford 'an�,Appellee Wade flled Notice of Appeal to the
United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit."

� ';' :J
'

.. J ...

. ,'" '-.

IDA. 47;48.
2�A. 50, 59-60.
alA. 56-60. (an alias affidavit)
22A. 5J.:5S.

.

:IIA .. 61-72 .

. �fA. 73, '74.
"'�A. 75-110.
zr,A. 77.
21A. 124-126.
28A. 111-123.

·:;.lA. 127-129.,
:,oA. J 3�, J 34, 135.
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Appellarits filed their Motion to HoJ{) Appeal to Fifth

Circu'if of Allpellec Wade in Abeyance Pending Decision
by the Supreme Court of the United States':', which Motion

was granted."

The lower court found that Appellants Hoe and Hallford

and the members of their respectice classes":' had standing
to hring their lawsuits, but that Appellants John and Mary
Doe had failed to allege facts sufficient to create a present
controversy, and, did not have standing." That court held

the Texas Abortion Laws unconstitutional in that they de

prived single women and married persons of the right to

choose whether to have children in violation of the Xinth

Amendment to the Constitution of the United States and

that such-Laws were void on their face for unconstitutional

overbrea'tJi'a-;ld vagueness, ,Co The court denied Appellants'
applications for injunctive relief."

STATUTES'IN'ISSUE
.!

The Texas Abortion Laws and the statutes in issue are

contained in the-, Texas Penal Code and .consist of the
. ,

:!

following:
;. \. :1

Article 1191. ABORTION

If aJ)y'. person shall designedly administer to a pregnant woman

or knowingly procure to be administered with her consent any

dr!Jg or 'medicine, orshall use toward her any violence or means

wliatsoever'externally or internally applied, and 'thereby procure
an abortion, he shall be confined in the penitentiary for not less

than two nor more than five years; if it be done without her

cOjlsent., �he punishment shall be doubled. By "abortion" is
1.... ' ;( "

.,�l " { < .... 1 l

;o� A.' 1.3'6-138:
""A. 139-140. (The Court of Appeals has taken DO further action

in these cases).
33A. 124.

j13.�. It'24!,flli,,I,
15;6.. t.2S"126.
BOA. �t!26i �. r
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me�#!at,tJle Ufe of th� f�tusior ,embryo shall be dc.stroy� in
the woman's womb or that 'a premature birth shall be caused .

.

.

• ' �1 ; "f': � :.1: •

�

(
,

(, ,: I .
,

, '

Art. 11192. FURNISHING THE MEANS

WhOever furnishes the means for procuring an abortion know
. ,ing the purpose intended is guilty as an accomplice.

•

} r.

Art. lI93. ATIEMPT AT ABORTION
j � i •

If. the Jneans used shall fail to produce an abortion, the of
fender is nevertheless guilty of an attempt to produce abortion,
provided it be shown that such means was calculated to pro
.duce ,that result. and shall be fined not'less than one hundred
nor more than one thousand dollars.

Art. 11M. MURDER IN PRODUCING ABORTION
\

� .. �
,

If ltle death of the mother is occasioned by an abortion so pro
duced or by an, attempt to effect the same it is murder.

Art. 119ft BY MEDICAL ADVICE

Nothing in this chapter applies to an ,abortion procured or at

tempted by medical advice for the purpose of saving the life
of the mother.n

QUESTIONS PRESENTED

In Appellee's opinion the questions presented may be
precisely stated as follows:

I.· wliEniER APPELLANTS JANE ROE, AND JOHN
A�b MARY DOE, PRESENT A JUSTICIABLE CON
TROVERSY IN THEIR CHALLENGE TO THE TEX
AS ABORTION LAWS?

II,. WHETHER THE COURT SHOULD ENJOIN THE
ENFORCEMENT OF THE TEXAS ABORTION
LAWS AS TO APPELLANT HALLFORD IN THE
LIGHT OF PENDING STATE CRIMINAL CHAR
GES?

aTThe omitted article, Article 1195. concerns deatruction of the
yjtality or life of a child in a state of being. born and bef9l'e ac,ual
birth, which such child wollld otherwise have been bora' alive.•

-6-



III. DID THE DISTRICT COURT ERR IN REFUSING TO

ENJ91N FUTURE ENFORCEMENT OF THE TEXAS

ABORTION LAWS AFTER DECLARING SUCH

LAWS UNCONSTITUTIONAL?

IV. WHETHER THIS COURT CAN CONSIDER PLE

NARY REVIEW OF AN ENTIRE CASE WHEN A

LOWER COURT GRANTS DECLARATORY RE

LIEF HOLDING A STATE STATUTE UNCONSTITU

TIQNAL, BUT REFUSES TO ENJOIN FUTURE EN

FO�CEMENT OF SUCH STATUTE, AND THE
APPEAL TO THIS COURT IS FROM THAT POR

TION OF THE JUDGMENT DENYING INJUNCTIVE

RELIEF?

V. WHETHER ARTICLES 1191, 1192. 1193. 1194 AND

) ) 96 OF THE TEXAS PENAL CODE ARE VOID ON

THEIR FACE BECAUSE OF UNCONSTITUTIONAL

OVERBREATH AND VAGUENESS?

vr. WHETHER THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED

STATES GUARANTEES A WOMAN THE RIGHT

TO ABORT AN UNBORN FETUS?

VII. WHETHER THE STATE OF TEXAS HAS A LEGITI

MATE INTEREST IN PREVENTING ABORTION

EXCEPT UNDER THE LIMITED EXCEPTION OF

"AN ABORTION PROCURED OR ATTEMPTED BY
MEDICAL ADVICE FOR THE PURPOSE OF SAV

ING THE LIFE OF THE MOTHER"?

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

Appellant Jane Hoe has not presented a justiciable con

troversy admitting of specific relief for this Court in her

challenge to the Texas Abortion Laws. She has not shown

that she has sustained or is immediately in danger of sus

taining some direct injury as a result of enforcement of the

Texas ,�bo.rtion Laws. Any cause of action that she may

have 'had Is-not established. by the record and has been

mooted by the termination of her pregnancy.

,., ,.ApP1'llants John and Mary Doe's cause.of action .is based

on Speculation and conjecture and they also have not

-7-



,shown ,t�1�y,:have sustained' o� are immediately in danger
�9f:.r: ��taipi'l!ifspl'ne; direc,t injury, as a result of enforcement
of tne Texas Abortion Laws essential to standing and a

justiciable controversv,
"It.! "·hlf,.-'4," ,

.

"I .,
�' "it 'l;

.

,.-\ppellat.l�.Hallford is under indictment in two cases for
violation-oftthe statutes he attacks in the controversy before

the Co{ut: 't\i� Court should abstain from exercising juris
qictiOll' under the principles enunciated in Younger v.

Harris, etc. Appellant Hallford is not entitled to assert a

cause of action on behalf of his patients in the physician
pa tteut.relationshlp.

'"
'

}fior a>fddeJ'i\l court to grant injunctive relief against the
enforcement of a' state statute, there must be a clear and

persuasive, showing of unconstitutionality and irreparable
-harm. The'Iower court can divorce injunctive and declaru

torv relief under its equity power and declare a statute

unconstitutional, yet refuse to enjoin the enforcement of

such st<arute.:"
..r· r>

,
Onc� a-i��eral court has assumed jurisdiction of a cause,

it may properly assume jurisdiction of the entire contro

versy and render a decision on all questions presented and
involved in

-

the case, If this Court determines that it has

jurisdiction to consider the denial of injunctive relief to

Appellants by �he lower court, it may consider the con

stitutionalitv.of the Texas Abortion Laws determined to be
unconstitutional by the Court below.

'

The Texas 'Abortion Laws are not violative 'of the Con
stituli�n of theUnited States as being unconstitutionally
vaiue'an{ILov�rboard. United States v. Vuitch is decisive
of the issues fin this case as to vagueness and overbreath.

Tho't.igH· the right of "niarital privacy": and "personal
privacy" are�recognized, they'have never heen regarded as
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absolute. The "right to privacy" is a relative right that, in

the nnutter of abortion, is not attached to an express right
guaranteed under the Constitution of the United States.

The'right to life of the unhorn child is superior to the right
of privacy of the mother.

The state has a legitimate, if not compelling, interest in

prohibiting abortion except under limited circwn

stances. In the light of recent findings and research in

medicine, the fetus is a human being and the state has

an interest in the arbitrary and unjustified destruction
of this being.

ARGUMENT

I. APPELLANTS JANE ROE, JOHN AND MARY DOE,
HAVE NOT PRESENTED A JUSTICIABLE CONTRO
VERSY IN THEIR CHALLENGE TO THE TEXAS

ABORTI.oN LAWS.

A. JUSTICIABILITY AND STANDING.

Article III"of the Constitution of the United States limits

the judicial power of Federal Courts to "cases" and "con
troversies". This has been construed by the courts to pro
hibit the giving of advisory opinions. Flast v. Cohen, 392

U.S.'83 (1968-); Bell v. Maryland, 378 U.S. 226 (1964);
Ullitad States v. Fruehauf 365 U.S. 146, (1961). There
must be a real and substantial controversy admitting of

specific relief as distinguished from an opinion advising
what the .law would he upon a hypothetical state of facts.

Aetna L..ife Insurance Company'. Htujicorth, 300 U.S. 227

(1937); accord, Public Service Commission of Utah c.

Wycoff·OOlhpany,344 U.S. 237 (1952); Bakel' v. Carr,
369· U.S., 186 (i962); Golden v. Zwickler, 394 U.S. 103

t 1969,). Gorrelattvely, a party challenging a statute as in

valid must. show that he has sustained or is immediately
in danger of sustaining some direct injury as a result of
the statute's enforcement before a three-judge court or any

-9-



Federa]. P91,U!, can entertain the action. Fl"Otltinghmn v.

·�1ellon�·�.2621U.S. 447 (1923); Ex parte Levitt, 302 U.S.
633 093'Z); Fa.irchild o.Hughes 258 U.S. 126 (1922); Poe

'v.._pll�rum, 3�7 .U.S. 497 (1961). In a per curiam opinion
this Court stated in Ex Paste Levitt:

-. "It,i� an established principle that to entitle a private, individual
,

to invoke the judicial power to determine the validity of execu
; - tive or

.

legislative action he must show dial' he has sustained •

. or is. immediately in danger of sustaining. a direct injury as the
result of that, action and it is not sufficient) that Ire has merelyI r

, �'8e�ra.( Interest common to all members 01 the public." (Em-
'\ phasis added). 302 U.S. at 634.

In Flask v. Cohen, supra, this Court gave careful
consideration to the nexus between standing and
justic/4bilify' and stated that "Standing is an aspect of
ju�ficja:bility and', as such, the problem of standing is sur

rounded by the same complexities and vagaries -that inhere
in justiciability". 392 U.S. at 98-99. Most probably, the.
best known decision of this Court on standing is Frothing
ham '1. Mellon, supra, in which Mrs. Frothingham c1aimed
that she was a taxpayer of the United States and sued to
restrain payments from the Treasury to the several states

wpiC;h chose to participate in a program created by the
Maternity Act of 1921. She claimed that the Federal gov
ernment lacked power to appropriate money for the reduc
tion qf.lT!atemal and infant mortality, and that such appro
pr,iations would cause an unconstitutional increase in her
future taxes. After considerations of the interest of an in

d�vidual taxpayer, remoteness, and other issues. this Court
finally stated that its power to declare statutes unconstitu
tional exists only where the statute is involved in a justicia
ble case, and that to present such a case the plaintiff "must
be able to.show, not only that the statute is invalid, but that
h� has sustained or is immediately in danger of sustaining

"'This case is usually referred to as Massochwetts v. Mellon.
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some direct injury, as the result of its enforcement, and not

merely that 'he suffers in some indefinite way in common

with-the people generally". 262 U.S. at 488. See, Cramp u,

Board of Public instrucuon, 368 U.S. 278 (1961); Baker li.

Carr, supra; National Association for the Adcancement of
Colored People v. Button, 371 U.S. 415 (1963).

A review: and' analysis of the decisions on standing indi

cate they are not easy to reconcile on the facts, It is fre

quently stated that to have standing a party must be able

to (lemon;trate injury to a legally protected right or interest.

Tennesse� 'Electric Power Co. v. Tennessee Valley Author

ity,306 U.S:'118 (19.37); Alabama Power Company u,

Ickes, 302 U.S. 464 (1938); Perkins v. Lukens Steel Co.,
310 U.S. 113 (1940).

'

I 11 :;}. ,.
'

B. STANDING OF APPELLANTS JOHN A�D �lARY

'DOE.'

Applying the standards of justiciability and standing
stated above. an examination of the cause of action asserted

by Appellants John and Mary Doe discloses they do not

have standing. In their Complaint they contend they are a

childless married couple and Mary Doe was not pregnant
at. that' time:" Their cause, of action is based upon their

fear of eontraoeptive failure resulting in pregnancy to Mary
Doe at-a time when they are not properly prepared to

accept, the responsibilities of parenthood and upon the

'advice, of tbeir physician to avoid' pregnancy untt! her

health ,clm{lition,impl'Oves ... • The record is wholly lacking
in proof of these contentions. The lower court properly and

correctly denied standing to these Appellants upon finding
they failed to allege facts sufficient to create a present

controversy."

SUA. 10. ,

'��A.,,p. b
UA. 124.



, Initially�' it may be stated that neither Appellants Doe:nor

,Ree,can be prosecuted under the Texas Abomon' Laws for
seouring; an' abol1tion or for attempted abortion. Gray v.

State, ,l7;8.S1W. 337 (Tex.Grim. 1915); SiJulw v. Stase, 165
S.W. ,930 . (Tex.Crim. 1914). Appellants John and Mary
Doe's cause,fof:action is based' upon speculation of future

contraceptive failure resulting in pregnancy of Mary Doe
and the ruti.i�� speculation that these Appellants will not at

that time"b�'p�epared for parenthood and, further, that

'i\pp�pa*'?\!,ll!,Yt,boe's health condition at that time will be

impaired by pregnancy. These speculative fears cannot

support,a ��tise of action. See, Younger v. Harris, 40,1 U.S.
37

.

(1971); Golden v.Zwickler, supra. For a court to decide
the me;its 'of Appellants John and Mary Doe's cause of
action would result in giving an advisory opinion upon a

hypothetical state of facts contrary to Federal Constitu
tional limitations and this Court's holdings in Flask v.

Cohen, supra, and cases cited, supra; at p. 9.
It.,.

c STANDING OF APPELLANT JANE ROE.
t r"1

•
•

."
.

, . Appellantt Jane Roe occupies a more unique position in

regard,tolstanding. She filed her Amended Complaint-in
the Ii)istncHZourt on 'April 22, 1970," and an "alias affi
davit" 00' May 21; �1970.u The only support in the record
lor her contentions and allegations giving rise to her cause

of action is found in 'her Amended Complaint and her "alias

affidavit". The affidavit filed after the commencement of
her action indicates-she did not desirean aboration at the
time-of its filing:·' This affidavit further shows that Appel-
lant Roe had: been pregnant for several months prior to its

UA. io,
<lA. 56.:
.."At the time I filed the lawsuit I wanted to terminate my preg-

nancy by means of an abortion " (A. 57) and "1'waDted to

terminate'my pregnancy because " (A. 57).
.
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filing."· The hearing was held before the three-judge panel
on Jlily 22:'1970,"1 some four and one-half (4'�) months

after rhe'-filing of her Original Complaint'tand on Novem

her 3, Iml; some twenty (20) months will have expired
since the fil�ng of said Original Complaint. There is no

iild'iC'atioh in the record that Appellant Jane Roe was preg

nant at the time of the hearing on July 22, 1970, and it

can be reasonably concluded that she is not now preg

nant. <K

The argument that Appellant Jane Hoe has not presented
a justiciable controversy to give her standing is not in

tended to be fictitious or spurious. If her statements in her

affida'vit did not moot her cause of action, resort may be

had to Golden v. Zscicklcr, supra, wherein this Court

stated:

"The District Court erred in holding that Zwickler was en

titled to declaratory relief if the clements essential to that relief

existed '[w] hen this action was initiated.' The proper inquiry
was' whether a 'controversy' requisite to relief unde.r the Dec

'laratory Judgment Act existed at the time of the hearing on re

mand." 394 U.S. at 108.-'"
. ,,� . .)..

. .

Golden u, Zwickler indicates that this Court should con-

sider an issue as to standing {If the lillie it reviews the case

and not when th�'suit wa� filed.' This is supported to some

extent by Bryhn v. i\lIstin. 354 U.S. 933 (1957), wherein

Plaintiffs sought to have a South Caroline statute declared

unconstitutional and, pending appeal, the statute in ques

tion .

was repealed. In a per curiam opinion this Court

stated that ,the,.fepeal of the statute in issue after the de-

,
"

"'''Each month I am barely able 10 make ends meet" (A. 5S)'

"'A. 77.
"DOCket Entries in CA-3-3690-B (A. I).
"The Court may desire to take judicial notice of this fact."

','''This caseTwas'\reversed 'and .remanded with direction to enter a

new judgment dismissing the complaint.
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cwon ,:of, the j District Court I'rendered the -cause moot.

Atherton' Mills �. johnston. 259' U.S" '13 (1922')". ,involved
a .suit 'for injunctive relief to prevent the discharge of a

iniIU:)! employee.' because of the Child. Labor Act of
,1919; which was challenged .as being Invalid. While the

case-was on appeal, the minor employee involved became
, ,of age.. 1i'}tis Court 'held, that the case became moot by the

lapse of time and the case could not be considered by the
Court.

,

' Mootnessudeprives a federal court of its judicial power
since no case er controversy exists. Mechling Barge Lines,
lne.,». United States, 368 U.S. 3224 (1961); Local No.8-6

t.! l\1i,ssou1'i; 361 U.S. 363 (1960); Flast v. Cohen, supra;
Parker 'O. Ellis, 362 U.S. 574 (1960).

D. CLASS ACTION ASPECTS.
),

·F It
'

is .·qtJ'�stionable 'whether the' requirements of

R�e ,23" Fdd. Rules Civ. Proc., have been complied with
in eonnection with Appellants Roe and John and Mary
Doe's attempt to bring their suits as class actions. These

Appe)'a�t� have alleged the prerequisites required in Rule

23 (a),"" hut have not designated whether their actions are

(b) (l) or (b) (2) actions under Rule 23. Again. the

;ecord is �holly void of any showing of the propriety of

class action relief and the only other mention of this aspect
of the'�ase is found in the lower court's judgment as fol-

lows:
"

"( 1). Plaintiff Jane Roe, plaintiff-intervenor James Hilbert
Hallford, M.D. and the members of their' respective classes

, have standing to bring this lawsuit." (A. 124).'1
, .� j ,-1 t ,

•

5°A. lZ,�. .j "

, �.1Apj)eillant Hallford's Complaint makes no mention of class ac
, lion relief. (A. 24·35).
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1he 1988'UDeIldmeDts to Rule 23 require the fudgment in

• (b)' (1) or (b) (2) cIass'action to include and describe

those whom the court finds to be members of the .cIass.

In • Rule J3 (b) (3) class actioD the 1966 amendments

Nquire the fadgmeDt fndude and specify or describe those

to whom aotfce wu directed, u required by Rule 23 (c)
(2), and who have not requested acIusion, and who are

found by the court to be members of the class.

In Hall, v. Beals, 396 U.S. 45 ( 1969), this Court had

before it on direct appeal a case involving new residents

of the State of Colorado, who had moved into the State

four (4) or five (5) months prior to the November, 1968,
presidential election. They were refused pennission to vote

because of a Colorado statute imposing a six (6) months

residency requirement. They commenced a suit as a class

action challenging the constitutionality of the statute. A

three-judge court upheld the constitutionality of the

statute. Thereafter, the election was held, and the State

statute was amended to reduce the residency requirement
for a presidential election to two (2) months. This Court,
in a per curiam opinion, held that, aside from the fact that

the election had been held, the case was rendered moot by
the amendment to' the statute that reduced the residency
requirement to two (2) months, and under which the

Appellants could vote, since the case had lost its character

as a present, Jive controversy, notwithstanding that the

Appellants had denominated their suit as a class action

and, had' expressed opposition to residency requirements
in general.' In Golden v. Zunckler, supra, a distributor of

anonymous handbills criticizing a congressman's voting
re�ord sought a declaratory judgment concerning the con

stitutlonality of a New York statute which penalized the

distributorof anonymous literature in connection with an

election campaign. While the case was pending, the

congressman left the House of Representatives and ac-
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-"ciepted'�)t�Jmlas a justice on the Supreme Court of New
�York. a;-lie" Un1ted States District Court held, that the dis
:triliutOI.tWas neveztheless entitled-to a declaratory judgment
;:he£ause J ru.;genuine· controversy had "existed; at ,the com

,"mencement.,iof the aotions This Court .held . theie was no

"c:t>ri17oversy!' \.' of "sufficient immediacy and reality" to

warrant it declaratory judgment and, in- addition, stated as

follows:

-f 1 "It- is!not enough to say, as did the District Court, that never
theless Zwickler has a 'further and far broader right to a gen
eral adjudication of unconstitutionality . � . [in] (h] is own in
terest as well -as that 0/ others who would with like anonymity
practise free speech in a political environment ... .' The con-

'stituti,oil�J question, First Amendment or otherwise, must be
.! ,. ,presente(f'in �he context of a specific live grievance."

. �I?mphasis added). 394 U.S. at 118.

See, Bu-"'1"��S c. Jackson, 346 U.S. 249 (1953).
>The Federal Constitution limitations in Article III can

net be':exit(!nded "or limited by asserting a "class action"
unCler'Rule 23. Rule 82; Fed. Rules Civ: Proc., in referring
t(jfthe �receCling rules, including Rule 23, provides in part

;th'at!'�The�e niles shan not be construed to extend- or limit
the' jUrisdiCfion of the United States district courts or the
-Venue 'of aEfi�ns therein.' ..."

d
-

-II! 1JilS- COURT SHOULD REFUSE DECLARATORY
A.NP- INJUNCTIVE RELIEF TO APPELLANT JAMES
RUBERT HALLFORD, M.D.

.... t .. i '\ ' .

In Ilidictment· No. 2023 A, Appellant James Hubert
Hallford ;tands charged by the State of Texas with per
forming an abortion on Frances C. King:' and in Indict

me�t �o. 556 J with performing an abortion on Jane wn.
hJJm.'SI' He sought and obtained leave to intervene in

t
l....

: "'. .t. _)
..

"··A, 73.
&SA:$[74.
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Appellant. Roe's -action" seeking a permanent injunction
against-the enforcement of the Texas Abortion Laws," but

teserving.a right to make an application for an interlocutory
Injunction," In" reality, Appellant Hallford is seeking to

avoid criminal prosecution in the criminal cases pending
against him.

Historically there has been great reluctance by the Ied
eral courts to interfere in the operations of a state court.

Stefanelli v .. Minard, 342 U.S. 117 (1951). General princi
ples should be enough to show that an independent federal
action is not an appropriate means to raise what should

be a state court defense, but this does not stand alone. A

statute almost as old as the Republic, the Anti-Injunction
Act of 1793, has, with some variations in language over

the years, provided that a court of the United States "may
not grant an injunction to stay proceedings in a State

Court. : ." 28 U.S.C. 2283. This statute is no happenstance.
It is a. "limitation of the power of federal courts dating
almost from' the beginning of our history and expressing
an important Congressionai policy+to prevent friction be

tween state and federal courts." Oklahoma Packing Co. v.

Oklahoma & Elec. Co., 309 U.S. 4 (1940).
.

.

Appellant Hallford's Complaint allegations do not justify
the conclusion that any criminal charges have been brought
a-gainst him in bad faith or under any conditions that
would place his case within Dombrowski's "special circum

stances". Dombrowski- v. Pfister, 380 U.S. 479 (1965.)
There Is no relationship worthy of note in the allegations
contained in 'Paragraph 14 of this Complaints. to Dom-

\ �
..

"A. 22,36.
a·A. 34.

('it,��A;, 34. "h is, submitted that Appellate Hallford reserved this

tight in the e�ent the pending cases were set for trial).
'TA. -30.
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l>rllwslivs··..speeia,l:circumstances·'. He' 'appears to indicate

that t:}(e�StateY@f :rexas' most n'�gate' the:'exception provided
in ;\i!ticle"'lli96l, supra," and 'that he eannot offer medical

te'Stbfii>n�:!�to bnng ' him within ·the purview' of the excep-

t'ic)11'.- . •. .'" \; - \

. "
'

!

In ;\tltintic Coast Line R. Co. v. Engineers, 398 U.S.

281 tl970), the-railroad obtained a. state injunction against
a"ut'lioo's"pioket,ing andithe union-sought-and obtained in

the Federal District' Cou-rt .

an injunction against the ell

forcen1'eritvof'the state court injunctidn:The Court of Ap,.
pealsffor the Fifth Circuit affirmed the Federal District

Court's judgment and, on certiorari, this Court reversed

and-remanded stating as follows:

"First.la .federal court does not' have inherent power to ignore
the limitations of Section 2283 and to enjoin state court pro

ceedings .nerely because those proceedings interfere with a pro
teeted federil) right or invade an area preempted by federal law,
even 'when' the interference is unlilistakably clear. This rule

�lies regardless of whether the federal court itself has juris
diction over the controversy, or whether itis ousted from juris
idiCt'ioriJfor thesame reason that the state court is." (Omitting
authority). 398 U.S. at 294-295.

The above principle of federal abstention is further en

undated ·in Spfel11l4n Motor Sales Co., Inc., v. Dodge, 295

U.S. (89 (1935); Cameron v. lohnson, 390 U.S. 611

(1968); Shaw v. Garrison, 293 F.Supp. 937 (E.D.La.
1968 ),. affd per curiam, 393 U.S. 220 (1968); City of
Greenwood v. Peacock, 384 U.S. 808 (1966).
'/ j

. .More recently, this Court has announced certain guide
lines on the subject of federal court interference with

� DI'5ee Article 1196, supra, at p,
- 6 containing the exception

"procured or attempted by medical advice for· the purpose of saving
the life of the mother."
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pmding 'state ,criminal' proce��gs in- wh�t .is sometimes

teferrecJ to'Q·the "February J31'd:Dedsions", Younger e.

"'9!'#:_.s,ti'pra� 'SIJI!I�lI v.. ',M.tiC1ceU.. 40� U.S."66 (_1911);
BOfilB e, 'Landry. �1 U.S. 71 (1911);' Dyltira e. Stein.

401 U.S;: 200 (1911); Perez e. Lede!mtJ. 401 U.S. 82

( 1911 ).;, B.yme e, KDraln". 401 U.S. 216 (1911). These

cases ·very. strongly indicate the availability of federal in

junctive ,relief against pending state criminal prosecutions
hu heeD i.sev_y curtailed even iia the � of Fint

Amendment' rights of espreuioD.' Thus. federal interfe

rence, eVeD to the ateDt of gruitiftg preliminary restrain

ing orden and COIIveDing three-fudge courts is by far the

elception rather than the rule.

The above cases further indicate that, independent of

any obstades posed by the federal anti;.injunction statute.

the primary 'ptetequisite to federal court· intervention in

the) preSeli,t contest, is a showing of ftreparable fujury.

Even irr�arable. injury is insufficient unless it is "both

great.'and immediate". In Younger e. Harri.t. supra, this

Court stated as follows:

"Certain types of injury, in particular, the cost, anxiety, and

inconvenience of havins t9 defend against a single criminal

prosecution. could not by, themselves be considered 'irrepara
ble' in the special legal sense of that term. Instead, the .threat

to the Plliintifrs federally protected rightS must be one that
, cannot be' eliminated by his defense against a single criminal

prosecution." 401 U.S. at 46.
" .

Accord, Byrne o. Karalexis, supra .

•
"l"

, $a1fluiil� V" MackeU, supra, considered declaratory relief

prar,e4}pr in_ relation to -the federal court's reluctance to

inte�ete with _�nding �tate criminal. proceedings ' and

this"Oqurt stated; 1
.

,
. \ r ,I � l 1 �..

•

. "We theref\)re hold that, m cases where the state criminal

, " prosecution' was begun pripr to the federal suit,-same equitable
, _,)1 Rririci��s! relevant, �o, the propriety, of

.

an iDju�tion must be
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. taken :intb consKleration by federal district courts in :determining
'whc;tbCi to issue a.,decJar�tory .judgment. and that w�re all

.. injunction .would .be imptrmissible U/lder", th,se principles, de-

. '. cia1:aio,?, re(iif s�o,l.lld bi! 'rienied as' well :., , ,. 'Or�ih�.
, · .. ·��howe" l'/�e praCtical 'effect of ,the. two forms ..of .relief, wiD

: b,e:virt'u8lly identical, and the basic policy against federal inter
ference with pending state criminal prosecutions will be frus

trat�: a'5 much by a 'declaratory' judgmentas irwoold be by an

Injunction." (Emph�sis added). 401.U.S. a� n.· .

No� can"Appellallt rely'upon <� patients' rights, wh�c.�
a sta�t� ,s'Wposedly threatens, ::See : T�est�n,'. V,.· Ull�n,
315 y .S ...44. (19�3); accord, Golde'1 Yo, ZWICker, supra,

.B:�"ow:S �: jack.son, supra.
. ' I • , "

Applying the guidelines set forth in 'Younger v. l/arriS;
supra, and the other "February 231d Decisions", this Court
can prop.�riY· conclude Appellant' Hallf�rd has not suffer
ed., �9.�,.yPd�r. thepresent state of the record, will suf!ei
both gre�t .and immediate irreparable injury' of the nature
r-rquired to authorize federal injunctive or, declaratory re
lief. H�s case is precisely the type to which tpis Court was
addressing itself in the recent pronouncements condemn
ing, except in very limited circumstances, federal court

equitable' injunctive and declaratory interference· with

pending -st4te criminal prosecutions.
, ,.

IIi. THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT DID NOT
ERR IN REFUSING TO.ENJOIN FUTURE ENFORCB.
MENT OF THE TEXAS ABORTON LAWS AFTER
DECLARING SUCH LAWS UNCONSTITUTIONAL.

This Court has been unwaivering in. holding that a

thlee-judge court cannot Consider an' action for injunc
tive 'reli�f under 28 U.S.C. 2281 on its merits without a

prelirtiiriary showing of irreparable harm and no adequate
legal remedy. In Spielman Motor Sales Co. Inc., v. Dodge�
syp�,);a s\l�t requesting a three-judge .c�urt. to,enjoin a New
Yorli .mstrict attorney from instituting criminal prosecu
tions agab'isttcertain' defendants under ail alleged' unCOD-
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stitutiena] state statute, this court affirmed the lower

court's dismissal of the action and stated:
- .

'

"The general rule is that, equity will not interfere to prevent
the enforcement of a criminal statute 'even though' unconstitu

tional.... To justify such interference there must be excep
tional circumstances and a clear showing that an injunction is

necessary' in order to afford adequate' protection of constitu
tional rights." 295 U.S. at 95.

In Mpyo v. Lakeland Highlands Canning Co., Inc., 309
U.S. '310 (1940), a suit was brought before a three-judge
court seeking to enjoin the Florida Agriculture Commis

sion from enforcing an alleged unconstitutional' state stat

ute. This Court reversed the lower court's disposition on

the merits and made the following observation:

"The legislation requiring the convening of a court of three

judges in cases such <IS this was intended to insure that the en

forcement of a challenged statute should not be suspended by
injunction except upon a clear and Persuasive showing of un

constitutionality and irreparable injury." 309 U.S. at 318-319.

Acc�rd; Beal v. Missouri Pacific Railroad Corporatio�, 312

U.S. 45 (1961); Douglas u, City of leannette, 319 U.S.

lS7" (1943); Bryne v. Karalexis, supra; Dyson v. Stein,
supr�;'Samuels v. Mackell, supra; Younger v. Harris, supra.

The lower court cited Dombrowski v. Pfister, supra,
and ZWickler v. Keota, 389 U.S. 241 (1967), as authority
for the court to divorce injunctive and declaratory relief. 59

In Powell v. McCormack, 395 U.S. 486 (1969), this Court

held ebat a court may grant declaratory relief even though
it chooses not to issue an' injunction or mandamus. 395

U.S. �at i50it. See, United Public Wo,.kers v. Mitchell, 330

U.S.,7ey (1947).
�f. 1 �1 fl. ,0

•

IV. THIS COURT CAN CONSIDER PLENARY REVIEW
OF THE ENTIRE CASE WHEN A LOWER COURT

�.
., '

lOA. 121,122.'
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,
. ' ' "GRANTS.,DECLARATORY R�IEF ,HOLDING A

,

,,' "STA'I'E STA'tUTE UN(X)N�Trn.moNAi., BUT RE-
, FUSES TO ENJOIN FUTURE .ENFORCEMENT OF

SUCH., STAmra AND THE APPJ:,AL, TO nus
;, ,� .' \f CX)HRT IS FROM"THAT PORTION 'OF THE JUDO-

,

'MENF DENYING INJUNCTIVE RELIEF;
,

ShOuld this Court determine that it has jurisdiction to
consider the propriety of injunctive relief in this case, it
can properly assume jurisdiction of this entire controversy
and render a decision on all questions involved in this
case, including the constitutionality of the Texas Abortion
Laws. Appellee joins Appellants in requesting this Court
reach the issue' bf the Constitutionality of the Texas Abor
'tion Laws!�Appellee is in a somewhat awkward procedur
al position ill'that it lost on the merits in the lower court
as to declaratory relief and neither the grant nor the refusal
of a declaratory judgment, without more, will support a

direct appeal to this Court under 28 U.S.C. 1253. Mitchell
e, Donooan, 398 U.S. 427 (1970); Gunn v. University
Committee, 399 U.S. 383 ( 1971 ). Appellee has the
avenue of' appeal to the Fifth Circuit." Should this
Court in the present case hold that the lower court prop
erly gninted declaratory relief but improperly denied in

junctive teitef, it then might be faced, at least indirectly,
with the consideration and decision of the same consti

tp�onal,. issues that are being direetly raised by the Ap
peI1ee in the Court of Appeals for the F,ifth Circuit.

Though not directly in point, Public Service Commission

of Utah V', "W,ycoff Co., supra, lends support to the pre
mise that .a federal court has the right, power, and author
itY to decide and determine the entire controversy and all
the issues and questions involved in a case' of which it has

,�OAppeUee has appealed to the United States Court of Appeals
for the Fiftb Circuit (A. 135) and this appeal is being held in
abeyance pending a decision of this Coon (A. 139-140).
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properly acquired jurisd.ctio�. Accord, Just e, Chambers.
312 V�; �. (_l�l); FloridtJ Lime and Avocado Grow

er, o.lacobaon,362 u.s. 73 (1960); cf, Hartford Accident

& Indemnity Company e, Southern Pacific Company, 273

U.S. 007 (1927); British Transport Commission v. United

Statu. 354' U.S. 129 (1957). In Sterling v. Constantin. 287

U.S. 378' (1�)'; this Court stated that:

""AI the Validity of provisions of the state constitution and

atatutes, if they could be deemed to authorize the action of the

OoYemor. w.. ' challenged. the Ilpplication for injunction was

properly heard by three judges. Stratton v. St. Louis S. W. R.

cs, 282' U.S. 10, 75 L. ed. 135, 51 S. Ct. 8, The jurisdiction
of the District Court so constituted, and of this Court upon

appeal, extends to every question involved, whether of state

or federal law, and enables the ·court to rest its judgment on

the decisions of such of the questions as in its opinion effective

ly dispose of the case." (Omitting authority). 287 U.S. at 393-

394.

V. ARTICLES 1191, 1192, 1193, 1194 AND 1196 OF THE
TEXAS PENAL CODE ARE NOT UNCONSTITU

TIONAL ON THEIR FACE BECAUSE OF OVER

BREATH AND VAGUENESS.

The possible vagueness of state abortion statutes which

allow for s'uch a procedure only when the life, or in some

cases, health, of the expectant mother is threatened has

recently' come under judicial scrutiny in a number of in

stances. One author, in commenting on the decision of the
CalifoI'�ia

.

Supreme Court' in People v. Belous, 7I Cal.

Rptr. 354, '458 P.�d 194 (1969), cert. denied, 397 U.S. 915

( 1970),'stated as follows:

"In attempting to define the phrase 'necessary to preserve ...

life .. .' the California Supreme Court first examined the iso

lated words of, the statute, and concluded that no clear meaning
of 'necessary' and 'preserve' could be ascertained. It is not

surprising that a seriatim examination of the words convinced
. the, court that the phrase was vague. Necessity is a relative

concept and must refer to a particular object to be meaningful.
Nor can the word 'preserve' be understood out of context. In
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� the .aSst_ract, such words arc riot just ,:vagUe,. they' !ire,meaning
'.

les " Taken in context, . however, these words do have meaning.
The object of the' necessity .in this statute 'is 'to preserve life.'

" The term is defined by' its' object-life;"'.ll8 U. Penn., L. Rev.
1'
.• r, 643, 6�, (1970).

,
....

r)t�ir�: it'�.o�'e'· i�herellt "vaguene��':\jn' many homicide
laws, such as laws which define justifiable homicide as

self-defense, or those which differentiat�' between first

and second-degree murder. The courts, like society, .how
ever, have elearned 'to Jive with a' certain elemtmt of in

evitable' vagu'eness in all laws and have. learned to apply
iLreaspnablY. See, Lanzetta v. New Ierseu, 306 U,S. 451

(1939));--Connally v. General Construction Company, 269

U.S, $8,5 . ( i926). In order for a statute to be unconstitu

tio��Uy vagu�, it mu�t be so- vague and lacking in stand
ards'so a's fo compel men of ordinary Intelligence to guess
at its meaning. Adderley v. Florida, 385 U.S. 39 (1967);
Cameron o.Iohnson, supra.

,:.: :

A number of three-judge panels have been convened
recently to consider the constitutionality of abortion laws

�vh�ch allowed for the performance of such operations only
w�en the �lfe, of the mother was threatened by, continuance

ciffhe pregnancy. While one such court, in dealing with
suc1{'a law in' Wisconsin, did 'hold the statute to be uncon

stitufiona(Qn' other grounds, it said that whatever vague
ness existed in the law was not sufficient, of itself, for a

declaration.of unconstitutionality, Babbitz v. McCann, 310
- 1" �

F.Supp.293 (E.n. Wis. 1970). The court observed:

"We have examined the challenged phraseology and are' per
-suaded that it is not indefinite or vague. .In our opinion, the
word 'necessary' and the expression' 'to save the life of the
rtlothet' are both reasonably comprehensible in their meaning."
310 RSupp. at 297.

Ac�orq: ��seh' v. Louisiana State Board of Medical Exam

,iners,. 3J,8 F. Supp. 1217 (E.n. La. 1970') e .
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In Unued: States v. Petrillo, 332 U.S. 1 (1947), this
Court stated:

'"

"Thtr:e may 1M: marginal cases in which it is difficult to deter-
mine the side o( the line on which a particular 'fact 'situation
falls is=no sufficient reason to hold the language too ambiguous
to define a criminal offense, Robinson v. United States, 324
US 282, 285, 286, 89 L.ed 944, 946, 947, 65 S Ct 666. It
would str-ain the requirement for Certainty in criminal law
standards too near the breaking point to say that it was im
possibly' judicially to determine whether a person knew when
he was wilfully attempting to compel another to hire unneeded

employees: (Omitting authority). 332 U.S. at 7-8.

See Jordan v. DeGeorge, 341 U.S. 223 (1951); United
States v. Ragen, 314 U.S. 513 (1942); United States v.

Wurzback; 280, U.S. 396 (1930,).

The court below did not have the advantage of this
Court's decision in United States v. Vuitch, 402 U.S. 62

( 1971 ), at the time it handed down its decision in this
case. In, Vuitch this Court reversed the decision of a dis
trict CDUrt judge who, had found that the District of Col
umbia abortion law was unconstitutionally vague. The

exception clause in Vuitch stated in part "unless the same

were doneas �ecessary for the,preservation of the mother's
life or health".", rhough this Court directed its attention

to, the wordJ'health", its holding should be dispositive of
the case-at bar, in that the exception clause is less certain of

meaning tha�' the exception found in the Texas Abortion
Laws. Thi� Court in Vuitch further disposed of the con

tentiorr of t«e"physlcian that once an abortion is performed
he-is "presumed guilty".

'

VI. i,HE ,COJl{STITUTION OF THE, UNITED STATES
, I DOES NOT GUARANTEE A WOMAN THE RIGHT

TO ABORT AN UNBORN FETUS.

6122'0 C Code 201
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A� riiE�iNriaES� OF MARITAL PRIVACY:

One oiJ:llt r� the interest of a husband and wife

� p�gI d}.;u. cOnjugal'. �tions from state Inter

f�ence. an ,·interest which. in Griswold' e, Connecticut.

381 U!S. 4791, (1965). was found to be violafed by Con

necticut's statute forbidding the use of Contraceptives. This

law in'tef{ereo with the most private aspect of the marital

relation, 's� intercourse, making it criminal for a couple
to engage in sexual intercourse when using contraceptives.

In contrast, the usual statute restricting abortions does not

affect the sexual relations of a couple except under some

circumstances' and only for aIimited time. Prevention of

abortion does not entail, therefore, state interference with

the right o£.-.��tercourse, nor does enforcement of

the statu:te�invasions of the conjugal bedroom.

.' '�t::y.'1.) I f(!. c:..
, Assuming arguendo that there are other marital rights

the' ,sblte, tnus.t respect, may it then be urged that the right
o£maritarpnvacy�includes the freedom of a married couple
to �ais{and educate a child they do not want, or commit

infanticide," incest,' eng�e in pandering and the like.

Fahtily'privacy, like personal privacy, is highly valued, but

not a�solutf;. The news media may publicize the events

that'ocetir' when a family is victimized by criminals though

they seek seclusion. Time v. Hill, 385 U.S. 374 (1967). The

bmily 'may. not practice polygamy," may not prohibit

schooling for a child," or prohibit the child's labor," or ex

pose 'the 'community or a child to communicable disease."

In Gleitman v. Cosgrove, 49 N.J. 22, 227 A.2d 689 (1967),
the unborn child's right to live came ,into conflict with

family privacy. The Gleitmans contended that their doctor

"Reynolds v. Unittd Statts, 98 U.S. 145 (1879).
"Prince v. Massachusttls, 321 U.S. 158 (1944) .

•tId;
"Id.
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failea -to .,.warD, that -Mrs. Gleitman was suffering, from
Germllli, measles ,and;this failure deprived the family of the
o'ppaminltYsoi'! terminating 'the pregnancy..They . alleged
tIt�Jc}iild .wasdxim'with grave defects: as a result of the
doctar's·omiSsion. The court stated as follows:

•

•• .. ,1 "

';1be right, to lifq is iDalicnabie in our socl&:ty••••
We arc not faced here with the necessity of baJanc:ing the moth
er's life . against that of her child. The sanctity of the single hu
man life is the decisive fador in this ,suit in tort. Eugenic coo,.
aideratioas are DOt cootroUing. We arc not tUking bere about
the breeding of prize cattle. It may have been easier for the
mother and,leas expensive for the father to have terminated the

, life of 0eir child while he was an embryo, but these alleged
detiiinentS':�ot stand against the preciousness of a single hu
man(life1to supPOrt a remedy in tort." 227 A.2d at 693.

j , , n i III

B.. PHY.�I�iAN-PATIENT RELATIONSHIP.
, �op�nentS of abortion-on-demand assert that anti- abor

tion Jaws.unlawfully intrude into the privacy of the phy
sfcian�patient relationship. They assume necessarily that
the' doctor treating a pregnancy owes an obligation of good
medical care to only one patient, the pregnant woman. In
Jones v. Jones, 208 Misc. 721, 144 N.Y.S.2d 820 (Sup.Ct.
1955); tl1e� court 'stated (concerning an unborn child) as

follows:'

"

"

"
... ·bcqtme a patient of the mother's .obstetrician, as weD as

the mother herself. In so holding. I can think of the infant as a

'thitd;.,partY oeneficiary of the rilother-doctor contract or perhaps
Ii principalfor whom the mother acted as agent." 144 N.Y.S.2d
a,t82�.

As a patient of the obstetrician. the child may recover

damages for a prenatal injury suffered as the result of the
negligence of his doctor. Sylvia v. 'Gobeille, 101 R.I. 76,
220 A.2d 222 '( 1966); Seattle-First .National Bank u,

Rankin; 59 Wash; 2d 288, 367 P.2d 835 (1962). It is ele
mental that 'a .doctor cannot be freed from legal restraints
in making sOcio�mor3l judgments. The state may regulate
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the medical profession to protect the health and welfare
of -all Its.citizens, See Wasmuth o, Allen, 14 N.Y.2d 391,
200 N.E.2d 756,252 N.Y.S.2d'65 (1964), appeal dismissed,
379 U.S. ill (1964); Barsky v. Board of Regents, 347 U.S.

442 (1954). Appellants' contentions of intrusion upon

. physician-patient relationship are not self-sustaining and
must be associated with and connected to a violation of

some basic right,

c. THE INTERESTS OF THE WOMAN.

Personal privacy is an exalted right but, as in marital

privacy, it has never been regarded as absolute. A person

may' be subjected to a "stop and frisk" though it constitutes

an intrusion upon his person," or a person may be required
to submit to a vaccination,';' and a blood sample may

forcibly be extracted from the body of an individual ar

rested for suspicion of driving while intoxicated." A woman

has been required to submit to a blood transfusion neces

sary til preserve her life in order that her small child shall

not be left without a mother." The "right of privacy" is a

highly cherished right-however one which is nowhere

expressly mentioned in the Constitution of the United

States or its amendments. Numerous examples in tort and
criminal law indicate the right to privacy is a relative

right. '0 A woman cannot in privacy, even though she harm

no ofher person: legally utilize or even possess certain for

bidden dru-gs, such as LSD or herion. The right to privacy
was considered a mere relative right hy the framers of

the Constitution. Had they not considered the right to

: ...

Co';Terry v. Ohio. 392 U.S. I (1968).
r.,Jacobson v. Massachusetts, 197 U.S. II (1905) .

.

n�schtMrber. v. California, 384 U.S. 757 (1966).
t.uApplication of President and Directors of Georgetown, Col.,

331 F.2d lqoo (D.G. Cir: 1964), cert. denied, 377,U.S. 978 (1964).
ToSte TortLaw limitations on the Right of Privacy as outlined

in P;osser '{In Torts, 3rd Edition, 1964, Chapter 22.
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nrivaG-Y:1a"l'mere<r.elative· right, they 'would have carefully
define 'a(ll(\l:itional pretection for the small portion of the

right to·, privac.y protected by the guarantee against un

reas0nabJe search and seizure. In Katz v: United States, 389

iOr.S .341 �'J:9EJ7), referring, to searches and seizures, stated

tliat the' Fourth-Amendment to the Constitution of the

United Statesrcannot be translated into a general constitu

tional '�rtght of privacy". See, Lewis v. United States, 385

U.S. 206 {l966'}.
r; ,;

�

.

\yhen .the "right of privacy" is attached to an "express
Tight" such

..

as the "right of freedom of religion" a very

s!f9ng �o�s��tutiona] basis exists for upholding the "right"
except, when in conflict with the most basic and funda

mental. of all rights-the "right to life". In Raleigh Eitkin

Paul Morgan Memorial Hospital v. Anderson, 42 N.J. 421,

201 A.2d 537 (1964), cert. denied, 377 U.S. 985

tI964,), .zhe New Jersey Supreme Court was asked

.to decide [ust ,
such an .issue=a conflict between the

met�er's)priy:acy' and the life of the unborn child. The issue

wasiwhether ,�he,rights of achild in utero were violated by
the pregnant woman's refusal on religious grounds to sub

mit. to a blood transfusion necessary to preserve the lives

of both the mother and the unborn child. The Court's

finding favored the right to life of the unborn child over

the pregnant woman's freedom of religion and stated:
.' ,� .

. "The blood transfusions (including transfusions made necessary

by theJdelivery) may be administered if necessary to save her

life .or �h.e life of the child, as the physician in charge at the

time may determine." 201 A.2d at 538.
.

D. ,THE HUMAN-NESS OF THE FETUS.

The crux of the moral and legal debate over abortion is,
in essence, the right of the woman to determine whether or

not she should bear a particular child versus the right of

the child to life. The proponents of liberalization of abor

tion laws speak of the fetus as "a blob of protoplasm" and
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feel' it has no ,right to life until it has reached a certain stage
of' development," On the other hand. the opponents of
liberalization maintain the fetus is human from the time
of conception, and so interruption of pregnancy cannot b.
justified' from the time of fertilization. It most certainly
seems l&gical that from the stage of differentiation. after
which neither twinning nor re-combination will occur. the
fetus implanted in the uterine wall deserves respect as a

human life. If we take the definition of life as being said
to be present when an organism shows evidence of Indi
viduai animate existence, then from the blastocyst stage
the fetus qualifies for respect. It is alive because it has
the ability to reproduce dying cells. It is human because
it can be distinguished from other non-human species, and

once implanted in the uterine wall it requires only nutrition

and time to develop into one of us.

The recent recognition of autonomy of the unborn child
has led to the development of new medical specialties con

ceming;the1 unborn child from the earliest 'stages of the
.

pregnancy.?" Modern obstetrics has discarde�Uii::-rI
J

scientific the concept that the child in the womb is but
tissue of the mother. Dr. Liley, the New Zealand pedia
trician, who perfected the intrauterine transfusion, has
said:'

,
.

"Another medical fallacy that modem obstetrics discards is
the idea that the pregnant woman can be treated as a patient
alone. No problem in fetid health or disease can any longer be
considered in isolation. At the, very least t}Vo people are involv-

lIThis is given variously as from ] 2 weeks to 28 weeks of intrau
terine life, and some apparent1y feel it has no life at all until after
full-term delivery.

TlGairdner,' Douglas: Fetal Medicine: Who Is To Practice It,
J. Qbstet; anellOynec. Brit. Commonwealth, 75: 1123-1124, Dec.
1968.' .

·The citations in this and the following are according to Medical
Journal 'Prac::tice.
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"
' ed, �c,mothe" and' her child." Lile,. H.�.l.: MoUrn MOI/ter.

hood, lWlCto�.House. Rev. Ed.,'1969. '

'

,

•
!

• •

i, , ,
. 0-,: I J I ./.. •

.

..
.',

J
_

Yet the attack, on the Texas statute assumes this dis-

tredfted sclehti{fc Co�cept �d' argues thatabortions shoUld
be 0:WnsiderecI,

,

np '���tly than any medical lpeasur8
fa1c:en;to protect �tern8l health, (see appellant's brief pp.

94-98) thUs CC?inpl�tely 'ignoring' the devel�g human

being In the mother's womb.
'

The po� 'bas' also abandoned' that, concept ,In KeU" e.

G1eg9'f/,o 282 �pp.Div. 542, 125 N.Y.S.2d 696 (1953),
w��in the court stated:

., t
•

,

·'We c,ualit to be safe in this respect in saying that legal sepal'4
, 'atiility mOUld begin where there is biological separability. Wo

know sometbiD& more of the actual procca of coiIceptioa aad

fetal devel�Dt DOW than when some of the commm Ia"
°

cues �erc decided; and what we know makes it possible to

demODltrate dearly that separability begins at CClDCeptioa.

"Tbe
.
mother'l biological coatributioo fram coaceptioa em II

DOQrid"'v:ot aad protcc:tioo; but tho fetus baa bec:cIme alCpU'llD
'orpaiim ad .remains 10 througbout its life. That it IDaJ DOl

IiwI if iII-pcAel:tioa aDd DOUI'iIbmeDt are cut off eadicr tbID
the viable ItIp of its dewlopment is DOt to dcltroy its ....-

abiUty; it is rather to deacribe the coaditioas UDder whidl life
will DOt coiItinue." 125 �.y.s.2d at 697.

It is our task in the next subsections to show how clearly
and conclusively modem science-embryology, fetology,
genetics, permatology. all of biology-establishes the hu

manity of the unborn child, We submit that the data not

only shows the constitutionality of the Texas legislafure's
effort to save the unborn from indiscriminate extermination,
but 1ft fact 8flggests a duty to do so. W. submit also that
no :physiCian who understands this will argue that the law

is- vague, uncertain or overbroad for he will Understand

�� tJl� �w.£811s upon him to exercise 'his art for the bene
'fit of biS two patients: mother and child.
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"

Erom.conception the child is a complex, dynamic, rapidly
growing organism. By a natural and continuous process the

single fertilized ovum will, over approximately nine months,
develop Iuto the trillions of cells of the newhorn. The
natural elid of the sperm and ovum is death unless fertiliza
tion occurs. At fertilization a Hew and unique being is

created which, a�!lOugh receiving one-half of its chromo
somes from ea:cQ_atierijl it really unlike either."

- -/,'/1 (�l:A./ r
'

About seven to nine days after conception, when there
are already several hundred cells of the new individual

Formed, contact with the uterus is made and implantation
begins. Blood cells begin at 17 days and a heart as early as

18 days. This embryonic heart which begins as a simple
. tube, starts irregular pulsations at 24 days, which, in about
one week, smooth into a rythmic contraction and expan

sion. ;,1 It has been shown that the ECG on a 23 mm embryo
(7.5 weeks) presents the existence of a functionally com

plete cardiac system and the possible existence of a myo
neurol or humoral regulatory mechanism. All the classic

elements of the adult ECG were seen." Occasional contrac

tions of the heart in a 6 mm (2 week) embryo have been

;"fngleman-Sundberg, Axel, and Wirseil, Cloes: A Child lIs Born:
The Drama Of Life Before Birth, photos by Lennart Nilsson, Dell

Publishing co., New York, 1965.

Arey;'Leslie B.: Developmental Anatomy, 6th Ed. Philadelphia
W. B. Saunders Co. 1954 Chap: 11 VI.

"

Patten, Bradley M.: Human Embryology, 3rd Ed. McGraw-Hili
Book Co. Ne'w York, 1968 Chap. VII .

• j "fngelman-Sundberg, Axel, and Wirsen, Cloes: A Child Is Born:
The Drama Of Life Before Birth, supra.

'·,4.rey, Leslie B.: Developmental Anatomy, supra.
Patten. Bradley M.: Human Embryology, supra.
Rugh, Robert, and Shettles, Landrum B., with Richard N. Ein

horn: From Conception To Birth: TheDrama Of Life's Beginnings,
Harper.and Row, New York 1971.

Straus" Reuben, et al: Direct Electrocardiographic Recording Of
A Twinty'-Three Millimeter HUman Embryo, The American Journal
of Cardiology, September 1961, pp. 443-447..
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observe'c:hnsl"well as tracings 'exhibiting the classical ele

ments of the ECG tracing of an adult in arIS mm embryo
(5 weeks)."

S!
K ,I X�l

-

t" ",'
..

Commencing at 18 days the developmental emphasis .is

on the nervous system even though other vital organs, such

ar:flle :��art;l are.'commencing' development at the same

time. S�qh ea,rly�dev.elopment is.necessary Since, the nervous

system ;integt�tes the action of all other systems. By the end

of ,tHe 2�th.da{lhe Ioundation of the' chfld'sbratn, spinal
cord and�,entire nervous system will have been established.
By the 6th week after conception this system wiflhave de

veloped so well that it is controlling movements of the

bil6y's muscles, even though the woman may, not be aware
"" .

� '.
.

that-she is pregnant. By the 33rd day the cerebral cortex,

that part 'of the central nervous system that governs motor

activity as well as intellect may be seen."
' ,

The baby's eyes begin to form at 19 days: By 'the end

of tlfeffirit month the foundation of the brain, spinal cord,
c ,-"j" { �

�ery..�s, arid sense, organs 'is completely formed, 'By 28 days
the embryo- has the building blocks for 40 pairs of muscles

situated from the base of its skull to the lower end of its

spinfll column. By the end of the first month the child has
'. It "". CI- ,

,.
•

completed tile period of relatively greatest size increase and

the greatest physical,cha�ge 'af � lifetime. He or she is ten
thousand times larger than the fertilized egg and will in
crease its weight six billion times by birth, having in only

r8Marcel, M.P., and Exchaquet, J.P.: L'Electrocardiogramme'Du
Fon,u Humim/Avec, Un Car De Double Ryt� Auriculoire Veri

flt"Arcb'. Mal.Couer, Paris 31: 504; 1938.

HArey, Leslie B.: Developmental Anatomy, supra.

'Rugh, It�rt, and SheUles, �drum B" with Richard N. Ein

horn: From Conception To Birth: T�'Drama Of Life's Beginning.r,
supra.

'

F1'ilDnagaD� G.L.:' The Fir�t' N_ine Months Of Ute, Simon and
Schuster, 1962.
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the first month gone from the one cell state to millions of

cells." [See Fig.!.]
)

Shettles and Rugh describe this first month of develop
ment as follOws:

"This. then, is the great planninl period, whea out of apparent
ly nothing c:omcs cvidcaa: of a weD integrated iadividual, who

will form aloBg certain weD tried pattems; but· who will, in·the

end,.be dittinguishablc from every other human beina by virtue

of ultra mic:roseopic chromosomal differences... Rugh. Robert,

.
and Shettles, Landrum B., with Ridlard N. Einhom: From

Conception To Birth: TM DrllnUl Of Ufb B�gitutin'3, supra

alp.3.5 .

. By the beginning of the second inonth the unborn child,
smallas it is, looks distin�tly human. (See Fig. I). Yet, by
� �iJ!le the child's mother is not even aware that she is

pregnant.
,.

As-Shettles and Rugh state:

"And, as for the question, '�heD does .the embryo become hu

man?' The answer' is that it always had human potential, and

r
no o�hn; from the instant the sperm and the egg came together
becauae of its chromOlOll1el." (Emphasis in original). Id at p.
40.

At the end of the first month the child is about � of an

D!ph irf,\�ngth. !\t 30 days the primary'brain is present and

tlie eyes; ears and nasal organs have started to form. AI

tli��gh the heart is still Incomplete, it is beating regularly
1 •

1SArey, Leslie B.: Developmental Anatomy, supra.
Patten, Bradley M.: Humon Embryology, supra.

·Rugh. Robert, and'Shetties, Landrum B., with Richard N. Ein

horn: From Conception To Birth: The Dromo Of Life's B�ginnings,
supra. .

Jngebnan-Sqndberg. Axel, and Wirsen, Cocs: A Child Is Bom:

The Dratn4 OlLife Before B,irth. supra.
Flannagan, G.L.: The Fim Nine Months Of Life. supra.

TtIQgelman-Sundberg. Axel, and Wiesen, Cloes: A Child Is Born:

The Drama 01 Lile Before BIrth. supra. .
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Fig. 1-40 days



and pumping blood cells through a closed vascular sys

tem.so The child and mother do not exchange blood, the

child having from a very early point in its development its

own !lndrcomplete vascular system.
AI

- EarUestreflexes begin as early as the 42nd day. The. male

penis ,be� t� form. The child is almost .� inch long and

cartilage h3s beguri to develop." [See Fig. 2]

Even at 5� weeks the fetal heartbeat is essentially similar

to that of an adult in general conBguration. The energy out

put is about 20% that of the adult. but the fetal heart is

functionally complete and normal by 7 weeks. Shettles

and Rugh describe the child at this point of its develop
ment as a 1-inch miniature doll with a large head, but

gracefully formed anns and legs and an unmistakably

human face." [See Fig. 2]

By the end of the seventh week we see a well propor

tioned small scale baby. In its seventh week, it bears the

f�iliar external features and all the internal organs of

the adult, even though it is less than an inch long and

\V�ighs only l/30th of ,an ounce. The body has become

n�c�ly rounded, padded with muscles and covered by a thin

, :. �

:1(!Arey, Leslie B.: Developmental Anatomy, supra.

'sIArey, Leslie B.: Developmental Anatomy, supra.

Patten, Bradley M.: Human Embryology, supra.

Rugh, Robert, and Shettles, Landrum B., with Richard N. Ein

horn: From Concepti.on To Birth: The Drama 01 Life's Beginnings,

supra. .

Marcel, M.P., and Exchaquet, J.P.: L'Electrocardiogramme Du

Foetus Human A vec Un Cas De Double Rythme Auriculaire . Veri

fie, supra.
Flll:Dnagan, O.L.: The First Nine Months,Of Life, supra.

e:Arey, Leslie B.: Developmental Anatomy, supra:
Patten, BradJey M.: Human Embryology, supra.

blRugh, Robert, and Shettles, Landrum B., with Richard N. Ein

horn: From Conception To Birth: The Drama Of Life's Beginnings,
supra at p. 54.
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Fig 2-6 weeks



skin. The a: ins arc only as long as printed exclamation

marks, and huve hands with fingers and thumbs. The slower

.growlng legs have recognizable knees, ankles and toes."

[See Figs. 3 and 4]

The new body not only exists, it also functions. The brain

in configuration is already like the adult brain and sends

out impulses that' coordinate the function of the other

organs. The brain waves have been noted at 43 days," The

heart beats sturdily. The stomach produces digestive juices.
The liver manufactures blood cells and the kidney begins
to function by extracting uric acid from the child's blood."

The muscles of the arms and body can already be set in

motion."

After the eighth week no further primordia will form;

everything is already present that will be found in the full

term baby." As one author describes this period:

"A human face with eyelids half closed as they are in someone

who is about to fall asleep. Hands that soon wiU begin to grip,
feet trying their first gentle kicks." Rugh, Roberts, and Shet

ties, Landrum 8., with Richard N. Einhorn: From Conception
To Birth: The Drama 01 Life's Beginnings, supra at p. 71.

"Arey, Leslie D.: Developmnatal Anatomy, supra.
Patten, Bradley M.: Human Embryology, supra.
Rugh, Robert, and Shettles, Landrum B., with Richard N. Ein

hom: From Conception To Birth: The Drama Of Life's Beginnings,
supra.

Ingelman-Sundberg, Axel, and Wirsen, Cloes: A Child Is Born:

The Dra11UJ Of Life Before Birth, supra.
»sun, l.W.: J. Washington Acad. Sci. 59:46,1969.
�4F1annagan, G.L.: The First Nine Months Of Life. supra.
Gesell, Arnold: The Embryology 01 Behavior, Harper & Bros.

Publishers, 1945, Chap. IV, V, VI, X.

8'Hooker, Davenport: The Prenatal Origin Of Behavior, Univ.

of Kansas Press, 1952.

��Rugh, Robert, and Shcttlcs, Landrum B" with Richard N. Ein

horn: From Conception To Birth: The Drama Of Life's Beginnings,
supra at p. 71.
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Fig. 4-10 weeks 6 weeks



" -From: this, point until .adulthood, when full growth is

achieved somewhere between 25 and 27 years, the changes
in the' body will be mainly in dimension and in gradual
'refinen1�ntlof'.fhe"wdrking ipat.ts.hU "

'

�
\ '-, ,·1' l ;

, The 'development of the child, while very rapid, is also

very- .speeifie, The, genetic pattern set down in the first

'day of life .instructs the development.of a specific anatomy.

The ears are .formed by seven weeks and are specific, and

may resemble a -family pattern." The Hiles in the hands

start to be engraved by eight weeks and remain a distinc

tive feature of the individual." [See Fig. 3]

The primitive skeletal system has completely developed
by the.end of.six:weeks.'" This marks the end of the child's

'embryonic1'( from Creek, to swell or teem within) period.
I From this. .point, the child will be called a fetus (Latin,

young one-or af,fslning) ." [See Fig. 2]
I

_ 1· ... )-;

, In the third .month, the child becomes very active. By
.the "emf ofi.the month he can kick his legs, tum his feet,
cur) and fan.his toes, make a fist" move his thumb, bend his

wnist, tum his head, squint, frown, open his mouth, press

his lips tightly together." He can swallow and drinks the

amniotic fluid that surrounds him. Thumb sucking is first

noted at this age. The first respiratory motions move fluid

=Arey, Leslie B.: Developmental Anatomy, supra.
Potter," Bfith� Pathology Of The Fetus And In/ani, Year Book

Publishers Inc., etiicago, 1961.

"�Streetet. 'Geo, L.: Development 0/ The Auricle In The Human

Embryo, 'aontributions to EmbryOlogy, Vol. XIll No. 61, 1921.

u'MiJlcrHames, R.: Dermal Ridge Pauems: Technique For Their

Study In\ Human Fetuses, J. Pediatric, Vol. 73, No.4, Oct. 1969,

pp. 614-616. ", I '

,.2Ar�y, Leslie B,.: Dev!lopmentol AnDlomy, supra.
Patten, Bradley M.: Human Embryology, supra..

'

U3Patten, Bradley M.: Human Embryology, supra.
·'Hooker, Davenport: The PrenDlol Origin 01 Behavior, supra.
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in anti Hilt oi" his hlll�s 'with illh:djll� aud exhaling respira
tory 1l10H'1l1(.'nts.··· [See Fig. 5.]

The movement of the child has been recorded at this

early stage by placing delicate shuck recording devices on

the mother's abdomen and direct observations have heen

made hy the famous embryologist, Davenport Hooker,
:\I.D. Over the last thirty years, Dr. Hooker has recorded

the movement of the child on film, some as early as six

weeks -of age. His films show that prenatal behavior de

velops in an orderly progression."

The prerequisites for motion are muscles and nerves.

In the 'sixth to seventh weeks, nerves and muscles work

together for the first time."; If the area of the lips, the first

to become 'senslttve to touch, is gently stroked, the child

responds by bending the upper body to one side and

making a quick backward motion with his arms. This is

called a total pattern response because it involves most of

the body, rather than a local part. Localized and more

appropriate reactions such as swallowing follow in the

third month. By the beginning of the ninth week, the baby
moves spontaneously without being touched. Sometimes

his whole body swings hack and forth for a 'few moments.

'By eight and a half weeks the eyelids and the palms. of

the han'ds become sensitive to tonch. If the eyelid is

O�Fla�nagan. G.L.: The First Nine Months Of Life, supra.

Hooker, Davenport: The Prenatal Origin Of Behavior, supra.

'"liooKer, Davenport: The Prenatal Origin Of Behavior, supra.

Hooker, Davenport: Early Human Fetal Behavior With A Pre-

liminary Note On Double Simultaneous Fetal Stimulation, Pro

'ceedings of the Association for Research in Nervous and Mental

Disease, Baltimore, The Williams & Wilkins Co., 1954.

Gesell, Arnold, M:D., Arnatruda. C.S., M.D.: Developmental
Diagnosis, P. S. Hocber, 1958 pp. 8-9:

.

.
.

O:Arey, Leslie M.: Developmental Anatomy, supra.
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Fig. 5-12 weeks



stroked; the child squints. On stroking the palm, the fingers
close into a small fist."

"In tile ninth and :t�nth weeks" the child's activity leaps
ahead. NO\v if the forehead is touched, he may turn his
head away and pucked up his brow and frown. He now has
full use of his arms and can bend the elbow and wrist inde

pendently. In the same week, the entire body becomes
sensitive to touch." [See Fig. 6.]

,

The 'twelfth week brings a whole new range of responses.

The 'baEy can now move his thumb in opposition to his

fingers:" He now swallows regularly. He can pull up his

upper lip: the initial step in the development of the suck

ing reflex. I�O By the end of the twelfth week, the quality of

muscular response is altered. It is no longer marionette

like.or inechanical-the movements are now graceful and

fluid, as. they are in the newborn. The child is active and
the'reflexes are becoming more vigorous. All this is before

the;motHet:"feels any movement.'?' [See Figs. 5 and 7.]

Every child shows a distinct individuality in his be

havior by the end of the third month. This is because the

actU!ll"structure of the muscles varies from baby to baby.
The alignment of the muscles of the face, for example,
follow an. inherited pattern, The facial expressions of the

.

'

'''Hooker, Davenport: Early Human Fetal Behavior With A Pre

liminary Note On Double Simultaneous Fetal Stimulation. supra .

. ,Hooker:, ;Davenport: The Prenatal Origin Of Behavior, supra.
F1an�agan, O.L.: The First Nine Months Of Life. supra .

. Hooker" Davenport: The Origin 01 Overt Behavior. Ann Arbor,
Univ. ofMichigan Press, 1944.

":'Hooker, Davenport: The Prenatal Origin 01 Behavior. supra.
If,oGairdner, Douglas: Fetal Medicine: Who Is To Practice It.

supra.
If'IGairdner, Douglas: Fetal Medicine: Who Is To Practice It.

supra.
Hooker. Davenport: TIU! Origin 01 Overt Behavior. supra.
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Fig. 6-10 weeks



Fig. 7-12 weeks



baby in his thir.' 1110!lth arc a.ready similar to the ::lcial

expressions of his parents.':" [See Figs. 5 and 7.)

. From the twelfth to the sixteenth week, the child grqws

very rapidly." His weight increases six times, and he grows
to eight to ten, inches in height. For this incredible growth
spurt the child needs oxygen and food. This he receives

from �is mother through the placental attachment-much

1ike he receives food from her after he is born. His de

pendence does not end with expulsion into the external

environment.':" We now know that the placenta belongs
to. the baby, not the mother, as was long thought.!" [See
Fig. 8.J·

fOiFbnna,an, G.L: The First Nine Months Of Life, supra.

Still, J.W.: J. Washington Acad. ss., supra.

Qesell, Arnold: The Embryology 01 Behavior, supra.

111'�ey, Leslie D.: Developmental.Anatomy, supra.
e..........:G.L: The First Nine Months Of Ufe. supra.

Patten.�Bradley M;: Human Embryology, supra. ."

Gairdner•. DOugl,as: Fetal Medicine: Who Is To Practict It. supra .

•

�

.;, 1.
.

I�HeUDWi. L.M., et al: Growth .And Devdopment Of The H..

mall "ellIS I'rior To The 20th Week of Gatation. Am. J. Obstet.

and GYnec:. Vol. 103, No.6, March 15, 1969, pp. 789-800.

'O&Arey. Leslie D.: Developmtntol Anatomy, supra.
Patten, Bradley M.: Hummr En:rbeyolOfl1. supra. a

'GeQairdner, Douglas: Fetal Medicine: Who Is To Proctic« It.

supra.
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Fig. 8-16 weeks



In the fifth month, the baby gains two inches in height
and t�J)" ounces in, �eiKht. By the end, of the month he

?1;be',a�t;?-��J09t tall a,�d.wilrw�igK"otl� poun�. Fine

1).�I;i}!' h� Beglns to grow ort hts eyebrows 'ana Oil his head

an�,� ',(ri1!�e :0£' eyelashes appear. Most of the skeleton
hardens. The Baby's muscles become much stronger, and

is,' toe child becomes larger his mother Finally 'perceives
Jiis' many activitles.!" The child's mother comes to recog
nize the movement and can feel the baby's head, arms

and legs� She may' even perceive a rhythmic jolting move

ment-fifteen to thirty per minute. This is due to the child

hiccoughing." The doctor can now hear the heartheat with

his sfethoscope.!" [See Figs. 9 and 10.]

The baby sleeps and wakes just as it will after birth. 110

When he sleeps he invariably settles into his favorite posi
tion called his "lie". Each baby has a characteristic lie. III

When he.,a�akens' he moves about freely in the bouyant
fluid tuming from side to side, and frequently head over

heel, Son'letiines 'his head �iII be up and sometimes it

will be, down. He may sometimes be aroused from sleep
by e,,ctemal vibrations. He may wake up from a loud tap
on the tub-when his mother is taking a bath. A loud con

cert ar the virbations of a washing machine may also stir

him i!lto activity.':" The child' hears and recognizes his

lO'Arey" Leslie B.: Developmental Anatomy, supra.

, l08F1amtagan, G.L.: The First Nine Months Of Life, supra. ,

, Gair4J1er, Douglas: Fetal Medicine: Who Is To Practice It,

sl,lpra. - ,

, JODArey,'Les'ie B.: Developmental Anatomy, supra.
,FI�agan� O.L.: The FirstNiM Months Of Life, supra.

1l0Petre-Quadtms, 0., et al: Sleep In Pregnancy: Evidence Of
Fetal Sleep Characteristics, J. Neurologic Science, 4:600-605, May,
June, 1967. .

lttGairdner, Douglas: Fetal Medicine: Who Is To Practice It,
supra.

mFlannagan, G.L.: The First Nine Months Of Life, supra.
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Fig. 9-) 7 weeks



Fig. 10-18 weeks



mother's voice before hirth.!" Movements of the mother,
whether locomotive, cardiac or respiratory, are communi

cated to, the child. II, I
.

I.� the .sixfh month, the baby will grow ahout two more

inches, h) become fourteen inches tall, He will also begin
to accumulate a little fat under his skin and will increase

his weight to a pound and three-quarters. This month the

permanent teeth buds come in high ill the gums behind
the milk teeth. Now his closed eyelids will open and close,
and' his eyes look up, down and sideways. Dr. Liley of

New Zealand feels that the child may perceive light
through the abdominal wall.' t.; Dr. Still has noted that

electroencephalographic waves have been obtained in

fnrty-three to forty-five day old fetuses, and so conscious

experience is possible after this date.!"

In the sixth month, the child develops a strong muscular

grip with 'his hands. He also starts to breathe regularly and
can maintain respiratory response for twenty-four hours

if born prematurely. He may even have a slim chance of

surviving/In an incubator. The youngest children known

to surviVe were beween twenty to twenty-five weeks old.'"

The-concept of viability is not a static one. Dr. Andre

Hellegers of Georgetown University states that 10% of

children horn hetween . twenty weeks and twenty-four

WWood; Carl: Weightlessness: Its Implications For The Hu

man Fetus. J. Obstetrics & Gynecology of the British Commonwealth,
)'970,Vol, 71) pp. 333:-336.

'

,

Liley, Albert W.: Allcklarui MD To Mtutl'ure Light And Sound
Inside Utei:u.I·/Medical'Tribuhe Report, May 26; 1969.

II·Wood. 'Carl: Weightlessne.ss: Its Implications For The Human

FeUtJ, supra�
II:;Liley, Albert W.: Auckland MD To Measure Light And Sound

Inside Uterus, supra. .

!!"Still, J. W.: Washington Acad. Sci., supra.

II'Flannagan, G.L: The First Nine Months Of Life. supra.
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weeks gestation will survive.:" Modem Medical intensive

th�r�p¥ ��"';�]vaged many c?i),dren that would have been

cOl},side�ed;_ !!o�-_yi.able only a few y,e�rs ag?,. The concept

of a�J.artic:;i9��L,Rlacenta may be a reality in �h� near future

an<J ;w�tp�sh:)t�e,.d�te of viap�Jity ;back ,even further, and

pe[Jt;lp.�,!to}he earliest stages of gestation.
""After twenty

four t9 ��9�y-�ight weeks the child's chances of survival

are much greater.

This review has covered the first six months of life. By
this time the individuality of this human being should be

clear to' all 'unbiased observers. When one views the pres-
',. "r \

-

�
.

erit state Of medical science, we find that the artificial

distinction between born and unborn has vanished. The

whole thrust of. medicine is in support of the motion that

the; clllld· in its mother is a distinct individual in need of

the-most diligen! study and care, and that he is also a

patient:whom, science and medicine treats just as it does

any other person.
120

-

-

.

.This review of the current medical status of the un

born serves !1S several purposes. Firstly, it shows conc1u

sively .the humanity of the fetus by showing that human

life is a continuum which commences in the womb. There

is no magic in birth. The child is as much a child in those
t ,

'lI�Mon'toe, Canadian Medical Association's Journal, 1939.

;H�lIegers,IAndre, M.D.: National Symposium On Abortion, May
15,1'970, 'Prudential Plaza, Chicago, Illinois.

lI°Zllpol, Warren, and Kolobow, Theodore: Medical World News,

May,-30,1969.
- .

iAle�an�er, D.P.; Britton, H.G.; Nixon, D.A.; Maintenance Of
Sheep:Fimues By An Extra CororeaJ Circuit For Periods Up To 24

Hours, Am. J. Qb$tet; and Gynec, Vol. 102, No.7, Dec. 1968, pp.

969-�75. ;

12°Fetolpgy:·, The Smallest Patients. The Sciences, published by
the New 'York Academy of Sciences, Vol. 8 No. 10, Oct. 1968, pp.
11-15: - -.

Gairdner, Douglas: Fetal Medicine: Who Is To Practice It, supra.
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VII. THE STATE OF TEXAS HAS A LEGITIMATE IN
TEREST IN PROHIBITING ABORTION EXCEPT

BY MEDICAL ADVICE FOR TIlE PURPOSE OF
"SAVING THE LIFE OF THE MOTHER".

several days before birth as he is those several days after.
The maturation process, commenced in the womb, contin

ues through the post-natal period, infancy, adolescence,
mattlfity-'and' old age. Dr. Arnold Gesellpoints out in his
work that no king ever had any other beginning than

have had all of us in our mother's womb.!" Quickening
is only a relative concept which depends upon the sen

sitivity of the mother, the position of the placenta, and the

size of the child. 0

There seems little argument necessary if one can con

clud'e the 'unborn child is a human being with birth but

a convenient landmark in a continuing process-a bridge
between two stages of life. The basic postulates from

f'p'::_�N";""5( which..Jhe.�� arguments proceed are: (1) the

pregnant woman has a right of control over her own body
as a matter or privacy guaranteed to her by the Constitu

tion of the United States; and (2) this right cannot be

interfered with by the state since the state cannot demon-
.

'.'

1�IGesell, Arnold: The Embryology Of Behavior, supra.
*u the court is interested in the actual medical history on nine

teenth century ·Iegislative opposition to abortion, it may consult

the American Medical Association, 1846-1951 Digest of Official
Actions (edited F.J.L. Blasingame 1959), p. 66, where a list of the

repeated American Medical Association attacks on abortion are

compiled. It will be seen that the great medical battle of the nine

teenth century was to persuade legislatures to eliminate the require
ment of quickening and to condemn abortion from conception, see

Isaac M. Quimby Introduction to Medical Jurisprudence, Journal of

American Medlcal Association, August 6, 1887, Vol. 9, p. 164 and
H. C. Markham Foeticide and Its Prevention. ibid. Dec. 8, 1888,
Vol. ,11; .p. 805. It will be seen that the Association unanimously
condemned abortion as t:1C destruction or "human life", American

Medical, Associajion, Minutes 0/ the Annual Meeting 1859, The

American Metfical Gazette' 1859, Vol. 10, p. 409.
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.strate any compellfng-Interest to' justify its intrusion. The

contrary position is the state's interest in preventing the

ai'bitrllCY'anihinjustified -destrucnon of an unborn child

¥jd�{�gl';��ili�� 'h�i�g 'in the::very, e,'a'rH�st 'stages' of 'its

developments Whatever' personal right- of privacy. a preg

nant .woll\an -may have with, respect to thedisposition and

use' of �her;'bbdy 'must be balanced against the personal

right of the unborn child to life.
� � �fS� �

,..J
"'�

"J\Vhatev�r'Jth� metaphysical 'view of it is, or may have

heen, it is beyond argument that legal concepts as to the

nature and rights of the unborn chiid have drastically

oI1l:foged, -based .on expanded medical .knowledge, over the

last 2,500, years.

. In addition to the provisions,of 22 DeCode 201,122 the

Congress, of ithe United States' has clearlj: Indicated a firm

general .poliey of .the Federal government against abor

tion. ,18 U.S.C. 1461 provides in part as follows:

') I _
.

"Evecy obscene, lewd, lascivious, indecent, filthy or vile article,

matter, thing, device, or substance; and-
II .fj' 1:

•

EvUY, article or thing designed, adapted, or intended for pre

venting conception or producing abortion, or for any indecent

or immoral use; and

J;:y�ry anif.le, instrument, substance, drug, medicine, or thing

which is advertised or described in Ii manner calculated to' lead

another to"luse. or apply it Ior .preventing conception or produc

ing abortion, .or for any indecent or immoral purpose; and

, Every, written or printed card, letter, circular. book, pamphlet,

" advertisement, or notice of any kind giving information, directly
or indirectly. where, or how, or from whom, or by what means

ai:ty of such mentioned matters. articles, or things may be ob

tained-ormade or where or by.whom &flY act or operation of
.

,any kind (Of the procuring or producing of abortion will be

done or performed, or how or by whit means conception may

U'The District of Columbia abortion statute in issue in United

Stalts v. YUitch.
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:' be prevented or abortion produced, whether sealed or unsealed;
_

.' -and ,--

Every paper, writing, advertisement, or representation that any
article, instrument, substance, drug. medicine, or thing may, or

can, be used or applied for preventing conception or producing
-, abortion: or for any indecent or immoral purpose; and

Every' description calculated to induce or incite a person to so

use or' apply any such article, instrument, substance, drug,
medicine, or thing-
Is declared to be nonmailable matter and shall not be conveyed
in t�.e mails or delivered from any post office or by any letter
carrier.

.

. . ...
"

(Emphasis added) .

. .' Itis most-seriously argued that the "life" protected by
the Due Process of Law Clause of the Fifth Amendment
includes the life of the unborn child. Further, it would be
a deniai of equal protection of law not to accord protection
of the life' of a person who had not yet been born but still
in the womb of its mother. If it is a denial of equal pro
tection for a statute to distinguish between a thief and an

embez�ler under a statute providing for the sterilization
of the one and not the other, '03 then it is surely a denial
of equal ..protection for either the state or federal govern
ment. to.;�istiilguish between a person who has been born
and one living in the womb of its mother.

In_'K�i� v. United States, supra, this Court, after con

clLi4ing that the Fourth Amendment cannot be translated
into a general constitutional "right to privacy" and after
making reference to other provisions of the Constitution
of the United States protecting personal privacy from other
forms of governmental intrusion,": stated that ct. • • the
protection of a person's general right to privacy-his right
to he let.(�alorie by other people-is, like the protection of

. ',.. �.". ,

,. V\3Skinner v .. Oklahoma, 316 U.S. 535 (l9�2).
_

12fNote 5 at page 510. " ,
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his property and of his very life', left largely to the law

o£ �h6 j(ld!:vA���,States". 389.:u;S. at ��. Cpmpare,Kovacs
v. "'o\Q'P�1r1,:3;3()!J);.S. 77 ,( 1949).
,. ,.{' .J)I4(;fl�.'''i 1 I.t f �f I ...

�

f' ....

. � l_f ��Jj!l')�� r t,b�t the ,compelling s!ate interest in pro

bihiting ,or regulating abortion did not exist at one time in
'" ...." f ... �"

" •
• , • '

'

�� .!'�age 9£ history, under the result of the [indings and

research, of ,IJl<?dem medicine, a different legal conclusion

can now' be reached. The fact that a statute or law may

originally' ,h�v,e been enacted to serve one purpose does

not serve to condemn it when the same statute, with the

passagef(i)£',tiIiie; serves avdifferent but equally valid public
pu!Vose.'fSe�e. McG0wan.vl ,Maryland, 366 U.S. 420 ( 1961).



CONCLUSION

'For the "reasons above stated Appellee'submits that the

appeal from the judgment of : the 'lower court denying in

junctive relief to the Appellants should be affirmed; that
this Court consider' plenary review of this' entire case and
reverse the judgment of the court below declaring Arti

cles 1191, ]192, 1193, 1194 and 1196 of the Texas Penal
Code unconstitutional and enter its order accordingly .

.
.

HENRY WADE

Criminal District Attorney
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JOH1''l B. TOI,.LE
Assistant District Attorney
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Dallas, Texas 75202
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No. 70·18

> �ANE ROE, ET AL.,
Appellants,
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HENRY WADE,
Appellee .
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I ·1

ON APPEAL FMM THE UNI'l'ED S'l'A'!'ES DlSTRI<1l' COURT FOR
,

THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS.
"

No. 70·40

MARY DOE, ET AL.,
Appellants,

.

vs.

ARTHUR K. BOLTON, ET AL.,
Appellees.
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PURPOSE OF "THE MOTION.

AU panties in No.,7Q.:18 (the Texas case) have given-tl1eiroJ. . � , -e,
' .; . _, '�,

written consent to Dr. Bart Heffernan, one of 'the amici

herein, to file an amicws curiae brief.' The appellants in
No. 70-40 (the Georgia case) have never responded to a

request for consent. The appellees do not object to these

amici filing in this cause,"

INTEREST OF THE AMIOI.

1.' .Identiflcation of' the amici. Dr. Bart Heffernan has

an appeal presently pending before this Court in the case of

Heffernan, et al. v. Doe, et al., docketed as No. 70-106,
Octooeri1971 term, which case involves the constitutionality
of the Illinois criminal abortion statute, and is similar to

both Jane R'oe, e� al. v. 'Wade, No. 70-18, and M,ary' Doe, 'et

al. v. Bolton, No. 70-40. The Jurisdictional Statement in

the Heffernan case was 'filed' on=March 29, 1971, but no

action was taken thereon during the last term of Court.

Any ruling on the merits 'hdlie Georgia and Texas cases

could profoundly and perhaps adversely affect the outcome
"

o£; the Illinois case, in which case Dr. Heffernan was ap-

pointed guardian ad litem fQr the class of unborn children.

He asks leave of this Court to file this amicus curiae brief

on behalf of his wards.
, \ .'- '" i

The other amici are physicians, professors and certain

Fellows .of the American College of Obstetrics and Gyne
cology who :seeK 'to' placebefore this' Court the scientific

evidence of the humanity of the unborn so that the Court

may know and understand that the unborn are developing
- ""' '"

.

..
.

1. Written consents have been flied with the clerk of this court.
;,"

.

2. Response of appellees has been filed with the clerk of this
court.
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human persons who need the protection of law just as do

adults.

These amici also desire to bring to the Court's attention

the medical complications of induced abortion, both in

terms of maternal morbidity and mortality (as well as the

mortality to the child), and to show that these are ques

tions of considerable debate in medicine.

2. The Legal Position of these Amici in these cases.

The unborn child is a developing human being who is

entitled to the law's protection just as is an adult.

3. Justification for Participation as Arn,ici. As pre

viously stated, the issues in these cases, as well as the

pending �ase of Heffernan v. Doe, No. 70-106, October 1971

term, are of the most profound significance dealing with

the most basic and fundamental of human rights: The

Right to Life.

In reviewing the Briefs filed in both cases it appears

that no attempt was made to advise the Court of the

scientific facts of life from conception to birth, or of the

medical complications of induced abortion, and it is urged
that presentation of this information is a: reasonable justi
fication for participation by these amici.

CONCLUSION.

For the reasons stated and for additional reasons as

contained in and expanded upon in the Brief itself, these

annici respectfully request this Court to grant this Motion

and grant leave for filing this Brief served herewith.

Respectfully submitted,

DENNIS J. HORAN,
JEROME A. FRAZEL, JR.,
THOMAS M. CRISHAM,
DOLORES B. HORAN,
JOHN D. GORBY.
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2

I.

TilE HUMANITY OF THE UNBORN OFFSPRING OF HUMAN

PA.RENn'S",HAS BEEN THE ORITIOAL ISSUE IN LOWER

FEDERAL OOURT ABORTION OASES.

The immediate and intended consequence of an induced

abortion is the destruction of life of the unborn. It is in the

light of this reality that this Court must consider and de

cide the profound and far-reaching issues ill these abortion

cases.

, .'
The amici are concerned physicians, many of whom are

fellows of the American College of Obstetrics and Gyne

cology (FACOG), who U1'ge this Court to consider the

current medical and scientific evidence of the humanity of
I '

the unborn which is contained in this Brief.

'I'he amic.i·also urge this Court to give careful considera

tion to the- section of this Brief concerning the medical

complications of legally induced abortions. Any considera

tion of the "safety" of legally induced abortions must

consider the full range of 'medical complications including

early and late physical and psychological complications, as

well as maternal and child mortality.
The Courts below reached their conclusions without con

sidering whether the victim, i.e. the unborn, of the abortion

has constitutionally protected rights. In Roe, v. Wade/ the

U. S. District Court for the Northern District of Texas,

without once mentioning, discussing or considering whether

the unborn is at' person!' under the Fifth and, Fourteenth

Amendments, or otherwise has legally protected interests

involved, concluded that the "Texas Abortion Laws must

be �de�lan�d un'constitutional because they deprive single

wo.tq�p a�d�married couples of their right, secured by the
�, ! t -,'

.
,

.

Ninth Am'endment, to choose whether tQ have children. "

1. Roe v. Wade, 314 F. Supp. 1217 (1970) at 1221 (N. D.

Tex. 1970).



s

In' Doeiv, Bbl�orll,:: the U. S. District Court for the North

ern District of Georgia touched, but only in passing, upon

the' ,primary 'issue in this litigation, i.e, the legal "per
sonality " of' tire unborn for constitutional purposes. At

one point in the opinion, the Court wrote that it did not
"
... (posit) the existence of it new being with its own

identity and federal constitutional rights, ...

" II Else

where.in the opinion the Court, in denying a reconsidera

tion of the Court's previous order revoking another's ap

pointment as guardian ad litem for. the unborn person,

wrote that" ... the Court does not postulate the existence

of a new' being with federal constitutional rights at any

time during gestation".
, The BoZton 'Court was thus able to conclude that, while

procedures for obtaining an abortion may be controlled,
the" reasons for which an abortion may be obtained" may

not' be regulated "'because sueh action unduly restricts a

decision sheltered by the constitutional right to privaey "."

The'Bolton'Court did point out that once conception has

occurred I and the' embryo has formed, "
... the decision

to abo�t its 'development cannot be considered a purely
private one affecting only husband and wife, man and

woman".G ".',

Other thtee-judgc federal courts presented with the same
, "_'·f l /'-

clash of ',' l'lg}its"_ between mother and the unborn have not

ignored the .developments of many areas of the law which

have found legal rights in the unborn. For example, in

Steinberg v. Brown 6 the majority gave careful considera

tion to both the rights of the woman and the unborn, and

concluded that "
... the state has a legitimate interest to

,

t.. � I
' � , .

2. Doe v. Bolton, 319 F. Supp. 104R (N. D. Ga. 1970).

3., Ibid. p. 1055.

4. Ibid. p. 1076.
f, 5. -tua. p., i055.: i

6. 321 F.-Supp. 741 (N. D. Ohio 1970) (J. Oreeri dissenting).
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legislate for the purpose of affording an embryonic or fetal

organism an, ,opportunity to survive."7 This Court con

cluded' t�at the state did have that right" ... and on balance

it, is superior to the claimed right of a pregnant woman

or"a1}YQne else to destroy the fetus except when necessary

to preserve her own life." 8

.Irr Rosen . v. Louisiana State Board of Medical Exam

imer« 0 the Court recognized that it was not dealing merely
with the question whether a woman has a generalized right
to choose whether to bear children "

... but instead with

the: more complicated question whether a pregnant woman

has the right to cause the abortion of the embryo or fetus

she carries in her womb." 1(1 'Without deciding whether

the unborn, per se is a person protected by the constitution

since that. was not the issue that Court faced, the Rosen

Court concluded that the state of Louisiana had intended

to and could legitimately protect fetal life against destruc

tion,t�
;I�n Oorkey. v. Edwards 12 the Court concluded also that

the: issue involved ultimately a consideration of more than

just the issue of whether a woman has a right not to bear

children: I

, 'The basic distinction between a decision whether to

bear.children which is made before conception and one
.

which IS made after conception is that the first con
e

,t�mpl�tes' the creation of a new human organism, but
d It\liel' hitter contemplates the destruction of such an

organism already created." 18

,

.. ; I' J

I �� I�f:i' P: 746.

8. Ibid. p. 746.
(� \ �- C I

.

9.: 31S F. SUPP. 1217 (E. D. Louisiana 1970) (J. Cassibry
dissenting). ,

10. Ibid.' p. 1223.

11. ibid. p. 1225.

12. Corkey v. Edwards, 322 F. Supp. 1248 (N. D.; North

Ca,r�li��«ll��7�)i "
.

13. Ibid. p. 1252.
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.

Finding protection of fetal life an adequate state interest
in' inviiding the woman's claimed right of privacy, the

Corkey Court concluded:
I'" , j

"

.

t • :' .

'

"t+o determine the state interest we shall not attempt
to choose between extreme positions. Whether pos

aessinga soul from the moment of conception or mere

protoplasm, the fertilized egg is, we think, 'unique as

a physical entity', Lucas, Federal Constitutional Lim

itations of the. Enforcement and Administration of
State Abortion Statutes, 46 N. C. L. Rev. 730, 744

.(1968,), with the potential to become a person. What

ever that entity is, the state has chosen to protect its

very existence. The state's power to protect children
is a well established constitutional maxim. See, Shel
ton v. Tucker, 364 U. S. 479, 485, 81 S. Ct. 247, 5 L. Ed.

2d 231 (1960); Prince v. Massachusetts, 321 U. S. 158,
at ''166-168; .,64, S. Ct. 438, 88 L. Ed. 645., That this

power should be used to protect a fertilized egg or

embryo ,01' fetus during the period of gestation em

bodies .no logical infirmity, but would seemingly fall
. , within th!'l 'p�enary: power of government'. Poe v. Ull

man, 367 U..S. 497, at 539, 81 S. Ct. 1752, 6 L. Ed. 2d

9'89 (Harlan, J., dissenting). That there is a state in

terest 'has until recently been taken for granted. His

tory sides witH the state." 14

Even this 'bri�f review of five federal decisions involving
• ... l' " , f �

the constitutionality of state abortion laws makes it clear

that whether or not the Court considers the developing
humahir't)r of the unborn is critical in its resolution of the

issues!" ,

.

'The 'llhftici therefore' ask this Court to consider the ma

terial in this Brief concerning the modern medical dis

eoveries of·the·development of the unborn.

, 14. "Ibid. p: 1253.

15. ,Even the Bolton Court preserved the Georgia statute after

alluding+in itsdeeision to the sreation of a new life after concep

tion; ll'ius making 'any decision involving abortion one affecting
the state since it involved developing human life.
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,An expansion of ' the right to privacy to include the right
of a woman to have an abortion without considering the

interests of the unborn person decides.this question against
the unborn. The necessary consequeI)ce of that expansion

" ' )! ,

wouldbe a direct and unavoidable conflict between the un-

born person's right to life and the woman's extended right
of privacy. ,Assuming such a conflict, it is the position of

the amvici that the more fundamental and established of

the conflicting rights must prevail where they clash. The

right to lifeIs most certainly the most fundamental and

established of'the rights involved in the cases facing the
, 11 ,J�) l.

Cour.t tc;>day.,

II.
,

TBE:UNBORN OFFSPRING OF HUMAN PARENTS

IS'4N AUTONOMOUS HUMAN BEING.*

Even before implantation in the wall of the uterus the

unborn child is responsible for the maintenance of the

pre'�ant state In the maternal metabolism (1). The child

whose, tissue i� antigenieally different from the mother

sets up protective mechanisms to prevent maternal im

munologic responses from causing fetal distress (2). The

newly form�q child has a remarkable degree of metabolic

autonomy (3). F'or example, the fetal endocrine system
."

functions autonomously (4).
i . •

_

. '_ � ,

The recent recognition of this autonomy 'has led to the

development of new medical specialties concerning the un

born child from the earliest stages of the pregnancy (56).

Modern obstetrics has discarded as unscientific the con

cept that the child in the womb is but tissue of the mother.

As Dr� H. M. I. Liley, the New Zealand pediatrician, and

-In this section the citations are according to medical journal
practices. ·The,numbers in the parenthesis refer to the correspond

ingly numbered work in the medical bibliography.
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research assistant to her famous husband, Dr. Albert Liley
who perfected the intrauterine transfusion, has said:

"Artother medical faIlacy that modern obstetrics dis

cards' is the idea that the pregnant woman can be

treated as a patient alone. No problem in fetal health

or disease can any longer be considered in isolation. At

the very least two people are involved, the mother and

her
IC11ild. "

.

(5 at p. 207.)

The' cou�t�' h�ve' ai�o' ab�ndoned that concept (7):'
• I,

.

, , We ought to be safe in this respect in saying that

legal separability should begin where there is biologi-
,J .\ .,l. '

cal separability, We know something more of the
� I 1 I'

,

actual process of conception and foetal development
now than when some of the common law cases were de

cided'; and what we know makes, it possible to demon

-strate- clearly .that separability begins at conception.

The mother's biological contribution from conception
on is nourishment and protection, but the foetus has

become a .separate organism and remains so through
out its life. : That it may not live if its protection and

nourishment' are cut off earlier than the viable stage
of its development is not to destroy its separability':
it is rather. to describe the conditions under which life

will not continue."

Yet the attack on the statutes below assume this dis

credited scientific concept and argues that abortions should

be considered/no differently than any medical measure taken

to .protect maternal health (see Texas appellant 's brief,

pp. 94-98), thus.completely ignoring the developing human

being.,jIJ. the mother �s womb. '

,

. It is our task in the next subsections to show how clearly
'and ': conclusively modern science-embryology, fetology,

'genetics, perinatology, all of biology-establishes the' hu

manity of the unborn child. We submit that the data not

only shows- the constitutionality of the legislature '8 effort

to save the unborn from indiscriminate extermination, but
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in: fad. 8wggests a duty to do so. We submit also that no

physician who' understands this will argue that the law is

vB:�e"unce(rtain or overbroad for he will understand that

the, law c';\lls upon him to exercise his. art for the benefit
of his tuio .patients : mother and child.

A.' The Unborn Person 'Is Also a. Patient.

From conception the child is a complex, dynamic, rapidly
growing' organism. By a natural and continuous process
the single fertilized ovum will, over approximately nine

months, 'develop into the trillions of cells of the newborn.

The natftrlil end of the sperm and ovum is death unless

fertilization occurs. At fertilization a new and unique
being is created which, although receiving one-half of its

chromosomes from each parent, is really unlike either (8)
(6) ,(9) 1(10 atp, 18).

" Aboi,It seven to nine days after conception, when there are

, al�,eady,' several hundred cells of the new individual formed,
contact with the uterus is made and implantation begins.
Blood cells begin at 17 days and a heart as early as 18

days. This embryonic heal'! which begins as a simple tube

starts irregular pulsations at 24 days, which, in about one

week, smooth into a rhythmic contraction and expansion
(8) (9) ·GI0) (6).

Straus,'et a1. have shown that the EOG on a'23 mm em

brYo (7:5 weeks) presents the existence of a functionally
complete' cardtae system and the possible existence of, 's

Myoneural or humoral regulatory mechanism. All the cIs's
sic elements of- the adult EOG were seen (11). Marcel

. and' ,Exch�uet observed occasional contractions of the
heart in' 8i 6:"mm ,(2 week) embryo. They also obtained

tracings exhibiting the classical elements of the 'ECG

�tmcingof, an'adult in a 15 mm embryo (5 weeks) (12).
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C�IDrtt��clng' at 18 days the developmental emphasis is

on the nervous system even though other vital organs, such

as the heart, are commencing development at the same,

time. Such early development is necessary since the ner

vous system integrates the action of all other systems. By
the end of the 20th day the foundation of tho child's brain,
spinal cord and entire nervous systemwill have been estab

lished. By the 6th week after conception this system will

have developed so well that it is controlling movements of

the baby's muscles, even though the woman may not be

aware that she is pregnant. By the 33rd day the cerebral

cortex, that part of the central nervous system that governs
motor activity as well as intellect may be seen (8) (13)
(10).

The baby's eyes, begin to form at 19 days. By the end of

the first month the foundation of the brain, spinal cord,
nerves and sense organs is completely formed. By 28 days
the embryo has the building blocks for 40 pairs of muscles

situated from the base of its skull to the lower end of its

spinal column. By the end of the first month the child

pas completed the period of relatively greatest size in

crease and the greatest physical change of a lifetime. He

or she is ten thousand times larger than the fertilized egg
and' w�n iI!crease its weight six billion times by birth,
having in, '@llly; the first month gone from the one cell state

to rirlllions _O:f'c�ns (8) (9) (10). (6) (13). [See Fig. 1.]
Shettles and Rugh describe this. first month of develop

ment as follb�s :'
'

"This, 'tlien, is the great. planning period, when out of
'appareritly'nothing comes evidence of a well integrated
individual, who will form along certain well-tried pat
terns, but who will, in the end, be distinguishable from

. .
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Fig. 1-40 days.
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every other human being by virtue of ultra microscopic
chromosomal differences." (10 at p. 35.)

By the 'beginning of the second month the unborn child,
small as. it is, looks distinctly human. (See Fig. 1.) Yet,
by this time the child's mother is not even aware that she

is pregnant (6).,
As Shettles and. Rugh state:

"And as for the question, 'when does the embryo be

come humanT' the answer is that it always had human

potential, and no other, from the instant the sperm and
the egg came together because of its chromosomes."

(Emphasis in original.) (10 at p. 40.)

At the end of the first month the child is about i of an

inch in length. At 30 days the primary brain is present
and the eyes, ears and nasal organs have started to form.

Although the heart is still incomplete, it is beating regu

larly ana pumping blood cells through a closed vascular

system (8). The child and mother do not exchange blood,
the child having from a very early point in its develop
ment its own and complete vascular system (8) (9) (10)
(12) (13).

Earliest reflexes begin as early as the 42nd day. The

male penis begins to form. The child is almost i· inch long
and cartilage has 'begun to develop (8) (9). [See Fig. 2.]

Even at 5i weeks the fetal heartbeat is essentially simi

lar to that of an adult in general configuration (12) (13).
The energy output is about 20% that of the adult, but the

fetal heart is functionally complete and normal by 7 weeks

(12) (13). Shettles and Rugh describe the child at this

point of its development as a Linch miniature doll with a

large head, but gracefully formed arms and legs and an

unmistakably human face (10 at p. 54). [See Fig. 2]
-

.,

: .. :
.

By the end of the seventh week we see a well propor

tioned small seale baby. In its seventh week, it bears the
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Fig. 2-6 weeks.
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.familiar exte:t;nal features and .all the 'internal organs of
the aahlt;':ev�n- though it is less than an inch long' and

weighs1 only, 1130th of an ounce. The body has become

nicely rounded, padded with muscles and covered by a thin

skin., T4e arms are only as long as printed exclamation

marks, and have hands with' fingers arid thumbs. The

slower growing Jegs have recognizable knees, ankles and

, toes (8) (9) (10) (6). [See Fjgs. 3 and 4]
The new body not only exists, it also functions. The

brain in configuration is already like the adult brain and

sends out impulses' that coordinate the function of the

other organs. The brain waves have been noted at 43 days
[141. The heart' beats sturdily. The stomach produces
digestivejuices. The liver manufactures blood cells and the

kidri'eys- hegin to function by extracting uric acid from the

child's blood"(13) (49). The muscles of the arms and body
can already be set in motion (15).

After'the eiglith week no further primordia will form;
everythvng is already present that will be found in the full

Fig. 3-9 weeks. 7 weeks.
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Fig. 4--10 weeks. 6 weeks.

term baby (10 at p. 71). As one author describes this

period':
"A human face with eyelids half closed as they are in
�omeohe who is about to fall asleep. Hands that soon

Will ,begin to grip, feet trying their first gentle kicks."
(10: at-p. 71)

. From� this point until adulthood, when full growth is
achieved somewhere between 25 and 27 years, tho changes
in the: ,)j�dy will be mainly in dimension and in gradual
refinement �(')fth,e working parts (8) (46).

The development of the child, while very rapid, is also

very specific: The genetic pattern set down in the first day
of life instructs the development of a specific anatomy. The
ears are formed by seven weeks and are specific, and may

resemble a family pattern (16). The lines in the hands

start to be 'engraved by' eight weeks and remain a distinc
tive feature of the individual (45) (49). [See Fig. 3]
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T.he-p�·imi,tive skeletal system has completely developed
, by. t�e·en.d'V-M s�"weeks (8) (9). This marks the end of the

;ehild's embrYO,llic (fr�m Greek, to swell or teem within)

perioa: From, tl).·is
.

point, the child will be called a fetus

(Latin, young one or offspring) (9). [See Fig. 2]

In the "third month, the child becomes very active. By the

end of-the month he can kick his legs, turn his feet, curl and

fan his toes" mak�' a fist, move his thumb, bend his wrist,

turn his head, squint, frown, open his mouth, press his lips

tightly 'together (15). He can swallow and drinks the

'amniotic BuiCJ. that surrounds him. Thumb sucking is first

noted at this age. The first respiratory motions move fluid'

in and out of his lungs with inhaling and exhaling respira

tory movements (13) (15). [See Fig. 5]

The movement of the child has been recorded at this

early stage by placing delicate shock recording devices on

the mother's abdomen and direct observations have been

made' by the famous embryologist, Davenport Hooker,

M.D. Over the last thirty years, Dr. Hooker has recorded

the movement of the child on film, some as early as six

weeks of age. His films show that prenatal behavior de

velops in an orderly progression (15) (17) (18).

The prerequisites for motion are muscles and nerves. In

the sixth to seventh weeks, nerves and muscles work to

gether for .the first time (8). If the area of the lips, the'

first to become sensitive to touch, is gently stroked, the

childresponds by bending the upper body to one side and

making a quick backward motion with his arms. This is

called a. total pattern response because it involves most of

the body, rather than a local part. Localized and more

apprdpriate reactions such as swallowing follow in the

third mori�K . 'By tIre beginning of the ninth week, the baby

moves spon'taneously without being touched. Sometimes

his whole body swings back and forth for a few moments.

By eight and a half weeks the eyelids and the palms of the
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Fig. 5-12 weeks.
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,

'

Th� tw"eifth. week- brings. a whole new range of responses.

Th:e,'baby':can no"\V move 'his. thumb in opposition to his

fingers.
'

H� ll,ow swallows regularly. He can pull up his

upper iip; the ,initial step in the development of the suck

ing�refiex '(5). -By the end of the twelfth week, the quality
of muscular. response is altered. It is no longer marionette

like�' 0.1' rpcelianica'l;;_the movements are now graceful and \

fluid, as they R1;'e in the newborn. The child is active and

the reflcxe!{'�re be-coming more vigorous. All this is before
{he ;mother feels aWy,movement (5) (64). [See Figs. 5 and 7]

The phenomenon of "quickening" reflects maternal sensi

tivity and"not fetal competence." Dr. Hooker states that

fetal' actlvi"ty occurs at a very early age normally in utero

and some wome� may feel it as early as thirteen weeks .

. ·ti:theXCourt ,is, interested in the actual medical history of nine
teenth century legislative opposition to abortion, it may consult
the, AmElricari Medical Association, 1846'-1952 Digest of Official
Act-ions (edited F, J. L,. Blasingame 1959), p. 66, where a list of

the-repeated American Medical Association attacks on abortion are

"comp�led. It will be seen that the great medical battle of the
nineteenth century was to persuade legislatures to eliminate the

re'qlPrement. 'of quickening and to condemn abortion from concep
tion) see Isaac M. Quimby Int1'0rJ,1wtion to Medical Jurisprudence,
JournaLof ,Am.erican MedicalXssociation, August 6, 1887, Vol. 9,
P, 1.64 "and �. O. Markham Foeticide and Its Preventio-n, ibid,
,Dec. 8, 1888, Vbl-: 11, p. 805. It will be seen that the Association
unanimous1y condemned abortion as the destruction of "human
life" American Medical Association, M1:nutes of the Annual Meet

ing 1859, The American Medical Gazette 1859, Vol. 10, p. 409.
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Fig. 6-10 weeks.
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Othe�s ·feel, very" little as late as twenty weeks and some

al;e always anxious pe9ause they' do not Perceive movement

(17).
-

'�.'
t

.

Dr: Liley states:

"Hist01;ically 'quickening' was supposed to delineate
the time when the fetus became an independent human

being possessed of a soul. Now, however, we know

that while he may have been too small to make his
motions felt, the unborn baby is active and independ
ent long .before his mother feels him. Quickening is a

maternal sensitivity and depends on the mother's own

-fat, the position of the placenta and the size and

strength of the unborn child." (5 at pp. 37, 38)

Every child shows a distinct individuality in his behavior

by the end of the third month. This is because the actual

structure of the muscles varies from baby to baby. 'I'he

alignment of the muscles of the face, for example, follow an

inherited pattern. The facial expressions of the baby in

his third month a.re already similar to the facial expression
of his parents (13) (14) (49). [See Figs. 5 and 7]

Dr. Arnold. Gesell states that: "By the end of the

first trimester (12th week) the fetus is a sentient moving
being. We need not pause to speculate as to the nature

of his psychic attributes but we may assert that the organi
zati911 of his psychosomatic self is now well under way."

W:;,

(49 at p. 65)
Further refinements. are noted in the third month. The

.,

fingernails a,ppea'r. 'The child's face becomes much prettier .

.

His _eyes� 1>llev.Jously .far apart, now move closer together.
The: eyelid.s close over the eyes. Sexual differentiation is

appat�nt in both internal and external sex organs, and
.

,prhhitiv� eggs:'an<l sperm are formed. The vocal cords are

completed: tn the absence of air they cannot produce
sound; the child cannot cry aloud until birth, although he

is capable of crying long before (8) (13) (9) (5).
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Fig. 7-12 weeks.
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,

. Dr. Liley relates the experience of a deetor who injected
ail

..afi'bubbletin�D, anunborn baby's (eight months) amniotic

sac in an ,atteJ'Ppt .to locate the placenta on x-ray. It so

happen�a th t the air bubble covered the unbo'rn baby's
face, ' The mom�nt ·,the unborn child had air to inhale, his

vocal cords Hecame operative and his crying became audible

to all pre�eri:'t, including the physician and technical help.

T�e m'ether telephoned the doctor later to report that when

ever 'she lay down to sleep, the air bubble got over the

unborn baby's face and he was crying so loudly he was

keeping both her and her husband awake (5 at p. 50) (15
at p. 75).

,
The taste buds and salivary glands develop in this

'month, as do the digestive glands in the stomach. 'When

,

the baby swallows amniotic fluid, its contents are utilized

by the child. The child starts to urinate (8) (13) (19).

From the twelfth to the sixteenth week, the child grows

very. rapidly (50). His weight increases six times, and

he grows to eight to ten inches in height. For this incredible

growth spurt the child needs oxygen and food. This he

receives from his mother through the placental attachment

-much like he receives food from her after he is born.

His dependence does not end with expulsion into the ex

ternal environment (8) (9) (13) (6) (10). We now know

that the placenta belongs to the baby, not the mother, as

was long-thought (5). [See Fig. 8]

In the ftrth'month, the baby gains two inches in height and

ten ounces in weight. By the end of the month he will be

about one foot tall and will weigh one pound. Fine baby
halF begins. to grow on his eyebrows and on his head . and a

'fringe �of eyelashes appear. Most of the skeleton hardens.

T1i¢" baby's- muscles become much stronger, and as the

child l)�cofhes larger his mother filially perceives his

many activities (8). The child's mother comes to recognize

the movement' and can feel the baby's head, arms and legs.
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Fig. 8-16 weeks.
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She, � may: 'even .pereeive a rhythmic jolting movement,

":":_fiiteep ;to _tbirty pel' minute. This is due to the child

hiecoughing (13)' (5) (6). The doctor can already hear the

heartbeat' with .ilis stethoscope (8) (13) (6). [See Figs.
9,�I)d'101

The baby sleeps and wakes just as it will after birth

(63) (5)., When he sleeps he invariably settles into his

favorite position 'called his" lie". Each baby has a charac

teristic He (5). When he awakens he moves about freely
in the, buoyant fluid, turning from side to side, and fre

quently head over heel. Sometimes his head will, be up

and, sometimes it will be down. He may sometimes be

aroused from sleep by external vibrations. He may wake

up from a loud tap on the tub when his mother is taking
a bath. A loud concert or the vibrations of a washing
machine may also stir him into activity (13). The child

hea}g �nd recognizes his mother's voice before birth (19)
(20). Movements of the mother, whether locomotive,
cardiac or respiratory, are communicated to the child (19).

In the SIxth month, the baby will grow about two more

,inchesl to become fourteen inches tall. He will also begin to

accumulate a little fat under his skin and will increase his

weight to a pound and three-quarters. This month the

permanent teeth buds come in high in the gums behind the

milk teeth." Now his closed eyelids will open and close,
and his eyes look up, down and sideways. Dr. Liley feels,

that the child' may perceive light through the abdominal

wall (20). D1·.' Still has noted that electroen;cephalographic
waves haoe been obtained in forty-th.ree to forty-five day
old "fetuses, and so conscious experience is possible after
th;;S' {J:ate Y14H

, The electrophysiol()gic rhythm develops early. Detailed
"!!'! '_'" ", " ,,'..

'

.

EE� tr'ac'ln'gs hav(;djeen taken dire'Ctly from the head" end
..

of the 16mm (crown rumpr human embryo at 4O-odd days
of gestation in Japan (172).

, '
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Fig. 9-1'7 weeks.
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Fig. 10-18 weeks.

As one writer said:

"Thus at an early prenatal stage of life the EEG

refl�ct� a, distinctly individual pattern that soon be

comes truly personalized." (173)
In the sixth month, the child develops a strong muscnlar

grip with his hands. He also starts to breathe regularly and

"can' \nairitain
. respiratory response for twenty-four hours

jf born prematurely. He may e�en h�ve � slim chance of
,

I .

surviving in an incubator. The 'youngest children ,known
to survive were between twenty to twenty-five weeks old

t
(13). }�he�copcept of viability is not a static one. Dr. Andre

lIellegers of Georgetown University states that 10% of

children b�rn between twenty weeks' and twenty-four weeks

g��tA:tJQn
. wili survive (44A and 44B). Modern medical

, .,' I;., s 'I 'J ,

'
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Intensive therapy has salvaged many children that would
hav.e' b'een considered non-viable only a' few years' ago.
The concept of au artificial placenta may be a reality in the

near future and will push the date of viability back even

further; and perhaps to the earliest stages of gestation
(43) (48). After twenty-four to twenty-eight weeks the

child's chances of survival are much greater.
OID' review has covered the first six months of life. By

this time the individuality of this human being is clear to

all unbiased observers. Dr. Arnold Gesell has said:

"Our own repeated observation of a large group of
fetal infants (an individual born and living at any
time prior to forty weeks gestation) left us with no

doubt that psychologically they were individuals. Just
as no two looked alike, so no two behaved precisely
alike. One was impassive when another was alert.
Even among the youngest there were discernable dif
ferences in vividness, reactivity and responsiveness.
These 'were genuine individual differences, already
prophetic of the diversity which distinguishes the
human family." (49 at p. 172)

B. The Doctor Treats the Unborn Just as He Does
, Any Patient.

When one views the present state of medical science, we

find that the artificial distinction between born and unborn
has vanished. As Dr. Liley says:

.
'

"In, assossing fetal health, the doctor now watches
changes in maternal function very carefully, for he
has learned that it is actually the mother who is a

passive carrier, while the fetus is very largely in
charge of the pregnancy." (5 at p. 202) (65)

Th,e ne\v specialty of fetology is being replaced by a

newer sp,e�ia1ty crilled perinatology which cares for its

,pa,{iimts from conception to about one year of extrauterine
- t � � -

• J J ,,� I r .

t i '
'

existence (5'6). The Cumulative Index Medicus for 1969 con-
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tains over 1400, separate: articles in fetology. For the

physician, the life -puoces
' is a continuous one, and observa

tion of the' patient must start at the earliest period of life.

(See 42 U. .a C. 289(d).)
A large number of sophisticated tools have been de

veloped that now allow the physician to observe and

measure the child's reactions from as early as ten weeks.

Atvten weeks it. is possible to obtain the electrocardiogram

Of the unborn child (22) (1]) (12). At this stage also the

heart sounds can be detected with new ultrasonic tech-
'i ",

niques (45)" The heart has already been pumping 'large
volumes of blood to the fast growing child for six weeks.

With present day technology, the heart of the child is now

monitored during critical periods of the pregnancy by

special electronic devices, including radiotelemetry (23)
(60). Computer anulysis of the child's ECG has been

devised and. promises more accurate monitoring and

evaluation of fctnl distress (14). A number of abnormal

electrocardiographic patterns have been found before bi rth.

'I'bese' patterns 'forewarn the physician of trouble after

delivery (57), (58) (G2). Analysis of heart sounds through
phonocardiography is also being done (25) (53).

With the. new optical equipment, a physician can now
( "t '

.•

look at the amniofic fluid through the cervical canal and

predict life-threatening problems that are reflected by a

changein the fluid's color and turbidity (26) (27). In the

future, the .phyf?ician will undoubtedly be able to look

directly at the growing chiid using new fiber optic devices

(through a small puncture in the uterus) and thereby diag-
I'

nose and prescribe specific treatment to heal or prevent

illness or deformity (21) (55).
For the child with severe anemia, the physician now

gives bi��d, using an unusual technique developed by Dr.

A e , IJilef of New Zealand. This life saving measure is car

ried �ut by using new 'image intensifier x-ray equipment. A
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needle, is placed -through the abdominal wall of the mother
and into the abdominal cavity of the child. For this pro
cedure the child must be sedated (via maternal circulation)
and given pain relieving medication, since it experiences
pain from the puncture and would move away from the
needle .if 110t premedicated. As Dr. H. M. I. Liley states:

"When: doctors first began invading the sanctuary of
,the WOIPb, they did not know that the unborn baby
would react to pain in the same fashion as a child
would. But they soon learned that he would. By no

means it 'vegetable' as he has so often been pictured,
the unborn knows perfectly well when he has been hurt,
and he win protest it just as violently as would a baby

-Iying in a 'crib." (5 at p. 50)

The'gastl'o-intestinal tract of tho child is outlined by a
o{

contrast Jn�4'ia that was previously placed in the amniotic
fluid antj' then swallowed by the child (52). \Vo know that
th-e child stArts to swallow as early as fourteen weeks (5).

r ,

.Borne children fail to get adequate nutrition when in
, I, ,

• "

,

.

utero. �b,i� p:r:9blem can be predicted by measuring the

amount of estradiol in the urine of the mother and the
amou�t of PSP excreted after it is injected into the child

(29). Recent work indicates that these nutritional problems
may b� solve'd by feeding the child more directly by intro

ducing nutrients into the amniotic fluid which the child

nQhna'iiy swallows (250 to 700 cc a day). In a sense, we

well may be able to offer the child that is' starving because
of � placental defect a nipple to use before birth (30).

,
�

I I :, ...
oJ

• {"
,

,
The ��llio,t�c fluid surrounding the unborn child offers

the physician a convenient and assessable fluid that be can

now test in order to diagnose a long list of diseases, just as

he tests the urine and blood of his adult patients. The
docto�' ob�el'�es the color and volume of amniotic fluid and

,

,
'

tests it for 'cellular. element enzymes and other chemicals.
He' can'telftlie Sex of .his patient and gets a more precise

f� ,.1.\, �;' T. � \1 . , , •

"
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idea -of the, esact age of the child from this fluid. He can

diagnose conditions such as the adrenogenital syndrome,

hemolytic! anemia, adrenal insufficiency, congenital hyper-
,

anemia .and glycogen storage disease. Some of these, and

hopefully in the future all of these, can be treated before

birth, (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) (37).
At'th:e,'tirrie lof labor, the child's blood can be obtained

from scalp veins and the exact chemical balance determined

before birth; These determinations have saved many chil-
I

dren who-would not have been considered in need of therapy
had these .tests not been done (38) (39). The fetal EEG has

also been monitored during delivery (61).
A great deal of work has been done to elucidate the

endocrinology of the unborn child. Growth hormone is

elaborated 'by the child at seventy-one days, and ACTH has

been isolated at eleven weeks gestation (40). The thyroid
gland�has'b�en shown to function at ten and a half weeks

.( 51-), and the adrenal glands also at about this age (40).
The sex hormones-c-estrogen and andiogen-are also found

asearlyas nine weeks (40).

Surgical procedures performed on the unborn child are

few, However, surgical cannulation of the blood vessels in

ati'extremity of the child has been carried out in order to

�drninist�); blood. Techniques are now being developed on

animals that;will beapplicable to human problems involv

ing, the utibo�n' child. Fetal surgery is now a reality in the

animal' laboratory, and will soon offer help to unborn

patients t28�) (41) (42).
'The whble thrust of medicine is in support of the notion

that tli�' child itl. its m'otlier is a distinct individual in need

of. the most diligent study and care, and that he is also a

patient whom science and medicine treats just as it does
1. d,

"

any· other. person (21) (5).
'!

This' re'tiew .of the' current medical status .of the unborn
.... 'f 1

• , �
. t '::fl' 1 I '. I

,

serves us several purposes. Firstly, it shows conclusively
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the humanity: of the fetus by showing that human life is a

continuum "which- commences in the womb. There is no

magicin birth. The child is as much a child in those several

days before birth as he is those several days after. The

matur.ation process, commenced in the womb, continues

through the post-natal period, infancy, adolescence, ma

turity and old age. Dr. Arnold Gesell points out in his

famous book that no king ever had any other beginning
than have had all of us in our mother's womb (49).

Secondly, we have shown that quickening is a relative

concept which depends upon the sensitivity of the mother,
the position of the placenta, and the size of the child. At

the common law, the fetus was not considered alive before

quickening", and therefore we can understand why com

mentators like Bracton and Coke placed so much emphasis
on quickening. But modern science has proven conclusively
that any law based upon quickening is based upon shifting
sands-c-a subjective standard even different among races'.
We now, know that life precedes quickening; that quicken
ing is nothing other than the mother's first subjective
feeling, of movement in the womb. Yet the fetus we know

has .moved before this. In spite of these advances in medi

cine, s?me, courts and legislatures have continued to con

sider quickening as the point when life is magically infused

into the unborn, (See Babbiie v, McCann, 310 F. Supp.
293) No 'concept could be further from the scientific truth.

, T4irdly, we have seen that viability is also a flexible

standard which changes with the advance of these new

medical disciplines some of which are hardly a half dozen

year,s old'. llj'ew studies in artificial placentas indicates that

·See 4 Blackstone, Commeniarie» on the Laws of England, 394-
95 (1769) where it is said:

"In case 'this plea is made in stay of execution, the judge
must direct a jury of twelve matrons or discreet women to

r ,iJ;lq,u�r.e .the fact, and if they bring in their verdict 'quick with
)'�lHld' (fo� barely, 'with child','unless it be alive in the womb,

I " is'hot'sUfficient; ... ) ",
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viability.will become au even more relative concept and

children 'Yjltsu,l'vive.,outside of the womb at even earlier

ages, than the 20-28 weeks in the past. Fetology and peri-
�

•
•.

• 1

natology are only a few years old as specialties. Obstetrics

is only sixty years old as a specialty.

Fourthly, we have seen that the unborn child is as much

a patient as is the .mother. In all the literature opting
for per�issi;� abortion, this simple truth is. ignored. There

are many doctors who know that the unborn is also their

patient and that they must exercise their art for the benefit

of' both mother and child. When the physician accepts that

he has two patients, he has .no difficulty applying his skill

for the benefit of child omd mother. Every doctor practic
ing can tell this court when in his medical judgment an

abortion is necessary to preserve life. There is no medical

mystery on that point. A review of the relevant obstetrics

texts Will list the indications-psychiatric as well-for

therapeutic abortion· When the doctor makes the decision

·See Quay, Justifiable Abortion, 49 Georgetown Law Journal 173,
1960, pp. 180-?41, where the medical reasons for therapentic abor

tions as stated in the standard obstetric works from 1903 to 1960

are stated and analyzed. Dr. Guttma.cher has stated:

"On the whole, the over-a.ll frequency of therapeutic abortion

is on the decline. This is due to two facts: first, cures have

been discovered fOI' a number of conditions which previously
could be cured only by termination of pregnaney ; and second,
there has been a change in medical philosophy. Two decades

, ago, . t�e accepted. atti tude of the physicians was that if a

pregnant woman were ill, the thing to do would be to rid

her of her pregnancy. Today it is felt that unless the preg

nancy itself intensifies the illness, nothing is aecomplished by
the abortion." (66 at p. 13) (See also 67).

Dr. Guttmaeher has also said:

"Today, it .is possible for almost any patient to be brought
through pregnancy alive, unless she suffers from a fatal illness

such 8's cancer or lukemia and if so, abortion would be unlikely
, .to prolong, much less save, life." (68 at p. 9).
Dr. Guttmacher bas also said:

"'There is little evidence that pregnancy in itself worsens a

psychosis, either intensifying it 01' rendering prognosis for

full recovery less likely." (69 at p. 121).
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he'must'il�t consider the unborn as "'mere tissue of the

mother"" odl,e will eertairilyweigh it no more in the balance

than Jny- otlier f.e�laceable tissue of the mother.
'

5 . t -..
f

- � • � '" �.
• • • ,

"ITL

MtDIOAi. H<AZARDS' or LEGALLY INDUOED ABORTION.
,

• � S 1', .i:

, '.Phe medical -hazarda of legally induced abortion are all

too often! compa-red to the safety of a tonsillectomy 0.1' the

"proverbial toobh extraction". (See Texas Appellant's brief

p. 33.) ,'Data,presented from Eastern European mortality
statiaties, have often been used' to produce such claims as

,�it is X-times safer to have an abortion than to carry the

child to term"; These elaims have been widely published
in' newspapers- and lay periodicals; when made by the non

professional; they are forgivable; when made by "medical

experts "� 'one 'can only assume that these" experts" have

allowed-a desire for" social change" to fog their ability to

distinguish 'nht�rate from 'second-rate medical care.
l .s f

•

The worm's medical Iiterature does not support such
-;�J , t 1

•

:t ..

clai�s. The,· medical hazards of legal abortion should be

pre'seIited,to the Court in their total perspective through
an, ��aly�is' of this literature. It is imperative to note that

when oire focuses only on the legal abortion mortality rates

from s,�lectfl'd countries around the world, one can only see

the-riskatof' legal abortion through tunnel vision. �he total

medical picture cannot be understood without a look at
the early; ana late' physical and psychological complications.
Ind�:�d, .t�ese are the complications which affect the greater

e ." � I! e .
,

number of people and result in what a World Health Organ-
ization §c�enti�c group said was" a gt�at amount of human

1';-), ,.�!, r .(1 ..
'

•
l

$nff�ri.ngL'!).�70).l" ','" ; " ;.
.

.
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A. Prof�BSional'Organizatioi1s Speak on Medical Hazards.
, '

'
,.

"t". ,

'Fhe- Executive .Board of the American College of Obstet

rics and Gynecology (ACOG) and a majority of its fellows

approved the following official statement in May, 1968:

"It is. emphasized that the inherent risk of such an

abortion is not fully appreciated both by many in the

'profession and certainly not by the public. . . . The

public should realize that in countries 01' societies that

permit abortion on demand, many, if not the majority,
are performed in physicians' offices. Under these cir
cumstances it is reasonable to conclude that the mor-

, ,tq,li�y' fro,'m th,is operation ma.y exceed the maternal

1f1-ortaJity of .t�e United States .(emphasis ours) and

Caniu,ia 'Y�ile the incidence of serious complications is
substantial." (71)

1 '. !

The minority' report was prepared by Sprague H. Gardi

ner,' M.D:;�Bernard J. Pisani, M.D. and Richard Mattingly,
M:I):; Jhd ';�S is�ued in May, 1969. It stated:

. � , t j
-

"The inherent risks of a therapeutic abortion are seri

oue . and may be life-threatening; this fact should be

'fully'appreciated by both the' medical profession and
;; thelimbli'c\' In nations whore abortion may be obtained

on demand, a considerable morbidity and mortality
have reported." (71)
i

'

"On Ma:rehff26,' 1966, the Council of) .the Royal College of

Obstetrieiansvand Gynaecologists, unanimously approved
the following statement which supports the' ACOG state-

ment: \r�,J t l

r : q Those without specialists" knowledge and these iu
elude members' of the medical profession, are influenced
in adopting what they regard as a humanitarian atti
tude to 'the induction of abortion by a failure to appre

ciate Wh�t is involved, They tend to regard induction

�:t;'<abortion as a trivial operation, free from risk. In
I ract;'ev�Ji to' the

0

expert \vorking in the best conditions,
,I the �e�nHv�l: of an eOarly pregllancy after dilating the



.cel';vix can, be difficult, and is not infrequently accom-
,-',

lpilliea 'b�/ s�rious coinpli�alion�. This is parti'cuiarly
_ tiluet,ln.-the case of the woman: pregnant for the most

tiqle.,' mOl'. wornen .who have a serious medical indica":
t�op �O�'I termination of pregnancy, induction of abor
tion 'is' extremely hazardous and its risks need to be

weighed 'carefully against those involved in leaving the

pregnancy undisturbed. Even for the relatively healthy
. woman, however, the dangers are considerable. U (72)

.'
. � ,,} (.

.

,T:q,t�W, tt�e �oyal College of Obstetricians and Gynae-
cologis�s re-emphasized :

, "The' risks' Of any of the currently available methods
'of t�rminati'lg pregnancy, which in�olve general anaes
th'el?ia" have always been recognized by gynaecologists

. briehave been dismissed by others as non-existent and

imaginary. 'I'he long-term hazards' to physical well

being require follow-up studies, which so far have not

pel(ln,u�dertaken in this.country. Nevertheless, reports
,

from other, countries' where, abortion on' demand has

been the rule for several years show that late physical
',ill�i:iffects'are not uncommon;" (73)

•• ? 'tl . 1"�;' .

, On:.¥ar,c\1 26, 1970, the Medical Society of the State of

New Yorkiesued a set of "abortion guidelines," in which

they -wrote':'

"The.Medical Society of the State of New York would
1 ,like" tb) caution all physicians that an abortion per
I )1 ipr;ll!ed after.the twelfth .week of gostatiou is fraught
• :Wl�h;;t1}eme7ildous danger." (74)

In the .Consultants Report on Abortion from the survey

done, by;· the ,Royal College, of Obstetricians and Gynae
cologists, in .Great Britain, it was said:

"Eight';I�at�l'11al deaths occur��d in relationto 27,331
teripin'atiolls 'of pregnancy during the year 1968-69.

"

'r\1:i"§ giyes a mortality rate of 0.3 per thousand

. f�QffQ{),OOO), ,which is, higher than the maternal mor

;'t��iniL��t�C{�1�c1u?iilg abortion, eriminal or otherwise)
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for all the pregnancies in England and Wales at the

.comparable time! A statement issued by the Secretary
of �tat,� t� Parliament OIl 4 February, 1970. reveals

a similar state of affairs in respect of about 54,000
induced'J'A1Jortions notified from all sources during
1969; among these there were 15 rna ternal deaths."

(75)

B. New York City Abortion Data Unreliable.

On .June 29, 1971, Mr. Gordon Chase, the administrator

of The Health 'Services Administration for the City of

New York (�nd a strong advocate of abortion) announced

that "we have a remarkable record of safety" when New

York's mortality rate is compared to other countries like

Great Britain and Scandinavia (76). He announced this

rate to be15.3'deaths/1OO,OOO abortions (77). This mortality

rate, 'quite honestly, cannot be taken seriously.

It sh'd�ld first be pointed out that 55.5% of all the 150,629
abortions legally performed in New York City between

July 1, 1910 an'd May 31, 1971 were performed on out-of
stale resiaents, a�d another 3.3% were done on residents

of New York State who were not residents of New York

City (78). Thus, 58.8% of the legal abortions were inher

ently difficult 'to follow up. This is reflected in a report
from the New York Hospital-Cornell Medical Center, which

showed 'that 53.5% of their patients were lost to follow

up (79):' Ma�y physicians are currently treating women

who are suffering severe complications from New York

abortions and these cases will never appear in Mr. Chase's

statistics. In fact, hair-raising anecdotes of "fall-out"

from New Y?rk City abortions are related everywhere (80).

Robert E•. Hall, M.D., a leading proponent of legal
abortion, addressing the 27th Midwest Clinical Conference

of the ¢�i�ago' ,Medi<!al Society, said that one abortion

cli�ic in 'New York City has been performing 700 each
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w:eek,:M'ith,no after-care (81). He also said that because the
caseloadt"ls'ifive times greater' than hospitals can' handle,
u�aml'ihtecfclinics have rrtushroomed. Facilities' are being
b�uglit or'1:iuiit� one of them close to Kennedy Airport,
to_' accoplmo�d�te out-of-state women who fly in, have the

abortion, and fly out the same day (82).
Joseph J. Rovinsky, M.D. reported that" it is noteworthy

that thermedical services at all three New York City area

�!Wqr!�",�!tr� since July 1, 1970' experienced a vast increase

in) t9� :'�UI;nbel: 1of women requiring assistance for sequelae
?.f, j�,�t;l9�� �por,tjon or actually aborting at the airport! '.'
(83) Dr:� .Hall concludes that this situation leads to the

_ .... > • 1 J

neglect, of, ,complications when they arise, the rate of
, �.... � .f:>t)_ t .

w�iC}�, h,�,�,J)�en high (84).
The' 5.3 .rate in New York City was arrived at by dis

regarding 7Jabortion deaths in New York City on the un

substantiated theory that these 7 were not, performed !", ••

�._ .••. t.) 1d.,. t'I.� ,
.

. � ." ..

u��«:;;Jfg�h�uspic�s" ,(85). At ,an earlier time Rovinsky
concluded that". ' .. the estimated maternal mortality rate

\1 � (i i �,'1 �I�'I, 1" f •••• •

•

I'

is; a8.}:>er WO,QOO,!" (86) IIe also BaY� that we cannot be

certain �hat .even these figures are complete (87):
.� ,_-4 l:,

, ','There is 'at least one apocryphal story circulating
-about anl.aborfion death in 'a physician 'a-office from

air".f�¢qolisation when an aspiration pump acted as a

f' , ,presl'?ure, rather than a suction device i following which
the wf}!pan's corpse was transported back to her borne

'sti1te�" �iY(l the true' cause of death there was not
"'�'ecoi'ded�"?' (88)

,

. � i �-{ "! i ,

, � \,1.&t, how many women have died .as the result of aNew

York C�tiY' abortion will never be known, However, deaths

resulting from legal abortion in New York City which do

n'ot app�at ip' the Health Services Administration's statis-
",

, 'f ."
Ji,,' � } ,,-' I ,- I ',',

ticsliave beeh reported in Indiana (89), and Boston (91).
, HQ\v �lapy��b�)H;li's' have' follqw'ed, Ii similar; but iinregistered,
clfiJis��i�i:lr1If�r;Jver be,t�iiklm�n. i ,

•
'f.;: )



O. Eastern European Abortion Mortality Rates Oomplex
and Often Incomplete.

The proponents of abortion are, however, quick to point
out the incredibly low abortion mortality rates from coun

tries in Eastel;n Europe. While focusing only on data from

Eastern Europe, they make the claim that "induced abor

tion is potentially X-times as safe as the process of going
through ordinary childbirth". Whether this claim is fabri

cated or based on facts needs further close scrutiny.
In Table On�� a number of countries with vast experience

III performing legal abortions are compared.



TABLE ONE: ·ABORTION MORTALITY va. MATERNAL MORTALITY.

Maternal
Abortion Mortality/

Mortality/ 100,000
Legal 100,000 Live

Country/State Year Abortions Deaths Abortions Births

Denmark (92) 1961-66 27,435 9 30 10-20

England and
Wales (93) 1968-69 27,331 8 30 Abortion mortality �"

higher than maternal
mortality'

Sweden (94) 1960-66
" 30,600 12 39 14.0 (95)

Yugoslavia
(Skopje Univ.)
(96) (106) 1965-68 �8,758 2 10.6 96.5 (97)

Hungary (98) 1964-68 939,800 11 1.2 ·49.7 (99)
Oregon (100) 1970 7,196 1 13.9 8.4
Maryland (101) 1968-70 7,664 3 '40.5 23'.1 (102)
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The. first thing to note' is' that in Denmark, England,
W,al,es; .

Sweden, Oregon and Maryland, the mortality re

sulting from legal abortion exceeds the mortality from

childbirth. Secondly, it seems that only Eastern European
countries have legal abortion mortality rates which are less

than the corresponding maternal mortality rates. To see

this in perspective, one must recognize that Denmark and

Sweden have been legally inducing' abortion 10-15 years

longer than any Eastern European country, and thus have

a much greater experience (103).

Finally, one cannot ignore the extraordinarily large ma

ternal mortality rates which exist in Yugoslavia and Hun

gary-mortality rates which are 2-4 times higher than the

maternal mortality in the United States (104). The ma

ternal mortality rate is an excellent indication of the quality
of medical care given to the whole population of women in

each country. Indeed, in Eastern European countries that

are considered" .. , not as sophisticated, medically devel

oped or experienced " (105), one would expect the high
maternal mortality rate, but hardly the declared expertise
in performing legal abortions.

Indeed, some Eastern European investigators have ad

mitted that complications are almost certainly under

reported because patients treated outside of hospitals are

seldom included in hospital statistics (106). It has been

said, however, that the mortality rat s in Eastern Europe
are so incredibly low largely because 95-100% of their

abortions are done in the first trimester of pregnancy.

It is certainly recognized that abortion in the later stages
of pregnancy will result in a higher abortion mortality
rate (107), and that this may account for some of the

increased abortion mortality in Western and Northern

Europe. However, one cannot make all of these claims

until one examines the data more carefully.
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'I'a})le'{ Two examines the legal abortion' mortality 'rates
of vacious- countries 'in which the deaths' resulted from
.legal abadions performed only in 'the first trimester' of
preginlm'cy. " 1

,I I



TABLE TWO: LBGAL ABOR'l'ION MORTALITY-FIRST TRI1'tUSTD ONLY.*

Maternal
Abortion Mortality/

Abortions Mortality/ 100,000
1st 109,000 Live

Country/State Year Trimester Deaths Abortions Births
Denmark (92) 1961-66 8,684 2 23.0 10-20

tiYugoslavia
(Skopje Univ.)
(96) (106) 1965-68 7,833 2 25i; 96.5 (97)

Hungary (98) 1964-68 939,800 11 1.2 49.7 (99)
Oregon (100) 1970 5,351 1 18;6 8.4

-Breakdown data for England and Wales and Sweden are not available. There were no early abortion
deaths in Maryland 1968-70, but a relatively small number (3,900) were performed early (101).



Here it can again be adequately shown that while most

countries find legal abortion safer in the first trimester, the

mortality from abortion continues t� exceed that of child

birth; Eastern European countries continue to be note

worthy exceptions..The Hungarian data" however, is not

in line with what is, seen in Denmark, Oregon, or even its

Eastern European ally, Yugoslavia.
Finally, let us look at one other method of examining

abortion mortality data-a method which has not been

overlooked by the proponents of abortion (108), 'but, none

theless, a method which is seldom openly discussed. In

Table Three the total number of abortion deaths (from
all causes-spontaneous, criminal and legally induced) are

,

compared 'for Hungary and the United States.



Country ,

Huhgary
. United States

..

Abortion::Deaths
196t_(AlIC!Iouses)

�21 (�8)
160' (109)

Est. 1967 Population
10,255,000

197,576;952

Abortion Deaths

1,000,000 P9pulation
2.06
0.80

TABLE TJIRD:
_ 4BOa'l'lON DEATHS (ALL CAUSES) PER UNI'l' POPULATION.*

•All population figures ':-are from Encyclopedia AmericaIia.



While 1967 has been selected for comparison, there is
little differences in whatever. year one would like 'to
consider. There were 21 abortion deaths in Hungary, and
160 abortion deaths in the United States in 1967. The

figure for the United States is larger, however, one must
remember that the population of the United States is

considerably larger so that in order to compare the risks of
abortion in the two countries, 'one must. compare the abor
tion deaths per unit population (obviously, the United
States with. a larger population would .be expected to have
a larger number of deaths due to any cause, including
abortions). When this comparison is made, one can see

that for any individual woman, the. risk of dying from
abortion (all causes) is 2.6 times as great in Hungary than
it is in the United States.

In summary, the Eastern European' abortion mortality
statistics are noteworthy in the following areas:

A) Their abortion mortality rates are incredibly low
when compared to countries who have a greater
experience.

'

B) The maternal mortality in Eastern Europe is
astoundingly high, and this is an excellent indica
tion of the quality of- medical care delivered to
the total population of women.

C) Hungarian women are 2.6 times' more likely to die
from abortion than' American women.

Some very important obserV'�ti(ms' 'can be made from
this total perspective analysis:

1. Where the maternal mortality rate is so large (in
Hungary) and where the loss from abortion of all
causes is so great' (also Hungary), one would not
expect to see one area of such great perfection as

the figures for their legal abortion mortality would
claim. As a result, one can seriously question if all
the induced abortion deaths are being reported, or



if, perhaps, some of them are hidden in the ma

ternal mortality ana' abottioh (-8:11 causes) mortality
.rates,

, i;_" V l t, � �.'
...

, ,. , �,,·�f,\oR l1h� other, hand, .we assume that, the number
.

.of legal.abortion deaths is correct, then one of the

lfhlluwingimust)be true:
,"', , '

'

Ii.') Hungarian physicians are not' as' capable, at
,

-treating 'spontaneous abortions as physicians' in
'the United States. However, with their claimed
expertise at performing legal abortions, one

would .not expect this to, be true.
b) . The number of criminal abortions in Hungary is

still amazingly high, and this accounts for, the
l�rg.e number of "other" abortion deaths=-all
of this in spite of a phenomenal number of legal
abortions (126 legal abortiona/Jfx) live births in

'1967). (98)
3. 'The'mdividual Hungarian woman is 2.6 times more

liKely 'fo die from' abortion, and 2.0 times' more

likely to
I die from childbirth than the individual

i .woman rin. the United States. This very real dif':
ference in health care to women in these two
countries is an express manifestation of the total
respect, for human life which has been the chal

lenging force through which the medical profession
.in.the United States has built its fantastic progress.

It can readily be seen from this analysis that the inter

pretation. of- abortion mortality rates can be very complex.
Td � make 'exo:rbftant claims regarding the safety 'of legal
ab�rf�46IP'¥t��� these f statistics is simply not justIfied:' ,

The

cl�in1 (;thAt 'abortion is Xvtimes as safe 'as childbirth is a
.

1
. i �

.

l!,' ,.: ,.

faorication .invented to sell abortion. Furthermore, when
I l}f f.

.,. r.' ,{.; (.p;
, ..

I #. � '�.' • •

one focuses only on mortality rates and disregards-all, other
complications which may arise from legal abortion, then

advocacy has replaced medical scholarship.



"In midtrimester 'salting out' cases, however, I am

aware. of .only two such incidents. [Live born fetus]
Bath, occurred between 24-26 weeks' gestation and
otherwise were uncomplicated cases with 56 and 73

-honr :total instillation-abortion time. The infants lived
. O'nZy for a few minutes. Other known cases with fetal

survival' were admittedly early third trimester (26
,weeJrs) cases. .Fifteen consecutive cases monitored for

,fet�'i �le�r,t, rate are illustrated in Fig.�. The majo�ity
of the �efal hearts are undetectable one hour following

i ih'e (deposition of the hypertonic solution in the amniotic
,

s�c�'" ", .

'

• < •

D. Child Mo�ty.
The obstetrician has two patients: mother and child.

It 1st deplorable' to think that discussions of mortality can

so easilyexclud!e the child. The court should recognize that
the mortality to the child is nearly 100%. Only an occas

sional: chUd has the strength to survive. (81) (110). Let

us not forget that abortion kills children of varying ages

and stages in development. The unheard voices of these
little ones are our concern, and we deplore this violent

trend �hich is turning the' healing art of medicine into a

source of efficient swift and sure destruction of human life.

A trend which will yield a "body count" unlike any we have

seen m' our .nation 's history. We deplore the condition of a

society which calls physicians to exercise their art as a

tool, of death for those yet unborn, and which turns our

learned' j,ounu�ls into horrible, examples of humans report
ing the exact and scientific countdown and another human

lieart\from 180 beats per minute to zero and death (110 at

p�'37): \
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E. Other Complications.

"Aborti�n m.ay impair a woman 's h�alth: through. a

variety of complications. These may occur at the time

of or: soon· after the abortion, or be discovered much later,
'

perhaps in con,nection with another pregnan�y or with

efforts to become pregnant again. The complications may

'result in the death of the woman." (111)
.

.

F. Early Phys.ical Complications.

The most common 'early complication of legally induced

abortion �re infection, hemorrhage, perforation of the

uterus and laceration of the cervix. Table Four lists a

representatlve sample of sfudies which have been done

around the world and in the United States, to' define the

inc}deI)ce of ,�arly physical complications.

Olsen, et al, have stated:

.

. "iTt is clearly apparent that all methods involve a risk
"�, of, more or'le�s serious complications, ranging .in the

• present material from 3-10% with the various methods,
the incidence of complications increasing with the

stage of pregnancy". (92)



1. ... ,.._ �._ \

. . .. ...

TABLE POUR: % EARLY PHYSIOAL OOMPLlOATlONS IN
; �.

r,_ ..: lit AIm Ij:ul: '��.'1'B:a ABORTION.
. ,

: c.�'!lPtry/Investigator, -' .:" 1st Trimester
�. Denmark (92)'

"

:'
'

. !
'

."'.'
•.• '." {Olsen, NielE!�n; Ostergaard) � �. . . . . . . . . . 5.4%'. w...." ...·r �; Oalif(,rnia (112)' '�',�:. �_' .

.. � (B�nner, et al.]. .:; �;,� :':: 1l!0%_'C. -
f>

�

�
•• - I.' <'

Ney; :;York Gity, (U3¥ � �.;;.
- :;:; �Jr!.ye-NY _Lrilig-:I!!) ��,.. ·:f '.� '.. .. .. .. 2.5%, ... .. - '1./; 101;

""
� •

., lDhjlhurst, N.. Y.. '(80);' '���.." � ,

.

.... (�8vinski:' City)!ogpital Center) � : 5.0%"...... ....
� �.. ,

• - "-'f' . �K .M,
,

•

I

;;:, : Roah!ster, N. Y. (11�) "7'" �� �
- �,; (9tloa�Stronk Memo'dal;Hosp!) 8.2%
.. ,.' joiaIi� (115).· " .-.' �

-

� �.

� (MJ.daJE..) .�'. " •••• � ••••. '_ "

•••\,
'. . • • • • • ..• 4.4%,

• f' �.... _

t ...

,

Oz�cli(Jslovakia (116);-
- :.

. g":. '.
,.

(·T.r..lt .. k\'"
,- -. '. � .

50«�O 8",e I •••••••••••• -e � •••••• �... • • • • • • • • • • • ... • • • • • • • • ,0�. .....; ".� ..

)<_ • • .'
•

-
-

., ': �wed�� (1l'1� .;,
�

_ �
..q

-.

,-
'. :; ::: (Bengts8oJl) t' !" �; ••.•••••••••••••••••••

� Gr�at-Brltain (118) '_
.. ": "

,

.�
:� -� ::::- f:M'enz�e8)'" •. � .,:' .. <

•• �; ••
'

•••••••••••••� ••••••••••••••••-

JaPa� (ii9);'; :: -. �:-
.

(Wagatsutna) :'. ':-�I'::""' .. "" .

2nd Trimester

'. 2.5 ., 9.1%
\ .

..

i7",O%
,

12.7"%
"

15.6%
,

12.6% ,
,

�.4 -16.1%

30.8%

14.0%
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( ['neve' i�\ evidence to suggest that these complications are

far. more frequent in the young woman pregnant for the

first time, presumably because the mouth of her womb is

much more rigid and thus more difficult to dilate than in a

woman who (has had at least one child (116) (120). Note

that 57,.3% of abortions performed in New York City from

July 1, 1970 to May 31, 1971 were performed on women

pregnant for the first time (121).
Infect,jon may be localized to the lining of the womb, the

Fallopian''tubes, or the structures immediately adjacent to

the 'uterus (endometritis, sal pingitis or parametritis). It

may be more regionally located resulting in pelvic throm

bophlebitis, pelvic cellulitis or pelvic peritonitis. It may be

distant as iilfecti'on: in pneumonia, endocarditis, or septic
emboli to the lungs or brain. Or, the infection may be

generalized as Inseptieemia (122). The infection is usually
the' 'dir'eet 'result of the instrumentation involved in the

liborliveffe'chriiques, and is the usual cause of any subse

quent sterility' because the infection scars the tubes to a

point where they no longer function properly.

'Hemori{ha�e:is not uncommon following induced abortion

even in early pregnancy. The uterus is a highly vascular

org,tl:rl:'�liring pregnancy because of its -natural response to

the 'life' support of 'the child. Hemorrhage usually results
I l "'1' ,I

;. I 1 � �
,

�

when this vascular 'organ is lacerated, perforated, ruptured,
fails to contract after the abortion (uterine atony), or there

is �:taii�fe. �o repl/oye all of the .parts of the c1�ild.and his

placenta- (122).;_ In the first year of the Colorado abortion

law, 8.0% of women undergoing the operation needed a

blood' 'transfusion (the' majority, of these abortions were

done in the first trimester). (123) (For a discussion of the

inhe�enll dangers of blood transfusions-c-allergic reactions,
serum hepatitis, .etc., see Merritt, J. A., et al., MANAGEMENT

OF EM'�R8E.NCihJJ: 'UNTOWARD 'REACTIONS 'TO BLOOD TRANS-
,

.

{:(i l' n:" .

FUSION. N: E. J. Y. 27.{: 1426, 1966.) In a series of too
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early suction abortions performed by Robert E. Hall, M.D.,
at least 5% had "excessive blood loss" (greater than 350

ec), (124) Of course, not all women will require blood

transfusion, ·but Carlton, et al., noted that 30% of his series

were anemic following abortion (hemoglobin less than 9.0

gms.) . and of, those done in the first trimester 9% were

anemic (125).
Perforation of the uterus occurs in about 1.0% of

lega)ly induced abortions, and may occur with the tradi

tional D&G or the newer method of suction curettage (92,
112, 113�. Perforation occurs prjmarily because the surgeon

operates. biV "touch" alone, and not under direct vision.

Seeondlyt the .pregnant uterus is much softer than the non

pregnant uterus, lending itself to easy perforation. If in

the process of perforation the bowel or a blood vessel is

torn, overwhelming infection and/or hemorrhage may occur

neeessitating exploratory abdominal surgery. (It has been

reported that '30-65% with such a perforation will require
this, type of exploratory surgery.) (126, 127).

Early physical complications that 'are very significant
when they occur, but are less frequent, include the follow

Ing.: :;

a) Coma and/or eonvulaions because of the effects on

the central nervous system and/or kidneys of hyper
, tonic salt solution entering the bloodstream directly
or via the peritoneal cavity (128).

b)' Embolisation of air, most commonly, or by particu
late matter (fat, placental products, amniotic fluid)

.

in the heart, pulmonary artery, brain and other

'organs '�128).
c) Anesthetic accidents resulting in cardiac arrest or

r aspiration pneumonia (128).
d);·,Disturba:nces in the coagulability of the mother's

blood (12�, 130, 131, 132).
e), The �portio.n of only one twin while the other sur

'i"
.

, vires and delivers normally several months later
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(125, 133). The psychological effects on the mother

and the surviving twin in such cases has not been
, investigated .

. f) It is new becoming apparent that, contrary to wish-

.
-ful thinking, abortion can be a relatively uncomfort

able procedure. For early abortion many patients'
can be managed adequately with mild sedation and

paraeervical local anesthesia, but for a "consider

able" number this is not sufficient to provide satis

factory analgesia, nor to prevent agitated and

abrupt pelvic movements which can only contribute

to increasing the complication rate (134).

G. The· Late Physical Complications of Legally
Induced Abortion .

.

The late physical complications of legally induced abor-

tion have as yet been incompletely evaluated, and there is

literally nothing from the American Medical literature

which would be of help. Nonetheless, there is a copious
amount of information available from the experience of

othe-r countries, and this is now presenting substantial

evidence to suggest that it is in this category that the most

significant medical and ultimate sociological sequelae exist.

Through increased knowledge and experience, we are

now beginning to see and understand how our careless use

of natural resources and destruction of, or interruption of,
natural life cycles in land, water and air is having a disas

trous impact on environment. Nobody really knows fO.r
certain what results we might see in a few years in women

and those dependent upon them if the natural human life

cycle within them is radically' interferred with. However,
some insight: into the ultimate ecological disaster may be

gathered 'by .a; close look at the late physical and psycho
logical complications.
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, I r 1. Premature Labor and Deliv.ery.
I

•

'.
�

The prematurity rate in Hungary in 1954 (before legal
ized: abortion)" was 7%. However, -in 1968 (14 years
afte'i' legaliZAtion) it had increased to 12% (135). The

incidence of prematurity developing in anyone individual

has' been shown to be well correlated with the number of
,'J, .

abortions a woman has. Hungarian studies revealed that
.. " ,

the Iikelihood of premature labor and delivery following
one rprevious 'abortion increased to 14%;' after two abor

tions, to ·18%; and after three abortions, to 24% (135).
In Czechoslovakia a comparison of women who have never

had a: previous legal abortion with women who had such

a history revealed the prematurity rate in the former group

to be 5%, while in the latter group it had increased to 14;%
, .

n36). '. Similar experience has also been seen in Japan
(l37),

'.

The increase in prematurity is a direct result of
•

� � l. 1 �, • • _ j.
.

t�E,l, }ns}r}lment�:tion required in early abortion; dilating
t�e ce�ix (the mouth of the womb) may leave the cervix
ineompetent to· retain the child for the full nine months

.

� i !! � . : - ! ,

'

(137)..
The silgnijicance of this trend lies in the fact that pre

�fl'ture: birth is the leading cause of if/lant death, and one

of ,the leaditlt!! causes of rnenta,l and motor retardation

(--1,38).; r;rhi� is reflected in the extraordinarily high infant

moI1ality; rate -in Hungary due to birth' injury, post-natal
,-c" ,

�sphyxi� and, atalectasis -( the leading. causes of death, in

t�erpre:m�tur£ infant)-1,278.2 'per 100,000 live births (95),
compared ·to: a .similar death rate in the United States of

549..4 per 100,000 liye births' (95-). Indeed,. there "'has been
a doubling' of the perinatal mortality .rate in Hungary fol

lowing; the introduction. of 'abortion on request' (106') �'.

Thus� Klinger concludes:

"Induced abortion plays an important role in the
development of a subsequent child" and that "the im-
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pact of premature birth on infant mortality and of the
mental and physical' development of the child IS con

'neeted ,wiill tne frequency 'of aliortioils"·'(135).

2., Ectopic Pregnancies.

�\ number '/0£ coiintries have reported a' significant in

'crtas�Jih f,the i:fibidence of 'ectopic pregnancy (pregnancies
w�i�ll'odcur someplace other than in the womb, usually in

the 'Fallopi1an tube). (139, 140)
.

One Japanese study re

vealed 'that' 3�9% of women with previous history of legal
ab'orfibn,ihad' a subsequent ectopic pregnancy (141). This

is eight times the incidence of ectopic pregnancy in the

Uni�d States. (The incidence of ectopic pregnancy in the

United States in 1967 was about 0.5%.) (142) An ectopic
pregnancy is 'not infrequently life-threatening because of

rupture and hemorrhage. This, therefore, subjects an in

dividual woman to 'a very substantial future risk. The risk

of 'dying from' an ectopic pregnancy in the United States is

approximately 300 per 100,000 (142). Again, tubal mal:

function, usually secondary to post-ahortal infection, seems

to be the, prime, cause.

't .
•

, .'
3: ,pomplications, with Subsequent Pregnancies

., (Patho19gic Sequelae).

j�he incidence of spontaneous abortion (miscarriage) .in

��me:p. Jvith a history of legal abortion is: reported to be

39�%. higher than in those without 'such a history (116,
13,7, �,4:3J, and the incidence of fetal death during pregnancy

is 4vice 8.;8 . great, (143). Complicated labors (prolonged
labor, placenta, previa, ,adherent placenta) (196, 116, 136,
��, ,144)., and .exeessive bleeding: at. the time of delivery
.(186)' hav:e also been noted to occur mote' commonly ill
��bsequent 'pregnancies' to women with a previous history
o�Jegal aJ)or,t�on. 'I'hese all result, irr increased obstetrical

�Y!rveAtion.fy '�.
' .,' . ,
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,4; Sterility.
-

Several studies" prove that repeated �bortions can cause
,.l ,

secondary sterility" (98). One report from Poland showed

that 6.9% of women were sterile on a 4-5 year follow-up
,(115) and in Japan 9.7% were subsequently sterile on a

3 year follow-up (141). Other countries have had a similar

experience (116, 145, 146). Sterility results primarily as

an after-effect of post-abortal infections resulting in tubal

obstruction and or malfunction. Eminent British gyne-
.

'

cologist, T. N� A. Jef£ecoate's comment isparticularly per-

tinent here i .

-

"If this .happens when a first pregnancy is interrupted
for a non-recurrent indication, such as rubella or a

fleeting psychological upset, the situation is tragic."
(147)"

5. Tra.nsplacental' Hemorrhage.

It baslong been known that a woman who is Rh negative
is very susceptible to a special kind of problem if her
consort is Rh positive. Any given pregnancy may be a

stimulus for the mother to develop antibodies against the

baby's red blood cells (i.e. she becomes sensitized) so that

in a subsequent pregnancy these antibodies may destroy
the baby's red blood cells resulting in an anemia in the

preborn child' which may be 'life-threatening in utero, or

subject 'him to the threat of mental and motor retardation

after he is born. This sensitization occurs through the

leakage' of the baby's red blood cells into the mother's

circulation (transplacental hemorrhage) usually at the time

of delivery. Therefore, first-born children are rarely
a1l'ected. -However, With all methods of legally induced

abortion, sensitization has been reported to occur in 3-1()%
of Rh-negative women (148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153; 154).
This' can' now' be effectively treated with the recent de

velopment of anti-Rh-negative gammaglobulin. (Rho Gam)



and its routine use· in the abortion of Rh-negative women

has been 'fl!'equently recommended (154, 155). However,
because certain tests on the fetus cannot be performed,
many women will be needlessly exposed to therapy. And,
in spite of. the existence of this effective therapy, there

is good evidence to suggest that it is being grossly
neglected.. In a study conducted by the New York' State

Department of Health on women having abortions in all

of New York State, 4&7% of women known to be Rh-nega
tive we;re left untreated, and thus unprotected from the

possibility 01 ;sensitization and its inherent risks in sub

sequent pregnancies (156).

6.' Other Late Physic�l Oomplications .

.

.

. a. A woman's sexual libido is reported to be decreased
in '14-3'3% of women with a previous legal abortion.
This is' theoretically related to the psychotraumatic
experience', :of the interruption and' the emotional
weakness that follows (115, 157).

b.' Encilometriosis is a common sequel to hysterotomy
(158).

c. Many pregnancies which are subsequent to an abor
tion performed by hysterotomy will need delivery
by Oa�sarian section to eliminate the possibility of

rupture of the hysterotomy scar (133).
d. Gross irregularity in the appearance of the men

strual' period, heavy bleeding with the menses or

complete absence of menstruation has been reported
in 1-12% of patients who have had legal abortions

(115,,143, 159).

B. Psychia.tric Sequela.e.

A World Health Organization scientific group concluded

that "!.rhere is no doubt that the termination of pregnancy

may: precipitatea serious psychoneurotic or even psychot
ic reaction in:; a susceptible individual" (160). Some in-
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vestigators .have indeed noted lasting psychiatric reactions

�161)'t f However, there has. been much variation' in -the

medic8},lit.eFatUl'e regarding the incidence of psychological
sequelae-todndueed abortion.

The 'Swedish experience with therapeutic abortion has
been well documented with several well planned studies.
The"best of'these studies is Dr. Martin Ekblad's. -He

studied �79 \Vomen at the time of the abortion and 'again
2-31 years'later. At follow-up he found 'that 10%' con

tinued to feel the' operation unpleasant; 14% had mild. self

reproaeh j 11 % had' serious self-reproach and self-regret;
and 1% had gross psychiatric breakdowns (162).

Siegfried, in 1951, reported on 61 women followed for 2

years after abortion, and found 13% to have serious self

reproach (163,).' Niswander and Patterson, in 1967, studied
90 won;an abo'ried Ifor psychogenic reasons, and found that

)I} i

21 had an immediate negative effect, and 11 had a negative
long-term effect (at least 8 months). Eleven of 17 aborted

f9r, rubella, had an immediate negative reaction, and I 8 of
those 17 c�ntinued to have a long-term negative reaction

(164). ;

. Rec:eht studies have' shown "that serious mental dis
ord�rB"ari8e more often in women with previous emotional

problems; thus the very women for whom legal abortion is

cont;!id�r�d ;, to \ b� justified on psychiatric grounds are the
, '.1'1.;' ,..

ones �ho have the highest risk of post-abortal psychiatric
disorders '! ,( il65) •

The interpretation of the results' of psychiatric studies
is always made difficult by the lack of uniform standards
for the assessment of psychological impairment and of

sui�'iI'P\e,)c<;>;n�Jol groups (165) ..

' Unfortunately, 'Qve.r. the

la.st; ��'Y-' ye,ars several unscientific papers have appeared
ip,th,e JP.e�Q�Lij.ter,ature, written by.advocates of abortion,
J>lin.cp.f,.��a!!nglthat;psyc�iatric sequelae of, abortion, are a
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myth< (li�6, 167). For. this reason, the court is ,invited to

read Simon' and. Senturia's excellent review and critical

analysis. of the available psychological literature in this

area ,(168), and Heath's excellent review (169).
,

Most 'abortion proponents not involved in public efforts

to promote their cause, admit that elective removal of the

fetus is without psychiatric or medical justification. The

fetus has -not .been shown' to be a direct cause of any

emotional disorder, and present medical capabilities make

pregnancies safe. -Almost always, other means than abor

tion are av.ailable to handle any medical or psychiatric
cQmplic,atio�s"of pregnancy. Indeed, if a woman wants her

child, r�hetQ are, no medical or psychiatric indications that

everrmakean .abortion necessary.

'Sloane has 1candidly clarified the question of "indica

tions" 'for 'aJboption: (170)
I' \

_

'
t f·

,

"The'l'e .are no clear-cut psychiatric indications for

tll'er�pe�ti� ta:1J,hrtion. 'I'he risk of precipitation or ex

acberl>ation of an existing psychosis is: small and un

'predtctaJje, and suicide is rare."

He goes further, relying on experiences in Sweden:

"There is no medical indication for a termination of
a new pregnancy, for they are not ill, or it is, at all

c;lve:qts, .not possible to point to any illness that might
,

coristlhlte.a .serious threat to life or health .and thus
. i:ridicit�" �� ind�ced abortion. '.'

Since Sloanejs a proponent of abortion, his forthright
ness about the lack of genuine indications is laudable.

RecogiIizing'that there is no scientific basis for abortion

on' psychiatric' 'or medical grounds, he, like many others,
wouid justify abortionon the basis of what he calls "a key
issu�" Of "un\villingness" to continue the pregnancy, which
is scientifi�ally neither a diagnosis nor an easily measured

v�riable: I i I •
,
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Bamo (171) has found that the fear of suicide' in

pregnant .women has been greatly exaggerated.. In fact,
his study reveals that the chances of a suicide in pregnancy,
even amongst women who threaten suicide, is subatantially
less than the chances of suicide amongst. women as a whole.

I. Conclusion.

The medical hazards of legally induced abortion are sig
nificant 'lind must be recognized. When one focuses only
on . selected abortion mortality rates from Eastern Europe
to make claims regarding the safety of legally induced

abortion, one is looking for a motive to sell abortion. While

the mortality rates alone do not present a total perspective
analysis, they should not, on the other hand, be isolated

from the 100% mortality, numbering already in the hun

dreds of thousands, of innocent unborn children. Indeed,
one must .reg�gnize that the p'eI'fol'�ance of legally induced

abortion upon 'healthy women is not the practice of medicine
J ( t

'

at all; Jmt .rather another example of the violence of our

times; the use of one more technological skill to destroy
human life ..

IV�

mit uNBoini' OFFSPRING OF HUMAN PARENTS IS A
" PERSON' WITmN THE MEANING 'OF' THE 6TH AND 14TH

AMENDMENTS OF THE tr. S. CONSTITUTION.
.

.

A.
f! The Standard for Decision .

•

'

1,
'., .

This Court has considered the constitutionality. of legal
classifioatioas numerous .times. Under the due process

clause of the 5th An,lendment, and the "equal protection"

cJa,use of .th� 14th Amendment, the strictness of the standard

f9Jl,decision jn,ca�es involving. classifications made by legis
lative bodies varies according to the nature of the right
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placed .in jeopardy; the more fundamental the right in

volved, 'the greater the judicial requirement to "carefully
and meticulously scrutin ize 7H the classification in light of

the following principles.
a. As the righ] in jeopardy becomes more funda-

mental, the more perfect must be the relationship
'between the classification excluding a human group

·from the enjoyment of the right and the purpose

for which �hc classification is made."

b. As the .right involved becomes more fundamental,
the .more "compelling" the state or governmental
.interest .

must he in making a classification exclud
.

ing certain human groups from the enjoyment of

the tiglit.8
l' , r

In .addition, classifications affecting fundamental rights
are said-to be ."especially suspeet

' "
or, to use Mr. Justice

White's': expression, such classifications are "constitution-

11
.

t" 1\
a I y suspee ':

.

" \

t

t ' ,

,1. , R�'y.nolds v. Sims, 377 U. S. 53�. 84 S. Ct. 1362, 12 L. Ed.

2d 506 (1964) at 1303; See also Harper v. Vi1'rJ'inia State Board

of Elections; 383 U. S. 663, 86 S. Ct. 1079 (1966).
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l( The' Court Must Apply This Same Standard to Itself.
; It, �

"

The ·,c.ourt, in interpreting laws, performs a quasi
legislative or a subordinate legislative function." It per
forms this interstitial legislative function by supplementing
the written law by supplying definitions,"

In these cases the Cou rt must construe, interpret and

definevthe expression" person" in the 5th and 14th Amend

ments. In fixing the limits of the 'Word "person" in the
5th and 14:th Amendments, the Court will, in essence, per
form a 'classificatory function; in other words, the Court

must' decide, on the basis of some established criteria

whether, f(h: the cases at bar, the unborn person belongs
to the class of persons encompassed, and therefore pro

tected, by the term "person" as used in the "due process"
clause of l1;he 5th Amendment and "equal protection"
and' ice due process" clauses of the 14th Amendment.

The" due process" clause of the 5th Amendment and the

"equal protection" clause of the 14th Amendment to the

U. S, Constitution require that "Cities, States and the

Federal Government, , , exercise their powers so as not to

discriminate between their inhabitants except upon some

reasonable'differentiation fairly related to the object of the

reguiation ",8 Expressed differently, the Constitution pro
hibits _II invidious discrimination" by the State,

).'he cQnc.f3Pis of "State" and"Federal Government ", as

used above, refer to the different agencies ,through which

6. ,'S'ee Cohen, 1"1. R., "Thc Process of Judicial Legislation ",
in Law and the Social Order (1933) ; also collected in Cohen, Read
ings in -Iurfsprudence and Legal Philosophy i Pound, An Intro

duetion to the Philosophy of Law, Yale University Press, page
53; Grey, The Nature and Sources of' the Law (2 ed. 1921)' pp.
172�17-3; 'Fuller, 'l'he Morality of Law, Yale University Press,
p. 81H. ' .

7. See Collen, S1tP1'(l. •

.... ,!t.,
�.. r Ra,!l"f_OIY E:r;pt'ess Agency v. NBOW York, 336 U. S. 106/ 93 L.

Ed} 533, ,69' S. Ct. 463 (1949), C011. opinion by Mr.•Justice Jackson,
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the "State'or, Federal Government" may act. And this

includes judicial. authorities" as 'well. as legislative and

executive authorities. The Courts have, therefore, a con

abitutienal duty equal to that of Congress and the various

State legislatures to avoid "invidious discriminations" in

the course of making classifications-in the exercise of their

interpretive, and quasi-legislative functions.

C. Application of the Standard for Decision to the Case

at Bar-The Rules of Construction Applied.
,

-

_ By 'attemp-ting to strike down the criminal abortion

statutes of 'I'exas and Georgia, the Court is implicitly de-
I

•

�.
'

,"
,.

.'

ciding whether unborn offspring of human parents are

"person�'" within the meaning of the 5th and 14th Amend

m�nts;'and 'thereby classifying such offspring as to whether

they may be "deprived of life". Since this is the most

fl\'bda'in��tal or' all rights'? the Court is bound by its own

teachings to' apply the most strict of standards.

Likewise because of the fundamental nature of life, the

most compelling of an interests would have to be shown
,

; "
"

, '� ,

oil the part 'of the Court in order to carve out such a elassi-

ficati�n, which would exclude' the lives of unborn humans
from"tlie pr,bt�ction of the law.

- ,p "
,

Appell�nts argue that a "compelling state interest"

must be shown to justify the restrictions imposed by these

,9. See, e:g.;. Virginw. v. Rives, 100 U. S. 313, 25 L. Ed. 667,
where the Court said: "It is doubtless true that a State may

aet:th'rougJi different agencies, either by its legislative, its executive,
or its: judicia] . authorities; ,and prohibitions of the amendments
extend to .all action of the State denying equal protection of the

laWs; whether it be action by one of those agencies or by another",
100 U. S. at 318. (emphasis added) see, more recently, Shelley v.

Kraemer, 334 U. S. 1, 92 L. Ed. 161, 68 S. Ct. 836 (1948), and
Barrows s, Jackson, 346 U. S. 249, 97 L. Ed. 1586, 93 S. Ct.
1031 �1953)".

'

.

16. Jt�l�ig1J, Pitkin-Paui ¥emorial Hospital v. Anderson, 42
N. J. 421,' 201 A. 2d 537 cert. denied 377 U. S. 985, (1964).
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criminal. abortion. statutes on their freedom to have the

unborn killed, or their freedom as physicians. to perform
the abortions. We argue that the "compelling" state in

terestdoctrine instead limits the right of either State or

Federal government to classify the unborn as "non

person" and thereby permit the deprivation of their lives.

Consequently, in interpreting and construing the word

"person" as used in the 5th and 14th Amendments, the

Court must be constantly aware (1) that the right in

jeopardy is the most fundamental of all legal rights, being
necessary and basic to the enjoyment of all other legal
rights; (2) that no compelling governmental interest in

excluding the unborn from constitutional protection under

the 5th and 14th Amendments has ever been sbown, and

that cl�ssifications affecting fundamental human rights are

"especia;lly!' or "constitutionally suspect". Based on these

rules of c<!nstruction, the unborn offspring of human

parents are to be given every benefit of doubt, to be

afforded every advantage.

These. standards for decision considered in light of the

s(Jientijic fact that the unborn offspring of human parents
. 1

'

is an autonomous human being," and in light of the
, .

legal fact that the unborn is a legal person in numerous

other areas of the laws," compel the conclusion that the

w6rq "person" as used in the 5th and 14th Amendments

includes' unb�rn persons.
,

The 5th !Amendment protects' all persons against arbitrary
action by the State. "No person shall be deprived of life,
libertY. or' property without due process of law". If the

",drd '.'p:ersoJ1.." in the 5th Amendment is construed to mean

. n.
.

S�� this Brief, supr«.

12: For a survey of the rights which have been granted the
unborn, by the Courts, see 3 S. L. R. 225, "Abortion, the Law

and Defective Children: A Legal-Medical Study", Suffolk Uni

versity'LawrReview . (Vol. III, Spring 1969, pp� 225-27.6).
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only born "persons", then, all unborn persons who have

vested property rights '(subject to divestiture if they are not

born aH:ve)11.1 would have no protection against an arbitrary
taking-of such property rights by the Federal Government.

'I'hiswouldtleavetan absurd gap in the scope of constitu

tional protection of 'individual rights. The unborn person

would have legal protection against everyone except the

State. ;

If the unbornoffspring of human parents is a "person"
within the meaning of the 5th Amendment for the purpose

of protecting its property interests against arbitrary action

by the, government, it must follow that the life of that

"person" is also protected against arbitrary interference

by the 'State.

>
'

13.' In many states the unborn's intestate rights of succession

to property vest immediately upon the death of the decedent

subject to divestment if the child is not born alive. e.g., See Tomlin

v. Laws, 301 HI. 616, 134 N. E. 24 (1922); Deal v. Septon, 144

N. C� 110, 56 S. E. 691 (1907).
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,
It is ;respectfully submitted that the unborn is a

" person"
within the, meaning ef the 5th and 14th Amendments. Con

sequently, the unborn's life can be taken only with. due

process ,of law, and its life is entitled, like all other persons'
lives, to equal protection under the law.

The voidance of state abortion statutes by court or

legislature is governmental action which deprives the in

nocent, unborn of, the' right to life, and therefore deprives
them of.; eq:ua1 .proteetion and due process. This Court

s�ould, th�'r\efore protect the unborn's constitutional rights
in R)ly;decisiQn.it renders.

Respectfully submitted,

DENNIS J. HORAN,
JEROME A. FRAZEL, JR.,
THOMAS M. CRISHAM,
DOLORES B. HORAN,
JOHN D. GORBY,

One North LaSalle St"
Chicago, Illinois 60602
312-346-5800.

October 15, 1971.
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MILAN· VUITCH,
Appellee.

APPEAL FRO�1 THE UNITED s'.rA'rES DIS'l'RICT COURT FOR THE

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

BRIEF AND APPENDICES OF DR. BART

HEFFERNAN, AMICUS CURIAE IN

SUPPORT OF APPELLANT.

'·iNTEREST OF THE AMICUS CURIAE.

-There is· presently pending in the U. S. District Court

for the No-rthern District of Illinois an action under the

Declaratory' J�dgment Statute (28 USC 2281) seeking to

hav� :�he 'Illinois statute on abortion declared unconsti

tutional.

Dr. Bart Heffernan has been appointed Guardian Ad

Litem for the class of all unborn children in the State of

Illlnois who will be adversely affected by the abolition of the

abortion statute in Illinois. His Petition to Intervene is
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attached as Appendix A; the Order allowing intervention

and appointing Dr. Heffernan Guardian Ad Litem for 'the
class of'-ll all unborn children in the State of illinois is

• t·

attached'- as -

Appendix B.

It is the obligation of the Guardian Ad Litem to take

all necessary action to secure the legal rights and redress

the legal wrongs to his wards. The outcome of the instant

case will profoundly affect his wards. The Federal Rules

of Civil Procedure state: "The Court shall appoint a

Guardian Ad Litem for an infant or incompetent person
not otherwise represented in an action or it shall make such

other order as it deems proper for the protection of the

infant or incompetent person." (F. R. C. P., Rule 17 ( cj ).
Dr. Heffernan has received consent from all of the parties
to file an Amicus Brief.

STATUTE I'NVOLVED.

D. C. Code Ann. § 22-201 :

"W�oever, by means of any instrument, medicine,
drdg!or other means 'whatever, procures or produces,
or attempts to procure or produce an abortion or mis

carriage on any woman, unless the same were done
as necessary for the preservation of the mother's life
or health and under the direction of a competent
licensed practitioner of medicine, shall be imprisoned
in the penitentiary not less than one year or not more

.than ten years; or if the death of the mother results

t4�JlefI:omi the person procuring or producing, or

attempting to procure or produce the abortion or mis

carriage shall be guilty of second degree murder.
(Mar. 3, 1901, 31 Stat. 1322, ch. 854, § 809; June 29,
1953, 67 Stat. 93, ch. 159, § 203.)"
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;SurotARY OF ARGUMENT.

Congress has as much power to prohibit or regulate
abortion in the District of 'Columbia as do the state legis
latures for 'their respective states. By D. C. Code 22-201,
adoptea 'in 1901 and readopted in 1953, Congress pro

hibited all abortions except those "done as necessary

for the preservation of the mother's life or health and

under the direction of a competent licensed practitioner

of medicine." The provision requiring a licensed prac

titioner' was, for the protection of the mother against

incompetent-medical treatment. The provision "necessary

for the preservation of the mother's life or health" was

the balance struck ·by Congress between the interests of the

mother in life 'or health, and that of the child in his con

tinui.ng life.:

By reason of inclusion of "health," the balance struck

by Congress'was more liberal toward the mother than that

by the state legislatures. But Congress, like the legis

latures, 'did prescribe a standard or
. scale ' of measurement

of the relative rights of mother and child: life or health

of-the former against life of the latter. It thereby forbad

indiscriminate or permissive destruction of the unborn,
whicbis authorized under the decision below.

'That decision distorts the law from one forbidding
abortions except as narrowly limited, into one authorizing
all -abortions if they be done by physicians.

'I'heminimal protection of the unborn, provided by Con

gress, is clearly within the competence of government. For

centuries,' the common law of property bas treated the

'unborn- child as an autonomous human being. Within the

last several decades, the burgeoning scientific knowledge
of �the. realities' of fetal life, has worked a dramatic revo

lution inr;tort law: "The unborn child in the path of an
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automobile is as much a person in the street as the mother."
It has even bee;{' held 'that sacred constitutional rights of

parents, e.g. £r,el3 exercise of religion" must give way to the

u:t;lpOrn�liI, need for a blood transfusion. In other contexts,
interests; ,of, the parents must be subordinated when they
conflict .with the unborn '8 interest in his continuing life.

• -

•
1 •

•

Th� .state must, withhold its penal sanction of execution

while 1 a woman carries a child.
" .THis convergent development of property, tort, equity
and 'constitutional principles has been the law's response
to, -the .acieneific realities of life within the womb. As

scientific .eertainty has, increased, the law's protection has

'become, mote, comprehensive, notably in the tort cases.

Until the almost hysterical current clamor for completely
permissive abortion, the law's progress had been constant,
and roughly parallel to the increase in scientific certainty
ot�he nature of the unborn. It would be a strange twist

of;value� .ifrgovernment, which acknowledges all of these

rights in�,t�e unborn, were held wholly helpless to protect
�he,t;Il against direct destruction at the mere will of the

ll1-0th�r. >

, ,The Solicitor General is demonstrating in his Brief that
the concept used below thus to emasculate government
vagueness-cannot stand the test of this Court's teaching.
On this point, we limit ourselves to arguing that the Belous
ease relied on, below is insupportable.

The argument that any restriction on abortion invades
marital p,ri;vacy is fatuous. Of, course a woman has the

right to avoid the burden of pregnancy. But after preg

nancy exists, the evolution of the law regarding women's

rightE!�encounter8 the evolution in scientific knowledge, that
,the 1l.nb.o!rD i.�:a .human person.

"

Human! life is a continuum-all of it, fetal, infant, ado
I leBcen�, m�tu:re 'or aged, .is 'in the process of becoming. The
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biological realities of fetal life, made apparent to all willing
to read, by modern embryology, fetology, genetics and

perinatology, are elucidated in some detail in the final pages

of this Brief. They are summarized by H. M. I. Liley, M.D.

in Modern Motherhood, pp. 26-27 (Rev. Ed. Random House,
1969):

"The head (of the fetus), housing the miraculous

brain, is quite large in proportion to the remainder of
the body, and the limbs are still relatively small.

Within his-watery world, however (where we have been
able to observe him in his natural state through a sort

of closed-circuit x-ray television set), he is quite beau

tiful, perfect in his fashion, active and graceful. He is
neither a quiescent vegetable nor a witless tadpole, as

some have conceived him to be in the past, but rather

a tiny human being, as independent as though he
were lying in a crib with a blanket wrapped around
him instead, of his mother."

. , �
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ARGUMENT.

I.

OONGR�SS INTENDED TO PROTEOT THE UNBORN OHILD
AS WELL AS THE MOTHER .

. A. The Authority of Congress.
Section 8' of Article I of the United States Constitution

giv�� d�hg.ress power: "To exercise exclusive legislation
in �llt ca�<es )irhatsoever, over such District (not exceeding
ten miles square) as may, by cession of particular states,
and 'thenacceptanee of Congress, become the seat of the

Government in the United States ...

"

Dr. Vuitch challenged the exercise of that authority in
the trial court which, in its opinion, referred to Congress'
police power in passing the District of Columbia abortion
statute. It is clear that Congress exercises over the Dis
trict of Columbia at least all the legislative powers which

a state may exercise over its affairs. Berman v. Parker,
348 U. S. 26, 31 (1954). See also District of Columbia v.

John R. Thompson Co., 346 U. S. 100, 108. In Stouien-
, burgh v. Henrick, 129 U. S. 141, 147, 9 S. Ct. 256, 257, 32
L, Ed. 637, it is said at page 638:

"Congress has express power 'to exercise exclusive
legislation in all cases

_
whatsoever' over the District

of Columbia thus possessing the combined powers of
a general and of a state government in all cases where
legislation is possible."
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, " 'I, '
'

B. 'The ExerciSe by Congress of Its Authority Is Liberal to

tHe Mother 'Oompared to That of the Several States .

.
� .'�

.,._ t

When passed in 1901, the District of Columbia statute

on abortion (pow D. C. Code Sec. 22-201) was substantially
similar to most abortion statutes in the several states and

,
,

,

territories, with the exception of the words" ... or health

.. ,." which then appeared only in the D. C. statute. All

of the abortion statutes of the states and territories in

1901 '�b�olutely prohibited or severely restricted abortion.
J

Several absolutely prohibited it. Most prohibited it unless

necessary to preserve (or save) the life of the mother,
although there was occasional variation in the verba)

formula. For example, Maryland proscribed abortion

unless. '�. . . no other method will secure the safety of

the mother ..

" New Jersey prohibited abortions done

"without lawful justification." Pennsylvania proscribed
abortions done with the" unlawful" use of any instrument.

I�, a few states, a necessity to save the child's life was

an additional authorizing exception. See Quay; Justifiable
Abortion, 49 Georgetown Law Journal, 395, 447-520 (1961).

When Congress passed the Law Enforcement Act of

1953 amending Section 22-201 of the D. C. Code to its

present form, it made no substantive change in the pro

hibition of abortions. The law continued' to prohibit them

except ." as necessary for the preservation of the mother's

life or health" and when performed by a competent licensed

practitioner of medicine. In 1953, almost all state statutes

still prohibited abortions unless necessary for the preser

vation ,'(or to save) the life of the mother. Apparently by
this 'time only the District of Columbia' and Alabama stat

utes contained the words "or health" as well as "life"

in' granting the exceptional protection to the mother. See

Quay Justifiable Abortion, supra, at pp. 447, 456.
. /.....

By prohibiting abortions except when necessary to pre-
" J, '1 ..
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serve the life of the mother, Congress did only what almost
all amlrican"legislatures h�d done. True, by adding the

f·e ", .> '

words ii � .. or health ...

" Congress struck a balance, as

between .mother 'and unborn child, more favorable to the
mother than that of the other American legislatures,

'The significant thing is that in 1901 Congress prohibited
all abortions except when performed by physicians and
"when necessary'for the preservation of the mother's life
or health." This protection of the unborn" was reconfirmed
as recently as 1953. The decision below reverses the Con

gressional mandate, and makes permissible all abortions,
without reference to any balance of interest between
mother and child, provided ouly the abortion is performed
by' a physician. Obviously, Congressional intent has not
so reversed itself; and the court's technique chosen to
work the-reversal is that the statutory words are uncon

stitutionally vague. To have stricken as vague only "
...

or health ...

" would have made the District of Columbia
law conform with the American norm, which prohibits
abortions' except when necessary to save the mother's life.
But the Court below reached out to strike down the entire
clause without analysis, invoking only People v. Belous,
71 Cal. 2d 996,458 P. 2d 194,80 Cal. Rptr. 354 (1969), the
foun to, three California decision demonstrably lacking
inhistorioal accuracy. See Comment, To Be or Not To Be:
The ·Constitutional Question of the California Abortion
Law, 118.,U. Pa. L. Rev. 643 (1970)."

• Wnere the statute involved, as in the District of Columbia,
makes no distinction between the quick and the unquickened fetus
it.is cl�ar �hat the life revered under the statute is the fetus
itself. See Means, The Law of New York Conce1'ning Abortion,
14 New York L. Forum 411, 508 (1968). Means says:' "The
Common Law protected the quickened (but not the unquickened)
fetus as a, being with its own right to life, immune to destruction
at maternal' will." Ibid. p. 508 .

•• The rationale of Belous, however imprecise historically, as
a practical matter worked no serious judicial undermining of
legislation because while that case was pending, the California
leghdature amended its abortion statute.
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" We later. .show that the exception "when necessary for

the preservation of' the mother's 'life or health" is the

working norm of the American medical profession, under

stood l and daily applied as a standard medical judgment.
This leaves nothing-other than loose references below to

rights of privacy and Fifth Amendment procedural safe

gu'aids-upon which to predicate the court's reversal of

the legislative protection of the unborn.

O. Oongr�ss �� the Several States Created a Standard of

Due. ,�rocess and Equ8J Protection for the Unborn

Child.

As noted, Congress has forbidden abortions except those

necessary-to preserve the life or health of the mother, when

performed' byIicensed physicians. The requirement of a

licensed physician was to safeguard the mother. Pro

hibition -of. all abortions, except those necessary to safe

guard the life or health of the mother, was the standard to

protect the rights of the unborn." It was the balance

struck in measuring life against life-not a mere additional

protection of the mother. In effect, Congress enacted a

minimal' norm of due process and equal protection for the

unborn by'specifically forbidding killing them unless neces-

··Many courts have held that the purpose of the abortion statutes
are ..for the protection of both mother and child. State v. Howard,
32,vt. 380 (1859); State v. lloover, 252 N. C. 133, 113 S. E. 2d
281 (J960).; "The statute defining abortion is designed to protect
the life of" the mother as well as the child", Anderson v. Common

wealth, 190 Va. 665, 58 S. E. 2d 72. 75 (1950); State v. Siciliano,
21 N. J. S. 249, 121 A. 2d 480, 495 (1956); State v. Murphy,
27 N. J. L. 112, 114 (Sup. Ct. 1858), Mills v. Commonwealth,
13 Pa. St, .630 (1850). Even where the statute, involved says
nothing eoneerning the pregnant woman's participation in the
abortion other than as a seemingly consenting passive participant,
some courts have held her guilty as an accessory to the crime.

S�t!t.fl· v. McJ}oy, 5� OS 157, 39 N. E. 316 (Ohio Supreme Court

�89�);, Colee ',said that the pregnant woman herself. committed a

crime-i'f sIle aborted a quickened fetus. 3 Coke, Institutes 50 (1648).
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sary jor the mother's life or health. The balance struck by
Congress (Wias' liberal for the mother and restrictive for
the unborn, vis-a-vis the usual American legislative stand

ard. 'l'he. decision below destroys all protection of the un

born, .so that even whim can supersede the right to life.

'I'here is 'nothing unusual, arbitrary or vague in Congress
exercising its inherent legislative authority to protect the
civil rights of the unborn. 'I'he progress of our law in

recognition of the fetus as a person has been constant and

rbughly parilliel to the growth of 'knowledge of biol

ogy:
.

�inoryology, fetology, genetics and perinatology.
Judge Gesell's opinion failed to examine the statute from
the point of view of the unborn child. Yet the statute must
be considered from both points of view: Those of the

mother and the child. If Congress had intended to protect
only the .mother, then no balancing of rights between those
of· the .. unborn and the mother would have been necessary.
Congress, from the mother's point of view, would have

liI!litep the statute to the requirement of performance by
a competent medical man. By limiting even competent
medical.men to certain conditions. (the health or life of the

mother) Congress was saying that not all abortions are

legal. even when performed by competent medical men.

Turning to our law's evolving protection of the rights
of the unborn in property, tort, constitutional and equity
cases; it will be noted that long before modern biology's
certitin' demonstration of the human qualities of the fetus,
the E�glish cases resolved scientific, as well as moral and
philosophical, . doubts in favor of the unborn."

,

.\

• For .a 'review of the development of the English and American
criminal law in protection of the unborn, see Louisell and Noonan,
Constitutional Balance, in The jlforality of Abortion (Harvard
Univ. Press, 1970) ; Quay, Justifiable Abortion, 49 Georgetown L.
J. 395, 430 (,1961) ; See also Means, The Law of New York Con
oernpntrA"bortion, 14 New York T.J. Forum 411, 439 n. 64 (1968).

1. : � •
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II.

PROPERTY RIGHTS 01' THE UNBORN PERSON ARE

PROTEOTED BY LAW.

For: centuri�s, the English common law of property has

rec��hI;ed t�e unborn child as an autonomous human

being. It has thus reflected a basic psychological evalua

tion that 'in law, as in ordinary thought, "child" includes

the conceived but as yet unborn. In Doe v. Clarke, 2 H. Bl.

399, )26 Eng. Rep. 617 (1795) the court interpreted the

ordinary meaning of "children" in a will to include a child

in the womb: "An infant en ventre sa mere, who by the

course and order of nature is then living, comes clearly
within the' description of 'children living at the time of his

decease.'" In 1'helluson v. Woodford,4 Ves. 227,31 Eng.
Rep. 117 (1798) Buller, J. rejected the contention that this

was a mere rule of construction invoked for the benefit of

the child: "Why should not children en ventre sa mere

be considered generally as in existence T They are entitled

to all 'the" pnivileges of other persons." (Ibid. at p. 323);
To the argument that such a child was a nonentity he re

plied, at p. 322:
, "Let us see, what this non-entity cando. He may be

vouched in' a recovery, though it is for the purpose of

making him' answer over in value. He may be an ex

ecutor. He may take under the statute of distributions.
He may take by devise. He may be entitled under a

charge for raising portions. He may have an injunc
tion; and he may have a guardian."

When the English property rules were adopted by Ameri

can courts, the same approach was taken. In Hall Y. Han

cock, 1.5 P;ck. 255 (Mass. ] 834) the issue was whether a

bequest to.grandchildren "liying at my deoease "
was valid

apd the cpurt was, asked to say that "in esse" was not the

same as "living" and that for a child to be "living" the



mother must be at least" quick." Chief Justice Shaw held

that a conceived child fell within the meaning of the lan

guage ·an�, quoted with approval Lord Hardwicke in mallis
v. Hodson, 2 Atk. 117: "The principal reason I go upon

is, that a child en 'centre sa-mere is a person in rerum-natura,
so 'th�t, both by the rules of the civil and common law, he

is .to all intents and purposes a child, as much as if born

in the father's lifetime."
, ,

T�e path of Anglo-American common law has been fol-

lowed, by statute. For example, California Probate Code,
Sec. 250 provides that"A posthumous child is considered

as Jiving at the death of the parent." Cal. Probate Code,
I .• t

Seq. f55, amended as recently as 1961, provides that .an

illegitimate child is the heir of his mother, whether the
child is "born or conceived."

'I'he.japproach of the courts is not a Pickwickian one,

making, what is not in nature something in law. It has

not, been a sentimental concession .to the supposed benefit

of seme . forgotten posthumous child. The rule has been

applied even where the application benefited some third

party, Harnett v. Pinkston, 238 Ala. 327, 191 So. 371

(1939) and even where the child himself has been in-.

jured by the rule, In re Sankey's Estate, 199 Cal. 391,
249 P. 517 (1926) (where a child conceived but not born

was held 'bound hy a decree entered against the living
heirs),'

,

.

, These prop�;rty cases established two propositions: First,
th(/�rdinary person when he us'es "children" in a will
means to designate by the term children those who are

conceived but not yet out of the womb. This interpreta
tion has, fo our knowledge, never been criticized as fanciful

orarbitrary or imposed by a court in the service of some

theological scheme; it has been generally accepted as a

faiT'inte,rpretation of the ordinary use of language 'and of
� , �:. ,., ,

-r

12
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the ordinary: person '8 notion of who are" children. " Sec

ond, the chi�d in -the womb has property rights -if there is

a will, �rust or intestate disposition leaving property to a

class of living persons within which he falls.
_., t

From these propositions we argue that Congress may

properly defend those whom ordinary language designates
as '''children'' ana Oongress may properly prevent the

unregulated 'extinction of those who may possess property.
It would indeed be a strange inversion of values if it were

the crime of emb'ezzlement for a parent or guardian to filch

an'unbo� c1liId's,inconie but no crime at ail to destroy the

recipient of that income.

III.

RIGH"l'S OF THE UNBORN PERSON ARE NOW 'PROTEOTED
BY TORT LAW.

.

.
f

In the area of tort law, a dramatic change has occurred

in-the status of the unborn. Well into the twentieth cen

tury most American decisions denied recovery in tort to

the human offspring harmed in the womb. The denial was

based: in part on the danger of fraudulent claims, in part
on the difficulty of proving causation, but principally on the

ground that , '�the defendant was not in existence at the

time of his action," Prosser on Torts (3rd Ed. 1964), Sec.

56. The theorv fol1owed was that succinctly expressed by
JU8tic� HoliQ.e� in Dietrich. v. Northhampiow 138 Mass. 14,
at 'p; 17 '(1884): "The unborn child was a part of the

mother at the time of the injury."
In Scott v, McPheeters, 33 Cal. App. 2d 629, 92 P. 2d 678

(l939) 1 petition for rehearing denied, 93 P. 2d 562 (1939)
the court held that a child might. sue for injury to her

in· delivery before birth. The Court observed:
f' j l'

_ ,"'Fhe respondent nsserts that the. provisions of Sec
,

- ·tion 29 of ·the Civil Code are based on a fiction of law
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to the effect that an unborn child is a human being
, separate and distinct from its mother. We think that
assumption of our statute is not a fiction, but. upon the
contrary that it is an established and recognized fact

by science and by everyone of understanding."
<

The District of Columbia did not lag far behind. Bon-

brest v. KO,te, 65 F. Supp. 138 (D. D. C. 1946). Since 1946,

the California and District of Columbia approach has be
come general:

"
... [A] series of more than thirty cases, many of

them expressly overruling prior holdings, have brought
about the most spectacu1ar abrupt reversal of a well
settled rule in the whole history of the law of torts."
Prosser on Torts, supra, p. 355.

" A,S another; writer puts it:
"

," "Th� battle' in jur-��prudence is almost over. The de

velopment of the infant's right of action has illustrated
the inherent capacity of legal systems to adjust to new

.situatlons."; Gordon, The Unborn Plaintiff, 63 Mich.
L. Bev, at 627 (1965).

, For a "time there was hesitation as to whether recovery

intist be Ire'stricted to a child who was "viable" or, whether

alternatively, that at least the mother be "quick" at the

time of ,the' injury.· But the majority of courts have im

posed' no snch limitation on the'right to recover, Prosser on

• At" the common law the unquiekened fetus was not considered
alive. IIi'" 4 Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws of England
(concerning 1'eprieves) 394-95 (1769) it is said: ... "and if they
bring in their verdict "quick with child" (for barely, "with
child," unless it be alive in the womb, it not sufficient)." In other

words, "with child" was not sufficient to stay execution of a

pregnant felon because the fetus was not considered to be alive;
whereas "quick with child" was sufficient to stay execution since
the fetus was alive and the law would not take the lives of two

people where" only one had committed the crime. Blackstone
also said: "Li'fe is the immediate gift of God, a right inherent

by nature in every individual j and it begins-in contemplation of
law as soon as an,infant is able to stir in the mother's womb."
1 Blackstone 124 ( 1769) .
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Torts; S'ee.'56. ·"Viability" of a fetus' is not a constant

but depends on the .anatomical and functional development
of the particular baby, Morison, Fetal and Neonatal 'Pathol

ogy, p9-11?Q ,(196�). The weight and length of the fetus

are' better guides than age to the state of fetal development
but weight and length vary with the individual, Gruenwald,
Growth of the Human Fetus, 94 American Journal of

Obstetrics and Gynecology, 1112 (1966). Moreover, dif

ferent racial groups have different ages at which their

fetuses are viable, Some evidence, for example, suggests
that Negro fetuses, mature more quickly than white fetuses,
Morison, Fetal and Neonatal Paiholoan, at. 101. Viability
can 'also depend on the environment to which the fetus is

delivered, as has b(l�n demonstrated clinically with animals,
Brinster and Thomson, Development of Eight-Cell Mouse

Embryos in. 'Vitro, 42 Experimental Cell Research' 308

(1966). There'seems no reason to condition the rights of

a fetus on such a shifting and uncertain standard, no reason

to draw a line based on age or' size within the womb. As

Prosser observes at Sec. 56, "Certainly, the infant may be

no less injured, and all logic is in favor of ignoring the

stage at.\�'hieh� it occurs."

C As to actionS' for wrongful death resulting from negligent
injuries to the unborn, the situation on a national basis is

complicated by the varying provisions of the state wrong

ful death statutes. One question has been whether an un

born child is a "person" within the meaning of the con

trolling statute. ,A majority of courts passing on this

question have answered "Yes" even when the child was

stillborn. , S�e 15 A. L. R. 3rd 922 (1967). This includes

the Thi.rd and Fourth Circuits, (fl.lllbor.Q v. Rizzo, 331 F.

2d 557 (3id 1964; Penn. Statute); Todd v. Samdid,qe Con

strU(]tion Co., 34}. F. 2d 75 (1964; South Carolina Statute).
Ohio'R acknowledgement of the humanity of the fetus is

�xplicitJy deduced" from its constitutiori. Williams v. Marion
.t� ..;-\.... 1-1.

' .
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Rapid Transit; 152 Ohio 114, 87 .N. E. 2d 334 (1949) ; BUd..

man'v:'Ashmo,re, 109 O. App, 431, 11 Ohio Ops. 2d 383, 167

N'.Ill}:'2d·i106 '(Ohio App. 1959).
The 'dean of authorities on tort law notes that all writers

on the 'subject have maintained "that the unborn child in

the path of an automobile is as much as person in the

street as tIre mother," Prosser on Torts, Sec. 56. Can such

a child become-less a person when, instead of an automobile,
another agency is directed to his destruction'

,
'

The tort development summarized above is taken as a

prime' .example of the effect of scientific development on

law iri the instructive book of Edwin W. Patterson of

C'o]umb'ia University Law School entitled Law in a Scien

tific Age '(19'63). He concludes at p. 35 "that the meaning
a�p. sc�pe of even such a basic term as 'legal person' can

bd' m'odifledr by reason of changes in scientific facts-the

unborn �hild hasbeen recognized as a legal person, even in

tli� law� of to�ts.;'
. ,'

" . IV .

THE RIGHT OF THE UNBORN PERSON TO LIFE HAS BEEN

PROTEOTED AND PREFERRED BY LAW OVER OERTAIN

OONSTITUmIONAL RIGHTS OF THE PARENTS AND OVER

INT.ER�Sil'S OF �E STA';l'E .

. Despite the precedents of property and tort law recog

nizing the rights of the unborn, it might be argued that the

law does not accord this recognition where the interests

of the unborn clash with those of his parents. Such modern

law, however, as has developed in this unusual area is to

the contrary. Whe're the life of the unborn child is in

balance with some lesser interest of the parent, the child

has been, preferred.
One .type of case has arisen through the advances of

medicine in the science of fetology. Techniques have been

d�veloped since 1963 to make lifesaving transfusions of
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blood to fetuses who have developed acute anemia in the

womb because of-the incompatibility of the fetus' blood with

the mather's' blood. Liley, Modern Motherhood, Random

House; p. 48 (1969).
, A' conflict of interest between fetus

.

and parent has

occurred' where the parent by religious conviction has

believed it sinful to permit a blood transfusion. In Raleigh
FitkinrPaUl Memorial Hospital v. Anderson, 42 N. J. 421,
-201 'A: 2� 537 '(1964) cert. denied 377 U. S. 985, 12 L. ed.

·2d: 1032, 84 � S.. Ct. 1894 (1964), the mother refused for

religious reasons to have blood transfusions which had

been1,cll,ia'glnosed as medically necessary to save her unborn

child's life; At page 538 the New Jersey Supreme Court

said:

"We.'are satisfied that the unborn child is entitled to

the 'law's protection and that an appropriate order

should be- made to ensure blood transfusions to the

mother' in the event that they are necessary in the

opinionof. the physician in charge at the time."

The�life of the unborn cliild was treated as a value out

weighing • even the sacred constitutional right to freely
exercise onejs religion. See also Hoener v. Bertinaio, 67

N. J. -Super., 517, 171 A. 2d 140 (1961).
'Elsewhere the choice between the interests of the unborn

and the civil rights of the parent have been presented in a

different' context. For example, in Kyne v. Kyne, 38 C. A.

2<1, 122, 100 'Po 2d 806 (1st District 1940), the issue was

whether a father might be compelled to support a fetus

conceived by him. A suit seeking support was begun by
the fetus' guardian ad litem when the fetus was less than

six months old. The court applied California Civil Code,
Section 196a providing that ," The father as well as the

mo�hef �of;( an illegitimate child must give him support and

education suitable to his circumstances." The court held
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that Section 29 of the Civil Code "must be read together
with SectioD.!196a so .as to confer the right of an unborn
child through a guardian adIitem to compel the right to

support conferred by the code, " The state has a compelling
interest in the welfare of its children whether born or

unborn which. supersedes even constitutional rights of the

parents. Prince v. MassacWusetts, 321 U. S. 158, 166, 64

S. Ct. 438, 88 L. ed. 645 (1944); State v. Perricone, 37 N. J.

463, 181 A. 2d 751 (1962) cert, denied 371 U. S. 890, 83

Sup; Ct.l89, 9 L. ed. 124 (1962); People ex rel. Wallace v.

Labrenee, 411 Ill. 618, 104 N. E. 2d 769 (1952).
.Historieally, the law has recognized the inviolability of

the unborn child by providing for suspension of execution

of pregnant women under death sentence, at least when

"quick."" 1 Vf. Blackstone, Commentaries 456 (W. JO'nes
ed. at 561,.,1916); 2.M. Hale, Pleas 01 the Crown 413-14

(1st,Am. ed. at 412-13, 1847). This solicitude continues in

modern statutes without regard to' the state of pregnancy,

e.q, California Penal 'Code, Secs. 3705-06 (West 1954).
It would be strange if an unborn child had rights to

support from his parents, rights enforceable by a guardian
and sanctioned by the criminal law of neglect, rights even

paramount to' constitutional rights of his parents, and yet
have no right to be protected from an abortion. It would

be incongruous that an unborn child should be protected
by the state from wilful harm by a parent when the injury
was inflicted indirectly but not when it was inflicted directly.

In these' several ways, then, the law has found a recog
nizable locus of human rights in the unborn child from

conception. It would be hard to' pretend that this eon

vergent development of property, tort, welfare and consti

tutionallaw was at the dictate of a hidden and impermis
sible; theological impulse. The legislatures, the judges, the

commentators have responded to what they found in reality
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in the life within the womb. Such sturdy guardians of

secular good sense as Justice Buller and Chief Justice Shaw

did not inv�nt some imaginary being when they said that

the unborn child could have rights of inheritence. Such a

perspicacious moulder of the best modern trends in tort as

D�_an Prosser did not indulge in metaphysical fancy when

he
1
found a,n commentators treating a fetus in the womb

on a par with the mother in the path of an automobile.
, J

That the American approach is not some national aber

ration is testified to by the action taken by the United

Nations, 1u)959 the United Nations adopted a "Declara

tion of the Rights of the Child" which supplemented the

United N�tion�',statement entitled the "Universal Decla

ration of Human Rights." One reason for this supple

mentary: declaration was stated in its Preamble as being
because "the child, by reason of his physical and mental

immaturity, needs special safeguards and care, including

appropriate legal protection, before as well as after

bii�h,"_ (tene�al Assembly of the United Nations, "Decla

r'ation �� '.th� Rights of the Child," adopted unanimously
in'tlie pleiuiry meeting on November 20, 1959 (Official

'f' -

Records of the General Assembly, 14th Session, pp. 19-20).
Thus- the representatives of most of the nations of the world

recognized that - the unborn deserved recognition as ehil

dren and were entitled to legal protection.
If the unborn child can inherit by will and by intestacy,

qeJhe be!leficiary of a trust, be tortiously injured, be repre-
. \ ( • ,. \ .l.

"

-

,

sented by a guardian seeking present support from the

parent, be preferred to the religious liberties of the parent,
- .

be protected by the criminal statutes on parental neglect,
a, f9r�iori Opngrer;;s. may guard that unborn child from

irifentlolllil extinction.
� J I" - " .) �'.! �� )
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v .

. ,'�' , ,

BBOaOBIZED RIGHTS OF MARITAL PRIV.A:OY ARE 'NOT
< INOONSISTENT WITH THE OONGRESSIONAL PROTZa

TION OF�:aIGHTS OF THE UNBORN.
,

There. fs' an interest of husband and wife to preserve

their'coIijugal relations from state interference, Griswold
v. Cotmecticut, 381 U. S. 479, 85 Sup. Ct. 1678, 14 L. Ed.
2d 510 (t965)., D. C. Code Section 22-201 does not affect
the s'exuwl relations of husband and wife. Pregnancy does
not interfere with these relations except under some cir
cumstanees at limited times; indeed some women are more

desirous of intercourse in pregnancy, Guttmacher, Preq
nomcy and Birth, p. 86 (paperback ed. 1960). Control
of abortion does not entail state interference with the right
ofmarital intercourse. Nor does enforcement of the statute

require' invasion of the conjugal bedroom.

,A�s�ming arguendo, that there are other marital rights
whIch the state must respect, may it then be urged that
one of t1rese rights is the freedom of a married couple, "

not. to have, raise and educate a child they do not want'

Certainly from the viewpoint of both the parents and the
child it' is important that the child be wanted. But the

parents" attitude toward their offspring cannot be made
the single criterion of that offspring's right to continue
in existence. :

,In'this Iii-en there has been a. gradual evolution of civil

ized'tliollght. In the Roman Republic the father by virtue
of tne 'patria poiestas had the literal power of life or death
over his' children, Biondi, La Patria Potestas, II Diritto
Romano Christiano (1954), Vol. 3, p.13. "Within the family
the paterfamilias enjoyed a lifetime despotism," Budkland
and McNair, Roman Law and Common Law, p. 35 (1936).
III the Roman Empire this freedom to deal with one's ehil-
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dren aa-one 'pleased was limited by the state. Infanticide,
however, was still widely practiced and abortion with the

consent lof· the {father was legal, Noonan.. Contraception,
Belknap Press of Harvard U. Press, Cambridge, p. 113

(1965). The basic concept of the law was that a fetus

was "a part of the woman," Justinian, Diaest" 25.4.1.1.

No protection was accorded to this being within the

womb, and ,the law only guarded the father's right to

determine, this being's destiny.
It was only as the boundaries of the modern Western

European nations began to be formed that laws were

adopted protecting the fetus. In England, only the "ani

mated 'oX; formed" fetus was protected, Bracton, De legibus
et consuetudinibus AngUae 3.2.4, commentators have con

st:r�ed this to mean quickened. 3 Coke Institutes 50 (1648).
It was not until 1803 that English criminal law, following
the judicial lead given in the property cases, safeguarded
the fetus at all stages of existence by a criminal sanction,
43 Geo. in c. 58. In the nineteenth century the American

states followed the English precedent, Bishop, Commen

taries on·.the LO/W of Statutory Crimes, Sec. 746 (2d Ed.

1883). See also Means, The Law of New York Concerning
Abortion, 14 New York L. Forum 411, 419-422 (1968).-
� ,. ;

- Coke said that the pregnant woman herself was guilty of a

crime if she aborted a quickened fetus. 3 Coke, Institutes 50

(1648). There is much confusion as to whether or not the crime

was murder. Coke says it was murder if the child be born alive,
and then died. However, if the quickened fetus was stillborn then
Coke called it a great misprison. Some commentators translate
this as a misdemeanor, but penalties were severe even for a great
misprison, e.q. loss of a hand and confusion as to the meaning of
a great misprison at Coke's time exists. See Holdsworth, History
of EngliSh Law, 389 n. 1 (3d ed. 1923). On the other hand,
Hawkins said that abortion in ancient times of a quickened fetus
was murder without regard to the distinction made by Coke as to

whether or not the fetus must be born alive before it dies. Hawkins,
Pleas of the Crown, Vol. 1 p. 121 (1788). Hawkins, among

others, cited Bracton.· The California supreme court recently
dealt with this problem (Keeler v. Swperior Court of Amador
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Thus,over a-period of about 2500 years there has been

built up -a:� €Iefense by the state in' behalf of children,
born and. unborn, against the aggressive and the pro

prietary instincts of their progenitors, The problem of

the "battered child"· today is evidence, if evidence is

needed, that the state must still by law restrain the free

dom of ·conduct of parents toward their children, see

C01f,nty,
.

Doc, 785:J dec. 6-12-70) and decided that the Cali
fornia legislature meant in 1850 that the fetus must be born

alive, liv,e for.a short time, and then die before the act which was

the 'cause could be termed murder.
Braeton in the thirteenth century said that abortion of a formed

or animated fetus WQS homicide. Braeton, The l.asu« and Customs
of Englanq, III, ii, 4, Woodbine ed. 1968 p. :-141. Plunkett in
Concise' History of the Common Law at pp. 444-446 says that in
13racton's time if the defenses of misadventure and self-defense
were not present, then there was but one ease and that was homi
cide (which explains why Bracton called abortion of an animated
fetus homicide), The distinction of degrees of homicide, such as

murder and manslaughter, did not occur until well into the fif
teenth centry .

. Lord Ellenborougb 's Act, the first English statute on abortion,
cured the/confusion by making' abortion l)('I'OI'c quickening a felony
also but with less penalty. For abortion after quickening the
penalty was death; before quickening the penalty was transporta
tion up to fourteen years, whipping, the pillory, imprisonment,
etc. 43 Geo, 3, 058 (1803). However, abortion Jaws are as old as

written legal history. See Quay, Justifiable Abortion 49 George
town IJaw Review In (1961) 395, :199-406. One must not forget
that by 180a whatever eo-extensive jurisdiction the ecclesiastical
courts of England once held in this area had vanished, but none

theless nra�ion's distinctions between nnimutod RIl(} non-animated,
which .followed Aristotle, have continued to plague om courts
IIIJder the guise of quickened or non-quickened, and more fre
quently tod�y viable or un viable.

Bueh distinctions built on the uncertain meaning of a single
peragraph ,

of a thirteenth eentry Englishman writing in Latin
(Braeton), and misunderstood by a seventeen tit ecn til r.r eommeu
tutor (Coke), cannot do justice to 500 yI'Hl'S or earlv English
common law history on this subject. Braetou, Coke, Hawkins,
Blackstone, et al., based their legal eoncl usious Oil the seienen of
Aristotle, w)lo went medically unchallenged rogardiug animation
until the fiixteenth century. This COUl't should rely on the science
of tod�y (see Section VII of this brief) rather than the science of

the .�o�rt�··Century B, C,
-

-
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K,empe et al., The Battered-Child Syndrome, 181 American

Medical Associa'tion Journal 17 (1962).
'Prior to the seventeenth century the prevailing doctrine

had been that of Aristotle that 40 days after conception
the fetus underwent a transformation which put him in the

human class. This notion was successfully attacked in 1621.

as medical nonsense by Paolo Zacchia in his Quaestiones
Medico-Begales' 9.1. Thereafter the medical profession
graduall'y accepted' the view that there was no' valid line

to be drawn within the womb, and the law slowly followed

the medical lead.

Today there can scarcely be a return to the Roman

law theory that a parent has absolute dominion over his

offspring orva return to the ancient notion that a fetus is

"part" of his mother. As we show in Point VII, infra, the

autonomy of the unborn child is established clearly by
modern fetology. In the light of this evolution of legal
thought and medical knowledge, it would indeed be to turn

b,a�k the clock to hold that fetal life might he terminated

whenever unwanted by the parents.
"� !

'

A [ortiori the same considerations apply to the argument
that a woman has a right to destroy any fetus of her own

that she, in the most literal sense, finds "unbearable."

This contention of a right to an abortion vested in a

wom,a:n has, of course, no constitutional precedent, and it

blandly _ignores the joint responsibility and interest of

a male partnerin any conception. Yet this contention may

be' the 'emotional heart of the almost hysterical attack

upon the' abortion statutes.
,

The claim of freedom over one's body is, of conrse, a

self-evident right, if it means that a woman should be

free to r�fuse sexual intercourse or free to practice contra

ception." A,woman is not under the necessity of subjecting
f

• r . ',' "I
�

lier body, to the hurden of pregnancy if she chooses either
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of these 'alternatives. .But the further claim that a woman

is free �6 destroyrthe being 'whom she has conceived by
voluntarily having sexual intercourse makes sense only
if that being can be regarded as part of herself, a part
which she may discard for her own good. But at this

point, the ,,�vo!'ution of women's rights encoUtnter,s the

evolution, favoring the recognition of the fetus as a living
person within the womb, an evolution supported by the

data of. science and the precedents of property, torts, con

stitubional and welfare law.

VI.

THE DISTRIOT OF OOLUMBIA ABORTION STATUTE IS
, NOT UNOONSTITUTIONALLY VAGUE.

The opinion below strikes down as unconstitutionally
vague D. C. Code 22-201 's clause "

... necessary for the

preservation' of the mother's life or .health ...

" although
that has' been in the law since 1901, and was re-adopted
in' 1953. Reliance below on People v. Belous, 71 Cal. 2d 996,
458 P. 2d 194, 80 Cal. Rep. 354 (1969) rests on a weak reed

indeed.
'

The Beloue majority, in fact, found the new California

standard (" substantial risk that continuance of the preg

nancy would gravely impair the physical or mental health

of the mother." Cal. Health and Welfare Code 25951(c) (1»
to be a m�dical standard ". . . and the assessment does

not' involve considerations, beyond medical competence"
(458 P. 2d at 205). The substantial similarity between the

new California standard and the D. C. standard attacked

below indicates that reliance on Belous was misplaced.
, '

The statutory language must be so vague that it fails

to give wa:r�ing to the particular defendants charged with

crime 'under the law. "Vagueness" is essentially objec-
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tionable because it is unfair. If a given defendant knows

perfectly well that what he is doing under the sta.tute is a

crime, he .may be convicted under it, even though some

hypothetical case could be imagined where someone could

genuinely be in doubt about the legality of his conduct.

State of Missouri v. Mucie, Mo , 448 S. W. 2d

879, 886 '(1970) -, This reasoning has recently been applied
in upholding an abortion statute where it wa.s contended

that 'the statutory exception of "lawful justification" was

vague. State v. Moretti, 52 N. J. 182, 244 A. 2d 499 (1968)
ceri. denied 393, U. S. 952 (1968). In general, it may be said

that 'the persons customarily charged with the crime of

abortion-c-persons operating secretly in out-of-the-way,
non-hospital locales-arc ful1y aware that their behavior

is condemned by the usual statute. No reputable physician
seems to have been prosecuted for performing an abortion

in a reputable hospital. Lucas, Federal Constitutional Lim

ita,tions"on the Enforcement and Administration of State

Abortion Statutes, infra, f.n. p. 749. To the same effect is the

case of Kudish. v. Board of Registration in Medicine, .

Mass , 248 N. E. 2d 264 (1969) where the Supreme
Court of Massachusetts held .that the word "unlawfully"
in the abortion statute was not vague in light of prior deci

sions by that Court. Both the Moretti and Kudish. cases

were decided about the same time as Belous, hut neither

r.eceived the wide publicity of that case. It is difficult to

believe that what is comprehensible to ordinary men in

Massacl.lUse,tts and New Jersey is not comprehensible to

ordinary �en in California or the District of Columbia.
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VII.

THE U'NBORN 'OFFSPRING OF HUMAN PARENTS IS AN

AUTONOMOUS HUMAN BEING.

Stripp�d' ,to their essentials, attacks such as that below

are, premised dn the unarticulated assumption that the un

born are ��ly," tissue of the mother" and hence disposable
at her will." ,The historic need of balancing right against
right is thus banished from contemplation. Rare indeed

are those 9�nd\d enough to argue that in this modern era,

society must have power to direct life-death decisions.

Such candor would expose too bluntly the threatening
"

B;(,:v.e fNew, TVorld.' Instead, the argument is couched in

s'uch euphenlistic verbiage as "terminating pregnancy" or

similar
-

sophistry.
t- '� •

'I�\lt \angua�e" however clever, cannot forever conceal

meaning. Human life is a, continuum," and if those at one

end can be exterminated, why not those at the -other t All

human life, whether fetal, infant, adolescent, mature or

• See Lucas, Roy, Federal Constitutional Limitations on the

Enfor.cement and Admin?:Stra,tion of State Abortion Statutes,
North'Carolina L. �v. 46: 730 (1967-68), an article marred by
an opening-sentence which ind ieates the distortion of fact (Lucas
says, 10,000 American women a year die from criminal abortions)
with which. the abortion controversy is being waged in the United
States. Even those'who opt for com pletely perm issive abortion
have agreed (at the Harvard Divinity School International Con
ference on Abortion) that the maximum number of deaths by
illegal abortion in the United States is 250 to 500 PCI' year

(,250 to '5061 per' year too many we may add, but. onc should at.

least base conclusions upon correct data). See' The Terrible
Choice: The Abortion. Dilemma, Bantam Books, at p. 43 (196R) .

.. "The program of the [Institute of Child Health and Human
Development] will give major attention to the study of the con

tinuing process of growth and development that characterize all

biological life-from reproduction to prenatal development
through infancy and childhood and on into the stages of matura

tion and aging." Senate Report No. 2174, Institute of Child

Health and Human Development (Sept. 27, 1962), Committee on

Labor and Public Welfare.



aged, is in ithe 'process of becoming. It is our task in the

next subsections to show how clearly and, conclusively mod

ern 'sciehc�mbryology, fetology, genetics" perinatology,
all of biology-establishes the essential humanity of the un

born child. We submit that the data not only shows the

constitutionality of the Congressional effort to save the un

born from indiscriminate extermination, but in fact sug

gests a duty to do so. We submit also that no physician who

understands this will argue that the law is vague for he

will understand that. the law calls upon him to exercise his

art for the benefit of his two patients: mother and child.

As Dr. Liley has said:

"Another medical fallacy that modern obstetrics dis
cards is the idea that the pregnant woman can be
treated as a patient alone. No problem in fetal health
or disease can any longer be considered in isolation.
At the very least two people are involved, the mother

and her child." Liley, H. M. I, Modern Motherhood,
Random House, Rev. Ed. (1969), p. 207.

A.. '!'he Unborn Person Is Also, a. Pa.tient.*

From. conception the child is a complex dynamic rapidly
growing organism. By the end of the first month, the
child completes the period of relatively greatest size in

crease and' the greatest physical change of a lifetime. The

month old child is 10,000 times larger than the fertilized

egg and 'will increase its weight six billion times by birth

(1)('4). »(See ;·Fig. 1,)
By th'e end of the seventh week, we see a well propor

tioned small's�ale\ baby. In its seventh week, it bears the
familiar 'external features and all the internal organs of
the adult, even though it is less than an inch long and

• In thi� section and the section which follows citations are

according to 'medical journal practices. The number; in parenthesis
refer tothe correspclndin'gly numbered work in the Bibliography.
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weighs only l/30th· of an ounce. The body has become

nicely rounded; padded with muscles and covered by a thin

skin, ,The arms are only as long as printed exclamation

marks, and have hands with fingers and thumbs. The

slower growing; legs have recognizable knees, ankles and

toes (2) (4).. (See Figs. 2 and 3.)
The new body not only exists, it also functions. The

brain in configuration is already like the adult brain and
sends' out impulses that coordinates the function of the

other organs. The brain waves have been noted at 43 days
(3). The heart beats sturdily. The stomach produces di

gestive juices. The liver manufactures blood cells and the

kidney begins to function by extracting uric acid from the

child's blood �4)(40). The muscles of the arms and body
can' already 'be 'set in motion (5).

Fr�iri this point until adulthood, when full growth is

achieved somewhere between 25 and 27 years, the changes
in the body will be mainly in dimension and in gradual re

finement of the working parts (1)(37).
The development of the child, while very rapid, is also

very specific. .The genetic pattern set down in the first day
of life ,i,nsiru�ts, the development of a. specific anatomy. The

ears are �or��d by seven weeks and are specific, and may

J;"e�emble;� �aII;lily pattern (6). The lines in the hands start

to �e engraved by eight weeks and remain a distinctive

feature o( the individual (36)(40). (See Fig. 3.)
. �

� ,

The primitive skeletal system has completely developed
by the end ,pf six weeks (1) (2). This marks the end of the
child's �mbrYQnic (from Greek, to swell or teem within) pe
riod. From.tpis point, the child will be called a fetus (Latin,
young one,,�r' offspring) (2). (See Fig. 4.)

In the third month, the child becomes very active. By
the end of the month he can kick his legs, turn his feet,
curl a�d fJin hi� toes, make a fist, �ove his thumb, bend his
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wrist, .turn his head, squint, frown, open his mouth, press

his lips tightly together (5). He can swallow and drinks
the amniotic fluid that-surrounds him. Thumb sucking is

first noted at this, age. The first respiratory motions move

fluid in and. out of his lungs with inhaling and exhaling
respiratory movements (4)(5). (See Fig. 8.)

The movement of the child has been recorded at this

early stage by placing delicate shock recording devices on

the mother's abdomen and direct observations have been

made ilby the famous embryologist, Davenport Hooker,
M.D.. Over the last thirty years, Dr. Hooker has recorded

the, movement of the child on film, some as early as six

weeks of age. His films show that pre-natal behavior de

velops in an orderly progression (5)(7)(8).
The pte-requisites for motion are muscles and nerves.

In the sixth to seventh weeks, nerves and muscles work to

gether for the first time (1). If the area of the lips, the

first to become sensitive to touch, is gently stroked, the

child- responds by 'bending the upper body to one side and

making a quick backward motion with his arms. This is

called a total pattern response because it involves most of

the body, rather than a local part. Localized and more

appropriate reactions such as swallowing follow in the

third month. By the beginning of the ninth week, the baby
moves spontaneously without being touched. Sometimes
his whole body swings back and forth for a few moments .

..

By eight and a half weeks the eyelids and the palms of
the hands' become sensitive to touch. If the eyelid is

stroked, the child squints. On stroking the palm, the

fingers close into a small fist. (7) (5). (4) (55).
-In the ninth and tenth weeks, the child's activity leaps

ahead, ! Now if ,the forehead is touched, he may turn his
head away and pucker up his brow and frown. He now has
�t1Ir'u�e bi"llis arms and can bend the 'elbow and wrist in-
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dependently, In Ithe same week, the entire body becomes

sensitive ,to teuch. (7) (5) (See Fig. 4.)
The twelfth weeks brings a whole new range of re

sponses. The baby can now move his thumb in opposition
to -his fingers. 'He now swallows regularly. He can pull
up his upper .lip , the initial step in the development of the

sucking reflex. (33) By the end of the twelfth week, the

quality of muscular response is altered. It is no longer
marionette-like. or mechanical-the movements are now

graceful and fluid, as they are in the new born. The child

is active. and the reflexes are becoming more vigorous. All
this is before the mother feels any movement. (33) (55)
(See Fig.. Q.)

The phenomenon of "quickening" reflects maternal sen

sitivity and not fetal competence." Dr. Hooker states that

fetal activity occurs at a very early age normally in utero

and some women may feel it as early as thirteen weeks.
. ,.

Qthers feel very little as late as twenty weeks and some
, l t 1.� � J •

are always anxious because they do not perceive movement.
.

� 'f' ,...
.

(7)

• If the court is interested in the actual medical history, of
nineteenth

.

century legislative opposition to abortion, it may
consult the American Medical Association, 1846-1951 Digest of
Official 4ctions (edited F. J. L. Blasingame 1959), p. 66, where
a list of the repeated American Medical Association attacks on

aborti6n ar'e� compiled. It will be seen that the great medical
battle' of the' nineteenth century-was to persuade legislatures to

eliminate, the requirement of quickening and to condemn abortion
from conception, see Isaac M. Quimby Introduction to Medical

Jurisprudence, Journal of American Medical Association, August
6, 1887" Vol. 9, p. 164 and H. C. Markham Foeticide and Its

Previmtion,
.

ibid. Dec. 8, 1888, Vol. 11, p. 805. It will be seen

that' the' Association unanimously condemned abortion as the
destruction . of "h� life", American Medical Association,
Min1+tes' ot the' Annual Meeting 1859, The American Medical
Gazette t859;'¥Or? to, 'p, 409.
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Dr. Lilley states» .

"Histori�al1y 'quickening' was supposed to delineate

the timelwhen�the fetus became an independent human

being possessed of a soul. Now, however, we know

that. while. he may have been too small to, make his

motions felt, the unborn baby is active and independent
long before his mother feels him. Quickening is a ma

ternal sensitivity and depends on themcther 's own fat,
the position of the placenta and the size and strength
of ' the unbom child." (33 at pp. 37,38)

Every child shows a distinct individuality in his behavior

1))/ the end of the third month. This 'is because the actual

structure of' the muscles varies from baby to baby. The

alignment'of the muscles of the face, for example, follow

an-inherited 'pattern. The facial expressions of the baby in

his third month ate' already similar to the facial expres

sions of his parents. (4) (3) (40) (See Fig. 5)
'Dr. tArnol'd Gesellstates that: "By the erid of the first

trimester cf2th we�k) the fetus is a sentient moving being.
We' need ndt pause to speculate as to the nature of his

p'Bychic att.ribute� but we may assert that the organization
of "his psycho-somatic self is now' well under way." (40
at p. 65.)

Further refinements are noted in the third month. The

fingernails appear.' The ohilds face becomes much prettier.
Hi's'· ey�'s; previously far apart, now move closer together.
The eyelids close over the eyes. Sexual differentiation is

apparent in both' internal and external sex organs, and

primitive eggs and sperm are formed. The vocal cords are

completed. In the absence of air they cannot produce
sound); tne'cHild cannot cry aloud until birth, although he is

capable 'of crying long before. (1) (4) (2) (33).
Dr. Liley relates. ihe experience of a doctor who injected

an air bubBle into an unborn baby's (eight months) amniotic

�a� ih an attemp.t to locate the placenta on x-ray. It so
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happened that the air bubble covered the unborn baby's
face., TPe 1119AJent .the unborn child had air to inhale, his

vocal cords' became operative and.his crying became audible

to . all pr-esent including the physician and technical help.
The mother telephoned the doctor later to report that when

ever she' lay"�own to sleep, the air' bubble got over the

unborn baby's face and he was crying so loudly he was

keeping both 'ber and her husband awake (33 at p. 50).

The taste buds arid salivary glands develop in this

mont�,. as do the, digestive glands in the stomach. When
.

' I

the baby swallows amniotic fluid, its contents are utilized

by .the child. -;Th,� child starts to urinate. (1) (4) (2).
From the twelfth to the sixteenth week, the child grows

very rapidly. (41) His weight increases six times, and

he grows to eight to ten inches in height. For this in

credible growth spurt the child needs oxygen and food.

This he rjeceiv�s. from his mother through the placental
attachment-much like he receives food from her after he

is PQ,fp. Hi�-depe�dence does not end with expulsion into

the external environment, (1) (2) (4). We now know that

the placenta ,bel,(mgs .to the baby not the mother as was

long thought. (33) (See Fig. 6).
In the fifth month, the baby gains two inches in height

. I .'

and
.
ten ounces �n, weight. By the end of the month he

will be about one foot tall and will weigh one pound. Fine

baby hair.begins to grow on his eyebrows and on his head

and a fringe of eyelashes appear. Most of the skeleton

hardens. The baby's muscles become much stronger, and

as the child becomes larger, his mother finally perceives
his .many activities. (1) The .child's mother comes to

recognize the movement and can feel the baby's head, arms

and legs. She may even perceive a rhythmic jolting move

ment�fifteen' to thirty per minute. This is due to the

child hiccoughing. (4) The doctor can.now hear the heart

beat with'his stethoscope. (1) (4) (See Figs. 8, 9).
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The .baby sleeps and wakes just as it will after birth.

(54)'. When he sleeps he invariably settles into his favorite

position called 'his "lie." Each baby has a characteristic

lie. When he 'awakens be moves about freely in the bouyant
fluid turning from side to side, and frequently head over

heel. Sometimes his head will be up and sometimes it will

be down. He may sometimes be aroused from sleep by
external vibrations. He may wake up from a loud tap 011

the tub when his mother is taking a bath. A loud concert

or the-vibrations of a washing machine may also stir him

into. activity. (4) The child hears and recognizes his

mother's voice before birth. (9) (10) Movements of the

mother whether locomotive cardiac or respiratory are com

municated to the child. (9)
. In' the sixth month, the baby will grow about two more

inches, to become fourteen inches tall. He will also begin
to accu"niulate a Iittle fat under his skin and will increase

his weight to a pound and three-quarters. This month the

permanent teeth buds come in high in the gums behind the

milk teeth. Now his closed eyelids will open and close, and

his' eyes look up, down and sideways. Dr. Liley of New

Zealand feels that the child may perceive light through the

abdominal wall. (10) Dr. Still has noted that electro

encephJlographic waves have been obtained in forty-three
to forty-five day old fetuses, and so conscious experience
is possible after this date. (3)

. In the sixth month, the child develops a strong muscular

grip with his hands. He also starts to breathe regularly
and. can maintain respiratory response for twenty-four
hours if 'b'0r� prematurely. He may even have a slim

chance of surviving in an incubator. The youngest chil-
� ! • .

.

�l •
.

dren known ;.to survive were between twenty to twenty-five
weeks old. (4) The concept of viability is not a static one.

Dr. Andre Hellegers of Georgetown University states that
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10% of, children born between twenty weeks and twenty
four weeks gestatien will survive (35 A and' 35 B). Mod

ern medical intensive therapy has salvaged many children

that would' have: been considered non viable only a few

years ago. The concept of an artificial placenta may be a

reality in the near future and will push the date of viability
back even further and perhaps to the earliest stages of

gestation. (34) (39), After 24 to 28 weeks the child's

chances of survival are much greater.
Our review lias covered the first six months of life. By

this time" the individuality of this human being is clear

to all unbiased observers. Dr. Arnold Gesell has said:
.

'''Our own'repeated observation of a large group of
fetal infants [an individual born and living at any
time prior to 40,weeks gestation] left us with no doubt
that psychologically they were individuals. Just as

no two looked alike, so no two behaved precisely alike.
One was' impassive when another was alert. Even

among the youngest there were discernable differences

'in vividness, reactivity and responsiveness. These
were genuine individual differences, already prophetic
of the diversity which. distinguishes the human fam

ily/' (40 at p. 172)

B.' The Doctor Treats the Unborn Just as he Does
" � ,

Any Patient.

When one views the present state of medical science,
we ,find t�at. the artificial distinction between born and

unborn has vanished. As Dr. Liley says:

"In, assessing fetal health, the doctor now watches
. changes in maternal function very carefully, for he
has .leamed, that it is actually the mother who is a

.

passive carrier, while the fetus is very largely in

cha�ge 'of tlie pregnancy." (33 at p. 202) (56)
, �
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The new specia:lty of fetology is being replaced by a newer

specialty called perinatology which cares for its patients
from conception-to about-one year of extrauterine existence.

(47) The Cumulative Index Medicus for 1969 contains

over 1400 separate articles in fetology. For the physician,
the life process is a continuous one, and observation of the

patient- must start at the earliest period of life. (See 42

U. S. C. 289(d»
A large number of sophisticated tools have been developed

that nowallow the physician to observe and measure the

child's reactions from as early as ten weeks. At ten weeks

it is possible to obtain the electrocardiogram of the unborn

child., (12) At this stage also the heart sounds can he

detected with new ultrasonic techniques. (45) The heart

has .already been. pumping large volumes of blood to the

fast gr,owing child for six weeks. With present day
technology, the heart of the child' is now monitored during
critical periods of the pregnancy by special electronic

devices, including radiotelemetry. (13) (51) Computer
analysis of the child's ECG has been devised and promises
more accurate monitoring and evaluation of fetal distress.

(14) A number of abnormal electrocardiographic patterns
have been found before birth. These patterns forewarn

the physician of trouble after delivery. (48) (49) (53)
Analysis' of h�art sounds through phonocardiography is

also being done, (i5) (44)
With the- .new optical equipment, a physician can now

look at the amniotic fluid through the cervical canal and

predict life-threatening problems that are reflected by a

change in.the 6uicl's color and turbidity. (16) (17) In the

future,. the physician will undoubtedly be able to look di

rectly at the growing child using new fiber optic devices

(through .a sniall puncture in the uterus) and thereby
diagnose and p�escribe specific treatment to heal or prevent
illness or deforiniiy. (11) (46)
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For the child wJ,th severe anemia, the physician now gives
bleed; , using a'B unusual »technique developed by Dr. A.

Liley of New-Zealand, This life saving measure is carried

out by using' new image intensifier x-ray equipment. A

needle is placed -through the' abdominal wall of the mother

and ,into the- abdominal cavity of the child. For this pro

cedure the child must be sedated (via maternal circulation)
and given pain relieving medication, since it experiences
pain from the' puncture and would move away from the

needle ,if not premedicated. As Dr. H. M. I. Liley states:

"When doctors first began invading-the sanctuary of

the womb, they did not know that the unborn baby
would react to pain in the same fashion as a child

would. But' they soon learned that he would. By no

means a', vegetable' as he has so often' been pictured,
tlie riri1)orn-'kn'ows perfectly well when he has been hurt,
and he will protest it just as violently as would a baby
lying in 'a cr.ib�" (33 at p. 50)

The gastro-intestinal tract of the child is outlined by a

contrast media that was previously placed in the amniotic

fluid and then swallowed by the child. (43) We know that
the child starts to swallow as early as fourteen weeks. (33)

Some. children fail to get adequate nutrition when in

utero. This problem can be predicted by measuring the
( l'··

.

amount of estradiol in the urine of the mother and the

amount of PSP excreted after it is injected into the child.

(19) Recent work indicates that these nutritional problems
may be solved by feeding the child more directly by intro

ducing nutrients' into the amniotic fluid which the child

normally swallows (250 to 700 eo a day). In a sense, we

weil !Day be able to offer the child that is starving because

of a' placental defect a nipple to use before birth. (20)
TJie 'amnihtk'ftuid surrounding the unborn child offers

-

J

the'pllysiciqn a:eonvenient and assessable fluid that he can

no,V test'"in otd�r to diagnose a long list of diseases, just
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as ·he,:tests . .the -urine and blood of.his adult patients. The
doctor observes the color and volume of amniotic fluid and
tests it for cellular element enzymes 'and other chemicals.
He c.�J:l tell the sex of his patient and gets a more precise
idea of the .exaet age of the child from this fluid. He can

diagnose conditions such as the adrenogenital syndrome,
hemolyticpnemia, adrenal insufficiency, congenital hyper
anemia and glycogen storage disease. Some of these, and

h9pefully. in the future, all of these can be treated before

birth.. .(21} ,(22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27)
.

At the time of labor, the child '8 blood can be obtained
from ,scalp veins and the exact chemical balance determined
,befdre:,birthl., These determinations have saved many chil
dren Wh6 would not have been considered in need of therapy
had' these tests, not, been done. (28) (29) The fetal EEG
has also been monitored during delivery. (52)

.

A great I deal of work has been done to elucidate the

endocrinology of the unborn child. Growth hormone' is

elaborated by)he child at seventy-one days and ACTH has
been Isolated at eleven weeks gestation. (30) The thyroid
gland' has, been shown to function at ten and a half weeks

(42), .and .the. adrenal glands also at about this age. (30)
The sex hormones-estrogen and andiogen=-are also found
as early; as· nine weeks. (30)

'Surgical» procedures performed on the unborn child are

few. 'However; surgical cannulation of the blood vessels in
a'Ii extremity' of the child has been carried out in order
to administer blood. Techniques are now being developed
on-animals that will be applicable to human problems in

vQI:ving the unborn child. Fetal surgery is ..now a reality
in the animal laboratory, and will soon offer help to unborn

pitients. "(18) (31) (32)
.

�. 't' '. ':--...', : f � \
.

. The.:wb91e. thrust of medicine is in support of the notion
tbat the!.cbH(l in it's mother is a distinct individual in need

r
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offhe most diligent study and care, and that he is also a

patient whom-scienee and medicine treats just as it does

any. other person. (11) (33)
This review ot the current medical status of the unborn

serves us severa] purposes. Firstly, it shows conclusively
the humanity of the fetus by showing that human life is

a continuum which commences in the womb. There is no

magic in birth. The child is as much a child in those several

days before birth as he is those several days after. The

maturation process, commenced in the womb, continues

through the post-natal period, infancy, adolescence, matur

ity and-old age.. Dr. Arnold Gesell points out in his famous

book that no king ever had any other beginning than have

had all of tis in our mother's womb. (40) Who among us

would .assume the .awesome power of life and death over

these little ones that ·the trial court below has by its opin
ion left to the whim-even the sacred sorrows-of the

mother t !

Secondly, we have proven that quickening is a relative

concept which depends upon the sensitivity of the mother,
the position' of the placenta, and the size of the child. At

the common law, the fetus was considered not to be alive

before quickening- and therefore we can understand why
commentators like Bracton and Coke placed so much em

phasis on. animation and quickening. But modern science

has-proven conclusively that any law based upon quicken
ing is based upon shifting sands-a subjective standard

even different among races. We now know that life pre

ceeds. quickening; that ·quickening is nothing other than

• See 4 'Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws of England,
394.9.5 (17�') where it is said:

"In case this plea is made in stay of execution, the judge
must direct 8 jury of twelve matrons or discreet women to

inquire' the fact,' and' if they bring in their verdict ' quick
" ,'w,ith. child] (.lor 'barely, 'with child,' unless it be alive in the

womb, IS not sufficient, . . . )."
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thei mother �s first subjective feeling of movement in the
womb." ¥et the fetus we know has moved before this. In

spite of these advances in medicine, some court and legis
latures -have continued to consider quickening as the point
when' life is magically infused into the unborn. (See
Bcibbitz v. Me Cann, U. S. D. C. Ed. Wis. #69-C-548). No

concept could be further from the scientific truth.

Thirdly, we have seen that viability is also a flexible

8timd�rd'which changes with the advance of these new medi

cal disciplines some of which are hardly a half dozen years
old. New studies in artificial placentas indicate that vi

ability' will' become an even more relative concept and
children will survive outside of the womb at even earlier

ages than the 20-28 weeks in the past. Fetology, and

perinatology are only a few years old as specialties. Ob
stetrics is only sixty years old as a specialty. (33)

Fourthly, we have seen that the unborn child is as much

a patient 8S is 'the mother. This most important but simple
truth is not recognized in the trial court's opinion. In

fact, in all the literature one reads opting for permissive
abortion, this simple truth is ignored. There are many
doctors in this nation who know that the unborn is also

their patient and that they must exercise their art for the

benefit of both mother and child. How then will they
respond to' a request for abortion on the most permissive
grounds T: How will they respond to a demand on the most

permissive grounds! What is the next step' Must they
respond to alaw suit compelling them to perform an abor

tion' When the physician accepts that he has two patients
he will have no difficulty in the exercise of his art for the

benefit of child and mother. He will not find the liberal

standard (necessary to preserve the life or health of the

mother) to be vague because he will take the life of the

child t

only for grave reasons even under this liberal stand-

a�d.. ".'
. . .
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This standard is not vague because that is the self same

stand&rd -bywhich the doctor judges every act of his art.

What doctor gives any medical treatment unless neces

sary to preserve life or health' Then what is the mystery
or the vagueness about the standard when applied to pre

serve; the life of the child' Certainly there is nothing
vague about dispensing an aspirin for a headache or peni
cillin for infection. The doctor dispenses them to his

patients when it is necessary to preserve their life or health.

Then what is so vague about this one area-the most im

portant area=where the action of the doctor means the

weighing of one life over another' Every doctor practicing
can tell this court when in his medical judgment an abortion

is necessary to preserve life or health. There is no medical

mystery on that point. A review of the relevant Obstetrics

texts will list the indications-psychiatric as well-for

therapeutic abortion.- When the doctor makes the decision

• Bee QUIlY,. Justifiable Abortion, 49 Georgetown Law Journal

173, 1969, pp. 180-241 where the medical reasons for therapeutic
abortions as stated in the standard obstetric works from 1903 to

1960 are stated and analyzed.
< Dr. Guttmaeher' has stated:

"On, the whole, the over-all frequency of therapeutic abortion

is, on, the decline. This is due to two facts: first, cures

have been discovered' for a number of conditions which

previously; could be cured only by termination of pregnancy;

and second, there has been a change in medical philosophy.
Two decades ago, the accepted attitude of the physician was

that, if 'a pregnant woman were ill, the thing to do would be
to rid' her of her pregnancy. Todny, it is felt that unless

the pregnancy itself intensifies the illness, nothing is accom

plished oy'the abortion." (57 at p. 13) See also (58)
Dr. Guttmacher has also said:

"Today it' is possible for almost any patient to be brought
through pregnancy alive, unless she suffers from a fatal iIIness
'such as cancer or lukemia and if so, abortion would be unlikely
ttl prolong, much less save life." (59 at p. 9)

Dr. Guttmaclier has also said:
.

'! T�e!e is little evidence that pregnancy in itself worsens

a psychosis, either intensifying it or rendering prognosis for

full recovery less likely." (60 at p. 121)
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he must' not consider the unborn as "mere tissue of the

mother" or he will certainly weigh it 'no more in the

balance than any other replaceable tissue of the mother.

Has anyone ever considered the standard vague by which

a surgeon
. removes a cancerous breast , Yet isn't the

standard exactly the same T The surgeon removes the

cancerous breast to save the life or health of the mother.

How much more important is that standard when applied
to save the life of the child. Congress spoke and said tha t

under some circumstances, it may be necessary to take the

life of the child, but it may not be done unless necessary to

preserve the life or health of the mother. The life of the

child may not even under this liberal standard be taken

except for grave reasons.

OONOL17SION.

This amicus is guardian ad litem for the class of all un

born 'children in Illinois. A holding that Congress is

powerless to provide any protection for the unborn children

of the District of Columbia would have dire, precedential
consequences for those this amicus represents.

But Congress has the necessary power and has validly
exercised it. ,The judgment below should be reversed.

Respectfully submitted,

DENNIS J. HORAN,
JEROM;E A. FRAZEL, JR.,
THOMAS M. CRISHAM,
DOLORES B. HOBAN,

Atto,.neys 10,. D,.. Bart Heffe,.nan.

DAVID W. LOUI8ELL,
,

. � Of Counsel.
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Fig. 1: Age - 40 days



Fig. 2: Age - 6 weeks



Fig. 3: Age - 8-9 weeks



Fig. 4: Age - 10 weeks



Fig. 5: Age -- 11 weeks



Fig. 6: Age - 16 weeks



Fig. 7: Age - 17 weeks



Fig. 8: Age - 18 weeks



Fig. 9: Age - 28 weeks
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.' APPEN:PIX A.

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT.

For The Northern District Of Illinois,
Eastern Division .

. .
'

JANE • DOE =and SALLY ROE, suing
.on, _peh�lf of themselves 'and all

others,' similarly situated and
DAVID N. DANFORTH, M.D:,

. CHARLES FIELDS, M.D., RALPH
M; WYNN,' M.D., FREDERICK P.

ZWSPAN, M.D., suing on behalf
of " themselves and all others No. 70 C 395

similarly situated, Jury Demanded.

�, "
,; , ·vB.

WILLIAM J! SCOTT, Attorney Gen
eral.of the .State of Illinois, and

E�WABD V. HANRAHAN, State's
.

Attorney of Cook County, Illinois,
, ,

Defendants.

Plaintiff's,

P.lTITITION OF DR. BART HEFFERNAN

"
TO INTERVENE.

Now comes Dr. Bart Heffernan, who respectfully re

quests this Court for leave to intervene on behalf of Baby
Boy 'Doe and Baby Girl Roe, who are conceived but un

born, and on behalf of all unborn children who seek,

through, this intervention, the fundamental right of all
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marikind=-due process of law for the preservation of

human life-and says unto the Court as follows:

1. Plaintiffs have filed a class action seeking a de

claratory judgment from a three-judge court that the

abortion statutes of the State of illinois are unconstitu

tional and void.

2. The plaintiffs describe themselves as representa
tives of that class of citizens in the State of Illinois, who,
because of the abortion statute, must bear unwanted chil

dren or seek abortions in foreign nations or states. Plain

tiff physicians have described themselves as representing
a class of physicians licensed in the State of Illinois and

practicing in the area of obstetrics and gynecology.
3. The defendants named are the Attorney General of

the State of lliinois and the State's Attorney of Cook

County, Illinois, those charged with the duty to uphold
the statutes o'f the State of Illinois in such a declaratory
judgment' as this.

4. However, there is another class of individuals inti

mately concerned with the outcome of this suit: children

unborn, who, if the abortion law is vitiated, will' have no

due process of law for the preservation of life, but must

depend upon the magniminity and personal convenience

of their parents as to whether or not they will in fact

exercise the most fundamental civil right of all persons:

the right to life as is guaranteed by the United States

Constitution, Sthe Constitution of the State of Illinois, the

United Nations Charter, the Charter of the World Health

Organization and the Universal Declaration of Human

Rights of the United Nations, which states:
IIArticle a-Everyone has the right to life, liberty
and security of person." U. N. General Assembly,
2nd Session, Doc. A/811.

{ ..

�

t • I l- •
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5. IYraur Intervenors are unborn children .who will be

adversely affected by the abolition of-the abortion statute

in that .their lives may ·be taken from them without due

process, of law and without the equal protection of the

laws as guaranteed, both by the United States Constitution

and, the Constitution of the State of Illinois.

6. There is no party presently appearing in this case

who adequately represents the class of individuals that

your intervenor seeks to represent here. One plaintiff
states- 'that she: has an unwanted child while the other

indicates that she terminated the life of her unborn child

for reasons 'which she does not state in her Complaint.
Plaintiff physicians, nowhere in their Petition, mention

the rights of the unborn child, but talk only of the rights
of the mother and of the stresses of their practice. The

defendants, .Attorney General and State's Attorney, are

charged with statutory obligations to uphold the law and

to represent the .eommunity as a whole in this action. No

party ,repre�ents the unborn child per se and no party
presently, appearing in this case will present a vigorous
case on' behalf of the class of unborn children which your
intervenor seeks to represent in this litigation.

7� The number of members of this class, which your
intervenor seeks to represent in this litigation, is large
and' joinder of atl members is impractical and impossible.
There are questions of law and fact which will determine

the' rigMs' of every member of this class and most im

portantly, win determine the right to life of every member

of this clasp. The claim of the intervenor is the claim
of due pf.ocess under law for the preservation of life and
is not only a jtypical claim of each member of this class,
but is the f�nc;1amental claim of all human life. Your
intervenor will.fa�rly" adequately and aggressively protect
the, i,lJ�e�e�ts ,�f each member of this eless and your

._ .. 4.1 .,
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petitionen, "therefore, requests appointment as Guardian
Ad Litem for. and on behalf of this class.

8. 'I'he class of unborn children will be irreparably
injured if intervention is not allowed by this Court since
the right to life of each member of the intervening class
would be henceforth determined by persons uncontrolled
by. law. and the. unborn child would thus be deprived of
life without due process or the equal protection of the law,
as guaranteed to it by the United States Constitution, the

Illinois Constitution and the other expressions of mankind
cited previously.

9. Bart Heffernan, M.D. resides at 608 Laurel in

Wilmette, Illinois. He is a registered and licensed physi
cian and surgeon ill the State of Illinois and is Board
Certified in Internal Medicine. He is Director of the
Galvin Heart Center at St. Francis Hospital and Chief
of the Department of Medicine at St. Francis Hospital
in Evanston, Illinois. He is a member of the American
Medical Association, the Chicago Medical Society and the
Illinois State Medical Society. He is Assistant Clinical

Professor, Department of Medicine, Stritch School of
Medicine. He is a member of the American Society of
Internal Medicine. He is highly qualified and responsible;
h� will adequately and aggressively represent this class.
Baby Boy Doe and Baby Girl Roe are actual existing
unborn children.

10. ,¥our .intervenor asks leave to file herewith a Motion
to. Dismiss the Complaint for Declaratory Relief.

11. Your intervenor also requests this Court to grant
him leave'. to file within ten days a Brief in opposition to

plaintiffs' Motion to Convene a Three-Judge Court, a

Bnief in support of intervenor's Motion to Dismiss and a

Brief in, suppor-t of this Petition to Intervene.
WHEREFORE, your intervenor respectfully requests this
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Court to enter an Order appointing Dr. Bart Heffernan

as Guardian Ad Litem for the class of unborn children

described herein and allowing him to intervene in this

litigation in behalf of Baby Boy Doe and Baby Girl Roe

and on behalf of all unborn children similarly situated

and for such. other relief as this Court may deem appro

priate.
Respectfully submitted.

/s/ DENNIS J. HORAN,
Dennis J. Horan

/s/ THOMAS M. CRISHAM,
Thomas M. Crisham

/s/ JEROME A. FRAZEr..,
Jerome A. Frazel

Attorneys for Dr. Bart Heffernan,
One North La Salle Street

Chicago, illinois 60602

'FInancial 6-5800

, )
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fl; APPENDIX B.

IN- ,TilE" UNIT�D STATES DISTRICT COURT

For" The Northern District 'Of Illinois,
Eastern Division.

r i�,.

A. '

JANE DOE and SALLY ROE, et -al.,
'il ;, J. • Plaintiffs,
o».

, ,,\ 'r

WILLIAM J. SCOT�� Attorney Gen- No. 70 C 395

eral of the. - State. of, Illinois,
et al., '. v-

•

{l.- � , Deff(ndants.

ORDER.

This cause coming on to be heard on motion of Dr. Bart

Heffernan for the entry of an Order non pro tunc as of

March 11, 1970 clarifying the Court's Order entered as

of said date, the Court having examined the motion, and

heard statements of counsel, being fully advised in the

premises;
IT Is HEREBY ORDERED that Dr. Bart Heffernan be and is

hereby appointed guardian ad litem for the class of all

unborn children in the State of lllinois who will be ad

versely affected by the abolition of the abortion statute in

said State, and he is hereby authorized to intervene in

this litigation on behalf of Baby Boy Doe and Baby Girl

Roe, andon behalf of all unborn children similarly situated,
non pro tunc as of March 11, 1970.

Entered:

/s/ W. J. CAMPBELL,
Judge.
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SUPREME ,CollRT OF THE UNITED STATES

Syllabus

Dd'E ET".�. ,v.,:BOLTON, ATTORNEY GENERAL'
OF GEORGIA, ET. AL.

APfEAL f�OM I ,!HE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR

THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA

No. 70-40.' Argued December 13, 1971-Reargued October 11,
I

197z.::-Decided January 22, 1973
.. ,

.

Georgia law prosenbes an abortion except as performed by a duly
licensed Georgia physician when necessary in "his best clinical

judgment" 1because continued pregnancy would endanger a preg

nant woman's life 'or injure her health; the fetus would likely be

born with serious defects; or the pregnancy resclted from rape,
) § 26-1202' (a) of Ga. Criminal Code. In addition to a requirement

. 'that the patient be a Georgia resident and certain other require-
.

ments, tHe statutory scheme poses three procedural conditions in

§ 26-1202 (b?: (1) that the abortion be performed in a hospital
accredited by the Joint Committee on Accreditation of Hospitals
,(JCAH); (2) that the procedure be approved by the hospital

-staff abortion committee; and (3) that the performing physician's
judgment be 'confirmed by independent examinations of the patient
by two other licensed physicians. Appellant Doe, an indigent
married Georgia citizen, who was denied an abortion after eight

'weeks of pregnancy for failure to meet any of the § 26-1202 (a)
.

'conditions, sought declaratory and injunctive relief, contending
that the Georgia laws were unconstitutional. Others joining in

the complaint included Georgia-licensed physicians (who claimed

that the Georgia statutes "chilled and deterred" their practices),
registered -nurses, clergymen, and social workers. Though holding
that all the plaintiffs had standing, the District Court ruled that

only Doe' presented a justiciable controversy, In Doe's case the

court gave declaratory, but not injunctive, relief, invalidating as an

infringement of privacy and personal liberty the limitation to the
three situations specified in § 26-1202 (a) and certain other pro

visions .but holding that the State's interest in health protection
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Syllabus
,. ,

and the existence of a "potential of independent human existence"
justified regul�tion through, § 26-1202 (b) of the "manner of per-

• ioirnan�' as well as {the quality of the final decision to abort."
The appellants, claiming entitlement to broader relief, directly
appealed to this Court. Held:

1. Doe's case presents a live, justiciable controversy and she has

B�andiDg to sue, Roe v. Wade, ante, p. -, as do the physician-" . , ».. �.

'appeUants '(who, unlike the physician in Wade, were not charged
with abortion violations), and it is therefore unnecessary to resolve
the issue of the other appellants' standing. Pp. 7-9.

2 .._N woman's' constitutional right to an abortion is not absolute.
Roe v. Wade, 8tlpra. P. 9.

3. The requirement that a physician's decision to perform an

abortion must rest upon "his best clinical judgment" of its neces

sity is not unconstitutionally vague, since that judgment may be
made in the light of all the attendant circumstances. United
Stt,Jte8 Y. Vuitch, 402 U. S. 62, 71-72. Pp. 1(}-12.

4. Thethree procedural conditions in § 26-1202 (b) violate the

Fourteenth, Ainendment. Pp. 12-19.
(a) The JCAH accreditation requirement is invalid, since

the State has not shown that only hospitals (let alone those with
.JCAH' accreditation) meet. its interest in fully protecting the pa
.tient: and a bospital requirement failing to exclude the first tri
meSt�r of pregnancy would be invalid on that ground alone, see

Roe Y. Wade, eupr«. Pp. 12-15.
(b) The interposition of a hospital committee on abortion,

a procedure not applicable as a matter of state criminal law to
other surgical situations, is unduly. restrictive of the patient's
rights, Which are already safeguarded by her personal physician .

. Pp.1Q-.17.
'

(c) Required acquiescence by two co-practitioners also has
no rational connection with a patient's needs and unduly infringes
on her physician's right to practice. Pp. 17-19.

5. The Georgia residence requirement violates the Privileges
and Immunities Clause by denying protection to persons who enter
Georgia. for medical services there. Pp. 19-20.

6. Appellants' equal protection argument centering on the three
procedural conditions in § 26-1202 (b), invalidated on other
grounda, is ,without merit. P. 20 .

. 7. No ruling is made on the question of injunctive relief. Cf.
I!-0e .\',-. Wade, supra. P. 20.

31� F. Su:pp.'I048, modified and affirmed.

....
'
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Syllabus

BLACKMUN, J., delivered the opinion of the Court, in which

BURGER, C. J., and DOUGLAS, BRENN."N, STEWART, MARSHALL, and

POWELL, JJ., joined. BURm:R, C. J., and DOUGLAS, J., filed con

curring opinions. WHITE, J., filed a dissenting opinion, in which

REHNQUIBT, J., joined. REHNQUIST, J., filed a dissenting opinion.
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SUPREME· COURT OF THE UNITED STATm

No. 70-40

Mary DOe et al., Appellants,
On Appeal from the

United States District
Court for the Northern

District of Georgia.

v.

Arthur K. Bolton, as Attor

ney Generalof the State

"of''Gebrgia, et al,
I .

[January 22, 1973]

MR. JUSTICE BLACKMUN delivered the opinion of the

Court,
I (0 •

.
In this appeal the criminal abortion statutes recently

enacted in Georgia are challenged on constitutional

grounds. The statutes are §§ 26-1201 through 26-1203

of the State's Criminal Code, formulated by Georgia
Laws, 1968 'Session, 1249, 1277-1280. In Roe v. Wade,

an;te .-\'-, we today have struck down, as constitutionally
defective, the Texas criminal abortion statutes that are

representative of provisions long in effect in a majority of

our States.:' The Georgia legislation, however, is different

and meiits separate consideration .

. , I

The statutes in question are reproduced as Appendix A,
post _.1 As the appellants acknowledge," the 1968

statutes-are patterned upon the American Law Institute's

Mod�l' Penal .Code, § 230.3 (Proposed Official Draft,
1962), reproduced as Appendix B, post -. The ALI

proposal has served as the model for recent legislation
. '1.

in approximately one-fourth of our States." The new

1 The portions italicized in Appendix A are those held unconstitu

tional by the District Court.
2 Appellants' Brief 25 n. 5; Tr. of Oral Arg. 9.
8 See Roe v. Wade, ante - n. 37.
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Geo�gi;'p:rOvisions replaced statutory law th�t had been
H

.

in effect for more than 90 years. Georgia Laws 1876,
No; 130;t§ 2, �t, �13:' The predecessor statute paralleled
the Tex88 legislation considered in Roe v.. Wade, ante,
and made all abortions criminal except those necessary
"to preserve the life" of the pregnant woman. The new

statutes have not been tested on constitutional grounds
in the Georgia state courts.
,

Section; r26-1201 , with a referenced exception, makes
abortioii 8: 'crime, and § 2�1203 provides that a person
convict&:I'df that crime shall be punished by imprison
ment for not less than one nor more than 10 years. Sec-

4 The active provisions of the 1876 statute were:

"Section 1. Be it enacted, etc., That from and after the passage
of this Act, the wilful killing of an unborn child, so far developed as

to be ordinarily called 'quick,' by any injury to the mother of such

child, wliich would be murder if it resulted in the death of such
mother, shall be guilty of a felony, and punishable by death or

im�risonmei1t for life, as the jury trying the case may recommend .

. "Sec. II. Be it further enacted, That every person who shall

adil;til1iSte,r to any woman pregnant with a child, any medicine, drug,
Or ·substahce 'whatever, or shall use or employ any instrument or

otherl m�ans,"with intent thereby' to destroy such child, unless the
same'sh&ll hsve been necessary to preserve the life of such mother,
or sh31l have; been advised by two physicians to be necessary for such
purpose, shall, in case the death of such child or mother be thereby
p�oducCd, be declared guilty of an assault with intent to murder.

"Sec. III. Be it further enacted, That any person who shall wil

fully administer to any pregnant woman any medicine, drug or sub
stance, or anything whatever, or shall employ any instrument or

means . whatever, with intent thereby to procure the miscarriage or

abortionjof any such woman, unless the same shall have been neces

sary.tc preserye the life of such woman, or shall have been advised
by t�� 'p�:y8icians to be necessary for that purpose, shall, upon con

viction, be punished as prescribed in section 4310 of the Revised
COde of' Georgia."
It should be noted that the second section, in contrast to the first,
makes DQ specific reference to quickening. The section was con

strued, however, to possess this line of demarcation. Taylor v.

State; 105' Ga. 846, 33 S. E. 190 (1899).
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tion ·2�l!202 €a) states the exception and removes from

§'i201's definition of criminal 'abortion, 8m1 thus makes

nonorimirial; an 'abortion "performed by a physician duly
lic'Ehised" in' Georgia when, "based upon his best clinical

judgriient . . . an abortion is necessary because

"(1) A continuation of the pregnancy would en

'danger the life of the pregnant woman or would

serio�sly' and permanently injure her health, or

"(2) The fetus would very likely be born with

a. grave, permanent, and irremediable mental or

physical defect, or

"(3) Th� pregnancy resulted from forcible or

, statutory'r�pe." 5

.' \ J;i l.:.f

Section 2&r1292 also requires, by numbered subdivisions

of its suqsecti9n (b), that, for an abortion to be author

ized or performed as a noncriminal procedure, additional

conditions must be fulfilled. These are (1) and (2) resi

dence orthe, woman in Georgia; (3) reduction to. writing
of the, performing physician's medical judgment that an

abortion.is justified for one or more of the reasons speci
fied by § 2{b1202 (a), with written concurrence in that

judgment, by at least two other Georgia-licensed physi
cians, based upon their separate personal medical exam

inations of the woman; (4) performance of the abortion

in a'h'c)sp'itiillieensed by the State Board of Health and
f

also �credited by the Joint Commission on Accredita-

tion of Hospitals: (5) advance approval by an abortion

committee of not less than three members of the hos

PItal's �t�ff;! (6) certifications in a rape situation; and

(7),. (8), arid (9) maintenance and confidentiality of

records. Thereis a provision (subsection (c) for judi-
� .

5 In contrast with the ALI model, the Georgia statute makes no

specific reference to pregnancy resulting from incest. We were as

sured by t'lie State at reargument that this was because the statute's

reference to "rape" was intended to include incest. Tr. of Rearg. 32,
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cieideterminetion of the legality of a proposed abortion
onlpetition ef the judicial circuit law officer or of a close

r.elati¥.e; 88' therein' defined, of the unborn child, and for
expeditious' hearing of that petition. There is also a

provision (subsection (e)) giving a hospital the right not

to admit an abortion patient and giving any physician" J I . I

and any. hospital employee or staff member the right, on

morai �r religious grounds, riot" to participate in the
pro�'edute. .

?: J I� I'P!r-rl
II

{ .:

On April 16, 1970, Mary Doe," 23 other individuals
(nine described as Georgia-licensed physicians, seven as

nurses registered in the State, five as clergymen, and two

as social workers), and two nonprofit Georgia corpora
tions that advocate abortion reform, instituted this fed
eral action in 'the Northern District of Georgia against
the 'State's attorney general, the district attorney of
Fulton County, and the chief of police of the city of
Atla.nta. The plaintiffs sought a declaratory judgment
that �lie Georgia abortion statutes were unconstitutional
iIi "their' entirety. They also sought injunctive relief
restraihing the defendants and their successors from' en

forcing. the statutes.
I 'Mary Doe alleged:

"(1) She was a 22-year-old Georgia citizen, mar

ried, and nine weeks pregnant. She had three living
'children. The two older ones had been placed in a

foster home because of Doe's poverty and inability
to care for them. The youngest, born July 19,'1969,
h8d been placed for adoption, Her husband had
recently abandoned her and she was forced to live
with her indigent parents and their eight children .

• She and her husband, however, had become reeon-

• �J ,

8,AppelJa.nts by their complaint, Appendix 7, allege that the name

is- a J>8eu�onym.
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ciled.' He was a construction worker employed only
.: sporadically.' She had been a mental patient at the

State Hospital. She had been advised that an abor

tion could be performed on her with less danger to

her health than if she gave birth to the child she

was carrying. . She would be unable to care for or

support the new child.

"(2) On March 25, 1970; she applied to the Abor-
·

tion Committee of Grady Memorial Hospital, At

lansa, for a therapeutic abortion under § 26-1202.
,- Her application was denied 16 days later; on April

10; when she was eight weeks pregnant, on the

ground that her situation was not one described in

§ 2&-1202 (a).7
. "(3) Because her application was denied, she was

.
( forced either to relinquish 'her right to decide when

.

, and 'ho;w many children she will bear' or to seek an

abortion that was illegal under the Georgia statutes.
· 'This invaded her rights of privacy and liberty in

matters related
-

to family, marriage, and- sex, and

deprived her of the right to choose whether to

bear children. This was a violation of rights guar
anteed h'er by the First, Fourth, Fifth, Ninth, and

,. Fourteenth Amendments. The statutes also denied
her equal protection and procedural due process and,

· because they, were unconstitutionally vague, de

terred, hospitals and doctors from performing abor
" tions.

-

She sued 'on her own behalf and on behalf

of 8111· others similarly situated.' "

The other plaintiffs alleged that the Georgia statutes

"chilled and deterred" them from practicing their respec
tive prOfessions and deprived them of Tights guaranteed

� I ( ,
'

-1 In' answers to interrogatories Doe stated that her application for

an -abortion was approved at Georgia Baptist Hospital on May 5,
197Qj bp.,t.tllat,she was not approved as a charity patient there' and

had no money to pay for an abortion, Appendix 64.
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by i,the,'IFirst; Fourth, and Fourteenth Amendments.
These pl&ilil>ti�8 also purported ,to sue on their own behalf
and on.behalf of others similarly, . situated. .

.

A,thiee-judge district court was convened. An offer
o( proof as to Doe's identity was made, but the court

deemed, it unnecessary to receive ,that proof. The case

was then tried on the pleadings and interrogatories.
The D.istrict Court, per curiam, 319 F. Supp. 1048

(ND1Qa.. 1970), held that all the plaintiffs had standing
but tha.t; only Doe presented a justiciable controversy.
On the -merits, the court concluded -that, the limitation
in the Georgia statute of the "number of reasons for
which an abortion may be sought,' id., at 1056, improp
erly restricted Doe's rights of privacy articulated in
Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U. S. 479 (1965), and of

"pet:soQal liberty," both of which it thought "broad

enough to include the decision to abort a pregnancy,"
id., at. 11Q55. As a consequence, the court held invalid
those- portions of §§ 2&-1202 (a) and (b) (3) limiting
leg�.l aborslons to the three situations specified; § 26-
1202 (lJH.6) relating to certifications in a rape situation;
and, § �6+1202 (c) authorizing a court test. Declaratory
relief ,w{l8,granted accordingly. The court, however; held
that Georgia's interest in protection of health, and the
existence of a "potential of independent human exist
ence" (emphasis in original), id., at 1055, justified state

regulation of! "the manner of performance as well as

thel�nlaiity ,of the final decision to abort," id., at 1056,
and it refused to strike down' the; other provisions of
the �tatutes. It denied the request for an injunction,
id:,"�t)0?i7.'

,

. Cfai�ing that they were entitled to an injunction and
J !. J�l �-� I P,

• I •
• I" .,

to broader relief, the plaintiffs took a direct appeal pur-

s��nt .� 28. U. S. C. § 1253. We postponed decision on

j1;lril¥liction;to the hearing on the merits. 402 U. S. 941

(,1971): The -defendants also purported to appeal; pur-
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susnt to, § 1253,' but their appealwas dismissed for want

of 'jurisdiction.f'I402 U.'· S. 936 (1971). We are advised

by the defendant-appellees, Brief 42, that an alternative

appeal on their, part is pending in the United States

Ceurt of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit. The extent,

therefore, to which the District Court decision was ad

verse to the' defendants, . that is; the extent to which

portions of the Georgia statutes were held to be uneon

stitutional; tech'nically is not now before us." Swarb v.

Lennox,'405 U. S. 191, 201 (1972).
l't 'r I

'}

III

Our decision in. Roe v. Wade, ante -, establishes

(1) that"despite her pseudonym, we may accept as true,
for this, easel, Maey Doe's existence and her pregnant
state on l&pril 16, 1970; (2) that the constitutional issue

is substa.ntial; (3) that the interim termination of Doe's

and all other'lGeollgia pregnancies in existence in 1970

has not rendered the case moot; and (4) that Doe pre

sents' a justiciable controversy and has standing to main

tain the action .

.Inasmuch as Doe and her class are recognized, the

question, whether- the other appellants-physicians,
nurses, clergymen, social workers, and corporations
present a justiciable controversy and, have standing is

perhaps amatter of no great consequence. We conclude,
however, that the physician-appellants, who are Georgia
licensed doctors consulted by pregnant women, also pre

sent 8i justiciable controversy and do have standing de

spite the fact that the record does not disclose that any

one of them has been prosecuted, or threatened with

prosecution, for violation of the State's abortion statutes.

The physician is the one against whom these criminal

statutes directly operate in the event he procures an

8 What we decide today obviously has implications for the issues

.raised in the defendants' appeal pending in the Fifth Circuit,
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abortion' ·that does not meet the statutory exceptions
and conditiona. The physician-appellants, therefore,
assert a-sufficiently direct threat of personal detriment
They should .not, be required to await and undergo a

criminal prosecution as ·the sole means of seeking relief.
Cr088en ",. Breckenridge, 446 F. 2d 833, 839-840 (CA6
1970; Poe v. Menghini, 339 F. Supp, 986, 990-991
(Kans� ,J972).

r In holding that the physicians, while theoretically pos
sessed of standing, did not present a justiciable contro

versy, the District Court seems to have relied primarily
on Poe v. UUman, 367 U. S. 497 (1961). There a

sharply divided Court dismissed an appeal from a state
court on the .ground that it presented no real contro

versY'�ustifying the adjudication of a constitutional issue.
But the, challenged Connecticut statute, deemed to pro
hibit' the, giving of medical advice on the use of contra

ceptives, had been enacted in 1879, and, apparently with
a single exception, no one had ever been prosecuted under
it. Georgia's statute, in contrast, is recent and not
moribund. Furthermore, it is the successor to another
Georgia! abortion statute under which, we are told,"
physicians were prosecuted. The present case, therefore,
is closer to Epperson v. ArlCansas, 393 U. S. 97 (1968),
where. the Court recognized the right of a school teacher,
though, not yet charged criminally, to challenge her
State's anti-evolution statute. See also Griswold v.

Connedicut, 381 U. S., at 481.
Tile parallel.claims of the nurse, clergy, social' worker,

and corporation-appellants are another step removed and
�. to rthem, the Georgia statutes operate less directly.
Not; being licensed physicians, the nurses and the others
are in no position to render medical advice. They would
be re�hed by the abortion statutes only in their capacity

.

t 'rr.·,of Oral Mg .. 21-22.
10 • ,'I'
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as accessories or as 'counselor-conspirators. We conclude

that _we 'need not pass upon thestatus of these addi

tional 'appellants in this suit, for the "issues are suffi

ciently and adequately presented by Doe and the physi
cian-appellarrts, and nothing is gained or lost by the

presence or- absence of the nurses, the clergymen, the

social workers, 'and. the corporations. See Roe v. Wade,
ante� at _','

IV

The apJ)'ellants attack on several grounds those por

tions or theGeorgia abortion statutes that remain after

the District C<)�rt decision: undue restriction of a right
to 'pers6i1al' and marital privacy; vagueness: deprivation

'?'
... i -

-,

of substantive and procedural due process; improper re-

striction .to 'Georgia residents; and denial of equal
I I. -

.

protection,
'

A. Roe v. Wade, ante, sets forth .our conclusion that

a pregnant' wO,man does not have an absolute constitu

tional+right to' an abortion (m her demand. What is
said there' is applicable here and need not be repeated.

R The' appellants go on to argue,' however, that the

present 'Georgia statutes must be viewed historically,
that is, from' the fact that prior to the 1968 Act an

abortion in Georgia was not criminal if performed to

"preserve theIife" of the mother. It is suggested that
the present statute, as well, has this emphasis on the
mother's rights, not on those of the fetus. Appellants
contend that it is thus clear that Georgia has given little,
and'certainly,not first, consideration to the unborn child.
YetIt is" the; unborn child's rights that Georgia asserts

in justification of the statute. Appellants assert that
this' jiistifi'tlation cannot be advanced at this late date.

Appellants then argue that the statutes do not ade

quately protect the woman's right. This is so because
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�tlwould .be physicaLly and emotionally damaging to Doe

tQi b,n.ng'fllil child into her poo� "fatherless" 10 family, and

because; advances . in medicine. and. medical techniques
have- made it safer' for a. woman to have a medically
induced.abortion than for her 'to bear a child. Thus, "a

statute t which requires a woman to carry an unwanted

pregnancy to term infringes not only on a fundamental

right of privacy but on the right to life itself." Brief 27.
The appellants recognize that a century ago medical

knowledge :was not so advanced as it is today, that the

techniques of antisepsis were not known, and that any
abortion' procedure. was dangerous for the woman. To

restrict 'the legality of the abortion to the situation where
it was' deemed necessary, in medical judgment, for the

preservation of the woman's.Iife was only a natural con

clusion in the exercise of the legislative judgment of that
time. A State is not to be reproached, however, for a

'past judgmental determination made in the light of then

eXisting' medical knowledge. It is perhaps unfair to

argu�,' � the appellants do, that because the early focus

was o�' the preservation of the woman's life, the State's

present professed interest in the protection of embryonic
and fetai .life is to be downgraded. That argument de
nies the .State the right to readjust its views and em

phasestln the light of the advanced knowledge and

techniques 'of the day.
,

C" Appellahts argue that § 26--1202 (a) of the Georgia
statute, as it has been left by the District Court's deci

sion, is u!n�onstitutionany vague. This argument centers

in the prop�sition that, with .the District Court's having
's!tr:ic�en the statutorily specified reasons, it still remains
a crime' f6r a physician to perform an' abortion except
wheri; ai{§ 2�1202 (a) reads, it is "based upon his best
clinical judgmen,t that an abortion is necessary." The

'.,
•

"i i·;>" '.

10 Appellants' Brief 25.
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appellants contend that the word "necessary" does not

warn the-physician of what conduct is proscribed; that

the statute is wholly without objective standards and is

subject to diverse interpretation; and that doctors will

choose to err on the side of caution and will be arbitrary.
The net result of the District Court's decision is that

the abortion determination, so far as the physician is

concerned; is made in the exercise of his professional, that

is, his "best 'clinical" judgment in the light of all the

attendant circumstances. He is not now restricted to

the three situations originally specified. Instead, he may

range fartl:ler afield wherever his medical judgment, prop

erly and professionally exercised, so dictates and directs

him.
The vagueness' argument is set at rest by the decision

in United States v. Vuitch, 402 U. S. 62, 71-72 (1971),
where .the issue was raised with respect to a District of

Columbia: statute making abortions criminal "unless the

same were -done as necessary for the preservation of the

mother's life or health and under the direction of a

competent licensed practitioner of medicine." That stat

.ute has been construed to bear upon psychological as

well-as physical well-being. This being so, the Court

concluded that the term "health" presented no problem
of vagueness. "Indeed, whether a particular operation
is necessary for a patient's physical or mental health is

a judgment that physicians are obviously cal1ed upon
to make routinely whenever surgery is considered." 402

U. '8., lit .72. This conclusion is equally applicable here.

Whether} in the words of the Georgia statute, "an abor

tion is necessary," is a professional judgment that the

Georgia physician will be called upon to make routinely.
'We' a:gree 'with the District Court, 319 F. Supp., at

1058, tha,_t .the medical judgment may be exercised in the
It; _.

.

light of "all facWrs-physica.l, emotional, psychological,
familial, Bind .the woman's age-relevant to the well-
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being-of the patient. All these {actors may relate to

h�lt�; rr'h,is allows the attending physician the room he
needs to make his best medical judgment. And it· is
room that operates for the benefit, not the disadvantage,
of the pregnant woman.

D.. The appellants next argue that the District Court
should, have declared unconstitutional three procedural
demands of the Georgia statutet (1) that the abortion
be performed in a hospital accredited by the Joint Com

mission.ion Accreditation of Hospitals: 11 (2) that the
procedure, be approved by the hospital staff abortion
cornmittee ; and (3) that the performing physician's
judgment be confirmed by the independent examinations
of the patient by two other licensed physicians. The

appellantq attack these provisions not only on the ground
that 'they unduly restrict the woman's right of privacy,
but also on procedural due process and equal protection
grounds. The physician-appellants also argue that, by
subjecting a doctor's individual medical judgment to

committee .approval and to confirming consultations, the
sta�ute 'impermissibly restricts the physician's right to

practice hie profession and deprives him of due process.
J. leAH Accreditation. The Joint Commission on

Accreditation of Hospitals is an organization without
governmental sponsorship or overtones. No question
whatever is raised concerning the integrity of the organi
zation -PJl the high purpose of the accreditation process."
'h We �ere advised at reargument, Tr. of Rearg. 10, that only 54

of Georgia's '159 'counties have' a roxa accredited hospital.
'111 SinC'e:'its . founding, .rCAR has pursued the "elusive goal'" of

defining the. "optimal setting" for "quality of service in hospitals."
JCA�,· Accred!tation Manual for Hospitals, Foreward (Dec. 1970).
The Manual's Introduction states the organization's purpose to estab
lish 'standardS and conduct accreditation programs that will afford
quality medical 'care "to give patients the optimal benefits that med
ical 8ci�ce' has to offer." This ambitious and admirable goal is
iIlustrate«f by ,JCAH's decision in 1966 "to ,raise .and strengthen the
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That- process; however, has to do, with hospital standards

generaUy,and has no present particularized concern with
abortion 'asr>a medical or surgical procedure." -In Geor

gia -there -is: no restriction of the performance of nOI1-

abortion surgecy, in a hospital not yet accredited by the
JCAH so long as other requirements imposed by the

State, such as .licensing of the hospital and of the operat
ing . surgeon, are met. See Georgia Code §§ 88-1901 (a)
and;�1,905 (1971) and 84-907 (Supp. 1971). Further

more, accreditation by the Commission is not granted
until a hospital has been in operation at least one year.
The Moder Penal Code, § 230.3, Appendix B hereto, con

tains De requirement for JCAH accreditation. And the

Uniform Abortion Act (Final Draft, August 1971),14 ap

proved. by. the American Bar Association in February
1972, .eontains no JCAH accredited hospital speeifica
tion." i Some courts have held that a JCAH aeeredita-

standards from their present level of minimum essential to the level
of optimum 'acb'ievable ....

" Some of these "optimum achievable"
standards tequired are: disclosure of hospital ownership and con

trol: a-dietetie service and written dietetic policies; a written dis

aster. plan Ion.masa emergencies; a nuclear medical services program;
facilities.Ior hematology, chemistry, microbiology, clinical microscopy,
and sero-immunology; a professional library and document delivery
service; a radiology program; a ocial ervices plan administered by
a qualified social worker; and a special care unit.

13 "The Joint Commission neither advocates nor opposes any

particular position with respect to elective abortions." Letter dated

July 9, 1971, from John L. Brewer, M. D., Commissioner, JCAH,
to t�,e J�o<)kefeller Foundation. Brief for amici, American College
of Obstetricia6s and Gynecologists, et al., p. A-3.

14 See Roe v. Wade, ante, -, n. 40.
l� Some state statutes do not have the JCAH accreditation re

quirement. Alaska Stat. § 11.15.060 (1970); Hawaii Rev. Stat.

§ 453.16',(Supp. 1971); N. Y. Penal Code § 125.05.3 (McKinney
Supp. 197z..:1973). Washington has the requirement but couples it
with the' alt�mative of "a medical facility approved ... by the state

board of. health." Wash. Rev. Code'§ 9.02.070 (Supp. 1972). Flor
ida's nevtstatilte has a similar provision. Law of Apr. 13, 1972, c.
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tion- requirement is an overbroad infringement of funda

mental'lrights because it does not relate to the particular
medica}! problems and dangers of the abortion operation.
Poe, v.: Menghini,' 339 F. Supp. 986, 993-994 (Kan.
19�7.2);' PelJple v. Barksdale, 96 Cal. Rptr. 265, 273-274

(Cal. 'App: 19n).
Weihold that the JCAH accreditation requirement does

not witbstand constitutional scrutiny in the present con

text>:It is a: requirement that simply is not "based on

differences that are reasonably related to the purposes of

the,Act in ·which it is found." Morey v. Doud, 354 U. S.

457,;465 (H�57)..

. This1s net to S'ay that Georgia may not or should not,
from and' after the end of the first trimester, adopt
standards for licensing all facilities where abortions may

be performed 'So long as those standards are legitimately
related 1,0 the objective the State seeks to accomplish.
The appellants contend that such a relationship would

be iacking' even in a lesser requirement that an abortion

be performed)n a licensed hospital, as opposed to a fa

cility, such as a clinic, that may be required by the State

to possess' all the" staffing and services necessary to per
form an ab6'rtion safely (including those adequate to

handle serious complications or other emergency, or ar

rang�menis with a nearby hospital to provide such serv

ices). Appellants and various amici have presented us

with a mass of data purporting to demonstrate that some

facilities 'other than hospitals are entirely adequate to

petf�rm abortions if they possess these qualifications.
I

72;-196,. § 11 (2). Others contain the specification. Ark. Stat. Ann.

§§ �1-303 to, 41-310 (Supp. 1971); Ca!. Health and Safety Code

§§ �5��2Q955.5 (West Supp. 1972); Colo. Rev. Stats. Ann. §§ 40-

2-50 to 40-2-53 (Perm. Cum. Supp. 1967) ; Kan. Stat. Ann. § 21-3047

(Supp. 197'1); Md. Ann. Code Art. 43, §§ 137-139 (Rep!. 1971).
cr. Del. Code Ann. §§ 1790-1793 (.Supp. 1970) specifying "a na

ti.oiiaPy '�pized medical or hospital accreditation authority,"
§ 17.90 (a).

I
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The State, oil the other hand, ·has not presented persua

sive< data tic!) show that only hospitals meet its acknowl

edged interest in, insuring the quality of the operation
arid the full protection of the patient. We feel compelled
to agree with.appellants that the State must show more

than :it has ,in order to prove that only the full resources

of a licensed hospital, rather than those of some other

appropriatelY' licensed institution, satisfy these health in

terests.. "We .hold that the hospital requirement of the

GeQrgia,:1aw, because it fails to exclude the first trimester

Qf pregnaaoy, see Roe v. Wade, ante, p. -, is also

invalid. .In so holding we naturally express no opinion
on.the medical judgment involved in any particular case,

that is, whether the patient's situation is such that an

abortion ·should be performed in a hospital .rather than

in"so�e other, facility .

. 2.1,(Jommittee Approval. The second aspect of the

appellants'rprocedural attack relates to the hospital abor

tion committee .and to the pregnant woman's asserted

lack-of access to that committee. Relying primarily on

GoJdberg v. Kelly, 397 U. S. 254 (1970), concerning the

termination- of 'welfare benefits, and Wiscon.sin v. Con

sta.ntineau, 400 U. S. 433 (1971), concerning the posting
of an alcoholic's name, Doe first argues that she was denied

due .proeess because she could not make a presentation
to the eommittee. It is not clear from the record, how

ever.,whether Doe's own consulting physician was or was

not.\a •.member of the committee .or did or did not pre

sent her-esse, or, indeed, whether she herself was or was

not -there.. We see nothing in the Georgia statute that

explicitly denies access to the committee by or on behalf

of the woman. If the access point alone were involved,
we would not be persuaded to strike down the committee

provision on the unsupported assumption that access is

not provided.
i· Ap,peJIants attack the discretion the statute leaves to

thf'lqommittee. The most concrete argument they ad-
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vance ifl.their suggestion' that it is still a badge of infamy
"in many minds" to bear an illegitimate child, and that
the GeOrgia system enables the committee members' per
serial views as to extramarital sex relations, and punish
ment therefor, to govern their decisions. This approach
obviously 'is.'one founded on suspicion and one that dis
closes a.laek 'of confidence in the iritegrity of physicians.
To say ,that physicians will be guided in their hospital
committee decisions by their predilections on extramarital
sex unduly.narrows the issue to pregnancy outside mar

riage.
.

(Doe's own situation did not involve extramarital
sex and its product.) The appellants' suggestion is neces

sarily somewhat degrading 'to the conscientious physician,
particularly. the obstetrician, whose professional activity
is .concemed 'with the physical and mental welfare,' the

woes, the emotions, and the concern of his female patients.
He" perhaps more than anyone else, is knowledgeable in
this area 'ofpatient care, and he is aware of human frailty,
so-called ,llerror," and needs. The good physician-de
spiterthe presence of rascals in the medical profession, as

in all others; we trust that most physicians are "good"
--':wiU have a sympathy and an understanding for the
pregnant patient that probably is not exceeded 'by those
who participate in'other areas of professional counseling.

It is perhaps worth noting that the abortion committee
has a function of its own. It is a committee of the hos

pital.andit, is composed of members of the institution's
medical' staff. . The membership usually is a changing

, one. In .this way its work burden is shared and is more

readily; accepted. The committee's function 'is protective.
, It enablea.the hospital appropriately to be advised that
its. posture and. activities are in accord with 'legal re

quirements« It is to be remembered that the hospital
is an. entiey. ana that it, too; has legal rights and legal
obligations.

'. S8i�ing ,all this, however; 'does not-settle the issue of
the c�)Jtstitutional; propriety of the committee require-
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ment, LYiew.ing th�' 'Georgia stattl�te- as a' whole, we see

no cpn.§t��l}tio��llY;, jU§ltUiaJ�le, pertinence in the structure

for the: ad,vanc� approval by the abortion committee.

Wiph t���rq to �he protection of potential.life, the med-

ical judgment �s already completed prior to the committee

stage" 'ang ��yi�'Y1 ?y a committee once removed from di

agnosis is, b�ically redundant, We are not cited to any
other surgical procedure made subject to committee ap
proval' as"� matter of state criminal law. The woman's

..I... r'
�

". 1,: •
•

,

right to receive medical care in accordance with her li-
censed physician'_�hest judgment and the physician's right
to adniiniater ft" are substantially limited by this stat

utorily':unpbsel:l overview. And the hospital itself is

other'wi�e fuUY'pro'tected. Under § 26-1202 (e) the hos

pital is 'frJe not to oomit a patient for an abortion. It is
even"free 'not to' have an abortion committee.. Further,
a. phy'siCian or any other employee has'the right to refrain,
for moral or religious reasons, from participating' in the
aDortion prob�dure. These provisions obviously are in
the statute in order to afford appropriate protection to the
individu�r arid to the denominatio�al hospital. Section
26--1262 (e;),"ail:o�ds\ adequate protection to the hospital
and- little m�i'e �i[h)tovided by the committee prescribed
by '§-26;...l'20� (0)(5).

'We'co!i'clUCle-tll'-fa;t the interposition of the hospital abor
tion commit'f,etl is unduly restrictive of the patient's rights
antl nee'd:hnat,' at this point, hav� already been medically
delineated '�nH 'substantiated by' her personal physician.
To' ask ,irld'i�1 serves neither the hospital nor the State.

,

3. Two-F>dctor Concurrence. .The third aspects of the

appellants' attack centers on the' "time and availability
dp8degu�te'medical facilities and personnel." It is said
tha6'the 7systefu imposes substantial and irrational road

blocks and "is patently unsuited" to prompt determina
tio'n of, tJiet'aobt,hon decision." Time, of course, is critical

.
�� �, .1i � .,': �' .

hi" abortion, Risks during the first trimester of preg-
.

nancy are admittedly lower than during later months.

17
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The
-

appellants purport to show by 'a local study 18 of

Gllady'lM�mollial Hospital (serving' indigent residents in
Fulton and DeKalb Counties) that the "mechanics of
the system itself forced ... discontinuation of the abor
tion process'; because the median time for the workup
was 15 ;dltys. The same study shows, however, that 27%
of -the' candidates for abortion were already 13 or more

weeks pregnant at the time of application, that is, they
were'at the end of or beyond the first trimester when they
m'ad� t�eir: applications.

'

It is too much to say, as ap

p�ilimts do, thit these particular persons "were victims
of [aJ 'Jyst�m over which they [had] no control." If

higher' risk,' ';was incurred because of abortions in the
second rather than the first trimester, much of that risk
was due to delay in application, and, not to the alleged
cumbersomeness of the system. We note, in passing,
tl'uit �ppellaht Doe had no delay problem herself; the
a�cision:: 'iii 'her case was made well' within the first
ttimester. '--

. lt should be manifest that our rejection of the ac

credlt'ed h'ospital requirement and, more important, of
the aoortion committee's advance approval eliminates the

, • ,,,' 'rt- , 1:'-' '.

major' grou,nds of the attack based on the system's delay
and the lack of, facilities. There remains, however, the

req'uired confirmation by two Georgia-licensed physicians
in 'addition to

- the recommendation of the pregnant wo

man's loWri consUltant (making under the statute, a total
of"six :p&ysici�ns involved,' including the three on the
hospital's abortion' committee). We conclude that this

provision: 'too, must fall. '

., Thtsta:tute's" emphasis, as has been repetitively noted,
is �orihh� �ttehding physician's "best cli�ical judgmentj

�
• iA

.

� .....-._

:l:I6t� 'a'aRe} &'M. Freema�, Abortion Surveillanc� at Grady Me
-

in(lri8l ;;Hospital '-€eliter for Disease Control (June' and July 1971)
HJ-. S: Dept. of,HEW, PHS).
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that' an sbention is necessary." That should be sufficient,

,The tep.f!Qnsi10n,the presence of .the eonfirmatiom step in

th� statute are perhaps apparent; but they-are insufficient

to :�vi�hf!tand <eonetitutional challenge. Again, no other

voluqtary :rne�ical or surgical procedure for which Georgia
requires ,�o�firmation by two other physicians has been

cited to, us, If a physician is licensed by the State, he

is recognized by the State as capable of exercising accept
able cli;lical judgment. If he fails in this, professional
,c�ns�e' or deprivation of his license are available reme

dies. Required acquiescence by co-practitioners has no

rational connection with a patient's needs and unduly

infringes,. ?n the physician's right to practice. The at

tending physician will know when a consultation is 00-

vi�ble_:__the .doubtful situation, the need for assurance
t j. •

whe�, the mefiical decision is a delicate one, and the like.

Physician� have ,followed this routine historically and

know, its ysef�lness and benefit for all concerned. It is

still true today that "[r]eliance must be placed upon the
assurance gi�en by his license, issued by an authority
coinpete�t. to judge in that respect, that he [the physi
cian] 'posse�s the requisite qualifications." Dent v.

West Virginia, 129 U. S. 114,122-123 (1889). See United
. �. }'" I • .

States v. Y'I.{.itch, 402 U. S./ at 71.
E. The appellants attack the residency requirement

�I the' Georgia law, §§ 26-1202 (b)(l) and (b)(2), as

violative of the right to travel stressed in Shapiro v.

T�mp.son,' 394 U. S. 618, 629-631 (1969), and other
cases. A requir.ement of this kind, of course, could be

deemed jo .have some relationship to the availability
of post-procedure medical, care for the aborted patient.

Nevertheless, we do not uphold the constitutionality of

the residence requirement. It is not based on any policy
of p,reserving state-supported facilities for Georgia resi

dents, for the oar also applies to private hospitals and

to privately-retained physicians. There is no intimation,
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either; that. Georgia facilities 'are utilized to capacity in

caring f(i)r Georgia-residents. ;Just as the Privileges and

Immunrties Clause, Const. Art. IV, § 2, protects persons
who enter 'other States to ply their trade, Ward v. Mar1J
land, 79 U. S. (12 Wall.) 418, 430 (1870); Blake v.

McClung, 172 U. S. 239, 248-256 (1898), so must it pro
tect persons who enter Georgia seeking the medical serv

ices that are available there. See Toomer v. Witsell,334
U. S:385, 39()':397 (1948). A contrary holding would

mean. 'that a State could limit to its own residents the

gener�l medical care available within its borders. This
�e' could "�ot approve. .

F. The laSt argument on this phase of the case is one

that often ismade, namely, that the Georgia system is vio

Iativeof equal protection because it discriminates against
the poor.' The appellants do not urge that abortions
should 'beperformed by persons other than licensed physi
cians, so w-re have no argument that because the wealthy
can better afford physicians, the poor should have non

physicians made available to them. The appellants ac

kno'wleged that the procedures are "nondiscriminatory
in ... express terms" but they suggest that they have pro
duced Invidious discriminations. The District Court re

jected this approach out of hand. 319 F. Supp., at 1056.

It rests primarily on the accreditation and approval and
confirmation requirements, discussed above, and on the
assertion that most of Georgia's counties have no ac

credited hospital. We have set aside the accreditation,
appro��l,· and confirmation requirements, however, and
with -that;' the' discrimination argument collapses in all

significant aspects.

The appellants complain, finally, of the District Court's
denial' of injunctive relief. A like claim was made in

Roev, 'Yade, ante. We declined decision there insofar
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as injunctive relief was concerned, and we decline it here.
We assume that.Georgia's p'rosecutoriaI authorities will

give full recognition to the judgment of this Court.
In summary/�we liold that' the "JCAH accredited hos

pitsl provision 'and the requirements as to approval by
the hospital abortion committee, as to confirmation by
two independent, physicians, and, as to residence in

Georgia are all violative of the Fourteenth Amendment.

Specifically, the .following portions of § 26-1202 (b), re

maining after! the District Court's judgment, are invalid:

(1), $ubsectians (1) and (2).
�2));I'.V.hat;PQl'tion of Subsection (3) following the words

"such physician's judgment is reduced to writing."
(3) Subsections (4) and (5).
The [ndgment: of the District Court is modified ae

cOl.\dingl�;;:8.nEl'� � '8(') modified, is affirmed. Costs' are

allow:edA:.o .the 'appellants.
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• Criminal Code of Georgia
(1Jle italici�ed;portions are those held unconstitutional by the

District Court)

CHAPTER 26-12. ABORTION.

,26-1261:" . Criminal Abortion. Except as otherwise

provided-in section ·26-1202, a person commits criminal

abortion 'when he administers -any medicine, drug or

other' substance whatever to any woman or when he uses

any instrument or other means whatever upon any woman

with intent to produce a miscarriage or abortion.
26-1200. Exception. (a) Section 26-1201 shall not

apply to an' abortion performed by a physician duly
licensed 'to practice medicine and surgery pursuant to

Chapter 84-9 or 84-12 of the Code of Georgia of 1933,
as amended, based upon his best clinical judgment that
an abortion is necessary because:

,(1), A continuation of the pregnancy would endanger
the life of the pregnant woman or would seriously and

permanently injure her health; or

(2) The [etu« would very likely be born with a grave,

permanent, and irremediable mental or physical defect;
or

(3) The pregnancy resulted from forcible or statutory
rape.

(b) No abortion is authorized or shan be performed
under this section unless each of the following conditions
is met;

(1) The pregnant woman requesting the abortion cer

tifies in writing under oath and subject to the penalties
of false swearing to the physician who proposes to per
form the: abortion that she is a bona fide legal resident
of the State of Georgia.

22
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(2) < The.physicmn eersifies that -he believes the woman

is, a" bonal;fide�l!esident of -this State and ,that·he has no

informatibn which' should . lead him to believe otherwise.
, (3) Such "pny:sician'H judgment is, reduced to. writing

and concurred in by at least two other physicians duly
licensed to practice, medicine and surgery pursuant to

Chapter 84-9 of the Code of Georgia of 1933, as amended,
who certify fin! writing that based upon, their separate
personal medical, examinations of the pregnant woman,

the abortion is, in their judgment, necessary because of
OM Of! more. of, -tbe reasons enumerated above. . 1

(4) , Such' abortion is' performed in a hospital licensed

by,.the,State Board of .Health and accredited by the Joint

Commission on. Accreditation of Hospitals.
(5) The performance of the abortion has been ap

P110VOO, in advance by a committee of the- medical staff

of.ehe hespitel' in, which the operation isto be-performed.
This committee .must be one established and maintained

in aecerdanee ' with the standards, promulgated by- the

Joint, Commission 'on the Accreditation of Hospitals, and

its approval must be by a majority vote ofa membership
of not-Ieee than .three members of the hospital's staff;
the, phYfJi�ian 'r proposing to perform the' operation may
'not be, counted as a .member of the committee for .this

purpose. -\' .,'

" 1'(f!l)"[A,,th,e .propoeed. abortion is considered necessaru

because tl,te. w(J1{l-an has been raped, the woman makes a

written s{atemfJrit under oath, and subject to the penalties
of Ja18e 8,weflri1J:(J,' .0". Ute date, time and place of the rape

and, the �mf3 of ·th,e rapist, if known. .There must be
attached to this statement a certified copy of any report
of; "the, r�p�\ made; by any los» enforcement officer or

agency ,a� a sta_tement by the solicitor 'general oithe
judicial circuit where the rape occurred or allegedly oc

qt1jT�� �!u!-t,. �cpr.dinu to his best information, there is

'1?r��afjle(cq�e to believe that ,the, rape ,(lid occur.
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(7) Such mitten opinions, statements, certificates, and

concurrencesr.ke . maintained in the permanent files of

such hoapitalsand 'are available at all reasonable -times

to the. solicitor general of the judicial circuit in which

tne'hospitel lis' located.

<1(8). A copy of such written opinions, statements, cer

tificates, and' concurrences is filed with, the Director of

the State Department of Public Health within ten (10)
days aften.aueh 'operation is performed.

,(9): All written opinions, statements, certificates, and

concurrences filed and maintained pursuant to paragraphs
(7) and '(8) of, this subsection shall be confidential rec

ords and shall not be made available for public inspection
at any time .

. .(c) Any, solicitor general of the judicial circuit in

which an abortion is to be performed under this section,
or any, person who would be a relative of the child within

the second degree of consanguinity, may petition the BU

perior"cirurt of the county' in which the abortion is to be

performed for a declaratory Judgment whether the per

'tormance of such abortion would violate any constitu

tional or 'other' legal Mghts of the fetus. Such solicitor

general, may also petition such. court for the purpose of
ta�ng issue with compliance with the requirements of
this section. The physician who proposes to perform the

abortion and the pregnant woman 8hall be respondents.
The petition shall be heard expeditiously and if the court

adjudges that" such abortion would \ violate the consti

t1ftional or other legal, rights of the fetus, the court shall
80 declare and shall restrain the physician from perform
ing .the abortion.
, (d)» If an abortion is performed in 'compliance with

this section, -the death of the fetus shall not give rise to

any elain» for- wrongful death.
.

Ge) Nothing in this -section shall require a hospital to
admit aJlY!'patient under the provisions hereof' for the
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purpose or" performing an abortion, nor shall any hospital
be required to appoint a coriunittee!such as contemplated
under subsection (b) (5). A physician, or any other

person who is a member of or associated with the staff

of a hospital, or any employee of a hospital in which an

abortion has been authorized, who shall state in writing
an - objection to such abortion on moral or religious
grounds shall not be required to participate in the medical

procedures I which will result in the abortion, and the
refusal JofqliRY such person to participate therein shall

not f�J.1m"the basis of any claim for damages on account

of -such refusal or for any disciplinary or recriminatory
action against such person.

26-;,)203, Punishment. A person convicted - of crim

inal abo�tion shall be punished by imprisonment for not

less than - one nor more than -10 years;



APPENDIX B.

) American Law Institute

MODEL PENAL CODE

, Section 230.3. Abortion.
"

(1) U�justified Abortion. A person who purposely
and ,u:ujustifiably terminates the pregnancy of another

otherwise than by a live birth. commits a felony of the

third degree or, where the pregnancy has continued be

yond -the twenty-sixth week, a felony of the second degree.
- (2)' Justifiable Abortion. A licensed physician is [usti-

.

fied in terminating a pregnancy if he believes there is sub

stantial risk that continuance of the pregnancy would

gravely, impair ,the physical or mental health of the

mother or that the child would be born with grave

physical or mental defect, or that the pregnancy resulted

from rape, incest, or other felonious intercourse. All

illicit intercourse with a girl below the age of 16 shall be
deemed felonious for purposes of this subsection. Justi

fiable abortions shall be performed only in a licensed

hospital except in case of emergency when hospital fa
cilities are unavailable. [Additional exceptions from the

requirement of hospitalization may be incorporated here

to take account of situations in sparsely settled areas

where hospitals are not generally accessible.]
(3) Physicians' Certificates; Presumption from Non

Compliance. No abortion shall be performed unless two

physicians, one of whom may be the person performing
the abortion, shall have certified in writing the circum

stances which they believe to justify the abortion. Such
certificate shall be submitted before the abortion to the

hospital where it is to be performed and, in the case of

abortion following felonious intercourse, to the prosecut
ing attorney or the police. Failure to comply with any

26
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of the requirements Ci>f this Subsection gives' rise to a

presumptiOn!'tB8t� the�abortion was-unjuatified ..

(4) Self-Aborti'on·, f A woman whose pregnancy has

continued beyond the twenty-sixth week commits a felony
of- the third' ae��e' if she purposely terminates her' own

pregna'ticy�(other�ise than by a live birth, or if she uses
. I .

instruments" drugs 'or violence upon herself for that pur-
pose. Excepfas justified underSubsection (2), a person

who indt'ices 6i'il{nowingly aids a woman to use 'instru
ments, drugs or violence upon herself for the purpose of

terminating her pregnancy otherwise than by a live birth

commits a felony of the third degree whether or not the

pregnancy has continued beyond the twenty-sixth week.

(5) Pretended Abortion. A person commits a. felony
of the third degree if, representing that it is his purpose

to perform an abortion, he does an act adapted to cause

abortion in a pregnant woman although the woman is

in fact not pregnant, or the actor does not believe she is.

A person charged with unjustified abortion under Sub
section (1) or an attempt to commit that offense may be
convicted thereof upon proof of conduct prohibited by
this Subsection.

(6) Distribution of Abortifacients. A person who

sells, offers to sell, possesses with intent to sell, advertises,
or displays for sale anything specially designed to termi

nate a pregnancy, or held out by the actor as useful for

that purpose, commits a misdemeanor, unless:

(a) the sale, offer or display is to a physician or drug
gist or to an intermediary in a chain of distribution to

physicians or druggists; or

(b) the sale is made upon prescription or order of a

physician; or

(c) the poesession is with intent to sell as authorized
in paragraphs (a) and (b); or
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(d) the .advertising is addressed to persons named in

paragraph '(a) and confined to-trade or professional chan

nels not likely to reach the general public.
(7) Section 'Inapplicable to Prevention of Pregnancy,

Nothing in ,this Section shall be deemed applicable to the

prescription, administration or distribution of drugs or

other su�st�nces for avoiding pregnancy, whether by pre

v;ept��g implantation of a fertilized ovum or by any other

Ill-�tho� that operates before, at or immediately after

fertilization .
.

• r



SUPREME OOURT OF THE UNITED STATES -.

No. 70-40

Mary Doe et al., Appellants,
v�

Arthur K. Bolton, as Attor

ney General of the State
of Georgia, et al.

On Appeal from the
United States District
Court for the Northern

District of Georgia.

[January 22, 1973]

MR. JUSTICE REHNQUIST, dissenting.
The holding in Roe v. Wade, ante, that state abortion

laws can withstand constitutional scrutiny only if the

States can demonstrate a compelling state interest ap

parently compels the Court's close scrutiny of the various

provisions in Georgia's abortion statute. Since, as indi

cated by my dissent in Wade, I view the compelling state

interest standard as an inappropriate measure of the

constitutionality' 'of state abortion laws, I respectfully
dissent from the majority's holding.
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SUPREME dOURT OF THE UNITED STAT�

Syllabus
/

ROE ET AL. v. WADE, DISTRICT ATTORNEY OF /

DALLAS COUNTY

APPEAL,.FROM THE .UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS

! "

No" 70-18. ",I\�gue��Dpcembrr 13, 1971-Hparguoo October 11,
, .. ,1972-Dpcided January 22, 1973

t,. I. .t

A prp�nant !iipgle, woman (Roe) brought a class action challenging
'the' cOIlstil..utionillity of the Texas criminal abortion laws, which

P���?!ibe,.wof�:ih� t
o� �ttempt,�ng :;n abortion ex�ept on �edicnladvice for the purpose of savmg t he mot her's life. A licensed

rih)�si�in'�(f (H;rlf�rd), ';'vho hnd' two sta(e nbort ion -prosecutions
pendiAg �g�intst him, was permitted to intervene. A childless
'mnr'ried ronpie' (the Docs), the ,viCe not being pregnant, srparHtf'I�'
attacked the Inws, basing alleged injury on the future possibilities
of eontrncepti,'c fnilure, pregnancy, unpreparedness for parent
hood, and impnirment of the wife's health, A three-judge Dis
tri�t Court', -Ivhich consolidated the actions, held that Roe and
Hallford, and member.' of their classes, had standing to sur

a�d presented J�sti�iable cont rovers ies, Ruling I hat declaratory,
though no{lnjunrtivc, relief was warranted, thr court declared'

the' nbQrt'iQn:A�i�ltes void ns vague and overbrondly infringing
those plaintiffs' Ni'nth and Fourtonnr h Amendment rights. 'fhe
court ruled the 1.)o('s' complaint not justiciable. Appellants di
r�ctl�·.ni)pe�lpd,tQftl�'is Court.on the injunctive rulings, and appellee
cross-nppenle'd' from the District Court's grant of declaratoryrelief'to R�� a�d Hnllford. tt-u.

i. WI;ile 28 U. s. C: § 1253 authorizes no direct appeal to this
Court from the grnnt or denial of declaratory relief alone, review
is not"f�;Jci�sed \�lietl' thp ('asp is properlv before the Court on

appe�1 froin sp�cifi'� denial of injunctive relief and the arguments
as, to both injunctive and deelnratorv relief nrc necessarily
identical. P., 8.

2. Hoe has standing to sue: the Does and Hallford do not.
Pp. 9-14.
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Syllabus
,

"'(jl)';1COritr�r§ 'to .ilppell�/s contention, the natural termina

tioh"of�nQe's-plegnancy, did not moot her suit. Litigation involv

ing preghdifcy:'wll'ich'is ';'capllble of repetition, yet evading review,"

is an
-

exception to the usual federal rule that an nctual controversy

qll'S� exist t \fev'oW, stages and not simply when'the action is

. ifJitiate8. Pp. 9-10:

.

(b) The District Court correctly refused injunctive, but erred

ill granting declaratory, relief to Hallford, who alleged no federally

protected right not assertable as a defense against the good-faith

state' prosecutiofra pending against him. Samuels v. It-fackell, 401

U. S. 66.

(c) The Does' complaint, based as it is on contingencies, any

one or more of which may not occur, is too speculativeto present,

an actual case or controversy. Pp, 12-14.

3. State criminal abortion laws, like those involved here, that

except from criminality only n life-saving procedure on the

mother's behalf without regard to the stage of her pregnancy and

ot-her interests involved violate the Due Process Clause of the

fourteentli" Amendment, which protects against state action' the

right to privdcy, including a woman's qualified right to terminate

her pregnancy. Though the State cannot override that right, it

hils legitimate interests in protecting both the pregnant woman's

health and the potentiality of human life, each of which interests

grows and reaches a "compelling" point at various stages of the

worriah's approach to term. Pp. 36-49.
,

(a) For' the stage prior to approximately the end of the first

'trimester, tlie' abortion decision 'and its effectuation must be left

to the medica!' judgment of the pregnant woman's attending

physician. 'Pp. 36-47.

'(b) For the stage subsequent to approximately the end of

the fifst trimester; the State, in promoting its interest in the

health �t the rriother, may, if it chooses, regulate the abortion

procedure' in ways that are reasonably 'related to maternal health.

Pp, 4344.
.

i,

"'(c)' For the stage subsequent to viability the State, in pro

moting it� interest, in the potentiality of human life, may, if it

chooses, 'regulate, and even proscribe,' abortion except where neces

sary, in appropriate medical judgment, for the preservation of the

'1'ife or health' of 'the mother. Pp. 44-48.

4:' Tll� State mil)' define 'the term '''physician'' to mean only a

! pliysiciari' �lIrre�t1y licensed by the State, and may proscribe any
,

'l' "T' �
i \

'
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Syllabus

abortion' by 11 person who is not It physician as so defined.
Pp. 34-35, 48.

5. It is unnecessary to decide the injunctive relief issue since thc
Texas authorities will doubtless fully recognize the Court's ruling
that the Texas criminal abortion statutes arc unconstitutional.
P. 51.

314 F. Stipp. 12.17, affirmed in purt and reversed in part.

BI.AOJ{MUN, J., delivered the opinion of the Court, in which
BURGER, C.,.J., and Douctas, Blt��NNAN, S'l'EWAII'I', MAWHIALI" find
POWEL�, JJ.,,j'oined: 'BURGEH, C. J., and DOUGLAS aud S'I'FJWAIl'J', .1.1.,
filed concurring 'opinions. WHl'I'E, .T., filed a dissenting opinion,
in which RJ,;HNQUlST, .1., joined. REHNQUIST, .1., filed n dissenting
opinion.
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Jane Roe' et al

APPellantS)
On Appeal from the United

, ", 'States District Court for
v.

the Northern District of
Henry Wad�, Texas.

. ;" }I·. .'

[January 22, '1973]

MR, JUSTICE BLAOKMUN delivered the opinion of the
Court.. '

.
t i

This trexas federal appeal and its Georgia companion,
Doe v. Bolton, post --, present constitutional chal
lenges to state criminal abortion legislation. The Texas
statutes under attack here are typical of those that
have been 'ill' effect in many States for approximately a

century. 'The Georgia statutes, in contrast, have a

modern cast and are a legislative product that, to an

extent at Ieast, obviously reflects the influences of recent

attitudinal change" of advancing medical knowledge and
techniques, and-of new thinking about an old issue.

We forthwith acknowledge our awareness of the sensi
tive and emotional' nature of the abortion controversy,
of the, �igorous opposing views, even among physicians,
and, of 'the,.�eep and seemingly absolute convictions that
the subject inspires. One's philosophy, one's experiences,
one's exposure to the raw edges of human existence, one's
religious -training, one's attitudes toward life and family
and their values, 'and the moral standards one establishes
and seeks to observe, are al1 likely to influence and to

co�'<)r one's ,!��ilkil1g and conclusions about abortion .

. In addition, population growth, pollution, poverty,
and racial overtones tend to complicate and not to sim
plify the problem.
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Our"'task"'o't .(;.OtJrse; .is to.' resolve. the issue by consti

tutional measurement free of emotion and of predilection.
We seek earnestl:w to do this, and, because we do, we

have s inqtiir�J -

mto, and' in 'this' opinion place some

. emphasis upon, medical and medical-legal history and

what that history reveals about man's attitudes toward

the abortive procedure over the centuries. We bear in

miria,1OO6; Mr.' Justice Holmes' admonition in his now

vindicated dissent ui=Eochner v. New York, 198 U. S.

45, 76 (1905):
.

"It [the Constitution] is made for people of

fundamentally differing views, and the accident of

our finding certain opinions natural and familiar

or novel and even shocking ought :not to conclude

our judgment upon the question whether statutes

embodying .them conflict with the Constitution of

.the United St�t�s."
I

The,: TeX88 fltatutes· that concern us here are Arts.

1191-1194- and U96 ·of the State's Penal Code.' These.

'1 "Arti:cie '119(1 'Abortion
I illl' 'any iperson \ Ilhll:U designedly administer to a pregnant woman

or knowingly' probure to be administered with her consent any drug
or medicine, 'or shall use- towards 'her any violence or means what

ever ext�rnally qr inte��lly applied, and .thereby procure an abor

tion! h� ���ll �,confi��, in the peni�entiary not less than two .nor
more than five years; If It be done WIthout her consent, the punish
ment' shall &e doubled. By 'abortion" is meant that the life of the

fettis or' emBrYo 'shall be destroyed in the woman's womb or that a

premature birth thereof lbe caused.

"Ant. 1192, Furnishing-the means

(,"WbQeVllr fum¥!�es the means for procuring an abortion knowing

the purpose intended is guilty as an accomplice.

"A�. 1193.) At�pt at abortion

'''If ,the means used shall fail to produce an abortion, the otlender

is nevertheless �ilty' of an attempt to produce abortion, provided
.• I

t
•

�

I t t.r
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make ,it a 'crime to' "procure' an abortion," as therein
defined, or.' to' at�mpt one, except with-respect to' "an
abortion procured or attempted by medical advice for
the' purpose" ef saving the life of the mother:" Similar
statutes are in existence in a majority 'of the States.'

it be shown, that such means were calculated to produce that result,
and shall. be' fined not less than one hundred nor more than one

thousand dolJa�: r '

"Art. 11'94. Murdilr in .producing abortion
"If.the death bf ·the mother is occasioned by an abortion so pro

duced 'or by;an1 'attempt to effect the same it is murder.
"Art. 1196. By medical advice

"Nothing in this chapter applies to an abortion procured or at
tempted-by meifical 'advice for the purpose of saving the life of the
mother'."

, The: f.oregoing"�rticles, together with Art. 1195, comprise Chapter
9 of Title 15 of the Penal Code. Article 1195, not attacked here,
reads:'

"Art. 1195.. riest;oyi�g unborn child
"Wlloever' shall' (Juring parturition of the mother' destroy the

vitality or life in a child in a state of being born and before actual
birth, which child \vould otherwise have been born alive, shall be
confined'in tlie �eriitentiary for life or for not less than five years."

2 Ari�: Rev. Stitt: Ann. § 13-211 (1971); Conn. Pub. Act, No.1
(May 1972 special session) (in 4 Conn. Leg. Servo 677 (1972», and
Conn. -Gen. -Btat: 'R�v. §§ 53-29, 53-30 (1968) (or unborn child);
Idaho Oode' § 18-1505 (App. to Supp. 1971); Ill. Rev. Stats. C. 38,
§23-1·(1971'); Ind'.",Cbde §35-1-5g..:.1 (1971); Iowa Code §701.1
(197l); Ky. ,Rev" Stat. § 436.020 (1963); La. Rev." Stat. § 37: 1285
(6) (1964) (loss of medical license) (but see § 14-87 (1972 Supp.)
containing no.exception for the life of the mother under the criminal
statute)'; Me. -Rev, Stat. Ann. Tit. 17, § 51 (1964); Mass. Gen.
Laws Ann. ·c'., 272, § 19 (1970) (using the term "unlawfully," con

strued to exclude an, abortion to save the mother's
.

life, Kudish V.
Bd. o/,Regfst7;Qtion, 356 Mass. 98, 248 N. E. 2d'264 (1969»; Mich.
Compo Iia.ws §,750:14 (1948); Minn. Stat. § 617.18 (1971); Mo. Rev.
Stat. §,559.l00 (1969)';, Mont. Rev. Codes Ann. § 94-401 (1961);
Neb. ij;ev. Stat. § 280-405 (1964); Nev. Rev. Stat. § 200:220"(1967);
N." HiI' Rev. Stat. Ann: § 585.13 (1955); N ..J. Stat. Ann. § 2A:87-1
(3.969)1 ("withoutiiawfuL justification"); N. D. Cent. Code §§ 12-25-
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, !£exas .first enacted a criminal, abortion .statute in 1854.

Texas JJaW8,<>18Q4i·/c.),�9jJl § 1, -set. forth in 3; Gammel,

Laws,ofiTEixas,d5<r.;! 1(189&) .. ,·This. was soon modified

into language that hes remained substantially unchanged

to the,·:pres¢nt" "ti{l').e. , See Texas Penal Code of '1857,

Arts. 531-536; Paschal's Laws of Texas, Arts. 2192-2197

(1866); 'I'exas'Rev, Stat., Arts. 536-541 (1879); Texas

Rev'. criHi. St�t:, Arts. 1071-1076 (1911). The final

article in each of these compilations provided the same

exception, �s, does the present Article 1196, for an abor

tion by "medical,advice for the purpose of saving the

life of the mother." 9

:t. 41.71: 'J-'-cr ;'1,

01,; 1.2,-2� (i9po); Qhio Rev. Code § 2901.16 (1953); Okla. Stat.

Ann .• Tit. 21, § 861 (1972-1973 Supp.); Pa. Stat. Ann., Tit. 18,

§§ 471�,t 4719 (.1963) [({,unlawfun; R. 1. Gen. Laws Ann ..§ 11-'-3-1

(1969); S. D. Compiled Laws § 22�17-1 (1967); Tenn. Code Ann.

§§ 39-301,. 39-302 (1956): Utah Code Ann. §§ 76-2-1, 76-2-2

(1953); v« Stat. Ann., Tit. 13, § 101 (1958); W. Va. Code Ann.

§ 61-2-� (1966); ,Wis. Stat. § 940.04 (1969); Wyo. Stat. Ann. §§ 6-77,

6-78 '(1957f,. .

.

":. .... .

!I Long ng<>; ,R,.llugges,tion was made that the Texas statutes were

unconstitutIonally vague because of definitional deficiencies. The

Te�as 'Co�rt of Crhninal Appeals disposed of that suggestion per-

emptorily, &'lyin� only, .

,
.

i' 1. J "
•

�

"It ,}S also .insisted, in the motion in arrest of judgment that. the stat-

ute is unconstitutional and. void in that it does not sufficiently define

or ,��cribe the offense of abortion ... We. do not concur in respect

to this question." .Jackson. v. State 55 Tex. Crim . .R. 79, 89, 115

S .. 'Y. 262,,�68, (1008).
The same -court.secently has held again that the State's abortion

statutes are not unconstitutionally vague or overbroad. Thompson

v, State, -. Tex. Crim. App. -, - S. W. 2d - (1971), appeal

pending.· Tile 'court held that "the State of Texas has 1\ compelling

interest to protect fetal life"; that Art. 1191'''is designed to protect

fetal life";' that the Texas homicide statutes, particularly Art. 1205

of the Penni Code, are intended to protect 1\ person "in existence 'by
actual birth" and· thereby implicitly recognize other human life that

is.not "in existence by actual birth"; that the definition of human

life. is' {�� theIegislature and not the courts; that Art. 1196 "is
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,
..

""'1, ',. 'J!
Jane Roe;' a single woman who was residing in-Dallas

County, 'Texas;1iiHstituted this federal action in March
1970 against the 'Disttiet: Attorney of the county. She

soughf 1ft cleclatatdry judgment that the Texas criminal
abortion' statutes 'were unbonstitutional on their face,
and an injunction restraining the defendant from en

forcing the' atatutes..
Roe alleged that·:she was unmarried and pregnant;

that she wish'ed'.te terminate her pregnancy by an abor
tion "performed- by a competent, licensed physician,
under safe, 'elinical conditions"; that she was 'unable
to get a "legal" Ja:eortion in Texas, because her life did
not appearto be'threatened by the -continuation of her
pregnancy; and th�i she could not afford to travel to
another jurisdiction in order to secure a legal abortion
under safe -eontiitions. She claimed that- the Texas stat
ute's' 'were uneonstitutionally vague ana that they
abridged het'right of personal privacy, protected by the
First, Fourthl, Fifth, Ninth, and' Fourteenth Amend
ments. By an amendment to her complaint Roe pur
ported to sue "on behalf of herself and an other women"
similarly,isi'tuatied!

'James H&bert,jffal1fbrd; a licensed physician, sought
and was gFanted leave to intervene in Roe's action. In
----',.

more definite thntrthe District of Columbia statute upheld in [United
States .v.l, Vuitph" (�2· U. S. (2); and that the Texas statute "is
not, vague jmd.indefinito or overbroad." A phv: irian'. abortion con

viction wns affirmed.'
, ,

in
.

n. 2, -'" Tex. Crim. App. at -. - S. W. 2d, at -, the
court, observed that nny issue as to tho burden of proof under the
exemption oflArft rt91l'''islhot 'b'pforC' us." But see Vlwvllrs v, State,
172"!Tex. '�I'im. ANFl f?162. r1(1)-.1()9" -354 S. W. 2d 161 '�1962)o' Cf.

U11�ted �taf.e�,,�. Vuifc/t, ,40�, u. S. 62, 6�-n (1971).
4 The name is a pseudonym.
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his complaint he alleged that he had been arrested pre

viously for violations of theTexas abortion statutes and

that twa such prosecutiens .were pending against him.

He- descnibed conditions of patients who came to him

seeking abortions, and he claimed' that for many cases

he,' as, a' physician, was unable to determine whether

they fell within or outside the exception recognized by

Article 1196. He ,alleged that, as a consequence, the

statutes were vague and uncertain, in violation of the

Fourteenth Amendment, and that they violated his own

and: his..patients' rights to privacy in the doctor-patient

relationship') and his own right to practice medicine,

rights he claimed were guaranteed by the First, Fourth,

Fifth,. 'Ninth, and Fourteenth Amendments.

, John and .Mary Doe," a married couple, filed a com

panion complaint to that of Roe. They also named the

District Attorney as defendant, claimed like constitu

tional deprivations, and sought declaratory and injunc

tive-relief. The Does alleged that they were a childless

couple; that Mrs. Doe was suffering from a "neural

chemical" disorder; that her physician had "advised her

to avcid pregnancy until such time as her condition

has materially improved" (although a pregnancy at the

present time would not present "a serious risk" to her

life); .that, pursuant to medical advice, she had dis
continued, use of birth control pills; and that if she

should become pregnant, she would want to terminate

the. .pregnancy by an abortion performed by a competent,

licensed physician under safe, clinical conditions. By

an amendment to their complaint, the Does purported

to sue "Oil behalf of themselves and all couples similarly

situated,"
The two actions were consolidated and heard together

by a:' duly convened three ...judge district court. The

suits thus presented the situations of the pregnant single

II These nnmes nre pseudonyms.
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woman, the childless couple, with the wife not pregnant,
and the licensed practicing physician, all joining in the
attack '011\ th� 'Tex1as 'criminal abortion statutes. Upon
the filing 'of affidavits, motions were made to dismiss
and fo'r summary"judgment. The court held that Roe
arid 'Dr.. Ha'llforcl, and rnembers of their respective
classes, had st�11tl'ing to sue, and presented Justiciable con

troversies, but that the Does had failed to allege facts
sufficient to state a present controversy and did not ha ve

stan/ding." It concluded that, with respect to the' re

quests forf a 'decla;atory judgment, abstention was not

wtimil\t�d. )b,� the merits, the District Court held that
the' "furidamental right of single women and married
persons to choo'se whether to have children is protected•

t -i •• ,.j

by' the Ninth Ainen<;lment, through the Fourteenth
, t � i- •

i. , .

Amendment,' and that the Texas criminal abortion stat-
utes were'vtoid on their face because they were both
unconstitutionally vague and constituted an overbroad
in fri'lgeirient_of the plaintiffs' Ninth Amendment rights.
The cour(then'helcl' that abstention was warranted with
respect to the requests for an injunction. It therefore
dismissed the Doe complaint, declared the abortion stat

utes void, and dismissed the application for injunctive
relief." .�l4 'F.:·Supp. 1217 (ND Tex. 1970) .

• ' " f f :1',
. 1 1

The plaintiffs Roe' and Doe and, the intervenor Hall-
ford, }jursuant 'to 28 U. S. C. � 1253, have appealed to
this Court' from that part of the District Court's judg
ment d�;�ying the injunction. The defendant District

I' . .'.

Attorlley has 'purported to cross appeal, pursuant to the
sa�e' stat-Lite; 'from the court's grant of declaratory relief
to Roe: al)d Hallford. Both sides also have taken pro
tectiveappeals to the United States Court of Appeals for
the FiftH- Cifcuit. ,Thtit court ordered the appeals held
in abeyal'lce'})ending decision here. We 'postponed de
cision 'on juris(ilction to the hearing on the merits. 402
U. S. 941 .(1971).
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,I '

III
,

'

.It might p�ye been preferable if the defendant, pur

suapt to .our ;.Rule 20, had presented to us a petition for

certjorui before judgment in the .Court of Appeals with

respect to the granting of the plaintiffs' prayer for de

cl�r�tory; relief. Our decisions in Mitchell v. Donovan,

398 U. S. 427 (1970), and Gunn v, University Committee,

399 U. S. 383 (1970), are to the effect that § 1253 does

not authodze ,a� appeal to this Court from the grant or

denial of declaratory relief alone. We conclude, never

thelees, that those decisions do not foreclose our review

of both the Injunctive and the declaratory aspects of a

case �f thi�JKi�d when it is properly here, as this one is, on

appeal under § 1253 from specific denial of injunctive

relief, and the arguments as to both aspects are necessarily

identical. See Carter v. Jury Commission, 396 U. S. 320
.' • � 'i'/

(1970); Florida Lime and Avocado Growers, Inc. v.

iti.co�sen: 362 U. S. 73, 80-81 (1960). It would be de

s�h.l�tive of 'time 'and energy for all concerned were we

torule oiherwise. Cf. Doe v. Bolton, post, -.
, I

; I IV
r

We are riext confronted with issues of justiciability,

standing, and abstention'. Have Roe and, the Does estab

lIshed that "personal stake in the outcome of the con

;t'r�verhy�" Baker v. Carr, 369 U. S. 186, 204 (1962),
that'insures diat "the dispute sought to be adjudicated

• .,(, I • I 1 ;
.

will' Be presented in an adversary context and in a

form' h'isto�ically viewed as capable of judicial resolu

tion," Flast v. Cohen, 392 U. S. 83, 101 (1968), and

Sierra Club v. MOrton, 405 U. S. 727, 732 (1972)? And

�h�t '�ffect did'the pendency of criminal abortion charges
agamst Dr, Hallford in state court have upon the pro

p�i'ety of the' fed�ra� co�rt's granting relief to him as
a"'plaintiff-intervenor?

.
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A. Jane ·Roe. Despite the use of the pseudonym, no

suggestion iis made ,that Roe is a fictitious person. For
purposes QJ her case, we accept as true, and as estab
lished, her existence: her pregnant state, as of the incep
tion .of -her suit in March 1970 and as late as May 21
of that year wlren she filed an alias affidavit with the
District :Court; and her inability. to obtain a legal abor
tion in Texas. '

Viewingr.Roe'a case as of the time of its filing and
thereafter until as late as May, there can be little
dispute IthRit ·it then· presented a case or controversy and
that, wholly apart from the class aspects, she, as a

pregnant single woman thwarted by the Texas criminal
abortion . laws, had standing to challenge those statutes.
Abele v. Markle, 452 F. 2d 1121, 1125 (CA2 1971);
Crossen v. Breckenridge, 446 F. 2d 833, 838-839 (CA6
197.1); .Poe v: Menghini, 339 F. Supp. 986, 990-991
(Kans. 1972). See Truax v. Raich, 239 U. S. 33 (1915).
Indeed, we do not read the appellee's brief as really
asserting anything to the contrary. The "logical nexus
between the status asserted and the claim sought to be
adjudicated,", Flast v. Cohen, 392 U. S.; at 102, and
the necessary' degree of contentiousness, Golden v.

Zwi-ck:,ler, 39,4 U. S. 103 (1969), are both present.
The appellee notes, however, that the record does

nof disclose- that Roe was pregnant at the time of the
District Court hearing on May 22, 1970,6 or on the fol
lowing June 17 when the court's opinion and judgment
were filed, And .he suggests that Roe's case must now

be. moot beeauae .she and all other members of her class
are no longer subject to any 1970 pregnancy.

8 The-appellee twice states in his brief that the hearing before the
Distllict) GOtil1i<:WIlB held on July 22; 1970. Appellee's Brief 13. The
dock.etrentries;,Appendix, at. 2, and the transcript, Appendix, at 76,
r���al this to be an error. The July date appears to be the time
of .the r�pprter's transcription .• See Appendix, at 77.
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-The-usual-eule in federal cases. is that an actual con

troversy- mast, exist at stages of . appellate or certiorari

review, .and not simply at the 'date the action .is initiated.

1l:nited 8�ate&v. Munsingwear, Inc., 340 U. S. 36 (1950) ;

Golden v, ZWickler, supra; SEC v. Medical Committee

for, Human Rights, 404 U. S. 403 (1972) .

. But' when, as here, pregnancy is a .signifieant fact in

the litigation, the normal 266-day human gestation

period is so short that the pregnancy will come to term

before ·the usual appellate process is complete. If that

terminatiem makes a case moot, pregnancy litigation
seldom will survive much beyond the trial stage, and

appellate review will be effectively denied. Our law

should not/be that rigid. Pregnancy often comes more

than' .once to the same woman, and in the general popu

lation, tJf man is to survive, it will always be with us.

Pregnency-providesa classic justification for a conclusion

of nonrnootness. It truly could be "capable of repetition,

yet evading review." Southern Pacific Terminal Co. v.

[CC;:219. U: S. 498, 515 (1911). See Moore v. Ogilvie,
394 U:S, 814, 816 (1969); Carroll v. President and Com

missioners, 393 U. S. 175, 178:...179 (1968); United States

v, W. T. Grant Co., 345 U. S. 629, 632-633 (1953).
We ;therefore agree with the District Court that Jane

Roe had standing to undertake this litigation, that she

presented a justiciable controversy, and that the ter

mination! of her 1970 pregnancy has not-rendered her

ease, moot.'.»

,B. i[)r. Hanford. The doctor's position is different.

He. .entered Roe's litigation as a plaintiff-intervenor

alleging in.his complaint that he:

,.,"In the past has" been arrested for violating

the Texas Abortion Laws and at the present time

stands charged by indictment with violating said

laws» in the Criminal District Court of Dallas

County, Texasto-wit: (1) The State of Texas vs.
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James JI" lI�llford, No. C-69-5307-IH, and (2) The
( �tate; of Texas'vs. James H. Hallford; No. C-69-
2&24-l{., II� both cases the defendant is charged
with abortion...."

In ' his" application for leave to intervene the doctor
made like representations as to the abortion charges
pending in the state court. These representations were

also repeatedrn the affidavit he executed and filed in
support of his motion for summary judgment.

Dr: 'Hallford is therefore in the position of seeking,
in a federal C9U'rt,' declaratory and injunctive relief with
respect, to the same statutes under which he stands
charged in criminal prosecutions simultaneously'pending
ill 'state cotlrt.l Although he stated that he' has been
arrested in (the: past' for violating the State's abortion
laws,' I he makes no' 'allegation of' any substantial and
immediate threat to any federally protected right that
cannot be asserted in his defense against the state prose
cutions. Neither is there any allegation of harassment
or bad faith' prosecution. In order to escape the rule,
articulated in the cases cited ill the next paragraph of
this opinion, toat, absent harassment and bad faith, Ii
defendant in-a-pending state criminal case cannot affirma
tively challengein federal court the statutes under which
the State is prosecuting him, Dr. Hallford seeks to

di�t.fng,�ish �i,s s�!"tus .as a present state defendant from
his status ase "potential future defendant" and to assert
only. the latter for, standing purposes here.

We see-no merit in that distinction. Our decision in
Sd/rrtuelsJiv,"Mackell, 401 U. S. 66 (1971), compels the
conclusion tIlat'the District Court erred when it granted
declaratory .relief to Dr. Hallford instead of refrainingfrom so' doi�g.' - The court, of course, was correct in re

fusing ,t@ grant, injuetive relief to the doctor. The rea
sons supportive' of that action, however, are those ex

pressed in Samuels v. Mackell; supra, and in Younger v.
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Harrii,AOl'iU: S. 37 (1971); Boyle v."Landry, 401 U. S.

7-7 (1971))-; Perez:v: Ledesma, '401 U. .s. 82 (1971); and

Byrne v. Karalexis, 401 U. S. 216 (1971).
-

See also Dom

browski v. Pfister, 380 U. S. 479 (1965). We note, in

P8:�Ll1g)<that I Y0J.L,nger and, its companion cases were de

�ide.Q ,{after: the! three-judge District Court decision. in

this"ca�l '> '" •

,
Dr, Hallford's complaint in, intervention, therefore, is

k> b� dismi�se_d.; He is remitted to his defenses in the

stE,l.,te� cr..imil11}1 prcceedings against him. We -reverse the

j.up�"1eqt, pf ,trEi,pistrict Court insofar as it granted Dr.

ij'+Hfo/d ,le\�ef and, failed to dismiss his .cornplaint in

i.�teryeptiop:, '

',Q,. T� Does. In view of our ruling as to Roe's stand

ing in her case; the issue of the Does' standing in their
, -,.

ease has little significance. The claims .they assert are

essenti�Jy tl;le, same as those of Roe" and. they attack the

�e ,stf\tlJ�es. Nevertheless, we briefly note the Does'

q�s,tu��z, " ,j

,),l'heln tP��A?ings present .them as a childless married

counl�, ,thej• wOp1lj1.n not being. pregnant, who have no
It I t} f ,,:; 1... '( ,

.

desire J.o have: Qh�ldren at this time because of their hav-

ing' �ooeiyep medical advice that Mrs. Doe should avoid

pr�gryancy,. ai}p ,�or "other highly, personal reasons." But

,

1 We' heed n�t' consider what different result, if any, would foU�w e

if Dr. Hallford's intervention were' on behalf of 1\ class. His com

plaint in intel'Ven'tion does not purport to assert II class suit and

makes no reference to any class apart from an allegation that he

"and others, �imi,lnrly situated" must necessarily guess at the mean

ing ot Art. 1196. His application for leave to intervene goes some

what (urtber (or it asserts that plaintiff R� does not adequately pro

tect- the -interest of the doctor "and t he class of' people who are

ppysicianip: .. and the Class of periple who are ... patierits ....

"

The le8.v�' application, however, is not the complaint. Despite the

Dis�rict!.fE1ourt'� .g,ta�t:ment to, the contrary, 314 F, Supp., atn1225, we

fail to per �ivc the �entia1s ora class suit in tile Hallford complaint.
_., t. t:i t ,�I �,f 1

• •
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they "fear,.' . �, they-may face the prospect of becoming
parents." Arid if }flEegnallcy' ensues, they "would want
to terminate" it by an abortion. They assert an inability
to obtain -a11 abortion legally in Texas and, consequently,
the. prospect of -.obtaining an illegal abortion there or of
going outside Texas -to some place .where the procedure
could be obtained legally and competently.

We thus have as plaintiffs a married couple who have,
as their asserted' Immediate and present injury, only an

alleged "detrimental effect upon [their] marital hap
piness" because they' are forced to lithe choice of refrain
ing from normal sexual relations or of endangering Mary
Doe's health through a possible pregnancy." Their claim
is that sometime, -in' the future, Mrs. Doe might become
pregnant because of, possible failure of contraceptive
measures, and at-that time in the future, she might want
an abortion that might then be illegal under the Texas
statutes.

This very phrasing of the Does' position reveals its
speculative character. Their alleged' injury rests on pos
sible future contraceptive failure, possible future preg
nancy, possible .future unpreparedness for parenthood,
and possible: future. .impairment of health. Anyone or

more. of these several possibilities may not take place
and all may not combine. In the Does' estimation, these
possibilities might have some real or imagined impact
upon their marital happiness: But we are not prepared
to say that.the bare. allegation of so indirect an injury is
sufficient ,to" pl:��e�t an actual case or controversy.
Younger ".:Harm, 401 U. S., at 41-42; Golden v. Zwickler,
394 V. S:, at �09-110 (1969); Abele v. Markle, 452 F. 2d,
at ll�J 1

...2?; l!r9!Sen v. Breckenridge, 446 If. 2d, at 839.
The, Does' cl��m falls.far short of. those resolved other

w�se}'r the c���sJ,that the Does .urge, upon us, namely,
Inv�8t,�e1ft/(? {nsti�ut� v, Cg.mp,401 U. S. 617 (1971) i
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Data Processing· Service v. Camp, ·397 U. S. 150 (1970);
and Epperson VI Arkansas, 393 U. S. 97 (1968). See also

Truax v. Raich; supra.

The ; Does. therefore are not appropriate plaintiffs in

this litigation. Their complaint was properly dismissed

by the District Court, and we affirm that dismissal.

v

. The principal thrust of appellant's attack on the Texas

statutes is that they improperly invade a right, said to

be possessed J!>iY the pregnant woman, to choose to ter

minate her pregnancy. Appellant would discover this

right- in the concept of personal "liberty" embodied in

the. Fourteenth Amendment's Due Process Clause; or in

personal, marital, familial, and sexual privacy said to

be protectedby the Bill of Rights or its penumbras,
see griswold v, Connecticut, 381 U. S. 479 (1965); Eisen

stadt v. Baird, 405 U. S. 438 (1972); id., at 460 (WHITE,

J., concurring); or among those rights reserved to the

people by the Ninth Amendment, Griswold v. Connect i

C'!-'t,,381 U. S., at 486 (Goldberg, J., concurring). Before

addressing .this claim, we feel it desirable briefly to

survey, in/several aspects, the history of abortion, for

such insight as that history may afford us, and then to

examine the. state purposes and interests behind the

criminal abortion' laws.
i.I .r VI

It perhaps' is' -not .

generally appreciated that the re

strictive criminal abortion 'laws in effect in a majority
of States toddy are of relatively recent vintage. Those

laws;' generaliy' proscribing abortion or its attempt at

any time duririg pregnancy except when necessary to

preserve the"pregn&:nt woman's life, are not of ancient

or; even of! common law origin. Instead, they derive

from �tatut:otY· chiulges effected, for the most part, in

the latter half of the 19th century.
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1. Ancient -·attitudes. These are not capable of precise,
determination, We'aretold that at the time of the-Persian
Empire. abontifaeients were known and that criminal
abortions 'wer-e severely punished." We are also told,
however, that abortion, was practiced in Greek times as

well as in the -Roman Era," and that "it was resorted
to without, scruple." 10 -The Ephesian, Soranos, often
described as the, 'greatest of the ancient gynecologists,
appears to' have- been general1y opposed to Rome's pre
vailing free-abertion practices. He found it necessary
to think-first of the (life of the mother, and he resorted
to abortion when, upon this standard, he felt the proce
dure advisable." Greek and Roman law afforded little
protection to the unborn. If abortion was prosecuted in
some places, it, seems to have been based on a concept
of a violation of., the father's right to his offspring.
Ancient religion did not bar abortion."

, 2. The Hdppocmiic Oath. What then of the - famous
Oath that, has. stood so long as the ethical guide of the
medical profession and that bears the name of the great
Greek (460�?)...:.377(?) 13. C.), who has been described
as the. Rather of Medicine, the "wisest and the greatest

,

8 A. Ca�tiglioni, A History of Medicine. 84 (2d ed. 1947), E.

Krumb�a�ir, t,l'ansi�t.or an,d editor (hereinafter "Castiglioni").
9 J; 'Ricci, The' Genealogoy of Gynaecology 52, 84, 113, 149 (2d cd.

1950) ·(hereinMter "Ricci"); L'. Lader, Abortion 75-77 (1966) (here
inafter "Lader") i K. Niswander, Medical Abortion Practices in the
United States, in Abortion and the Law 27" 38--40 (D. Smith, editor,
1967); G, Willin�s,;The Sanctity of Life 148 (1957) (hereinafter

, . � t ( I • 1

"Williams").; J. Noonan, An Almost Absolute Value in History, in
The Morality of �b'orti6n 1, 3-7 (.T. Noonan ed. 1970) '(hereinafter
"Noonan"); E.: QUlly, Justifiable Abortion-Medical and Legal
Foundations, II, 49 Geo. L . .T. 395, 406-422 (1961) (hereinafter
"Quay").

10 L. Edelstein, The Hippocratic Oath 10 (1943) (hereinafter
"Edelstein"). But see Castiglioni 227.

1.1 Edelstein 12; Ricci 113-114, 118-119; Noonan 5.
12 Edelstein' 13-14.
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practioner of -his art," and the "most important and

most ''complete,· medical personality .of antiquity," who

dominated - the medical schools of his time, and who

typified 'the -sum of the medical knowledge of the past? 1:1

The Oath varies somewhat according to the par

ticular translation, but in any translation the content

is elear ; "I will give no deadly medicine to anyone if

asked, nor suggest any such counsel; and in like manner

I will not, give to a woman a pessary to produce abor

tion" 1,4,·or' "I will neither give a deadly drug to any

body if asked for it,' nor will I make a suggestion to

this) 'effect. -, Similarly, I will not give to a woman an

abortive' remedy." 1�

Although (the. Oath is not mentioned' ill any of the

principal briefs in this case or in Doe v. Bolton, post,

it represents-the apex of the development of strict ethical

concepts in medicine, and its influence endures to this

day., ;�hy did not the authority of Hippocrates dissuade

abortion practice in his time and that of Rome? The

late"'Dr�-J Edelstein provides us with a theory: 10 The

Oath was lwt uncontested even in Hippocrates' day; only

the Pythagorean school of philosophers frowned upon

the related act of suicide. Most Greek thinkers, on the
1 ' ••

other'hand, commended abortion, at least prior to via-

bility. See. Plato, Republic, V, 461; Aristotle, Politics,

VII, 1335 b 25. For the Pythagoreans, however, it

was a matter of dogma. For them the embryo was

animate from the moment of conception, and abortion

meant destruction of a living being. The abortion clause

of the Oath, therefore, "echoes Pythagorean doctrines,"

and "[i] n no other stratum of Greek opinion were such

'.., t" ' • >

In Castiglioni 148.
14 1,d., ,at J54 -,

15 EdeiStein 3.
16 te; at 12, 15;-18.
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views heldror ;}llfo}llosed in the same spirit, of 'uncom

promising eusterity," P
.

Edelstein then concludes that the Oath originated in
a group representing only a small segment of Greek
opinion, and that it certainly was not accepted by all
ancient physicians., .He points out that medical writings
down to, Galen (130-200 A. D.) "give evidence of the
violation of almost everyone of its injunctions." 18 But
with the end of . antiquity a decided change took place.
Resistance -against suicide and against abortion became
common. The Oath came to be popular. The emerg
ing teachings of Christianity were in agreement with
the Pythagorean ethic. The Oath "became the nucleus
of all medical ethics" and "was applauded as the embodi
ment of truth.'" 'Thus, suggests Dr. Edelstein, it is "a

Pyth,go.r:ean .maplfesto and not the expression of an

absolute standard of medica] conduct." JI)

'This, it seems to. us, is a satisfactory and acceptable
explanation of the Hippocratic Oath's apparent rigidity.
It enables us to understand, in historical context, a long
accepted al�d' revered statement of medical ethics.

3. The Common, Law. It is undisputed that at the
common law, abortion. performed before "quickening"
the first recognisable movement of the fetus in utero,
appearing:' usually from the 16th to the 18th week of
pregnancy �il"'::_waS not an indictable offense." The ab-

� ..... ,-!
':I

I
•

.

17 Jd.;' at 18, Lader 76.
18 Edelstein 63.

,10 'Id., at 64.
' 'f

'

,

..
',.

t f '.20 Dorland's Illustrated Medical Dictionary 1261 (24th ed. 1965).
21 E. Coke, Institutes III *50 (1648); 1 W. Hawkins, Pleas of the

Crown r. 31, § 16 (1702); 1 Blackstone. Commentaries *129-130
(176'5) ;"M. lIlde, PIMS of 1'110 Crown 4:1�1 (1778). For discussions
of the role of the quickening concept in English' common law, see
Lader 78; N6bnun 223...:220; C. Means, The Law of New York Con
cerning �b'ortion 'and the Status of the Foetus, 1664-1968: A Case
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senee of a'; common law crime for pre-quickening abor

tion
.

appears to have developed' from a confluence of

earlier 'philosopnical, theological, and civil and canon

law concepts of when life begins. These disciplines

variously approached the question in terms of the point

at which' the embryo or fetus became "formed" or rec

ognisably.human; or in terms of when a "person" came

into being, that is; infused with a "soul" or "animated."

A loose censensus evolved in early English law that these

events joccurred;,at some point between conception and

live; birth,.2� This was "mediate animation." Although
-----._';

,

I�

of Cessation of .Consritutionality, 14· N. Y. 'L. Forum 411, 418-428

(19f:l8)., (Q()r��Pl\fter), "r.4ean� I"); L. Stern, Abortion: Reform and

the L�w, 59 �, 9rim.,�. C. & P. S. 84 (1968) (hereinafter "Stern:');

'lllfLy 431l-432; Williams ]52.
.t 22 E"a.rIY 'philosopher," believed tha t t he embryo or fet liS did not

become formed and begin to live until at leasl 40 days after coneep

tiori. for a male.rand 80, to 90 days for II female, See, for example,

�ri8totl�" Hist" Anim. 7.3.583b; Gen. Anim. 2.:3.736, 2.5.741; Hip

pocrates, Lib. de 'Nat. Puer., No. 10. Aristotle's thinking derived

from' his three-stage theory of life: vegetable, nnimnl, rational. The
.

}
! [ l' � •. l,) .•

••

vegetable stage was reached at conception, the nnimal at "animation,"

and the rational 'soon after live birth. This theory, together with the

40/80 day,viewJ came to be accepted by early Christian thinkers.

The, .theologieal debate was reflected in the writings of St. Augus

tine, 'WI,1O mafIej II distinction between embruo uumimaiue, not yet

endowed, with a soul, and embryo auimatus. He may have drawn

upon Exodus xxi, 22. Alone point, however, he expresses the view

that human powers cannot determine the point during fetal develop
ment at whieh the critical change occurs. Sec Augustine, De Origine

Animae 4.4 (Pub. Law 44.527). See also Renny, The Creation of the

Human Soul, c. 2,and 83-80 (1932); Huser, The Crime of Abortion

in Com�of\ La�v,l5 (Catholic Univ, of America, Canon Law Studies

No. 162, Washin�t�n! D. C. 1942).
Galen, in three treatises related to embryology, accepted the think

ing of Aristotle and his followers. Quay 42&-427. Later, Augustine

on abortion was incorporated by Gratian into the Decretum, pub

liSh'ed 'about t'140. Decretum Mngistri Gratiani 2.32.2.7 to 2.32.2.10,
r

.
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Christien theelogy and the canon law came to fix the
point. ,of' animation at 40 days for a male and 80 days
for a female, '81 view that persisted until the 19th cen

tury, there was otherwise little agreement about the
precise tirrie of formation or animation. There was

agreement, "however, that prior to this point the fetus
was to be regarded as part of the mother and its de
struction, 'therefore, was not homicide. Due to con

tinued 'uncertainty .
about the precise time when anima

tion occurred, to the lack of any empirical basis for
the'! 40-:-80 iday view, and perhaps to Acquinas' def
inition of movement as one of the two first principles
of life, Braeton focused upon 'quickening as' the critical
poitit., The 'signifieanee of quickening was echoed by
later common law scholars and found its way into the
received common law ill this country.

Whether abortion. of a quick fetus was a felony at
common law, or even a lesser crime, is still disputed.
Bracton, writing early in the 13th century, thought it
homicide." But ,the later and predominant view. fol
lowing the great common law scholars, has been that

)

f
" ' •

•

in 1 Corplls Juris Canonir-i 1122. 1123 (2d ed. Friedberg ed, 1879).
Gratintl; together with the decrctuls that followed, were recognized
[IS ,tho (Ipfi'nitih� body .of rnnon law until the new Code of 19]7.

For' disciu sions' of the canon lnw t reatmenr, 81'1.' Means J, at 411-
412; Noonnn,'20-26; QilflY 426-4:m: SPO II lso Noonan, Contraception:
A 'Ff'i�tory dr HI' 'frratnwllt bv thl' Catholic Thoologinns lind Cnn-
onists 18-29 (1965).

.

�11 Brneton took the position that abortion by blow or poison WIIS
homicide "if the f,ol.'tu. 1)(' already formed and animated, and par
ticnlarly if it be animated." 2 H. Brnr-tou, De Legibus et Con
suetudinibus Anglinc 279 (Twiss I'd, ]879), or, as a later translation
puis it, "if the Ioeiu is already formed or quickened, especially if
it is quicKrlied " n Bructon, On the Law:'! and Customs of England.' I�' iI'( j

341" (T!ior�o I'd" 19q�), SCI' '�u;ly 4�1; SPC nlso 2, Fleta 60-61 (Book
'J; c. 23) (�e1den Sociely ed. 1955).

I I
• �,

,
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it was' at! most .a lesser offense. In a frequently cited

passage, <Doke took the position that abortion of a woman

"quick with childe" is "a great misprision and no

murder.":" Blackstone followed, saying that while abor

tion after] quickening had once been considered man

slaughter Hho�gh IllO,t murder), "modern law" took a

less severe view." A recent review of the common law

precedents, argues, however, that those precedents con

tradict Coke l,tnp that even post-quickening abortion

was never established as a common law crime." This

is .of some importance because while most American

courts ruled, ill holding or dictum, that abortion of an

unquickened .fetus was not criminal under, their received

common If!.w,27 others followed Coke in stating that abor-

24 E. Coke, Institutes III *50 (1648).
2S 1 Blackstone, Commentaries *129-130 (1765),
26 C. MJ.ns, The Phoenix of Abortional Freedom: Is a Penumbral

or Ninth-Amendment Right About to Arise from the Nineteenth

Century' Legislative Ashes of a Fourteenth-Century Common-Law

Liberty?, 17 N. y. L. Forum 335 (1971) (hereinafter "Means II").

The author, examines, the two principal precedents cited marginally

by Coke, both contrary to his dictum, and traces the treatment of

these and other cases by earlier commentators. He concludes that

Coke, who himself participated as an advocate in' an abortion case

in i601, may have intentionally misstated the law. The author even

suggeSts a reason: Coke's strong feelings against abortion, coupled

wit-h his determination to assert common law (secular) jurisdic
tion to assess penalties for an offence that traditionally had been an

exclusively ecclesiastical or canon law crime. See also Lader 78-79,
who notes that some scholars doubt the common law ever was ap

plied to abortion: that the English ecclesiastical courts seem to have

lost interest in the problem after 1527; and that the preamble to the

Engl�h legislation of 1803, 43 Geo. 3, c. 58, § 1, at 203, referred to

in the text, infra, states that "no adequate means have been hitherto

provided for the prevention and punishment of such offenses."

,27 Commonwealth v. Bangs, 9 Mass. 387, 388 (1812)'; Common

wealth v. Parker, 50 Mass.· (9 Met.) 263, 26�266 (1845); State v.

Cooper, 22 N. J. L. 52, 58 (1849); Abrams v. Foshee, 3 Iowa 274,

278-280 (1856)'; Smith v, GaRard, 31 Ala. 45, 51 (1857); MitcheU
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tion of a quick fetus' was a "misprision," a term they
translated ,to mean "misdemeanor." 28. That their reli
ance an .Coke on this aspect of the law was uncritical
and, apparently in all the reported cases, dictum (due
probably to the paucity of common law prosecutions
for -post-quiokening . abortion), makes it now appear
doubtful that, abQr:tiqn was ever firmly established as

a common lawcrime even with respect to the destruc
tion of a quick fetus..

4. The English statutory law. England's first criminal
• \ <or j •

abortion sta:tut�, .Lord Ellenborough's Act, 43 Geo. 3,
; �, . ., . , . ,

c. 58, came in 1803. It made abortion of a quick fetus,
§ 1, a �apitaJ crime, but in § 2 it provided lesser penal
ties for the felony of abortion before quickening, and
thus preserved the quickening distinction. This con

trast was contj'i11..1ed in the general revision of 1828, 9
Ceo. 4, c. 3J/: § 1.3, at 104. It disappeared, however,
together with 'the death penalty, in 1837, 7 Will. 4 &
1 Vic.,' c. 85, § 6,

.

at 360, and did not reappear in the
Offenses Agams(the Person Act of 1861, 24 & 25 Vic.,
c. 100, §'59, ·�t"438, that formed the core of English
anti-abortion law, until the liberalizing reforms of 1967.
In 19� the+Infant Life (Preservation) Act, 19 & 20
Geo. 5; c. 34� came' into being. Its emphasis was upon
the destrHction: of·lIthe life of a child capable of being
born a'live:" 'It'rrlMe a wil1ful act performed with the
necessary intent a felony. It contained a proviso that
__---,-_

I
• ,,'

, ,.

V. Com1ponweaUh, 78 Ky. 20�, 210 .(1879); Eggam v. State, 40 Fla.
q27, 53�, 25 Sq. 114, 1145 tI8�8); State v. Alcorn, 7 Idaho 599, eoe,
64 �', 1�1{" 1,01� (l00,V; Eduard» v. State, 79 Ne? 251/ 252, 112
N. W. 611, 612 (1907); Gray v. State, 77 Tex. Crirn. R. 221, 224,
178 S'. W.t337, 33S' (HB5); Miller v. Bennett, 190 Vn. 162, 169,56
S. E. '2d 217, 221 (,1949). Contra, Mills V'. Commonwealth, -13 Pa.
631,,633, (l850)';I"Stat,e- Y. Slagle, 8.3 N. C. 630, 632 (1880).

28 See'�mit� IV� State, �3 Me. 48, 55 (1851); Evan.s v, People, 49

N.,Y. 86" 88 (872); I-amb,v. State, 67 Md. 524, 533, 10 A.,208
(1881).

,_.). '
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one was not to be found guilty of the offense "unless

it is' provedrthat the act which caused the death of the

child was not done in good faith for the purpose only
of preserving the-life of the mother."

.

A: seemingly notable development in the English law

was-the c�se'of Rex v. Bourne, [1939] 1 K. B. 687. This

case! appa�ently answered in the affirmative the question
whether art abortion necessary to preserve the life of

the pregnant woman was excepted from the' criminal

penalties 'of"the 1861 Act. In his instructions to the

jury 'Judg� Maenaghten referred to the 1929 Act, and

observed, p. 691, that that Act related to "the case

where: a chil� is killed by a willful act at the time when

it is being delivered in the ordinary course of nature."

Id., at 91. He concluded that the 1861 Act's use of

the word "unlawfully," imported the same meaning ex-
t j Iii, ..

� I
•

pressed. by-the specific .proviso in. the 1929 Act even
J' • \- �. �

though there was no mention of preserving the mother's

life ill the, 1861 Act. He then construed the phrase
"preser.ving· the 'life of the mother" broadly, that, is,

"in a reas�m�ble sense," to include a serious .and per

manent th�eat to the mother's health, and instructed

the jury, to acquit Dr. Bourne if it found he had acted

in a good faith belief that the abortion was necessary

for this' purpose. Id., at 693-694. The jury did acquit.
Recently Parliament enacted a new abortion law.

This is the Abortion Act of 1967, 15 & 16 Eliz. 2, c. 87.

The Act permits a licensed physician to perform an

abortion where two other licensed physicians agree (a)
"that the continuance of the pregnancy would involve

risk to thePlife of the pregnant woman, or of injury
to the physical or mental health of the pregnant woman

or any existing children of her family, greater than if

the pregnancy were terminated," or (b) "that there is

a I'subst's,ntia:l risk that if the child were born it would
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suffer frornssuch physical or mental abnormalities as

te . be' seriously -handicapped." The Act also provides
that, ill making this determination, "account may be
taken of the pregnant woman's actual or reasonably
forseeable .euvironrnent." It also permits a physician,
without the: concurrence of others, to terminate a preg
nancy where .he i& .of the good faith opinion .that the
abortion. "is immediately necessary to save the life or

to, prevent grave, permanent injury to the physical or

mental health of the pregnant woman."
5. The 4.merica:t1l law. In this country the law in effect

in all. but no few States .until mid ..:19th century was the

pre-existing 'English common law. Connecticut, the
first, State to -enaet. abortion legislation, adopted in 1821
that part of Lord Ellenborough's Act that related to a

woman "quick lwith child." 211 The death penalty was

not imposed. Abortion before quickening was made a

crime ill tbat,.State only in 1860.:10 In 1828 New York
enacted legislation :I, that, in two respects, was to serve

as n, model-for, early anti-abortion statutes. First, while
barring destnuction of an unquickened fetus as well as

a quick fetus, it made the former only a misdemeanor,
but the latter .second-degree manslaughter. Second, it
incorporated n concept of therapeutic abortion by pro
viding that an abortion was excused if it "shall have
been necessary to preserve the life of such mother, or

shall have been- advised by two physicians to be nec

essary 'for such purpose." 'By 1840, when Texas had
received,' the � c(nhrnon law," only eight American' States

� .:1 ). \
. ¥l- r.' I) .

.

r
. ,� ,

290orm. Stat., Tjt. 20, §14 (1821).
30 Conn. �Ub, Acts, c. 71, § 1 (IS60).
31 N. Y. Re,': Stnt., pt. IV, c. I, Tit. II, Art. 1, § 9,. at 661, and

. � } � � t J ' ,

Tit. VI, § 2.1, at 694 (1829),
a� Act of.J�lJl1ry 20, 1840" § 1, set. forth in 2 Gammel, Laws of

:re�nJ l7ziirS PS9Sl;- �'ee Grigsby v. Reib, 105 Tex. 597, 600, 153
S.'�i 1124, 1125 (ljJ.13).

r . .-
�
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had statutes dealing with abortion." It was not until

after the War Between the States that legislation began

generally to replace the common law. Most of these

initial statutes dealt severely with abortion after quick

ening but were lenient with it before quickening. Most

punished attempts equally with completed abortions.

While many statutes included the exception for an abor-
.

tion thought by one or more physicians to be neces

sary, to save the mother's Jife, that provision soon

disappeared and the typical law required that the pro

cedure actually be. necessary for that purpose.

Gradually, in the middle and late 19th century the

quickening. distinction disappeared from the statutory

law of most- States and the degree of the offense and

the penalties were increased. By the end of the 1950's,

a.largemajority of the States banned abortion, however

and-whenever performed, unless done to save or pre

serve the-life of the mother." The exceptions, Alabama

and the District of Columbia, permitted abortion to pre

serve the mother's health." Three other States per

mitted abortions that were not "unlawfully" performed

or -that-wene not "without lawful justification," leaving
hiterpretation of those standards to the courts." In

the past several years, however, a trend toward-liberaliza-

331;he early stntutes are discussed in Quay 43H38. See also

Lader S,5:-88; Stern .85-86; and Means II 375-376.

34 Criminai abortion statutes in effect in the States as of 1961, to

gether witll'histo�i('nl statutory development and important judicial

iriterpretatioils of 'the state statutes, are cited and quoted iu Quay

447-520. See Note, A Survey of the Present Statutory lind Case

Law on Abortion: The Contradictions and the Problem, 1972 III.

L. Forum 177, 179, classifying the abortion statutes and listing 25

States 'as permitting abortion only if necessary to save or preserve

the mother's life.

'. 3S Ala� qOde, TH. 11, § I) (1958); D. C. Code Ann. § 22-201 (1967).
, '80 �ilSs. 'mn. Laws Ann., c. 272, § 19 (1970); N. J. Rev. Stat.

Ann. 2A:87-1 (1969); PII. Stat. Ann., Tit. 18; §§ 4718,4719 (1963).
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tion of abortion .statutes has resulted in adoption, by
abeut one-third.of tile, States, of less stringent laws, most
of them patterned after the, ALI Model Penal Code,
§ 230.3/7 set· forth as Appendix B to the opinion in
Doe v. ,BQlto'[L, post --.

It is thus, apparent that at common law, at the time
of the ad9ption,: of our Constitution, and throughout
the major portion of the 19th century, abortion was

viewed ;�i�h, less disfavor than under most American
statutes c�rr.�ntly in ,effect. Phrasing it another way,
a womaJ? �9joYed.a substantially broader right to, ter

rninate a pr¢gn,anpy than she does in most States today.
A� least ,w�t�� respect to the early stage of pregnancy,
and very ,pos�ibJy without such a limitation, the oppor
tunity to make, this choice was present in this country

�7 Fourteen St'ates have adopted some form of the ALI statute.
See Ark. Stat, Ann. §§ 41-303 to 41-310 (Supp, 1971); Cnlif. Health
and Safety, Cqde §§ 25950-25955.5 (West Supp. 1972); Colo. Rev.
Stats. Arui': §§' 40-2-50 to 40-2-53 (Perm. Cum. Supp, 1967) i Del.
Code' Ann .. 'Tit.' 24, §§ 1790-1793 (Supp. 1972); Florida Law of
Apr. ]3, '1972, c. 72.:..]96, 1972 Fla. Sess. Law Serv., at 380-382; Ga.
Code §§ 26-;1201 to 26-1203 (1972); Knn. Stat. Ann. § 21-3407
(Supp. ;197-1);. Md. Ann. Codr, Art. 4:3, §§ 137-139 (Repl. 197]);
Miss. Code Ann. § 2223 (Supp, 1972); N. M. Stat. Ann. §§ 40A-5-1
to 40A-5-3 (Repi. 1972); N, C. Gen. Stat. § 14-45.1 (Supp. 1971);
Ore, Rev, Stat. §§ 435.405 to 4:15.495. (197]); S. C. Code Ann. §§ 16-
82 to 16-89 (SiJPP, 1971); Va. Code Ann. §§ i8.1-62 to 18.1-62.3
(Supp, 1972): Mr. -.fllstice Clark described, orne of these States as

having ."Jed the way." Religion, Morality and Abortion: A Con

stitutional,Apprl\isal,2 Loyola U. (L. A.) L. Rev, 1,11 (1969),
By t1)C end o,f 1970, four other States had repealed criminal pen

nlties for abortions performed in early pregnancy by II licensed
physician, subject to stated procedural und health requirements.
Alaska Stat. § 11.15.060 (1970); Haw. Rev, Stilt. § 453-16 (Supp.
19'71); N. y .. -Penal Code § 125.05 (McKinney Supp, 1972-1973);
Wash. Rev. Code §§ 9.02.000 to 9.02.080 (Supp. 1972). The precise
status, of criminal abortion Jaws in some States is made unclear by
recent de�lsion� in state and federal courts striking down existing.'

J k": it( <"i-f f .(. • .

sta te laws,' in 'whole or in pa rt'.
.

25
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well into. tlle 19th century. Even later, the law con

tinued ·for. some ,time to treat less' punitively an abortion

pr.oc'ure€l in; early' .pregnancy.

6. ·Phe position of the American Medical Association.

The anti-abortion mood prevalent in this country in

tWe' late' 19th century was shared by the medical pro

fession. 'Indeed, the attitude of the profession may have

played a significant role in the enactment of stringent
criinirlal abortion legislation during that period.

An Al.\4A Committee on Criminal Abortion was ap

pointed in May 1857. It presented its report, 12 Trans.

of the Am. Med. Assn. 73-77 (1859), to the Twelfth

Annual Meeting. That report observed that the Com

mittee had been appointed to investigate criminal abor

ti<m "with' a.
I view to its general suppression." It

de:pl�refl, abortion and its frequency and it listed three

causes "01 this general demoralization":

"The first 'of these causes is a wide-spread popu

lar ignorance of the true character of th� crime-
, 'I,'

-

a belief, even among mothers themselves, that the

foetus is not alive till after the period of quickening.
"The second of the agents alluded to is the fact

,that the, profession themselves are frequently sup

'posed careless of foetal life ....

, "The ,third reason of the frightful extent of this

crime is found in the grave defects of our laws,
both common and statute, as regards the independ
ent and actual existence of the child before birth,
as' a' living being. These errors, which are' suffi

cient in most instances to prevent conviction, are

_based; and only based, upon mistaken and exploded
.medical dogmas. With strange inconsistency, the

law 'fully 'acknowledges the foetus in utero and its
inherent rights, for civil purposes; while personally
'and 8.S 'crirliinally affected, it fails to recognize it,
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and .to its .life as .yet denies all protection." Id.,
,

" at 75-16., ",I' I

Tile Co�)Mtteel" then" 'offered, and the Association
adopted,' re�6liitionJ8 protesting "against such unwarrant
able desthl(�tion of 'human 'life," calling upon state legis
latures to' revise their abortion laws, and requesting
the cooperation

-

of state medical societies "in pressing
the subject." 'Id:; at' 28, 78.

In 1871 a"l()I1g 'and vivid report was submitted by the
Committee"tih Criminal Abortion. It ended with the

, ,

observatlohj "We had 'to deal with human life. In a

matter of less importance' we could entertain no com

promise.. An honest judge on the bench would call

things by their proper- names. We could do no less."
22 Trans. of the 'Am. Med, Assn, 258 (1871). It prof
fered resolutions, adopted by the Association, id. at

38-39, recommending, among other things, that it "be

unlawful-and uiiprofessional for any physician to induce
abortion r of 'premature labor, without the concurrent

opinion of at le'ast one respectable consulting physician,
and then" always! with a 'view to the safety of the child
if 'that be possible;" and calling "the attention of the

clergy of All denominations to the perverted views of
morality entertained by a large class of females-aye,
and men' also,' on this important question."

Except for periodic condemnation of the criminal abor
tionist,' no further formal AMA action took place until
1967. In that 'year the Committee on Human Repro
duction r urged the adoption of a stated policy of oppo-

, '

sition � to' 'Induced abortion except when there is
"docuinented'nfedieal evidence" of a threat to the health
or life of the motlier, or that the child "may be born
with incapacitating' physical deformity or mental de
ficleney," o.r th'a� a pregnancy "resulting' from legally
estllbli���(t�st�tu�ory or forcible rape or incest may con

sti�l,lte ,8. t�re�t .tp the mental or, physical health of the

27
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patient,!l ·andhtw.o; other physicians "chosen because of

their recognized professional competence have examined

the f ,p�tient and hare concurred, in writing," and the

procedure i"is performed in a hospital accredited by the

Joint Commission OJ) Accreditation of Hospitals." The

providing of medical information by physicians to state

legislatures in
J

their consideration of legislation regard

ing therapeutic abortion was "to be considered consistent

with th� principles of ethics of the American Medical

A�ia.tjon.'/. This recommendation was adopted by the

House of .Delegates. Proceedings of the AMA House

of Del�gates'j40-51 (June 1967).
In )Q7.0, after the introduction of a variety of pro

posed resolutions, and of a report from its Board of

Trustees, a reference committee noted "polarization of

the medical profession on this controversial, issue"; divi

sion among those who had, testified; a difference of

opinion among AMA councils and committees; "the

remarkable shift in testimony" in six months, felt to be

influ�n,ced "by the rapid changes' in state laws and by
the judicial decisions which tend to make abortion more

freely, available;" and a feeling "that this trend will

continue." On June 25, 1970, the House of Delegates

adopted.preambles and most of the resolutions proposed

by the reference committee. The preambles emphasized

"the best interests of the patient," "sound clinical judg

ment," ,al�d "informed patient consent," in contrast to

"mere acquiescence to the patient's demand." The reso-

'1. 11; j

lutions r asserted that abortion is a medical procedure

that should be performed by a licensed physician in an

accredited hospital only after consultation with two

o��er physicians and in conformity with state law, and

that no. party, to the procedure should be required to

viol�te personally held moral principles." Proceedings

's8'''Wherea's, Abortion, like any other medical proc�ure,' should

not be;ptlrrdrmed' when contrary to the best interests of the patient
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of the AM-A. House.of Delegates 221 (June 1970). The
AMA Judicial Council rendered a complementary
opinion.s" "

,7.!,The p@.sition of the American Public Health Asso
ciation. In October 1970, the Executive Board of the
APHA adopted Standards for Abortion Services. These
were, five in, number:

:' ',I', Hal.' ,Rapid 'and simple' abortion referral must be
. readilyvavailable through state and local public

since good medical pract ice' -requires due consideration for the pa
tient's .welfare .and not mere acquiescence. to the patient's demand;
and,

.
.

"Whereas, T'he standards of sound clinical judgment, which, 10-
g�thJr \�ifh informed patient consent should b� determinative IIC

cording to the 'merits of each individual ease: therefore be it
"RRSOLVED. That abortion is II- medical procedure and should

be performed only by a dulv licensed physician and' surgeon in an

accredited hospital acting only after consultation with two other
phvsieians chosen beeause of their professional competency and in
conformance with standard: of good medical practice and the Medi
cal Practice Act of his Stnte : and be it furt her

"RESOLVED, That TlO phvsiciun or other professional personnel
shall be compelled to perform nnv art which 'violates hi' good med
ical judgment. Neither physician, hospital. nor hospital personnel
shall be required to perform uny act violat ive of personally-held
moral principles. In these circumstances good. medical practice re

quires only Ihat 'the physician or other professional personnel with
draw' from the '('a'5(> $0 long as the withdrawal i consistent with
good medical practice." Proceedings of the AMA House of Dele
gates 221 (June 1970) .

.10 "The Prrn�iples of Medical Ethics of the AMA do not prohibit
n ph)OOicilln from performing an abortion that is performed in ac
cordance -wit h goda 'mddicril prnet ice and under circumstances that
do not violate the.laws of the community in which he practices.

"In the matter .of abortions, a. of any other medical procedure,
the/u,dicill,1 COl��cil bccom('� involved whenever. there is alleged vio
lation of (the- ,Prinl'iples, of Medical Ethics as established by the� �,�f ,,�, li... l;.r, ',' t," "HOUSEr of Delegates."

f .�:., l'i::,_ t I • 1 �

'Ii
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'health' departments, medical 'societies, or other non

. 'profit I organizations.
"b. An important function of counseling should

be to' simplify and expedite the provision of abor

tion services;' it should not delay the obtaining

. of these services.

"c. Psychiatric consultation should not be man

.datory, ,4s in the case of other specialized medical

.services, psychiatric consultation should be sought

for definite indications and not on a routine basis.

"d. A wide' range of individuals from appropri

ately' trained, 'sympathetic volunteers to highly

skilled physicians may qualify as abortion counselors.

,

<

"e. Qontraception and/or sterilization should be

discus��d with each abortion patient." Recom

mended' 'Standards for Abortion Services. 61 Am.

, ! J: Pue, FIealth 396 (1971).'

f\lnQJ;lg, ,fa'c���&: pertinent to life .and health risks asso

ciated with, abortion were three that "are, recognized as

important" :
.

,'II, "

.

"a, the skill of the physician,

'; "b. ,the environment in which the abortion is

, performed, and above all
,

He;' the duration of pregnancy, as determined by

uterine size and confirmed by 'menstrual history."

u, at 397.

It was said that "a well-equipped hospital" offers

more protection "to cope with unforeseen difficulties

than an office or clinic without such resources. . ..
The

factor of gestational age is of overriding importance.
q

Thus it was recommended that abortions in the second

trimester and' early abortions in the'presence of existing
, medical" complications be performed in hospitals as in

patient procedures. For pregnancies in the first tri

mester, abortion in the hospital with or without overnight
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sta;y �!is proba;bly the safest practice." An abortion in
an extramural facility, however, is an acceptable alter
native "provided arrangements exist in advance to admit
patients promptly if unforeseen complications develop."
Stanqflrds .

lor ,fl4 abortion facility were listed. It was

saiq that, ll-t. p���ei1t abortions should be performed ,by
physicians or osteopaths who are licen ed to practice
and who have ,"adequate training." Id., at 398.

8. The position of the American Bar Association. At
its meeting in February 1972 the ABA House of Dele
gates apPfovetl, with 17 opposing votes, the Uniform
Abortion Act. that had been drafted and approved the
preceding August by the Conference of Commissioners
on '. Uniform State -Laws. 58 A. B. A. J. 380 (1072).
We set forth the Act in full in the margin." The

.;:. .

40 ,i, {'UNIFORM ABOltTION ACT
"SECTION. 1. rAbortion Defined ; When Authorized.]
"�a).:/Abortion' means the termination of human pregnancy with

an intention other thiln' to produce II live birth or to remove a dead
fetus.

"(b) An nbortiou may be performed in this state only if it, is
performed:

"(1) by a physician licensed to practice medicine [or osteopathy]
in this tate or by tl physician practicing medicine [or osteopathy]
in the temploy of the government of the United Stater or of this
state, [and the abortion is performed [in the physician's office or in
n medical clinic, ali] in 11 hospital approved by the [Department of
Health] or operated by the United States, this state, or any depart
ment,. agency, .or.ipolitical subdivision .of either;] or by a female
upon I herself .upon t he advice of t he physician: and

"(2) -within {20] weeks after the commencement of the pregnancy
[or after [20] weeks-only if the physician has reasonable cause to
believe (i) there is a substnnrial risk that continuance of the preg
nrmcy would. endnngen the life of the mother or would gravely im
pair the physical or mental health of the mother, (ii) that the child
would bl.l,·borl.l with, grave phYHiC'1l1 or mental defect, or (iii) that
the pregnancy resulted from rape or incest, or illicit, intercourse with
f� girl under the. ago of 16 yen rs of IIgf'].

"SE;<-.'1'lON 2. [Pellalty.] Any person who performs or procures
nn abqrbien olher tlltHI authorized. by this Act is guilty of a [felony]
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Conference has appended an, enlightening Prefatory

Note."
" VII

Three reasons have been advanced to explain histor

ically' 'the' enactment of criminal abortion laws in 'the

19t1r century' and to justify their continued existence.
,..1 � 1

•
� J

'

lind, upon'cojlViction thereof, may be 'sentenced to pay It fine not

exceeding '[81,000] or to imprisonment [in the state penitentiary]

not exceeding '[5 years], or both.

"SEcTION 3. :[Uniformity of ,/nterp,retati07z.] This Act shall be

constJ;ued,to. effectuate its general purpose to make uniform the law

with respect to the subject of this Act among those states' which

eimcfit. "

.

I'SEC'rION 4: [Short Title.] This Act may be cited as tho Uniform

AbOrtion Acti"
"SECTION 5. [Sevembilitll.] If any provision of t his Act or the

application thereof �o any person, or circumstance is held invalid,

the invalidity does not affect other provisions or applications of

thisfAcb which can be given effect without the invalid provision or

application, .and to this -end the provisions of this Act are severable.

"SECTION 6. [Repeal.] The following act.' and parts of acts arf'

repealed."
"(1)
"'(2):,
If{3)

.

{'SECTleN 7. [Time of Taking Effect.] This Act shall take

effec
"

411'This Act is based largely upon the New York abortion act fol

lowing' a review of the more recent laws on abortion in several states

and upon recognition of n more liberal trend in laws on this subject.

Recognition was given also to t he several decisions in state and fed

oral courts which show a further trend toward liberalization of

abortion laws, especially during the first trimester of pregnancy.

"Recognizing that a number of problems appeared in New York, a

shorter time period for 'unlimited' abortions was advisable. The

time period, was bracketed to permit the various states to insert a

figure more in keeping with the different conditions that might exist

among .the states. Likewise, the language limiting the place or

places in which abortions may be performed was also bracketed to

account, lCOJ! different conditions among the states. In addition, limi

tati'oJisr9n abortions after the initial 'unlimited' period were placed
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,It has' been argued occasionally that these laws were

the product of a Victorian I social concern to discourage
illicit sexual conduct. Texas, however, does not advance
this justification in the present case, and it appears that
no 'court or commentator has taken the argument seri
ously." The appellants and amici contend, moreover,
that this -is not a proper state purpose at all and suggest
that,' if it were, the Texas statutes are overbroad in
protecting jt since the law fails to distinguish between
married and .unwed mothers.

A, second reason is concerned with abortion as a med
ical procedure; When most criminal abortion Jaws were
first, enacted, the procedure was a hazardous, one for
the .woman." This was particularly true prior to the
development of antisepsis. Antiseptic techniques, of
course, were based on discoveries by Lister, Pasteur, and
others first! announced in 1867, but were not generally
accepted and employed until about the turn of the cen

tury,' Abortion mortality was high. Even after 1900,
and perhaps until as late as the development of antibiotics
in the 1940's, .standard modern techniques such as dila-

in brackets so 'ihat individual states may adopt all or any of these
reasons, or place further restrictions upon abortions after the initial
period:

' . .
'

"This Act does not contain any provision relating to 'medical re
view committees or; prohibitions against sanctions imposed upon
medical personnel refusing to participate in abortions, because of
refigipus orother similar reasons, or the like. Such provisions, while
related, do not directly pertain to when, where, or by whom abor
tions mlw,be performed; however, the Act is not drafted to excludes�lch'a. provision by ,a state wishing to enact the same."

H See, for example, YWCA v. Kugler, 342 F. Supp.1048, 1074
(N. J. 1972); JAb le v, Markle. 342 F. upp, 800, 805-806 (Conn.
19,72) (Newman, ,J., concurring), appeal pending; Walsingham v.

Fl,qriqa,: 450 �o. 2d.,857, 863 (Ervin, J'., concurring) (Fla. Stipp.19.72) i Sta�e v, Gedicke, 4:3 N. J. L. 86, 80 (Sup.Bt. 1881),; Means II,
at, ,3��-38.2. i . ;' ,

'

43 See C. Haagensen & W. Lloyd, A Hundred Years of Medicine19 (1943).
' "
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tion and curettage were not nearly so safe as they are

today. Thus it has been argued that a State's real

concern in enacting a criminal abortion law was to

protect the pregnant woman, that is, to restrain her

from submitting to a procedure that placed her life

in serious jeopardy.
Modern medical techniques have altered this situa

tion. ,A.ppellants and various amici refer to medical

data indicating that abortion in early pregnancy, that'

is, prior to the end of first trimester, although not

without its Fisk, is now relatively safe. Mortality rates

for women undergoing early abortions" where the

procedure is legal. appear to be as low as or lower

than the rates for normal childbirth." Consequently,

any interest of the State in protecting the woman from

an.inherently hazardous procedure, except when it would

be equally dangerous for her to forgo it, has largely
disappeared. Of course, important state interests in

the' area of health and medical standards do remain.

The State has a legitimate interest in seeing to it that

abortion.r: like any other medical procedure, is per

formed under circumstances that insure maximum safety
for the patient. This interest obviously extends at

least to the performing physician and his staff, to the

. {aciH�i�s, involved, to the availability of after-care, and

to adequate provision for any complication or emer

gency that might arise. The prevalence of high mor

tlility rates at illegal "abortion mills" strengthens, rather
, t • �

H Potts, Posteonception Control of Fertility, 8 Int'l J. of G. & O.

957, 967 (1970) (England and Wales); Abortion Mortality, 20 Mor

bidity and Morality, 208, 209 (July 12, 1971) (U. S, Dept. of HEW,
Public Health Service) (New York City); Tietze, United States:

Therapeutic Abortions, 1963-1968, 59 Studies in Family Planning 5,

7 (1970); Tietze, Mortality with Confraception and Induced Abor

tiob, 45 Studies in Family Planning 6 (1969) (Japan, Czechoslovakia,

Hungary) i Tietze & Lehfeldt, Legal Abortion in Eastern EUrope,
1'15 J:l)\:. M. A: i149, 1152 (April 196i). Otl1er'sources are dis

cussed in Lader 17-23.
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than weakens, the State's interest ih regulating the con

ditions under which abortions are performed. More
over, the ·risk 'to the woman . increases as her pregnancy
continues: ; \ Thtl8 . the' State retains a definite interest
in protecting the -woman's own health and safety when
an abortion is ·proposed at a late stage of pregnancy.

The third reason is the State's interest-some phrase
it. in terms: of duty-in protecting prenatal life. Some
of the argument for this justification rests on the theory
that a 'new human life is present from the moment of
conception;" The State's interest and general obliga
tion to protect-life then extends, it is argued, to pre
natal life.' Only 'when the life of the pregnant mother
herself is at stake, balanced against the life she carries
within. her, should the interest of the embryo or fetus
not ·prevaiL . Logically, of course, a legitimate state in
terest .in- this area need not stand or fall on acceptance
of the belief that life begins at conception or at some
other point prior to Jive birth. Inassessing the State's
interest, recognition may be given to the less rigid claim
that as long as at least potential life is involved, the
State may assert-Interests beyond' the protection of the
pregnant woman alone.

Parties challenging state abortion laws have sharply
disputed in some courts the contention that a purpose
of these laws,' when enacted,· was to protect prenatal
life." Pointing to the 'absence of legislative history to
support the contention, they claim that most state laws
were designed s?}ely to protect the woman. Because
medical advahces have lessened this concern, at least

<
•

)
45 See Brief of Amicus National Right to Life Foundation; R.

Drinan, The Inviolability of the Right to Be Born, in Abortion and
the Law 10.7 (D. Smith, editor, 1967) i Louisell, Abortion, The Prac
tice of Medicine, and the Due Process of Law, 16 UCLA L. Rev.
23'13

..

��969) t NqonllB 1.
.

4°i:j!ee, e. e-. Abele v. Markle, 342 F. Supp, 800. (Conn. 1972),appeal pending.
.
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with, respect- to abortion in early pregnancy, they argue

that jwith respect to such abortions the laws can no

longer be -justified by any state interest.' There is some

soholarly support for this-view of original purpose." The

few state, courts called upon to interpret their laws in

the. late 19th, and early 20th centuries did focus on the

State's interest in protecting the woman's health rather

than in preserving the embryo and fetus." Proponents

of ,this view point out that in many States, including

Texas," by statute .or judicial interpretation, the preg

nant woman herself could not be prosecuted for self

abortion or for cooperating in an abortion performed

upon her. by another." They claim that adoption of

the ,':q,uickcning" distinction through received common

law. and state statutes tacitly recognizes the greater

health, hazards inherent in late. abortion and impliedly

repudiates the theory that life begins at conception.

rJt is, with these interests, and the weight to be at

tached to them, that this case is concerned.

I I ,I

VIII
l -

:'iI'he Constitution does, not, explicitly mention any right
of privacy. In a line of decisions, however, going back

,USee discussions in Means i and Means II:

48'Sce, e. o. State \'. Murphy, 27 N, .J, L. 112� 114 (l858).
49 Watson v, -State, 9 Tex. App. 237 �

244-245 (1880); Moore v.

State, 37 Tex. Crim, R. 552. 561, 40 S. W. 287, 290 (1897-); Shaw

v, Staten.73 Tex. Crim. R. 337, 339,'165 S. W.,930, 931 (1914);

Fondren v. State, 74 Tex. Crim. R. 552, 557, 169 S. W. 411, 414

('i91i4); 'bray 'v.' State, 77 Tex. Crim. R. 221, 229, 17.') S. W, 337, 341

(19'15).
' There is no immunity in Texas for the father who is not

married to the mother, Hammett v. State, 84 Tex. Crim. R. 635,

209 S� W.'661 (1919); Thompson v . State, - Tex. Crim. R. -

(1971 h appeal pending.
50 See Smith v. State r

33 Me, 48, 55 (1851); In re Vince, 2 N . .T.

443,.450\ 67 'fl.. 2d 141, 144 (1949). A short discussion of the modern

law on this issue is contained in the Comment to the ALI's' Model

P.eniil Code'§ 207.1'I, at 158 lind nn. 35-37 tTent. Draft No.9, 1959).
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perhaps ,as °ffar as Union Pacifie-R. Co. v. Botsford, 141
U. S"\250, 251 (1891), the Court has recognized that a

right ofipersonal'privacy, or a guarantee of certain areas
or zones of privacy, does exist under the Constitution.
In varying "contexts the Court or individual Justices
have indeed' found at least the roots of that right in
the First Amendment, Stanley v. Georgia, 394 U. S.
557, 564 (1969); 'in the Fourth and Fifth Amendments,
Terry v. Ohio, 392 U. S. 1, 8-9 (1968), Katz v. United
Btates, 389 U. S. 347, 350 (1967), Boyd v. United States,
116 U. S; 616 (1886), see Olmstead v. United States,
277- U. S. 438,' 478 (1928) (Brandeis, J. dissenting); in
the penumbras of the Bill of Rights, Griswold v. Con
necticut, 381 U. S. 479, 484-485 (1965); in the Ninth
Amendment,' id., at 486 (Goldberg, J., concurring); or
in' the .'cbnc't:!pt of liberty guaranteed by the first section
of the Fourteenth Amendment, see Meyer v. Nebraska,
262 U. S. 390, 399 (1923). These 'decisions make it
clear that only personal rights that can be deemed "fun
damental" or .lIirnplicit in the concept of ordered liberty,"
Palko v. Connecticut, 302 U. S. 319, 325 (1937), are
included in this guarantee of personal privacy. They
also make if-clear that the right has some extension to
activities -relating to marriage, Loving v. lfirgillia., 388
U. S. 1, 12 (1967), procreation, Skinner v. Oklahoma,
316 U. S. 535, 541-542 (1942), contraception, Eisen
stadt v. 'Baird, 405 U. S. 438, 453-454 (1972); id., at
460, 463-465 (WHITE, J., concurring), family relation
ships,Prince v. Massachusetts, 321 U. S. 158,166 (1944),
and' child rearing and education, Pierce v. Society of
Sisters; 268 "U. S. 510, 535 (1925), Meuerv, Nebraska,r

{ •

supra.
, This right' of privacy, whether it be founded in the

Fourteenth Amendment's concept of" personal liberty
ana restrictions upon state action, as we feel it is, or, as
the District' Court determined; in the Ninth Amend-
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ment's resenvation of rights to the people; is broad

enough :to encompass a woman's decision whether or not

to terminate her pregnancy. The detriment that the

State would impose upon the pregnant woman by deny

ing ; thie choice altogether is apparent. Specific and

direct .harrn, medically diagnosable even in early preg

nancy may be involved. Maternity, or additional off

spring, may force upon the woman a distressful life and

future. Psychological harm may be imminent. Mental

and.physical health. may be taxed by child care. There

is also the distress, for all concerned, associated with

the unwanted child, and there is the problem of bring

ing a child into a family already unable, psychologically

and otherwise, to care for it. In other cases, as in this

one, the, additional difficulties and continuing stigma

or' unwed 'motherhood .may. be involved. All these are

factors the woman and her responsible physician neces

sarily will consider in consultation.

On the basis of elements such as these, appellants and

some amici argue that the woman's right is absolute

and that she is entitled to terminate her pregnancy at

whatever time, in whatever way, and for whatever reason

she alone, chooses. With this we do not agree. Appel

lants' arguments that Texas either has no valid interest

at all in regulating the abortion decision, or no inter

est strong enough to support any limitation upon

the woman's sole determination, is unpersuasive. The

Court's decisions recognizing a right of privacy also

acknowledge that some state regulation in areas pro

tected by that right is appropriate. As noted above, a

state may properly assert important interests in safe

guarding health, in maintaining medical standards, and

in protecting potential life. At some point in pregnancy,

th�� respective interests become, sufficiently compelling

t? sustain regulation of the factors th�t, govern the abor

tion decision.: The' privacy. right involved, therefore,
, 1
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cannot be said to be absolute. 'In fact, it is not clear
to us that the claim asserted by some am.ici that one has
an unlimited -right to do with one's body as one pleases
bears' a close relationship to the right of privacy pre
viouslyzarticulated-in the Court's decisions. The Court
haseefused-to recognize an unlimited right of this kind
in the past. Jacobson v. Massachusetts, 197 U. S. 11
(1905) (vaccination); :Buck v. Bell, 274 U. S. 200 (1927)
(sterilization). ,

:We . therefore-conclude that' the righ t of personal pri
V;acjy, includes the abortion decision, but that .this right
i,s;nQ.t unqUlilified'and must be considered against impor
tant ��a.te .Interears in regulation.

We .note thar,t"those'federal and state courts that have
recently considered abortion law challenges have reached
the same conclusion. A majority, in addition to the
DistricttCourt..in the present case, have held state laws....

uuconstitutional, at least ill part, because of vague-
ness-or because of overbreadth and abridgement of rights.
Abele v. Markle, 342 P. Supp. 800 (Conn. 1972), ap
peal pending: Abele v. Markle, - P. Supp. - (Conn.
Sept .. 20" ,H,,72), appeal pending; Doe v. Bolton, 319
F. SUP)). �948 (ND Ga. 1970), appeal decided today,
post _.; Doe v. Scott,.321 F. Supp. 1385 (ND Ill. 1971),
appeal pendjng; Poe v. Menghini, 339 F. Supp. 986
(�an. �972J;� fWOA Y. Kugler, 342 If. Supp. 1048 (NJ
1�72�; Bpbbitz V" McCcIJnn, 310 F. Supp. 293 (ED Wis:
1970), appeal dismissed, 400 U. S. 1 (1970); People v.

BeloU§,71 Cal.,2,d 954,458 P. 2d 194 (1969), cert. denied,, .

397 p .. S,. 91_5 (1197.0); State v. Barquet, 262 S. 2d 431
(,Flit. 19,?�). �

:.

Oth�rs ��ve .sustained state statutes. Crossen. v,

Attorney, qen{3ral, �44 F. Supp. 587 (ED Ky. 1972),
appeal pending; Rosen v. Louisiana State Board of
M�d¥?al �\xq"m.iners, 318 F. Supp. 121.7 (ED La. 1970),
appeal.pending ; C01'key v. Edwards, 322 F. Supp. 1248• • J � ,) ..
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(WDNG W71), appeal pending; Steinberg v. Brown,

'321, EJ Supp. 741 (ND, Ohio' 1970); Doe v. Rampton,

-",F/Stipp. - (Utah 1971), appeel pending; Cheaney

v. Indiana, - Ind. -, 285 N. E. 2d 265 (1972);

Spears V: Suue, 257 So: 2d 876 (Miss. 1972); State v.

Munson, - S. D. -, 201 N. W,. 2d 123 (1972), appeal

pending.,
Although the results are divided, most of these courts

have agreed that the right of privacy, however based,

is broad enough to cover the abortion decision; that the

right, nonetheless, is not absolute and is subject to some

limitations; and that at some point the state interests

as to protection of health, medical standards, and pre

natal I life, become dominant. We agree with this

approach.
, Where certain "fundamental rights" are involved, the

Court has held that regulation limiting these rights may

be justified only by a "compelling state interest," Kramer

v. Union Free School District, 395 U. S. 621. 627 (1969);

Shapiro v. Thompson, 394 U. S. 618, 634 (1969), Sher

bert v. Verner, 374 U. S. 398, 406 (1963), and that

legislative enactments must be narrowly drawn to ex

press only, the legitimate state interests at stake. Gris

wold v. Connecticut, 381 U. S. 479, 485 (1965); Apiheker

v:.. Secretary of State, 378 U. S. 500, 508 (1964); Cant

weU v, Connecticut, 310 U. S. 296, 307-308 (1940); see

Eisenstadt v. Baird, 405 U. S. 438; 460, 463--464 (1972)

(WHITE, J., concurring) .

. In the recent abortion cases, cited above, courts have

recognized these principles. Those striking down state

laws have generally scrutinized the State's interest in

protecting health and potential life and have concluded

that neither interest justified broad limitations on the

reasons for which a physician and his pregnant patient

might decide that she should have an abortion in the

early stages of pregnancy, Courts sustaining state laws
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have 'held that; the State's determinations to protect
healthEO)J. prenatal life are dominant.and constitutionally
ju�tj.fhiIDle. ..'

IX
. 'Phe '

District Court held that the appellee failed to
rrte�t�· his Iburden of demonstrating that the Texas stat
ut'e's'infrirlgenien't upon Roe's rights was necessary to
SUIJpoft a-con1pelling 'state interest; and that, although
the id�fend�nt -presented "several- compelling justifications I for state presence in the area of abortions,"
the ;-statutes outstripped these justifications and swept"far beyoiid' any areas of compelling state' interest."
314-'F\··Suj)p.;' .at 1222-12·23. Appellant and appellee
both \COlltest that holding, Appellant. as has been in
dicated,' claims an absolute right that bars any state
imposition ! of criminal penalties in the' area. Appel
leer argues 'that' the State's determination to recognize
and, protect prenatal life from and after conception con
stitutesva; compelling state interest.' As noted above,
we do 'hot iagree fully with either formulation.

A. The appellee and certain amici argue that the
fetus 'is '3. :i'pe�son" within the language and meaning of
the :roull�e�l�th f Amendment, In support of this they
outline at, length and in detail' the well-known facts
of fetal development. If this suggestion of personhoodis' e�tat>lishe�/'the appellant's case, of course, collapses,
for, the' fettis' 'right to life is then guaranteed specifically
by, the ·Alne)Hj�nent, The appellant conceded as much
on reasgument." On the other hand, the appellee con
ceded cn-reargument " that no case could be cited that
holds that a fetus is a person within the meaning of
the "Fobrleimth Amendment.

:T�e', 99�itl��tion does not define "person" in, � many
'forpsr .Sec!ion 1 ,Of. the Fourteenth Amendment· COI1-

• l �
-'l

,.1�1 ['r. of R:earg. 20-21.
�2 Tr.. ?f -Re81rg,<24':' -r
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tains.threereferences to "person." The first, in defining

"cibisens," ,.speaks of "persons born or naturalized in

the United States." The word also appears both in

the Due Process Clause and in the Equal Protection

Clause. "Person" is used in other places in the Con

stitution: in the listing of qualifications for representa

tiv�s a�d senators, Art. I, § 2. cl. 2, and § 3, cl. 3; in

the Apportionment Clause, Art. I, § 2, cl. 3; �a in the

Mig��tion and Importation provision, Art. I, § 9, cl. 1;
in the Emolument Clause, Art. I, § 9, cl. 8; in the Elec

tors previsions, Art. II, § 1, cl. 2, and the superseded
cl.. 3; in the provision outlining qualifications for the

office of President, Art. II. § 1. cl. 5; in the Extradition

p�pvisio'ns, Art. IV, § 2, cl. 2, �nd the superseded Fugi

tive Slave cl.. 3; and in the Fifth, Twelfth, and Twenty

second Amendments as well as in §§ 2 and 3 of the

Fourteenth Amendment. But in nearly all these in

stances, the use of the word is' such that it has applica
tion . only postnatally. None indicates, with any

assurance, that it has any possible pre-natal application."

�"WQ are not· aware thut in the taking of any census under this

clause,' a fetus has ever been counted.
r.4 When Texas urges that II fetus is entitled to Fourteenth Amend

ment jirotection as It person, it faces n dilemma, Neither in Texas

nor. in any other State a re all abortions prohibited, Despite broad

proscription, an except ion always exists. The exception contained

in Art. 1196, for an abortion procured or attempted by medical ad

vice for the purpose of saving the life of the mother, is typical. But

iflth'o'fettis is n, per. on who is not to be deprived of life without due

process .of ilaw, and if the mother's condition is the sole determinant,

does not the Texas exception appear to be out of line with the

Amendment's command?

There' are other inconsistencies between Fourteenth Amendment

status and the typical abortion statute. It has already been pointed

out, n. 49, supra, that in Texas t he woman is not it principal or an

uocomplice with respect ·to an abort ion upon her. If the fetus is

a person, why is the woman not a principal or nil accomplice?
Further, the penalty for criminal abortion specified by Art. 1195

is significantly less than the maximum penalty for murder prescribed
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AU ithis, together with our observation, supra, that
throughont the major portion of the 19th century pre
va:ili'ng 1ega<t abortion practices were far freer than they
are todayr persuades liS that the word' person." as used
in the Feurteenbh Amendment, does not include the
unborn.ti . ,'f,his is in accord with the results reached
in. those . few cases where the issue has been squarely
presen ted. ' McGarvey v. Magee- Womens Hospital, 340
F. Supp. 751. (.WD Pa. 1972); Byrn v. New York City
Health & Hospitals Corp., 31 N. Y. 2d 194, 286 N. E.
2d, 887, '(1972), appeal pending; Abele v. Markle, -

F.. Supp; � (Conn. Sept. 20, 1972), appeal pending.
Compare Cheaney v. Indiana, -- Ind. -, 285 N. E.
2651: 270 (l�72); Montana v. Roqers, 278 F. 2d 68. 72
(CA7 1960), aff'd sub nom. Montana v. Kennedy,
366 U. S. 308 (1961); Keeler v. Superior Court, -

Cal. _._ 47Q P. 2d 617 (1970); State v. D-ickinson, 23
Ohio App. 2d 259, 275 x. E. 2d 599 (1970). Indeed, our

decision-in 'United States v. Vuitch, 402 U. S. 62 (1971),
inferentially, .is to the same effect, for we there would
not have, indulged in statutory interpretation favorable
to- .abortion in specified circumstances if the necessary
consequence was the termination of life entitled to Four
teenth. Amendment protection.

·,Thi.s conelusiou, however, does not of itself fully
answer. the contentions raised by Texas, and we pass
on to other considerations.

B.. The' pregnant woman cannot be isolated in her
privacy. , She carries an embryo and, later, a fetus, if
--,.,.....,.-"7"""'".""'-., I '.'

by Art.,,��57.;of the-Texas Penal Code. If till" fetus i 11 person, may
the 1'l�nl\1,ti� b!l.di.(f<:renl?

n5 Cf. the Wisconsin abortion statute. defining "unborn child"
to menu "a human being from t he I ime of concept ion until jt is born
alive," Wi!:i. Stnt. § 940.04 (6) (1969), and the new Connecticut stat
ute, Pu!?lic Act No.1, jUri), f

1972 Special Session, declaring it to be
the public polf'1Y of the State lind t he legislative intent "to protect
and preserve humanlifo from the moment of conception."
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one' accepts the medical definitions of the developing

youngTn the human uterus. See Dorland's Illustrated

Medical Dictionary, 478-479, 547 (24th ed. 1965). The

situation therefore is inherently different from marital

intimacy ,
or bedroom possession of obscene material, or

marriage, or-procreation, or education, with which Eisen

stadt, Giswold, Stanley, Loving, Skinner, Pierce, and

Meye,r· were respectively concerned. As we have inti

mated above, it is reasonable and appropriate for a

State' to decide that at some point in time another

interest, 'that of health of the mother .or that of poten

tiall "human life, becomes significantly involved. The

wdman's, privacy is' no longer sole and any right of

privacy she possesses must be : measured accordingly.

Texas urges that, apart from the Fourteenth Amend

ment, <life begins at conception and is present through

out pregnancy, and that, therefore, the State has a

compelling interest in protecting that life from and

after-conception. We need not resolve the difficult ques

tion' of when life' begins. When those trained .in the

respective disciplines of medicine, philosophy, and theol

ogy are' unable to arrive at any consensus, the judiciary,

at ·thisf,point in the development of man's knowledge,

is not in a position to speculate as to the answer.

It should be sufficient to note briefly the wide diver

gence of thinking on this most sensitive and difficult

question. There has always been strong support for the

view that life does not' begin until Iive birth. This was

the belief of the Stoics." It appears to be the pre

dominant, though not the unanimous, attitude of the

Jewish faith." It may be taken to represent also the

po�i�ion of a large segment of the Protestant community
"'li'

.

56 EdelStein 16.

67_'Lader'97-99; D. Feldman, Birth Control in Jewish Law 251-

291 (1968):' 'For It stricter view, see I. Jakobovits, Jewish Views on

AboHioD,'hi Abortion and the Law 124 (D. Smith ed. 1967).·
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insofar as ,that can be ascertained; organized groups that
have taken a formal position on the abortion issue have
generally regarded abortion as a matter for the conscience
of -the. individual} and her family." As we have noted,
the eommenlaw found greater significance in quickening.
Physicians 'and their scientific colleagues have regarded
that event with less interest and have tended to focus
either upon conception or -upon live birth or upon the
interim ipoint at which the fetus becomes' "viable," that
is,r potentielly able to live outside the mother's womb,
a'beit- with' artificial aid." Viability is usually placed
at-about seven months (28 weeks) but may occur earlier,
even at·24 .weeks." The Aristotelian theory of "mediate
animation," that held sway throughout the Middle Ages
and the 'Renaissance in Europe, continued' to be official
Roman Catholic dogma until the 19th century, despite
opposition to this "ensoulment" theory from those in the
Church' who would recognize' the existence of life from
the moment (i)f�conception'.!" The latter is now,' of course,
the.officia! belief of the Catholic Church. As one of the
briefs amicus discloses, this is a view strongly held by"f 1 ?

,.

m�Jny j.n�n-:Catholics as well, and by many physicians.
Su��tan.ti,al problems for, precise definition of this view
are posed, however, by new embryological data that pur
pont-to indicate that, conception is a "process" over time,
rathe� than J ail event, and by new medical techniques
sU(lh' as'menstrual ,extraction, the "morning-after" pill,,I ,

r

• �� Ailiicbs 'Brief for the American Ethical Union et al. For 'the
position of the National Council of Churches and of other denomina-\ : \ �

tions; see 'Lader 99-101.
.

59 L. l:I-ellman & J. Pritchard, Williams Obstetrics 493 (14th ed.
1971); Dorland's Illustrated Medical Dictionary 1689 (24th ed.
19651. \_ !/. .

j' " ,

60 Helhhilh :�-Pritchard, 'supra, n. 58, at 493.
'

,0'1 Foi dlgduk�ions' of the de�elQpment of the Roman Catholic po
sition, see D. Callahali, Abortion: Law, Ch6ice and Morality 409-
447 (1970); Noonan 1.
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implantation of embryos, artificial insemination, and even

artificial ,womlJ>s.?�
In aeeas other than criminal abortion the law has

been. I reluctant, to' endorse any theory that life, as' we

recognize ,it, begins before live birth or to. accord legal
rights to the unborn except in narrowly defined situations

and except- when the rights are contingent upon live

birth. For example, the traditional rule of tort law had

denied recovery for prenatal injuries even though the

child was born .alive." That rule has been changed in

almost. every Jurisdiction. In most States recovery is said

to be permitted only if the fetus was viable, or at least

quick, when the. injuries were sustained, though few

courts have squarely so held." In a recent development,
generally.opposed by the commentators, some States per

mit-the parents of a stillborn child to maintain an action

for wrongful death because of prenatal injuries." Such

an. action , however, .would appear to be one to vindicate

the, parents' interest .and is thus consistent with the

view that the fetus, at most, represents only the potential-
, .,

.

62 See D. .Brodie, The New Biology and the Prenatal Child, 9 .J.

Fam. ·L.· 391, 397 (1970); R.. Corney, The New Biology and the

Future of Man, 15 UeLA L. Rev. 273 (1968); Note, Criminal I.:aw

Abcntion-e-Tbe ."Morning-After" Pill and Other Pre-Implantation

Birtl]-C;::ontrol Methods, and the Law, 46 Ore. L. Rev. 211 (1967);
C. Taylor, The.Biological Time Bomb 32 (H)6S); A. Rosenfeld, The

Second GCJ:lt,': is 138-]39 (19(;9); G. Smith, Through a Test Tube

Dlitkly: Art'ific1al'Insemination and the Law, 67 Mich, L. Rev. 127

(1968); Note, Artificial Insemination and the Law, U. III. L. F. 203

(1968).
63 'prosser, Handbook of the Law of Torts 335--338 (1971); 2

Harper & James, The Law of Torts 1028-1031 (1956); Note, 63

Harv. L. Rev,. 173 (1949).
il4 See cases cited in Prosser, supra, n. 62, at 336-338; Annotation,

Action for Death of Unborn Child, 15 A. L. R. 3d 992 (1967).,
f�5 Pr�ss�rJ 18Up�!,! cpo 62, at 338; Note, Th,e Law and the Unborn

Child, 46 Notre .Darne Law, 349, 354-360 (1971). .

. �
.

.
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ity -'of-life. "lSimilarly, . unborn children have been recog
nized, as acquiring rights or interests by way of inheri
tance ori other devolution of property, and have been
represented by guardians ad litem:" Perfection of the
interests involved, again, has generally been contingent
upon Iive birth .. In short, the unborn have never been
recognized in the law as persons in the whole sense.

X

In, . view of'.all this, we do not agree that, by adopting
one theory of life, Texas may override the rights of thef , , .1, j. •

pregnant woman that; are ,at stake. We repeat, however,
tJlat the State

I

does have an important and legitimate
interestIn preserving and protecting the health of the
pregna�t woman, whether she be a resident of the State
or

i
a 'n'onresident who seeks medical consultation and

treatment there, and that it has still another important
and legitimate interest in protectingthe potentiality of
human Tife.' These interests are separate and distinct.
Each grows in substantiality as the woman approaches
term and, 'at a point during pregnancy, each becomes
"compelling."

With respect to the State's important and legitimate
interest in' the health of the mother, the "compelling"
point, iri the light of present medical knowledge, is at
approximately the end of the first trimester. This is so

because-of the now established medical fact, referred to
above at p. 34, that until the end of the first trimester
mo�t�lity: in abortion is 'less than mortality in normal
childbirth. ,

It follows that, from and after, this point,
a Stattj may regulate the abortion .procedure to the extent

. 66'0. Louisell, Abortion, The Prnet ice of Medicine, and the Due
Process of-Law, 16 UCLA L. Rev. 233, 235-238'(1969); Note, 56
19}V8 E. Rev. 994, 999-1000 (1971); Note, The Law and the Unborn
Gh�gM,qf�otre Dame Law. 349,·a51-3501 (1971)."

r "rr , '� f
,_

'I
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that the .regulation reasonably. relates to the preserva

tion 'and .protection of maternal health. Example's of

permissible state regulation in this-area are requirements
as ,to', the qualifieations of the person who is to perform
the abortion; as to the licensure of that person; as to

the facility in which the procedure is to be performed,
that is} whether it must be a hospital or may be a clinic

or some other place of less-than-hospital status; as to

the licensing of the facility; and the like .

. This 'means. on the other hand, that, for the period of

pregnancy prior to this "compelling" point, the attending
pny'siciail, in consultation with his patient, is free to

determine, without regulation by the State, that in his

medica:! "judgment the patient's pregnancy should be

ter�inated. If that decision is reached, the judgment
may be effectuated by 311 abortion free of interference by

,

the State .

.

With: respect to the State's important and legitimate
interest in potential life, the "compelling" point is at

viability•. This is so because the fetus then presumably
has the capability of meaningful life outside the mother's

womb. ;IState regulation protective of fetal life after

viability thus has both logical and biological justifiea
tions. IJ the State is interested in protecting fetal life

after viability, it may go so far as to proscribe abortion

during that period except when it is necessary to preserve
the life or health of the mother.

: Measured against these standards, Art. 1196 of the

Texas Penal Code, in restricting legal abortions to those

"procured or' attempted by 'medical advice for the pur

pose of saving the life of the mother," sweeps too broadly.
�lle stlj.tute makes no distinction between abortions per

formed early in pregnancy and those performed later,
and it limits to a single reason, "saving') the mother's

life, the legal justification for the procedure. The
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statute, therefore, cannot survive the constitutional
attack made upon it here.

This conclusion makes it unnecessary for-us to consider
the additional challenge to the Texas statute asserted on

grounds-of vaguenese. See United State's V. Vuitch;'402
U. S: 62; 67-72 (1971). :

XI --

T,', ", d ----to summarize an
.

to repea :_
t. A

.

state criminal abortion statute of the current
Texas' 'type', that' excepts from criminality 011ly a life
sai/ing procedure on behalf of the mother, without regard
to pregnancy s�ag�J!nd without recognition of the other
interests invof\rea�'is violative of the Due Process Clause
ofthe ;Fourteenth' Amendment.

'(a) For the stage prior to approximately, the end of the

fi�ester, the abortion decision and its effectuation
rriu�t be' left to the medical judgment of the pregnant
woman's attending physician.

.

(0) For the stage subsequent to approximately the end
of the first trimester, the State, in promoting its interest
in the health of the mother,�es, regulate
the abortion procedure in ways that are reasonably related
to maternal health. '

, (0) 'For the stage subsequent to viability the State, in
promoting its interest in the potentiality of human life,
may.jf ,it chooses, regulate, and even proscribe, abortion
except where it is necessary, in appropriate medical judg
ment, for the preservation of the life or health of the
mother.

2. The 'State may define the term "physician," as it
has been employed in the preceding numbered paragraphs
of this Part XI of this opinion, to mean only a physician
currently licensed by the State, and may proscribe any
abention by a person who is not a physician as so defined.

In Doe-v: Bolton, post, procedural requirements con
tahi�d in one of 'the. modern abortion statutes are con-
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sidered.. i ,That opinion and- this one, of course, are to be
read together."

This .holding, we feel, .is consistent with the relative

weights ofs..
the respective interests involved, with the

lessons. and example of medical and legal history, with
the lenity of the common law, and with the demands of
the profound problems of the present day. The decision
leaves the State free to place increasing restr-ictions on

abortion as the period of pregnancy, lengthens, so long
as those .re�trictions 'are tailored to the recognized state

•

t r � .
' ,

.; i '

inter!3&t�.. The decision vindicates the right of the phy-
sician to, a(fmi�l,i�t:er medical treatment according to his
professional )qdgment up to the points where important
state interests provide compelling justifications for inter
vention. Up to those points the abortion decision in all
its aspects is inherently, and primarily, a medical decision,
arid basic' responsibility for it must rest with the phy
sieran. If an i'lldi'vidual pra�t�t!oner abuses the privilege
of �x)ercis�n&.<W2pel' medicaljudgment, the usual rerne

dies, jpdicjal .and intra-professional, are available.

XII

Our conclusion that Art. 1196 is unconstitutional
means, of course, that the Texas abortion statutes, as a

unit;' must fall. The exception of Art. 1196 cannot be

67'Neither 'in this opinion nor in Doe v. Bolton, post, do we dis
cuss the fa1iher1s rights, if any exist in the const itutional 'context, in
the-abortion decision. No paternal right has been asserted in either
of the cases, and the Texas and the Georgia statutes on their face
take no cognizance of the father. We are aware that somestatutes
recognize tlle father tinder certain circumstances. North Carolina,
for' 'example, IB N. C. Gen. Stat, § 14-45.1 (Stipp. 1971), requires
written' permission for the abortion from the husband when the
woman, is amarried minor, that is, when she is less than 18 years
of age, �l N. C.,A. G. 489 (1971); if the woman is an unmarried
minor, writt!en�permission from the parents is required. We need
not' now decide' whether provisions of th-is kind are constitutional.

s ,) \l,� < }
I

�

•
.
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stricken separately, for then the State is left with a stat
ute proscribing all abortion procedures no matter how
medically urgent the case.

Although the District Court granted plaintiff Roe
declaratory relief, it stopped short of issuing an injunc
tion against enforcement of the Texas statutes. The
Court has recognized that different considerations enter
into a federal court's decision as to declaratory relief, on

the one hand, and injunctive relief, on the other. Zwick
ler v. Koota, 389 U. S. 241, 252-255 (1967); Dombrow
ski v. Pfister, 380 U. S. 479 (1965). We are not dealing
with a statute that, on its face, appears to abridge free
expression, an area of particular concern under Dom
browski and refined in Younger v. Harris, 401 U. S., at
50.

We find it unnecessary to decide whether the District
Court erred in withholding injunctive relief, for we as

sume the Texas prosecutorial authorities will give full
credence to this decision that the present criminal abor
tion statutes of that State are unconstitutional.

The judgment of the District Court as to intervenor
Hallford is reversed, and Dr. Hallford's complaint in
intervention is dismissed. In all other respects the judg
ment of the District Court is affirmed. Costs are allowed
to the appellee.

It is so ordered.
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MR.·CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER, concurring.
I agt�e that', under the Fourteenth Amendment to the

Constitution, the abortion statutes 'of Georgia and Texas
impermissibly limit the performance of abortions neces
sary to protect the health of pregnant women, using
the term health in its broadest medical context. See
Vuitch v. United States, 402 U. S. 62, 71-72 (1971). I
am somewhat troubled that the Court has taken notice
of various scientific and medical data in reaching its
conclusion; however, I do not believe that the Court
has exceeded the scope of judicial notice accepted in
other contexts.

In oral argument, counsel for the State of Texas in
formed the Court that early abortive procedures were
routinely permitted in certain exceptional cases, such
as nonconsensual pregnancies resulting from rape and
incest. In the face of a rigid and narrow statute, such
as that of Texas, no one in these circumstances should
be placed in a posture of dependence on a prosecu
torial policy or prosecutorial discretion. Of course,
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States must have broad power, within the limits indicated

in the opinions, to regulate the subject of abortions, but

where the consequences of state intervention are so se

vere, uncertainty must be avoided as much as possible.
For my part, I would be inclined to allow a State to re

quire the certificatioh of two physicians to support an

abortion, but 'the Court holds otherwise. I do not be

lieve that such a procedure is unduly burdensome, as are

the complex steps of the Georgia statute, which require
as many as six doctors and the use of a hospital certified

by the JCAH .:

I do net'read the Court's holding today as having the

sweeping consequences attributed to it by the dissenting

Justices; the dissenting views discount the reality that the

vast majority of physicians observe the standards of their

profession, and act only on the basis of carefully de

liberated medical judgments relating to life and health.

Plainly" the ,Courf today rejects any claim that the Con

stituj;ion requires .abortion on demand.
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M.R. JUSTICE DOUGl,AS, concurring.
While'T join the opinion of the Court,' I add a few

wor'ds.
,

THe iqu'estions presented in the present cases go far
beyond ,t�e l��stles of vagueness, which we considered In
United States v. Vuitch, 402 U. S. 62. They involve the
right of 'privacy, one aspect of which' we considered in
Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U. S. 479, 484, when we held
that j��r�o'U� ,guarantees in the Bill of Rights create zones
of PrIvacy.", ,

,! ., � I'

'1 I disagree with the dismissal of Dr. Hallford's complaint in in
tet-ventiOli in floe'v. Wade, becausemy disagreementwith Younqer
v. [{a�ris,' 401 U. S. 37, revealed in my dissent in that case, still
persists ansi ,e)\'tends to the progeny of that case.

2 Therfl j�' no mention of privacy in our Bill of Rights but our

decisiops, have .recogl�ized it liS one of the fundamental values
those amendmdnts were designed to protect, The fountainhead
case �. Boyi(v. United States, 116 U. S. 616, holding that 1\ federal
statute' 'whicH' inhhorized a court in tax cases to require :l tax

payer i6' prod'fi'ee' his records or to concede the" Government's
allegations offended the Fourth and Fifth Amendments. Justice
Bradley, for the Court, found that the measure unduly intruded
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The Griswold case involved a law forbidding the use of

contraceptives. We Held that law as applied to married

people unconstitutional:
" '

"We deal wi th a righ t .of privacy older than the

Bilt' of 'Rights-older than our political parties,
'ol<JEir' than our school system. Marriage is a coming
together for better or for worse, hopefully enduring,
and intimate to the degree of being sacred." Id., 486.

The District Court in Doe held that Griswold and

rel�te� c��s lIest�blish 11 constitutional right to privacy
broad �n<)ugh to encompass the right of a woman to

terminate an unwanted pregnancy in its early stages, by
obtaining an abortion." 319 F. Supp., at 1054.

The Supreme Court of California expressed the same

view in People v. Belous,' 71 Cal. 2d 954, 963.

into the "sanctity of a man's home and the privacies of life." Id ..

630. Prior to Boyd, in Kilbourn v. Thompson, 103 U. S. 168,

195, Mr. Justice Miller held for the Court I hat neil her House of

Congress. �'pos$ess'es the general power of making inquiry into I he

private 'affairS' of the citizen." Of KillJour'n Mr. Justice Fieid Inter

said, "This case will stand for all-time IlS a bulwark against the

invasion of the right of the citizen to protection in his private
affilirs against, .the unlimited scrutiny of investigation by a cou

greSsi9nll�1 committee." In 1'6 Pacific' Ry. Comm'n, 32 F. 231,
253 (cited with approval in Sinclair v. United States, 279 U. S.

263, 293). Mr. Justice Harlan, also speaking for the Court, in

Interstat.e Commerce Comm'n v. Brimson, 154 U. S. 447, 478,

tho'ught .the 'same was true of administrative inquiries, saying the
it,

Constitujion .did .not permit a "general power of making inquiry
jnt�' the private' affairs of the citizen:" In It similar vein were

Horrimon v : Interstate Commerce Comm'n, 211 U. S. 407; United

Staie.9 v, "o�is�me & Nashvi�e R. R., 236 u. S. 318, 335; and

Federal; Trade C.omm'n v. American Tobacco Co., 264 U. S. 298.

B T-ho, California abortion statute, held .unconstitutional in the

Below case, made it a crime to perform or help perform an abortion

"unless the, same is necessary to preserve [the mother's] life." 71

Cal. 2d, at ,?59.
f I
"
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T.lie' Nineh Amendment obviously does not create fed
erally reriforeeable rights.. It merely 'says, "The enu

.meratieu in, the Constitution of certain rights" shall not
be construed -to deny or disparage others retained by· the
people." 'But a catalogue of these rights includes cus

tomary, traditioual. and time-honored rights, amenities,
privileges" and, immunities that come within the sweep
of "the Blessings of Liberty" mentioned in the preamble
to 'the, Constitution. Many of them in my view come
within the meaning of the term "liberty" as used in
the Fourteenth Amendment.

First is the autonomous control over the development
and expression on one's intellect, interests, tastes, and
pe1!so,nality.' - ,

- These. are, righ ts protected by the- First Amendment
and, in niy view they are absolute, permitting of no

exceptions. .Bee Terminiello v. Chicago, 337 U. S. 77;
Roth v. United States, 354 U, S. 476, 508 (dissent);
Kingsley Pictures Corp. v. Reqents, 360 U. S. 684, 697
(�o,icurrf,ig); 'New York Times Go. v. Sullivan, 376 U. S.
254, 293 (Black, J .. concurring in which I joined).
The' Free J1jxercise Clause of the First Amendment is
one facet of this constitutional right. The right to
remain silent as respects one's own beliefs, Watkins
v. United States, 354 U. S. 178, 196-199, is protected
by the First and the Fifth. The First Amendment grants
the privacy of first-class mail, United States v. Van
Leeuwen, 397 U, S. 249, 253. All of these aspects of
the right of privacy are "rights retained by the people'}ih the' meaning of the Ninth Amendment.

Second � freedom of choice in the
\
basic decisions of

one's ,lite respecting martuuje, divorce} procreation, con

trac-eption, and the education and upbringing of children.
These rights, unlike those protected by the First

Atnell1,rilent, are subject to some control by the police
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pbwer.. Thus the Fourth Amendment speaks only of

"unreasdnable searches and seizures" and of "probable
cause;",': 'Phese rights are "fundamental" and we have

held that'in order to' support legislative action the statute

must be -narrowly and precisely drawn and that a "com

pelling state .interest" must be shown in support of the

limitation, E'.. o.. Kramer v. Union Free School Dist.,
395 tI. S. ,621. (1969); Shapiro v. Thompson, 394 U. S.

618 (1969); Carrington v. Rash, 380 U. S. 89 (1965);
Sherbert v: Verner, 374 U. S. 398 (1963); NAACP v.

Alabama ex rel. Patterson.

TheIiberty to marry a person of one's own choosing,
Loving v:. Virginia, 388 U. S. 1; the right of procreation,
Skinner v. Oklahoma, 316 U. S. 535; the liberty to direct

the education ofone's children, Pierce v. Society of Sisters,
268 U. S. 5'10, and the privacy of the marital relation,
Grieuiotd :», Connecticut, supra, are in this category.'

4 My' 'Brother �T,�WART, writing in the present cases, says t.hat

our decision in 'Gristvold reintroduced substantive due process that

h�d lieeh rejected' in Ferguson v. SkrU1Ja, 372 U. S. 726. Skrupa
involved' legislation governing u business enterprise;' lind the Court

in that case, as had Mr. Justice Holmes on earlier occasions. rejected
the idea that; "liberty" within the meaning of the Due Process

Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment was a vessel to be filled with

one's personal choices of values, whether drawn from the laissez

/aire school, from ·the socialistic school, or from t1�� technoernts.

Griswold involved legislation touching on the marital relnt ion and

involving the conviction of II licensed physician for giving married

people information concerning contraception. There is nothing
specific in the Bill of Rights that cover that item. Nor is there

anytJiing in the Bill of Rights that in terms protects the right of

association or the privacy in one's association. Yet. we found those

rights in the' periphery of the First Amendment. NAACP v. Ala

bama, 357 :U.' S. '449, 462. Other peripheral rights lire the right
to educate, one's children as one chooses, Pierce v. Society of Sisters.

268 Uc S. 510, and the right to study the German language. Meyer v.

Nebraska, 262 U.· S. 390. These decisions, wit.h aU respect, have
.. '. • 1 1'1 ."

. .

nothing to'do'with substantive due process. One may t.hink they
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Only, last, ,'li'erm in' Eisenstadt v. Baird 405 U. S. 438.
, another eonerseeptive case, we expanded the 'concept of
Griswold' by . 'saying:

"It is 'true 'that in Griswold the right of privacy
in question inhered in the marital relationship. Yet

.

the marital couple is not an independent entity with
a mind and heart of its own, but an association of
two ind'ivi'duals each with a separate intellectual and
emotional makeup. If the right of privacy means

ar{ything, it is the right of the individual, married or

siWgJ'e; to be free from unwarranted government in
trUsion into matters so fundamentally affecting a

person as the decision �vhether to bear or beget a

': "'.., child." ..

This right of privacy was called by Mr. Justice' Brandeis
the rlgh.t "to be let alone." Olmstead v . United States,
217 U! S. 438, 478.' That right includes the privilege of
an individual to plan his own affairs, for, "outside of
ar�� of, pl��nly harmful. conduct, every American is
left to shape his own life as he thinks best, do what
he pleases, go where he pleases." Kent v. Dulles, 357
U. S.,' i i6,' 126:

.'

,

Thitd is'the freedom to care for one's health and per-- . " . .") � ..
.

son; Freedom from bodily restraint or compulsion, freedom
to uialk, stroll, or loaf.

. , .

� .,

arc not peripheral rights to other rights that are expre sed in the

13m; q,f !lighta." But that. is, not enough to bring into plny tilt'
protection of substant iva due process.,

There lire' of course those who have believed that the reach of
due .process in\'tlle Fourteenth Amendment included 1111 of tho Bill
of Rights but went further. Such was the view of Mr. Justice
Murphy and Mr..Justice Rutledge. See Adamson v. California,
332 tf.' S. '46, 123, 124 (dissenting). Perhaps they were right;
but it"i'5' a"bridge that neither I nor those who joined the Court
opinion 'in' (Jriswold crossed.

I" J. �
f. "";'1 t ,
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These rights, though fundamental, are likewise sub

ject to reguletion on a showing of "compelling state

interest." We stated in Pupachristou v. City of Jackson

ville, 405, U. S. 1,56, 164, that walking, strolling, and

wandering "are \�i,storic�lly part of the amenities of life

as we have known them." As stated in Jacobson v.

Massach�set�s; 197 U. S. 11, 29:
I , ,

. "There is, of course, a sphere within which the

individual may assert the supremacy of his own will

and rightfully dispute the authority of any human
,

govermp,e11,t,: especially of any free government ex

isting under a written constitution, to interfere with

,
the exercise of that. will."

;- ,
�. .' ,

'

In Union Pac. Ry. Co. v. Botsford, 141 U. S. 250, 252,
the Court said, "

• t �
,

�

, "The., inviolability of the person is as much in

yaded'iby a�compulsory stripping and exposure as

by a.blow,"
1n ,Perr.y v. (i)'htio, 392 U. S. 1,,8-9, the Court in speak

ing of· the Fourth Amendment'stated
, ,

"This inestimable' righ t of personal security be-

longs as much to the citizen on the streets of our

cities as to' the Governor closeted in his study to dis

pose of his 'secret affairs."

Katz v. United States, 389 U. S. 347, 350, emphasizes
that the Fourth Amendment

'�protects' individual privacy against certain kinds

of governmental intrusion."
,

"!
•

•
•

.

In Meyer v, Nebraska, 262 U. S. 390, 399, the Court

said: ..

,

._

"Without doubt, it [liberty] denotes not merely
freedom frombodily restraint but also the right of

the individual to contract, to engage in any of .the

common occupations of life, to acquire useful knowl-
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:'111 edge,lto'marJ'y; establish a horne and bring up ohil
.r dren, ,te! worship God -aceording to the dictates of his
,.' own, conscience, 'and generally te enjoy those privi

,t .leges long recognized-at common Iaw as essential to.

the: orderly, pursuit of happiness by free men."
. '1'he Georgie statute is 'at war with the clear message

of' these cases-that a woman is free' to make the basic
decision. whether to bear an' unwanted child. Elab
erate asgument is hardly necessary to demonstrate that
child birth may deprive a woman of her preferred
lifer.s.tye"and force upon her a radically different and
undesired future. For example, rejected applicantsll�der > the, Georgia statute are required to endure the
discomforts of pregnancy; to. incur the. pain, higher
mortaJity rate, and aftereffects of childbirth; to abandon
educational plans; to sustain loss of' income; to forgothe sa'tisfactiolls of careers; to tax further mental and
physi�al health in providing childcare; and, in some

ca��, to bear the lifelong stigma of unwed motherhood, a

badge, which may haunt,. if not deter, later legitimate
fa�ily r�l�ti(;)Jlships.

Such a holding is, however, only the beginning of the
problem. The State has interests to protect. Vaeci
n,fl.�i9H8 t�))reVell,t epidemics are one example, as Jacobson
holfJs"r )T��,(�Qurt held that compulsory sterilization of
�q�qi��� afflicted with hereditary forms of insanity or

imbecilitYi is another. Buck v. Bell, 274 U. S. 200. Abor-.. � 'ol, . if \ t t
'

'. •

�
•

tion .�ff.�c�t;I another, While childbirth endangers the
li�es, pf . sOl�e. ,women, voluntary abortion at any time
and place regardless of medical standards would impinge
op ,,110

•

rig:�.�fl,ll concern of society. The woman's health
�s part. o! th�t concern; as is the life of the fetus after
qy�c��l�ing. I These concerns justify the State in treating
tr� p.rf�edure �s a medical one..

Oile difficulty is that this statute as construed and ap
plied apparently does not give full sweep to the "psycho-
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logical as well as.physical well-being" of women patients
which saved;' the reoncept "health" from being void for

vaguenessein UnitedStates v. Vuitch, supra, at 72. But

8Ipir.t from that, 'Georgia's enactment has a constitutional

infirmity ,because; as stated by the District Court, it

"limite-the number of reasons for which an abortion may

be sought." J. agree with the holding of the District

Court, "This, the State may not do, because such action

unduly restricts a decision sheltered by the' Constitutional

right-to privacy." 319 F. Supp., at 1056.

The vicissitudes of life produce pregnancies which

may' a'e unwanted, or which' may impair "health" in

the broad: Vuitch sense of the term, or which may im

per:ir the' life of the mother, or which in the full setting
of the' case may create such suffering, disclocations, mis

ery, or
' tragedy as to make an early abortion the only

cNilized:step to take, These hardships may be properly
em'brac�d in' the "health" factor of the mother as ap

praised by a: person of insight. Or they may be part of

a broader medical Judgment based on what is "appro

priate" in a given case, though perhaps not "necessary"
in' a

i
strict sense.

The "liberty" of the mother, though rooted as it is in

the Constitution, may be qualified by the State for the

reasons 'we have stated. But where fundamental per

sonal rights and' liberties are' involved, the corrective

legislatioh' must be "narrowly drawn to prevent the sup

posed evil;' Cantwell v. Connecticut, 310 U. S. 296, 307,
and not be tlealt with in an "unlimited and indiserimi-

t·

nate" manner: 'Shelton v, Tucker, 364 U. S. 479, 490.

And see Talley v. California, 362 U. S. 60. Unless regu

latory measures are so confined and are addressed to the

specific areas of compelling legislative concern, the police
power would become the great leveller of co'nstitutional

rignts i aJd�i'1ib'erties: I' I \ .'
i ,')' f., ,"

.J 'I'
.1 "f� y\.

'I� I
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-There is no: doubt: that the- State may require .abor
tions to be performed by . qualified medical personnel.
The ]egit��..t,e objective of preserving the mother's
health clearly, supports such Iaws, Their impact upon
the woman's privacy is minimal. But the Georgia stat
ute loutlaw$ virtually all such operations-even in the
eanliest stages .of pregnancy. In light of modern medi
can evidence suggesting that an early abortion is safer
healthwise .than 'childbirth itself'," it cannot be seriously
urged;that'setoomprehensive a ban is aimed at protect
ing »the woman's health. Rather, this expansive pro
scription of all abortions along the temporal I spectrum(Jan: Fest nrrly on, a 'public goal of preserving both em

bryonic and lfeta:l life.
'The presi:!nt" statute has 'struck' the balance between

tfuf womall and' 'the State's interests' wholly' in favor
of the)'l�teer. 'Cam not prepared to hold that a State
may equ�te; as 'Georgia has done, all phases ofrnatura
tion preceding' birth.' We held in Gnswota" that the
States may not preclude spouses from attempt'ing to
avoid! the joinder of sperm and egg., If this is true,
it 'is difficult: to perceive any overriding public necessityt

5. Many .studies show that it is 'safer for a woman to have a

me�iicaU;y .induced, abortion. than to bear a child. In the first 11
�lOnthB �f !>p�ril;tjo,l} of the New York abortion law, the mortality
rate associated with such operations was six per 100,000 operations.Abortion 'l\tortality, 20 Morbidity and Mortality 208, 209 (1971)
(U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Public HealthServicej. On th� other hand, the maternal mortality rate associated
wi�h childbirths other than abortions was 18 per 100,000 live births.
Tietze" MC?rt4i�Y. with Contraception and Induced Abortion, 45
Studies in Family Planning 6 (1969), S� also C. Tietze & H. Leh-I' 1 H.· �""

.feldt, Legal Abortion in Eastern Europe 175 J. A. M. A. 1149, 1152(19f>,i);.' ,y: K.olblo.va: Legal Abortion in Czechoslovakia, 196
J. A. M: \�. 37J (196�); Mehland, Combating Illegal Abortion in
the Socialist Countries of Europe, 13 World Med. J. 84 (1966).
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which might attach precisely at the -moment of con

ception: -,As Mr. Justice Clark has said: U

I, "To s8:y that life is preserit llt conception is to give
'recognition to the potential, rather than the actual.

The' unfertilized egg has life, and if fertilized, -it

takes, on human proportions. But the law deals in

realitY;j. not, 'obscurity-the known rather than the

unknown- When sperm meets egg, life may even

tually form, but quite often it does not. The law

does not deal in speculation. The phenomenon of

life takes time to develop, and until it is actually

. present, it cannot be destroyed. Its interruption

prior to formation would hardly be homicide, and

as we have seen, society does not regard it as such.

<
The rites, of Baptism are not performed and death

cer.tificates. are not required when a miscarriage

oc�ur�.. No prosecutor has. ever returned a murder

indictment charging the taking of the life of a fetus.'

This would not be the case if the fetus constituted

h�man life."
.

� .
' ,

"

! In summary; the enactment is overbroad. It is not

closely-correlated to the aim of preserving pre-natal life.

In fact, it permits its destruction in several cases, includ

ing, pregnancies resulting from sex acts in which unmar

ried females are below the statutory age of consent. At

the same time, however, the measure broadly proscribes

abC!rthIg other pregnancies which may cause severe

'n Religion, Morality and Abortion: A Constitutional Appraisal,

2 Loy, U. (L. A,), L. Rev. 1, 10 (1969).
7 In. Keeler v.•Superior Court, 2 Cal. 3d 619, 470 P. 2d 617, the

California Supreme Court held in 1970 that the California murder

statute did not cover the killing of an unborn fetus, even though the

fetus be, "viable" and that it was beyond judicial power to extend

the statute to the killing of an unborn. It held that the child must

be "born.a.live before a charge of homicide can be sustained." 2 Cal.

3d, at 839.'
.
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mental disor:(levlJ. .Additionslly, the statute is overbroad
because it equates the value of embryonic life imme
diat.ely·-al!ter conception with! the worth of life imme
diately before, _ birth.

III

Under the Georgia Act the mother's physician is not
the sole judge as to whether the abortion should be per
forfu�: - Two other licensed physicians must concur in
his' judgment," -Moreover, the abortion must be per
formed in a licensed hospital; 0' and the abortion must be
apPi'ov-eH in' 'adv�rice by a committee �f the 'medical staff
of' tntit 'h6spita1.10

Physicians,' who speak to us in Doe through an amicus
brief',' complain "of '

the Georgia Act's interference with
their') 'practice of their profession .

.

The }right' of 'privacy has no more conspicuous place
than"in the pHysician-patient relationship, unless it be
in; the] 'pdest�'penitent relation.

It 'is one' thi'iig! for a patient to agree that her physician
may consult with another physician about her case. It
is' quite a different matter for the State compulsorily to
impose on' that physician-patient relationship another
layer or, as'in this case, still a third layer of physicians.
The right of, privacy-the right to care for one's health
and person and to seek out a physician of one's own
choice �protected by the Fourteenth 'Amendment-be
comes only' a matter of theory not a reailty, when a

multiple physician approval system is mandated by the
State.

.

The State licenses a physician. If he is derelict or

faitHless', .the 'procedures available to punish him or to
deprive hIni 'of . his' license are well known. He is en-

. "

B See § 26-1202 (b)(3).
, , ..see I§ 26-.1202 (I:» (A) ."

• 10 section 26-1,202 �b).(5).
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titled' to procedural due process before professional dis

ciplinary sanctions 'may he imposed. See In re Ruffalo,

390"U. S:.· 544. Crucial here, however, is state-imposed
control over the medical decision whether' pregnancy

should be interrupted. The good-faith decision of the

patient's chosen physician is overridden and the final

decision :p�sed qp to others in whose selection the patient

has.no part. This is a total destruction of the right of

privacy between physician and patient and the intimacy

of relation which that entails .

. The right to seek advice on one's health and the right
to place his reliance on the physician of his choice are

basic to Fourteenth Amendment values. We deal with

�ulld'anienta, rights and liberties, which, as already noted,

can be contained or COil trolled only by discretely drawn

legi�ati<?n th�t preserves the "liberty" and regulates only

those phasea of the problem of compelling legislative
concern. The imposition by; the State of group. con

trols ov�r the physician-patient relation is not made on

any medical procedure apart from abortion, no matter

how f dangerous the medical step may be. The over

sight .imposed, on . the physician and patient. in abortion

c�ses . ,denies them their "liberty," viz., their right of

privacy, without any compelling, discernable state

interest < r •

Georgia has constitutional. warrant in treating abor

tion. as a medical problem. To protect the woman's

right .of .privacy, however, the control must be through
the physician of her choice and the standards set for his

perfqrmapce .

•The.pretection, of the fetus when it has acquired life

is a legitimate.concern of the State. Georgia's law makes

no rational, discernible decision on that score.
II For un-

1.1 See Rochat, Tyler, nnd Schoenbucher, An Epidemiological Analy
sis of Abortion in Georgia, 61 Am. J. of Public Health 541 (1971).
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der the Act the developmental stage of the fetus is irrele
vant when pregnaney is the result of rape or when the
fetus will very likely be born with a permanent defect or
when a continuation of the pregnancy will endanger the
life of the mother or permanently injure her health.
When life is present is a question we do not try to resolve.
While basically a question for medical experts, as stated
by Mr. Justice Clark," it is, of course, caught up in
matters' of religion and morality.

In short, I agree with the Court that endangering the
life of the woman or seriously and permanently injuring
her health are standards too narrow for the right of
privacy that are at stake.

I also agree that the superstructure of medical super
vision which Georgia has erected violates the patient's
right of privacy inherent in her choice of her own

physician .

.

. ,

12 Religion, Morality and Abortion: A Constitutional Appraisal,2 LOy. U. (L. A.) L. Rev. 1, 10 (1969).
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In 1963,. this Court, in Ferguson v. Skrupa, 372 U. S .. \ .. ,
.

726, purported to sound the death knell for the doctrineof,sub�tal}tive due.process, a doctrine under which many
state Jaws had in the past been' held to violate thet <

1. I
. t ,

Fourteenth Amendment, As Mr. Justice .Black's opin-
ion.for the Coprt in Skrupa put it: "We have returned
to" �he. origin�l constitutional proposition that courts do
not substitute .their social and economic beliefs for the
jl}dgme�lt \?f. legislative bodies, who are elected to pass
laws." .ld., at 730.1 .,

.

Barel;' two years later, in Griswold v. Connecticut, 381
U. S. ',41;9, . the Court held a Connecticut birth control
law' unconstitutional. In view of what had been so..

-

'.

recently said in Skrupa, the Court's opinion in Griswold
understandably did its best to avoid reliance on the Due
Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment as the
ground for decision. Yet, the Connecticut law did 110t
violate any provision of the Bill of Rights, nor any other
specific: pro�lsi?n of the Constitution. � So it was clear

I Only Mr. Justice Harlan failed to join the Court ':; opinion,372 u. S., at. 733.
� There is .no eqnstitutional right of privacy, liS such. "[TheFourth] Amendment protects individual privacy against certain

k�.cJs· of gove.�mnentl\l intrusion, but .its protections go further, and
oft,en have .nollhi11g todo wit-h privacy lit all. Other provisions of
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to me then, and it is equally clear to me now, that the

Griswold decision can be rationally understood only as

a holding that the Connecticut statute substantively in

vaded the :"sliber(y" 'that is protected by the Due Process

Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.' As so under

stood, Griswold' stands as one in a long line of pre-Skrupa
cases decided under' the doctrine of substantive due

process, and I now accept it as such.

"In a Constitution 'for a free people, there can be no

doubt that the meaning of 'liberty' must be broad in

deed." Board of Regents v. Roth, 408 U. S. 564, 572.
,

'

The Constitution nowhere mentions a specific right of

personal choice i� matters of marriage and family life,
but 'the "liberty" protected by the Due Process Clause

of the Fourteenth Amendment covers more than those

freedoms' 'e'(plicit1y named in the Bill of Rights. See

Schware v. Board of Bar Examiners, 353 U. S. 232, 238-

239; Pierce' v. Society of Sisters, 268 U. S. 510, 534-535;
Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U. S. 390, 399-400. cr. Shapiro
v. Thompson, 394 U. S. 618, 629-630; United States v.

Guest, 383 U. S. 7415, 757-758; Carrington v. Rash, 380

U. S. '89; 96'; Aptheker v. Secretary of State, 378 U. S.

500;'50q;' 'Kent v. Dulles, 357 U. S. '116, 127; Bolling v.

ShafjJe, 3�7 U'. S. 497, 499-500; Truax v. Raich, 239

U. S. '33� '41:
"

,
.

, J'

the, Constitution protect personal privacy from other forms of

governmental ,inya�ion. But, the protection of n person's qenernl

right to privacy=his right to be let alone by other people-is,
like the protection of his property and of his very life, left largely
to the 1M: df the individual States." Katz v, United States, 389

U. S. 347, 350-351 (footnotes omitted).
a This was also clear to Mr. Justice Black, 381 U. 8., at 507

(dissenting opinion); to Mr..Justice Harlan, 381 U. S., at 499

(opinion concurring- in the judgment};' and tb MR. JUSTICE WHITE,

381' U. S., at'502 (opinion concurring' in' the [udgment.). See also

Mr.. Justice Hnrlan's thprough lind thoughtful opinion dissenting
(roM dismiSSal 6f'tho '&ppeal in Poe v. Ullman'; 367 U. 8.497,'522.
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t As Mr.fJusticei-Harlan once wrote: "[T'[hefull scope
of .the liberty guaranteed by the Due Process Clause
cannot. be found in, or limited by the precise terms of
the specific' guarantees elsewhere provided in the .Con
stitution.. Thisdiberty' is not a series of isolated points
pricked' out- in terms of the taking of property; the
freedom of speech, press, and religion; the right to keep
and bear arms; the freedom from unreasonable searches
and seizures; and so on. It is a rational continuum
which.sbroadly . speaking, includes a freedom from all
substantial \ arbitrary impositions and purposeless re

straints, ... lind which also recognizes, what a reasonable
and sensitive judgment must, that certain interests re

quire particularly careful scrutiny of the state needs
asserted to justify their abridgment." Poe v. Ullman,
367 ,U .. 8 .. ,497,' .543 (opinion dissenting from dismissal
of appeal) (citations omitted). In the words of Mr.
Juatiee.Frankfurter, "Great concepts like ... 'liberty' ...

were .purposely' left to gather meaning from experience.
For .they relate (to the whole domain of social and eco
nomic fact,. and the statesmen. who founded this Nation
knew: too well that only a stagnant society remains un

changed." National Mutual Ins. Co. v. Tidewater Trans
fer Ce.; Inc." 337 U: S. 582, 646 (dissenting opinion).

Several decisions of this Court make clear that free
dom of personal choice in matters of marriage and family
life is one ef- the liberties protected by the Due Process
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Loving v. Vir
gi,,!-:i,p,; 388, U. S. 1, 12; Griswold v. Connecticut, supra;
Pierce v. Soci#y of Sisters, supra; Meyer v. Nebraska,
supra., .See also Prince v. MfUsachusetts, 321 U. 8. 158 ..

166,; Skt'nner v, Oklaho'ma, 316 U. S. 535, 541. As re

cently as l�t Term, in Eisenstadt v. Baird, 405 U: 8. 438,
453,' we ,recognized. "the right of the individual, married
or, single, .to .be.free from unwarranted governmental in
trusion into matters so fundamentally affecting a person
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a81the decision 'whether to bear or beget a child."
.

That

rigA.,t, necessarily includes the right of a woman to decide

whether 'or not to terminate her pregnancy. "Certainly
the interests of .a woman in giving of her physical and

emotional self during pregnancy and the. interests that

win be affected throughout her life by the birth and

raising-of a' child are of a far greater degree of signif
icance and personal intimacy than the right to send a

child to -pnivate school protected in Pierce v. Society of
Suters, ,268 U. S. 510 (1925), or the right to teach a

fereign tlanguage protected in Meyer v. Nebraska, 262

U. S. ,390 (:}923)." Abele v. Markle, - F. Supp. -,
- .(Oonn. 1972) .

. Clearly, therefore, the Court today is correct in hold

ing that the right asserted by Jane Roe is embraced

within-the.personal liberty protected by the Due Process

Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.
It is-evident that the Texas abortion statute infringes

that right directly. Indeed, it is difficult to imagine a

more complete abridgment of a constitutional freedom

than that worked by the inflexible criminal statute now

in force in Texas. The question then becomes whether

the .state interests advanced to justify this abridgment
can 'survive the "particularly careful scrutiny" that the

Fourteenth :Amendment here requires.
(The asserted state interests are protection of the health

and safety of the pregnant woman, and protection of

the potential, future human life within her. These i are

legitimate objectives, amply sufficient to permit a State

to, regulate abortions as it does other surgical proce

dures, and perhaps sufficient to permit a State to regu
late aborfions more 'stringently or even to prohibit them
in; the late stages of pregnancy. But such legislation is

not before us, and I think the Court today has thor

oughlyr dernenstrated that these state interests cannot
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constitutionally support the broad abridgment of per
sonal liberty worked by the existing Texas law. Ac
cordingly, I join the Court's opinion holding that that
law is

'

invalid under the Due Process Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment.
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.MR. JUSTICE W;HITE, with whom MR. JUSTICE REHN-! . �'_. �, :·ls. "I-

Q�JI.ST: jQ��, pissentjng. ,_

,

At the heart of the controversy in these cases are those
recurring pregnancies that pose no danger whatsoever to
the life Or health, of the mother but are nevertheless
unwanted for .any one or more of a variety of reasons
convenience, Jamili}' planning, economics, dislike of chil
dren" the embarrassment of illegitimacy, etc. The com
mon claim before us is that for anyone of such reasons,
or: for no reason at all, and without asserting or claiming
any, threat.to life or health, any woman is entitled to an
abortion .at her request if she is able to find a medical
advisor willing to undertake the procedure.

,
The Court- for the most part sustains this position:

During the-period prior to the time the fetus becomes
viapJe,,;th� Constitution of the United States values the
convenience; .whim _

or caprice of the 'putative mother
more, thp.n the,life or potential life -of the fetus; the
Constitution, therefore, guarantees the right to an abor
tion as against any state law or policy seeking to protect
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the fetus from an abortion not prompted by more com

pelling reasons of the mother.

With all due respect, I dissent. I find nothing in the

language or history of the Constitution to support the

Cour;t's judgment. The Court simply fashions and an

nounces a Jlew , constitutional right for pregnant mothers

and, with scarcely any reason or authority for its action,
invests that right with sufficient substance to override

most existing state abortion statutes. The upshot is

�hfi:t '�ne people and 'the legislatures of the 50 States are

constitutionally disentitled to weigh the relative irn

pOl'tan�e
.

Or 'the continued existence and development
of the fetus on the' one hand against a spectrum of pos

sible impacts on the mother on the other hand. As an

exercise of raw judicial power, the Court perhaps has

authority to do what it does today; but in my view its

judgment is an improvident and extravagant exercise of

the power of judicial review which the Constitution ex

tends to this 'Court.
The Court' apparently values the convenience of the

pregnsntrnother more than the continued existence and

development of the life or potential life which she

carries. Whether or not I might agree with that mar

shalling of values, I can in no event join the Court's

judgment 'because I· find no constitutional warrant for

imposing such an order of priorities on the people and

legislatures of the States. In a sensitive area sueh as

this, involving as it does issues over which reasonable

men may easily ,and heatedly differ, I cannot accept the

Court's exercise of its clear power of choice by interposing
a constitutional .barrier to state efforts to protect human

life and by investing mothers and doctors with the con

stitueionally 'protected right to exterminate it. This

issue, for, the'most part; should be left, with the people
and 'to the politioal processes the people have devised to'

govern. tneir. 'atIairs.
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It is my view, therefore, that the Texas statute is not

constitutionally infirm because it denies abortions to
those who seek to serve only their convenience rather
than to protect their life or health. Nor is this plain
tiff, who claims no threat to her mental or physical health,
entitled to assert the possible rights of those women

whose pregnancy assertedly
:

implicates their health.
This, together with United States v. Vuitch, 402 U. S.
62· (1971), dictates reversal of the judgment of the
District Court.

Likewise, because Georgia may constitutionally forbid
abortions to putative mothers who, like the plaintiff in
this case, do not fan within the reach of § 26-1202 (a) of
its criminal code, I have no occasion, and the District
Court had none, to consider the constitutionality of the
procedural requirements of the Georgia statute as ap
plied to those pregnancies posing substantial hazards to
either life or health. I would reverse the judgment of
the District Court in the Georgia case.
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MR, JV�TICE llEHNQUIST, dissenting .

.
" The Court's opinion brings to the decision of this trou

bling question both extensive historical fact and a. wealth
of legal scholarship. While its opinion thus commands
my respect, I find myself nonetheless in fundamental dis
agreement with those parts of it which invalidate the
Texas ,s��tute in- question, and therefore dissent.

-: '
r

'The Court's opinion decides that a State may impose.

virtually no restriction on the performance of abortions
during the first trimester of pregnancy. Our previous
decisions indicate that a necessary predicate for such an

opinion is a plaintiff who was in her first trimester of
wregnan�.y..�t some time during the pendency of her law
suit. W,hHe a party may vindicate his own constitu
tional, rights, he may not seek vindication for the rights
of others. Moose Lodge v. Irtns, 407 U. S. 163 (1972);
Sierra Club ,v. Morton, 405 U. S. 727 (1972). The

. Court's statement of facts in this case makes clear, how
ever, that the record in no way indicates the presence of
s.ll(;h, a plaintiff. We know only that plaintiff Roe at
the tim.e of ,filing ber complaint was a- pregnant woman;
for: aug�t that appeare in this record, she may have been
�I\ hen last. trimester of pregnancy as of the date the com

plaint was filed.
, Nothing in 'the Court's opinion indicates that Texas
might, not constitutionally apply its proscription of abor-
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tion as written to a woman in that stage of pregnancy.

Nonetheless, the Court uses her complaint against the

Texas, statute as a fulcrum for deciding that States may

impose virtually no restrictions on medical abortions

performed during the first trimester of pregnancy. In

deciding such a hypothetical lawsuit the Court 'departs
from the longstanding admonition that it should never

"formulate a rule of constitutional law broader than is

required by the precise facts to which it is to be ap

plied." Liverpool, New York and Philadelphia Steam

ship Co. v. Commissioners of Emigration, 113 U. S. 33,
39 (1885):. 'See also AshuJander v. TVA, 297 U. S. 288,
345 (936) - (Brandeis; concurring).

Even if there were a plaintiff in this -ease capable of

litigating the issue which the Court decides, I would reach

a conclusion opposite to that reached by the Court. I

have difficulty in concluding, as the Court does, that the

rigbt of "privacy" is involved in this case. Texas by
the statute here challenged bars the performance of a

medical abortion by a licensed physician on a plaintiff
such as Roe. A transaction resulting in an operation
such as this is not "private" ill the ordinary usage of that

word. Nor is the "privacy" which the Court finds here

even a distant relative of the freedom from searches and

seizures protected' by the Fourth Amendment to the Con

stitution . which the Court has referred to as embodying
a right to' privacy. Katz v. United States, 389 U. S. 347

( 1967.).
If the Court means by the term "privacy" no more

than that the claim of a person to be free from unwanted

state regulation of consensual transactions may bea form

of "liberty!' protected by the Fourteenth Amendment,
there is no doubt that similar claims have been upheld
in. our earlier decisions on the basis of that liberty. I

agree with, the statement of MR. JUSTICE STEWART in
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his concurring opinion that the '''liberty,'' against de

privation'or'which without due proeesa.the Fourteenth

Amendmerit protects, embraces more than! the rights
found, in rthe! Bfll of ·Rights. But' that liberty is not

guaranteed ! absolutely against' .deprivation, but only
against deprivation without due process of law. The
test traditionally applied in the area of ,social and eco

nomic .

legislation is whether or not a law such as that

challenged has a rational relation to a valid state objec
tive:' ,WiUfu:mson v. Lee Optical Co., 348 U. S. 483, 491

(1955). The Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment undoubtedly does place a limit on legislative
power to enact laws such as this, albeit a broad one. If

the Texas statute were to prohibit an abortion even where

the mother's life is in jeopardy, I have little doubt that

such a statute would lack a rational relation to a valid
state objective under the test stated in Williamson, supra.
But the. Court's sweeping invalidation of any restrictions
on' abortion, 'during the first trimester is impossible to

justify -under that 'standard, and the conscious weighing
of . competing factors which the Court's opinion ap

parently sabatitutes for the established test is' far more

appropriate to a legislative judgment than to a judicial
one.

The Court eschews the history of the Fourteenth
Amendment-in its reliance on the "compelling state in

terest' test. See Weber v. Aetna Casualty & Surety
Co., 406 U. S. 164, 179 (1972) (dissenting opinion). But
the Court. adds a new wrinkle to this test by transposing
it £Fom the-legal considerations associated with the Equal
Protection -Olause of the Fourteenth Amendment to this
case arising under the Due Process Clause of the Four
teenth -Amendment. Unless I misapprehend the con

sequences of this transplanting of the "compelling state

interest .test," the Court's opinion will accomplish the

seemingly impossible feat of leaving this area of the
law more confused than it found it.
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Whil�;ltb.e Court's opinion quotes from the dissent of

Mr,« ..J.,ustiee Holmes" in Lochner v. New.:York, 198 U. S.

45 !(J905,), the result it reaches is more closely attuned

to. the· maj.ority opinion 'of Mr. Justice- Peckham in that

case.. As. in, Lochner'and similar. cases applying sub

stantive dU�'Jprocess standards to economic and .social

welfare legislation, the adoption of the compelling state

interest standard will inevitably require this Court to

examine the legislative policies and pass on the wisdom

of these polioiea in the very- process of deciding whether

a.partieular state -interest put forward mayor may not

be "compelling." 'The decision here to break the term

of pregnancy, .into three distinct terms and to outline the

permissible. retrictions the State may impose in each one,

for example, rpartakes more of judicial legislation than

it does of a, determination of the intent of' the drafters

of tpe Fourteenth Amendment.

,The. fact th�t "a majority of the States, reflecting after

all the majority sentiment in those States, have had re

stnietions on abortions for at least a century seems to me

as strong an indication there is that the asserted right
, .

to: an abortion -is not "so rooted in the traditions and

conscience of our people as to be ranked as fundamental,"
Snyder v. Massachusetts, 291 U. S. 97,105 (1934). Even

today, when society's views on abortion are changing, the

very existence of the debate is evidence that the "right"
to an aborjion is' not so universally accepted as the

appellants would have us believe .

.

To reach its result the Court necessarily has had to

find within: the scope of the Fourteenth Amendment a

right that was .apparently completely unknown to the

drafters of the Amendment. As early as 1821, the first

state law dealing -directly with abortion was enacted by
the Connecticut legislature. Conn. Stat. Tit. 22, §§'14,
16 O�21,). By the time of the adoption of the Four

teenth Amendment in 1868 there were at least 36 laws
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enacted lby;'state or territorial legislatures limiting abor
ti6n.1 ;uWhile -rnany States have amended or updated
th'eir. laws; 2} of the Jaws on the books In 1868 remain

1 States having enacted abortion laws prior to the adoption of
the Fourteenth' Ami'ndrrif'nt, ·in 1868:

.1. Ainbamn-A'iit. Acts, c. 6, § 2 (1840-1841).
2: Ariaonu=-Howell Code, c. 10, § 45 (1865).
3. Arkansas-Ark. Rev. Stat., c. 44, div, III, Art. II. ,§ 6 (1838).
4. Cnlifornia-Cnl. Sess, Stats., c. 99. § 45, at 233 (1849-1850).
5. Colorado [Tcrr.j+-Colo. Gen. Laws of Terr. of Colo., 1st Sess.,

§ 42.: at 296J.297 (1861').
i6.· Connecticut-Conn. Stnt. Tit. 22, §§.14. 16, at 152, 153 (1821).

By 1868. this statute had been replaced by another abortion law.
Conn. Pub. Acts, c. LXXI,.§§ 1, 2. lit 65 (1860).

7. Flonida....:.Fla. Acts 1st Sess., c. 1637. III, § 10. § 11, VIII, § 9,
§ lO, § 11, 118 amended now in Fin. Stat. Ann. §§ 782.09, 782.10,
797.01, 797.02, 782.16 (1944).

8. Georgiti-Ga. Pen. Code §§ 56, 57, 58, 67, 68, 69 (1&'33).
9. Kingdom of Hawmi=-Hnwnii Pen. Code §§ I, 2, 3 (1850).
10. Idaho (Terr.)-Idnho (Terr.) LIl\\'8 §§ 33, 34, 42, at 435

(18631)'. ',(:. � .... ,

?ll .. Illinois-IlL Rev .. Code §§·40, 41, 46, at 130, 131 (1827). By
1868 this statute had been replaced by II. subsequent. enactment.
Ill. Pub. Laws'n 1,12, 3, at 89' ('1867).

12 .. Indiana=Tnd., Rev. Stat. §§ I, 3, at 224 (1838). By 1868
this statute had been superseded bv a subsequent enactment. Ina.
Laws e: LXXXI, § 2 (1859).

<l3 .. ,lbWa. (Terr.)-Iowa (Terr.) Stat. 1st Legis., 1st Sess., § 18, at
145 t(1838,). B:y 1868 this statute had been superseded by a sub
sequent enactment. Iowa (Terr.) Rev. Stat. §§ 10, 13 (1843).

14 .. Kansas- (Terr.)-I(II11. (Terr.) Stat. c. 48, §§ 9, 10,39 (1855).
By 1868 this statute had been superseded by a subsequent enactment.
Kan. Gen. Laws c. 28, §§ 9, 10 (1859).

15. Louieiana=Ln. ncv. Stat. § 24, lit ias (185().
16. Maine-Me. He,'. Stat. c. HiO, §§ 11, 12, 13, 14 (1840).
17. Marymnd-)Id. Laws c. li9, § 2, lit 318 (1868).
18. Mussachusetts-Mass. Acts & Resolves c. 27· (1845).
19. Michigtln-Mich. Rev, Stat. c. 153, §§ 32, 33, 34" at 662

(1846).
20 .. Minn. (Terr.)-Minn. (Terr.) Rev. Stat. c. 100\ '§§ 10, 11. at

493 (1851).
�Footllote 1 conU1Iued on p. 6]
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in,e�e�tltpday.2 Indeed, the Texas statute struck down

today" was, as the majority notes, first enacted in 1857

and "has remained substantially unchanged to the pres

ent time." Ante, at -.

21. Mississippi-Miss. Code §§ 8,9, at 958 (1848).
22. Missouri-Mo. Rev. Stnt.. Art. II, §§ 9,10,36, at 168 (1835).
23. Montana (Terr.)-Mont. (Terr.) Laws § 41, at, 184 (1864).
24. Nevada (Terr.)-Nev. (Terr.) Laws c. 28, § 42, nt 63 (1861).
25. NewtHampshirc-N. H. Laws c. 743, § I, at 708 (1848).
26. New. Jersey-N. J. Laws, at 266 (1849).
27. New York-No Y. Rev. Stat. pt. IV, c. I, Tit. II, §§ 8, 9, at

550, �1828), By 1868 this statute had been superseded by sub

sequent enactments. N. Y. Laws c. 260, §§ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, at 285

(1845); N. Y. Laws C. 22, § 1, at 19 (1846).
28. ,Ohio-'-Ohio' Gen. Stat. §§ 111 (1), 112 (2), at 252 (1841).

, 29. Oregon..c:..{)re. Gen. Laws, Crim. Code, C. 43, § 509, at 528

(1845-1864) ,

30. Pennsylvania+Pa. Laws No, 374, §§ 87, 88, 89 (1860).
31. lI'exas-.-Tex. Gen. Stilt. Dig. c. VII, Arts. 531-536, at 524

(Oldham & White 1859) -,

32. Vermont-Vt. Acts No. 33, § 1 (1846). By 1868 this statute

had been' amended by It subsequent enactment. Vt. Acts No. 57,
§§ r, 3 (1867).! .

33.Virginia.-Va. Acts Tit. n.« 3, §9, at 96'(1848).
,..·34. Washington (Terr.)-Wash. (Terr.) Stars. c. II, §§ 37, 38, at

8t,(1854).rp :

35. West Virginia-Va. Acts. Tit. II, c. 3, § 9, at 96 (1848).
36. Wisconsin-Wis, Rev. Stat. c. 133, §§ 10, 11 (1849). By

1868 this statute had been superseded by a subsequent enactment.

Wis. Rev, Stat" c.)64, §§ 10, .11; C. 169, §§ 58, 59 (1858).
, 2,Abp�ion'\lnwg; in effect in 1868 and still applicable as of Au-

gust- 19,7Q: ,I' I

1. Arizona (1865).
2. Connecticuh(1860).
3. FloJlida (1868).
4. Idaho. (\863,).,
5. Indi�at>:'n838).

,:6. low}' .(1843)."
7. Maine (1840).

'}IS. �lI.SSa�hU8etts,(1845).
9. Michigan (1846).

[Footnote. 2 'continued on p. 7]

"
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There apparently was no question concerning the
validity of this provision or of any of the other state
statutes when the Fourteenth Amendment was adopted.
The only conclusion possible from this history is that
the drafters did not intend to have the Fourteenth
Amendment withdraw from the States the power to legis
late with respect to this matter.

III

Even if one were to agree that the case which the Court
decides were here, and that the enunciation of the sub
stantive constitutional law in the Court's opinion were

proper, the actual disposition of the case by the Court is
still difficult to justify. The Texas statute is struck
down in toto, even though the Court apparently con
cedes that at later periods of pregnancy Texas migh t
impose these selfsame statutory limitations on abortion.
My understanding of past practice is that a statute found
to be invalid as applied to a particular plaintiff, but not
unconstitutional as a whole, is not simply "struck down"
but is instead declared unconstitutional as applied to the
fact situation before the Court. Yick Wo v. Hopkins,
118 U. S. 356 (1886); Street v. New York, 394 U. S. 576
(1969).

For all of the foregoing reasons, I respectfully dissent.

10. Minnesota (1851).
11. Missouri (1835).
12. Montana (1864).
13. Nevada n861'>.
14. New Hampshire (1848).
15. New Jersey (1849).
16. Ohio (1841).
17. Pennsylvania (1860).

18. Texas (1859).
19. Vermont (1867).
20. West.Vlrginia (1848).
21. Wisconsin (1858).
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J ;. IN THE
, } . .

,Supxeine .Court of the United States
OCTOBER TERM, 1972

..Nos, '70-40, 70-18

DOE, .et al,
Appellants

V.

�OLTON; ATTORNEY GENERAL
OF GEORGIA, et al;'

Appellees.
and

,ROE, et al,
Appelkints

r. V.·

WADE, DISTRICT ATTORNEY
,,-

"qF DALLAS COUNTY,
Appellee.

A.ppe&.l8' from 'the United States'District Courts for the

Nonhern 'Distnd 'of GeoIiia and the Northern
"

-

,� 'District of Texas, respec'tively

BRIEF. 0E STATE' OF CONNECTICUT, AMICUS CURIAE,
IN SUPP(!)RT OF PETITIONS FOR REHEARING FILED

DiY THE STATES OF GEORGIA and TEXAS

,

The State �f Connecticut, as Amicus Curia, pursuant to

Rule 42 0,£ .the Revised Rules of the United States Supreme
Court, joins with the States of Georgia and Texas in support
of their petitions for rehearing which are to be filed by Feb

..uarYr 16, 1995 and .respectfully urges its favorable considera

tion en, the, 'f�llo,wing grounds:
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1. The Attorney General and State's Attorneys of Con
necticut are Appellants in appeals involving related issues
concerning"the constitutionality of' state anti-abortion laws.
Markle v. Abele, No. 72-56 and 72-730, docketed July 10, 1972
and November 16, 1972, respectively.

2. The Connecticut case (No. 72-730) is believed to be
the only one involving "the constitutional issue of abortion
wherein an evidentiary record has been made.

,

l .' ,

''''':'

3. The evidence in the Connecticut case demonstrates
that an unborn child is an alive, separate and distinct human

being from th� time the child is. c�nceived.
>

f: •

'. ,; �:\ �
..

'4: This evidence was wholly uncontradicted.

5. The evidence included cases where a number of "pre
viable'!' "ghildren were delivered alive as a result of induced
abortion hi New York City and then died.

6. The eviaence 'also included at least one case where
-

, ' �

a �hild ,was delivered as a result of induced abortion and

survived .

., ;7. ,,)Y2\l� A;micus�l'espect!ulIy urges that this. evidence
may be of great assistance to the Court in resolving the ques
tion of wh�� human ii:Ce begins from the standpoint of medical
science.

8:
.

Evidence that there is a substantial margin of error

in,ase�l'1;aining..:a: length of pregnancy is also in the record. In
New Yorl<:,C,ity there have been many abortions performed
beyond the statutory limit of gestation.

, 9•. "EWdence
.

as to unreported complications and 'deaths
resultrng ftom legalized abortion in New York City was also

presented: ..
'

10,: 'Your A,micus respectfully submits that the method of
judicial notice taken in the Georgia and Texas cases wherein
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no evidentiary 'record -was made may not be appropriate in a

case such as Connecticut's where there is a record of medical

evidence. ;
.

11.
.

The instant cases in \vhich the petitions for rehearing
have been filed are of great public moment. Your Amicus re

spectfully suhrhiifs' that it is essential that the judgmenta
therein be based upon scientific evidence which has' not yet
been presented to this Court.

.
.

WHEREFORE, 'your Amicus respectfully urges this

Court to grant'ih� petitions filed by the States of Georgia and
Texas' fot rehearing those cases and any other cases that are

similarly situated; They respectfully submit that the ends of

justice would best'be served in such a rehearing by proceeding
on' 'the' basis 'bf ple'nary hearing in the Connecticut case where

there is a record which speaks for itself.
, .

.

' J' .t. \ (

", ·'Dated.i'ati'·liattfofd; Connecticut, this 15th day of Febru-

ary, 'X.D.; 197'8'. � ..

J t'
.'

.

j Respectfully submitted,

STATE'S ATTORNEYS

By: GEORGE D. STOUGHTON
Chief AS'8i�tant State's A'ttorney
For Hartford County
95 Washington Street

" I If 'Hartford, Connecticut 06106
,"l � 'r-t 1

ATTORNEY GENERAL
ROBERT K. KILLIAN

.
By: DANIEL R. SCHAEFER

Assistant Attorney General
30 Trinity Street

Hartford, Connecticut 06115
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� "., . ) '. ".;CERTIFICATE . OF SERVICE
..

,
. -,

I, Daniel R. Schaefer, Attorney for Appellants, certify
that a copy of the foregoing Brief of State of Connecticut,
Amicus Curiae, In Support of Petitions for Rehearing Filed

,'J • • J t -' '., •

by the :States of Georgia and Texas, was mailed, via U.S. Mail,
Postage Prepaid, this 15th day of February, 1973, to the fol

lowing counsel of. record: Marjorie Pitts Hames, Suite 822,
15 Peach Street, N.E., Atlanta, Georgia 30303; Reber Boult,
Jr., and Charles Morgan, Jr., American Civil Liberties Foun

datlon.clnc., 52 F-airlie .Street, Atlanta, Georgia 30303; Eliza

beth, :R., ltind�kop and Gale M. Siegel, 185 Central Avenue,

S.W., Atlanta".Gepr�ia 30303; Tobiane Schwarth, 153 Prior

Street, S,W., .Atlanta, Georgia 30303; and Mrs. Dorothy
Beasi�y,�i3�;' Judicial Building, 40 Capitol Square, Atlanta,
l ,.,I 0' .*. -

.......

Georgia 303-3,4; all. counsel of record in the case of Doe, et al v,
_ ., •• '. �.. '"

J

Bolton, et al No. 70-40;. and to Mrs. Sarah Weddington, and
James Weddington, 709 W. 14th Street, Austin, Texas 78701;
Norman Dorsen, New York University Law School, Washing-

I, • Ii,

ton Square, New York, New York 10003; Robert C. Flowers,
Asst. Atty. General, Capitol Station, P.O. Box 12548, Austin,
Texas 78711; Henry WadaDallas County Court House, Dallas,
Texas 75202; Roy Lucas, James Madison Constitutional Law

Institute, 4 Patchin Place, New York, N.Y. 10011; Linda N.

Coffee, 2130 First National Bank Building, Dallas, Texas

75202; Fred Bruner, and Ray L. Merrill, Jr., 1130 Mercantile

Bank Building,. Dallas, 'Pexas. 75201, all counsel of record in

the case of Roe' v. Wade, 'No."70.18.

DANIEL R. SCHAEFER
Assi8tanl Attorney General

.;

\ .



IN THE

Supreme Court of the United States
OCTOBER TERM, 1971.

No. 70-18

JANE ROE, ET AL.,
Appellants,

VS.

HENRY WADE
Appellee.

ON APPEAL FROM THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT
COURT FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS.

No. 70-40

. MARY DOE, ET AL.,

Appellants,
VS.

ARTHUR K. BOLTON, ET AL.,

Appellees.

ON APPEAL FROM THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT
COURT FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT

OF GEORGIA.

Motion To Intervene, Petition For Sta.y And Petition For

Rehearing And Other Relief Of Dr. Bart T� Heffernan.

DENNIS J. HORAN,
JEROME A. FRAZEL, JR.,
THOM�S M. CHRISHAM,
DOLORES B. HORAN,
JOHN D. GORBY,

1 North La S'alle Street,
Chicago, DJfnols 60602, 312-346-5800,

Attorneys for Petitioner.
CAl\UILO F� VOLI·NI,
JOliN O. TUOHY,

Of. Counsel.



IN THE

Slpr.'" .Court 0" tile United States
OCTOBEU TEUM, 1971.

No. 70-18

JANE ROE, ET AL.,

Appellants,
VS.

HENRY WADE,

Appellee.

ON APPEAL FROM THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT
COURT FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS.

No. 70-40

MARY DOE, ET AL.,

Appellants,
VS.

·ARTHUR K. BOLTON, ET AL.,

Appellees.

ON APPEAL·FROM THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT

COU:RT FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT
OF GEORGIA.

Motion T�
-

Intervene, Petition For Stay And Petition For

Rehearing And Other Relief Of Dr. Bart T. Heffernan.

MOTION TO INTERVENE, PETITION FOR STAY
AND PETITION FOR REHEARING.



Withotit �t!ie unborn being represented and without

th� ul;horn'-oehlg afforded a hearing', their' rights have

been adjudicated by the court's opinion in this case.

The Petitioner, Bart T. Heffernan, M.D., has previously
acted under' federal court authorization to protect the

rights of the unborn. On March 11, 1970, the United
States District Court for the Northern District of Illinois

(Eastern' Division) appointed Petitioner the guardian
ad lite1n for the class of' all unborn children in the State

of Illinois who will be adversely affected by the abolition
or the abortion statute in Illinois and he was specifically
authorized to intervene on behalf of Baby Boy Doe, Baby
Girl Roe and all unborn children similarly situated. He

did so intervene, Doe v. Scott, 321 F. Supp. 1'385 '(N.D.
111. 1971), appeal pending in this' court, Nos. 70-105, 70-

106. ", "

, Because the-rights of the class he represents in Doe v.

Scott, supra, are extinguished 'by the court's opinion in

this, case, Petitioner moves the 'court for leave to intervene

here and to file this Petition for rehearing.
1. The unborn were not parties to this cause. They

were 110t represented. They were given no trial, no oppor

tunity in court to present evidence, to confront or to

Cl'_oss-examine witnesses. They were not given an oppor
tunity in court on the record to prove that they are per
sons. Nevertheless, this 'Court's opinion adjudicates their
rights in violation of these fundamental concepts of due

process, 'i' ,�',

Rehearing' in ,this' cause must be granted 'so that the

rights of the unborn, whether they be considered per
sons or just property, may be represented as parties in

t,h,is ?ap�� p6�ore�this court.
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The last' time this court extinguished the rights of it
?

living ·'behfg>.vfio was riot an animal, the "being" was at

Jeast represented not only in the lower court but hi Ithe

United States Supreme Court. Dred Scott v. Sandford, 60

U.'S. 393 '(1857)'. In Wade, no one 'sought to represent the

u�\bofn. Ibi·, Bolton the District Court refused to allow rep
resentation 011 behalf of the unborn.

:Ftmdamental American jurisprudence requires that

hearings-should be adversary and not C:1; parte. To ob

tain that"b:asic due 'process, petitioner in the companion
case (Doe'v, Scott, supra) sought a trial to establish the

medical 'tact that a child in the womb is a living human

being. 'That basic right to a trial was denied in Doe v.

Scott; this! court's opinion does Ute' same. (See Jurisdic

tional StaJtement -of Dr. Heffernan in Doe v. Scott, 70-106).

Yet,' the very opinion of this Conrt recognizes that a

viable unborn person has rights. That declaration by the

court lias )10 meaning if that unborn person cannot even
be heard in COlU:t in time to preserve his right to be born.

Those rights must therefore be represented.
The court recognizes the unborn's right to potential

life to 'be so compelling an interest as to authorize state

legislation regulating and even proscribing abortion, yet

by, 'd'ecla'rilig' th'e uhject statutes unconstitutional the

opinion ahtliorizes extinction of the life of an unborn

child even during th� final trimester of pregnancy be

cause it leavies to the states the option to' act or not to

act to protect life recognized by the court to be protect
able under the federal Constitution.

'I'he �pncul'rlng opinion' of Chief Justice Burger admits
that' ma'tei:ial' o"l1h:ide the record was considered by the

court and'in'dimttes tilat independent evidentiary resear�h



outside .the record may have been conducted by the court.

That itself, violl:!:tes due process because it precludes con

frontation and cross-examination.

Furthermore, conflicting medical opinions have been

presented to this Court without the benefit of the use of

the traditional safeguards of cross-examination and con

frontation. 'Conflicting medical, scientific and statistical

data have, been used in the formulation of the Supreme
Court's opinion without the opportunity of having such

facts. decided 'through an adversary process. Much of that

factual. data was not even part of: the record of this case.

1'JlU$, P�titi,onE1l', has been denied his uay i.n court.

The court states that it need not decide the difficult

question of when life begins, but its opinion does just
that in, accepting the trimester view of developing in

terests. "I'hat judgment-whether it be considered by the

court to be .medical or philosophical=.mu. t be tested in

the" adversary process (I1.S it bu. not been) jfit is to be

made' in accordance with due process of law.

2. The cOlid violated the 14th Amendment's require
ment of equal protection of the Jaws by choosing "via

bility"
, as, !he ,}Jojnt at which the state may protect the

interests of the unborn. 'I'here is competent medical evi

dence to prove that consistently some unborn are "viable"
,

before others, varying by such factors as race, relative

sturdiness of parents or the child in gestation, etc., ('Mor
ison, Fetal and. Neonatal Pathology, 99-101 (1963)). More

over, statistical data is available to prove that 10% of

babies survive between 20 and 28 weeks of gestution
during the, second trimester. (Monroe, Cam-ad-ian ]I{edical

Associa,tion's .Jo'tw;"al ] 939; Flanagan, G. L.: The First
,� \ r ,

.

Nine lI101�ths ,of, Life. Simon & Schuster, 1962.) There-



fore, the .court's OpInIOn denies equal protection of law

to those .unborn infants who are viable earlier than the

third. trimester. With the rapid advances in medical sci

ence, viability at the very earliest stages of gestation
will undoubtedly be a scientific reality within the near

future. '(Zapol, Warren and Kolobow, Theodore: Medical

World News, May 30, 1969).
3. The ·court denied the states' right to exercise their

reasonable police powers to ,protect the health of preg

nant women in the first trimester of pregnancy by not

.aH.Qwing states to require that abortions be done in hos

pitals, and by physicians.
, The' opinion itself adversely affects what it declares to

be the -overriding superior constitutionally protectable
interest-s-the health of the pregnant woman. Based on

incorrect medical data, the reliability of which was not

tested by cross-examination, the court arbitrarily adopts
the trimester division of pregnancy to allocate the growing
concerns of the woman, the state and the unborn. But the

abortion operation, like any medical procedure, is dan

gerous for the woman at any stage of pregnancy, yet the

opinion does not authorize the state to require the oper
ation be .performed by a physician at a licensed facility
during. the first trimester. By, striking down abortion

statutes in their entirety, the court endangers the very

interest its opinion professes to protect.
4.' The C��lrt has specifically not considered the rights

of. the fatber of the unborn. The paternal interest in child

custody cases, even if there is no marriage, has been pro
tected by this .Court in ]a. t year's term. In Stanley v.

Ilw11,Ois, 92 B. Ct. 1�08, it was held that anIllinois statute
which failed to give the right to a father of illegitimate
children to. a hearing held after the death of fhe mother

.
'

,



feY! determine "if the children were neglected and depend
Efn1t \(lnildrenf -was 'unconstitutional; But the father's right
and � res�enfgibility does not first arise at the birth of the
chil'd '61' at viability. The child has a right to support
'from the moment of conception.

The entire structure of lPaternity law creates rights
and responsibilities long before the birth of the child
and certainly cannot be suddenly created at viability.
The effect of Wade 'and Bolton is to tell Texas and Geor

gia, ' and 'perhaps Il1inois, that the father need not have

notice and a hearing if he is deprived of an unborn child
even though Stanley, supra, requires those procedural
safeguards in the case of a child who has been born or,

-as in the ca re of his being deprived of a chattel (his
car). Robinson v. Hanrahan, 93 S. Ct. 30 (1972).

, . If this 'eourt allows this decision to stand, an unborn

person "will have less rights than a corporation,
'Conn: Gen/l�' Life Ins. Co. v. Johsison, 58 S. Ct. 436
(1938)'; and a father has greater rights to his chattel
than' to his'unbom children.

'05. 'The drastic social changes, resulting from the
Court's! opiuion must be' reconsidered by the Court
'with .

a vj�w' at least to planning orderly implementation
of the .decision in' order to preserve and protect the very
iights!?ecognized by the Court.

The hea}th of many women (specifically recognized
·tis' a �r(it'ectable interest) ,viII be jeopardized if this Court

, t '

.

d'oes not' narrow its opinion.' The decision of this Court

invalidating various statutes on their face has already
resulted' in 'one court hi the State of Illinois construing
this Court's J6pinion to require dismissal of an indictment

ag'ai1tSt an unlicensed woman who supposedly performed
an abortion on! a 16 year old in the' woman's apartment,
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People
-,

v.] Mar.y· l(ain, 71-348 (Circuit, Court .. of Cook

County). Page 1 Chicago Sun-Times February '8� 1973.

Also, since �b,e, court's ruling, one unregulated abortion
clinic in Illinois has attempted to open and it was only
upon application of petitioner .(Heffernan v. Chicagoland
Repr�ductive Health Center, 73CH 796� Circuit 'Court of

. ,{ .

Cook County) that a Temporary Restraining Order is-

sued ito prohibit its �eration.
Prohibitions contained in the statutes of. many states

, • .).. � > ,. '"

which fall within the area of regulation .made consti-

tutionally' perrrrlssible by this opinion must be saved to

ave:nt thTow:ing out the (viable) baby-with the bath water-

or the saline solution.
.

In order 'to protect the health of the mother, the rights
of the unborn, ,+.he 'interests of the State recognized to

exist by this Court in Wade, the rights of the father, the

rights of parent'S .J'£ a minor ch�I�: who seeks abortion, to

prevent abortioiis being performed In unlicensed places
and by unlicensed persons, to prevent the snle or market

ing of the unborn after aborti�n (whether alive or dead)
and to prevent,O)-e experimentation on th� l111110rn as a

substitute-for-the- rhesus' monkey, (It is reported that, in

England, 'experiments are performed on aborted fetuses

born alive), this court should at least follow the prin
ciple laid. down in Brown v. Board of Education, 349

U.S. 29L,l; ',(1954). That would at least provide for the

gradual, orderly implementation of the decision 'and give
legislatures an/opportunity -to act,

Wherefore, Petitioner prays the court to

1) Grant him leave to file this motion to intervene
. and petition for rehearing;

. ,
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, 2) 1 'Grant' ·liim leave to intervene and grant a rehear

ing; I'

·"'3') 'Stafy 'fne' effect of the opinion of ,January 22, 197'3

untii, rehearing;
4) Renulnd, these cases and companion cases (Doe v.

ScoU;supra) to the trial courts for an evidentiary
'hearing oil the issues; or in the alternative, to con

duct an evidentiary hearing 11e1'e;
5) Consolidate these cases and the companion cases

,
'

.. � " ..

aforesaid and set the cases for re-argument;
:.

.'

6) In the ,alternative, after staying the effect of the

opinion of January 22, 1973, order and invite briefs
on methods of implementing the decision.

Respectfully submitted,
DENNIS J. HORAN,
JEROME A. FRAZEL, JR.

THOMAS M. CHRISHAM,
DOLORES B. HORAN,
JOHN D. GORRY,

1 North La Salle ,Street,
Chicago, mlnols 60602, 312-346-5800,

Attorneys for Petitioner.

CAMILLo'F. VOLINI,
;jOHN O. "TUOHY�

1
t

l

,1 3' � • :'f,tf I .1.. V',

. Of OO'Urtlsel.
I ., .
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Certifica.te Pursuant to Rule 58.

I do hereby certify, as an attorney in good standing be

fore this court, that the above Petition contains substan

tial grounds to invoke this court's consideration and

jurisdiction; and that this Petition is presented in good
faith and not for purposes of delay.

One of the attorneys [or Petitioner.



;NOTIl)': Where -It 18 deemed destrnble, n syllnbu8 (headnote) will
be retensed, �8 IH bclng done In connection with this CRHe ut the time
the oplnlun ts Issued. The syllubus cnnstltutea no part of the opinion
at the C;ourt but hus been prelUl red hy the Uoportcr ot Deelslona for
the convenience ot the reuuer, See UnUml 81al68 v. Dotrolt Lurnbt'r
00., 200 U.S. 321, 337.

SUPREME OOURT OF THE UNITED STATES

l ylln bus

ROE ET AL. v. WADE. DISTRICT ATTORNEY OF
DALLAs COUNTY

APPEAL 'FROM THE UNITEU s'rA'rES IHSTHICT COURT FOil THE

NORTHEHN DISTlllC'l' OJ� TEXAS

No. 70-1. Argued December 1:1, 1971-Reflrgued October 11,
1972-Decided .Iuuunry 22,1973
....,...

A pregnant single woman (Hoe) brought II class action challenging
the constitutionality of tho Texas criminal abort ion laws, which

proscribe procuring 01' ntteuipting fill abortion except on medical

advice for the purpose 01' saving the mother's life
..

A licen 'ed

physician (Hallford}, who had two slate abortion prosecutions
pending again t him, was permitted to intervene. A childless

married couple (the Does), till' wife not. being pregnant, separately
attacked the laws. basing :tll('�c'cl injury on the Iut ure possibilities
of conrrncept lve failure, preunnncv. unpreparedness for parent
hood, and impairment of tho \Vif("" health. A three-judge Dis

trict Court,. which ccnsolidntcd the actions, held that. Roe and

Hallford, and members of their classes, had standing to sue

and presented justiciable controversies. Ruling that declaratory,

though not injunctive, relief was warranted, the court declared

the abortion statutes void us vague and overbroadly infringing
those pln in tiffs' Ninth it nd Fourteenth Amendment rights. The

court ruled the Does' compluint nut justiciable. Appellants di

-rectly appealed to this Court on the injunctive rulings, find appellee
cross-appealed from the District Court's grant. of declaratory
relief to Roe and Hallford. Held :

'

1. While 2 U. . C. § )25:� authorizes no direct appeal to this
Court from the grant or denial of declaratory relief alone, review

is not foreclosed when the case is properly before the Court. on

appeal from ipccific denial of injunct ive relief find the arguments

as 1,0 both _ injunctive nnd deelararory relief firC' necessarily
ldentical. 'J\ 8.

2.' U9_c h�!!.-.-��diIlg to sue; the Does and
..�ill!..��;

:Pp.' 9-14._ .

.. .....-__., v

i

/



Syllabus

ROT!. v. WADE

(a) Contrnry t.o appellee's contention, the natural termina

tion of Roc's pregnancy did not moot her suit. Litigation involv

ing pregnancy, which is "cupnble of repetition. �'f't evading review,"
is no oxooption to the usual federal mil' that an actual controversy
rnu t exist at review s tag(!s and not simply when the action is

initiated. Pp, 9-10.

(b) The District Court correctly refused injunctive, but erred
in granting declaratory, relief to Hallford, who alleged no federally
protected right. not assertablr- as II defense against the good-faith
stare prosecutions pending :tl-(ainst· him. Samuels v. Mackell, 401

U. S. 6fl.

(c) The noes' eompln int, hnsed a. it is Oil cont ingencies, any

oue or more of which may not. OCCIII'. is too speculntive to pre. ent

an actual case or controversy. Pp, 12-14.

�. State criminal abort ion laws, likf' those involved here, that

except from criminality only il life-saving procedure on the

mother's behalf without rrgilrd to the stage of 'her pregnancy and

other interests 1,111'011'('(/ violnt e rh« Dill' Proee s Clause of the

FOIu'krnHI Amendment, which pl'okc:ll> II!-:l)illst stutc action the

right to Pl'jvHcy.·incllidilll! 11 wumnu's qualified right, to t·Pl'lTlinllt.('

her pregnancy. -Though til(' Statr nanuot override thnt; right, it

has legitimate inters t s in protecting both the pregnant woman's

health and the potr-ntinlitv of human lif(', each of which interests

grow' and reaches a 'compelling" point 11 t· various stages of the

woman's approach to term. Pp. :m-49.

(a) For the srnge prior 10 approximately the cud of the first

trimester. the abortion decision and it s effectuation must. be left

to the med[clli judgment of tho pregnant woman's attending

phy rician, Pp, 30-47.

(b) For tlw stlllgP subsequenr to approximately the end of

the first trimester, the State. in promoting its interest in the

health of the mother, may, if it chooses , regulate the abortion

procedure in ways that [Ire rensonably related to matemal health,

Pp. 43-44.
(c) For the s tago mbsequcni to viability the State, in pro

moting its . interest. III the potcut iality of 11IIman life, may, if it

chooses, regulate, lind ('\,('11 proscribe, abortion except where neces

SfII'Y, in appropriate medical judgment, for the preservation of the

life or health of the mother. Pp, 44-48.
4. The State may define thr term "ph)' .ieian" to mean only a

physician current-ly liceut eel by the • tate, and may proscribe nny



fum v. WADB JI[

Syllabll:>

it.bOft ion by n person who is 111)1 a physiciun :1:-; ::;0 defined.

Pn. ;{4-35, 48.'
5. It. if' unnecessary to deeidt- III!) inj unet ive relief i""llf' "inc'c· the

Texas nuthnrities 'will douhtk- ..;,; 1'1111.\' rpc'o),!;nize' rht- Court ';< ruling
that tho Texas (:rimiJ1I1J nbort ion Sf:1 til!!>:; an' IIIH'Ollst itut ionnl.

P. 51.

:U4 P. Supp. 1217, :tJlirllwd ill part und rt·\·l'I'�e·d ill part.

13LACIOIUN . .1., delivered lilt' opiniun "I' till' Court, in whirh

Bnuosn, C ..J., nud Douru.o-. nIlE.,\�A�. ST):;\\' ..\IlT, �LII(";I·I.H,I., .uid

POW'EI,l" .r.r., joined. BUf!(;EIl. C .. 1 .. und 1>01'(:1,,·\"; nnd Sn:\\,AIlT . .1.1.,
filed concurring opinions. 'WH ITE. .1.. tiled ;1 dissr-nt in'" opinion,
ill which llf!JFl.NQVI::I'f·, ,1., .ioi:M�e"'N(iUJ";T: ,I., filc·d a dissenr ing
opinion.

-



NOTICE: Tltls opInIon Is snhject tn (orIOn! revIsIon bp(ore publlcntlon
In thOJirellmlnnry prlut of tile Uuttor Stutes Repurrs. ltelldflrR lire re

questa to notify .the Reporter of Deelstons, Supreme Conrt of the
Uutted Stutes, \VllijhlllglOIl, D.C. 2U54a. of n ny typogruphtcu! or otber
formn! errors, in order thut corrections rnuy be 'lIlut)e before tbe pre
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SUPREME Co.URT OF THE UNITED STAT�

No. 70-18

Jane Roe et at, APpellants,!
On

A.
ppeal :rol�l the United

.

States District Court for
11.

the Northern District of
Henry Wade. Texas.

.

[January 22 r 1973]

MR. JUSTICE BLACKMUN delivered the opinion of the

Court.

This Texas federal appeal and its Georgia companion,
Doe v. Bolton, post --I present constitutiona.I chal

funges to state criminal abortion legislation. The Texas

statutes under attack here are typical of those that

have been in effect in 1I1111ly States for approximately a

century. The Georgia statutes, in contrast, have a

modern cast and are a legislative product that, to an

'extent at least, obviously reflects the influences of recent

attitudinal change, of advancing medical knowledge and

techniques, and of new thinking about an old issue.
'We forthwith acknowledge OUI' awareness of the sensi

tive and emotional nature of the abortion controversy,
of the vigorous opposing views, even among physicians,
and of the deep and seemingly absolute convictions that

the subject inspires. One's philosophy, one's experiences,
one's exposure to the raw edges of human existence, one's

religious training, one's attitudes toward life and family
and their values, and the moral standards one establishes
and seeks to observe, are an likely to influence and to

color one's thinking and conclusions about abortion.
In addition population growth, pollution, poverty,

and racial overtones tend to complicate and not to sim

plify the problem.
".

·�"l�.
;';
;'
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Our task, of course, is to resolve the issue by consti�"
tutional measurement free of emotion and of predilection.
We seek earnestly to do this, and, because we do, we

have inquired into, and in this opinion place some

emphasis upon, medical and medical-legal history and

what that history reveals about man's attitudes toward

the abortive procedure over the centuries. We bear in

mind, too Mr. Justice Holmes' admonition in his now

vindicated dissent in Lochner v. New York, 198 U. S.

45, 76 (1905):
"It [the Constitution] is made for people of

fundamentally differing views, and the accident of
our finding certain opinions natural and familiar

or novel and even shocking ought not to conclude

our judgment upon the question whether statutes

embodying them' conflict with the Constitution of

the United States."

I

The Texas statutes that concern us here are Arts.

1191-1194 and H96 of the State's Penal Code.' These

1 "Article 1191. Abortion
"If any person shall designedly administer to a pregnant woman

or knowingly procure to be administered with her consent any drug
or medicine, or shall use towards her any violence or means what

ever externally or intemally applied, and thereby procure an abor

tion, he shall be conflnod in the penitentiary not less than two nor

more tlUID five years; If it be done without her consent, the punish
ment shall be doubled. By 'abortion' is meant that the life of the
fetus or embryo shall be destroyed in tho woman's womb or that a

premature birth thereof be caused,
ctArt. 1192. Furnishing the means

"Whoever furnishes the meansfor procuring an abortion knowing
the purpose intended is guilty as an accomplice.
"Art. 1193. Attempt. at abortion

"If the means used shall fail to produce an abortion, the offender'

is nevertheless guilty of an attempt to produce abortion, provided'.
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make it a crime to «procure an abortion," as therein

defined, or to attempt one, except with respect to "an

abortion procured' or attempted by medical advice for

the purpose of saving the life of the mother." Similar
statutes are in existence in a majority of the States.'

it be shown that such means were calculated to produce that result"

and shall be fined not less thnn one hundred nor more than one

thousand dollars.

"Art. 1194. Murder in producing abortion
"If, the death of the mother is occasioned by an abortion so pro

duced or by an attempt to effect the same it is murder.

"Art. 1196. By medical advice

"Nothing in' this chapter applies to an abortion procured or at

tempted by medical advice for the purpose of saving the life of the

mother,"
The foregoing Articles, together with Art. 1195, comprise Chapter

9 of Title 15 of the Penal Code, Article 1195, not attacked here,
rends:
"Art. 1195. Destroying unborn child

"Whoever shall 'dtiring parturition of the mother destroy the

vitality or life in a child in a state of being born and before actual

birth, which child would otherwise have been born alive, shall be
confined in the penitentiary for life or for not less than five years."

2 Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann, § lil-211 (1971); Conn. Pub. Act, No.1

(May 1972 pecial session) (in 4 Conn. Leg. Serv, 677 (1972)), and
Conn. Gen. Stat. Rev. §§ 53-29, 53-30 (19G8) (or unborn child);
Idaho Oode § 18-1505 (App. to Supp, 1971); III, Rev. Stats. c. 38,
§ 23-1 (1971); Ind. Code § 3.5-1-58-1 (HJ71); Iowa Code § 701.1

(1971); Ky. Rev. Stat. §436.020 (1963); La. Rev. Stat. §37:1285
(6) (1964) (loss of medical license) (but see § 14-87 (1972 Supp.)
containing no exception for the life of the mother under the criminal

statute); Me. Rev. Stat, Ann, Tit. 17. § 51 (1964); Mass. Gen.
Laws Ann. c. 272, § 19 (1970) (using the term "unlawfully," con

strued to exclude an abortion to save the mother's life, Kudish v.

Bd. of Reqistrotion, 356 Mass. 98, 248 N. E. 2d 264 (1969»; Mich.

Compo Laws § 750.l4. (194 ); Minn. Stat. § 617.18 (1971); Mo. Rev,
Stat. § 559.100 (1969); Mont.. Rev. Codes Ann. § 94-401 (1961);
Neb .. Rev. Sta.t. § 28-405 (19tl4); Nev. Rev. Stat. § 200:220 (1967) j
N. H. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 585.13 (1955); N . .T. Stat. Ann. § 2A:87-1

(1969) ("without Iawful justifieation"}: N. D. Cent. Code §§ 12-25-. ,
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Texas first enacted a criminal abortion statute in 1854'.,
Texas Laws 1854, c. 49, § 1, set forth in 3 Gammel"
Laws of Texas, 150.2 (1898). This was soon modified,
into language that has remained substantially unchanged
to the present time. See Texas Penal Code of 1857,
Arts, 531-536; Paschal's Laws of Texas, Arts. 2192-2197

(1866); Texas Rev. Stat., Arts, 536-541 (1879); Texas
Rev. Crim. Stat., Arts. 10.71-1076 (1911). The final
article in each of these compilations provided the same

exception, as does the present Article 119("i, for an abor
tion by "medical advice for the purpose of saving the'
life of the mother.' :!

01, 12-25-02 (1960); Ohio He", Code § 2901,).fl (195a); Okla. Stat.
Ann., Tit. 21, '§ 86,1 (1972-1973 Supp.}; Pa. Stat. Ann., Tit. ]8;
§§ 4718. 47]9 (1963) ("unlawful"); R.. 1. Gen. Laws Ann. § 11-3-1'

(1969); S. D. Compiled LHws :§'22-17-1 (1967); Tenn. Code Ann.

§§ 39-301, 39-302 (J956); Utnh' Code Ann, §§ 76-2-1, 7(j-2-2'
(1953); Vt. Stat, Ann., Tit. 13, § 10] (H�5.8); W. v». Code Ann.

§ 61-2-8 (1966); Wis. Stat, § 940.04 (19()9); Wyo. Stat, Ann. §§ 6-77,
6-78 (1957) .

. 3 Long ago a suggestion 11'11' II1I�dr ,IHlL tho Texas statutes were

unoonstitutionnllv vague , becnuse of definitional deficiencies. The

Texas Court of Criminal A ppeals disposed of that suggestion per-

emptorily, saying only,
'

"It is a.lso insisted in the mol ion ill a rrest or judgment that the stat

ute is unconstitutional and void in that it does not sufficiently define
or describe the offense of abortion. We do not concur in respect
to this question." Jcckson. v, State, 55 Tox, Crim. R. 79, 89, 115

S. W. 262; 268 (1908).
The same court. recently luis held nuuin that the State's abortion
statutes are not uneonst itut ion:dly vague or overbroad. Thompson
v. State, -.

- Tex. Crim. App. -, - s. W. 2d - (1971), appeal
pending. The court held t.hat lit he Stale of Texas has a compelling
interest to protect fetal life"; that. Art. 119] "is designed to protect
fetal life"; that the Texas homicide statutes, particularly Art. ]205
of the Penal Code. are intended to protect a· person "in existence by
actual birth" and thereby implicitly recognize other human life that

. is not "in' existence by actual birth"; that the definition of human

lif� cis. fql': the leg] '.la tu re a IICI not the courts: t.hat Art. 1196 "ii'! .

-t
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Jane Roe/ a single woman who was residing in Dallas

County, Texas, instituted this federal action in March

1970 against the District Attorney of the county. She

sought a declaratory judgment that the Texas criminal

abortion statutes were unconstitutional on their face,
and an injunction restraining the defendant from en

forcing the statutes.

Roe alleged that she was unmarried and pregnant:
that she wished to terminate her pregnancy by an abor

tion "performed Iby a competent, licensed physician,
, ,

under safe, clinical conditions"; that she was unable

to get a "legal" abortion in Texas because her life did

not appear to be threatened by the continuation of her

pregnancy; and that she could not afford to travel to

another jurisdiction in order to secure a legal abortion

under safe conditions. She claimed that the Texas stat

utes were unconstitu tionally vague and that they
abridged her right of personal privacy, protected by the

First, Fourth,' Fifth, Ninth, and Fourteenth Amend

ments. By an amendment to her complaint Roe pur

ported to sue "on behalf of herself and all other women"

similarly situated.
James Hubert Hallford, a licensed physician, sought
#'..� )!O#M d II'lli"_ 'I' t-�

and was granted leave to intervene in Roe's action. In

more definite that, the District of Columbia statute upheld in [United
States v.] Vuitch" (402 U. S. (i2); and that the Texas 8tn tute "is

not vague and indefinite or overbroad." A phys ician's abortion con

viction was affirmed.
In n. 2, - Tex. Crim. App., at -, - S. W. ld, n,t -, the

court obs rved that any issue as to the burden of proof under the

exemption of Art. 1196 "is not before us." But see Veevers v. State,
172 Tex. 6rim. App, 162, 168-169, 354 S. w. 2d 161 (1962). Cf.

United States v. Vuitch, 402 U. S. 62, 69-71 (1971).
4 The name ·is a pseudonym.
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his complaint he alleged that he ha.d been arrested pre

viously for violations of the Texas abortion statutes and
that two such prosecutions were pending against him.

He described conditions of patients who came to him

seeking abortions, and he claimed that· for many cases

he, as a physician, was unable to determine whether

they' feU within or outside the exception recognized by
Article 1196. He alleged that, as a consequence, the

statutes were vague and uncertain, in violation of the

Fourteenth Amendment, and that they violated his own

and his patients' rights to privacy in the doctor-patient
relationship and his own right to practice medicine,
rights he claimed were guaranteed by the First, Fourth,
Fifth, Ninth, and Fourteenth Amendments.

John and Mary Doe," a married couple, filed a com

panion complaint to that of Roe. They also named the
District Attorney as defendant, claimed like constitu

tional deprivations, and sought declaratory and injunc
tive relief. The' Does alleged that they were a childless

couple; that Mrs. Doe was suffering from a "neural
chemical" disorder; that her physician had "advised her

to avoid pregnancy until such time as her condition
has materially improved" (although a pregnancy at the

present time would not present "a serious risk" to her

life); that, pursuant to medical advice, she had dis
continued use of birth control pills; and that if she
should become pregnant, she would want to terminate

the pregnancy by an' abortion performed by a competent,
licensed physician under safe, clinical conditions. By
an amendment to their complaint, the Does purported
to sue "on behalf of themselves and all couples similarly
situated."

The two actions were consolidated and heard together
by a duly c��Eeg ,..thr,·e!-j��geD c1ist.�i,c�....� The
suits thus presented the sJimi.:tlOns of the pregnant single'

fi These names are pseudonyms.
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woman, the childless couple, with the wife not pregnant,
and the licensed practicing physician, all joining in the'

attack on the Texas criminal abortion statutes. Upon
.

the filing of affidavits, motions were made to dismiss

and for summary judgment. The court held that Roe

and Dr. Hallford, and members of their respective
classes, had standing to sue, and presented justiciable con

troversies, but that the Does had failed to allege facts

sufficient to state a present controversy and did not have

standing. It concluded that, with respect to the re

quests for a declaratory judgment, abstention was not

warranted. On the merits, the District Court held that

the "fundamental right of single women and married

persons to choose whether to have children is protected
by the Ninth Amendment, through the Fourteenth

Amendment," and that the 'I'exas criminal abortion stat

utes were. void on their face because they were both

unconstitutionally vague and constituted an overbroad

infringement of the plaintiffs' Ninth Amendment rights.
The court then held that abstention was warranted with

respect to the requests for an injunction. It therefore

dismissed the Doe complaint, declared the abortion stat

utes void, and dismissed the application for injunctive
relief. 314 F. Bupp. 1217 (ND Tex. 1970).

The plaintiffs Roe and Doe and the intervenor Hall

ford, pursuant to 28 U. S. C. § 1253, have appealed to

this Court from that part of the District Court's judg
ment denying the injunction. The defendant District

Attorney has purported to cross appeal, pursuant to the

same statute, from the court's grant of declaratory relief

to Roe and Hallford. Both sides also have taken pro
tective appeals to the United States Court of Appeals for

the Fifth Circuit, That court ordered the appeals held

in abeyance pending decision here. We postponed de

cision on jurisdiction to the hearing on the merits. 402,:
U. S. 941 (1971),

I
'" ',�.. _',
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It might have been preferable if the defendant, pur ...

suant to our Rule 20, had presented to us a petition for
certiorari before judgment in the Court of Appeals with

respect to the granting of the plaintiffs' prayer for de

claratory relief. Our decisions in Mitchell v. Donovan,
398 U. S. 427 (1970), and Gunn, v. University Committee,
3�9 U. S. 383 (1970), arc to the effect that § 12&3 does
not authorize an appeal to this Court from the grant or

denial of declaratory relief alone. We conclude, never

theless, that those decisions do not foreclose our review
of both the injunctive and the declaratory aspects of a

case of this kind when it is properly here, as this one is, on

appeal under § 1253 from specific denial of injunctive
. . .

relief, and the arguments as to both aspects are necessarily
identical. See Carter v. Jury CO'In'lll:ission, 396 U. S. 320

(1970); Florida Lime tuui A uocado Growers, Inc. v.

Jacobsen, 362·U. S. 73,80··81 (HI60). It would be de
structive of time and energy for all concerned were we

to rule otherwise. Cf. Doe v. Bolton, post, -.

IV

We are next confronted with issues of justiciability,
standing, and abstention, Have Roe and the Does estab
lished that "personal stake in the outcome of the con

troversy," Baker v. Carr, 369 U. S. 186, 204 (1962),
that insures that "the dispute sought to be adjudicated
will be presented in an adversary context and in a

form historically viewed as capable of judicial resolu

tion," Flast v, Cohen, 392 U. S. 83, 101 (1968), and
Sierra Club v. Morton, 405 U. S. 727, 732 (1972)? And

'. -

what effect did the endenc of criminal abortioi hazges.... -�

against Dr. �Jl!g� .. il!. s�a,!�, cou.,���.h.av .�lIw.Qjib.� )'..9.:.
pne y of. t e federal court's grl'!-n�1I1g .relt�f. t,o _

him as
"'I� .

...,
.

__r-'�-''O'"'' _.r �� ��

!i- pla:ll1tl -mtervenor?
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A. Jane Roe. Despite the use of the pseudonym, no

suggestion is made that Roe is a fictitious person. For

purposes of her case, we accept as true, and as estab

lished, her existence; h� p!��n�},t st�tel,'�s f, he incSP
tion of er SUl III al'cn 1970 and as late as May 21

or ttiat' year when"' she "filed"�an alias affidavit with the
District Court; and her inability to obtain a legal abor-
tion in Texas.

_. -'

-viewing Roe's case as of the time of its filing and

thereafter until as late as May, there can be little

dispute that it then presented a case 01' controversy and

that, wholly apart from the class aspects, she, as a

pregnant single woman thwarted by the Texas criminal
abortion laws, had standing to cha.llenge those statutes.

Abele v. Markle, 452 F. 2d 1121. 1125 (CA2 1971);
Crossen v. Breckenridge, 446 F. 2d 833, 838-839 (CA6
1971); Poe v. Menqhini, 339 F. Supp. 986, 990-991

(Kans. 1972). See Truax v. Raich, 239 U. S. 33 (1915).
Indeed, we do not read the appellee's brief as really
asserting anything to the contrary. The "logical nexus

between the status asserted and the claim sought to be

adjudicated," Flast v. Cohen, 3�)2 U. S., at 102, and
the necessary degree of contentiousness, Golden v.

Zwickler, 394 U. S. 103 (1969), are both present.
The appellee notes, however, that the record does

not disclose that Roe was pregnant at the time of the
District Court hearing on May 22, 1970/1 or' all the fol

lowing June 17 when the court's opinion and judgment
were filed. And he suggests that Roe's case must now

be moot because she and all other members of her class
are no longer subject to any 1970 pregnancy.

o The appellee twice tntrs in his brier thai: the hearing before the

District Court was held all July 22. 1970. Appellee's Bri f 13. The
docket entries, Appendix, at 2, and the trunscripn Appendix, at 76,
reveal this to be an errol'. The .July date appears to be the time·

f)� the reporter's transcription. See Appendix, at 77.
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The usual rule in federal cases is that an actual con

troversy must exist at sta es of a) el t or certiorari

review, and not simply at the date the action i
. ria_ted.

United States v. Mu®ri,(jWear, 'nc., 340 U. S. 36 (1950) ;
Golden v. Zwickler, supra; SEC v. Medical Committee
for Human Rights, 404 U. S. 403 (1972).

But when, s here pregnane i a j nificant fact in
- ........ �""'-.�.�

the litigation, the normal 266-day human gestation
period is so short that the pregnancy will come to term

before the usual appellate process is complete. If that
termination makes a case moot, pregnancy litigation
seldom will survive much beyond the trial stage, and
appellate review will be effectively denied. Our law
should not be that rigid. Pregnancy often comes more

than once to the same woman, and in the general popu
lation, if man is to survive, it will always be with us.

Pregnancy provides fl, classic .i ustification for a conclusion
of nonmoobness. It truly could be "capable of repetition,
yet evading review." Southern Pacific Terminal Co. v.

ICC, 219 U. S. 498, 5]5 (1911). See Moore v. Ogilvie,
394 U. S. 814, 8-16 (1969); Carroll v. President and Com
missioners, 393 U. S. 175, 178-179 (1968); United States
v. W. T. Grant Co., 345 U. S. 629, 632-633 (1953).

e therefore agree with the District Court that Jane
, �����}l.di��., 0 01 eI1;Le ....;�I.�1,Jg�tion ,'hafshe
p�£!! a Justlclabl,� ",,�o.�t����, and that the ter
mination of er gtO pregnancy has not rendered her
case moot.

< ,

B. Dr. Ha�ord. The doctor's position is different.
11e entered' oe}s litigation as a plaintiff-intervenor
alleging in his complaint that he:

"In the past has been arrested for violating
the Texas Abortion Laws and at the present time
stands charged by indictment with violating said
laws in the Criminal District Court of Dallas,
County, Texas to-wit: (1) The State of Texas vs..
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james H. Hallford, No. C-69-5307-IH, and (2) The.

State of Texas vs. James H. Hallford, No. C-69-
2524-H. In both cases the defendant is charged
with abortion...."

In his application for leave to intervene the doctor

made like representations as to the abortion charges
pending in the state court. These representations were

also repeated in the affidavit he executed and filed in

:support of his motion for summary judgment.
Dr. Hallford is therefore in the position of seeking,

In a federal court, declaratory and injunctive relief with

respect to the same statutes under which he stands

charged in criminal prosecutions simultaneously pending
in state court. Although he stated that he has been

'arrested in the 'past for violating the State's abortion

laws, 11e makes no allegation of any substantial and

'immediate threat to any federally protected right that

cannot be asserted in his defense against the state prose
'cutions. Neither is there any allegation of harassment

or bad faith prosecution. III order to escape the rule,
articulated in the cases cited in the next paragraph of

this opinion, that, absent harassment and bad faith, a

defendant 'in a pending-state criminal case cannot affirma

tively challenge in federal court the statutes under which

'the State is prosecuting him, Dr'. Hallford seeks to

distinguish his status as a present state defendant from

his status as a "potential future defendant" and to assert

only the latter Tor standing purposes here.
We see no merit in that distinction. Our decision in

Samuels v. Mackell, 401 U. S. 66 (971), compels the
conclusion that the District Court erred when it granted
declaratory relief to Dr. Hallford instead of refraining
'from so doing. The court, of course, was correct in re

.

fusing to grant injuctive relief to the doctor. The rea-

sons supportive of that action, however, are those ex

pressed in Samuels v, .f.I!Iackell, supra, and in Younger v,.,
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Harris, 401 U. S. 37 (1971); Boyle v. Landry,401 U. S.
77 (1971); Perez v. Ledesma, 401 U. S. 82 (1971); and
Byrnev. Karalexis, 401 U. S. 216 (1971). See also Dom .. ·

browski v. Pfister, '380 U. S. 479 (1965). We note, in

passing, that Younger and its companion cases were de
cided after the three-judge District Court decision in
this case.

I �:.J!all�s complaint in in��rv�.!l�i,oIJ� tb�r�ore is
f to

. �. 1 IS d.' e'i'S remitted to his defenses in the
'state criminal proceedings against him. We reverse the

judgment of the District Court insofar as it granted Dr.
Hallford relief and failed to dismiss his complaint in

intervention.
C. The Does. In view of our ruling as to Roe's stand

ing in her case, the issue of the Does' standing in their

case has little significance. The claims they assert are

essentially the same as those of Roe, and they attack the
same statutes. Nevertheless, we briefly note the Does'

posture.
Their pleadings present them as a childless married

couple, the woman not being pregnant, who have no

desire to have children at this time because of their hav

ing received medical advice that Mrs. Doe should avoid

pregnancy, and for "other highly personal reasons." But

7 We need not consider whnt diffpl'f'llt result, if any, would follow
if Dr. Hallford's intervention were on behnlf or H cia s. His COIll

plaint in intervention does not purport to assert a class suit and

makes no reference to any class npart from an allegation that he

"and other' similarly it.uated" 1TI11�t necessarily guess at the mean

ing of Art, 119(1. His application for leave to intervene goes some

what further for it a serts that plaintiff Roo dol'S not adequately pro
tect the interest of the doctor "nne! the (')[lS8 of people who are

physicians ... and the class of people who are ... patients ... ."
The leave application, however, is not the complaint. Despite the

District Court" statement to the contrary, 314 F. Supp., at 1225, we

fail to perceive the essentials of 11 class mit in the Hallford complaint,
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they "fear ... they may face the prospect of becoming

parents." And if pregnancy ensues, they "would want

to terminate" it by an abortion. They assert an inability
to obtain an abortion legally in Texas and, consequently,
the prospect of obtaining an illegal abortion there or of

going outside Texas to some place where the procedure
could be obtained legally and competently.

We thus have as plaintiffs a married couple who have,
as their asserted immediate and present injury, only an

alleged "detrimental effect upon' [their] marital hap
piness" because they are forced to "the choice of refrain

ing from normal sexual relations or of endangering Mary
Doe's health through a possible pregnancy." Their claim

is that sometime, in the future, Mrs. Doe migh t become

pregnant because of possible failure of contraceptive
measures, and at that time in the future, she might want

an abortion that might then be illegal under the Texas

statutes.
This very phrasing of the Does' position reveals its

speculative character. Their alleged injury rests on pos

sible future contraceptive failure, possible future preg

nancy, possible future unpreparedness for parenthood,
and possible future impairment of health. Anyone or

more of these several possibilities may not take place
and all may not combine. In the Does' estimation, these

possibilities might have some real or imagined impact

upon their marital happiness. But we are not prepared
to say that the bare allegation of so indirect an injury is

sufficient to present an actual case or controversy.

Younger v. Harris, 401 U, S., at 41-42; Golden v. Zwickler,
394 U. S., at 109-110 (1969); Abele v. Markle, 452 F. 2d,
at 1124-1125; Crossen v. Breckenridqe, 446 F. 2d, at 839.

The Does' claim falls far short of those resolved other- ,

wise in the cases that the Does urge upon us, namely, .

Inuestmeni Co: Institute v. Camp, 401 U. S. 617 (1971) ;;�
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Data Proceseina Service v. Camp, 397 U. S. 150 (1970);'
and Epperson v. Arkansas, 393 U. S. 97 (1968). See also'
Truax .v. Raich, supra.

he Does therefore are not appropriate plaintiffs in

litigation. Their complaint was properly dismissed
the District Court, and we affirm that dismissal.

V

The principal thrust of appellant's attack on the Texas
s,�atut.es .is that they improperly invade a right, said to'

be possessed by the pregnant woman, to choose to ter

minate her pregnancy. Appellant would discover this

right in the concept of personal "liberty" embodied in
the Fourteenth Amendment's Due Process Clause; or in

personal, marital, familial, and sexual privacy said to

be .protected by the Bill of Rights or its penumbras,
see Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U. S. 479 (1965); Eisen
stadt v. Baird, 405 U. S. 438 (1972); id., at 460 (WHITE,
J., concurring); or among those rights reserved to the

people by the Ninth Amendment, Griswold v. Connecti

cut, 381 U. S., at 486 (Goldberg, .T., concurring). Before

addressing' this claim, we feel it desirable briefly to

survey, in' several aspects, the history of abortion, for
such insight as that history may afford us, and then to

examine the state purposes and interests behind the
criminal abortion- laws,

VI

It perhaps is not generally appreciated that the re

strictive criminal abortion laws in effect in a majority
of States today are of relatively recent vintage. Those

laws, generally proscribing abortion or its attempt at

any time during pregnancy except when necessary to

preserve the pregnant woman's life, are not of ancient
or even of common Jaw origin. Instead; they derive
from statutory changes effected, for the most part, in

the latter half of the 19th century.
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1. Ancient attitudes. These are not capable of precise
determination. We are told that at the time of the Persian

Empire abortifacients were known and that criminal
abortions were severely punished." We are also told,
however, that abortion was practiced in Greek times as

well as in the Roman Era," and that "it was resorted
to without scruple." 111 The Ephesian, Soranos, often

described as the greatest of the ancient gynecologists,
appears to have been generally opposed to Rome's pre

vailing free-abortion practices. He found it necessary

to think flrst of the life of the mother and he resorted

to abortion-when, upon thisStandard, he felt the proce

dure advisable." Greek and Roman law afforded little

protection to the unborn. If abortion was prosecuted in

some places, it seems to have been based on a concept
of a violation of the father's right to his offspring.
Ancient religion did not bar abortion."

2. The Hippocratic Oath. What then of the famous

Oath that has stood so long as the ethical guide of the

medical profession and that bears the name of the great
Greek (46'0( ?)-377 (?) B. C.), who has been described

as the Father. of Medicine, the "wisest and the greatest

8 A. Castiglioni, A History of Medicine 84 (2d ed. 1947), E.

Krumbhanr, translator and editor (hereinafter "Castiglioni").
9 J. Ricci, The Genealogoy of Gynaecology 52,84, 113, 149 (2d ed.

1950) (hereinafter "Ricci"); L. Lader, Abortion 75-77 (19G6) (here
inafter "Lader"); K. Nlswnnrler, Medical Abortion Practices in the

United States, in Abortion and the Law 27, 38-40 (D. Smith, editor,
1967); G. William, Tile Sanctity of Life 14S (1957) (hereinafter
"Williams"}: J. Noonan, An Almost Absolute Value in History, in

The Morality of Abortion 1, 3-7 (.T. Noonan ed. 1970) (hereinafter
"Noonan"); E: Quay, Justifiable Abortion-Medical and Legal
Foundations, II, 49 Geo. L. J. :395, 400-122 (1961) (hereinafter
!'Quay").

ro L. Edelstein, The Hippocratic Oath 10 (1943) (hereinafter>
ftEdelstein'�) . But see Castigl ion i 227.

11 Edelstein 12'; Ricci 113-114, 118-119; Noonan 5.
= Ed�lstein 13-14.
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praetioner of his art," and the "most important and

most complete medical personality of antiquity," who

dominated the medical schools of his time, and who

typified the sum of the medical knowledge of the past? 13

The Oath varies somewhat according to the par

ticular translation, but in any translation the content

is clear: "I will give no deadly medicine to anyone if

asked, nor suggest any such counsel; and in like manner

I will not give to a woman a pessary to produce abor

tion," 14
or "I will neither give a deadly drug to any

body if asked for it, nor win I make a suggestion to

this effect. Similarly, I will not give to a woman an

abortive remedy." 1r>

Although the Oath is not mentioned in any of the

principal briefs in this case or in Doe v. Bolton, post,
it represents the apex of the development of strict ethical

concepts in medicine, and its influence endures to this

day. Why did not the authority of Hippocrates dissuade

abortion practice in his time and that of Rome'? The

late Dr. Edelstein provides us with a. theory: 10 The

Oath was not uncontested even in Hippocrates' day; only
the Pythagorean school of philosophers frowned upon

the related act of suicide. Most Gr��ls thinkers, on the

other hand, commended abortion, at least prior to via-
---_

.._- �

bi!ity:. See Plato, "Republ£c, V, 461; Aristotle, Politics,
VII, 1335 b 25. For the Pythagoreans, however, it

was a matter of dogma. For them the embryo was

animate from the moment of conception, and abortion

meant destruction of a living being. The abortion clause

of the Oath, therefore, "echoes Pythagorean doctrines,"
and "[i]u no other stratum of Greek opinion were such

11.1 Castiglioni 148.
HId., at 154 ...

1,5 Edelstein 3.

«t«, at '12, 15-18.
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VIews held or proposed in the same spirit of uncom

promising austerity." 17

Edelstein then concludes that the Oath originated in

a group representing only a small segment of Greek

opinion and that it certainly was not accepted by all

ancient physicians. He points out that medical writings
down to Galen (130-200 A. D.) "give evidence of the

violation of almost everyone of its inj unctions." 18 But

with the end of antiquity a decided change took place.
Resistance�ci(re-and against abortioii became

common. The Oath came to be popular. The emerg

ing . teachings of Christianity were in agreement with

the Pythagorean ethic. The Oath "became the nucleus

of all medical ethics" and "was applauded as the embodi

ment of truth." Thus, suggests Dr. Edelstein, it is "a

Pythagorean manifesto and not the expression of an

absolute standard of medical conduct." 10

'This, it seems to us, is a satisfactory and acceptable
explanation of the Hippocratic Oath's apparent rigidity.
It enables us to understand, in historical context, a long
accepted and revered statement of medical ethics.

3. The Common Law. It is undisputed that at the

common law, abortion performed before "quickening"
the first recognizable movement of the f�n utero,

appearing usually from the 16th to the 18th week of

pregnancy 2°-was not an indictable offense." The ab-

,11 Id., at 18; Lader 76.
18 Edelstein 63 .

.

19 Id.; at 64.
20 Dorland's Illustra ted Medical Diet ionary 12M (24th ed. 1965).
�1 E. Coke, Institutes ITI *50 (1648); 1 W. Hawkin , Pleas of the

Crown c. 31, § 16 (1762); 1 Blackstone, Commentaries *129-13Ct

(1765); M. RIIJe, PIe11S of the Crown 433 (1778). For discussions'

of tbe role of the quickening concept. in English common law, see'

Lader 78; Noonan 223-226; C. Means, The Law of New York Con- .

eeming Abortion and the Statu,' of the Foetus, 1664--1968: A Case"
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sence of a common law crime for pre-quickening abor
tion appears to have developed from a confluence of
earlier philosophical, theological, and civil. and canon

law concepts of when life begins. These disciplines
variously approached the question in terms of the point
at which the embryo or fetus became "formed" or rec

ognizably human; or in terms of when a "person" came

into being, that is, infused with a "soul" or "animated.';
A loose consensus'evolved in early English law that these
events occurred at some point between conception and
live birth." This was "mediate animation." Although

of Cessation of Constitutionality, 14 N. Y. L .. Forum 411, 418-428

(1968) (hereinafter "Means I"),; L. Stern, Abortion: Reform and
the Law, 59 .J. .Crim. L. C. kP. S. 84 (1968) (hereinafter "Stern"};'
Quay 430-432; Willinms 152.

22 Early philosophers believed that, t he embryo or fetus did not

become formed and begin to live until Ill. least 40 clays after concep
tion for a male, and 80 to 90 days for a f'emale. See, for example,
Aristotle, Hist,. Anim. 7.3.5R3b; Gen. Anim. 2.3.736, 2.5.741; Hip
pocrates, Lib. de Nat, Puer., No. 10. Aristotle's. thinking derived
from his three-stage theory of life: vegetable, animal, rational. The

vegetable stage was reached at eoncept ion , the animal at "animation,"
and the rational soon after live birth. This theory, together with the

40/80 day view; came to be accepted by early Christian thinkers.
The theological debate was reflected ill the writings of St. Augus

tine, who made it distinction between embruo inonimotus, not yet
endowed with a, soul, and embruo animaius. He may have drawn

upon Exodus xxi, 22. At one point, however. he expre ises the view

that human powers cannot determine the point during fetid develop
ment at which the critical change occurs. See Augustine, De Origine
Animae 4.4 (Pub. Law 44.527). See ill 0 Reany, The Creation of the
Human Soul, c. 2 lind 83-8(j (1932); Huser, The Crime of Abortion

in Common Law 15 (Catholic Univ. of America, Canon Law Studies
No. 162, Washington, D. C. 1942).

Galen, in three treatises rein ted to ernbrvology, accepted the think

ing of Aristotle and his followers. QUilY 426-427. Later, Augustine
on abortion was incorporated by Gratian into the Decretum, pub
lished about 1140. De?retuID Magistri Gratiani 2.32.2.7 to 2.32.2.10,.
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Christian theology and the canon law came to fix the

point of animation at !Q days for a male and ��
for a female, a view that persisted until the 19th cen-

-1>

tury, there was otherwise little agreement about the

precise time of formation or animation. There was

agreement, however that prior to this point the fetus

was to be regarded as part of the mother and its de

struction, therefore, was not homicide. Due to con

tinued uncertainty about the precise time when anima

tion occurred, to the lack of any empirical basis for
the 40-80 day view, and perhaps to Acquinas' def

inition of movement as one of the two first principles
of life, Bracton focused upon quickening as the critical

point. The significance of quickening was echoed by
later common law scholars and found its way into the
received common law.....in this co�ntry.

Whether.� of a quic';;[etus was a felony at
common law, or even a lesser crime, is still disputed.
Bracton, writing early in the 13th century, thought it
homicide." But the later and predominant view, fol

lowing the great common law scholars, has been that

In 1 Corpus Juris C:monici 1122., 1123 (2d ed. Friedberg ed. 1879).
Gratian, together with the deeretals that followed, were recognized
as the definitive body of canon IIIW until the new Code of 1917.

For discussions of the canol} law treatment, see Means I, at 411-

412; Noonan, 20-26; Quay 426-430; see also Noonan, Contraception:
A History of Its Treatment by the Catholic Theologians and Can
onists 18-29 (1965).

28 Bracton took the position that abortion by blow or poi 'on was

homicide "if the foet.us be already formed and animated, and par

ticularly if it be animated.' 2 H. Bracton, De Legibus et Con
suetudinibus Angliae 279 (Twiss cd. 1879), or, as 11 later translation

puts it, "if the foetus i· already formed or quickened, especially if
it is quickened," II Bracton On the Laws and Customs of England
B41 (Thorne ed. 1968). See Quay 431; see also 2 Fleta, 60-61 (Book
t, c. 23) (Selden Society ed. J 955).
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it was at most a lesser offense. In a frequently cited
passage, Coke took the position that abortion of a woman

"quick with ohilde" is "a great misprision and no

murder." 24 Blackstone followed, saying that while abor
tion after quickening had once been considered man

slaughter (though not murder), "modern law" took a

less severe view." A recent review of the common law

precedents 'argues, however, that those precedents con

tradict Coke and' that even post-quickening abortion
was never established as a common law crime." This
is of some importance because while most American
courts ruled, in holding or dictum, that abortion of an

unquickened fetus was not criminal under their received
common law," others followed Coke in stating that abor-

24 E. Coke, Institutes TIl *50 (W48).
'25.1 Blackstone,' Commentaries *129-130 (1765).
2<1 C. Means, Tlie Phoenix of Abortionnl Freedom: Is it Penumbral

or Ninth-Amendment. Right About to Arise from the Nineteenth

Century Legislative A 'hes of n Fourteenth-Century Common-Law
Liberty Y, 17 N. Y. L. Forum 335 (1971) (hereinafter "Means II").
The author examines the two principal precedents cited marginally
by Coke, both contrary to his dictum, and traces the treatment of
these and other Gases by earlier commentators. He concludes that
Coke, who him 'elf participated ns an advocate in 1111 abortion elise

in 1601, may have intentionallv misstated Hie law. The author even

suggests 1\, reason: Coke's strong feelings about abortion coupled'
with his reluctance to ncknowlrdgo common law (secular] [urisdic
tion to assess penalties for an offence that t rnditionally had been all'

exclusively ecoles iast,icni 01' (';111011 law crime. See also Lader 78-79;
who notes that some scholars doubt the common law ever was ap

plied to abortion; that t he Ii:n�li.'h cc:(:Iediaslical court seem to have
lost interest in the problem a ft ('I' J 527; a lid that the preamble to the
English legislation of 180�, 4:3 Gro. 3, e. 58, § 1, III. 203, referred to
in the text, infra, .tates that "110 ndcquutc means have been hitherto
provided for the prevent ion II nd punishment of such offenses.

"

27 Commomoeolth. V. Banos, 9 MIlSS, �87, :388 (1812); Common-.
'Wealth v. Parker, 50 Mass. (9 Met.) 2tia, 265-266 (1845); State v.

Cooper, 22 N ..J. L. 52, 58 (J849); Abrams v, Foshee, a Iowa 274,
ZZ8:-�80 (1856); Smith. v, Canard, 31 Ala. 4�, 51 (1857); Mitchell:
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tion of a quick fetus was a "misprision," a term they
translated to mean "misdemeanQr.";S- That their reli

ance on Coke on this -;spect of the law was uncritical

and, apparently in all the reported cases, dictum (due
probably to the paucity of common law prosecutions
for post-quickening abortion), makes it now appear
doub ful that abo.rtion was ever firmly established as

--....... -.�.--.

a comma law crime _�n with respect to the destruc-

tion of a quick fetus.
4. The English statutory law. England's first criminal

abortion statute, Lord Ellenborough's Act, 43 Geo. 3,
c. 58, came in 1803. It made abortion of a quick fetus,
§ 1, a capital crime, but in § 2 it provided lesser penal
ties for the felony of abortion before quickening, and
thus preserved the quickening distinction. This con

trast was continued in the general revision of 1828, 9

Geo. 4, c. 31, § 13, at 104. It disappeared, however,
together with the death penalty, in 1837, 7 Wil1. 4 &

1 Vic., c. 85; § 6, at 360, and did not reappear in the
Offenses Against the Person Act of 1861, 24 & 25 Vic.,
c. 100, § 59, . at 438, that formed the core of English
anti-abortion law until the liberalizing reforms of 1967.

In 1929 the Infant Life (Preservation) Act, 19 & 20

Geo. 5, c. 34·, came into being. Its emphasis was upon
the destruction of "the life of a child capable of being
born alive." It 'made a willful act performed with the

necessary intent a felony. It contained a proviso that

v. Commonwealth, 78 'Ky. 204, 210 (1879); Eggart v. State, 40 Fla.

527, 532, 25 So. 144, 145 (1898); State v . Alcorn, 7 Idaho. 599, 606,
64 P. 1014, 1016 (l90l); Edwards v. Suu«. 79 Ncb. 2.51, 252, 112

N. W. 611, 612 (1907); Ora,!! v. State. 77 Tex. Crim. R. 221, 224,
178 S. W. 337,338 (1915); Miller v, Bennett, 190 Va. 162,169,56
S. E. 2ci 2]7, 221 (1949). Contra, Mills v. Commomoealih, ]3 Pa.

631, 633 (1850) i State v. Slo(}le, 83 N. . 630 6��2 (J8 0).
28 See S7rf,ith v. St{!te, �3 Me. 4

, 55 (1851); Evans v. People, 49

N. Y. 86, 88 (1872); Lamb v, State, 67 Md. 524, 533, 10 A. 208:

�1887).
..

21
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one was not to be found guilty of the offense "unless

\it is proved that the act which caused the death of the

child was not done in good faith for the purpose only
of preserving the life of the mother."

A seemingly notable development in the English law'

was the case of Rex v. Bourne, [1939] 1 K. B. 687. This

case apparently answered in the affirmative the question
whether an abortion necessary to preserve the life of
the pregnant woman was excepted from the criminal

penalties' of the 1861 Act. In his instructions to the

jury Judge Macnaghten referred to the 1929 Act, and

observed, ,po 691, that that Act related to "the case

where a child is killed by a willful act at the time when
it is being delivered in the ordinary course of nature."

Id., at 91. He concluded that the 1861 Act's use of

the word "unlawfully," imported the same meaning ex

pressed by the specific proviso in the 1929 Act even

though there was no mention of preserving the mother's
life in the 1861 Act. He then construed the phrase
"preserving the life of the mother" broadly, that is,
"in a reasonable sense," to include a serious and per
manent threat to the mother's health, and instructed
the jury to acquit Dr. Bourne if it found he had acted
in a good faith belief that the abortion was necessary
for this purpose. Td., at 693-694. The jury did acquit.

'> Recently Parliament enacted a new abortion law.
This is the Abortion Act of 1967, 1.5 &: 16 Eliz. 2, c. 87.

The Act permits a licensed physician to perform an

abortion where two other licensed physicians agree (a)
"that the continuance of the pregnancy would involve
risk to the life of the pregnant woman, or of injury
to the physical or mental health of the pregnant woman

or any existing children of her family, greater than if
the pregnancy were terminated," or (b) "that there is

tl: substantial risk that if the child were born it would
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suffer from such physical or mental abnormalities as

to De seriously handicapped." The Act also provides
that, in making this determination, "account may be
taken of the pregnant woman's actual or reasonably
forseeable environment." It also permits a physician,
without the concurrence of others, to terminate a preg
nancy where he is of the good faith opinion that the
abortion "is immediately necessary to save the life or

to prevent grave permanent injury to the physical or

mental health of the pregnant woman."
5. The American law. In this country the law in effect

in all but a few States until mid-19th century was the

pre-existing English common law, Connecticut, the
first State to enact abortion legislation, adopted in 1821

that part of Lord Ellenborough's Act that related to a

woman "quick with child." 2" The death penalty was

not imposed. Abortion before quickening was made a

crime in that State only in 1860.lIO In 1828 New York
enacted legislation !It that, in two respects, was to serve

as a model for early anti-abortion statutes. First, while

barring destruction of an unquickened fetus as well as

a quick fetus, it made the former only a misdemeanor,
but the latter second-degree manslaughter. Second, it

incorporated a concept of therapeutic abortion by pro

viding that an abortion was excused if it "shall have
been necessary to preserve the life of such mother, or

shall have been advised by two physicians to be nec

essary for such purpose." By 1840, when Texas had
received the common law," only eight American States

20 Conn. Stat., Tit. 20, § 14 (L 21).
30 Conn. Pub. Acts, c. 71, § 1 (1860).
31 N. Y. Rev. Stat., pt. IV, c. I, Tit. II, Art. 1, § 9, at 661, and

Tit. VI, §21, at 69jl (1829).
8� Act of Jfln{ui;ry 20, 1840, § 1, set. forth in 2 Gammel, Laws of .

Texas 177-178 (1898); .·ee Grigsby v. Reib, 105 Tex. 597, 600, 153-;:
s. w:.. l�24, 112� (�913·).
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had statutes dealing with abortion." It was not until
after the Wa,r Between the States that legislation began
'generally to replace the common law. Most of these
in� dealt severely_ with abortion afterqUlCK
e��t were lenient with._ it��f2re �qul��e!�II1Jf. Most
punished attempts equally with completed abortions.
Whil� many statutes included the exception for an abor
tion thought by one or more physicians to be neces

sary to save the mother's life, that provision soon

disappeared and the typical law required that the pro
cedure actually be necessary for that purpose.

Gradually, in the middle and late 19th century the
quickening distinction disappeared from the statutory
law of most States and the degree of the offense and
the penalties were increased. By the end of the 1950]"
a large majority of the 8ta� banned abortion, however
and whenever performed, unless clone to save 01' pre
serve the life of the mother." The exceptions, Alabama
and the District of Columbia, permitted abortion to pre
serve the mother s health." Three other States per
mitted abortions that were not "unlawfully" performed
or that were not "without lawful justification," leaving
Interpretation' of those standards to the courts, �(; In
the past several years .. however, a trend toward liberaliza-

\
38 The early statutes are discussed in Quay 435-431'. See flI80

Lader 85-88; Stern 85-86; and Moan» II 375-:376 .

.H Criminal abortion statutes in ('ITeet in the States as of 1961, to
gether with historical sl nrutory development nnd important judicial
interpretarions of tltl! state statutes. 111'(' cited Mid quoted ill Quay
447-520, See Note, A SUfI'C,I' of the' Present Stulutory lind CIl'C
Law on Abortion: Tit ontrndictious 11 lid the Problems. 1972 Ill.
L. Forum 177, 179, classifying I he abort ion statute' and listing 25
States ItS permitting abortion only if norcssnry to save 01' pre .erve
the mother's life,

.

a� Ala. Code 1'jt. 14 § 9 (195 ); D. .Code Ann. § 22-201 (1967).
36 Mass. Gen. Laws Ann., c. 272, § 19 (1970) i N. J. Rev. Stat.

Ann. 2A:87"':l (1969); Pit. Stat,. Ann" Tit. 18, §§ 4.718,4719 (1963).
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tion of abortion statutes has resulted in adoption, by
about one-third of the States, of less stringent laws, most

of them patterned after the ALI Model Penal Code,
§ 230.3,!l7 set forth as Appendix B to the opinion in

Doe v. Bolton, post --.
It is thus apparent that at common law, at the time

of the adoption of our Constitution, and throughout
the majo;::poition of the 19th century, abortion was

viewed with . less disfavor than under most American

statutes currently in effect. Phrasing it another way,

a woman enjoyed a substan tia11y broader righ t to ter-
,,---p,--

- - "

.. _ -.- - ._ -

minate a pre�nancy than she does in most States today.
At least 'wIth ie ipect to the early stage of pregnal'iCy,
and very possibly without such a limitation, the oppor

tunity to make this choice was present in this country

37 Fourteen States havo adopted some form of the ALl statute.

See Ark. Stat. Ann. §§ 41-30:) fo -11-:310 (1-'IIflP. 1971); Calif. Health

and Safety Code §§ 25950-2.5955.5 (Wc�( Supp, 1972); Colo. Rev.

Stats, Ann. §§40-2-50 to 40-2-5:3 (Perm. '11m. SIIPP. 1967); Del.

'Code Ann., Tit 24, §§ 1790-179'1 (;:'lIpP. 1972): Florida Law of

Apr. ia, 1972, c. 72-19il, 1972 Fta. �('ss. Ln w Serv., nt 3RO-382; Ga.

'Code §§ 26-1201 to 26-120:� (lU72); 1{;lI1. tat. Ann. § 21-3407

(Supp. 1971); Md. Ann. Code, Art. 4:3. §§ 1:37-139 (Repl. 1971)'
Miss. Code Ann. § 2223 (SIlPP. Hl72): 'N. lVf. Stat. Ann. §§ 40A-5-1

to 40A-5-::! (RepI1972); N. C. Gen. Sfnl. § 14-4,).1 (Supp. 1971);
Ore, Rev. Stat.. §§ 435.405 to 435.495 (1971); S. C. Code Ann. §§ 16-

82 to 16-89 (Supp. 1971); v«. Code Ann. §§ is.i-ss to 1 .1-62.3

(Supp. 1972). Mr . Justice Cia rk described rome of I hese States as

'having "led the way." Religion, Moralitv and Abortion: A Con

.stitutional Appraisal, 2 Loyola U. (L. A.) L. TIcv. 1, n (1969).
By the curl of 1970 four 01111'1' States h lei repealed criminal pen

rilties for abortions performer) ill cllrly prl'J.!;nnncy by [l licensed

physician, subject to ,.faird procedural and health requirements.
Ala kn Stat, § 11.15.000 (ID70); Flltw. Rov. Stflf. § 45il-16 (SIIPP:
1971); N. v, .Penal Code § 125.05 Ci\I('f(inney SLIP]>. 1972-1973);
Wash. Rev, 'orle §§9,Q:.l.OfiO to 9.02.080 (Snpp.19n). The precise
status of criminal abort.ion lnws in some .:'I;tt(�t! is made unclear by
recent decision in. state and f('drml courts striking clown existing..
.state 111\\,s in whole or in part.
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well into the 19th century. Even later, the law con

tinued for some time to treat less punitively an abortion

procured in earl' r�g!lancy.
-

.-�---,--
--

6. The position of the A meriaui Medical Association.
The anti-abortion mood prevalent in this country in

the late 19th century was shared by the medical pro
fession. Indeed; the attitude of the profession may have

. played a significant role in the enactment of stringent
criminal abortion legislation during that period.

An AMA Committee on Criminal Abortion was ap

pointed in May 1857. It, presented its report, 12 Trans.

of the Am. Mecl. Assn. 73-17, (1859), to the Twelfth
Annual Meeting. That report observed that the Com
mittee had been appointed to investigate criminal abor
tion "with' a view to its general suppression." It

deplored abortion and its frequency and it listed three
causes "of this general demoralization";

"The first, of these causes is a wide-spread popu
Jar ignorance of the true character of the crime-
a belief, even among mothers themselves, that the
foetus is not alive till after the period of quickening.

"The second of the agents alluded to is the fact
that the' profession themselves are frequently sup

posed careless of foetal life ... ,

"The third reason of the frightful extent of this
crime is found in the grave defects of our laws,.
both common and statute, as regards the independ
ent and actual existence of the child before birth,
as n living being. These errors, which are suffi

cient in most instances to prevent conviction, are

based, and only based. upon mistaken and exploded
medical dogmas. With strange inconsistency, the
law fully acknowledges the foetus in utero and its
inherent rights, for civil purposes; while personally
and as criminally affected, it fails to recognize it.
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and to its life as yet denies all protection." Id.,
at 75-76.

The Committee then offered, and the Association

adopted, resolutions protesting "against such unwarrant

able destruction of human life," calling upon state legis
latures to revise their abortion laws, and requesting
the cooperation of state medical societies "in pressing
the subject." Id., at 28. 78.

In 1871 a long arid vivid. report was submitted by the

Committee on Criminal Abortion. 1t ended with the

observation, "We had to deal with human life. In a

matter of less importance we could entertain no com

promise. An honest judge 011 the bench would call

things by their -proper names. We could do no less."

22 Trans. of the Am, Med. Assn. 258 (1871). It prof
fered resolutions; adopted by the Association, id., at

38-39, recommending, among other things, that it "be

unlawful and unprofessional for any physician to induce

abortion or premature labor, without the concurrent

opinion of at least one respectable consulting physician,
and then always with a view to the safety of the child

if that be possible, and calling "the attention of the

clergy of all denominations to the perverted views of

morality entertained by a large class of females-aye,
and men also, on this important question."

Except fOT periodic condemnation of the criminal abor

tio�st, no further formalAMA c i Jgok place until

196Z. In that year the 'Joll1ll1ittee on Human Repro
duction urged the adoption of a stated policy of oppo

sition to induced abortion eXQilll.L when there is

"documented medical evidence" of a threat to the health
or life of the mother, 01' that the chiTci"'may be born

with incapacitating physical deformity or mental de

ficiency,'! or that a pregnancy "resul ting from legally
established statutory or forcible rape or incest may CO]1-

,sti.tute a threat to the mental or physical health of the .
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patient," and two other physicians "chosen because of'
their recognized .professional competence have examined
the patient and have concurred in writing," and the

procedure "is performed in a hospital accredited by the
Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals." The

providing of. medical information by physicians to state

legislatures in their consideration of legislation regard
ing therapeutic abortion was "to be considered consistent

with the principles of ethics of the American Medical
Association." This recommendation was adopted by the
House of Delegates. Proceedings of the AMA House
of Delegates, 40-51 (June 1967).

In 191..0, after· the' introduction of a variety of pro-
j •

posed resolutions, and of a report from its Board of
Trustees, a reference committee noted "polarization of
the medical profession on this controversial issue"; divi
sion among those who had testified; a difference of

opinion among AMA councils and committees; "the
remarkable shift in testimony' in six months, felt to be
influenced "by the rapid changes in state laws and by
the judicial decisions which tend to make abortion more

freely available;" and a feeling "that this trend will
continue." On June 25, 1970, the House of Delegates
adopted preambles and most of. the resolutions proposed
by the reference committee. The preambles emphasized
"t�,��t_s_ ()!' t11� )atient," "so��l1..£1ini�_il!.dg
ment," and "informed patient consent," in contra to

IIrnereaoquiescenc 0 1e pn .Jt:n . s. uei"uand. ,-- 1�he reso

lutions assertedtluiCabol'tion is a medical procedure
that should be performed by a licensed physician in an

accredited hospital' on Iy after consultation with two

other physicians and in conformity with state law, and
that no party to the procedure should be required to

�io'late personarlly held moral principles." Proceedings

•

3S "Whereas, Abortion, liko any other medical procedure, should,
not be performed when contrary to the best interests of the patient

.

,
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,bf the AMA House of Delegates 221 (June 1970). The

AMA Judicial Council rendered a complementary
opinion."

7. The position of the American Public Health Asso

ciation. In October 1970, the Executive Board of the

APHA adopted Standards for Abortion Services.' These

were five in number:

"a. Rapid and simple abortion referral must be

readily available through state and local public

since good medical practice requires due consideration for the pa

tient's welfare and not mere acquiescence to the patient's demand;
and

"Whereas, Thestandards of sound clinical judgment, which, to

gether with informed patient. consont should be determinative ac

cording to the merits of eaeh individual case: therefore be it

'RESOLVED. That, abortion is n medical procedure and should

be performed only by ,[1 duly licensed physician and surgeon in all

accredited hospital acting only after consultation with two other

physicians chosen because of their professional competency and in

conformance with standards of good medirnl practice and the Medi

cal Practice Act of hi: State; and be it. further

"RESOLVED, That no physician or other professional personnel
shall be compelled to perform any net which violates his good med

ieal judgment. Neither phy icinn, hospital, nor hospital personnel
shall be required, to perform any act violative of personally-held
moral principles. In these circumstances good medical practice re

quires only that the physician or other professional personnel with

draw from the case so long a: the withdrawal is consistent with

good medical practice." Proceedings of the AMA HOIl. e of Dele

gates 221 (June 1970).
3D "The Principles of Modienl Ethics of the AMA do not prohibit

It physician from performing an abortion that is performed in ac

cordance with good medical practice and under circumstances that

do not violate the.laws of the community in which he practices.
"In the matter of abortions, as of any other medical procedure,

tho Judicial Council becomes involved whenever there is alleged vio- ,

lation of the Principles of Medical Ethics as established by the"

House of Delegates,":
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health departments, medical societies, or other non ...

profit organizations.
"b. An important function of counseling should

be to simplify and expedite the provision of abor

tion services' it should not delay the obtaining
of these services.

, !�

(I�. Psychiatric consultation should not be man

datory. As in the case of other' specialized medical

services, psychiatric consultation should be sought
for definite indications and not on a routine basis.

"d. A wide range of individuals from appropri
ately trained, sympathetic volunteers to highly
skilled physicians may qualify as abortion counselors.

"e. Contraception and/or sterilization should be

discussed .with each abortion patient." Recom

mended Standards for Abortion Services, 61 Am .

.T. Pub. Health 396 (1971).
.

Among factors pertinent to life and health risks asso

ciated with abortion were three that "are recognized as

important" :

"a. the skill of the physician,
lib. the environment in which the abortion is

performed, and above all

"c. the duration of pregnancy, as determined by
uterine size and confirmed by menstrual history."
ta., at 397.

It was said, that "a well-equipped hospital" offers

more protection "to cope with unforeseen difficulties

than an office or clinic without such resources. . .. The
factor of gestational age is of overriding importance."
,

Thus it was recommended that abortions in the second
trimester lind early abortions in the presence of existing
medical complications be performed in hospitals as in-

. patient . procedures. {For pregn,:t� in the first tri

mester, abortion in the hospital with or without overnight:
--
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. stay His probably the safest practice." An abortion in

an extramural facility, however, is an acceptable alter

native "provided arrangements exist in advance to admit

patients promptly if unforeseen complications develop."
Standards for an abortion facility were listed. It was

said .that at present abortion-s should be performed by
physicians or osteopaths who are licensed to practice
and who have "adequate training." Id., at 398.

B. The pO'sition of the American j}ar Associatio.!". At

its meetmg In ebruary 1972 the ABA House of Dele-

gates approved, with 17 opposing votes, the Uniform
Abortion Act that had' been drafted and a,i)p��ve;:(1he
p�� -t}re-e . re eo' ommissioners
on' Unif t te -Li--S:-bS . B. A-:--J. 380' "'972).
We set· forth the Act in fun in the margin 40 The

8' "UNIFORM ABORTIO-V;N:i"'r"'N'.""...-------

"SECTION J. [A.bOl'tion Defined .. Wlwn Authorized.]
"(it) 'Abortion' means the termination of human pregnancy with

an intention other than to produce II. live birth or to remove a dead
fetus.

"(b) An abortion may be performed in this state only if it is

perform :
_. - ,

.

v
'

--_._

((I) by a physician licensed to practice medicine [� osteoPQth�
in this state or by a physician practicing medicine [��@Qplitby]
hi the employ of the government, of the United States or of this

state, [and the obortioD. is re or ned. �I ph;v.l5ician.' office or. in

� tJullilicpJ .�,..,oj;J in 11 10spi .H1·l��;_ �¥�.!he>- .. 6f».l'rtmeflt;...0i
HeMth3 �2P0fittecl . y t ie 1:1�ite .1" �fS�J��!h-0r lin , de art

tn!!!t�cy, or poliflcal sllh<!i.':.!::.i.<1ILOL�Lther; ] �n: 8y II femple

��:!!iQle.LL.J.J.P'lID.oJwe..dUIlVJ·!lJ '!l-lhvsiciAAo; and

"(2) within [20] weeks after t he commencement of the pregnancy
[or after [20] weeks only if the physician has reasonable cause to

believe (i) there is a sub tantinl risk that continuance of the preg
nnacy would endanger the life of the mother or would gravely im

pair the physical or mental health of the mother, (ii) that the child

would be born with grave phy ical or mental defect, or (iii) that
the pregnancy resulted from rape 0)' incest, or illicit intercourse with
a girl under the-age of 16 years of age].

"SEC'froN 2. [Pe1wity.] Any person who performs or procures.

,�n abortion other than authorized bythis Act is guilty of a [felonyl"
, .. .4" "

• �
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Conference' has appended an enlightening Prefatory
Note.41

Three reasons have been advanced to explain histor

ically the enactment of criminal abortion laws in the
19th century and to justify their continued existence.

and, upon conviction thereof. may be sentenced to pay a fine not

exceeding [$1,000] or to imprisonment [in the state penitentiary]
not exceeding [5 years], 01' both.

"SECTION 3. [Uniformity of Interpretation.] This Act shall be
construed to effectuate its general purpose to make uniform the law
with respect to the subject of t his Ad, among those states which
enact it.

"SEO'rrON 4. [ShOl·t Title.] This Art rnuy he cited as the Uniform
Abortion Act.

"SEC'l')ON 5. [SeverabilitY.] Tf any provision of this Act or the

application thereof to any person or circumstance is held invalid,
the invalidity does not affect other provisions or applications of
this Act which -can be given effect without the invalid provision or

application; and to this end the provisions of this Act are severable.
"SECTION 6. [Repeal.] The following acts and parts of acts are

repealed:
1(1 )
"(2)
11(3)
"SECTION 7. [Time of Tokiau; Effect.] This Act shall take

effec'�----- "

4t "This Act is based largely upon the New York abortion a.ct fol

lowing 11 review of the more rerent law' 011 abortion in several states
and upon recognition of II. more Iibernl t rend in laws on this subject.
Recognition WHS given also to t he several decisions in state and fed
eral courts which JlOW n Iurt her trend toward liberalization of
abortion laws, especially during tho first trimester of pregnancy.

"Recognizing that a number of problems appeared in New York, a

shorter time period for 'unlimited' abortion.' was advi. able. The
time period was bracketed to permit the various states to insert a

figure more in keeping with the different conditions that: might exist

among'the !jta.te.. Likewise, the lnnguage limiting the' place or

places in which abortions may be performed was also bracketed to

account for different conditions among the states. In addition, limi
tations on abortions after the initial 'unlimited' period were placed
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It has been argued occasionally that these laws were

the product of a Victorian social concern to discourage
illicit s�xual conduct. Texas, however, does not advance

this justification in the present case, and it appears that

no court or. commentator has taken the argument seri

oUS]y.�2 The appellants and amici contend, moreover,

that this is not a proper state purpose at all and suggest
that, .if it were, the Texas statutes are overbroad in

protecting it since the law fails to distinguish between

married and "unwed mothers.
A second reason is concerned with abortion as a med

ical procedure. 'When most criminal abortion laws were

first enacted, the procedure was a hazardous one for

the woman." 'This was particularly true prior to the

development of antisepsis. Antiseptic techniques, of

course, were based on discoveries by Lister, Pasteur, and

others first announced in 1867, but were not generally
accepted and employed until about the turn of the cen

tury. Abortion mortality was high. Even after 1900,
and perhaps until as late as the development of antibiotics

in the 1940's, standard modern techniques such as dila-

in brackets so tha.t, individua I sta t.es may adopt all or any of these

reasons, or place further restrictions upon abortions after the initial
.

period.
"This Act does not contain any provision relating to medical re

view committees or prohibitions against sanctions imposed upon

medical personnel refusing to participate in abortions because of

religious or other similar reasons, or the like. Such provisions, while

related, do not directly pertain to when, where, or by whom abor

tions .may be performed: however. the Act is not drafted to exclude

such a provision by a. state wishing to enact, the same."
.

42 See, for example, YWCA v. Kuqler. 342 F. Supp. 1048, 1074

(N. J. 1972) i A·bele 'V. Markle. 342 F. Supp. 800, ,05-806 (Conn.
1972) (Newman, .T., concurring), appeal pendiug ; Walsil1(]harn v.

Florida, 290 So. 2d 851, 863 (Ervin, J., concurring) (Fla. Supp,
1972) tState v, Gedickc, 43 N . .T. L. 86, 80 (Sup. St. 1881); Means II,
at 38f-382.

"S See' C. Huagensen & W. Lloyd; A Hundred Years of Medicine.

19 0943),
.
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tion and curettage were not nearly so safe as they are

today. 'Thus it has been argued that a State's real

concern in enacting a criminal abortion law was to

pr��.!!.��!l_�,,_��!!,al�l_ ���at_ iS1._jQ___restrruD her
from submitting to a procedure that placed her life,

- -.-'
in !3�lOUS eo ardy.

Modern medical techniques have altered this situa

tion. Appellants and various amici refer to medical

data indicating that abortion in early pregnancy, that

is. prior to the_g�er, although not

withoutTts risk, is now relatively safe, Mortality rates

for women undergoll1g early-a ortions, where the

procedure is legal. appear' to be as low as 01' lower

than the rates for normal childbirth." Consequently,
any interest of the State in protecting the woman from

an inherently hazardous procec ure, except whe'i1Tt would

be equally dangerous for her to forgo it, has la�,�ly
disappeared. Of course important state interests in

the�of health and medical standards do remain.

The State Qqs _�)egitimate interest in seeing to it that

a6'Of'£io;'- 'like any other medical procedure, is per

formed under circumstances that insure maximum safety
forthe. j)afient: --This interest 'Obviously" extends' at

least to tneperlol'ming physician and his staff, to the

facilities involved, to the availability of after-care, and

to adequate provision for any complication or emer

gency that might arise. The prevalence of high mor

tality rates at illegal "abortion mills" strengthens, rather

44 Potts, Postconception Control of Fertility, 8 Int'l J, of G, & O.

957,967 (1970) (England lind 'Wales); Abortion Mortality, 20 Mor

bidity and Moralii�, 20 , 209 (July 12, 1971) (U. S, Dept. of HEW,
Public Health Service) (New York City); Tietze, United States:

Therapeutic Abortions, 196:3-1968, 59 Studies in Family Planning 5,
7 (1970); Tietze, Mortality with Contraception and Induced Abor

tion, 45, Studies in Family Planning 6 (19fj9) (Japan, Czechoslovakia,
Hungary); Tietze & Lehl'eldt, Legal Abortion in Eastern Europe,
175 J. A. M. A. 1149, 1152 (April 1961). Other sources are dis-,

cussed jn Lader 17-2�.
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than weakens, the State's interest in regulating the con

ditions under which abortions are performed. More

over, the risk to the' woman increases as her "re nanc
.

. .
--- . .

.

.

.

continues. Thus t e tate retains a. efini e interest
� .', =---.......-..-'.,

- .. - .

'4;:1&

in rotec in the woman's own health and saf t
j

hen
.

• ..� �'f' '�.
.' �� � ••::�3 .... · .�-...

an a or Jon ]S proposed �t._a��;,"�J.l:ge_�tprepl'!ancy._
e Ir reason s te State s mterest=some prase

it in' ern sou y-,ill protecti'ng prenatal life. Some

Of the argument for this jusrIRcm6i'f8Pei§t�e theory
that a new human life is present from the moment of

conception." _ The State's interest and general obliga
tion to protect life then extends, it is argued, to pre

natal life. Only when the life of the pregnant mother

herself is at stake, balanced against the life she carries

within her, should the interest of the embryo or fetus
.

-

not prevail L�.3t��r.§�, a.l�itilTI�.t€}_ st!lt<;,,}!!_-
terest in this area need not stand or fall on acceptance
ortJie -e'h�f�th'a; Itf9�� l),.9g1l1sat -;;;';�-;p'ti��

..

��- �t-s;)me
> oth;"p"cii1tp,To;T;'iive birth�---In-assessing tlle'State'fj

.

��_......-."..�.........

nTeres , recognltion may be gi ven to the le.§s rigid cla,im

that as long as at least potentia life is involved, the

Sta�� assert iute 'ests b and the protection of the

pregnant woman alone.
_--

p;;ti��nging -;tate abortion laws have sharply
disputed in some courts the contention that a purpose

of these laws, when enacted, was to protect prenatal
life." Pointing to the absence of legislative history to

support the contention, they claim that most state laws

were designed soleI to rotecr-the woman. Because'
medical advanees hav;lessened thi;Concern, at least

45 See Brief of Amicus National Right to Life Foundation; R.

Drinan, The Inviolability of the Right to Be Born, in Abortion and'
the Law 107 (D, Smith, editor, 1967); Louisell, Abortion, The Prac�
tice of Medicine, and the Due Process of Law, 16 UCLA L. Rev.

233 (1969); Noonan 1.

<lUSee, e. fI' Abele v , Markle, 342 F. SIiPp. 800 (Conn, 1972)!,
H!peal l�el��1�1g.

, "
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with respect to abortion in early pregnancy, they argue
that with respect to such abortions the laws can no

longer be justified by any state interest. There is some

scholarly support for this view of original purpose." The
few state courts called upon to interpret their laws in

the late 19th and early 20th centuries did focus on the
State's interest in protecting the woman's 1�!:tJt�_ rather
than in preserving the embryo and 'rettiS.48 Proponents
of this vi�w potitout that in--'m�ny States, including
Texas," by statute or judicial interpretation, the preg
nant woman herself could not be prosecuted for self
abortion or for cooperating in an abortion performed
upon her by another." They'. claim that adoption of

1)1�'1 �nill::'. �istiQc�op .. �hn)_ugh r�c�j�mmon
Jaw and state statutes tacitly recognizes the ea er

- � �� .. �.""..¢ �, .' �... ,�, ,�""" ��

hea _;_ azards il)' eren� ill lat�..."...\"Q,9tt�!1 an 1 .im .liedly
� la es"'Uie"'t�t J� �l?�� *, conception .•

1£ IS wnfi tnesEi: In e.'ests, and the weight to 6e at
tached to them, that this case is concerned.

VIII

The Constitution does not explicitly mention any right
of privacy. In a line of decisions, however, going back

<7 Se� discussions in Means 1 find Means II.

4HSt'C!, e. g., ..�tate v. Mu.r])/!1J, 27 N . .1. L. 112, 114 (1858).
49 Watson v, State, !) Tex. App. 2;�7, 244-245 (1880); Moore v.

/:)tate, B7 Tnx, 'rim, R. 552, 5131, 4() S. W, 287, 290 (1 97); Shaw
v. State, n Tax. 'rim. H. 3:�7, ::!:l!J, Hi5 :S. W. 930, 9:n (1914);
Fondren v. State, 74 Tex. rim, R. 552, 55i, 169 S. W. 411, 414

(1914); Gmy v. State, 7.7 Tex. Crim. 11. 221, 229, 178 S. W. 337, 341

(1915). There is 110 immunity in Texas for the father who is not

married to the mother. Hammett v. State, 84 Tex. Crim. R. 635,
209 S. W. 601 (1919); Tho1ll1)8011. v. State, - Tex. Crim. R. -

(1971), appeal pending.
Gil Bee Smith ,,; Btate, 3:3 :M.e, 4R, 1)5 (1851); In l'e Vince, 2 N. J.

44;�,'41)0, (i7 A. 2d,141, 144 (1949). A short discussion of the modern
U\w on this issue is contained in the omment to the ALI's Moder
Penal �ode § 207.11, at ISS find nil. 35-37 (Tent. Draft No.9, 1959) ..
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perhaps as far as Union Pac-ific R. Co. v. Botsford, 141

U. S. 250, 25f (1891) J
the Court has recognized that a

right of personal privacy, 01' a guarantee of certain areas

or zones of privacy! does exist under the Constitution.
In varying contexts the Court or individual Justices
have indeed found at least the roots of that right in

the First Amendment, Stanley v. Georgia, 394 U. S.

557, 564 (1969); in the Fourth and Fifth Amendments,
Terry v. Ohio, 392 U. S. 1 8-9 (1968), Katz v. United

States, 389 U. S'. 347, 350 (H)()7), Boyd v. United States,
116 U. S._, 616 (1886), see Olmstead v. United States,
277 U. S. 438, 478 (1928) (Brandeis J. dissenting); in
the penumbras of the Bill of Rights Griswold v. Con

necticut, 381 U. S. 479, 484-485 (1965); in the Ninth

Amendment, id., at 486 (Goldberg, J., concurring); or

in the conce pt of liberty guaran teed by the first section
of the Fourteenth Amendment. see Meyer v. Nebraska,
262 U. S. 390, 399 (1923). These decisions make iL
clear that only personal rights that can be deemed "fun-

o
•

.1 t 1e concept of ordered libert ,"
a 0 v. Connecticut, 302 U. S. 319, 325 (1937), �

included in this guarantee W_Ll.er�ol1aLR "�ac.�. They
_0 maKe It clear that the right has some extension to

activities relating to n�e, Loving v. Virginia, 388
U. S. 1,'12 (1967),-proC�1l, Skinner v. Oklahoma,
316 U. S. 535, 541-542 (1942), cOI�ptioJl, Eisen
stadt v. Baird, 405 U. S. 438, 453·-454 (1972); id., at

460, 463-465 (WHl'fE, .1., concurring), family relation

ships, Prince v. Massachusetts, 321 U. S. 158, 166 (1944),
and child rearing and education, Pierce v. Society of
Sisters. 268 1 . S. 510. 535 (1925), Meyer v. Nebraska,
supr«.

This ri ht of privacy. whether it be founded in the
Fourteenth . mel. personal liberty
and restrictions upon state aCtion, as we feel it is, or, aa.

the District Court. deternunea, in the Ninth Amend- ..

-
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ment's reservation of' rights to the people, is broad'
enough to encompass a woman's decision whether or not

to termmate.he;: re -nancy. T e detriment t at the
S ate would impose upon thC pregnantwoman by deny-'
ingtliis'" cllorce'- altogether' is apparent, Specific' and

irect. IHii'm"'me�aically diagnosable'" even in early preg

nancy may be involved. ·r. aternity, or additional off

s Jrin . may f�� woman a

.

'1 .� :rr�
future'. sycnoJoglCarnarr;,r;;;-beAim' 1 nt. Mental

iin'CJiJhyslCa
-

ea t may ";taxed b;-�hild c�re. There

is also the distress, for all concerned, associated with
the unwanted child, and there is the problem of bring
ing a child into a family already unable, psychologically
and otherwise, to care for it. In other cases, as in this

one, the additional difficulties and continuing stigma
of unwed motherhood may be involved. All these are

�th�LW.9.m.1!!) .. and ,her responsible phy�.�cii:t;nec�·
sarily will consider in consultation.

�-;�si;·�r;;I;�lents-s�cl,. as"these, a
. �.l\ants an�

I �e amici ar that the w0rr.taq) ri t � .� u.

\ and that s�e is. enti�led to termi.!.l5l e er �Jre naQc at

whatever tIme, 111 w atever wa and for whatev I: tlJl!son

sr.� �l?n: qlioo�e"�:::�ilQ.Jl1'i� wiJ;;9Qt,;" Apj;i:
[ants' arguments that Texas either17as no valid interest

at all in regulating the abortion decision, or no inter

est. strong enough to support any limitation upon
the woman's sole determination, is unpersuasive. The
Court's decisions recognizing a right of privacy also

acknowledge that some state regulation in areas pro
tected by that right is appropriate. As noted above, a

state may properly assert important interests in safe

guarding health, in maintaining medical standards, and

ill protecting potential life. At some point in pregnancy,

trese respective Interests b�come sufficiently compelling
to sustain regulation of the factors that govern the abor

tion decision. The privacy right involved, therefore,
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cannot be said to be absolute. In fact, it is not clear

to us that the claim asserted by some amici that one has

an unlimited right to do with one's body as one pleases
bears a close relationship to the right of privacy pre

viously articulated in the Court's decisions. The Court

has refused to recognize an unlimited right of this kind

in the past. Jacobson v. Massachusetts, 197 U. S. 11

(1905) (vaccination); Buck v. Bell, 274 U. S. 200 (1927)
(sterilization) .

�We therefore conclude that the right of personal pri-

II vacy includes the abortion decision, b
..
ut that this ris�t

J is not un ualified and must be considered agalnsf 1m oor-

U1ant state lI1terests in re �firl:ion. .

eilO .e K&'t those federal and state courts that have

recently considered abortion law challenges have reached

the same conclusion. A majority, in addition to the
District Court in the present case, have held state laws

unconstitutional, at least in part, because of vague-
. -�- -- ...

ness or because of overbreadth and abridgement of rights.
{flJele v-:N!arkle; 342 F. Supp. 800 (Conn. 1972), ap

peal pending; Abele v. Markle, - F. Supp. - (Conn.
Sept. 20, 1972) appeal pending; Doe v. Bolton, 319

F. Supp. 1048 (ND Ga. H)70), appeal decided today,
post -; Doe v. SCott, 321 F. Supp. 1385 (ND Ill. 1971),
appeal pending; Poe v. Menghini, 339 F. Supp. 986

(Kan. 1972); YWCA v. Kugler, 342 F. Supp. 1048 (NJ
1972); Babbitz v. McCann, 310 F. Supp. 293 (ED Wis.

1970), appeal dismissed, 400 U. S. 1 (1970); People v.

Belou«, 71 Cal. 2d 954. 458 P. 2d 194 (1969). cert. denied,
397 U;: . 915 (1970); State v. Barquei, 262 S. 2d 431

(Fla. 1972).
Others have sustained state statutes. Crossen v.

AtfO'NieYGe;eralJ"�i44-F-:S�pp-:-58nED Ky. 1972),
appeal pending; Rosen v, Louisiana State Board of
Medical EXfimilf!,ers, 318 F. S,uPP. 1217 (ED La. 1970),
-appeal pending; Corkey' v, Edwards, 322 F. Supp. 1248
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(WDNC 1971), appeal pending; Steinberg v. Brown; r

321 F. Supp. 741 (ND Ohio 1970); Doe v. Rampton,
- F. Supp .._ (Utah 1971), appeal pending; Cheaney
v. Indiana, - Ind. -, 285 N. E. 2d 265 (1972);
Spears v. State, 257 So. 2d 876 (Miss. 1972); State v .

. Munson, - S. D. -,201 N. W. 2d 123 (1972), appeal
pending.

Although the results are divided, most of these courts

have agreed that the right of privacy, however based,
is broad enough to cover the abortion decision; ��.
ri ht nonetheless is not absolute a 1 is sl!b 'ect 0" cme
limitations; and th�� at some point the state int!lxests
as to irotect� 'hmm '"'ihedlcaf sHinaards, and ;;:
�:t�rn1e '���Nlr fcoiillnant. We ag�'ee wIth thIS

.... _- • -Ml�' -".:
_

.�,t:r.; ,�

a Jroac 1.

'�. iere -certain "fundamental rights" are involved, the
Court has held that regulation limiting these rights may
be justiE.�_q_o,n.!x.EL�_(�compell_i,�g state interest," Kramer
v. Union Free School District, 395 U. S. 621, 627 (1969);
Shapiro v. Thompson, 394 U. S. 618, 634 (1969), Sher
bert v. Verner, 374 U. S. 398, 406 (1963), and that

legislative enactments must be narrowly drawn to ex

press only the legitimate state interests at stake. Gris
wold v. Connecticut, 381 U. S. 479, 485 (1965); Aptheker
v. Secretary of State, 378 U. S. 500, 508 (1964); Cant
well v. Connecticut, 310 U. S. 296, 307-308 (1940); see

Eisenstadt v. Baird, 405 U. S. 438, 460, 463-464 (1972)
CWHl'l'E, J., concurring},

In the recent abortion cases, cited above, courts have

recognized these principles. Those striking down state

laws have generally scrutinized the State's interest in

protecting health and potential life and have concluded
....... �""''''''14� ...... ;. ".

that neither interest)�s_�i?�.L�J.LJ.i.m���
reasons or WlllC a p YSlCiall and his pregnant patient
m'gllt decide �tshe-- shoiiftrnave-an" ilhortiOll-1n--the
;a;�t;ges-of pregr\an�y.:" Courts sust-;.i�;;g stat� law-s"
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�

have held that. the State s determinations to protect)�e_atlffith Il� 'p�i�a��(life are dominant and co.n�£itu�io.�)ailY
�s al!�.

, -

IX

The District Court held that the appellee failed to

meet his burden of demonstrating that the Texas stat

ute's infringement upon Roe's rights was necessary to

support a compelling state interest, and that, although
the defendant presented "several compelling justifi
cations for state presence in the area of abortions,"
the statutes outstripped these, justifications and swept
"far beyond any areas of compelling state interest."

314 F. Supp., at 1222-1223. Appellant and appellee
both contest that holding. Aepel1f1I�I-.. �s.��§,!?�en i!'b

'

dicated��m. ' J absol�te right that �ar�__
an:x �tate

irho;iion' of crlmllla -p�j� 111 "1e areaf" ppel-
ee argues t' at -. t . e a e s detel:jnrn�trm;' to

·

reco mze

a�a prQ,tect. E.r<iPtt.f!tl Tlfeiroman
.

age� conception �
stitutes a com el1ing state interest. "As'''ii''oted above

.��
. - > -...t.�""""'I""".'D"'''''«'·�''

�" we do not tee funy with . ithe formulation.
A. The appell�e and certain amici -a�gue that the

fetus is a "person" within the language and meaning of

the Fourteenth Amendment. In support of this they
outline at length and in detail the well-known facts

of fetal development. If this suggestion of personhood
is established, the appellant's case, of course, collapses,
for the fetus' right to life is then guaranteed specifical1y
by the Amendment. The appellant conceded as much

on reargument." On the other hand, the appellee con

ceded on reargument
r,� that no case co!!ld. be.cited thaL

"'>
holds that a fetus is a Pe?Sof_i,vI�h:rn the, meaning "9f
the Fourteen AIiferiOrnent.

--"""�.......r".�...,,,, .. _ ....... --

The -Constitution does not define "person" in so many

.

words. Section '1 of the 'Fourteenth Amendment con-

51 Tr. 'of Renrg. 20-21.
, ..

n" 'T' i f R 2'4«:,,1'. 0 ear-g. � "
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tains three references to "person." The first, in defining
"citizens," speaks of "persons born or naturalized in

the United' States." The word also appears both in

the Due Process Clause and in the Equal Protection

Clause. "Person" is used in other places in the Con

stitution: in the listing of qualifications for representa
tives and senators, Art. I, � 2 .. d. 2, and § 3, cl. 3; in

the Apportionment Clause, Art. I, § 2, cl. 3; 511 in the'

Mi.gration andTmportation provision, Art. I, § 9, cl. 1;
in the Emolument Clause. Art. I, § 9, cl. 8; in the Elec

tors provisions Art. II. § 1, cl. 2, and the superseded
cl. 3; in the provision outlining qualifications for the

office of President, Art. II. � 1. cl. 5; in the Extradition

provisions, Art. IV, § 2, cl. 2, and the superseded Fugi
tive Slave cl. 3; and in the Fifth, Twelfth, and Twenty
second Amendments as well as in §§ 2 and 3 of the

Fourtee�th Amendment. But in nearly all these in-
.

stances, the use of the word is such that it has applica
tion �tany. None indicates, with any

assurance, that it has any possible )Je-n tal-&p, )lication. 54

. ......

�I! We are not. aware tha t in the taking of any census under this

clause, a fetus has ever been counted.
54 When Texas urges l,hat, a fetus is entitled to Fourteenth Amend-

�.ment protection. as a person, it faces H dilemma. Neither in Texas

nor in any other State are nll abort ions prohibited. Despite broad

proscription, an exception always exists. The exception contained

in Art. 1196, for an abortion procured or attempted by medical ad-

vice for the purpose of saving the life of the mother, is typical. But \
if the fet,lls is a. person who is not to be deprived of life without due \

process of law, and if t he mother's condition is the sole determinant, _.)Idoes not the Texas except ion nppea r to be out of line with the

Amendment's command?
There are other inconsistencies between Fourteenth Amendment

status and the typical abortion statute. It has already been pointed
out, n. 49, supra, that in Texas the woman is not a principal or an

accomplice with respect to an abortion upon her. If the fetus is

a person) why' is tbe woman not n principal or an accomplice?
Further, the penalty for crimina'! abortion specified by Art. 1195

is' significantly less th:111 th maximum penalty for murder prescribed'
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All this, together with our observation, supra, that

throughout the major portion of the 19th century pre

vailing legal abortion practices were far freer than they
are today, �ersuades us that t�e .:�ord_::r*�r!?�( as

•.��ed
in the Fourteenth Amellamenr,d'Oes llQPm ruae Uie

IS IS 111 accor
.'

e-�resuTts �feac e

in t ose few cases where the issue has been squarely
presen ted. M.cGarvey v. Magee- Womens Hospital, 340

F. Supp. 751 (WD Pa. 1972); Byrn v. New York City
Health & Hospitals Corp., 31 N. Y. 2d 194, 286 N. E.
2d 887 (1972), appeal pending; Abele v. Markle, -

F. Supp. - (Conn. Sept. 20 1972), appeal pending,
Compare Cheaney v. Indiana, - Ind. -, 285 N. E.

265, 270 (1972); Montana v. Rogers, 278 F. 2d 68, 72

(CA7 1960), aff'd sub nom. Montana v. Kennedy,
366 U. S. 308 (1961); Keeler v. Superior Court, -

Cal. -, 470 P. 2d 617 (1970); State v. Dickinson, 23

Ohio App. 2d 259, 275 N. E. 2d 599 (1970). Indeed, our

decision in United States v. Vuitch, 402 U. S. 62 (1971),
inferentially is to the same effect, for we there would
not have indulged in statutory interpretation favorable
to abortion in specified circumstances if the necessary

consequence was the termination of life entitled to Four

teenth Amendment protection.
This conclusion, however.. does not of itself fully

answer the contentions raised by Texas, and we pass
on to other considerations.

B. The pregnant woman cannot be isolated in her

privacy. She carries an embryo and, later, a fetus, if

by Art. 1257 of the Texas Penal Code. If the fetus is a person, may
the penalties be different!?

"r. Cf. the Wisconsin abortion statute, defining "unborn child'!
to mean ria human being from the time of conception until it is born

alive," Wis. Stat. §940.04. (6) (1969), and the new Connecticut stat"

ute, Public act No: I, May 1972 Special Session, declaring it to be
the public policy oJ the State and the legislative intent "to protect
and preserve human life from the moment of conception."

43
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one accepts. the medical definitions of the developing'
young in the human uterus, See Dorland's Illustrated

Medical Dictionary, 478-479, 547 (24th ed. 1965). The

situation therefore is inherently different from marital

intimacy, or bedroom possession of obscene material, or

marriage, or procreation, or education, -with which Eisen

stadt, GiswoLd, Stanley, Loving, Skinner, Pierce, and

Meyer were' respectively concerned. As we have inti

mated above, it . is reasonable and appropriate for a.

State to decid� t a at some pom i�tTI· 7no !'�r
in"teFest,- a 0 nealt 0" tHe mo ier 1lf 'Hi '0

'

PO' �fi
t
...a.Qo.....l...u....

ll
...l""a

...n-.-.l''IIe
...

,-·...e-comet''�significall'tty f( "of ecI:
.,

e

,,,,oman's "p"?i'vm!'f""ls t1Ct loriger' so e 7J� aeyright of

privacy she possesses must be measured accordingly.
Texas urges that, apart from the Fourteenth Amend

ment, life begins at conception and is present through
out pregnancy, and that, therefore, the State has a

compelling interest ,in protecting that life from and

after conception. We need not resolve the difficult ues

tion of when life eg�lS-. When those trame 111 e
resp7cti�e dj-=nesPori£edicine, philosophy, and theol

ogy are unable to arrive at any consensus, the judiciary,
at this point in the development of man's knowledge,

.

is not in a position to speculate as to the answer.

It should be sufficient to note briefly the wide diver

gence of thinking on this most sensitive and difficult

question.' 11 re has always been strong suppor,t)or tbe.
view that life does not b""-gin ,ulltilliv 151; Ii' This was

t ie belief of the StOICS,"fo 'n; appears to e the pre

dominant, though not the unanimous, attitude of the'

Jewish faith." It may be taken to represent also the

position. of a large segment of the Protestant community,

50Edelstein 16.
,

'UT I;adel' 97-99; D. Feldman, Birth Control in Jewish Law 251-

294 (1968), For a stricter view, see I. Jakobovits, Jewish Views on
I

, Abortion, in Abortion and the Law 124 (D. Smith ed. 1967).

-.
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either upon conception or upon live birth or upon the
interim point at which the fetus becomes "viable," that

is, potentially able to live outside the mother's womb,
albeit with artificial aid." Viability is usually placed

"""" '

at about seven months (28 weeKs u rna 0 ur ear ier,
wee s.

0
e risto eTian t eory 0 me ia e

l.Jia"En�Im�.�af'!!I�on!!1l',��a� held sway throughout the Middle Ages
and the Renaissance in Europe, continued to be official
Roman Catholic dogma until the 19th century, despite
opposition to this "ensoulment" theory from those in the

Church who would recognize the existence of life from
the moment of conception." �'h.e ]�.�}.�_nQw �!S.�_� <
the official belief of the Catholic Church. As one of the
brrersarmcus-alSC 08e'8,-U1is ls�'avi'ew strongly held by
many non-Catholics as well, and by many physicians.
Substantial problems for precise definition of this view
are posed, however, by new embryological data that pur

port to indicate that conception is a "process" over time,
rather. til'it;a;-eve-n-c aiillby l1e,�'-medical techniques
such as menstrual extraction. the "morning-after" pill,

�8 Amicus Brief for the American Ethical Union et al. For the

position of the National Council of Churches and of other denomina

tions, see Lader 99-101.
�o L. Hellman �� J. Pritchard, Williams Obstetrics 493 (14th ed.

1971); Dorland's Illustrated Medical Dictionary 1689 (24th ed.

1965).
00 Hellman & Pritchard, supra, n. 58, at 493.
01 For discussions -of the development ,of the Roman Catholic po-.

sition, see D. .Callahan; Abortion: Law, Choice and Morality 409-
. 447 (1970) i Noonan 1.

45
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implantation of embryos, artificial insemination, and even

artificial wombs."
In areas other than criminal abortion the law hag

b,,;�!!;lu�tant tp end.orse any theory' t���._
r�C0'i!!lze �t( teg:� befor����c�rd., l�g�rIgfi'tsto ti-le untiorn except 111 narrowly defined situations

a'S"�,i�'i!!e!'i!x�ce�p�!lliiw�l�e�n�F�fl�.�l�·'·i;�/g�l�s·�'a�·II1Iii·e�C'�·O�11�1�t··Upo� '''ir�::
birth. For example, the traditional rule of tort law had
denied recovery for prenatal injuries even though the
child was born alive." That rule has been changed in
almost every jurisdiction. In most States recovery is said
to be permitted only if the fetus was viable, or at least

quick, when the iJ1JUries Weresustiined,' though few
-�

,

courts have squarely so held." In a recent development,
generally opposed by the commentators, some States per
mit the parents of a stillborn child to maintain an action
for wrongful death because of prenatal injuries." Such
an action, however, would appear to be one to vindicate
the parents' interest and is thus consistent with the
view that the fetus, at most, represents only the potential-

""�-. _....--.. --_

02 See D. Brodie, The New Biology and the Prenatal Child, 9 J.
Fam. L. 391, 397 (1970); R. Gorney, The New Biology and the

Future of Mnn, 15 UCLA L. nov. 273 (1968); Note Criminal Lnw
Abortion-Tho "Morning-After" Pill and Other Pre-Implantation
Birth-Control Methods and the Law, 46 Ore. L. Rev. 211 (1967);
6. Taylor, The Biological Time Bomb 32 (1968); A. Rosenfeld, The

Second Genesis, .1tl8-139 (1969); G. Smith, Through a Test Tube

Darkly: Artificial Insemination and thc Law, 67 Mich. L. Rev. 127

(1968); Note, Artificial Insemination and the Law, U. Ill. L. F. 203

(1968) .

us Prosser,' Handbook of the Law of Torts 335-338 (1971); Z

Harper & James, The Law of Torts 1028-1031 (1956); Note, 63
Harv, L. R.ev. 173 (1949).

04 See cases cited in Pro rser, ,�1tp1'O, n. 62, at 336-338; Annotation,
Action for De:1th of Unborn Child, 15 A. L. R. 3d.992 (1967).

05 Prosser, supra, n. 62, at 338; Note, The Law and the Unborn
Child, 46 Notre 'Dame La.w. 349, 354-360 (1971 ) .
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lty of life. Similarly, unborn children have been reeog
hized as acquiring rights or interests by way of inheri
tance or other devolution of property, and have been

represented by guardians ad litem:" Perfection of the
interests involved, again, has generally been contingent

uyo$d�ht·h. �11shor,t� .tK�.,���.,;,;�tl\>�h!l-� ��e-b�� �
reco mze III e aw as persons III t e woe sense.

_ t>- _
�

x

011 D. Louisell, Abortlcn, The Pract ice of Medicine, 'and the Due

Process of Law, 16 UCLA L.. Rev. 2:33, 2:35-238 (1969); Note, 56
Iowa L. Rov. 994, 999-1000 (1971); Note, The Law and the Unborn
Child, 46 Notre Dame Law. 349, 351-354 (1971).
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statute, therefore, cannot survive the constitutional

attack made upon it here.

This conclusion makes it unnecessary for us to consider

the additional challenge to the Texas statute asserted on

grounds of va_gpeness. ,
See United Slates v. Vuitch, 402

U. S. 62, 67-72 (1971).
XI

To summarize arid to repeat:
1. A state criminal abortion statute of the current

Texas type, that excepts from criminality only a life
saving procedure on behalf of the mother, without re�rd
to pregnancy stage a�J) 'tiOl{ of the- oth�r
;i'ifterests mvolvecr,�is violative of the Due Process Clause

r the. F'ourteenth Amendment.
___..

(a) For the stage prior to approximatel the end of the
mst tri�e abortIOn ecisron and its effectuation

must be left to the medical judgment of the pregnant
woman's attending physician.
, (b) For the stage su �..§lient to IP.E!oximately: the e!l,d
of the first trimester, the State, in promoting its interest

in t e ealt <> e mother, may, �l.� ch ose re ul te

the abortion rocedure in ways that aFe"reasonl!.�Med
.

-
...--� ..,., ............

to maternal hea t .

(0) 'For the stag-;; 'subsequent to viability the State, in

promoting its�st:l;; th� pote;tiaiit"y '01 hu�a;life,
Ilj,1!Yz Uj,t ��qo�esl_[eg�h�t�1 an;! even p�oscribl:$.rtioJl.
excepF w1ier� It IS necessary, In a"ffl5 rid�g'!9.&.t�d_�
men, or t. e preservation 0 t e life .on.health of the

� ........."''--
..... �;>; -.",

__=--
mot er.

----

�he State may define the term "�.lsici��' as it
has been employed in the preceWng numoered paragraphs
of this Part XI of this opinion, to mean only a physician
currently licensed by the State, and inay"'proscr1Ee ail'
!l'6o�tio� byap���""E�J?��flRed:

n Doe v. Bolton, post, procedural requirements con

tained in one of the modem; abortion statutes are con-

49
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sidered.

XII

Our conclusion that Art. 1196 is unconstitutional

means, of course, that the Texas abortion statutes, as a

unit, must fall. The exception of Art. 1196 cannot be

07 Neither in this opinion nor in Doe v. Bolton, post, do we dis
cuss the father's rights, if any exist in the constitutional context, in
the abortion decii ion. No pa ternal right has been asserted in either
of the cases, and the Texas lind the Georgia tatutes on their face
take no cognizance of the father. We are aware that some statutes

recognize the father under certain circumstances. North Carolina,
for example, IB N, C. Gen. Stat. § 14-45.1 (Supp. 1971), requires
written permission for the abortion from the husband when the
woman is a married minor, that is, when she is less than 18 years
of age; 41 N. C. A. G. 489 (1971); if the woman is an unmarried

minor, written permis 'ion from the parents is required. We need
riot now decide 'whether provisions of this kind are constitutional, .

.
'

,

I
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Mary Doe et al., Appellants, 011 Appeal from the United
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Arthur K. Bolton, as Attor- the Northern District of

ney General of the State Georgia.
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, [January 22, 1!)73]

MH. JUSTICE WHITE, with whom Mil. JUSTICE REHN

QUIST joins, dissenting.
At the heart of the controversy in these cases are those

recurring pregnancies that pose no danger whatsoever to

the life 01' health of the mother but are ncvertheles

unwanted for anyone 01' more of 11 variety of reasons+

convenience, family planning, economics, dislike of chil

dren, t.he embarrassment of illegitimacy, etc. The com

mon claim 'before us is that for anyone of such reasons,

or for 110 reason at all, ann without asserting or claiming
any threat to life or health, a,I1Y woman is entitled to all

abortion at her request if she is able to find a medical

advisor willing to undertake the procedure.
The Court for the most part sustains this position:

During the period prior to the time the fetus becomes

viable, the Constitution of the United States values the

convenience, whim or caprice of the putative mother

more than the life or potential life of the fetus; the

Constitution, therefore, guarantees the right to an abor

tion as against any state law 01' policy seeking to protect
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the fetus from an abortion not prompted by more com

pelling reasons of the mother.
With all due respect I dissent. I find nothing ill the

language or history of the Constitution to support the

Court's judgment. The Court simply fashions and nn

nounees a new constitutional right for pregnant mothers

and, with scarcely any reason or authority for its action,
invests that right with sufficient substance to override

most existing state abortion statutes. The upshot is

that the people and the legislatures of the 50 States arc

constitutionally disentitled to weigh the relative im

portance of the continued existence and development
of the fetus on the one hand against a spectrum of pos

sible impacts. on the mother on the other hand. As an

exercise of raw judicial power, the Court perhaps has

authority to do what it does today; but in my view its

judgment is an improvident and oxtravagant exercise of

the power of judicial review which the Constitution ex

tends to this Court.
The Court apparently values the convenience of the

pregnant mother more than the continued existence and

development of the life or potential life which she

carries. Whether 01' not I might agree with that mar

shalling of values,. I can in 110 event join the Court's

judgment because T find no constitutional warrant for

i1l1posilig such an order of priorities 011 the people aile!

legislatures of the States. III a sensitix e area such as

this, involving as it does issues over which reasonable
men may easily and heatedly differ, I cannot accept the

Court's exercise of its clear power of choice by interposing
a constitutional barrier to state efforts to protect human

life and by investing mothers and doctors with the con

stitutionally protected righ t to exterminate it. This

issue, for the most part, should be left with the people
and to the political processes the people have devised to

govern their affairs.
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It is my view, therefore, that the Texas statute is 110t

constitutionally infirm because it denies abortions to

those who seek to serve only their convenience rather

than to protect their life or health. Nor is this plain
tiff, who claims 110 threat to her mental OJ' physical health.
entitled to assert the possible righ ts of those women

whose pregnancy assertedly implicates their health.

This. together with United States v, Vuitch, 402 I . S.

62 (1971), dictates reversal of tho judgment of the

District Court.

Likewise, because Georgia may COil titutionally forbid

abortions to putative mothers who, like the plaintiff ill

this case, do Hot fall within the reach of § 26-1202 (a) of

its criminal code, I have no occasion, and the District

Court had-none, to consider the constitutionality of the

procedural requirements of the Georgia statute as ap

plied to those pregnancies posing substantial hazards to

either life or health. I would reverse the judgment of

the District Court in the Georgia case.
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Ms. JUSTICE S'fRWART, concurring.
In 1963, this Court, in Ferouson v. Skrupa, 372 U. S.

726, purported to sound the death knell for the doctrine

of substantive due process, a doctrine under which many

state laws had in the past been held to violate the

Fourteenth Amendment. As Mr. Justice Black's opin
ion for the Court in Skrupti put it: "We have returned
to the original constitutional proposition that courts do

not substitute their social and economic beliefs for the

.i udgment of legislative bodies, who are elected to pass
laws." ld., at 730.1

Barely two years later, in Griswold v. Connecticut, 381

U. S. 479, the Court held a Connecticut birth control

law unconstitut.ioual. In view of what had been so

recently said in Skrupa, the Court's opinion in Griswold

understandably did its best to avoid reliance on the Due

Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment as the

ground for decision. Yet, the Connecticut Jaw did not

violate any provision of the Bill of Rights, nor any other

specific provision of the Constitution." I 0 it was clear

] Only Mr. Justice Harlan failed 1.0 join the Court » opinion,
an u. S., at 733.

� There is no eonstitutionnl right, of privacy, as such. "[The
Fourth] Amendment protects individual _Pl'il':1C'Y against certain

kinds of governmental intrusion, but its protections go further, and

'often have nothing to do with privacy [It nil. Other provisions of
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to me then, and it is equally clear to me now. that the

Griswold decision can be rationally understood only as

a holding that the Connecticut statute substantively in

vaded the "liberty" that is protected by the Due Process

Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment." '\.s so under

stood Grisuiold stands as one in a long line of pre-Skrupa
eases decided under the doctrine of mbstantive due

process, and I now accept it as . uch.

"In a Constitution for a freo people, there call be no

doubt that the meaning of 'libertv' must be broad in

deed." Board of ReaeJ/.ts v. Roth, 408 U. fl. 564, 572.
The 'onsti tution nowhere men tio: l. a speci fic right of

personal choice in matters of marriage and family life,
but the "liberty" protected by the Due Procos Clause
of the Fourteenth Amendment covers more than those
freedoms explicitly named in the Bill of Rights. See
Scliuiare v. Board of 13m' Examiuers, 35i3 U. S. 232, 2:18-

239; Pierce v. Society of Sisters, 2G8 U. S. 510, 534-535;
J.lfeyer v. Nebraska, 262 'U. S. 390, 399-400. Cf. Shapiro
v. Thompson, 394 U. S. 618, 629-630; United States v.

Guest, 383 U. S. 745, 737-758; Carrinqion. v. Rash, 380

U. S. 89, 96; Apiheker v. Sccretari] of State, 378 U. S.
500 505; Kent v. Dulles, 357 U. S. 116, 127; BoZh?1g v.

Sharpe, 347 U. S. 407 .. 409-500; Truax v. Reich, 239

U .. S. 83, 41.'

., he Constitution. protr-r-t pcrsonnl pri \,:II·�· from ot hPJ' forms of

go vernmcntal invasion. Hut tho protection of a person's (11'111'1'01
right to privacy-hi- right. 10 be let alone hv other pcopio-vis,
Iike tho protection or his 1>l'o(><'l't.\· mul of his \'('l'Y lifr-, Irft I:tr�('ly
to the lin,' of the. individual Slates." J\({I� v, Cuitt·" States. 3sn

U ..... 347, :350-3.'il (footnotes o1l1illl'd).
:1 This WiI.; nlso (,1,(.':11' i.n 1\,11'. Justice Black. �i'] U. S .. !I� 507

(dissenting opininn) : 1.0 Mr . Justice Hnrinn, as.l L. 8., ut 499

(opinion concurring in the judgmout ) : und t.o MR. JUS'I'WI;; WHlTE,.
3En. U. S., [I,t 502 (opinion concurring ill tho judgment). See also

Mr..Justice Harlan' thorough and thoughtful opinion dissenting
from dismissal of tho up P!':l I in Poe v. LU'II/(/Il, 367 U. S. ·1f.l7, 522.
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As Mr.· Justice Harlan once wrote: "[T'[he full scope

of the liberty guaranteed by the Due Process Clause

cannot be found in or limited by the precise terms of

the specific guarantees elsewhere provided in the Con

stitution. This {liberty' is not a series of isolated points
pricked out in terms of the taking of property; the

freedom of speech, press, and religion; the right to keep
and bear arms; the freedom from unreasonable searches

and seizures; and so on. It is a rational continuum

which, broadly speaking. includes a freedom from all

substantial arbitrary impositions and purposeless re

straints, ... and which also recognizes, what a reasonable

:1l1c1 sensitive judgment must. that certain interest. rp

quire particularly careful scrutiny of the state needs

asserted to justify their abridgment." Poe u. Ullman,
367 U. S. 497, 543 (opiuion c1 issenting from dism issa 1

of appeal) . (citations omitted). In the words of Mr.

Justice Frankfurter, "Great concepts like ... 'liberty' ...

were purposely left to gather meaning from experience.
For they relate to the whole domain of social and eco

nomic fact, and the sta tesmen who f'ou ndecl this Nation

knew too well that only a stagnant society remains tlIl

changed." Na-l'ional Mutua! Ins. Co. v. Tideuiater Tro..ns

[et c»; Inc., 337 U. S. 582, 646 (dissenting opinion).
Several decisions of th is Court make clear that free

don) of personal choice in matters of marriage and family
life is one of the liberties protected by the Due Process

Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. LOV'l:I1(/ v, r 'ir

gill�ia, 388 U. S. 1, 12; Griswold v. Connecticut, SUp1'O;

Pierce v. Society of Sisters, supra; Meuer v. Nebraska.

supra. See also Prince v..Massachusetts, 321 U. S. 158,
166; Skinner y. Oklahoma, 316 U. S. 535, 541.. As re

cently as last Term, in Bisenstcdt v. BQ.'I:l'd, 405 U. S. 438,
453; we recognized "the right of the individual, married

or single, to be free from unwarranted governmental in

trusion into· matters so fundamentally affecting a person
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as the decision 'whether to bear or beget a child." That

right necessarily includes the right of a woman to decide
whether or not to terminate her pregnancy. "Certainly
the interests of a woman in giving of her physical and

ernotional self during pregnancy and the intere ts that
will be affected throughout her life by the birth and

raising of a child are of a far grea tel' degree of signif
ica nee and personal in timacy than the right to send a

child to private school protected in Pierce v. Society of
S'i,sters, 268 U. S. 510 (1925), or the right to teach a

foreign language protected in Meyer v. Nebraska, 262'

U. S. 390 (1923)." Abele v. Markle, - F. Supp. -,
-- (Conn. 1972).

Clearly, therefore, the Court today is correct in hold

ing that the right asserted by Jane Roe is embraced
within the personal liberty protected by the Due PrOCf!ES

Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.
It is evident that the Texas abortion statute infringes

that right directly. Indeed, it is difficult to imagine a

more complete abridgment of a constitutional freedom
than that worked by the inflexible criminal statute now

in force in Texas. The question then becomes whether'
the state interests advanced to justify this abridgment
can survive the "particularly careful scrutiny" that the
Fourteenth Amendment here requires.

The asserted state interests are protection of the health

and safety of the pregnant woman, and protection of
the potential future human life within her. These are

legitimate objectives, amply sufficient to permit a 'tn,te

to regulate abortions a it does other surgical proce

dures, and perhaps sufficient to permit a State to regu
late abortions more stringently or even to prohibit them
in the late stages of pregnancy. But such legislation is

not before us: and I think the Court today has thor

oughly demonstrated that these state interests cannot
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constitutionally support the broad abridgment of per-

onal liberty 'worked by the existing Texas 1M". Ac

cordingly, I join the Court's opinion holding that that

law is invalid under the Due Process Clause of the

Fourteenth Amendment.
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MR. JUSTICE DOUGJ�AS, concurring.
.

While I join the opinion of the Court,' I add a few
words.

, The questions presented in the present cases go far
. beyond the issues of vagueness, which we considered in

United States v. Vuitch, 402 U. S. 62. They involve the
right of privacy, one aspect of which we considered in
G1'iswold v. Connecticut, 381 U. S. 479, 484, when we held
that various guarantees in the Bill of Rights create zones
�f privacy."

1 I disagree with the dismissal of Dr. Hallford's complaint in in
tervention in Roe v. Wade, because Illy disagreement with Younger
v. Harris, 401 U. S. 37, revealed in my dissent in that case, still
persists lind extends to t he progeny of tha tense.

� There is 110 mention of privacy in our Bill of Rights but our
decisions have recognized it as one of the fundamental values
those amendments were designed to protect. The fountainhead
ease is Boyd v. United States, 116 U. S, 616, holding that a federal
statute which authorized a court in tax cases to require a tax
payer to produce his records or to concede the Government's
allegations offended the Fourth and Fifth Amendments. Justice
Bradley, for the Court, found that the measure unduly intruded
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The G1'iswold case involved fL law forbidding the lise of

contraceptives. W held that law as applied to married

people unconstitutional:

"We deal with a right of privacy older than the
Bill ef Rights-older than our political parties,
older than our school system. Marriage is a coming
together for} etter or for worse, hopefully enduring,
and intimate to the degree of being sacred." Id., 486.

the District Court in Doe held thnt Griswold and

related cases "establish a constitutional right to privacy
broad enough to encompass the right of a woma.n to

terminate an unwanted pregnancy in its early stages, by
obtaining an abortion." 319 F. Supp .. at 1054.

The Supreme Court of California expressed the same

view in People v. Belous? 71 Cal. 2d 954, 063.

into thl' "snru-titv of n man's homo :IIIc( OW privar-ios of life." Id ..

oso. Prior 10 Boyd.· in Kilbourn Y. Thomnam, 1m u. s. HiS,

]95, Mr . Justice MiII'r held for the Court that neither House of

Congress "possesses the geuornl power of making inquiry into the

private affairs of tho citizen." Of Kilbourn Mr. Juxtico Field Inter

said, "This case will stand for :t11 tilll!' :I"; :1 bulwark :I)!ain ..;t t hc

invasion of tho right of t IIp r.it.iu·n to prutecriou ill his priv.itr
affairs again t. the unlimited scrutiny of investigation by :1 eon

�r'e.<;sionftl committee." In re Pal'ific Ry. Com 111'11, �2 F. 231,
253 (cited with a pprovnl in Sinclair v. Um:ted Stau«, 2m U. S.

26:1, 293). Mr. Justice Hnrlnn, nlso speaking for the Court, in

Interstate Commerce Comm'n. Y. Bl'i1l180n. 1M U. S. 447, 478.

thought the same was true of administrative inquiries, s:I�'in� the

Constitution did 1I0.t. permit :1 "general power of making inquirv
into the private affairs of the citizen." In it similar win were

Ilorrimon v. Interstate C01ll'IIINl'f! COlli 111'11. 211 U. S. 407: UII£tN[

Stote» v. Lou:isvillp (� Nashville R. R .. 236 U. S. �18, 335; nnd

Federal Trade Comm'n. v, American Tobacco Co., 264 U. S. 298.
:.1 The Cnlilornia nbortion stntute, held unconstitutional in the

Belous case made it a crime to perform or help perform lin abortion

"unless the same is necessary to preserve [the mother's] life." 71

Cal. 2d, at 959.
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The Xinth Auu-mhnout obviously doos not «roato fed

erally enforceable rights. Tt 1I)(\I'(\ly :';n,ys. "Tho ouu

mcration ill the C'oustitutiou of (·(\I·taill rights shall not

be coustruod to rlcuv or dispara�(I uthr-ts rl'tailu,d hy tho

people." Btl t a en tn lugll(\ of th(,s(\ rig" ts i 1l(·ltldc':-; «us

tomary, traditionnl. and tiure-houorel rights. urucuities,

privileges. fwd iunuuuitios thut ('(JIlI(' with in tho SI\'C'(\P
of lithe Blessings of Liberty' lllf'lltioll(\d ill th« preamble
to the COil titution. Mnuy of r hr-m ill niv \'i('\\' come

within tire ll1Cf\.nilll-!; of tho tcrru "liberty" as used in

the Fourteenth Arneurlmou].
First is the mdonomou« ('ol1t7'1I1 (1'/)('1' t lic r/{'veto/)/I/('lIl

aud cipressiou 0/1. 011(,'8 iutoluct, intcrcs!«. t astc», anti

pel'W11 (IN/:y .

These :In' i-ights protected by tho First ,\lll(!IHllllent
and ill my view they [11'(' absolute. Iwrillittillg uf Ill)

exceptions. fiN) TCl'iII ill'l'cll() v. ('I, i{'(lUII. :1:n t. �, 77;
liotl, Y. ('lIited State», ::�;)4 C �, 47H. ;'iOS (dissr-nt ) ;
/( il/(/sley Pictures Corp. v. Re(jcIIls, �(jO r. �, (iS4. om

(concurring}; ,Yew )'01'11' T'ill/es CU. Y. 8111Iiv(lIl. :371; r. �.

1;;4. 2!lX (Black. .1.. coucurri IIg ill wh ich I joi I u-rl ).
TIl(' FI'(\(' I!:xcreis(' ('Iall:"l' of till' Firs! :\IlH'IHlIlH'lIt is
01H' facet of this cousr itutiona l right. Tit!' I'il.dlt to

reinaiu silent a,' respects ouos ()\\'II lx-liofs. WalkiliS
v. U/I.'itud Slates. :�54 F, �. 17 '. l!IO-l!HI. is PI'I)t:('ct{'d
by the l' irst and the Fif'th. 'I'll!' First ,\IlI('II<iIlI(,llt )!;I'allts
the privacy of first-cbs' mail. United Statc« v. 1:([11

I.JG("u/l'cn am c. s. 24!). 2;-)8. 1\11 of tltf'S(' ,1SI)(-'(�ts of

tlw right, of privacy aro
' rights l'etl.lill('d I1Y the pl'oplc'"

ill the moauing of the �illth Amr-udnu-nt.
Second 1'8 [rccdom of choice iu t lu: l)l/,�i(' decisions of

0/1("8 hie res]H:('1'iIl!} 1I/(/lT·iI/Uf'. ilinurc«. /J/'o('l'u(/l'i()iI. ron

trcccpium, a/lid ilic ('d-w:.ab:o/i aud upbn:/lUI://{/ of cluldreu,
TIH-'se rights, II III i ke those protected hy the First

Amendment. are subject to SOIll(\ control hy t,II(' police
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power. Thus the' Fourth Auu-urluu-ur speaks oulv of'

"unreasonable searches ruul �('izllr('�," and of "probable
eausr-.' Th<'s(' rights [In' "fuudamvutal" :llld \n' have

hold tllnt ill ol'<.It·r to SIIPPOJ't J<'g:islati\'(' nr-t ion til(' statute

II II 1St, 1)(' IlaJ'J'O\\'I�' anrl IJI'('('i�('lv <lm\\'11 :111r1 lltut, a. "('0111-

pt'llillg state iutorvst" IIIII:-:t Iw Slt()\\'I1 ill ,'IIPI)Ort. of tiH'

Iimitntiou. E. (/ .. /(1'(/)111'1' v. (;IIIIIII Pre I.' s,"/f{)u/ /Jist...

30;') r. S. G21 (lOu\)); ,(:'/I(I/>i1'll v. '/'/WIIIIJS(lIi. :1�'4 r. S,

ms (I!)(H)); C(J'r1'l:JI(jlo'/l v. ji'(1.�/I, :31'\() r. S, so (1!l(i5):

She'rlled V, T(''I'IWI', :374 L:, S. �{!)S (l%:{l; .\,,'I.J(,l� v.

A loliu iii (I, eJ' 1'01. Patterson.

The libertv to HHllT,\' a person of Oll("� 11\\'11 r-hoosing.
L()v'ill!/ v. Fir(linil.l. :�8, I'. s. 1: t.hl' rig;ltt of proerr-nt iou.

Skinner v. ()klrdw'll/,((. �H() TT. S. r):�!): the' lilu-rtv to direct

the pi1uentioll uf one's ehildrcu, Pien« v, Su('iely of Sisf(�"IS,
2GS T. S. 510, and tile' privacy (If t.h(· marital n-lntiou.

Gris/I.old v. (.'oIlJlel'l·icul, .�UIJr(/, fin' ill this (:ilt<'g;(lr)<'

".\1.1' BI'OI h('I' :;;'1'1-:\\''\1('1'. 11'1'11 illg: III I hr- pn':"'111 ";I"l'�, "';1,1':' 1 1I;1f

(HiI" IIl'('i:,ioll ill (/l'i!)l('(llrI n-iutrodurcd -uh-t.uu in' dll" pl''''''''''' I h:t I

h:ld "('('11 1't'.i('I�I('rl ill FI'I'!lIISII'11 v. SI,T II/III , :{i:! l '. :-:. i:.!li, .'.1;/'11/10
involved 1('g:i,,11I1 iou g{lI'I'l'lIillg: II hll"ilH'''''' 1·llh'l'pl'i.":I': :tlld I h(' ('Olll'l

III 111111 ('11:"('. II" had \11'. .Iu-a irr- Hnlmr« {III I,:trlin {)I,{,�I"IOII". l'I·jl'(·ll'd

tlw id":1 rhllt "lihcrtv" wil lun 11)1" 1III':llIillJ.,!; "I' t lu- 1)11(' l'i'(II'I':":'

l.'1:1lI:'1' <II' I'IH' F{lUI')('I'1I1 h .\1II1'lIdIlU'1I1 \\'"" ;1 1'1""",,1 10 I,,, lill(,t! II'il II

(1111"" 1\1 '1'''"lIa I' l'hoi('('" (If vnlue-. wlll'tlll'r dl':,\\'11 1'1'''111 t lu- /II;,,""Z

/011'1' ,'I'hOI;L f'roru fhl' �llI'i:di"fi(' ",{'hool. or 1'1'0111 i lu- 1,'1·111101'1':11 .."

(il'isll'IJld ill\'oh'!'d h'gj,;I:11 Hill 10111'l1illg: Oil I lu- 111:1 rit nl 1'1,1:11 ion :,"d

1I1I'IIII'ilig till' cnuvu-t iun (If :1 lil'I·II."I'd pl1l',;j('i;11I rill' gil'illg: 1ll:ll'l'i('d

Iwnplr. iulormahon ('oIH'I'l'liing 1"lIl1l'iIl'\'pi i011. TIIt,I'I' I:" IInl hillg:

")lI'r'lt-ir' ill Ih(' Bill of nighl,; Ihnl 1'111'1'1''' Ih;11 111'1Il, \,,1' i,,, t hr-ri

:1I1,1'lhin),( i'll t lu- Hill of Hig:hl" Ih:1I III 11'1'111" PI'OII·"I.": II ... rurlu "I'

:t.":,(wi:llioll or III!' pl'il'a(',I' ill (1I1l"" :I""ll('i;,Iioll, Y('i \1'(·1'0111,,1 111,,:'1'

I'ighl." iii, rh« [lI'l'iplt('I',\' of 1 It(' Vi 1',,1 • .\IIH·lIdIllC'1I1. .\'A:I( 'I' v. :1/11-

{)I.I'/II(/, :{r,i IT. R. H9 ...Iii:.!, Ot hr-r )I"l'iplll'l';t1 I'ighl": ;11'1' III" I'ig:hl
III 1',hH'1I1(' (JIll"" r-hildrcn :1" 0111' I·hoo"(·,,. 1'/1'1'1'1' v . .'\fI('il'l!1 IIf .'.;/"1(',.,,.

:3(i� (1, S, 5JO ..!'lId the riuhr 10 �IlId,I' rhr- <':('1'111:111 1:III.lrll;I),(I', .\t('!ler v

:V('bl'usl.·lt. Jti:! U. S. :390. TllI:,�I' dl'('i�il)l)", wirh :til 1'I':'Pl'I'I, h:l\'I'

IIl1t hing to rio wit h subst nntiv« dIll' pl'(I('I'�:'� ()1I1' 111;1." 1 hiuk I hl',I'
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()III,,- ·Ia:-I. Tt-rtu III 1�'i8C:II"I(/dl. v. /Jllin/. -I(I,-J l :'. -I:�S.

auutlu-r l'ulltl':W(jjlti\'(' (·a:.:(', 11'1' (':\p:ll1l1('11 rh« ('OIIl'I'P' Ill'

Uris 1('111 rI by say uur :

:Oft is true that. ill Uris\\'old th« right of privacy
ill question inherrrl ill the umritul n-lnt luw.;llip. Yet
till' marital couple is not all illrll'PPILdl'llt CIt! itv with

a mind nnd JH'nrt of its 0\\'11. I.lIlt, :111 a:-:�cJ('i:lt.ioIJ or
nyu individuals t'nth with a SC'I.)llr:l1t' iIJic'lltTtU:t.J aile!
('lllot,jollal makeup. I f tilt, rig.hl (If pl'l\'aC'�' IIH';IIIS

:1.lIythilli-!,'. it i:-; lltt' righ" of tlu- i/illil'i'/III/I. III:trrird OJ'

silll1;]t'. to Iw 1'1'<\(' 1'1'0111 uuwarraurcd g_-l)\'('I'IIII1"llt ill

uusiuu iuto mutters so flllld1l11l1'lllall\' alll",tili/!: n,

,,('!'SOIl as th« tkeisi()II whethe-r t o 111';11' ,II' 1)('I!,'(,t H

(;.hild.'·

This I'ig-ht of privacv was ('1l1h'd IJY :\-£1' .. 1 1I:«ic'(: Brit.lillt,is
tho right "t,() lw Il't nIOIH'." ()llIIs/('(I(/ v. ('IIi/(:r{ :";/(/I("�.
'277 t. :-i. 4;1�. 4iS. Ttuu right illl'illd('s I ht, pri\'ilq;t' of
[III uulividunl to pluu his ()\\,11 nlluirs. for. "out-idr- of
a·l'l'lI!'; of pl:t.illly 1 Itll'l II fill conduct. Ci'('ry .\1I1('riC';).11 j�
I('ft., to 'Imp(' his t)1\'1I .life us ht' thinks IH'Sl. do \\·hat
ill' plt-:t�(,S, go whor« IH� pleases." /\('11/ v. /)I({{('S. :�;i7
(I. K, uo. l:W.

Third IS 1./1(; //'('1'1'/(1111 II) ('U/'(' .1(11' ()//("8 II I'll it It u ut] lit l>

«o», jl'c'('i{olll from [Jl)lIity ·r('.�(I'1/I://l or ('tI/II/llils/o//./l'n'lltilll
/11 irall», 8/ rnll; trr /UII/.

:II'C' 1I1l1. 1'('1'1),110'1':" I'i:.!lll.'; II) ,,1111'1' I'I�III, 111:11 :11'1' (·.\IJI'I·,<,·01 III r lu
Ilill or l1ij!III.... Bill Ih:oi i .. 1'11)1 1·II,jll!.dl III "I'illl! illll' 1,1:1.,' lh,·

pruu-r-r ion or -uh-r.umv. .IIII' 1"")1'('''".

Tlu-n- 111'(' or (·IHII'.<P litl).<c' 11'11(1 h:tli' 1,('li'·I·,·d 111:11 Ih,' "":(I'h "I

.lUI' 1'1'0"('.<": ill I h,' l'oIH'II'('1I1 It ..\III\·lIdllll·1I1 in,·IIIII(·,1 :til "I' II,,· I'ill
'of Ilidll" ',"1 1\'1' Ii I 1'111'1111'1'. :-'I)('it lI'il": ih,· "il'\\' "I' .\11'.. 111,;)1"1'

\Itlrpit.,· :11101 .\11'.. l u . .;1 i,'" Illtl'kcfg·(·. �c'(' :ltI'"1/81111 v. ('(di/III'/,ill.
:'::j:! I:. S. -Hi. l:!:;. J:.!.' tdi�:<I·II!illi!). 1'(,I'II:IJI .... 1111'\' \\.,.)'(' rigln :

lutl II I>' I "I'icfg,' !k'i 1I,·illll'l' I nor !!tIl."'I' whe, .illi.llI'oI "1(' ('(llIl'l

»puriou ill Ol'isiful" "r"""l'd
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These rights. though fundamental. are likewise sub

[ect to regulation Oil a showi ng of "COIl1 pell i ng state

interest." We stated ill P(//)(I(:h1-istmL v. City oj Jackson

ville, 405 U. R. 1:')6, Hi4. that walking. strolling. and.
wandering "are historically part of the amenities of life

as we have known thorn.' As stated ill Jacobson. V.

Massachusetts, 197 F. R.]1. 20:

"There is, of cour ·C. a sphere within which the

individual may assert the supremacy of his OWIl will

and rightfully disput. the authority of ally human

government, especially of any free government ex

isting under a written coustitutiou, to interfere with
the exercise of that will."

III Union Pac. Ry. Co. v. Rots/ord, 141 U. S_ 250. 252,
the Court said,

"The inviolability of the person is as much in

vaded by' a compulsory stripping and exposure as

by a blow."

III Ten'y v: 0111:0, 302 (T. S. 1,8-0. the Court ill speak
ing of the Fourth Amoudmcnt stated

"This inestimable right of personal security be

longs as much to the citizen 011 the streets of our

cities as to the Governor closeted in his study to dis

pose- of his secret affairs."

Katz v. United States, :389 U. S_ 347, :350, emphasizes
that the Fourth Atnoudmeut

"protects individual privacy against certain kinds
of governmeutal intrusion.

In Meyer v.. Nebraska, 2132 U. S. 390, 399, the Court
said:

"Without doubt. it [liberty] denotes not merely
freedom from bodily restraint but also the right of
the individual to COil tract, to engage in any of the

common occupations of life, to acquire useful knowl-
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edge. to marry. e .tablish a home and bring LIp chil
dren, to WOl' hip God according to the dictate of his
own conscience. and generally to enjoy those privi
leges long recognized at common law as essential to

the orderly pursuit; of happiness by free men."

The Georgia statute is at war with the clear message
of these cases=-that a woman is free to make the basic
decision whether to hear an unwanted child. Elab
orate argument, is hardly necessary to demonstrate that
chil � birth may depri vo a woman of her preferred
life stye and force upon her a radically different and
undesired future. For example. rejected applicants
under the Georgia statute ttl' required to endure the
discomforts of pregnancy; to incur the pain, higher
mortality rate, and aftereffects of childbirth; to abandon
educational plans; to sustaiu loss of income: to forgo
the satisfactions of caroers : to tax further men ta I and
physical health in providing childcare ; and. ill some

cases to bear the lifelong stigma of unwed motherhood, a

badge which may haunt, if not deter! later legitimate
family relationships.

Such a holding is, 'however, only the beginning of the
problem. The State has interests to protect. Vacci
nations to prevent epidemics are one example. 11S Jacobson
holds. The Court held that compulsory sterilizatiou of
imbeciles afflicted with hereditary forms of insanity or

imbecility is another. Buck v. Bell, 2i4 U. S. 200. Abor
tion affects another. While childbirth endangers the
lives of some women. voluntary abortion at any time
and place regardless of medical standards would impinge
011 a rightful ooncern of society. The wornau's health.
is part of that conceru ; as is the lift> of the fetus after
quickening. These conoerus justify the State ill treating
the procedure as a medical one.

One difficulty is that this .tatute as construed and ap
plied apparently does not give full sweep to the "psycho-
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logical as well as physical well-being" of women patients
which 'saved the coucept "health

.

from being void for

vagueness in united States Y. Vuitch, supra, at 72. But

apart from that. Georgia's enactment has a constitutional

infirmity because, as stated by the District Court, it

"limits the number of reasons for which an abortion may
be sought." I agree with the -holding of the District

Court, "This the State may not do. because such action

unduly restricts a decision sheltered hy the ConstitutionaJ
right to privacy." 319 F. Supp .. at 105(-i,

The vicissitudes of life produce pregnancies which
·may be unwanted, or which may impair "health" in

the broad Vuitch. sense of the term. 01' which may im

peril the life of the mother. OJ' which in the full setting
of the case may create such suffering. clisclocations. mis
ery, or tragedy as to make an early abortion the only
civilized step to take. These hardships may be properly
embraced in the "health" Iuctor of the mother as ap

praised by a person of insight. Or they may be part of
a broader medical judgment based on what is "appro
priate" in a given case. though perhaps 1I0t "necessary"
.i n a strict, sense,

The. "liberty" of the mother, though rooted as it is in
the Constitution, may be qualified by the State for the
reasons we have stated. But where fundamental per
sonal Tights and liberties are involved, the corrective
legislation must be "narrowly drawn to prevent the sup
posed evil," Cantwell v. Connecticut, 310 U. S. 296, 307,
and not be dealt with ill all "unlimited and indiscrimi
nate" manner. Shelton v. Tucker, 364 U. S. 479, 490.
And see Talley v. Caliiornia, 362 U. S. 60. Unless regu
latory measures are so confined and are addressed to the

specific areas of compelling legislative concern, the police
power would become the great leveller of constitutional

rights 'and liberties.
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There is 110 doubt that the State may require abor
tious to be performed by qualified medical personnel.
1'he legitimate objective of prr-scrving the mother's

health clearly supports such laws. Theil' impact upon
the woman's privacy is minimal. But the Ceorgia, stat

'ute outlaws virtually all such opcratious-c-cvcn in the

earliest stages of pregnancy, III light of uioderu medi
can evidence suggesting that, all early abortion is safer

healthwise than childbirth itself.' it cauuot 1)(' seriously
urged that so comprehensive a ball is nirncd at. protect
ing the woman's hea.lth. Rather, this expansive pro

scription of all abortions along the tel II poral spectrum
can rest only 011 a public goal of preserving both em

bryonic and feUII life.
The prest'llI,'statut(:1 has struck the balance between

.

the woman and tlu: State's interests wholly ill favor

of the latter. J am not, prepared to hold that a State'

may equate, as Georgia has done. all phases of matura

tion preceding birth. WI.' held ill Grisl('uld that the

States may not preclude SP0l.lS('S from attempting to

avoid the joinder of sperm and egg. if this is true.

it is difficult to perceive any overriding puhlie necessity

r, ';\1:my ;::I'IHlip:< "hul\' that it j" '::If(,1' 1'1)1' 11 1\'0111:111 to huvi- a

medically induced abortion thnn to 1)(':11' n child. In the first n

months of operation or t hr- New York abortion 1:111', the mortality
rate nssocintcd with �llI'h operations W:1S six pC'1' 100,000 operations.
Abortion !llort:t1il,y, 20 i\forhidity nnd l\fortality 20s, 209 (1971)
(U. S. Department of HC(l1t h, F.rhH':i! inn. und WcM:! re, Public; Health

Service). On the other hand. the mntcrnnl ruortulitv rate nssociatcd'
with childbirths other than abortions wus JF: per lOO,OOO live births,

Tietze, Mortnlit y I\'it It Coni rm-r-pt ion .uid J tulur-cd Abort ion, 45

tudics in Familv Pl.muiug Ii (1\)(i!). �P( also -'. Tietze & H, Leh

Ioldt, Legl:loi Abortion in Eastern F.I)I'OPC 1i5 .T ...\. '!\'L A. 1149, 1152

(1961'); V, Kolblova, Legal Abortion in Czechoslovakia, 196;
J. A'. M. A. 871 (1£166); l\feb1:111d, Combating Illegal Abortion im

the Socialist Countries of Europe, 13 WorldMcd..L 84 (1066).
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which might attach prcci 'ely ut tho moment of COIl

ception. As Mr. Justice Clark IIH� suirl: "

"To say that life is pre. cut at conception is to give
recognition to the potential, ruther thun th« actual.

The unfertilized egg has life, :lll(.l if fertilized, it

takes Oil human proportions. But the law deals ill

reality, not obscurity-the known ruthe-r than the
unknown. ""hen sperm IlH'ctS f'p;g. lif(' IIlfty ('V('II

tually form .. but quit ... ofton it does IIOt. The law

does not deal ill speculutiou. Tho pIWIlOl)H'nOIl of
life take' time to develop, and until it is actually
pre, ent, it cannot IJ(' (i('stroyerl. Its interruption
prior to formation would hardly he homicid . an I
as we have seen, society docs not J'('gard it us such.

T.he rites of Baptism arc) IlUt perfo I'llH'd and death
certificates arc not required whe» n iniscnrriugc
occurs, No prosecutor lin' ever returned a murder
iudictmeut chargillg the taking of tho lift> of a fe-tus.'
This would not be the case if the fetus constituted

human life.

In SUHIl1l31·Y .. the enactment is overbroad. It is not

closely corr 'lated to the aim of preservi ng 1>1'0-natal life.
III fact, it permits its destruction ill .everal eases, includ

ing pregnancies resulting from sex acts in which unmar

ried females are below the statutory age of consent. At
the same time, however, the measure broadly proscribes
aborting other pregnancies which may cause severe

"Rt'liJrion. �rpl·;1Iit�· .nul Abortion: :\ Cnust irut ion.rl .\ppr;ri:'al.
21.0.\'. U. (1,. A.) L. Hc\·. 1, J() (Hili!)).

; In /((,(,1111' v, Sl/per;lII' ('IIIIi'I. :.! ('111. :ld Ii]!) . .f7() 1'. 2d lil7. i'l1('

Californi» ,'IIJlr(,III(' Court held ill HI71) that IIH' C:r1lforlli;r IOlIrd('I'

stutut« did IJO! ('0\'1'[' tho killing: of :111 uuboru ft'III:'. ('\'('11 tlllJlIg:h IIIP

fr,tu'" be ';'vi:tbl(>" lind th.u it \\,:1:-: 1)l'.\'I.)lld ,illdi('i:r1- Jlmrer (0 ('xI-Pill!

tho slaLut(' to 1'11(' killinz of ;111 unborn. rt 1)('ld that the child mnsf

be "born alive l'wfon" a ch:lr!!;l' of luunieulc rnn ln- :-:lI:'(:rinNI." :3 Cal,

3d, nt (j3f).
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mental disorders. Additionally, the statute is overbroad
because it equates the value of embryonic life imine
diately after conception with the worth of life imme

diately before birth.
Tn

Under the Georgia Act the mother's physician is not

the sole judge as to whether the abortion should be per
formed. Two other licensed physicians must concur in
his .i udglllell t.' Moroover. the ahcrtion III ust, U(, per
formed ill a licen .ed hospital: " and the abortion must be

approved in advance by a committee of the medical staff
of that hospital."

Physicians, who speak to LIS ill DOl} through all amicus
brief, complain of tho Georgia Acts interference with
their practice of their profession.

The rigb t of pri vacy has 110 more conspicuous place
than ill the physician-patient relationship, unless it be
in the priest-penitent relation.

It is one thing for a patient to agree that her physician
may consult with another physician about her case. It
is quite a different matter for the State compulsorily to

impose 01 that physician-patient relationship another
layer 01', as in this ease, still a third layer of physicians.
The right of privacy-e-tho right to care for one's health
and person and to seek out n physician of one's OWIl

choice protected by the Fourtrx-uth Amcurhuent-c-be
comes only a matter of theory nut a reailty, when a

multiple physiciau approval SYStCl1i is mandated by the'
State.

The State licenses a. physician. If he is derelict or

faithless. the procedures available to punish him or to

deprive him of his license are well kIlO",,'II. He is ell-'

.

Sl'I'
.

� 2t';� 1 :2(J2 (11) (:1) .

" 'f'(� §2fh1202 (b)(+I.
:n,'. eCI.i!lJl'.26':"1:20:l (b) (fi) ..
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titled to procedural due process before professional dis

ciplinary sanctions may be imposed. See In re Ruffalo,
'390 U. S. 544. Crucial here, however, is state-imposed
control over the medical decision whether pregnancy
should be interrupted. The good-faith decision of the

patient's chosen physician is overridden and the final

decision passed on to others in whose selection the patient
has no part. This is a total destruction of the right of

privacy between physician and patient and the intimacy
of relation which that entails,

The right to seek advice on one's health and the right
to place his reliance on the physician of his choice are

basic to Fourteenth Amendment values. We deal with

fundamental rights and liberties, which, as already noted,
'can be contained 01' controlled only by discretely drawn

. legislation that preserves the "liberty" and regulates only
those phases of the problem of compelling legislative
concern. The imposition by the State of group con

trols over the physician-patient relation is not made on

any medical procedure apart from abortion, no matter

how dangerous the medical step may be. The over

sight imposed on the physician and patient in abortion
cases denies them their "liberty." viz., their right of

privacy, without any compelling, discernable state

'interest.

Georgia has cousti tu tioual warran t ill treati ng abor

tion as a medical problem. To protect the woman's

right of' privacy, however. the control must be through
the physician of her choice and the standards set for his

.

performance.
Theprotection of the fetus when it has acquired lif-e

is a legitimate concern of the State. Georgia's law makes
.

no rational, discernible decision on that score." For L11l-

.

t r See Rochat, Tyler, and Schoenburhor, An Epidemiological Annly
, sis of Abortion in Georgia, 61 Am. J. of Public Health 541 (1971).
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del' the Act the developmental stage of the fetus is irrele
vant when pregnancy is the result of rape or when the
fetus will very likely he born with a permanent defect or

when a conti n ua tion of the pregnancy will endanger the
life of the mother or permanently injure her health.
When life is present is a question we do not try to resolve.
While basically a question for medical experts, as stated

by Mr. Justice Clark," it is. of course, caught II)) in'
matters of religion and morality.

In short, I agree with the Court that endangering the
life of the woman 01' seriously and permanently injuring
her health are standards too narrow for the right of

privacy that arc at take.
I also agree that the superstructure of medical super

vision which Georgia has erected violates the patient's
right of privacy inherent in her choice of her own

physician.

'n Religion, Morality lind Abortion: A Constitutionnl Appraisn] .•

2.. Loy. U. (L. A.) L, Rev. 1, 10 (1969),
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Mn. .JUSTICE REHNQVIST, dissenting.
The Court's opinion brings to the decision of this trou

bling question both extensive historical fact and a wealth
of legal scholarship. Whilc its opinion thus commands

my respect, I find myself nonetheless ill fundamental dis

agreement with those parts of it which invalidate the

Texas statute in question, and therefore dissent.

I

The Court's opinion decides that a. State may impose
virtually Jl0 restriction on the performance of abortions

during the first trimester of pregnancy. Our previous
decisions indicate that a necessary predicate for such an

opinion is a plaintiff who was in her first trimester of

pregnancy at some time during the pendency of her law

suit. While a party may vindicate his own constitu

tional rights. he may not seek vindication for the rights
of others. Moose Lodqe v. Iruis, 407 U. S. 163 (1972);
Sierra Club v. Morton, 405 U. S. 727 (1.972). The
Court's statement of facts in this case makes clear, how

ever, that the record in no way indicates the presence of

such a plaintiff. We know only that plaintiff Roe at

the time of filing her complaint was a pregnant woman;

fOI' aught that appears in this record, she may have been
in her last trimester of pregnancy as of the date the com

plaint was filed.

Nothing in the Court's opinion indicates that Texas

might not constitutionally apply its proscription of abor-
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tion as written to a woman in that stage of pregnancy.

Nonetheless, the Court uses her complaint against the

Texas statute as a fulcrum for deciding that States may

impose virtually 110 restrictions on medical abortions

performed during the first trimester of pregnancy. In

deciding such a hypothetical lawsuit the Court departs
from the longstanding admonition that it should never

"formulate a, rule of constitutional law broader than is

required by the precise facts to which it is to be ap

plied." Liverpool, f.. ew York and Philadelphia Steam

ship Co. v. Commissioners of Emigration, 113 U. S. 33.

39 (1885). See also A. hncander v. TVA., 297 U. S. 288.

345 (1936) (Brandeis. ooncurring).

Even if there were a plaintiff in this case capable of

litigating the issue which the COlII't decides. I would reach
a conclusion opposite to that reached by the Court. I

have difficulty ill concluding. as the Court does, that the

right of "privacy" is involved ill this ease. Texas by
the statute here challenged burs the performance of a

medical abortion by u licensed phy: ician on a plaintiff
such as Roe. A transaction resulting in all operation
such as this is not "private" in the ordinary usage of that

word. N or is the "privacy" which the Court finds here

even a distant relative of the freedom from searches and
seizures protected by the Fourth Amendment to the Con

stitution which the Court has referred to as embodying
a right to privacy. Katz v. United States, 38!) U. S. 347

(1967).
If the Court means by the term "privacy" no more

than that the claim of a. person to be free from unwanted
state regulation of consensual transactions may be a. form

of "liberty" protected by the Fourteenth Amendment.
there is no doubt that similar claims have been upheld
in our earlier decisions on the basis of that liberty. I

agree with the statement of MR. JUSTICE STEWAHT in
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his concurring opinion that the "liberty," against de

privation of which without due process the Fourteenth

Amendment protects, embraces more than the rights
found ill the Bill of Rights. But that liberty is not

guaranteed absolutely against deprivation. but only
against deprivation without due process of law. The

test traditionally applied in the area of social and eco

nomic legislation is whether 01' 1I0t a la w such as that

challenged has a rational relation to a valid state objec
tive. Will:iamson v. Lee Uptical c«, 348 U. S. 483, 4fl1

(1955). The Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment undoubtedly docs place �L limit 011 legislative
power to enact laws such as this. albeit fl, broad one. If

the Texas statute were to prohibit an abortion even where

the mother's life is in jeopardy, I have little doubt that

such a statute would lack a ratione I relation to a valid

state objective under the test stated in Williomsin! SU7)ra.

But the Court's sweeping invalidation of nny restrictions
on abortion during the first trimester is impossible to

justify under that standard, and the conscious weighing
of competing factors which the Court's opinion ap

parently substitutes for the established test is fHI' 1I10re

appropriate to H, legislative judgment than to a judicial
one.

The Court eschews the history of the Fourteenth
Amendment in its reliance 011 the "compelling state in

terest" test. See Weber v. fletl10 Casualty & Su.rety
Co .. 406 U. S. 164, 179 (I972) (dissenting opinion). But

the Court adds a new wrinkle to this test by transposing
it from the legal considerations associated with the Equal
Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to this

case arising under the Due Process Cla.use of the Four

teenth Amendment. Unless I misapprehend the con

sequences of this transplanting of the "compelling state

interest test," the Court's opinion will accomplish the

seemingly impossible feat of leaving this area of the
law more confused than it found it.
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While the Court's opinion quotes from the dissent of

Mr. Justice Holmes in Lochner v. i\ es» York, 198 U. S.

45 (1905), the result it reaches is more closely attuned

to the majority opinion of Mr. Justice Peckham in that

case. As in Lochner and similar cases applying sub

stantive due process standards to economic and social

welfare legislation, the adoption of the compelling state

interest standard will inevitably require this Court to

examine the legislative policies and pass on the wisdom

of these po1icies in the very process of deciding whether

a particular state interest put forward may 01' may not

be "compelling." The decision' here to break the term

of pregnancy into three distinct terms and to outline the

permissible retrictions the State may impose in each one,
for example, partakes more of judicial legislation than

it does of a determination of the intent of the drafters

of the Fourteenth Amendment.
The fact that a majority of the States, reflecting after

all the majority sentiment in those States, have had l'e

strictions on abortions for at least a century seems to me

as strong an indication there is that the asserted right
to all abortion is not "so rooted in the traditions and

conscience of our people as to be ranked as fundamental,"
S'nyder v. Massachusetts, 291 U. S. 97,105 (1934). Even

today, when society's views on abortion are changing, the

very existence of the debate is evidence that the "righ til

to an abortion is not so universally accepted as the

appellants wou1d have liS be1ieve.
To reach its result the Court necessarily has had to

find within the scope of the Fourteenth Amendment a

right that was apparently completely unknown to the

drafters of the Amendment. As early as 1821, the first

state law dealing directly with abortion was enacted by
the Connecticut legislature. Conn. Stat. Tit. 22. §§ 14,
16 (1821). By the 'time of the adoption of the Four

teenth Amendment in 1868 there were at least 36 laws
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enacted by state or territorial legislatures limiting abor

tion.' While many States have amended or updated
thei r laws, 21 of the laws on the books in 1868 remain

1 States having enacted abort ion laws prior to t he adoption of

t he Fourteenth Amendment in 18(\8:
1. Alnbama-AI!t: Act", e. fi, p (1840-1841).
2. Ariaona=-Howell Code, e. 10, � 45 (lS65).
3. Arkansas=-Ark. Rev. 81nl .. c. 44, div, III, Art. 1I. § 6 (1838) ..

4. Culifomin=-Cal. Sess. Stllt� .. c. 99, § 45. at 2�3 (l8-l9-1850).
5. Colorado (Terr.)-Colo. Con. Laws of T(1I'I'. of Colo., 1st Sess.,

§ 42, at 296-297 (lR61).
(j, Connecticut=Conn. Stat. Tit. 22, §§ 14,16, at 152, 15� (1821).

By 1R68 this statute hnrl bor-n replaced bv another abort ion law ..

Conn. Pub. Act, c. LXXI. §§ J, 2, at 65 (1860).
7 ..Florida-Fla. Acts l;;t SCi's .. c. 1637, III, § 10, § 11. VIII, § s,

§ 10, § 11, as amended now ill FIn. Stat. Ann. §§ 782.09, 782.10,
797.01,797.02,782.16 (1944).

8. Georgifl-Gll. Pon. Cod!' §§ 51i, st. 5R, 67, 68, 69 (1833).
9. Kingdom of Hawnii=-Hnwnii P!'lI. Code �§ 1. 2, 3 (1850).
10. Idaho (Terr.j-c-Idnho (Tcrr.) Laws §§ 33, 3+, 42, at 435

(1863) .

11. Illinois-Ill. Rev. Code §§ 40,41, 4G, Ht 130,131 (1827). By
18(:)8 this statute 11Ild been replaced bv a subsequent enactment.

Ill. Pub. Laws §§ 1,2,3, :It 89 (1867).
12. Indiann=-Ind. HeL Stat. §§ 1, 3. nt 224 (IR�8). By 1868

this statute had been superseded by II subsequent enactment. Ind ..

Laws c. LXXXI, § 2 (185!)).
13. lawn. (Terr.)-Iowll (Terr.) Stat. lst Legis., lst Sess., § IS, fit.

145 (183 ). By 186R this stntute hnd boon superseded by a sub

sequent enactment. 10\\':1 (Terr.) Rev. Stat. §§ 10, 13 (1843).
14. Kansas (Tcrr.)-Kan. (Terr.) Stat,. c. 48, §§ 9, 10,39 (1855) ..

By 1868 this tutute had been superseded bv [l subsequent enactment ..

Kan. Gen. Laws c. 28, §§ fl, lO (1859).
15. Louisiaua=La. Rev. Stat. § 24 at 1�)S (1856).
16. Mainc-=Me, Rev. Stat. r. 160. §§ 11, 12, ]3, 1-1: (1840).
17. Maryland=.Md. Laws c. 179, § 2, at 318 (1868).
lR. Massnchusetts-vMnss. Acf s <'( Resolves c. 27 (1845).
19. Michigan-l\Iich. HI)\'. SIn L. ('. ] 5:), §§ :32 .. 3�), 34, aL 062'

(l8-l6) .

20. Minn. (Tcrr.)-Millll. (Terr.) nCI·. Stat. c. 100, §§ 10, 11. at

493 (1851).
[Footnote I coniinucd U7I p. 0]
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in effect today." Indeed, the Texas statute struck down

today was, as .the majority notes. first enacted in 1857

and "has remained substantially unchanged to the pres

ent time." Ante, at -.

21. Mississippi+Mi. s. Codr- ���, 9. nt 95S (HWq.
22. Misaouri=-Mo. Rev. Srnt. Art. II, �� 9, ]0, :m, at ]ns (lS�5).
2:3. Montana (1'err.)-;\'[ollt. (Terr.) Laws § 41. at; 184 (1864).
24. Nevada (TeTr.)-Ne\·. (Tcrr.) Laws ('. 28, § 42. nt. (n (ISH1).
25. New Hnmpshirr-=N. H. 1.:1\",: c. 74a, � 1, at 70S (1848).
211. New .Ters<,.\·_:N . .T. L:I\\,1'. at 2HG (18·m).
27. Now York-No Y. TIr\·. Stat. pl. IY, C'. I. Tit. IT, �� S, n. nt

;)50 (182). R�' 18(;)'0; this stntuto had been superseded bv �lIb

sequent enaetments, N. Y. 1.:1\\'5 e. 200. �§ I 2,:3. 4. 5. 6. at 285

(1845); N. Y. Laws c. 22, § 1, at 19 (1846).
28. Ohio-Ohio GCII. St:"!t. §� 111 (1), 112 (2), nt 252 (1841).
29. Or('�on-Orc. Gen. Laws. Crim, COIlr. C. 4;{, § 50n, at 528

(1845-1804) .

30. Ponnsylvnnia=-Pa .. Lnws No. :�i4. §§ 8i, 8S, 89 (1860).
31. Tuxas=-Tex. Gen. Stat. Dig. e. VfT. Arts. 53 I-Silo , at 524

(Oldham & Whito ISiiO).
��:3. Vermont=Vt. AetA No. :-n, � 1 (1. 4(i). H�' j, liS this .. tntutc

had been amended by a Sill ";('(1111'111 CII[I(·!Jnt'nt. \'t -, Ads No. fi7,

§§ 1, 3 (1867),
33. Vi rginia-c-Vn, Af't,,; Tit. II, c. 3. § 9. [I.t 96 (11'4R).
:�4. Washington (Tcrr.)-Wfl�h. (Terr.) Stars. C. IT, §� 3i, :38, [It.

�l (18M).
:35. West, Virginia-VII. Acts. Tit. IT, e. 3, § 9, at 96 (1848).
:-lH. Wi;'<,olJ;;;i.ll�Wi:::. He\·. Stut. C. 1:33, §§ 10, 11 (1849). By

186� thi. statute had boon superseded bv a subsequent onnr-trncn}.

"\is. Htw. Stl1l. C. 164, §§ 10, 11: c. Hl9. §� ss, 59 (1858),
� Abortion III 11' •• in effect in IHHS and .. till applicable af' of Ali-

gn t, 19iO:
1. Arizona (I 6.j).
2. Connecticut (1. 60).
3. Florida (1868).
4. Idaho (186::1).
5. Indiana (.1838).
6. iowa (01843).
7. Maine 0'840).
8: Massachu ietts (1845).
9. Michigan (1846).

[Footnote :2 continued 011 p. 7]
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There apparently was no question concerrung the

validity of this provision or of any of the other state

statutes when the Fourteenth Amendment was adopted.
The only conclusion possible from this history is that.

the drafters did not intend to have the Fourteenth

Amendment withdraw from the States the power to legis
late \\ ith respect to this matter.

III

Even if one were to agree that the case which the Court

decides were here, and that the enunciation of the sub

stantive constitutional law in the Court's opinion were

propel', the actual disposition of the case by the Court is

still difficult to justify. The Texas statute is struck

down in toto, even though the Court apparently COIl

cedes that at later periods of pregnancy Texas might
impose these selfsame statutory limitations on abortion.

My understanding of past practice is that a statute found

to be invalid as applied to a particular plaintiff, but not

unconstitutional as a whole, is not simply "struck down"

but is instead declared unconstitutional as applied to the

fact situation before the Court. Yick H'o v. Hopkins,
118 U. S. 356 (1886); Street v. Neui York, 394 U. S. 5,76

(1969) ..

For all of the foregoing reasons, I respectfully dissent.

10. Minnesota (1851).
11. Missouri (1835).
12..Montana .(1864).
13. Nevada (1861).
14. ,New Hampshire (184�).
15. New Jersey (1849).
Hi. Ohio (t841).'
17. Pennsylvania ·(1860).
18. rfex!ls (1859). ,

19. "fermQnt (1$67).
·20. West Virginia (1848).
21. Wisconsin (1858).
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,MR. CHIEF JUSTICE BURGEH, concurring.
I agree that, under the Fourteenth Amendment to the

Constitution, the abortion statutes of Georgia and Texas

impermissibly limit the performance of abortions neces

S!11'y 'to prot�ct the health of pregnant women, using
the term health in its broadest medical context. See

Tfuitch v. United States, 40.2 U. S. 62, 71-72 (1971). I

am somewhat troubled that the Court has taken notice

of various scientific and medical data in reaching its

conclusion: however, I do not believe that the Court

has exceeded the cope of judicial notice accepted in
other contexts.

In oral argument, counsel for the State of Texas in

formed the Court that early abortive procedures were

routinely permitted in certain e cceptional cases, such

as nonconsensual pregnancies resulting from rape and
incest. In the face of a rigid and narrow statute, such

as. that of Texas, no one in these circumstances should

be placed in a posture of dependence on a pro. ecu

torial policy or proseeutorial discretion. 'Of course,
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States must have broad power, within the limits indicated

in the opinions, to regulate the subject of abortions, but

where the consequences of state intervention are so se

vere, uncertainty must be avoided as much as possible.
For my part, I would be inclined to allow a State to re

quire the certification of two physicians to support an

abortion, but the Court holds otherwise. I do not be

lieve that such ,a procedure is unduly burdensome, as arc

the complex steps of the Georgia statute, which require
as many as six doctors and the use of a hospital certified

by the JCAH.
I do not read the Court's holding today as having the

sweeping consequences attributed to it by the dissenting
Justices; the dissenting views discount the reality that the

vast majority of physicians observe the standards of their

profession, and act only on the basis of carefully de

liberated medical judgments relating to life and health.

Plainly, the Court today rejects any claim that the Con

stitution requires abortion on demand .

. ,
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ROE ET AL. V. WADE, DISTRICT ATTORNEY OF
DALLAS COUNTY

APPEAL FROM THJ� CNI'l'I.;T> S'rNrE:S DISTHTCT COURT FOn THm

NOHTHJ�RN DIS'l'IUCT O)i' 'rEXAS

No, 70-1. Argued December 13, 1971-Reargucd October 11,
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A pregnant single woman (Ror-) brought, a class action challenging
the constitutionallty of tho Texas criminal abortion laws, which

proscribe procurlng or attempting an abortion except on medical
advice for the p11l'po::;e of saving the mother', life. A licensed

phvslcian (Hallford}, who hac) two state abortion proaocutions
pending agninst him, was permit ted to intervene. A childless

married couple (tho Dol'S), the wife not being pregnant, separately
attacked the laws, basing alleged injury on the future possibilities
of contraceptive failure, prl'g:nallc�·. unpreparedness for parent
hood, and impairment of the wife's health. A three-judge Dis

trict, Court" which consolidntod t he actions. hold that Roe lind

Hallford, and members of their cia 'SlO', had standing 1.0 sue

and presented justiciable coni roversies, Ruling t hat declaratory,
though not, injunctive, relief was wnrrunred, the court declared

the abortion statutes void II;; vague and overbroadly infringing
,

those plaintiffs' Nint h and Fourteen: h Amendment rights. The

court ruled the Does' complaint. not justiciable. Appellants di

rectly appealed to this ;ourt on the injunctive rulings, and appellee
cro -nppeuled from t hr:' Dist rit:! Court',' grant of declaratory
relief to Roc and Hallford. Held:

1. While 28 U. S. C. § 125:3 authorizes no direct appeal to this

Courf hom the grant or denial of declarntory relief alone, review

is not, foreclosed w11e11 the case is properly before the Court on

appeal from specific denial of injunctive relief and the arguments

as t.o both injunctive and deelaratory relief are necessarily
identical. P. 8.

, 2. Roe .has ., tanding to Hue; the Does and Hallford do not.

Pp. 9-14.
r
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(a) Contrary to appellee's contention, the natural termina

tion of Roe's pregnancy did not moot her suit. Litigation involv

ing pregnancy, which is "ea pable of repct ition, yet evading review,"
L' an exception to the usual federal rule th:ti. nn actual controversy
must exist at review stilgr.' lind not simply when the action is

initiared. 'Pp, 9�1O.
(b) The District Court, correctly refused injunctive, but, erred

in granting declaratory, relief to Hallford, who alleged no federally
protected right 110t, assertuble as H defense against the good-faith
stl\tc prosecutions pending IIgn.in!>t him. Samuels v. Mackell, 401

U. S. 66,

(c) The Doc." complaint, based as il is on contingencies, any

one or more of which may not, occur, is too speculative to present
an actual case or controversy. Pp. 12-14.

:1. Stut(' criminal nborrion laws, like' those involved here, that

oxcepn from criminnliry only :1 life-saving procedure on the

mother'.' behalf without ('(>glll'd to the stage of her pregnancy and

other In+erests involved violate t he Duo Process Clause of the

Fourteenth Amendment, which protects against state action the

right to privacy, Including II 11'0111:111'8 qualified right, to terminate

her pregnancy. though the Shli(' cannot override thnt right, it

has legitimate interest. in protoctim; bot h the pregnant woman's

health and the potentialitv of human life, each of which interests

grows lind reaches a "compelling" point fit various stnges of the

woman' approach to term. Pp. ;�(i-49,

(a) For the stago prior 10 approximately the end of the first

t rimester, tho 11 bortion decision and its effectuation must be left

to the medical judgmeut, of the pregnant woman's attending
physician. Pp. 36-47,

(b) For- the sttl(!f' subsequent to approximntely the end of

the fil"t: trimester. thr SllIt('. in promoting its interest in the

health of the mother, may, if it chooses, regulate the nbort ion

procedure in ways that lire reusonablv related to maternal health.

Pp, 43-44.

(c) For the stage subsequent to viability the State, in pro

moting if,s intere t. in the potentiality of human life, may, if it

chooses, regulate, and rVNI proscribe, abortion except wherc neces

-sary, in appropriate medical judgment, for the preservation of the

life or health of the mother. Pp, 44-48,

4. The St,ate may define the term "physician" to mean only It

physiciar; currently licensed by the State, and may proscribe any
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abort ion by :1 person who i� not a phvsu-i.m :1,; s0 defined.

PI'. a4-;j5, 48.
5. It iH nnnceossnry to d,'rid,' thl' injuut-t ivc l'l'lil'l' i"�IIl: "illl'(' the

Texas aurhorit ies will doubtk-s fllll�' rr-eoguizc rhe Court's ruling
that. the Toxus criminal nbort ion st:ll'lItf'� a n- uur-onst itut ionnl.

P. 51.

�14 of, Supp, 12l7, aflinnc:d in Jlilrt ;11)11. rt'Yl'I';;(,t! in part,

BLACKMl)N, ,J., delivered HI!' UPIIII()11 of III(' CUIII'I , in which

BURGEIt, C. .l., and 1)0\)(;1,.\';, BHI':''I; !\:\1", S'I'Jo:W.\HT, :'I L\ I(S HALL, nnd

POWI>u., ,I.T., joined. HUI!ClEIC, C' . .I., nnd Dour;!.As :lJIlI S'I'I';WAH'I'. ,H.,
filed concurring opinions. WH I'I'E, .I.. file'", :I di"';Pllting opinion,
iu which HEll NQlJl:-i'I', ,I .. joined, HEH xuuisr ,I.: filed II dissenting
opinion.
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MR. JUS'l'ICE BLACKMUN delivered the opinion of the

Court.

This Texas federal appeal and its Georgia companion,
Doe v. Bolton, post --, present constitutional chal

lenges to state criminal abortion legislation. The Texas

statutes under attack here are typical of those that

have been in effect in many States for approximately a

century. The Georgia statutes, in contrast, have a

modern cast and are a legislative product that, to an

'extent at least, obviously reflects the influences of recent

attitudinal change, of advancing medical knowledge and

techniques, and of new thinking about an old issue.

We forthwith acknowledge our awareness of the sensi
tive and emotional nature of the abortion controversy,
of the vigorous opposing views. even among physicians,
and of the deep and seemingly absolute convictions that
the subject inspires. One's philosophy, one's experiences,
one's exposure to the raw edges of human existence, one's

religious training. one's attitudes toward life and family
and their values, and the moral standards one establishes
and seeks to observe. are all likely to influence and to

color one's thinking and conclusions about abortion.
In addition, population growth, pollution, poverty,

and racial overto-nes tend to complicate and not to sim

plify the problem.
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Our task, of course, is to resolve the issue by consti�"
tutionaJ measurement free of emotion and of predilection.
We seek earnestly to do this, and, because we do, we

have inquired into, and in this opinion place some

emphasis upon, medical and medical-legal history and

what that history reveals about man's attitudes toward

the abortive procedure over the centuries. We bear in

mind, too, Mr. Justice Holmes' admonition in his now

vindicated, dissent in Lochner v. l\ ew York, 198 U. S.

45 76 (1905):
"It [the Constitution] is made for people of

fundamentally differing views, and the accident of
our finding certain opinions natural and familiar

or novel and even shocking ought not to conclude

our .i udgrnen t upon the question whether statutes

embodying them conflict with the Constitution of

the United States."

I

The Texas statutes that concern us here are Arts.

119f-1194 and' 1196 of the State's Penal Code.' These

1 "Article 1191. Abortion
"If' any person shlill designedly administer to a pregnant woman

or knowingly procure to be administered with her cons snt any drug
or medicine, or shall usc towards her any violence or means what

ever externally or internally applied, and thereby procure an abor

tion, he shall be confined in the penitentiary not less than two nor

more than five years; if it be done without her consent, the punish
ment shall be doubled. By 'abortion' is meant that the life of the

fetus or embryo 611011 be destroyed ill tho woman's womb or that a

premature birth thereof be caused.

"Art. 1192. Furnishing the moans

"Whoever furnishes tho means for procuring an abortion knowing
the purpose intended is guilty ItS an accomplice.
"Art. 1193. Attempt at abortion

"If the means used shall fail to produce an abortion, the offender'

is nevertheless guilty of an attempt to produce abortion, provided'
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make it a crime to "procure an abortion," as therein

defined, or to attempt one, except with respect to "an

abortion procured or attempted by medical advice for

the purpose of saving the life of the mother." Similar
statutes are in existence in a majority of the States.'

it be shown that such means were calculated to produce that result,
and shall be fined not less thnn one hundred nor more than one

thousand dollars.

"Art. 1194. Murder in producing abortion
"If the death of" the mother is occasioned by an abortion so pro

duced or by an attempt to effect the same it is murder.

"Art. 1196. By medical advice

"Nothing in this chapter applies to an abortion procured or at

tempted by medical advice for the purpose of saving the life of the

mother,"
The foregoing Articles, together with Art. 1195, comprise Chapter

9 of Title to) of the Penal Code. Article 1195, not attacked here,
reads:

"Art, 1195. Destroying unborn child
"Whoever shall during parturition of the mother destroy the

vitality or life in a child in a state of be ing born and before actual

birth, which child would otherwi. e have been born alive, shall be
confined in the penitentiary for life or for not less than five years."

2 Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann, § 13-211 (1971); Conn. Pub. Act. No.1

(May 1972 special session) (in 4 Conn. Lcg. Servo 677 (1972)), and

Conn. Gen. Stat. Rev. §§ 5:1-29, 53-30 (1968) (or unborn child);
Ida.)l0 Code § 18-1505 (App, to Supp, 1971); Ill. Rev. Stats. C. 38,
§23-1 (1971); Ind. COdH *:35-1-58-1 (1971); Iowa Code §701.1
(1971); Ky. Rev. Stat. § 436.020 (1963); La. Rey. Stat. § 37:1285

(6) (1964) (10 s of medical license) (but see § 14-87 (1972 Supp.)
containing no exception for the life of the mother under the criminal

statute); Me. Rev. Slat,. Ann. Tit. 17. §51 (1964); Ma's. Gen.
Laws Ann. C. 272, § 19 (.1970) (using the term "unlawfully," con

strued to exclude lin abortion to save tho mother's life, Kudish v.

Bd. of Registration, 3561\'[3iiS. 98, 248 N. E. 2d 264 (1969»; Mich.

Compo Laws § 750.14 (194R); Minn. Stat. § 617.18 (1971); Mo. Rev.
Statio § 559.100 (1969); ]\{ont•. Rev. Codes Ann. § 94-401 (1961);
Neb. Rev. Stat, § 28-405 (1964); Nev. ]lev. Stat. § 200:220 (1967);
N. H. Rev. Sta.t. Ann. § 585.1:3 (1955); N ..J. Stat. Ann. § 2A:87-1

,(1969) (ilwithout lawful. justification"}; N. D. Cent. Code §§ 12-25- ...
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Texas first enacted a crimina] abortion statute in 1854'..
Texas Laws 1854, c. 49, § 1, set forth in 3 Gammel,
Laws of Texas, 1502 (1898). This was soon modified
into language that has remained substantially unchanged
to the present time. See Texas Penal Code of 1857,
Arts. 531-536; Paschal's Laws of Texas, Arts. 2192-2197
(1866); Texas Rev. Stat., Arts. 536-541 (1879); Texas
Rev. Crim. Stat., Arts. 10.71-1076 (1911). The final
article in each of these compilations provided the same

exception, as, does the present Article 1196, for an abor
tion by "medical advice for the purpose of saving the'
life of the mother.�'·

01,12-25-02 (1960); Qhio ncv. Code §290J}6 (1953); Okla. Stat.

Ann., Tit. 21, '§ 86.1 (1972-1973 Supp.) : Pa. Stat. Ann., Tit. 18,
§§ 4718, 4719 (1963) (' unlawful"); R. 1. Gen. Laws Ann, § 11-3-1

(1969) i S. D. Compiler! Law;;'� 22--17-1 19(7)' Tenn. Code Ann.

§§ 39-301, 39-302 (1956); Utnh Codn Ann, §§ 76-2-1, 76-2-2'

(1953) i Vt. Stat. Ann., Tit. 18, § 101 (19�8); W. Va, Code Ann.

§ 61-2-8 (1966); Wis. Stat. § 940.04 (191)9); Wyo. SIn.e. Ann. §§ 6-77,
6-78 (1957).

, a Long ago !L suggestion was made thai. the Texas statute were

unconstitutionally vague. because of .definitional deficiencies. The
Texas Court of Criminal Appeals .oi.·posed of that suggestion per-

emptorily, saying 0111,)',
' ,

"It is also insisted in the motion in arrest of judgment that the stat

ute is unoonstitutionnl and void in that. it. does not sufficiently define
or describe the offense of abortion. Wr do not. concur in respect
to this question." Jackson Y. State. 55 Tex. Crim. R, 79. 89, 115

S. W. 262, 268 (1908).
The same court recently has held again thllt the State'. abortion
statutes are not unconsritut ionaliv vague or overbroad. Thompson
v. State) - Tex. Crim. App. -, - S, W. 2d - (1971), appeal
pending. The court held thai "the , tate of Texa has tL compelling
interest to protect. fetal life"; t hat Art. 119] "is designed to protect
Jetal Iife"; that the Texns homicide tal utes, particularly Art. 120.5
of the Penal Code, ar intended to protect, :I, person "in existence by
actual birth" and thereby implicitly recognize other humnu life that
is not "in existence by actual birth"; that the definition of human

.

lif!=l .: is. .fQI' � the legislature and not I he courts i that. Art, 1196 "i!? "

'f
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II

Jane Roe/ a single woman who was residing in Dallas

County, Texas, instituted this federal action in March

1970 against the District Attorney of the county. She

sought a declaratory judgment that the Texas criminal

abortion statutes were unconstitutional on their face,
and an injunction restraining the defendant from en

forcing the statutes.

Roe alleged that she was unmarried and pregnant;
that she wished to terminate her pregnancy by an abor

tion "performed by a competent, licensed physician,
under safe, clinical conditions"; that she was unable

to get a "legal" abortion in Texas because her life did

not appear to be threatened by the continuation of her

pregnancy; and that she could not afford to travel to

another jurisdiction in order to secure a legal abortion

under safe conditions. She claimed that the Texas stat

utes were unconstitutionally vague and that they
abridged her right of personal privacy, protected by the

First, Fourth, Fifth, Ninth, and Fourteenth Amend

ments. By an amendment to her complaint Roe pur

ported to sue "on behalf of herself and all other women"

similarly situated.
James Hubert' Hallford, a licensed physician sought

and was granted leave to intervene in Roe's action. In

more definite that, the District of Columbia statute upheld ill [United
States v.] Vuitch" (402 U. S. 62); and that the Texas statute "is

not vague and indefinite 01' overbroad." A physician'S abortion con

viction was affirmed.
In n. 2, - Tex. Crim. App., at -, - S. W. 2d, at -, the

court observed that any i 'sue as to the burden of proof under the

exemptjon of Art. V96 "is not before us." But see Veevel'S v. State,.
172 Tex. Crim. App.-162, 168-169, 354 S. W. 2d 161 (1962). Cf.

.

United States·v. Vuitch, 402 U. S. 62, 69-71 (1971).
4 The name is a pseudonym.
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his complaint he aUeged that he had been arrested pre

viously for violations of the Texas abortion statutes and
that two such prosecutions were pending against him.

He described conditions of patients who came to him

seeking abortions, and he claimed that· for many cases

he, as a physician, was unable to determine whether

they fell within or outside the exception recognized by
Article 1196. He alleged that, as a consequence, the
statutes were vague and uncertain, in violation of the
Fourteenth Amendment, and that they violated his own

and his patients' rights to privacy in the doctor-patient
relationship and his own righ t to practice medicine,
rights he claimed were guaranteed by the First. Fourth,
Fifth, Ninth, and Fourteenth Amendments.

John and Mary Doe," a married couple, filed a com

panion complaint to that of Roe. They also named the
District Attorney as defendant, claimed like constitu
tional deprivations, and sought declaratory and injunc
tive relief. The Does alleged that they were a childless

couple; that Mrs. Doe was suffering from a "neural
chemical" disorder; that her physician had "advised her
to avoid pregnancy until such time as her condition
has materially improved" (although a pregnancy at the

present time would not present "a serious risk" to her

life); that, pursuant to medical advice, she had dis
continued use of birth COil tiro] pills; and that if she
should become pregnant, she would want to terminate
the pregnancy by an abortion performed by a competent,
licensed physician under safe, clinical conditions. By
an amendment to their complaint, the Does purported
to sue "on behalf of themselves and all couples similarly
situated."

The two actions were consolidated and heard together
by a duly convened three-judge district COUl't. The
suits thus presented the situations of the pregnant single-

e These names are pseudonyms.
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woman, the childless couple, with the wife not pregnant,
and the licensed practicing physician, all joining in the

attack on the Texas criminal abortion statutes. Upon
.

the filing of affidavits, motions were made to dismiss

and for summary judgment. The court held that Roe

and Dr. Hallford, and members of their respective
classes, had standing to sue, and presented justiciable con

troversies, but that the Does had failed to allege facts

sufficient to state a present controversy and did not have

standing. It concluded that, with respect to the re

quests for a declaratory judgment, abstention was not

warranted. On the merits, the District Court held that

the "fundamental right of single women and married

persons to choose whether to have children is protected
by the Ninth Amendment, through the Fourteenth

Amendment," and that the 'I'exas criminal abortion stat

utes were void on their face because they were both

unconstitutionally vague and constituted an overbroad

infringement of the plaintiffs' Ninth Amendment rights.
The court then held that abstention was warranted with

respect to the requests for an injunction. It therefore

dismissed the Doe compla-int, declared the abortion stat

utes void, and dismissed the application for injunctive
relief. 314 F. Supp. 1217 (ND Tex. 1970).

The plaintiffs Roe and Doe and the intervenor Hall

ford, pursuant to 28 U. S. C. � 1253, have appealed to

this Court from that part of the District Court's judg
ment denying the injunction. The defendant District

Attorney has purported to cross appeal, pursuant to the

same statute, from the court's grant of declaratory relief
to Roe and Hallford. Both sides also have taken pro

tective appeals to the United States Court of Appeals for.

the Fifth Circuit, That court ordered the appeals held

in abeyance pending decision here. We postponed de

cision oli: jurisdiction to the hearing on the merits. 402;,
U. S. 941 (1971).

1
... ". _. .�

"
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III

It might have been preferable if the defendant, pur ..

suant to our Rule 20, had presented to us a petition for
certiorari before judgment in the Court of Appeals with

respect to the granting of the plaintiffs' prayer for de

claratory relief. Our decisions in Mitchell v. Donovan,
398 U. S. 427 {1970), and Gunn v. University Committee,
3�9 U. S. 383 (1970), are to the effect that § 1253 does
not authorize an appeal to this Court from the grant or

denial of declaratory relief alone. We conclude, never

theless, that those decisions do not foreclose our review
of both the inj unctive and the declaratory aspects of a

case of this kind when it is properly here, as this one is, on

appeal under' § 1�53 from specific denial of injunctive
relief, andthearguments as to both aspects are necessarily
identical. See Carter v. Jury Commission, 396 U. S. 320

(1970); Florida Lime and Avocado Growers, Inc. v.

Jacobsen, 362· U. S. 73, 80-81 (1960). It would be de
structive of time and energy for all concerned were we
to rule otherwise. Cf. Doe v. Bolton, post, -.

IV

We are next confronted with issues of justiciability,
s.tanding, and abstention. Have Roe and the Does estab
lished that "personal stake in the outcome of the con

troversy," Baker v. Carr, 369 U. S. 186, 204 (1962),
that insures that "the dispute sought to be adjudicated
will be presented in an adversary context and in a

form historically viewed as capable of judicial resolu
tion," Flast v. Cohen, 392 U. S. 83, 101 (1968), and
Sierra Club v. Morton, 405 U.•. 727, 732 (1972)'? And
what effect did the pendency of criminal abortion charges
against Dr. Hallford in state court have upon the pro-.
priety of the federal court's granting relief to him as

a plaintiff-intervenor?
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A. Jane Roe. Despite the use of the pseudonym, no

suggestion is made that Roe is a fictitious person. For

purposes of her case, we accept as true, and as estab

lished, her existence; her pregnant state, as of the incep
tion of her suit in March 1970 and as late as May 21

of that year when she filed an alias affidavit with the

District Oourt; and her inability to obtain a legal abor
tion in Texas.

Viewing Roe's case as of the time of its filing and

thereafter until as late as May, there can be little

dispute that it then presented a case or controversy and

that, wholly apart from the class aspects, she, as a

pregnant single woman thwarted by the Texas criminal

abortion laws, had standing to challenge those statutes.

Abele v. Markle, 452 F. 2d 1121. 1125 (CA2 1971);
Crossen v. Breckenridge, 446 Ii. 2d 833, 838-839 (CA6
1971);

.

Poe v. Menghini, 339 F. Supp. 980, 990-991

(Kans. 1972). See Truax v. Ra'':ch, 239 U. S. 33 (1915).
Indeed, we do not read the appellee's brief as really
asserting anything to the contrary. The "logical nexus

between the status asserted and the claim sought to be

adjudicated," Flast v. Cohen, 302 U. S., at 102, and

the necessary degree of contentiousness, Golden v.

Zwickler, 394 U. S. 103 (1969), are both present.
The appellee notes, however, that the record does

not disclose that Roe was pregnant at the time
-

of the

District -Court hearing on May 22, 1970,'1 or on the fol

lowing June 17 when the court's opinion and judgment
were filed. _ And he suggests that Roe's case must now

be moot because she and all other members of her class

are no longer subject to any 1970 pregnancy.

6 The appellee twice states in his brief that the hearing before the

District Court was held 011 July 22, 19iO. Appellee's Brief 13. Tho

docket entries, 'Appendix, a.t 2, and the transcript, Appendix, at, 76,
reveal this to be an error. The July date appears to be the time,

of the reporter's transcription, See Appendix. at 77.
-{.. .I� ,
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The usual rule in federal cases is that an actual con

troversy must exist at stages of appellate or certiorari

review, and not simply at the date the action is initiated.
United States v. Munsingwear, Inc., 340 U. S. 36 (1950);
Golden v. Zwiclcler, supra; SEC v. Medical Committee
for Human Rights, 404 U. S. 403 (1972).

But when, as here, pregnancy is a significant fact in
the litigation, the normal 266-day human gestation
period is so short that the pregnancy will come to term
before the usual appellate process is complete. If that
termination makes a case moot, pregnancy litigation
seldom will survive much beyond the trial stage, and
appellate review will be effectively denied. Our law
should not be that rigid. Pregnancy often comes more

than once to the same woman, and in the general popu
lation, if man is to survive, it will always be with us.

Pregnancy provides a classic justification for a conclusion
of nonmootness. It truly could be "capable of repetition,
yet evading review." Southern Pacific Terminal Co. v.

ICC, 219 U. S. 498, 515 (1911). See Moore v. Ogilvie,
394 U. S. 814, 8'16 (1969); Cm-roll v. President and Com
missioners, 393 U. S. 175,178-179 (1968); United States
v. W. 1'. Grant Co., 345 U. S. 629, 632-633 (1953).

We therefore agree with the District Court that Jane
Roe had standing to undertake this litigation, that she
presented a justiciable controversy, and that the ter
mination of her 1970 pregnancy bas not rendered her

case moot.
B. Dr. Hallford. The doctor's position is different.

He entered Roe's litigation as a plaintiff-intervenor
alleging in his complaint that he:

"In the past has been arrested for violating
the Texas Abortion Laws and at the present time
stands charged by indictment with violating said
laws in the Criminal District Court of Dallas.
County, Texas to-wit: (1) The State of Texas vs ..
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james H. Hallford, No. C-69-5307-IH, and (2) The

State of 'I'exas vs. James H. Hallford, No. C-69-
2524-H. In both cases the defendant is charged
with abortion... ."

in his application for leave to intervene the doctor

made like representations as to the abortion charges
pending in the state court. These representations w ere

also repeated ill the affidavit he executed and tiled in

'support of his motion for summary judgment.
Dr. Hallford is therefore in the position of seeking,

In a federal court, declaratory and injunctive relief with

respect to the same statutes under which he stands

charged in criminal prosecutions simultaneously pending
'in state court. Although he stated that he has been

'arrested in the 'past for violating the State's abortion

laws, he makes no allegation of any substantial and

'immediate threat to any federally protected right that

cannot be asserted in his defense against the state prose

'cutions. 'Neither is there any allegation of harassment

or bad faith prosecution. In order to escape the rule,
articulated in the cases cited in the next paragraph of

this opinion, that, absent harassment and bad faith, a

defendant 'in a pending 'state criminal case cannot affirma

tively challenge in federal court the statutes under which

'the State is prosecuting him, Dr. Hallford seeks to

distinguish 'his status as a present state defendant from

his status as a "potential future defendant" and to assert

only the latter for standing purposes here.

We see no merit in that distinction. Our decision in

Samuels v. Maclcell, 401 U. S. 66 (1971), compels the

conclusion that the District Court erred when it granted
declaratory relief to Dr. Hallford instead of refraining
'from so doing. The court, of course, was correct in re

fusing to grant injuctive relief to the doctor. The rea

sons supportive of that action, however, are those ex

pressed in. Sa'"!uels v. Mackell, supra, and in Younger v,
_
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Harris, 401 U. S. 37 (1971); Boyle v. Landry, 401 U. S.
77 (1971); Perez v. Ledesma, 401 U. S. 82 (1971); and
Byrne v. Karalexis, 401 U. S. 216 (1971). See also Dom-

browski v
.. Pfister, 380 U. S. 479 (1965). We note, in

passing.. that Younger and its companion cases were de
cided. after the three-judge District Court decision in
this case.

Dr. Hallford's complaint in intervention, therefore, is
to be dismissed.' He is remitted to his defenses in the
state criminal proceedings against him. We reverse the

judgment of the District 'ourt insofar as it granted Dr.

Hallford relief and failed to dismiss his complaint in
intervention.

C. The Does. In view of our ruling as to Roe's stand

ing in her case, the issue of the Does' standing in their
case has little significance. The claims they assert are'

essentially the same as those of Roe, and they attack the
same statutes. Nevertheless, we briefly note the Does'

posture.
Their pleadings present them as a childless married

couple, the woman not being pregnant, who have no

desire to have chiJdren at this time because of their hav

ing received medical advice that Mrs. Doe should avoid

pregnancy, and for "other highly personal reasons." But

7 We need not consider what different result, if any, would follow

if Dr. Hallford's' intervention WCI'f' 011 behalf of a class. His com

plaint in int rvention does not PIII'POl't to n sort II class suit, find

makes 110 reference to any class npa rt from an A llega t ion tha t, he

"and other. similarly situated" must necessarily guess at the mean

ing of Art. 1196. His application for leave to intervene goes some

what further for it assert that plaintiff Roe does not adequately pro
tect the interest of the doctor "and the class of people who are

physicians ... and the clas of people who are ... patients ....

It

The leave application, however, is Hot the complaint. Despite tho

District Court's statement; to the contrary, 314 F. Supp., at. 1225, we

fail to. perceive the essentials of a class suit in the Hallford complaint,
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they "fear ... they may face the prospect of becoming

parents." And if pregnancy ensues, they "would want

, to terminate" it by an abortion. They assert an inability
to obtain an abortion legally in Texas and, consequently,
the prospect of obtaining an illegal abortion there or of

going outside Texas to some place where the procedure
could be .obtained legally and competently.

We thus have as plaintiffs a married couple who have,

as their asserted immediate and present injury, only an

alleged "detrimental effect upon [their] marital hap

piness" because they are forced to "the choice of refrain

ing from normal sexual relations or of endangering Mary
Doe's health through a possible pregnancy." Their claim

is that sometime, in the future, Mrs. Doe might become

pregnant because of possible failure of contraceptive
measures" and at that time in the future, she might want

an abortion that might then be illegal under the Texas

statutes.

This very phrasing of the Does' position reveals its

speculative character. Their alleged injury rests on pos

sible future contraceptive failure, possible future preg

nancy, possible future unpreparedness for parenthood,
and possible future impairment of health. Anyone or

more of these several possibilities may not take place
and all may not combine. In the Does' estimation, these

possibilities 'might have some real 01' imagined impact
upon their marital happiness. But we are not prepared
to say that the bare allegation of so indirect an injury is

sufficient to present all actual case or controversy.

Younger v. Harris, 401 U. S., at 41-42; Golden v. Zunckler,
394 U. S., at 109-110 (1969); Abele v. Markle, 452 F. 2d,
at 1124-1125; Crossen v. Breckenridge, 446 F. 2d, at 839.

The Does' claim falls far short of those resolved other- ,

wise in 'the cases that the Does urge upon us, namely, ,

Inuesimen: Co.Tnstitute v. Camp, 401 U. S. 617 (1971) ;';
... ' ! • •

� . .

I
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Data Processing Service v. Camp, 397 U. S. 150 (1970);'
and Epperson v. Arkansas, 393 U. S. 97 (1968). See also'
Truax .v. Raich, supra.

The Does therefore are not appropriate plaintiffs in
this litigation. Their complaint was properly dismissed

by the District Court, and we affirm that dismissal.

V

The principal thrust of appellant's attack on the Texas

sjatutes is that they improperly invade a right, said to'

be possessed by the pregnant woman, to choose to ter

minate, her pregnancy. Appellant would discover this

right in the concept of personal "liberty" embodied in

the Fourteenth Amendment's Due Process Clause; or in

personal, marital, familial, and sexual privacy said to

be .protected by the Bill of Rights 01' its penumbras,
see'Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U. S. 479 (1965); Eisen

stadt v. Baird, 405 U. S. 438 (1072); id., at 460 (WHITE,
J., concurring); or among those rights reserved to the

people by the Ninth Amendment, Griswold v. Connecii

cut, 381 U. S., at 486 (Goldberg . .T., concurring). Before

addressing. this' claim, we feel it desirable briefly to

survey, in several aspects, the history of abortion, for

such insight as that history may afford us, and then to

examine the state purposes and interests behind the
criminal abortion laws.

VI

It perhaps is not generally appreciated that the re

strictive criminal abortion laws in effect in a majority
of States today are of relatively recent vintage. Those

laws, generally proscribing abortion or its attempt at

any time during pregnancy except when necessary to

preserve the pregnant woman's life, are not of ancient

or even of' common Jaw origin. Instead, they derive
from statutory- changes effected, for the most part, in

the latter half of the 19th century.
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1. Ancient attitudes. These are not capable of precise
determination. We are told that at the time of the Persian

Empire abortifacients were known and that criminal
abortions were severely punished." We are also told,
however, that abortion was practiced in Greek times as

well as in the Roman Era," and that "it was resorted
to without scruple." 1() The Ephesian, Soranos, often
described as the greatest of the ancient gynecologists,
appears to have been generally opposed to Rome's pre

vailing free-abortion practices. He found it necessary
to think first of the life of the mother, and he resorted
to abortion when, upon this standard, he felt the proce
dure advisable." Greek and Roman law afforded little

protection to the unborn. If abortion was prosecuted in

some places, it seems to have been based on a concept
of a violation of the father's right to his offspring.
Ancient religion did not bur ahortion."

2. The Hippocratic Oath. What then of the famous
Oath that has stood so long as the ethical guide of the
medical profession and that bears the name of the great
Greek (460(?)-377(?) B. C.). who has been described
as the Father of Medicine. the "wisest and the greatest

8 A. Castiglioni, A History of Medicine 84 (2d ed. 1947), E.

Krumbhaar, translator and editor (hereinafter "Castiglioni").
!J .T. Ricci, The Genealogoy of Gynaecology 52. 84, 113, 149 (2d ed.

1950) (hereinafter "Rirel"); L. Lader. Abortion 75-77 (1966) (here
inafter "Lader"); K. Ni wander. Medical Abortion Practices in the

United Stutes, in Abortion and the Law 27, 38-40 (D. Smith, editor,
1967); G. William, The Sanctity of Life 148 (1957) (hereinafter
!'Williams"); J. Noonan, An Almost Absolute Value in History, in

The Morality of Abortion I, 3-7 «T. Noonan ed, 1970) (hereinafter
"Noonan"}; E. Quay, Jusnfiable Abortion-s-Medical and Legal
Foundations, II. 49 Geo. L . .T. 395. 40G-422 (1961) (hereinafter
i'Quay").

1.0 L. Edelstein, The Hippocratic Onth 10 (1943) (hereinafter"
"Edelstein"), But see Cnstiglioni 227.

11 Edelstein 12 i Ricci 113-114, 118-119; Noonan 5.
� Bdelstein 13-14,
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practioner of his art," and the "most important and

most complete medical personality of antiquity," who

dominated the medical schools of his time, and who

typified the sum of the medical knowledge of the past? la

The Oath varies somewhat according to the par

ticular translation, but in any translation the content

is clear: "I will give no deadly medicine to anyone if

asked, nor suggest any such counsel; and in like manner

I will not give to a, woman a pessary to produce abor

tion," 1<1
or "I will neither give a deadly drug to any

body if asked for it, nor will I make a suggestion to

this effect. Similarly, I will not give to a woman an

abortive remedy." 1�

Although the Oath is not mentioned in any of the

principal briefs in this case or in Doe v. Bolton, post,
It represents the apex of the development of strict ethical

concepts in medicine, and its influence endures to this

day. Why did not the authority of Hippocrates dissuade
abortion practice in his time and that of Rome? The

late Dr. Edelstein provides us with a theory: 1� The

Oath was not uncontested even in Hippocrates' day; only
the Pythagorean school of philosophers frowned upon

the related act of suicide. Most Greek thinkers, on the

other hand, commended abortion, at least prior to via

bility. See Plato, Republic, V, 461; Aristotle, Politics,
VII, 1335 b 25. For the Pythagoreans, however, it

was a matter of dogma. For them the embryo was

animate from the moment of conception, and abortion

meant destruction of a living being. The abortion clause

of the Oath, therefore, "echoes Pythagorean doctrines,"
and "[i]n no other stratum of Greek opinion were such

130astiglioni 148.
1.,4 ld., at, 154.
1ft Edelstein 3.
10 id'l at 12, 15-18.
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views held. or proposed in the same spirit of uncom

promising austerity." 17

Edelstein then concludes that the Oath originated in

a group representing only a small segment of Greek

opinion and that it certainly was not accepted by all

ancient physicians. He points out that medical writings
down to Galen (130-200 A. D.) "give evidence of the

violation of almost everyone of its injunctions." 18 But

with the end of antiquity a decided change took place.
Resistance against suicide and against abortion became

common. The Oath came to be popular. The emerg

ing teachings of Christianity were in agreement with

the Pythagorean ethic. The Oath "became the nucleus

of all medical ethics" and "was applauded as the embodi

ment of truth." Thus, suggests Dr. Edelstein, it is "a

Pythagorean manifesto and not the expression of an

absolute standard of medical conduct." 10

This, it seems to us, is a satisfactory and acceptable
explanation of the Hippocratic Oath's apparent rigidity.
It enables us to understand, in historical context, a long
accepted and revered statement of medical ethics.

3. The Common Law. It is undisputed that at the

common law" abortion performed before "quickening"
the first recognizable movement of the fetus in utero,
appearing usually from the 16th to the 18th week of

pregnancy 20_was not an indictable offense." The ab-

11 Id., at 18; Lader 76.

18, Edelstein 63.
u Id., at 64.
20 Dorland's l1lustrated Medical Dictionary 1261 (24th ed. 1965).
21 E. Coke, Institutes III *50 (1648); 1 W. Hawkins, Pleas of the

Crown c. 31, § 16 (1762); 1 Blackstone, Commentaries *129-130'

(1765); M. Hale, Pleas of the Crown 433 (1778). For discussions'

of the role of the quickening concept in English common law, see

Lader 78; Noonan 223-226; C. Means, The Law of New York Con

cerning Abortion and the Statu' of the Foetus, 1664-1968: A Case ..
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sence of a common law crime for pre-quickening abor

tion appears to have developed from a confluence of
earlier philosophical, theological, and civil, and canon

law concepts of when life begins. These disciplines
variously approached the question in terms of the point
at which the embryo or fetus became "formed" or rec

ognizably human,'or in terms of when a "person" came

into being, that is, infused with a "soul" or "animated.';
A loose consensusevolved in early English law that these

events occurred at some point between conception and
live birth." This was "mediate animation." Although

of Cessation of Constitutionality, 14 N. Y. L. Forum 411, 418-428

(1968) (hereinafter "Means I").; L. Stern, Abortion: Reform and
the Law, 59 ,J. Crim. L. C. &: P. S. 84 (1968) (hereinafter "Stern"}:
Quay 430-432; Williams 152.

�� Early philosophers believed that. the embryo or fetus did not

become formed and begin 1.0 live until fit least 40 days after concep
tion for a mule, and 80 to 90 days for II. female. See, for example,
Aristotle, Hist. Anim. 7.3.583b; Gen. Anini. 2.3.736, 2.5.741; Hip
pocrates, Lib. de Nat. Puer., No. 10. Aristotle's. thinking derived

from his three-stage theory of life: vegetable, animal, rational. The

vegetable stage was reached fit, conception, the animal at "animation,"
and the rational soonnfter live birth. This theory, together with the

40/80 day view, clime to be accepted by early Christian thinkers.
The theological debate was reflected in the writing' of St. Augus

tine, who made fl, distinction between embr!Jo inanimaius, not. yet
endowed with :i soul, and embrtto animaius. He may have drawn

upon Exodus xxi, 22. At, one point, however, he expresses the view

that human powers cannot determine tile point during fetal develop
ment lI,t which the critical chango occurs. See Augustine, De Origine
Animao 4.4 (Pub. L'HV 44.52'7). SI'C also Renny, The Creation of tho
Human Soul, c .: 2 and 83- 6 (19:32): Huser, The Crime of Abortion

in Common Law 15 (Catholic Univ. of America, Canon Law Studies
No. 162, Washington, D. C. ] (42).

Galen, in three treatises reln ted to embryology, accepted the think

ing of Aristotle and his followers. Quay 42(j-4.27. Later, Augustine
on, abortion was incorporated by Gratian into the Decretum, pub
lished about 1140,

.

Decretum Magistri Gratiani 2.32.2.7 to 2.32.2.10"
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Christian theology and the canon Jaw came to fix the

point of animation at 40 days for a male and 80 days :

for a female; a view that persisted until the 19th cen

tury, there was otherwise little agreement about the

precise time of formation or animation. There was

agreement, however, that prior to this point the fetus

was to be regarded as part of the mother and its de

struction, therefore, was not homicide. Due to con

tinued uncertainty about the precise time when anima

tion occurred, to the lack of any empirical basis for

the 40-80 day view, and perhaps to Acquinas' def

inition of movement as one of the two first principles
of life, Bracton focused upon quickening as the critical

point. The significance of quickening was echoed by
later common law scholars and found its way into the

received common law in this country.
Whether abortion of a quick fetus was a felony at

common law, or even a lesser crime, is still disputed.
Bracton, writing early in the 13th century, thought it
homicide." But the later and predominant view, fol

lowing the great common law scholars, has been that

ill 1 Corpus Juris Canoniei 1122, 1123 (2d ed. Friedberg ed. 1879).
Gratian, together with the deerctals that followed, were recognized
as the definitive body of canon law until the new Code of 1917.

For discussions of tho canon law treatment, see Means I, at 411-

412; Noonan, 20-26; Quay 426-430; see also Noonan, Contraception:
A History of Its Treatment by the Catholic Theologians and Can

onists 18-29 (1965).
23 Bracton took the position that abortion by blow or poison was

homicide "if the foetus be already formed lind animated, and par

ticularly if it be animated." 2 H. Bracton, De Legibus et Con

suetudinibus Angliae 279 (Twiss ed. ISn»), 01', liS fl later translation

puts it, "if the foetus is already formed or quickened, especially if
it is quickened,' XI Bracton, On the Laws and Customs of England
341 (Thorne ed. 1968). See quay 431; see also 2 Fleta 60-61 (Book
�" c. �3) (Belden Soci.et,'y ed. J 9.1)5) .
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it was at most a Jesser offense. In a frequently cited.
passage; Coke took the position that abortion of a woman

"quick with childe" is "a great misprision and no

murder." 24 Blackstone followed, saying that while abor
tion after quickening had once been considered man

slaughter (though 110t murder), "modern law" took a

less severe view." A recent review of the common law

precedents argues, however, that those precedents con

tradict Coke and that even post-quickening abortion
was never established as a common Jaw crime." This
is of some importance because while most American
courts ruled; in holding or dictum, that abortion of an

unquickened fetus was not criminal under their received
common law," others followed Coke in stating that abor-

24 E. Coke, Jnst,itmes TIl 'M'50 (11148).
'261 Blackstone, Commenrurics *129-1aO (1765).
20 C. Means, The Phoenix of Abortional Freedom: Is n. Penumbral

or Ninth-Amendment Right About to Arise from the Nineteenth

Century Legislative Ashes of It Fourteenth-Century Common-Law

Liberty?, 17 N. Y. L. Forum :335 (1971) (hereinafter "Means II").
The author examines the fwo principal precedents cited marginally
by Coke, both .ontrnry to hu dictum, lind traces the treatment of
these and other ca res by earlier commentators. He concludes that
Coke, who himself participated [IS an advocate In an abortion case

in 1601, may have intentionally misstated the law. The author even

suggests a reason: Coke's strong feelings about abortion, coupled
with bis reluctance to acknowledge common law (secular) jurisdic
tion to asses penalties for lin offence thnt traditionally had been an

exclusively eceleslastical or c.mon lnw crime. See also Lader 78-79,
who notes that some scholars doubt 1 he common law ever was ap
plied to abortion; tbnt I he English ecclesiastical courts teem to have
lost interest in the problem after 1527; and that the preamble to the

Engli'h legislation of 1803, 4a Oeo. 3, c. ss, § 1, fit 2Da, referred to
in tho text, infra, states that "no adequate means have been hitherto

provided for the prevention and punishment of such offenses."
27 Commonwealth v. Bangs, 9 Mass. :387, 388 (1812); Common-.

wealth v. Parker, 50 Mass. (9 Met.) 2G:l. 265-266 (1845); State v.

Cooper, '22 N. J. L. 52, 58 (1�49); Abrams v. Foshee, 3 Iowa 274,
. 2-78.-280 (1856); Smith v. Goffard, :n AlII. 45. '51 (1857); Mitchell:
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tion of a quick fetus was a "misprision," a term they
translated to mean "misdemeanor." �8 That their reli

ance on Coke on this aspect of the law was uncritical

and, apparently in all the reported cases, dictum (due
probably to the paucity of common law prosecutions
for post-quickening abortion), makes it now appear
doubtful that abortion was ever firmly established as

a common law crime even with respect to the destruc

tion of a quick fetus.
4. The English statutory law. England's first criminal

abortion statute, Lord Ellenborough's Act, 43 Oeo. 3,
c. 58, came in 1803. It made abortion of a quick fetus,
§ 1, a capital crime, but in § 2 it provided lesser penal
ties for the felony of abortion before quickening, and
thus preserved the quickening distinction. This con

trast was continued in the general revision of 1828, 9

Geo. 4, c. 31, § 13, at 104. It disappeared, however,
together with the death penalty, in 1837, 7 Will. 4 &

1 Vic., c. 85, § 6,at 360, and did not reappear in the

Offenses Against the Person Act of 1861, 24 & 25 Vic.,
c. 100, § 59, at 438, that formed the core of English
anti-abortion law until the liberalizing reforms of 1967.

In 1929 the Infant Life (Preservation) Act, 19 & 20

Geo. 5, c. 34, .eame into being. Its emphasis was upon
the destruction of "the life of a child capable of being
born alive." It made a willful act performed with the

necessa,ry intent a felony. It contained a proviso that

v. Commonwealth, 78 Ky. 204, 210 (lS79); Eggart v. Sta.te, 40 Fla..

527,532,25 So. 144, ]45 (1898); State v. Alcorn, 7 Idaho 599, 606,
64 P. 1014, 1016 (1901); Eduord« Y. State, 79 Neb. 251, 252, 112

N. W. 611, 612 (1907); amy v . State, 77 Tex. Crim. R. 221, 224,
178 S. W. 337, 338 (19]5); Miller v. Bennett, 190 v«. 162, 169,56
S. E. 2d 217,221" (1949). Contra, Mills v, Commonwealth, 13 Pa.

631, 633 (1850)-; State v. Sla(Jle, 83 N. C. (1:30,632 (1880).
28 See Smith v: St(lte, ?3 Me. 48, 55 (18.51); Evans v, People, 49

N. Y. 86, 88 (1872); Lamb v. State, 67 Md. 524, 533, 10 A. 20$ �

�1887.).
.,_'
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one was not to be found guilty of the offense "unless

it is proved that the act which caused the death of the

child was not done in good faith for the purpose only
of preserving the life of the mother."

A seemingly notable development in the English law"

was the case of Rex v. Bourne, [1939] 1 K. B. 687. This

case apparently answered in the affirmative the question
whether an abortion necessary to preserve the life of

the pregnant woman was excepted from the criminal

penalties of the 1861 Act. In his instructions to the

jury Judge Macna.ghten referred to the 1929 Act, and

observed, p .. 691, that that Act related to lithe case

where a child' is killed by a willful act at the time when

it is being delivered in the ordinary course of nature."

Id., at 91. He concluded that the 1861 Act's use of

the word "unlawfully," imported the same meaning ex

pressed by the specific proviso in the 1929 Act even

though there was no mention of preserving the mother's

life in the 1861 Act. He then construed the phrase
"preserving the life of the mother" broadly, that is,
"in a reasonable sense," to include a serious and per

manent threat to the mother's health, and instructed

the jury to acquit Dr. Bourne if it found he had acted

in a good faith belief that the abortion was necessary

for this purpose.. Td., at 693-694. The jury did acquit.
Recently Parliament enacted a new abortion law.

This is the Abortion Act of 1967, 15 & 16 Eliz. 2. c. 87.

The Act permits a licensed physician to perform an

abortion where two other licensed physicians agree (a)
"that the continuance of the pregnancy would involve

risk to the life of the pregnant woman, or of injury
to the physical or mental health of the pregnant woman

or any existing children of her family, greater than if

the pregnancy were terminated," or (b) "that there is

flt subatantial risk that if the child were born it would
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suffer from such physical or mental abnormalities as

to be seriously handicapped." The Act also provides
that, in making this determination, "account may be
taken of the pregnant woman's actual or reasonably
forseeable environment." It also permits a physician,
without the concurrence of others, to terminate a preg

nancy where he is of the good faith opinion that the

abortion "is immediately necessary to save the life or

to prevent grave permanent injury to the physical or

mental health of the pregnant woman."
5. The American law. III this country the law in effect

in all but a few States until mid-19th century was the

pre-existing English common law. Connecticut, the

first State to enact abortion legislation, adopted in 1821

that part of Lord EUenborough's Act that related to a

woman "quick with child." �Il The death penalty was

not imposed. Abortion before quickening was made a

crime in that State only in 1860.:10 In 1828 New York
enacted legislation 31 that, in two respects, was to serve

as a model for early anti-abortion statutes. First, while

barring destruction of an unquickened fetus as well as

a quick fetus, it made the former only a misdemeanor,
but the latter second-degree manslaughter. Second, it

incorporated a concept of therapeutic abortion by pro

viding that an abortion was excused if it "shall have

been necessary to preserve the life of such mother, or

shall have been advised by two physicians to be nec

essary for such purpose." By 1840, when Texas had
received the common law," only eight American States

20 Conn. Stat:, Tit. 20, § 14 (1821).
so Conn. Pub. Acts, c. 71, § 1 (1860).

,

III N. Y. Rev. Stat; pt. IV, e. 1, Tit. H, Art. I, § 9, at 661, and

Tit. VI, §21, at 694' (1829).
'S2,Act of January 20, 1840, § I, set forth in 2 Gammel, Laws of'

'Texas I77-J78 (1898);, see Gl"/:gsby v. Reib, 105 Tex. 597, 600, 153;-;
:S. W. 1124, 1125 (1913) .

. "_ . '" . ,,, �-'
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had statutes dealing with abortion." It was not until
after the War Between the States that legislation began
'generally to replace the common law. Most of these
initial statutes dealt severely with abortion after quick
ening but were lenient with it before quickening. Most
punished attempts equally with completed abortions.
While many statutes included the exception for an abor
tion thought by one or more physicians to be neces

sary to save the mother s life, that provision soon

disappeared and the typical law required that the pro
cedure actually be necessary for that purpose.

Gradually, ill the middle and late 19th century the
quickening distinction disappeared from the statutory
law of most States and the degree of the offense and
the penalties were increased. By the end of the 1950's,
a large majority of ale. ltates banned abortion, however
and whenever performed, unless done to save or pre
serve the life of the mother." The exceptions, Alabama
and the District of Columbia, permitted abortion to pre
serve the mother's health." Three other States per
mitted abortions that were not "unlawfully" performed
or that were not "without lawful justification," leaving
interpretation of those standards to the courts." In
the past severa] years, however, a trend toward liberaliza-

!.IH The early statutes [Ire di '('lI�scd in QlI:t�1 435-438. See also
Lader 85-88; Stern 85-8U; and Means IT 375-376 .

•14 Criminal abortion stn tutcs 111 effect in the States as of 1961, to
get.her with hi. torical statutory development find important judicial
interpretations of the stnto statutes, are cited nnd quoted in Quay
447-520. See Note, A SIII'\'C), of the Present Statutory and Case
Law on Abortion: The Contradictions and the Problems, 1972 lll.
L. Forum 177, 179 cl:n;ifying' the abortion statutes and listing 25
State' 3" permitting abortion only if necessary 10 save or preserve
the mother'. l.ife ..

�r, Ala. Code,·Tit. 14, § 9 (1951<); D. C. Code Ann. § 22-201 (1967).
3(1 MMJS. Gen ..Laws Ann., c. 272, § If) (1970); N . .T. Rev. Stat.

Ann. 2A.:87-1 (1969); Pa. Stat,. Ann., Tit. rs, §§ 47HI, 4719 (19fi3).
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tion of abortion statutes has resulted in adoption, by
about one-third of the States, of less stringent Jaws, most

of them patterned after the A LI Model Penal Code,
§ 230.3,'l7 set forth as Appendix B to the opinion in

Doe v. Bolton, post '--.
It is thus apparent that at common law, at the time

of the adoption of our Constitution, and throughout
the major portion of the 19th century, abortion was

viewed with less disfavor than under most American

statutes currently in effect. Phrasing it another way,

a woman enjoyed a substantially broader right, to ter

minate a pregnancy than "he does in most States today.
At least with respect to the early stage of pregnancy,

and very possibly without such a limitation, the oppor

tunity to make this choice was present in this country

«7 Fourteen States have nrioprcd some f01'111 01' the AU statute.

"ce Ark. Stilt. AmI. §§ 11-:JO:3 10 4]-:nO (SIIPP· HJ7]); Calif. Health

and Safety Code §§ 25950-2MI5!i.5 (W(,51' ,_lIpp. 19n); Colo. Rev.

Stats, Ann. §§ 40-2-50 10 40-2-.'13 (Perm, Cum. Supp. 1967); Del.

'Code Ann .. Tit. 24. §§ 1790-179;:; (SIIPP. 1\)72); Florida Law of

Apr. ]3, ]972, c. 72-196, 1972 Fill .. ·l'S". L:IW Scrv., at. 380-�S2; Gn.

'Code §§ 26-1201 to 26-120:1 (1912): 1<:1n. Stnt. Ann. § 21-3407

(Supp. 1971); Md. Ann Code. Ar1. 4:3, §§ 137-]39 CRepl. 1971);

Miss. Code Ann. § 222:3 ( IIp)1. 197'2): N. 1\-1.81':11. Ann. §� 40A-5-1

to 40A-5-3 (Repl. 1972); N. C. Gen. , ta t . § 14-45.1 (Supp. ]971);

Ore. Rev. Stat. §§ 43.';.405 to 4:35...l95 (1!)71): S. C. Code Ann. §§ 16-

82 to H)-S9 (SuM). 1971.); VII. Code Ann. §� 1�.l-(i2 to 18.1-62.3

(Supp. 1972). Mr. ,III. ticc Clark describe I SOITIP of these States [IS

'having "led the way." Religion, \[ol'alit.\· and Abortion: A Con

.st itutional Appraisal, 2 Loyola U. (L. A.) L. Rev. 1, 11 (1969).
By the end of ]970, four other Sta Irs had repealed criminal pen

alties for abortions performed in early pregnancy by 11. licensed

physician subject. to stated procedural nnrl health requirements.
Alaska Stat. § lL1.5.060 (1970); ·Haw. Rev. Stilt. � 453-16 (Supp.
)971); N. Y. Penal Code � 125.05 (McKinney Supp. 1972-1973);
Wash'. Rev. Code §§ 9.02.0fiO to g.():2.0�0 (Supp, 1972). The precise
s�at\l$ of criminal' abortion laws ill some 'States is made unclear by
-reeent decis ions in, state and Iederal eourts 'triking down existing, .

.state law , in whole or in pnr1..
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well into the 19th century. Even later, the law eon

tinued for some time to treat less punitively an abortion

procured in early pregnancy.
6. The posit/ion of the American Medical Association.

The anti-abortion mood prevalent in this country in

the late 19th century was shared by the medical pro
fession. Indeed, the attitude of the profession may have

played a significant role in the enactment of stringent
criminal abortion legislation during that period.

An AMA Committee on Criminal Abortion was ap
pointed in May 1857. H presented its report, 12 Trans.
of the Am. Med. A. ·SIl. 73-77, (1859), to the Twelfth
Annual Meeting. That report observed that the Com
mittee had been appointed to investigate criminal abor
tion "with a view to its general suppression." It

deplored abortion and its frequency and it listed three
causes "of this general demoralization";

"The first of these causes is a wide-spread popu
lar ignorance of the true character of the crime-
a belief, even among mothers themselves, that the
foetus is not alive till after the period of quickening.

"The second of the agents alluded to is the fact
that the' profession themselves are frequently sup

posed careless of foetal life ....

"The third reason of the frightful extent. of this
crime is found in the grave defects of' our Jaws, ..

both common and statute, as regards the independ
ent and actual existence of the child before birth,
as a living being. These errors which are suffi-
iieut ill most instances to prevent conviction, are

based, and only based, upon mistaken and exploded
medical dogmas. With strange inconsistency, the
law fully acknowledges the foetus in utero and its
inherent' righ ts, for ci v il purposes; while personally
and as criminally affected, it fails to recognize it,
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and to its life as yet. denies all protection." Id.,
at 75-76�

The Committee then offered, and the Association

adopted, resolutions protesting "against such unwarrant

able destruction of human life," calling upon state legis
latures to revise their abortion laws, and requesting
the cooperation of state medical societies "in pressing
the subject." Id., at. 28. 78.

In 1871 a long and vivid report was submitted by the

Committee on Criminal Abortion. It ended with the

observation, "We had to deal with human life. In a

matter of Jess importance we Gould entertain no com

promise.. 4n honest judge on the bench would call

things by their proper names. We could do no less."

.22 Trans. of the Am. Med, Assn. 258 (1871). It prof
fered resolutions, adopted by the Association, ul., at

38-39, recommending, among other things, that it "be

unlawful and unprofessional for any physician to induce

abortion or premature labor, without the concurrent

opinion of at Jeast one respectable consulting physician.
and then always with a view to the safety of the child
if that be possible," and calling "the attention of the

clergy of all .denorninations to the perverted views of

morality entertained by a large class of females-aye,
and men also, on this important question,"

Except for periodic condemnation of the criminal abor

tionist, no further formal AMA action took place until

1967. In that year the Committee on Human Repro
duction urged the adoption of a stated policy of oppo
sition to induced abortion except when there is

"documented medical evidence" of a threat to the health

Or life of the mother, or that the child "may be born

with incapacitating physical deformity or mental de

ficiency," 01; that a pregnancy "resulting from legally
established statutory or forcible rape or incest may con

,I:'ti!,�te a threat to the mental or' physical health of the .'
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patient," and two other physicians "chosen because of
their recognized .professional competence have examined

the patient and have concurred in writing," and the

procedure "is performed in a hospital accredited by the
Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals.' The

providing of medical information by physicians to state

legislatures in their consideration of legislation regard
ing therapeutic abortion was "to be considered consistent
with the principles of ethics of the American Medical
Association." This recommendation was adopted by the
House of Delegates. Proceedings of the AMA House
of Delegates, 40-51

..
(June 1967).

In 1970, af�er the introduction of a variety of pro

posed 'resolutions, and of a report from its Board of

Trustees, a reference committee noted "polarization of
the medical profession on this controversial issue"; divi
sion among those who had testified; a difference of

opinion among AMA councils and committees; "the
remarkable shift in testimony" in six months, felt to be
influenced' "by the rapid changes in state laws and by
the judicial decisions which tend to make abortion more

freely available;" and a. feeling "that this trend will

continue." On June 25, 1970, the House of Delegates
adopted preambles and most of the resolutions proposed
by the reference committee. The preambles emphasized
"the best interests of the patient," "sound clinical judg
rnent," and "informed patient consent," in contrast to

"mere acquiescence to the patient's demand." The reso

lutions asserted that abortion is a, medical procedure
that should be performed by a licensed physician in an

accredited hospital only after consultation with two

other physicians and in conformity with state law, and
that 110 party to the procedure should be required to

violate personally held moral principles." Proceedings

.
,

38 "Wherefls, Abortion, like any 01 her medical procedure, should
not be performed when contrary to the best interests of the patient
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.of the AMA House of Delegates 221 (June 1970). The

AMA Judicial . Council 'rendered a complementary
opinion."

7. The position of the American Public Health Asso

ciation. In October 1970, the Executive Board of the

APHA adopted Standards for Abortion Services. These

were five in number: .

"a. Rapid and simple abortion referral must be

readily available through E1tate and local public

since good medical. practice requires due eon iideration for the pa

tient's welfare and not mere aequiesecnce to the patient's demand;
and

"Whereas, 'The standards of sound clinical judgment, which, to

gether with informed patient consent should be determinative ac

cording to the merits of each individual case ; therefore be it

"RESOLVED, That abortion is a medical procedure find should

be performed only by a duly licensed physician and surgeon in an

accredited hospital acting only lifter consultation with two other

phy iicians chosen because of their professional competency and in

conformance with standard of good medir-nl practice and the Medi

cal Practice Act of his Stnte: and be it further

"RESOLVED, That. no physician 01' other professional personnel
shall be compelled to perform any act which violates hi. good med

ical judgment.. Neither physician, hospital, nor hospital personnel
shall be required to perform any act violative of personally-held
moral principles. In these circumstances good medical practice re

quires only that the -physician or other professional personnel with

draw from the case so long us the withdrawal is consistent with

good medical practice." Proceedings of the AMA House of Dele

gates 221 ( June 19'70).
ao "The Principles of Medical Ethics of the AMA do not proh.ibit

It physician from performing an abortion that is performed in ac

cordance with good medical practice and under circumstances that

flo not violate tlhE) laws of the community in which he practices,
, In the matter of abortions, as of lilly Of her medical procedure,

the Judicial C�uncil becomes involved whenever there is alleged vio- .

lation of the Principles of Medical Ethics as established by the.

House of- Delegates,"
.
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health departments, medical societies. or other non ...

profit organizations.
lib. An important function of counseling should

be to simplify and expedite the provision of abor

tion services; it should not delay the obtaining
of these services.

'
.• 1

"c. Psychiatric consultation should not be man-

datory. As in the case of other specialized medical

services, psychiatric consultation should be sought
for definite indications and not on a routine basis.

"d. A wide range of individuals from appropri
ately trained, sympathetic volunteers to highly
skilled physicians may qualify as abortion counselors.

He. Contraception and/or sterilization should be

discussed with each abortion patient." Recom
mended Standards for Abortion Services, 61 Am .

•T. Pub. Health 396 (1971).

Among factors pertinent to life and health risks asso

diated with abortion were three that "are recognized as

important" ;

"a. the skill of the physician,
"b. the environment in which the abortion is

performed, and above all

"c. the duration of pregnancy, as determined by
uterine size and confirmed by menstrual history."
Id., at 397.

It was said that "a well-equipped hospital" offers
more protection "to cope with unforeseen difficulties
than an office or clinic without such resources. . .. The
factor of gestational age is of overriding importance."
I

Thus it was recommended that abortions in the second
trimester and early abortions ill the presence of existing
medical complications be performed in hospitals as in

patient procedures. For pregnancies in the first tri

mester, abortion in the hospital with or without overnight:
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stay "is probably the safest practice." An abortion in

an extramural facility, however, is an acceptable alter

native "provided arrangements exist in advance to admit

patients promptly if unforeseen complications develop."
Standards for an abortion facility were listed. It was

said that at present abortions should be performed by
physicians or osteopaths who are licensed to practice
and who have "adequate training." ld., at 398.

8. The position of the American Bar Association. At

its meeting in February 1972 the ABA House of Dele

gates approved, with 17 opposing votes, the Uniform
Abortion Act that had' been drafted and approved the

preceding August by the Conference of Commissioners
on Uniform State Laws. 58 A. B. A. J. 380 (1972).
We set forth the Act in full in the margin." The

"UNIFOllM ABORTION ACT

"SEOTTON 1. [Abortion Defined, When Authorized.]
"(11) 'Abortion' means the termination of human pregnancy with

an intention other than to produce a live birth or to remove a dead
fetus.

"(b) An abortion may he performed in this state only if it is

performed:
"(1) by a physician licensed to practice medicine [or osteopathy]

in this state or by a physician pract icing medicine [or osteopathy]
ln the employ of the government of the United States or of this

state, [and the abortion is performed [in the physician's office or in

a medical clinic, or] in Ii hospital approved by the [Department of

Health] or operated by the United States, this state, or any depart
ment, agency, or political subdivision of either;] or by a female

upon herself upon the advice of the physician ; and

"(2) within [20] weeks after the commencement of the pregnancy
[or after [20) weeks only If the physician has reasonable cause to

believe (i) there is fi substantial risk that continuance of the preg
nnacy would endanger the life of the mother or would gravely im

pair the physical or mental health of the mother, (ii) that the child
would be born with grave physical or mental defect, or (iii) that
the pregnancy resulted from rape or incest, or illicit intercourse with
a girl under the age of ]6 years of age].

"SECTION 2. [Penait1J.] Any person who performs or procures.
an aborti9n other t,.ban authorized by' thi. Act is guilty of a [felony]-
'j .. � ��"'. •
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Conference has appended an enlightening Prefatory
Note."

VII

Three reasons have been advanced to -explain histor

ieally the enactment of criminal abortion laws in the
19th century _ and, to justify their continued existence.

and, upon conviction thereof, may be sentenced to pay a fine not

exceeding [$'1,00()] or to imprisonment [in the state penitentiary]
not exceeding ,[5 years]. or both,

"SECTION 3. [Uniformity of Interprct(l.tion.] This Act shall be
construed to effectuate its general purpose to make uniform the law

with. respect to the subject of this Act among those states which

enact it.
"SECTION 4. [Short Title.] This Act, may be cited as the Uniform

Abortion A9t.
"'SEC;jiION 5., [Severability,] If any provision of this Act or the

application theFe�f- to anv person or circumstance is held invalid,
the invalidity does not afIret, other provisions or applications of
this 'Act which CIlIl be given etl'ect without the invalid provision or

application, and to 'this end the provisions of this Act are severable ..

"I'SECTION 6., [Re1Jea1.] The following acts and parts of nets are

repealed:
-

. "(1)
"(2)

, "(3)
'\"!3ECTIQN 7. [Time of Taking Effect.] This Act shall take
effec� "

,U "Thi�,Act is 'based largely upon the New York abortion act. Iol

lowing a review of the more recent laws on abortion in several states

and upon recognition of It more libern I t rend in laws on this subject.
Recognition was given also to the severn I decisions in state and fed
eral courts which show 11 further trend toward liberalization of
abortion laws, especially during th« first trimester of pregnancy.

"Recognizing that a number of problems appeared in New York, a

shorter time period fol' 'unlimited' abortion was advisable. The
time period wit' bracketed to permit the various state' to insert a

figure more in keeping with the different conditions that might exist

among, tho states. Likewise. t.lw language limiting the place or

places in which abortions may bo performed WIIS also bracketed to

account Jor different' conditions among the states. In addition, limi

t�tions on abortio�lE; after the initial 'unlimited' period were placed
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It has been argued occasionally that these laws were

the product of a
_

Victorian social concern to discourage
illicit sexual conduct. Texas, however, does not advance

this justification in the present case, and it appears that
no court or. commentator has taken the argument seri

ously." The appellants and a'mici contend, moreover,
that this is not a proper state purpose at all and suggest
that, if it were, the Texas statutes are overbroad in

protecting it since the law fails to distinguish between
married and, unwed mothers,

A second reason is concerned with abortion as a med
'ical procedure. 'When most criminal abortion laws were

first enacted, the procedure was a hazardous one for

the woman."
.

'This was particularly true prior to the

development of antisepsis, Antiseptic techniques, of

course, were based on discoveries by Lister, Pasteur, and
others first announced in 1867, but were not generally
accepted and employed until about the turn of the cen

tury. Abortion mortality was high. Even after 1900,
and perhaps until as late as the development of antibiotics
in the 19.40's, standard modern techniques such as dila-

in brackets so that individual states may adopt all or any of these

reasons, or .plaee further restrictions upon abortions after the initial

period.
"This Ac] does not contain any provision relating to medical re

view committees or prohibitions ngninst sanctions imposed upon
medical personnel refusing to participate in abortions because of

religious or other similar reason.', or the like. uch provisions, while

related, do not directly pertain to when, where, 01' by whom abor
tions may be performed; however, the Act i· not drafted to exclude
such a provision by a. state wishing to enact the same."

�2 See, for example, YWCA v. Kugler, 342 F. Supp. 1048, 1074

(N. J. 1972); Abele v. Ma.rkle, 342 F. Supp. 800, R05-806 (Conn.
1972) (Newman ..J., concurring), appeal pending; Walsingha.rn v.

Florida, 2�0 So. 2d 857, 863 (Ervin, .r., concurring) (Fla.. Supp,
1972) i State v. Gedicke .. 43 N . .T. L. 80,80 (Sup. St. 1881); Means II,
at 381-382 ..

-43 See C. Haagensen & W. Lloyd; A Hllndr�d Years of Medicine.
19 (194$) ..
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tion and curettage were not nearly so safe as they are

today. Thus it has been argued that a State's real

concern in enacting a criminal abortion law was to

protect the pregnant woman, that is, to restrain her

from submitting. to a procedure that placed her life.
in serious jeopardy,

Modern. medical techniques have altered this situa

tion. .Appellants and various amici refer to medical

data indicating that abortion in early pregnancy, that

is, prior to the end of first trimester, although not

without its risk, is now relatively safe. Mortality rates

for women undergoing early abortions, where the

procedure is legal, appear to be as low as or lower

than the rates for normal childbirth." Consequently,
any 'interest of the State in protecting the woman from

an inherently hazardous procedure, except when it would

be equally dangerous for her to forgo it, has largely
disappeared. Of course, important state interests in

the area of health and medical standards do remain.

T)1e State has a legitimate interest in seeing to it that

abortion, .

like any other medical procedure, is per

formed under circumstances that insure maximum safety
for the patient. This interest obviously extends at

least to the performing physician and his staff, to the

facilities involved, to the availability of after-care, and

to adequate" provision for any complication or emer

gency that migh t arise. The prevalence of high mor

tality rates at illegal "abortion mills" strengthens, rather

�4 Potts, Postconception Control of Fertility, 8 Int'l J. of G. & O.

957, .967 (1970) (England lind Wales); Abortion Mortality, 20 Mor

bidity and Morality, 208, 209 (July 12, 1971) (U. S. Dept. of HEW,
Public Health Service) (New York Cit.y); Tietze, United States:

Therapeutic Abortions, 1963-1968, 59 Studies in Family Planning 5,
7· (1970) i Tietze, Mortality with Contraception and Induced Abor

tion, 45 Studies in Family Planning 6 (19()9) (Japan, Czechoslovakia,
Hungary); Tietze & Lehfeldt, Legal Abortion in Eastern Europe,
175 .T. A. M. A. 1149, 1152 (April 19tH). Other sources are dis-,

cussed in Lader ] 7-2:1.
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than weakens, the State's interest in regulating the con

ditions . under which abortions are performed. More

over, the risk to the woman increases as her pregnancy

continues. Thus the State retains a definite interest

in protecting the woman's own health and safety when

an abortion is proposed 'at a late stage of pregnancy.

The third reason is the State's interest-some phrase
it in terms of duty-in protecting prenatal life. Some

of the argument for this justification rests on the theory
that a new human life is present from the moment of

conception." . The State's interest and general obliga
tion to protect life then extends, it is argued, to pre

natal life. Only when the life of the pregnant mother

herself is at stake, balanced against the life she carries

within her, should �pe interest of the embryo or fetus

not prevail. Logically, of course, a legitimate state in

terest in this area need not stand or fall on acceptance
of the belief that life begins at conception or at some

other point prior to .. live birth. In assessing the State's

interest, recognition may be given to the less rigid claim

that as long as at least potential life is involved, the

State may assert interests beyond the protection of the

pregnant woman alone.

Parties challenging state abortion laws have sharply
disputed in some courts the contention that a purpose

of these laws when enacted, was to protect prenatal
life." Pointing to the absence of legislative history to

support the contention, they claim that most state laws

were designed solely to protect the woman. Because
. medical advances have lessened this concern, at least

4� See Brief of Amicus National Right to Life Foundation; R.

Driuan, The Inviolability of the Right 1,0 Be Born, in Abortion and'

the Law ]'07 (D. Smith, editor, 19(17); Loulsell, Abortion, The Prac

tice 'of Medicine, and the Due Process of LIlW, 16 UCLA L. Rev.

233 (i969); NOOJUlD 1.
40 See, s, fl .. Abl:le v . Markle, 342 F. Supp. 800 (Conn. 1972) I'

!],ppeal pending.
•• � •

......
y

_. ,
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with respect to abortion in early pregnancy, they argue
that with respect to such abortions the laws can no

longer be justified by any state interest. There is some

scholarly support for this view of original purpose." The
few state' courts called upon to interpret their laws in

the late 19th and early 20th centuries did focus on the
State's interest in protecting the woman's health rather
than in preserving the embryo and fetus." Proponents
gf this view point out that in many States, including
Texas," by statute or .i udicial ill terpretation, the preg
nant woman herself could not be prosecuted for self
abortion or for cooperating in an abortion performed
upon her by another." They claim that adoption of
the "quickening" distinction through received common

law and state statutes tacitly recognizes the greater
health. hazards inherent in late abortion and impliedly
repudiates the theory that life begins at conception.
'It is with these ·interests. and the weight to be at

tached to them .. that this case is concerned.

VIII

The Constitution does not explicitly mention any right
of privacy. Tn a line of decisions, however, going back

H See discussions in Means I and Means U.
4� See, e. g., State v. Murphy. 27 N . .r. L. 112, 114 (1858) .

• 0 Watson v State, 9 Tex. Apr. 2:37, 244-245 (1880); Moore v.

State, 87 Tex. Grim. R. 552, 56],40 S. W. 287, 290 (1897); Shaw
v. State, 73 Tax. Crirn. R. 337, 339, Hi5 S. W. 930, 931 (1914);
Fondren v. State, 74 Tex. Crim. H. 552, 557, 169 S. W. 411, 414

(1914); Gray v . State, 77 Tex. Crim. 11. 221, 229,178 S. W. 337, 341

(19'15). There is 110 immunity in Texas for the father who is not·

married to the mother. Hammett v. State, 84 Tex. Crim. R. 635,
209 S. W. 661 (1919),; Thompsor: v. State, - Tex. Crim. R. -

(1971), appeal pending,
60 See Smith v. State, 33 Me. 4 ,55 (1851); In re Vince, 2 N. J.

443; 450, 57 A. 2d 141, 144 (1949). A short discussion of the modern
law on this i sueis contained in the Comment to the ALI's Moder
Penal Code § 207.11, at ]58 and nn. :35-37 (Tent. Draft No.9, 1959) ..

.

-
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perhaps as far as Union Pacific R. Co. v. Botsford, 141

U. S. 250, 251 (1891), the Court has recognized that a

right of personal privacy, or a guarantee of certain areas

or zones of privacy, does exist under the Constitution.
In varying contexts the Court or individual Justices
have indeed found at least the roots of that right in
the First Amendment, Stanley v. Georgia, 394 U. S.

557, 564 (1969); ill the Fourth and Fifth Amendments,
Terry v, Ohio, 392 U. S. 1, 8-9 (1968), Katz v. United

States, 389 U. S. 347, 350 (1967), Boyd v. United States,
116 U. S.,-616 (1886), see Olmstead v. United States,
277 U. S. 438, 478 (1928) (Brandeis. J. dissenting); in

the penumbras of the Bil1 of Rights, Griswold v. Con

necticut, 381 U. S. 479, 484-485 (1965); in the Ninth

Amendment, id., at 486 (Goldberg, J., concurring); or

in the concept of liberty guaranteed by the first section
of the Fourteenth Amendment. see Meyer v. Nebraska,
262 U. S. 390, 399 (1923). The"e decisions make it

clear that only personal rights that can be deemed "fun
damental" or "implicit in the concept of ordered liberty,"
Pal/co v. Connecticut, 302 U. S. 319, 325 (1937), are

included in this guarantee of personal privacy. They
also make it clear that the right has some extension to

activities relating to marriage, Loving v. Viroinia, 388
U. S. 1, 12' (1:967), procreation, Skinner v. Oklahom.a,
316 U. S .. 535, 541-542 (1942). contraception, Eisen
stadt v. Baird, 405 U. S. 438, 45:3--454 (1972); id., at

460, 463-465 (WHITg, J., concurring), family relation

ships, Prince v. Massachusetts, 321 U. S. 158, 166 (1944),
and child rearing and education, Pierce v. Society of
$1:sters. 268 U. � . 510.. 535 (1925). Meyer v. Nebraska,
supra.

This right of privacy, whether it be founded in the
Fourteenth Amendment's concept of personal liberty
and restrictions upon state action, as we feel it is, or, as,

�he District' Court determined, in the Ninth Amend-
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merit's reservation of rights to the people, is broad
enough to encompass a woman's decision whether or not

to terminate her pregnancy. The detriment that the
State would impose upon the pregnant woman by deny
ing this choice altogether is apparent. Specific and
direct harm medically diagnosable even in early preg

nancy may be involved. Maternity, 01' additional off

spring, may force upon the woman a distressful life and

future. Psychological harm may be imminent. Mental
and physical health may be taxed by child care. There

is also the
-

distress, for all concerned, associated with

the unwanted child, and there is the problem of bring
ing a child into a family already unable, psychologically
and otherwise, to care for it. In other cases, as in this

one, the- additional difficulties and continuing stigma
of unwed motherhood may be involved. All these are

factors the woman and her responsible physician neces

sarily will consider ln consultation.
On the basis of elements such as these, appellants and

some amici argue that tho woman's right is absolute
and that she is entitled to terminate her pregnancy at

whatever time, in whatever way, and for whatever reason

she alone chooses. With this we do not agree. Appel
fants' arguments that Texas either has no valid interest

at all in regulating the abortion decision, or no inter

est strong enough to support any limitation upon
the woman's sole determination, is unpersuasive. The
Court's decisions recognizing a right of privacy also

acknowledge that some state regulation in areas pro
tected by that 'right, is appropriate. As noted above, a

state may properly assert important interests in safe

guarding health; in maintaining medical standards, and
in protecting potential life. At some point in pregnancy,

trese respeetiye 'ilitel'ests become sufficiently compelling
to sustain regulation of the factors that govern the abor

tion decision. The privacy right involved, therefore,
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cannot be said to be absolute. In fact, it is not clear

to us that the claim asserted by some amici that one has

an unlimited dght to do with one's body as one pleases
bears a close relationship to the right of privacy pre

viously articulated in the Court's decisions. The Court

has refused to. recognize an unlimited right of this kind

in the past. Jacobson v. Massachusetts, 197 U. S. 11

(1905) (vaccination); Buclc v. Bell, 274 U. S. 200 (1927)
(sterilization) .

We therefore conclude that the righ t of personal pri
vacy includes the abortion decision, but that this right
is not unqualified and must be considered against impor
tant state interests in regulation.

We note thatthose federal and state courts that have

recently considered abortion law challenges have reached
the same conclusion. A majority, in addition to the

District Court in the present case, have held state laws

unconstitutional, at least in part, because of vague
ness or because of overbreadth and abridgement of rights.
�bele v,' Markle, 342 F. Supp. 800 (Conn. 1972), ap

peal pending; Abele v. Maricle, - F. Supp. - (Conn.
Sept. 20, 1972), appeal pending; Doe v. Bolton, 319

F. Supp. 1048 (ND Ga. 1970). appeal decided today,
post -; Doe v. Scott, 321 F. Supp. 1385 (ND 111. 1971),
appeal pending: Poe v. Menghini, 339 F. Supp. 986

(Kan. 1972); YWCA v. Kugler, 342 F. Supp. 1048 (NJ
1972); Babbitz v. McCann, 310 F. Supp. 293 (ED Wis.

�970), appeal dismissed, 400 U. S. 1 (1970); People v.

Belous, 71 Cal. 2d 954, 458 P. 2d 194 (1969), cert. denied,
397 U. S. 915 (1970); State v. Barquet, 262 S. 2d 431

(Fla. 1972).
Others have sustained state statutes. Crossen v.

Attorney General,' 344 F. Supp. 587 (ED Ky. 1972),
appeal pending; Rosen v. Louisiana State Board of
Medical Examilf),ers, 3.�8 F. Supp. 1217 (ED La, 1970),
appeal pending; Corkey 'v. Edwards, 322 F. Supp, 124&
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(WDNC 1971), appeal pending; Steinberg v. Broum..
321 F. Supp. 741 (ND Ohio 1970); Doe v. Rampton,
- F. Supp. - (Utah 1971), appeal pending; Cheaney
v. Indiana, - Ind. -, 285 N. E. 2d 265 (1972);
Spears v. State; 257 So. 2d 876 (Miss. 1972); State v.

Munson, -, S. D. -1 201 N. W. 2d 123 (1972), appeal
pending.

Although the results are divided, most of these courts

have agreed that the right of privacy, however based,
is broad enough to cover the abortion decision; that the

right, nonetheless, is not absolute and is subject to some

limitations; and that at some point the state interests
as to protection of health, medical standards, and pre
natal life, become dominant. We agree with this

approach.
Where certain :'fundamelltal rights" are involved, the

Court has held that regulation limiting these rights may
be justified only by a "compelling state interest," Kramer
v. Union F1"(;e School District, 395 U. S. 621, 627 (1969);
Shapiro v. Thompson, 394 U. S. 618, 634 (1969), Sher
bert v. Verner, 374 '(. S. 398, 406 (1963), and that

legislative enactments must be narrowly drawn to ex

press only the legitimate state interests at stake. Gris
wold v. Connecticut, 381 U. S. 479,485 (1965); Aptheker
v. Secretary of State, 378 U. S. 500, 508 (1964); Cant
well v. Connecticut, 310 U. S. 296, 307-308 (1940); see

Eisenstadt v. Baird, 405 l. S. 438, 460, 463-464 (1972)
(WHITE, J., concurring).

In the recent abortion cases, cited above, courts have

recognized these principles. Those striking down state

laws have generally scrutinized the State's interest in

protecting health and potential life and have concluded
that neither in terest :i ustified broad limitations 011 the
reasons for which a physician and his pregnant patient
might decide' that she should have an abortion in the

early stages of pregnancy, Courts sustaining state laws
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have held that ..the State's determinations to protect
health or prenatal life are dominant and constitutionally
justifiable.

IX

The District Court held that the appellee failed 'to

meet his burden of demonstrating that the Texas stat

ute's infringement upon Roe's rights was necessary to

support a compelling state interest, and that, although
the defendant presented "several compelling justifi
cations for state presence in the area of abortions,"
the statutes outstripped these justifications and swept
"far beyond any areas of compelling state interest."

314 F. Supp.,. at 1222-1223. Appellant and appellee
both contest that holding. Appellant, as has been in

dicated claims an, absolute right that bars any state

imposition of criminal penalties in the area. Appel
lee argues that -the State's determination to recognize
and protect prenatal life from and after conception con

stitutes a compelling state interest. As noted above,
we do not agree fully with either formulation.

A. The appellee and certain arnici argue that the

fetus is a "person" within the language and meaning of

the Fourteenth Amendment. In support of this they
outline at length and in detail the well-known facts

of fetal development. If this suggestion of personhood
is established, the appellant's case, of course, collapses,
for the fetus' right to life is then guaranteed specifically
by the Amendment. The appellant conceded as much
on reargument." On the other hand, the appellee con

ceded on reargument �� that no case could be cited that

holds that a fetus is a person within the meaning of

the Fourteenth Amendment.
The Constitution does not define "person" in so many

words. Seetion T of the 'Fourteenth Amendment con- ..

,

Col Tr. of Rearg .. 20-21.

02"I'r. ((;f Rearg. ;�t'!:.
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tains three references to "person." The first, in defining
"citizens," speaks of "persons born or naturalized in

the United States." The word also appears both in

the Due Process Clause and in the Equal Protection

Clause. "Person" is used ill other places in the Con

stitution: in the listing of qualifications for representa
tives and senators, Art. I, § 2. cI. 2, and § 3, cI. 3; in

the Apportionment Clause, Art. I, § 2, c1. 3; 5:1 in the'

Migration and Importation provision, Art. I, § 9, cI. 1;
in the Emolument Clause, Art. I, § 9, c1. 8; in the Elec

tors provisions, Art. II, § 1, c1. 2, and the superseded
cl. 3; in the provision outlining qualifications for the

office of President, Art, II, § 1, c1. 5; in the Extradition

provisions, Art. IV, § 2, c1. 2, and the superseded Fugi
tive Slave c1. 3; and in the Fifth, Twelfth, and Twenty
second Amendments as well as in §§ 2 and 3 of the

Fourteenth Amendment. But in nearly all these in

stances, the 'use of the word is such that it has applica
tion only .postnatally. None indicates, with any

assurance, that it has any possible pre-natal application."

S� We are not aware that in the taking of any census under this

clause, a fetus has ever been counted.
M When Texas urges that, a fet IIR is entitled to Fourteenth Amend

ment protection II' 11, person, it rH('eS n, dilemma, Neither in Texas

nor in any other Stnte arc nil abortions prohibited. Despite broad

proscription, an exception always exists. The exception contained

in Art. 1196, for an abortion procured or attempted by medical ad

vice for the purpose of saving the life of the mother, is typical. But

if the f ttlS is It. person who is not to be deprived of life without due

proce
. of law, and if t he mother'.' condition i the sole det.erminant,

does not. the Texas except ion appca r to be out of line with the

Amendment's command?
There fire oth r inconsistencies between Fourteenth Amendment

statu and the typical abortlon statute. It has already been pointed
out, II. 49, supra, that 'in Texas rho woman is not II principal or an

accomplice with respect to an abortion upon her. If the fetus is

a person, why is the woman not [I principal or an accomplice?
Further, the penalty for criminal abortion specified by Art. 1195'

is-significantly less than, the maximum penalty for murder prescribed'
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All this, together with our observation, supra, that

throughout the major portion of the 19th century pre

vailing legal abortion practices were far freer than' they
are today, persuades us that the word "person," as used
in the Fourteenth Amendment, does not include the
unborn." This is in accord with the results reached

in those few cases where the issue has been squarely
presented. McGarvey v. Magee-Wornens Hospital, 340

F. Supp. 751 (WD Pa. 1972); Byrn v. New York City
Health & Hospitals Corp., 31 N. Y. 2d 194, 286 N. E.
2d 887 (1972). appeal pending; Abele v. Markle, -

F. Supp. - (Conn. Sept. 20, 1972), appeal pending.
Compare Cheaney v. Indiana, - Ind. -, 285 N. E.

265, 270 (1972); Montana v. Rogers, 278 F. 2d 68, 72

(CA7 1960), aff'd sub nom. Montana v. Kennedy,
366 U. S. 308 (1961); Keeler v. Superior Court, -

Ca1. -. 470 P. 2d 617 (1970); State v. Dickinson, 23
Ohio App. 2d 259,275 N. E. 2d 599 (1970). Indeed, our

decision in United States v. Vuitch, 402 U. S. 62 (1971),
inferentially is to the same effect, for we there would
not have indulged in statutory interpretation favorable

to abortion in specified circumstances if the necessary

consequence w�s the termination of life entitled to Four

teenth Amendment protection.
This conclusion, however, does not of itself fully

answer the contentions raised by Texas, and we pass
on to other considerations,

B. The pregnant woman cannot be isolated in her

privacy. She carries an embryo and, later, a fetus, if

by Art. 1257 of �be Texas Penal Code. If the fetus is a person, may

the penalties be diffetent�
�r. Cf. the Wisconsin abortion stn tute, defining "unborn child"

to mean "a human being from the time of conce; tion until it is born

alive," Wi'. Stu,t. § 94.0.04 (6) (1969), nnd tho new Connecticut stat

ute, Public Act No. 'I, May 1972 Special Session, declaring it to be
the public policy of the State and the legislative intent "to protect
and preserve human life from the moment of conception."
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one accepts the medical definitions of the developing
young in the human uterus. See Dorland's Illustrated

Medical Dictionary, 478-479, 547 (24th ed. 1965). The

situation 'therefore is inherently different from marital

intimacy, or bedroom possession of obscene material, or'

marriage, or procreation, or education, with which Eisen

stadt, Gf,swold, Stanley, Loving, Skinner, Pierce, and

Meyer were respectively concerned. As we have inti

mated above, it is reasonable and appropriate for a.

State to decide that at some point in time another

interest, that of health of the mother or that of poten
tial human life, becomes significantly involved. The

woman's privacy is no' longer sole and any right of

privacy she possesses must be measured accordingly.
Texas urges that, apart from the Fourteenth Amend

ment, life begins at conception and is present through
out pregnancy, and that, therefore, the State has a

compel1ing interest Tn protecting that life from and

after conception. We need not resolve the difficult ques

tion of when life begins. When those trained in the

respective disciplines of medicine, philosophy, and theol

ogy are unable to arrive at any consensus, the judiciary,
at this point in the development of man's knowledge,
is not in a position to speculate as to the answer.

It should be sufficient to note briefly the wide diver

gence of thinking on this most sensitive and difficult

question. There has always been strong support for the

view that life does not begin until live birth. This was

the belief of the Stoics." It appears to be the pre

dominant, though not the unanimous, attitude of the'

Jewish faith." It may be taken to represent also the

position, of a large segment of the Protestant community,

56 Edelstein 16,
•

ro7 Lader 97-99; D. Feldman, Birth Control in Jewish Law 251":'
294 (-1968). For a. stricter vi W, see 1. Jakobovits, Jewish Views on �

Abortion, ill Abortion and the Law 124 (D. Smith ed. 1967).
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insofar as that can be ascertained; organized groups that
have taken a formal position on the abortion issue have

generally regarded abortion as a matter for the conscience

of the individual and her family." As we have noted,
the common la:w found greater significance in quickening.
Physicians and their scientific colleagues have regarded
that event with: less interest and have tended to focus
either upon conception or upon live birth or upon the
interim point at which the fetus becomes "viable," that

is, potentially able to live outside the mother's womb,
albeit with artificial aid." Viability is usually placed
at about seven months (28 weeks) but may occur earlier,
even at 24 weeks. so The Aristotelian theory of "mediate

animation," that held sway throughout the Middle Ages
.

and the Renaissance in Europe, continued to be official
Roman Catholic dogma until the 19th century, despite
opposition to this "ensoulment" theory from those in the
Church who would recognize the existence of life from
the moment of conception." The latter is now, of course,
the official belief of the Catholic Church. As one of the
briefs amicus discloses, this is a view strongly held by
many non-Catholics as well, and by many physicians.
Substantial problems for precise definition of this view

are posed, however, by new embryological data that pur

port to indicate that conception is a "process" over time,
rather than an event, and by new medical techniques
such as menstrual extraction, the "morning-after" pill,

�8 Amicus Brief for the American Ethical Union et al, For the

position of the National Council' of Churches and of other denomina

tions, see .Lader 99-101.
60 L. Hellman � J. Pritchard; Williams Obstetrics 493 (14th ed.

1971) i Dorland's' Illustrated Medical Dictionary 1689 (24th ed.
1965).

(10 Hellman & Pritchard, supra, Il. 58, at 493.
61 For discussions of the development of the Roman Catholic po-·

sition, see D. Callahan, Abortion: Law, Choice and Morality 409-·

447 (1970); NoonanJ.
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'implantation of embryos, artificial insemination, and even

artificial wombs."
In areas other than criminal abortion the law has

been reluctant to endorse any theory that life, as we

recognize it, begins before live birth or to accord legal
rights to the unborn except in narrowly defined situations
and except when the rights are contingent upon live
birth. For example, the traditional rule of tort law had
denied recovery for prenatal injuries even though the
child was born alive." That rule has been changed in

almost every jurisdiction. In most States recovery is said

to be permitted only if the fetus was viable, or at least

quick, when the injuries were sustained, though few

courts have squarely so held." In a recent development,
generally opposed by the commentators, some States per
mit the parents of a stillborn child to maintain an action
for wrongful death because of prenatal injuries." Such
an action, however, would appear to be one to vindicate

the parents' interest and is thus consistent with the
view that the fetus, at most, represents only the potential-

"2 See D. Brodie, The New Biology and the Prenatal Child, 9 J.
Fam. L. 391, 397 (J970); R. Gorney, The New Biology and the
Future of Man, 15 UCLA L. Rev. 27;� (19fi8); Note, Criminal Lnw

Abortion=-The "Morning-After" Pill LInd Other Pre-Implantation
Birth-Control Methods and the Law, 46 Ore. L. Rev. 211 (1967);
G. Taylor, The Biological Time Bomb 32 (1968); A. Rosenfeld, The
Second Genesis, 138-139 (1969); G. Smith, Through a Test Tube

Darkly: Artifiojal Insemination and the Law, 67 Mich. L. Rev. 127

(1968); Note, Artificial Insemination and the Law, U. III. L. F. 203

(1968) .

68 Pro ser, Handbook of the Law of Torts 335-338 (1971); Z

Harper & James, The Law of Torts 1028-1031 (1956); Note, 63
Harv, L. Rev. 173 (194.9).

M See cases cited in Prosser, SUp1'O., n. 62, at 3:36-338; Annotation,
Action for Death of Unborn Child, 15 A. L. R 3d 992 (1967) .

.

Or. Pro 'ser, 8upra,�. '62, at 3:38; Note, The Law and the Unborn
Child, 4fi 'Notre Dame Law. 349, 854-360 (1971).
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ity of life. Similarly, unborn children have been recog
nized as acquiring rights or interests by way of inheri
tance or other-devolution of property, and have been

represented by guardians ad liteui," Perfection of the
interests involved! again, has generally been contingent
upon .live birth. ,: III short, the unborn have never been

recognized 'in the law as persons in the whole sense.

X

In view of all this, we do not agree that, by adopting
one theory of life, Texas may override the rights of the

pregnant woman that are at stake. We repeat, however,
that the State does have an important and legitimate
interest in preserving and protecting the health of the

pregnant woman, whether she be a resident of the State
or a nonresident who seeks medical consultation and
treatment there, and that it has still another important
and legitimate interest in protecting the potentiality of
human life. These interests are separate and distinct.
Each grows in substantiality as the woman approaches
term and, at a point during pregnancy, each becomes

"compelling, "
With respect to the State's important and legitimate

interest in the health of the mother, the "compelling"
point, in the light of present medical knowledge, is at

approximately the end of the first trimester. This is so

because of the now established medical fact, referred to

above at p. 34, that until the end of the first trimester

mortality In abortion is less than mortality in normal
childbirth. It follows that from and after this point,
a State may regulate the abortion procedure to the extent

66 D. Louisell, Abortion, Tho Practice of Medicine, and the Due
Process of Law, 16 UCLA L,. Rev. 2:33, 235-238 (1969); Note, 56
Iowa r, Rev. 9911, 999-1000 (1971); Note, The Law and the Unborn
Ohild,46 Notre Da'me Law. 349, 351-354 (1971).
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that the regulation reasonably relates to the preserva
tion and protection of maternal health. Examples of
permissible state regulation in this area are requirements
as to the qualifications of the person who is to perform
the abortion; as to the licensure of that person; as to

the facility in which the procedure is to be performed,
that is, whether it must be a hospital or may be a clinic
or some other place of less-than-hospital status; as to

the licensing of the facili ty; and the like.
This means, on the other hand, that, for the period of

pregnancy prior to this "compelling" point, the attending
physician, in consultation with his patient, is free to

determine, without regulation by the State, that in his
medical judgment the patient's pregnancy should be
terminated. If tbltt decision is reached, the judgment
may be effectuated by an abortion free of interference by
the State.

With respect to the State's important and legitimate
interest in potential life, the "compelling" point is at

viability. This is so because the fetus then presumably
has the capability of meaningful life outside the mother's
womb. State regulation protective of fetal life after
viability thus has both logical and biological justifica
tions. If the State is interested in protecting fetal life
after viability, it may go so far as to proscribe abortion
during that period except when it is necessary to preserve
the life or health of the mother.

Measured against these standards, Art. 1196 of the
Texas Penal Code, in restricting legal abortions to those
"procured or attempted by medical advice for the pur
pose of saving the life of the mother," sweeps too broadly.
The statute makes no distinction between abortions per
formed early in pregnancy and those performed later,
and it limits to a single reason, "saving" the mother's.
life, the legal justification for the procedure. The-
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statute, therefore, cannot survive the constitutional

attack made upon it here.
ThIs conclusion makes it unnecessary for us to consider

the additional challenge to the Texas statute asserted on

grounds of vl\.irel)es�. "
See United States v. Vuitch, 402

U. S. 62, 67-72 (1971).'
XI

To summarize and to repeat:
1. A state criminal abortion statute of the current

Texas type, ·.that- excepts from criminality only a life
saving procedure on behalf of the mother, without regard
to pregnancy stage and without recognition of the other

interests involved, is violative of the Due Process Clause

of the Fourteenth. Amendment.

(a) For the stage prior to approximately the end of the

first trimester, the abortion decision and its effectuation

must be left to the medical judgment of the pregnant
woman's attending physician.
, (b) For'the stage subsequent to approximately the end

of the first trimester, the State, in promoting its interest

in the health of the mother, may, if it chooses, regulate
the abortion procedure in ways that are reasonably related

to maternal health.

(c) For the stage subsequen t to viability the State, in

promoting its interest in the potentiality of human life,
may, if it chooses, regulate, and even proscribe, abortion

except where it is necessary, in appropriate medical judg
ment, for the preservation of the life or health of. the
mother.

2. The State may define the term "physician," as it

has been employed in the preceding numbered paragraphs
of this Part XI of this opinion, to mean only a physician
currently licensed by the State, and may proscribe any

abortion by a person who is not a physician as so defined,
In Doe v. Bolton, post, procedural requirements con

tained in one of the modern' abortion statutes are con-
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sidered. That opinion and this one, of course, are to be
read together."

This holding, we feel, is consistent with the relative

weights of the respective interests involved, with the
lessons and example of medical 'and legal history, with
the lenity of the common law, and with the demands of
the profound problems of the present day. The decision
leaves the State free to place increasing restrictions on

abortion as the period of pregnancy lengthens, so long
as those restrictions are tailored to the recognized state
interests. The decision vindicates the right of the phy
sician to administer medica.1 treatment according to his

professional judgment up to the points where important
state interests provide compelling justifications for inter
vention. Up to those points the abortion decision in an
its aspects is inherently, and primarily, a medical decision,
and basic responsibility for it must rest with the phy
SICIan. If an individual practitioner abuses the privilege'
of exercising proper medical judgment, the usual reme

dies, judicial and intra-professional, are available.

XII

Our conclusion that Art. 1196 is unconstitutional

means, of course, that the Texas abortion statutes, as a

unit, must fall. The exception of Art. 1196 cannot be

'J7 Neither in this opinion nor in Doe v. Bolton, post, do we dis
cuss the father's rights, if any exist in the constitutional context, in
the abortion deci ·ion. No paternal right has been asserted in either
of the .cases, and the Texas and the Georgia statutes on their face
take no cognizance of the father. 'We are aware that some statutes

recognize the father under certain circumstances, North Carolina,
for example, 1B N. C. Gen. Stat. § 14-45.1 (Supp. 1971), requires
written permission for the abortion from the husband when the
woman is a married minor, that is, when she is less than 18 years
of age, 41 N. C. A. G. 489 (1971); if the woman is an unmarried

minor, written permission fr�m the parents is required. We need
riot now decide whether provisions of this kind are constitutional,

,

I
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stricken separately, for then the State is left with a stat

ute proscribing all abortion procedures no matter how

medically urgent the case.

Although the District Court granted plaintiff Roe

declaratory relief, it stopped short of issuing an injunc
tion against enforcement of the Texas statutes. The

Court has recognized that different considerations enter

into a federal court's decision as to declaratory relief, on

the one hand, and injunctive relief, on the other. Zwick

ler v. Koota, 389 U. S. 241, 252- 255 (1967); Dombrow

ski v. Pfister, 380 U. S. 479 (1965). We are not dealing
with a statute that, on its face. appears to abridge free

expression, an' area of particular concern under Dom

browski and refined in Younger v. Harris, 401 U. S., at

50.
We find it unnecessary to decide whether the District

Court erred in withholding injunctive relief, for we as

sume the Texas proseoutorial authorities will give full

credence to this .decision that the present criminal abor

tion statutes of that State are unconstitutional.

The judgment of the District Court as to intervenor

Hallford is reversed, and Dr. Hallford's complaint in

intervention is dismissed. In all other respects the judg
ment of the District Court is affirmed. Costs are allowed

t(l) the.appellee -,

It is so ordered.
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OCTOBER TERM� 1970

No.

JANE ROE, JOHN DOE, and MAny DOE,

AppeUq,nts, ,

;J'AMES HUBERT HALLFORD, M.D., .

Appellant-Intervenor�
-v.-

HENRY WADE,
Appellee.

ON APPEAlL 'FROM THE UNITED 'STATES DISTRICT COURT

. 1 EOR \ '1'HE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TExAs

,

,

r ,<" tnlJ"

roBISDICTIONAL STATEMENT
..(.. - .

Appellants b�ing this direct appeal from a judgment
entered' June 17, '1970; by a statutory three-judge United
Stat:S Di�trict

-

Court for the Northern District of Texas.
t' (.,

The' judgI\lent . appealed from granted these Appellants
. \

'

'" t. ' t I ,

(Plaintiffs Delow) a declaration that the Texas anti-abor-
tion stgtutes #��e unc�nstitutional on their i�ce, by reason.J,. J � "i i'I , ,

of' ove.rb�ea:dth a:ff�cting fundamental individual rights, and
>

•• � l'
.

that provisions in the statute suffered from unconstitu-
'f �. �.

•

\ I '
..

tional. uncertainty. However, the judgment denied a perma-
nent injuftction which had been sought as necessary in aid
of the District Court's jurisdiction to enjoin future enforce-,tro: •

ment of the:statute declared invalid. Appellants submit this
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Statement to show that this is a direct, appeal over which

thiS'-:00Uk nas, jurisdiction, �nd that the appeal presents

important and substantial federal questions which merit,

.

plenary review.

Citation to 'Opinions' Below

The June 17, 1970, opinion of the statutory three-judge

uriit�a S\ates District Court for the Northern District of

Texas is not .yet reported. The text: of the decision is set

ou.t,in th� Appendix, infra, at 7a.
'

..
• f. •

Jurisdiction

(i) \� March 3,1970, Appellant Jane Roe filed her origi
nal complaint,' basing jurisdiction on 28 U.S.C. §1343(3)

(1964 ed.), and complementary remedial statutes, 28 U.RC.

§2201 (1964 ed.) ; 42 U.S.C. §1983 (1964 ed.). On the same

day Appellants John and Mary Doe filed a complaint

predicating federal jurisdiction on the same statutes. On

March 23, 1970, the District Court granted leave for Ap
pellant James H. Hallford, M.D., to intervene as a party-

l
•

� I
•

pl�intiff,
.

on the basis of a complaint alleging a class action

and' the .same jurisdictional grounds set out above. Subse-
, � i' j:' ,. j J

q�ently, on April 22, 1970, Appellant Jane Roe amended

he� corhplaint to sue "ori behalf of herself and all others

s�il�riy'situated" (App. at 8a n. 1). Appellants ,John and
(

,.
l '

t •
�

Mary Doe also amended their complaints to assert a class

acition' (Id.). All Appellants, from their respective posi-
J' i ' • "

'

ti?�s ?;s marr,ied co�wl,es, pregnant single women, and prac-

ticing physicians asked that the Texas anti-abortion stat-
f \" tJ 1:

...'
••

• 1 '.Plie Complaint and' all other documents referred to in this

J�.�qi�tiopal �tatement are part of the record on appeal.
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utes" be declared unconstitutional on .their face, and for an

injunction against future enforcemElnt of the statutes. A

statutory. three-jl\qge ; United States District Court was

requested and convened pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§2281, 2284

(1964 tld:);
r.

, f
.

,: :' .

� . .t I

(if) The final judgment of the statutory three-judge Dis

trict Court, granting Appellants' request for a declaratory
judgment, huf; denying any injunctive relief, was entered

on June. 17" 1970 (App, at 4a). On Monday, August 17,

197�, all. rA:PpeiI�Rts filed with the United States Distrlet
Court for the Northern District of Texas notices of appeal

, L) . h' I

to this Court CAppo at Ia), pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §2101(b)

(�964 ed.), a�d SUP. CT. RULES 11, 34 (July 1, ,1970 ed.),
396.. U.S.,1�lB, 1��1, 10�� (1970) . .A, protective appeal to

the United States Court of Appeals for the .F'ifth Circuit
j "> " ,

' .•

was noticed on JUly 23, 1970, by Appellant Hallford (App .

.. I ,
'

a�i 23�,), �rid l�n �uly 24, 1970, by Appellant Jane Roe

(App, at 21�). i! i I ,. 1. f t t::_ :1, ".l..1

(iii) Jurisdiction of this Court to review by direct appeal
the three-judg.� Di�trict Court's final �udgme;nt denying a

permanent ibjtmction 'is �nferred by 28 U.S.C. §1253 (1964
ed.) .. i'; .:> )

" .
,

_.

(iv) Caseswhich sustain the jurisdiction of this Court

are: Evans v. Cornman, 398 U.S. 419, 420 (1970) ; Goldberg
v. Kelly, 397. U.s. 254, 261 (1970) j Carter v. Jury Comm'n

, I t 'J" I j ,
<

of Greene 'County, 396 U.S. 320, 328 (1970); Moore v.

Ogtlvie�d394i B.S.l 814, 815 ..16 (1969); Williams Y. Rhodes,
393 U.S:J23, 26-28 '(1968) j Dinis v. -Volpe, 389 U.S. 570

(l:968(}t (pel', cur,iam).; Hale v, Bimco Trading c«, 306 U.S.

37i5, ,37.6l7S)!�1939). r ,. l

.' ,

2 The statutes, set out verbatim, infra, at �-5, .are �A TEXAS
PENAL CODE ads. 1191-1194, 1196, at 429-36 (1961).
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!, . (')! hi. ,

Statutes Involved
j J

'<,2A· TEXAS PENAL CODE 'art. 1196, at 436 (1961):
to ". J. • s .

r. �-

"To
•

":&othing in this chapter applies to an abortion pro-
cured or attempted by medical advice for the purpose
'of saving the life of the mother."

: 2A 'rEXAB PENAL CODE art. 1191, at 429 (1961):
, .. I •

\ ''If any person shall designedly administer to a preg
.

.' nant woman or knowingly procure to be administered
. . with her consent any drug or medicine, or shall use

I; , '

. towards her any violence or means whatever externally
... \ or internally applied', arid thereby procure an abortion,

" 'he shall be confined in the penitentiary not less than
, "tWo nor more than five years; if it be done without her

'60dsent, 'the punishment shall be doubled. By 'abortion'
, >�Iis frueant that the life of the fetus or embryo shall be

destroyed in the woman's womb or that a premature
t, -, b�J;th thereof be caused."

, \ i { .

;.e�:\r.:t;IjlXAS PENAL CODE art. 1192, at 433 (1961):
"Whoever furnishes the means for procuring an

"j,J.��o!,\i?n, knowing ,the purpose intended is an accom-
1· "

,P.IW�·,' "

"'2�lfEili PE�AL CODE' art. 119�, at 434' (1961)':
...

•

to.. ..{ .'
•

,

I '
�flf the means used shall fail to produce an abortion,

i 0, the,"offender is nevertheless 'guilty of an attempt to
.' . preduee abortion, provided it be shown that such means

were calculated to produce that result; and shall be
fined not less than one hundred nor more than one

:.11 thousand dollars."
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2A TEXAS PENA,}'" yODE" art! 11�4, at435 (1961) :

"If the' death. of the mother is occasioned by an abor
. tion so' 'produ'C�d or by' an attempt to effect the same

it is murder."

Questions Presented

I. Wheth�r the Three-Judge Court Should' Have En

joined Future Eriforcement of the Texas Anti-Abortion

�aws", Which , t4e(. Court Had Declared Unconstitutional,
�eretan Injunction .was Necessary in Aid of the Court's

.Iurisdietion, Proper to Effectuate the Declaratory Judg.:.
ment, and .Needed .to Prevent Irreparable Injury to Im

portant Feder� Rights of the Class of Pregnant Women

Who ,Are .or Will 'he Seeking Abortions, and the Class of

Physicians Who, are Forced to. Reject such Women as

Patients Because-pf a Reasonable Fear of Prosecution.

I .'. 'f

I�.. ;���h�r. a Married Couple, and Others Similarly
Situated, Have Standing to Challenge the Texas Anti

Abortion Laws, Where Said Laws Have a Present and

Destructi�e ,'Effect on their Marital Relations, They are

Unable to Utilize' Fully Effective Contraceptive Methods,
Pr'e�ancy W�Uld:,Seriously Harm the Woman's Health;
and Slich -8,' Couple Could Not Obtain Judicial Relief in

S1pli��e�� I TfuI� �teJ:l Pregnancy ..
to Pr�vent Irreparable

litjury.. . � - lc. \
..... -.l

....
,.

..�;T
..
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Statement of the Case

J t: f

'I. A1?p�ll.apts.brought three actions on behalf of three vari-

ously situated classes of Plaintiffs.

John and Mary Doe, a childless married couple, sued on

behalf of themselves and all others similarly situated. Mary
Doe has a neural-chemical disorder which renders preg-

- nancy a threat to her physical and mental health, although
not-to her. survival. Her physician has so advised her, and

has also .advised against using oral contraceptives. The

alternate means of contraception used by John and Mary
Doe-is subject to a significant risk of failure. In such event,
MalT Doe would like to, but legally could not, obtain a

therapeutic abortion in a suitable medical facility in Texas.

The probability of contraceptive falure in the class repre

sented !by Mary Doe is unquestionably high, when the size

of the Class is considered. Also, the limitations of judicial
relief for a pregnant woman seeking an abortion are well

lmowh.a For Mary Doe and �thers in her position, a 'pre-

8 Therpei-idd between pregnancy detection, which normally occurs
after the':fourth week, and the safest time for a therapeutic abor

tion, before the twelfth week, leaves little time for judicial delibera
tion.' With the notable exception of the Seventh Circuit, courts

have d�clined to- render a decision on behalf of a pregnant woman

in the limited ,time available. In the present case, the first com

plaint was filed March 3, 1970, and followed after fifteen full weeks

by.a:deeision onthe merits, June 17,1970. Compare Doe v. Randall,
314 F. Supp. 32 (D. Minn. 1970) (nearly five weeks between deei
sion and complaint); Doe v. Lefkouiite, 69 Civ. 4423 (S.D.N.Y.
Dec. 12, 1969) (per curiam) (preliminary injunction denied until
all factual materials developed by deposition); and California v.

Belous, 71' Cal. 2d --, 458 P.2d 194, 80 Cal. Rptr. 354 (1969)
(argument March 3, 1969; decision September 5, 1969) ; with Doe

v. Scott, No. 18382 (7th Cir. Mar. 30, 1970)' (per euriam), rev'g
310 F. Supp. 688 (N.D. Ill. Mar. 27, 1970) (order entered in three

days where pregnancy caused by rape).
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pregnancy.ruling on the validity of the Texas anti-abortion
laws ;was the"on1y ruling that could grant-her the relief she
would.be seeking.. .Any: other decision would simply be' too
late ,to: ,prevent irreparable injury. Accordingly, John and

Mary Doe �brought an action for declaratory and injunctive
relief against the present effect of the Texas, statutes on

their marital relations, and the inevitable future effect the

statutea-would-have, in the certain event that a member of
the class would' become pregnant and not qualify for a legal
abortion.in [1e:xa,s .

.

Jarie"Ro�, ian unmarried pregnant woman, also brought
an' acfi'on of the same nature, on her own behalf and for all
others similiarlj' situated. Jane Roe had been unable to

obtain a legal abortion in a medical facility in Texas, be
cause' her survival was not threatened by continued preg
nancy, and no hospital would perform the abortion, in light
of 'th� Texas anti-�bortion statutes.' .Tane Roe was finan

clallY unable to :Journey to another jurisdiction �ith less

re�tric�iV'e 'UI.WS on abortion, and accordingly had no re

course otlier than) continuing an unwanted pregnancy, or

risking 1ie'� lif� J and health at the hands of a non-medical
crihun8J r abortionIst.

'

,

James H. Hallford, M.D., intervened as a Plaintiff, repre
smiting himself 'and other licensed Texas physicians simi

lai-ly' situ�te'd.\ �Dr: Hallford's' interest was twofold. As a

4 While Texas does not punish the woman who persuades a physi
cian'to'aoort h¢r,.'ilie anti-abortion statutes impose a felony sanction
of upto live 'years for the physician. 2A TEXAS PENAL CODE art.
1191, 'at '429 (1961). Moreover, the physician risks cancellation of
his license-to p'ractice. 12B TEXAS CIV. STAT. art. 4505, at 541
(19'66? 1 ttl. arJ;:'��506, at 132 (Supp. 1969-70). Also, the hospital
can los'e' its operating license for permitting an illegal abortion
wi'thiD:' itS facilities'.�} 12B 'TEXAS CIV. STAT. art. 44371, §9, at 216
(1966). ( (�, '" .

. ,

,


